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CAREER FIELDS. POLICIES. PROCLEr'RES AND EQUIPMENT CHANGE. AI SO,
ERRORS OCCASIONALLY GET INTO PRINT. -HIE 1'01.1 OWING ITEMS UPDATE NI)
CORRECF YOUR COURSE MATERIALS. PLEASE MAKE THE INDICATED CHANGES.

10TE: PLEASE MAKE THE CORRECTIONS 1NIDICATIGN BELOW. THESE CORRECTIONS MAY OMIT SOME ERRORS,

SUCH ASTYPOS, THAT DO NOT AFFECT THE MEANING OF THE MATERIAL.

L. CHANGES FOR THE MODULE: 30554 02 S34 8112

a Page 2, col 1, line 3 fr bot: After "under" add "HYBRID." Col 2, line 1: Change
"deteccs the presence or nonpresence of information" to "uses numbers to represent data."

b. Page line 18 fr bot: After "Semiconductor" add "independently."

c. Page 4, Tam.e 1-1, line 4: Delete duplicate Legend.

d. Page 9, col 1, line 4: Change "systems" to "system."

e. Page 12, col 2, line 10 fr bot: Change "2P4" to "2-4."

f. -Jge 24, Exercises (014)-2: Change "405.1(8)" to "400.1(8)."

g. Page 32, col 2, line 8: Change "5 2 4 7 0 C" to "5 2 3 7 0 C."

h. Page 33, col 1, line 14: Change "+ F 0 2 B 6" to "+ F D 2 B 6." Line 16: Change
"1 E 8 A C 6" to "1 E 8 A C 0."

i. Page 35, col 1, line 7 fr bot: Change "0 10" to "0010."

j. Page 36, Exercises (021)-3.a: Change "11000110" to "10011010."

k. Page 39, answer 007-2.a: Change "10001111" to "11001111."

1. Page 40, answer 019-1.a: Change "80AE" to "81AE." Answer 019-1.b: Change "28391"

to "26501." Answer :1° ?.b: Change "10E" to "00E." Answer 020-1.a: Change "10111" to
"1 0111." AnslAr'r 02(-- p: Change "10101" to "1 0101."

2. CHANGES FOR THE MODULE: 30554 02 S36 8112

to "

a. Page 4, col 2, line 1: Change "+25-volts" to "-25-volts."

b. Page 12, col 2, line 14 fr bot: Change "R2" to "Rl."

c. Page 17, col 2, Tirl 26: Change "9.1" to "91.1."

d. Page 18, col 1, line 19: Change "L2 to L2" to "Ll to L2."

e. Page 19, col 1, line 2 fr bot: Change "sctions" to "secticns."

f. Page 20, col 2, line 1 fr bot: Change u= .159 .159

.159 = .159

71.064 x 10-15 V64 x 10-18

-V7064 x 10-15 -1/64 x 10-16

Continuation Sheet for FCI Fr,rn 4 Page 2 of 6
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CAREER FIELDS. POUCIES. PROCEDr RES AND LQUIPMFNT CHANGE. ALSO.

ERRORS OCCASIONALLY GET INTO PRINT. THE FOLLOWINC ITEMS UDALL AND

CORRECT YOUR COURSE MATERIALS. PLEASE MAKE THE INDICATE!) CHANGES.

CHANGES FOR THE MODULE: 30554 02 S36 8112 (Continued)

g. Page 20, col 2, line 2 fr bot: Change "= .159

-V .016 x 10
-3 x 4 x 10

-12

o "= .159

11.016 x 10
-3

x 4 x 10
-12

h. Page 21, Exercises (011)-6: Delete "and there is . . . of the circuit."

i. Page 22, col 1, line 5: Change "Flat" to "Fast."

Page 24, col 2, line 4: Change "Q=XL" to

k. Page 25, col 1, line 10: Change "maximum" to "minimum."

3f

1. Page 36, col 2, line 5 fr bot: Change "3f" to "4 ." Line 6 fr bot: Change "f(X-1)"

"f(X-1)."
X

m. Page 40, col 1, line 6: Change "off-numbered" to "odd-numbered." Col 2, lines 2-3 fr

Dot: Change "If you multiply" to "When multiplying."

n. Page 41, col 1, line 2: Change "Since" to "If" and "in the AN/TTC-30" to "of a."

Line 3: After "nearest" add "sampling rate." Line 4: Change "could" to "can." Lines 5-6:

Change "%as" to "is" and delete "The 12.5 . . . AN/TTC-30." Line 6: Change "If" to "When."

o. Page 44, col 2, line 11: Change "the AN/TTC-30 ESC" to "an electronic switching

center." Line 12: Change "AN/TCC-30 ESC" to "switching center."

P Page 46, Exercises (021)-2: Change "part" to "parts."

q. Page 50, answer 008-1: Change "current" to "circuit." Answer 011-6: Delete ";

unilateralization; neutralization." Answer 014-1(1): After "j." add "g."

r. Page 51, answer 015-4: Change "Bl" to "Rl." Answer 019-2: Change "ration" to

"ratio."

3. CHANGES FOR THE MODULE: 30554 02 S38 8112

a. Page 2, col 2, line 10: Change "cne low input" to "two low inputs."

h. Page 5, Exercises (001)-1(16): After the blank space add "binary digits." Exercises

(001)-1.dd: After "dd." add "ee. Inhibited and."

c. Page 12, col 2, line 3 fr bot: After "8" add "will be satisfied. Follow the outputs

of AND-gates 3 and 8."

d. Page 13, Figure 1-15, bottom left: Under "KEYBOARD" change "A B C D" to "D C B A."

Continuation Shcct for VC! Form 25 Page 3 of 6
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CAREER FIELDS. POLICIES. PROCEPLRES AND EQUIPMENT CHANGE. ALSO.

ERRORS OCCASIONALLY GET INTO PRINT. 'HIE FOLLOWING ITEMS UPDATE. AND

CORRECT YOUR COURSE MATERIALS. PLEASE MAKE THE INDICATED CHANGES.

I. CHANGES FORTHE MODULE: 30554 02 S38 8112 (Continued)

e. Page 27, col 1, line 1: Change "B(MS + MS)" to "B(MS + MS)."

f. Page 32, col 2, line 11: Change "in" to "pin."

g. Page 35, col 2, line 29: Change "(T7s+ T7a)5 (T7s + T7b) (T7a." to "(T7 5+ T7a
)

(T7
s
+ T7

b
) 4,(T7

a
+."

h. Page 36, Exercises (013)-3: Change "CR-gate" to "CR-gate 1." Col 2, line 11: Change

"TBc6E" to "Alid5h."

i. Page 37, col 2, line 9 fr bot: Change "na" to "an."

j. Page 41, col 1, line 2: Change "1-35" to "1-37." Line 7 fr bot: After "this" add

"time."

k. Page 51, col 1, line 27 fr bot: Change "Y = TUES 4-D pE" to "Y = Tsh + gd.."

1. Page 61, answer 001-1(13): Change "NAND" to "Inhibited and." Answer 005-3: Change

"21" to "31." Answer 006-1: Change "13" to "12:" Answer 013-3: Change to read "B error =

[(T7t
T7b) + (T7 T7 )1.

t .b

4. CHANGES FOR THE MODULE: 30554 02 S39 8112

a. Page 2, Figure 1-2: Under 'INPUT MEDIA" add "KEYBCARD."

b. Page 10, col 1, line 5: Change "he" to "the."

c. Page 32, col 2, line 19: Change "drowned" to "downward."

d. Page 48, col 2, line 10 fr bot: Change "He to "-Hm."
2 2

e. Page 49, Exercises (022)-4: Change "Hm" to
2 2

f. Page 82, answer (022:-4: Change "-B subscript s" to s r."

5. CHANGES FOR THE MCDULE: 30554 02 S42 8112

a. Page 5, col 1, last line: Change "minimum" to "maximum." Col 2, line 11: Change

to

b. Page 18, Figure 1-15A, B and C: Change "Clamping DC Reference" to "Clamping

Reference."

c. Page 20, Figure 1-16A, B and C: Change "Clamping DC Reference" to "Clamping

Reference."

d. Page 29, answer 009-3: Change "PNP" to "NPN."

Continuation Slicct for I.C1 Ft,rin 7C Page 4 of 6
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CAREER FIELDS. POLICIES, PRO(:I:1)1'KP.; AND EQUIPMENT CHANGE.
I.P.P.ORS OCCASIONALLY GET INTO PRINT, THE EOLLOWINc, ITEMS tPDAIE AND
CORRLCT YOUR COURSE MATERIALS. PLEASE MAKE THE INDICATED CH AN(A.S.

CHANGES FOR THE MODULE: 30554 02 S50 8309

a. Page 13, col 2, Figure 1-43C: Under OUTPUT, change "AB" to "AB."

b. aQe 18, col 1, line 15: Change "base" to "catnode." Col 2, line 10: Change "ANd"

.o "/W- ."

c. Page 21, Figure 1-52.A: The true table for a NCR-gate negative logic should read as

H H L
H L H
L H H
L L H."

d. col 1, Figure 1-59, Legend: Change "CR" to "AND."

e. Page 31, col 1, Figure 1-66: In "output" expression, change "D+E" to "[D+E] ." Figure

L-67: Insert another state indicator at CR-gate output.

f. Page 33, col 1, Figure 1-76: Change "JK" to "JK" in both places.

Exercises (023)-11A: Change "E/qX" to "E---X."

g. Page 36, Exercises (023)-14B: Change "(E4-)" to "E+F."

h_ Page 46, Exercises (023)-12B: Change to "=X."

7. CHANGES FOR THE MODULE: 30554 02 S51 8112

a. Page 5, col 2, line 6: After "flip-flops" add "in Figure 1-1."

b. Page 24, col 1, line 20: Change "FF-4" to "FF-A."

c. Page 43, col 2, line 4: Change "shift" to "transfer." Line 7: Change "FF-1" to

"FF-Sl."

45, col 2, line 8 fr bot: Change ."FF-3" to "FF-2."

'Asv.er 008-8: Change "if" to "is."

LJDULI- _:0554 03 S48 8112

a. Page 5, col 2, line 8: In the equation change " 1 " to " 1 ."

10-3 10
-3

h. Page 10, col 1, line 6 fr bot: Change "EXT/10" to "EXT -; 10." Line 24 fr bot:

Change "Axiom :.- 2" to "Axiom #2."

c. Page 14, col 1, line 5: Change "990" to "009."

d. Page 19, col 1, line 4 fr bot: Change "6" to "2."

e. Page 22, Appendix A, line 12: Change "40,00,000" to "40,000,000."

Continuation Sheet for Fri Form 7'c Page 5 of 6
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URSE NUME1ER
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CAREER FIELDS, POLICIES, PROCEDURES AND EQUIPMENT CHANGE. ALSO,

ERRORS OCCASIONALLY GET INTO PRINT. THE FOLLOWING ITEMS L7PDATE AND

CORRECT YOUR COURSE MATERIALS. PLEASE MAKE THE INDICATED CHANGES.

CHANGES FOR THE MODULE: 30554 03 S48 8112 (Continued)

f. Page 25, col 1: Immediately after answer 002-2, change "022-3" to "002-3", "022-4"

o "002-4" and "022-5" to "002-5. Answer 002-5: Change "250 Hz" to "250 kHz."

CP 43E FOR THE TEXT: VOLUME 1

Pagc 32, col 1, line 2 fr bot: Delete "(fig. 6-6)." Line 3 fr bot: After "Request"

idd "(fig. 6-6)."

.0. CHANGE FOR THE VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE: VOLUME 1

The following questions are no longer scored and need not be answered:

.2, 76, 89 and 95.

Ll. CHANGE FOr. THE VCCUME REVIEW EXERCISE: VOLUME 2

The following questions are no longer scored and need not be answered:

43, 81 and 90.

12. CHANGE FOR THE VCCUME REVIEW EXERCISE: VOLUME 3

The following questions are no longer scored and need not be answered:

14, 90, 93 and 06.

Continuation Sheet for ECI Form 25
Page 6 of 6
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changes listed in this supplement which correct typographical errors, unless such errors
change or otherwise affect the meaning of the material.
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CHANGES FOR THE TEXT: VOLUME 1

Pen-and-Ink Changes

Page-Col Subject Line(s) Correction

IR Change "computer" to "Computer."

1R 15 After "Specific" add "Specialty."

IR 18 Change "perform" to "maintain."

2L 16 fr bot Change "Electron" to "Electronic."

2R 15 Ft bot After "more" add "difficult."

3L 25 fr bot Change "buffer" to "buffers."

3L 4 fr bot Change "of" to "a."

3L 3 fr bot Change "oscilloscopes" to "oscilloscope."

3R 10 Delete "A Minimum ... Electronics 80."

5L 4 Delete "for."

5R 21-24 Delete "The guidance is ... a particular
activity."

5R 3 fr bot Delete "and is involved ... the guide 1

pertains to."

6L 2 Delete "in connection with the effort
involved."

6L 5 Delete "and material involved."

6L 16 Change "USAF" to "DOD."

7L 21 Change "suth" to "such."

7R 32 Change "thee" to "these."

12L 3 Change "which" to "while."

15R 6 Change "injury" to "injure."

17L 7 fr bot C. ige "on" to "or."

22R. 14 Change "Sine" to "Since."

23L 22 Change "FM" to "TM."

24R 18 Change "EAch" to "Each."

2
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Page-Col Subject Line(s) Correction

29R 17 Delete "action to ground aircraft,."

29R 18-20 Change "ground communications," to "the
equipment." and delete "electronics, or
use ... will be taken."

34L 5 Change "5-20" to "5-2."

35L 23 Change "preduct" to "predict."

35L 10-11 fr bot Delete "and expected completion time" and
change have to "has."

36L 10-16 Delete "job proficiency training ...
special purpose vehicles."

37L 24 Delete "Volume 5, .. that volume."

44 (047)-3 Change "a" to "is."

48R 8 Change "ship" to "shop."

49L 5 Change "1755-2" to "1577-2."

55 007-4 Change "A listing of" to "To list."

56 036-3 Change "00-561" to "00-5-1."



CHANGES FOR THE TENT: VOLUME 2

Pen-and-Ink Changes

Pae-Col Subic ( Line( Correction

iii Preface 6-7 Delete ". and supplement to it" and after "which" change
"are" to "is."

1R 7 Change "VQ" to "VG,"

4R 7 fr bot After "on." add "The positive voltage on the gate will
establish the operating point."

9R 4 fr hot Change ,
R4 ,' to

R'=-R4

1 fr bot Change FitR: .' to R1+122 .

R k I

IOL 213-4 Change "no" to "one."

12R 7 fr bot Change "electrons" to "electronics."

20 10 Change "289" to "299. "
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CHANGES FOR THE TEXT: VOL UME 3

Pen-and-Ink Changes

Perge-Col Subject bile( s ,'ret-t ion

iv 4 Fr bot Change "Basic Techniques of Waveform Measurement
Using an Oscilloscope" to "Oscilloscope Measurements."
Change page number 182 to number 181a.

4R i 9 i bot Change "10 to ''10

241_ 16 Change "2-10" to "2- I 1."

28L 19 Change "cycle" to "interval.'

58L 4 Change ''AZA4XA7-6" to "A2A4XA7-6.''

76R 11 fr bot Change "bolt" to "volt,"

108R 15 fr bot Change "par: to "point."

129L 9 fr hot After "one" add "and 1/4."

15 fr bot Change "1" to 1 to "11/4" to 11/2" to provide sufficient
shiner length."

155L 15 Change "hold" to "hole."

166L 17 fr bot Change "6-20, A" to "6-21,A."

179R 25 Change "reczifir nnuiinit thpn" to "rectifier unit type."

Page Changes:

Remove Pages Insert Pages

147-150 147-150

181-182 181-182

191-192 191-192

5
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Preface

THIS CDC was prepared for airmen assigned to on-the-job training (OJT) to the
30554 skill level. Training was organized under the dual-channel OJT program to
provide an orderly means of learning fundamental knowledge through self-study
and the development of job proficiency through supervised instruction. This three-
volume CDC presents the fundamentals needed for your career knowledge devel-
opment, which is the first part of the OJT program. The second part, job proficiency
development, is based on your performance as ycu develop the skills needed to
accomplish assigned tasks.

In this three-volume career development course (CDC), the first volume presents
several subjects common to the majority of maintenance career fields. The subjects
included are: career progression, security, the Air Force Occupational Safety and
Health (AFOSH) Program, technical publications, communication-electronics
maintenance (CEM) management, and maintenance documentation. Volume 2
covers electronic principles and digital techniques, and knowledges required in
support of this specialty knowledge test (SKT). Volume 3 discusses systems main-
tenance principles and techniques. The many types of hardware and test equipment
used within the 305X4 Career Field prohibits the discussion of specific equipment.

Code numbers appearing on figures are for preparing agency identification only.
The inclusion of names of any specific commercial product, commodity, or

service in this publication is for information purposes only and does not imply,
indorsement by the Air Force.

NOTE: If you know this course contains erroneous or outdated information or
does not provide the knowledge that the current specialty training standard (STS)
requires you to have for upgrade training, contact your unit OJT advisor and fill
out AF form 1284, Training Quality Report. If you need an immediate clarification
of information in these study materials, call the author between 0800 and 1600
(CT), Monday through Friday.

Consult your education officer, training officer, or NCO if you have questions
on course enrollment or administration, Your key to a Successful Course, and
irregularities (possible scoring errors, printing errors, etc.) on the volume review
exercises and course examination. Send questions these people can't answer to ECI,
Gunter AFS AL 36618-5643, on ECI Form 17, Student Request for Assistance.

This volume is valued at 15 hours (5 points).
Material in this volume is technically accurate, adequate, and current as of Sep-

tember 1984.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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305X4 Career Progression
CONGRATULATIONS! You have successfully com-
pleted a formal technical school course and have been
awarded the Air Force Specialty Code 30534, Electronic
Computer and Switching Systems Specialist. You are
now entering a phase of self-study designed to provide
you with the necessary knowledge to be awarded the 5
skill level in your Air Force specialty. As you begin your
study of this CDC, keep in mind the following quote
from AFR 35-1, Military Personnel Classification
Policy.

Indiv.dual Responsibility. An Air Force member's career progrsion
is directly related to the amount of personal effort made to (gain and
keep specialty qualification. Accordingly, specialty knowkdge and
proficiency are primarily the responsibility of each individu2l. Several
programs are available through the Base Education Service Centers
(for example, Community College of the Air Force). Each oflicer and
airman is encouraged to use every opportunity available the would
enhance individual technical, military, and professional qualities.

Successful completion of this CDC is one of your re-
sponsibilities in your career progression. More specific
responsibilities and duties are outlined in AFR 39-1,
Airman Classification Regulation, and AFR 39-6, The
Enlisted Force Organization.

1.1. Your Air Force Speciality Code (AFSC)

You have been assigned an Air force speciality code
which identifies your specific job and your level of qual-
ification. This code will change as your job or qualifi-
cation changes.

001. State the meaning of each digit of the 305X4
AFSC, and specify the significance of primary, duty,
and control AFSCs.

Air Force Specialty Code. Throughout your Air Force
career, your duty assignments are governed by an Air
Force specialty code (AFSC) assigned in accordance
with the "airman coding system." When initially re-
porting for basic training, you were given a reporting
identifier code number "99000" for basic airman.
When selected for a particular career field, you were
assigned the "helper level" AFSC for that field. For
Example, in the Electronic Computer and Switching
Systems Specialist/Technician Career Field, the helper
level is 30514, Electronic Computer and Switching Sys-
tems Helper.
Coding Method. Each AFSC consists of five numerical
digits. The first two digits identify the career field - in
your case, the Electronics Equipment Maintenance Sys-

CHAPTER 1

tems Career Field (30). The third digit, in combination
with the first two, identifies the subdivision of the field,
i.e., Electronic computer and SwitchMg Systems (5).
The fourth digit identifies the skill level of the AFS.
This may be a 1,3,5,7 or 9 level. In your case, it is the
5 level, which means skilled or specialist. The fifth digit
identifies a specific specialty. The AFSC of 30554 is
then labeled specifically as Electronic Computer and
Switching Systems Specialist. Broken down and labeled,
the AFSC looks like this:

30 = Career Field
5 = Subdivision

5 = Skill Level
4 = Specific

Communications Electronics
Electronic Computer and
Switching Systems
Skilled (Specialist)
Technician

In some career fields it is necessary to further identify
the particular equipment an airman is qualified to
operate or perform. In such cases a letter suffix is
used and this becomes a part of the AFSC. In
addition, a letter prefix may also be used to designate
a special type of duty that is common to more than
one AFS. For example, the prefix "T" means
instructor and the suffix "A" means assigned to
aircrew duty.

Types of AFSCs. Throughout your Air Force
career, you will perform duties and be assigned in
accordance with three types of AFSCs, as follows:
(1) Your primary AFSC (PAFSC) is the AFSC in
which you are most highly trained and qualified to
perform duty.

(2) Your duty AFSC (DAFSC) is the AFSC in
which you actually perform duty. In most cases this
is the same as the PAFSC; however, it may vary. For
example, as a 3-level helper, you may be assigned
duty in a 5-level position due to a lack of 5-level
personnel.

(3) Your control AFSC (CAFSC) is used as a
management tool to control airman assignment
actions against authorized worldwide manning
requirements.

Exercises (001):

I. What do the first two, fourth, and fifth digits of
an AFSC indicate?



2. Your primary AFSC is the AFSC in which you 2. One of the tasks required by the specialty summary
are: for a 30574 is to modify what type of systems?

1-2. Duties of AFS 30554

You must understand your AFSC specialty
description in AFR 39-1. This specialty description
has ?)een developed from occupational surveys and
job evaluations. These surveys are conducted as
needed to collect information about work performed
by airmen in a specialty. They are followed by job
evaluations to insure that skill levels match the level
of difficulty and responsibility of work performed.
Thus, the specialty descriptions appearing in AFR
39-1 describe your duties as accurately and
completely as possible.

002. State the regulation which contains the specialty
summary for AFS 305X4, and state the tasks
required by the 30574 specialty.

Speciality Summary. AFR 39-1. Airman
ClassificatiGi: Regulation, describes the Electron
Computer and Switching System Specialty as follows:

Installs, maintains and repairs electronic computer and switching
systems, including transmission, processing, and display
equipment.

The specialty summary for AFSC 30574 differs
from AFSC 30554 in that technicians have added
responsibilities due to their enlisted grade and
experience as follows:

Inspects, installs, troubleshoots, repairs, overhauls, and modifies
high-speed general-purpose and special electronic computer and
switching systems, and supervises electronic computer and
switching systems activities.

Exercises (002):

1. What regulation describes the specialty summary for
AFSC 30554?

003. Specify the duties nnd responsibilities of AFSC
305X4.

DutieF and Responsibilities. The Electronic Com-
puter and Switching Systems Specialist duties and re-
sponsibilities, as stated in AFR 39-1, are described thus:

a. Installs electronic computer and switching systems
equipment. Checks equipment visually and by use of
tools and test equipment for serviceability prior to in-
stallation. Assembles, connects, and interwires com-
ponents of data transmission, processing, and display
equipment. Conducts detailed test of installed equip-
ment for proper assembly of components and compli-
ance with technical orders. Places in operation and
adjusts and aligns components to obtain maximum ef-
ficiency.

b. Performs preventive maintenance on electronic
computer and switching systems equipment. Inspects
and tests electronic data equipment at specified inter-
vals to locate defects, such as discolored or cracked re-
sistors, loose mountings, poor connections, faulty tubes,
sluggish relays, or overheated components. Adjusts or
replaces defective parts. Turns on equipment, sets con-
trols in various operating positions, and evaluates
equipment performance, using prescribed operational
testing procedures.

c. Repairs and modifies electionic computer and
switching system equipment. Isolates malfunctions by
using operational troubleshooting and testing tech-
niques, logic diagrams and equations, test programs,
visual inspections, static voltage checks, resistance
measurements, observation of waveforms, and other
tests requiring specialized electronic test equipment.
Repairs associated data transmitting, processing, and
display equipment using hand tools, soldering irons,
and specialized test equipment. Calibrates and aligns
system components according to technical orders, man-
ufacturers' handbooks, and local procedures. Accom-
plishes the prescribed and authorized modifications.
Performs progressively more repair duties as specifically
directed by the chief of maintenance.

d. Maintains inspection and maintenance records.
Posts entries on applicable maintenance and inspection
records. Records meter reading, test data, and other
pertinent data in equipment performance logs. Com-
pletes maintenance data collection forms. Recom-
mends methods to improve equipment performance
and maintenance procedures.

e. Supervises electronic computer and switching sys-
tems repair personnel. Assigns work and reviews com-
pleted repairs for compliance with local procedures of
installation, maintenance, and repair of electronic com-
puter and switching systems equipment. Conducts or
participants in on-the-job training programs.

2
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Exercises (003):

1. One of the duties of the Electronic Computer and
Switching Systems Specialist is the accomplishment
of prescribed and authorized

2. During performance or supervision of preventive
maintenance on electronic computer and switching
systems, one of the performance evaluations calls for
evaluation of equipment performance, using
prescribed

3. During the supervision of electronic computer and
switching systems repair personnel, the text states:
"Assigns and
completed repairs to insure compliance with local
procedures of installation, maintenance, and repair
of electronic computer and switching equipment."

004. Specify the AFSC 305X4 Specialty qualifications
and mandatory requirements.

Specialty Qualifications. The qualifications for AFSC
30554, as listed in AFR 39-1, are comprised of knowl-
edge, education, experience, and training elements.
This CDC helps support the knowledge portion of your
specialty qualifications.

You must have a knowledge of electronic principles
including integrated and transistor circuits; pulsing
techniques, shift registers, counters, buffer, logic gates,
and ftip-ftops; capabilities, limitations, operation and
functional use of electronic test equipment; understand-
ing of binary, octal, and hexidecimal numbering sys-
tems; basic computer programming techniques; ability
to write diagnostic test routines for locating failures; and
ability to interpret technical orders, wiring diagrams,
and schematic drawings. All the above are mandatory.
A knowledge of radar and communications principles
is desirable also. As you can see, the knowledge re-
quirements are vast and it is incumbent upon you to
stay abreast of the latest developments in the field. Re-
gaining knowledge and gaining new information create
a never-ending cycle within the electronics maintenance
field.

In the area of education, the completion of high
school with courses in physics and mathematics is de-
sirable.

Experience qualifications include installing, repair-
ing, testing, or modifying electronic computer and
switching systems equipment; using electronic test
equipment; applying of broadband, highly-sensitive os-
cilloscopes for circuit analysis; and using proper meth-
ods of triggering and synchronizing of oscilloscopes in
order to examine elusive single or transient pulses. All
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the above are mandatory.
The completion of a basic electronic computer or

switching system maintenance course is mandatory be-
fore award of the semiskilled AFSC. You have probably
just finished that course and are now ready for the job
and OJT to begin.

Other mandatory requirements for your AFSC are:
Normal color vision, as defined in AFR 160-43,
Medical Examination and Medical Standards.
A minimum aptitude level of Electronic 80.
A Secret security clearance is mandatory for award
and retention of the semiskilled/skilled AFSC un-
less the clearance is administratively downgraded,
without prejudice, according to AFR 205-32, USAF
Personnel Security Program.

Your specialty qualifications are extensive and varied.
It is your responsibility to maintain these qualifications
and seek maximum proficiency in all areas.

Exercises (004):

1. What document lists the mandatory knowledge
requirements for your AFSC?

2. The completion of high school courses in
and is desirable.

3. Experience, qualifications related to electronic com-
puter and switching systems equipment include four
mandatory functions. List them.

4. A Secret security clearance and eligibility for access
to classified information is in accordance with which
control document?

1-3. Graduate Evaluation Program

You will be involved in the improvement of formal
technical training courses by your participation in the
Graduate Evaluation Program. You and your supervi-
sor can insure that future graduates receive correct and
useful training by providing accurate data.

005. Name the types of graduate evaluation, and spec-
ify the supervisor's responsibilities in the graduate eval-
uation program.

Graduate Evaluation. The Air Force has established



a program to evaluate graduates of the various technical
schools. The program is described in AFR 50-38, Field
Evaluation of Education and Training Programs. The
purpose of the program is to improve personnel man-
agement courses and formal training programs.

The evaluation system is divided into two parts:
(1) field evaluation and (2) direct correspondence
questionnaire. Field evaluation visits are performed by
representatives of the training activity. They visit the
using agencies about 4 to 6 months after the graduate
has been assigned. In the second method of evaluation,
you, as a supervisor, enter into the picture. You are
requested to fill out a direct correspondence question-
naire for the school graduates assigned to your unit.
You observe the performance of the school graduates
in the normal work situation as they perform the tasks
listed in the specialty training standard (STS). You re-
cord your daily observations in terms of their perform-
ance and the supervision they require.

Since these evaluations are needed to pinpoint the
ability of graduates to perform the tasks thcy, were
trained to do, you should be as accurate in your eval-
uations as possible. The forms you receive are designed
so that you can compare the graduate's performance of
tasks with the performance level shown in the STS. In
most cases, the performance level for the course and
the 3-level AFSC are the same. However, there are some
items that the formal course is not capable of teaching
to the desired level. In these cases, compare the graduate
with the course level code. Be sure that you properly
indicate the STS items that are not performed or re-
quired. If you have not had a chance to have the grad-

uate perform an STS task, indicate it as "Not
performed" on the questionnaire. If a particular task is
not required in your unit, the questionnaire should in-
dicate "Not required."

If a graduate does not satisfactorily meet all of the
training codes listed in the STS, you should prepare an
AF Form 1284, Training Quality Report. Submit this
form to ATC and to the Technical Training Center that
sent out the questionnaire. Remember, your accuracy
in answering the questionnaire and submitting AF
Form 1284 aids in improving the formal technical train-
ing course.

Exercises (005):

I. What are the two parts of the evaluation system?

2. What do you use as a standard when you are filling
out a graduate evaluation questionnaire?

3. What form should you use to report graduates whose
training is not up to standard?

4. Why are STS evaluations required from the super-
visor?



Security

LIKE SAFETY, security is a topic that applies to each
of us zil the time. The word "security," of course, refers
to the protection of Air Force information and mate-
rials. This protection is designed to provide for the Air
Force ^l'e freedom and secrecy of actions needed to do
our p t in the national defense.

The fact that you don't handle items marked "class-
ified" doesn't mean you are exempt from taking part
in the security program. In fact, those who seldom work
in, or with, a security atmosphere, may well be the most
vulnerable to ariother nation's collection of facts related
to Air Force operations.

2-1. Security Directives

All Air Force personnel who have knowledge of, or
access to, classified information must be familiar with
the security directives that apply to them in the per-
formance of their duties.

006. Identify the primary regulation which directs the
security program.

Regulations. The Department of Defense has estab-
lished procedures for control of classified information.
DOD 5200.1-R, Information Security Program estab-
lishes the system for classifying, downgrading, and de-
classifying information within the United States
military organization. DOD 5200.1-R also directs the
procedures to safeguard classified information and pro-
vides procedures for violations of security.

AFR 205-1, Information Security Program, reprints
the entire text of DOD 5200.1-R and includes Air Force
policy and procedures to supplement Department of
Defense policy.

Protection of Air Force resources from ground-based
hostile acts is provided by AFR 207-1, The Air Force
Physical Security Program.

AFR 125-37, The Resources Protection Program,
gives guidance for protection of nonpriority resources,
USAF property, Government resources, USAF prop-
erty, Government funds, nonnuclear munitions storage
areas, and firearms.

Other security directives are found in the 205 series
regulations.

Exercises (006):

1. Which regulation directs the classification of infor-
mation?
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2. Which Air Force publication provides Air Force pol-
icy on safeguarding information?

3. USAF computers are provided protection from hos-
tile acts by which regulation?

007. Specify the purpose and use of Secur;t3 Classi-
fication Guides and Essential Elements of Friendly In-
formation.

Security Classification Codes. In any action or activ-
ity where security is a factor, or access tr. classified in-
formation is called for, certain responsibil ties are levied
upon the commander or other official charged with the
success of the project. These responsibilities include fur-
nishing you with the security classification guidance for
the information involved. This guidance is prepared by
highly qualified persons who have the needed knowl-
edge and technical intelligence to make reasonabk se-
curity classification decisions. Once these
determinations are made, they are published in the
form of a security classification guide.

Purpose. As its title suggests, a security classification
guide gives you guidance. The guidance is clear, direct
instructions, relevant to the most appropriate security
classification category of information used in a partic-
ular activity. In order to be certain that the correct in-
formation is given adequate protection, classification
guidance must be detailed enough to allow you to iden-
tify the specific information involved. Conversely, the
instructions must be flexible enough to permit you to
apply a security classification to other information or
materials developed during the lifespan of the original
activity. The foregoing are the two most important rea-
sons that you must have ready access to an appropriate
security classification guide. Its use by anyone who orig-
inates classified material or information, and who is not
authorized to assign an original security classification,
is critical to assuring adequate protection of such in-
formation.

Use. When you make any decisions involving class-
ified information or material, you should consult the
classification guide issued for the particular activity in-
volved. Using it in this way, a security classification
guide helps you:

a. Isolate and identify each piece of information that
needs to !x classified and is involved in the effort the
guide pertains to.

b. Identify the specified level of classification to be
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applied to each piece of information and material that
is developed in connection with the effort involved.

c. Determine the appropriate schedule for phased
downgrading and declassification action for each piece
of classified information and material involved.

d. Ascertain the provisions that have been established
for periodic reviews to determine the currency and ac-
curacy of the classification, downgrading, and declas-
sification guidance provided.

Essential Elements of Friendly Information. To help
counter security deviations and help plug intelligence
leaks, a program known as Essential Elements of
Friendly Information (EEFIs) is used throughout the
Department of Defense. This long phrase describes the
types or categories of information that, if known by an
enemy, could jeopardize the success of a USAF oper-
ation. In the Air Force, EEFIs are included in trans-
mission security (TRANSEC). EEFIs are nothing more
than listings of sensitive information that should be pro-
tected. Air Force regulations require each major com-
mand (or separate operating agency) to publish a
general listing of EEFIs that apply to the command's
overall mission. EEFIs are most effective, however,
when prepared by supe: .'isors, and tailored for use in
individual workcenters/duty sections.

The following list illustrates the type of information
considered Essential Elements of Friendly Information:

(1) Introduction of new equipment.
(2) Security clearances of individuals.
(3) Itineraries of important visitors and purpose of

visit.
(4) Requirements or actions that indicate possible

operational intent.
(5) Mapping requirements that indicate operational

intent.
(6) Nicknames, short titles, or security classification

of activities.
(7) Equipment or personnel deficiencies that indi-

cate impairment.
(8) Status of tactical training, combat readiness, or

combat efficiency.
(9) Identify, location, movement, or changes in the

strength of forces.
(10) Changes in command, mission, organization, or

equipment.

You can use EEFIs as a guide to help prevent disclo-
sure of information about your job, your unit, your
base, etc. Similar EFFIs are also used by communica-
tions security (COMSEC) support units as criteria to
evaluate the communications security posture of
friendly rIrces.

Exercises (007):

I. What document identifies the specified levels of clas-
sification required for your equipment?

2. How can you verify the accuracy of the date for
downgrading the classification of a document?

3. When are EEFIs most effective?

4. What is the purpose of EFFIs?

008. State the purpose, controls, and importance of the
industrial security program.

Industrial Security Program. To accomplish its mis-
sion as effectively and as economically as possible, the
Air Force often enters into contracts with civilian agen-
cies. Some of these agencies, or contractors, at times
need classified information to do their job. Of course,
when this happens the Air Force releases the needed
information. This release does not lessen the sensitivity
of the classified information involved or the need for
its protection far from it. The security that must be
given classified information in the hands of a contractor
is just as important as the protection we give it at our
Air Force installations, for any compromise of classified
information could seriously affect national defense.
This is why the Department of Defense developed the
industrial security program.

The industrial security program regulates the protec-
tion of classified Government information in the hands
of industry. When the Air Force enters into a contract
with a civilian contractor who needs classified infor-
mation, a Security Agreement is drawn up as part of
the contract. This is a formal agreement by the con-
tractor to abide by the policies and procedures estab-
lished by the Department of Defense for the protection
of classified information. These policies and procedures
are published in the DOD 5220.22M, Industrial Se-
curity Manual for Safeguarding Classified Information,
and AFR 205-4, Air Force Participation in the DOD
Industrial Security Program.

This program prescribes the uniform security prac-
tices that must be used in industrial plants, educational
institutions, and all other facilities used by contractors
who have access to, or possession of, classified Govern-
ment information. Also, it applies to all aspects of con-
tract activity, including preparation of bids and
proposals, precontract negotiations, actual performance
of the contract, and all postcontract activity.

Exercises (008):

1. What is the purpose of the industrial security pro-
gram?



2. What controls are levied on a contractor possessing
classified USAF information and materials?

3. Why is the industrial security program important?

9-9. Physical Security

In this instance, the term "physical security" applies
to the physical security of COMSEC equipment, ma-
terial, and information. Actually, this COMSEC ele-
ment is an adaptation of two separate security programs

Information Security and Physical Security. The
physical security element of COMSEC simply means
using physical measures to prevent unauthorized people
from gaining access to COMSEC equipment, material,
and documents. Normally, you will not be concerned
with this aspect of communications security unless you
work in an area where cryptographic material is used.
If this is the case, additional guidance would be pro-
vided by your local COMSEC custodian.

The physical security program is designed to produce
direct and indirect influences. These influences are such
that they dissuade or deter an enemy from starting hos-
tile operations against the Air Force. To deter suth ac-
tions throughout the Air Force, realistic, gradually
increasing levels of protection must be applied to our
operational resources, including aircraft, missiles, weap-
ons systems, and associated equipment. Our protective
capabilities must also be relative in size and strength to
the degree the resource is engaged in retaliatory action.
And further, the physical security must be equal to, or
better than, the level of ground thieat confronting each
base and each resource. Several factors are involved in
applying these concepts to our resources. The two basic
factors you must be aware of are discussed in the fol-
lowing paragraphs.

009. List the priorities assigned operational resources,
and define security areas.

Resource Priorities. Each operational resource is
evaluated to determine the amount of security it needs.
Once this determination is made, the resource is placed
in one of three security priorities.

Priority A. Priority A is strictly limited to those Air
Force resources most vital to the United States' war-
making ability. These resources include nuclear weap-
ons in storage, on alert, or in transit; selected command,
control, and communication facilities; Worldwide Air-
borne Command Post alert aircraft; and aircraft des-
ignated to transport the President of the United States.
Priority A security provides for positive and complete
control over authorized entry to a restricted area; pre-
vents overt, covert, or clandestine entry to a restricted
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area; and is designed to make sure that hostile forces
seeking to damage or destroy an Air Force resource are
intercepted and overcome.

Priority B. Priority B is applicable to nonnuclear alert
forces; high value, limited number, or one-of-a-kind air-
craft systems; and selcs.:ttd command control and com-
munication facilities. Priority B security requires
positive entry control of authorized personnel to a re-
stricted area, and a reasonable means of detecting un-
authorized entry into a restricted area at the boundary,
while accepting the risk of minimum damage to re-
sources during overt attack.

Priority C. Priority C is assigned to nonalert Air
Force resources, which are operational and can be gen-
erated to alert status in a minimum of time, and selected
command control and communication facilities. Prior-
ity C security provides the ability to maintain a rea-
sonable means of intercepting and neutralizing covert
intrusions into the restricted area.

Once a security priority is assigned to a resource, it
does not mean it will always have the same priority. For
example, if a bomber aircraft is removed from alert
status, and it does not have nuclear weapons on boara,
the security priority is changed. In the case of our ex-
ample, the aircraft may become a priority B resource,
if there are no problems with the aircraft. Conversely,
if the aircraft needs major repairs, enters maintenance
status, and is thus not operational, it would most likely
not be assigned any priority.

Security Areas. Whenever a resource has a priority
assigned, it must be placed in a secure area. The degree
of control over and within thee areas depends u an the
priority of the resource. Obviously, the most stringent
controls are associated with the highest priority re-
source. In any case, the security area boundaries are
marked clearly with signs, ropes, fences, painted lines,
and the like. The two types of security areas are re-
stricted and national defense.

Restricted area. Used when priority resources are on
land under the control or administration of the De-
partment of Defense (DOD), as, for example, on an Air
Force base.

National defense area. Used when priority A re-
sources are on land not under the control or jurisdiction
of the DOD. An example of this would be a priority A
alert aircraft that made an emergency landing at a ci-
vilian airport.

Exercises 009):

1. What is the concept of the physical security pro-
gram?

2. List the three priorities of resources in order of their
importance.



3. Define the two types of security areas.

010. Identify given threatening situations according to
the types of threats they pose.

Nonpriority Resource Vulnerabilities. The protection
of Air Force nonpriority resources is outlined in AFR
125-37, The Resources Protection Program. This reg-
ulation also contains the protective measures needed
for such specific resources (USAF property) as non-
priority aircraft, Government funds, nonnuclear mu-
nitions storage areas, and firearms.

The following vu:nerabilities are presented to give
you an overview of the threat that faces our nonpriority
resources.

Damagr and destruction. This category encompasses
any willful act of rendering Air Force equipment or
property to a state of uselessness.

What makes people damage or destroy property?
This question is so complex that it would take learned
professionals to give us any conclusive data. Usually,
the short and simple answer is mental disorder or acts
of revenge. But don't be alarmed, we are not going to
bore you with a long, involved dissertation on mental
disorders. All we want to do here is to make you realize
that these acts of damage and destruction are common
;n our society, and that our Air Force is not immune
to them. For instance, the person who throws a handful
of rocks into the air intake of a jet engine, those who
throw rocks at runway lights, shoot small rifles at pass-
ing aircraft, or those who kick holes in cabinets housing
sensitive radar or computer mechanisms. Granted,
these people may not be in the same class as the "Boston
Strangler" or San Francisco's "Mr Z," but they are
every bit as dangerous to you and to USAF resources.

Loss. Surely, you have heard someone say that "We
are our own worst enemy" when describing, as they see
it, our involvement in some particular condition or sit-
uation. While in most cases this is to harsh an indict-
ment of our people, the old cliché has merit when used
in the context of losses of USAF resources.

Losses generally occur when some person fails to
properly safeguard resources. It's that simple. Then,
why do we continue to lose resources? Why don't people
do their jobs and safeguard them? This of course, is an
age-old problem that we don't claim to have any simple
or sure-cure solutions for. Many factors contribute to
losses of resources. These range from inadequate or in-
sufficient management, supervision, training, guidance,
and/or discipline, to individual irresponsibility, negli-
gence, complacency, forgetfulness, and even laziness.
While these factors are mostly intangible, they indeed
hamper the capability of the Air Force to accomplish
its mission.

Theft. The term "theft," as used here, is synonymous
with pilferage, stealing, and larceny. Each involves the
illegal and deliberate taking of USAF property, of any
value. This is done either for personal gain or for the

benefit of someone other than Air Force. The term
"robbery" is nearly the same as theft, since it aiso in-
volves the illegal and deliberate taking ofsomeone else's
property. Robbery, however, differs from theft in that
it has the added ingredients of force, violence, or fear.

Theft is committed in many different ways, but it
generally results from action planned in advance by one
or more persons. This usually involves the circumven-
tion of human controls and physical security measures.
On the other hand, is impromptu theft brought about
by opportunity? This form, commonly known as theft

onportunity, usually stems from another person's fail-
ure to safeguard property. The result is that thieves
stumble upon a insecure piece of property and take it
for their own ,,se.

Regardless of the form it takes, theft is real. It is a
problem experienced throughout the Air Force. Theft
is clearly very costly, both in terms of money and mis-
sion completion capability.

Vandalism. This is the willful or malicious destruc-
tion of property. Usually an act of vandalism is less
severe than a revengeful act of damage or destruction
of resources. Vandalism is normally associated with the
destruction of parts of equipment, for instance, smash-
ing the windshield out of a truck, as opposed to ren-
dering the truck completely useless by placing a bomb
on the starter.

Hijacking. Aircraft hijacking, a mass kidnap-hostage
tactic, has the same basic purpose as the abduction of
a single victim. Skyjacking,as it is often called, has been
a primary weapon of many terrorist groups. But, wiz
must also be concerned with the hijacking or theft of
an aircraft from a parked position at an air base. As
you will soon see, it can take place.

Resources Affected. When attempting to relate the
preceding threats to resources, we could address many
areas. However, you should be most concerned with the
following.

Nonnuclear munitions. Your prime concern in rela-
tion to nonnuclear munitions is the threat of theft be-
cause of their value to terrorist, criminal, or dissident
factions. Many of these munitions are well suited for
illegal purposes. But even worse than that, a terrorist
group could use stolen munitions to support their ef-
forts to steal a nuclear weapon. Other threats that must
not be overlooked are those of explosion by saboteurs
and damage by mentally deranged persons. Any of these
acts would certainly have an adverse effect on public
confidence in the ability of the military to protect its
resources. More directly, such acts would probably im-
pact unfavorably upon you.

Nonpriority aircraft. Nonpriority aircraft are all Air
Force aircraft that do not qualify for a specific security
priority under the Air Force 207 series security stan-
dards. There are several types of threats that you must
guard against. Although it may sound unlikely, one of
these threats is theft. But who would want to steal an
airplane? Believe it or not, it has happened. One inci-
dent that stands out, and also one that received world-
wide publicity, happened in England. An airman stole
a C-130 Hercules and headed out over the Atlantic
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Ocean. No one can be absolutely sure why he did it,
because no trace of him or the plane was ever found.
Some of the other, more obvious and potentially serious
threats are those of hijacking, vandalism, and sabotage.
Certainly you have read about acts such as these in your
local newspaper and can see the impact such an act
would have.

Firearms. Firearms are. of course, highly susceptible
to theft. Additionally, there is a real danger that stolen
military firearms might be used in the commission of
criminal or terrorist acts. It is also suspected that many
of the weapons stolen from arms rooms throughout the
U.S. are traded in foreign countries for narcotics. Ad-
ditionally, what better source could a terrorist group
use to obtain weapons?

Funds. What? Theft a threat to funds? Who would
want to steal money from the Air Force? Certainly the
major threat in the case of funds is theft. Pick up any
newspaper. Most certainly you can find a news item
pertaining to some type of theft of funds. Still, it would
amaze you to see how lax some people become about
the protection of funds until they get ripped off.

Exercise (010):

I. Match the hypothetical situations in column A with
the statement that best describes the threat to re-
sources in column B, by writing the column B letter
in the space provided. Column B items may be used
once or not at all.

Column A Column B

_(I) Your base has been
alerted to an increase of
terrorist activity in the lo-
cal area. As a precaution-
ary measure your base
commander has ordered
the posting of guards near
the base small arms stor-
age facility.

(2) In an overseas area a large
group of foreign national
Air Force employees h .e
been released from their
jobs because they are no
longer needed. Since their
release, the employees
have been demonstrating
their displeasure by pick-
eting at the main gate.
'four base commander
has ordered the posting of
additional Security Policy
in the area near the em-
ployees former place of
work.

_ (3) Your local OSI detach-
ment has uncovered in-
formation that leads them
to believe a small group of
communist sympathizers
are strongly interested in
relocating to a communist
nation. Your commander
has ordered an increase in
the number of motor pa-

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Damage & destruction.
Loss.
Theft.
Vandalism.
Hijacking.

trols assigned to the base
transient aircraft area,
and Security Policy have
been posted at the base
aircraft passenger termi-
nal.

_ (4) A tire recently destroyed
the youth activity ranter
at your base. Since then
most youth piograms
have declined and the
base housing occupants
have been reporting an in-
creased number of slashed
car tires, painted win-
dows etc. The base com-
mander has thus ordered
a curfew and increased
motor patrolling on the
entire base
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011. Identify the individual responsibilities described in
the physical security program, and define the terms
"Helping Hand" and "Covered Wagon."

Individual Responsibilities. Every person in the Air
Force, military or civilian, has responsibilities under the
physical security program. Your responsibilities can be
broken down into the three progressive "steps" dis-
cussed in the following text.

Detection. You are responsible for being alert on your
job to detect any security violation or hostile act that
may occur.

Alarm. Here, you are responsible for sounding the
alarm by shouting "Helping Hand" or "Covered Wa-
gon," as appropriate, and notifying your base Central
Secuf.qy Control (CSC). You tell CSC what you de-
tected, where it happened, when it happened, and, if
possible, who you detected doing it.

Response. Your final step is to respond to the act you
detected. In response, you are responsible for doing
whatever you can to either prevent damage, limit dam-
age, stop the person(s) involved, and/or otherwise keep
the situation from getting worse. You do these things
until the Security Police arriNe at the scene at take over
from you.

Helping Hand. This is a nickname used Air Force-
wide for reporting that a possible hostile event has hap-
pened in connection with priority A or B resources.
Remember, the keyword here is possible. Anytime you
suspect that something is wrong, report it to your Se-
curity Police unit. In such cases, you should be prepared
to give the Security Police a brief description of what
you have seen.

Covered Wagon. As with the Helping Hand, this nick-
name is used to quickly sound the alarm that an actual
or probable hostile action has occurred against priority
A or B resources. If you discover such actions, you no-
tify the Security Police using the word "Covered Wa-
gon." Again, a brief description helps assure that
Security Police can provide correct compensatory ac-
tions.

21;



Exercises (011):

1. What are your individual responsibilities under the
physical security program?

2. How do you accomplish these responsibilities?

3. Define Helping Hand.

4. Define Covered Wagon.

5. Match the situation in column A with its reporting
code terminology in column B by writing the col-
umn B letter in the space provided.

Column A Column B
(1) You are driving on the a. Helping Hand.

flight line and see two in- b. Covered Wagon.
dividuals crawling on the
ground outside the plior-
ity A resource area.

_ (2) As you are reporting your
observance of the two in-
dividuals, you hear small
arms fire coming from the
priority A resource area.

_ (3) You are working inside a
priority B resource area
and observe a sergeant not
displaying his restricted
area credentials authoriz-
ing him to be in the area.
When y,-.11 question him
about his credentials. be
states. "I forgot and left
them at home."

2-3. Electronic Security

The equipment you work on win probably process
information which we do not wish to fall into enemy
hands. The equipment design includes electronic se-
curity protection to prevent transmission of uninten-
tional signals The following areas include general
practices to prevent degrading the security protection
built into your equipment.

012. State the purpose of tempest and cryptoFecurity.

Tempest. "Tempest" is an unclassified short name
referring to investigations and studies of compromising
emanations usually electromagnetic in nature. Tempest
is concerned with the escape of emanations from equip-
ment processing classified information. Emanation is
the unintentional transmission of electromagnetic sig-
nals. Escape of signals from equipment that is not pro-
cessing classified information is not a concern of
tempest.

Cryptosecurity. This is the component of COMSEC
th.at results from applying technically sound cryptosys-
tems and their proper use to our communications. In
other words, modern electrical means are used to en-
code, scramble, and otherwise mix up (encrypt) infor-
mation. This is done so that an enemy intelligence force
cannot decipher the meaning of the information, when
the information is transmitted from one point to an-
other.

Exercises (012):

I. What is tempest?

2. What is the purpose of cryptosecurity?

3 When are emanations from equipment a security
concern?

013. State the maintenance actions that will increase
emission security.

Emission security, this part of COMSEC results from
all the measures we take to deny unauthorized persons
information of value. In particular, this element deals
with reducing enemy attempts at intercepting and ana-
lyzing information coming from (emanating) crypto-
graphic and telecommunications.

You can help increase emission security when pro-
cessing classified information by:

Using and maintaining equipment properly.
Maintaining the built-in tempest protection.
Securing all panels and installing all screws.
Keeping all grounds connected.
Following TO guidance for maintenance.
Leaving test equipment disconnected.
Using radio receivers in areas away from the equip-
ment.

If you find a tempest problem, tell your supervisor
and tempest representative, but do not spread the word
any further. Tempest weaknesses are classified as high
as the highest classified information being processed.
Knowledge of a tempest weakness is like having the
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combination to the safe. Contact your tempest repre- 2. What should you check before allowing operators to
sentative with any questions or problems concerning process classified information on equipment that has
security, been repaired?

Exercises (013)
3. Whom should you tell if you find a tempest weak-

1 What is the objective of emission security? ness?

11
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CHAPTER 3

Air Force Occupational Safety and Health
(AFOSH) Program

A FEW YEARS AGO, at one of the large bases on the
eastern seaboard, a young electronics maintenance man
was killed which changing fuses in a ground radio trans-
mitter. The victim was highly skilled, with more than
4 years of experience in electronics work, yet he was
killed while performing the simple and uncomplicated
task of changing a fuse. After an extensive investigation,
it was concluded that the victim's high level of skill and
experience probably was the main cause of the accident;
he had become overconfident and careless from con-
stant exposure to a high-voltage environment. The in-
vestigation report showed that he was electrocuted
while removing a 3000-volt fuse with his bare hands!
This happened even though less than 4 feet away there
was a safety board containing protective gloves and in-
sulated fuse pullers needed to remove the fuse safely.

What happened to the young electronics man is not
uncommon. When initially assigned to work in a dan-
gerous environment, such as near high voltage or cur-
rents, the average person tends ai be highly cautious.
After an extended period without accidents, however,
the mind begins to relax and take for granted that, when
no accidents happen, the whole thing cannot possibly
be as dangerous as it originally seemed. The elect-onics
man we mentioned was not killed due to lack of skill;
instead, he was killed because he had become so familiar
with equipment that he relaxed and ignored one of the
basic rules of electronics safety: Never relax your safety
standards, because surrounded by high voltage, you sel-
dom get more than one chance to make an error. Un-
fo rt u n a te 1 y, accidents are not restricted to
electrocutions.

In this chapter we will discuss the Air Force Occu-
pational Safety and Health (AFOSH) program and haz-
ards encountered in the 305X4 Career Field.

014. State the purpose of the AFOSH program and the
individual responsibilities under the program.

The AFOSH Program. The requirement for an Air
Force safety and health program was established as a
result of the Occupational Safety and Health Act and
Executive Order 11807. AFR 127-12, Air Force Occu-
pational Safety and Health Program, establishes the Air
Force policy and designates organizations responsible
for the program.

The program's purpose is to develop and enforce
standards to insure safe and healthful working condi-
tions for all personnel in the Air Force. Periodic in-
spections and evaluations will be conducted by qualified
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safety, fire prevention, and medical personnel. Any un-
healthy or unsafe conditions discovered will be
nated. An important requirement of the program is that
all supervisors and employees will be given safety and
health training. Make sure the training is given anytime
a change in assignment, equipment, procedure, process,
and/or standards occurs.

Under this regulation you have a responsibility to
yourself and others to maintain a safe and healthy work
environment. Specific individual responsibilities are as
follows:

a. Comply with AFOSH standards.
b. Report unsafe or unhealthy standards, using AF

Form 457, USAF Hazard Report.
c. Report any injury or illness acquired due to job-

related circumstances.
d. Wear or use required protective clothing and

equipment.
e. Work safely.

Exercises (014):

1. What would your responsibility be ifyou discovered
an unsafe condition on the job?

2. State an important requirement of the AFOSH pro-
gram concerning all supervisors and employees.

3. What is the purpose of the AFOSH program?

3-1. Accident Sources
Equipment components are possible accidentsources

even though they are quite safe under normal condi-
tions. Carelessness combined with an accident source
can result in personal injury or equipment damage. A
knowledge of common accident sources is necessary if
you are to avoid the hazards.

015. Identify hazards associated with voltage/current
sources, and state the corresponding precautions to
take.



Voltage/Current. There is a common misconception
that it takes a high voltage to kill you somewhere
from 300 volts on up. It is not the voltage that kills; it
is the current. Even a low voltage kills if there is enough
current. A high voltage may be harmless if the amount
of current is small. It takes only 1/10 of an ampere to
kill the average person.

Resistance to electrical current depends on skin thick-
ness and on such body conditions as:

External resistance:
Dry skin 100,000 to 60C,000 ohms
Wet skin ' ,000 ohms

Internal resistance:
Hand to foot 400 to 600 ohms
Ear to ear 100 ohms

You can see from these figures that the internal resist-
ance of the body is fairly low. Further, you can see that
the skin offers a fairly high resistance unless it it wet.
Even then it is considerably higher than the internal
resistance of the body. Suppose, for example, that you
were standing on a good electrical ground. Assuming a
total resistance of 1500 ohms (skin, body, and ground
contacts), it wc nld take only 150 volts to produce the
1/10 ampere required to kill. This circuit also follows
the rules of ohms law. The body resistance could be
lower and the voltage required to produce a fatal current
would also be lower. Less than fatal current will cause
muscular contractions and breathing difficulty. Mus-
cular contractions have led to other injuries and caused
fatal contact with higher voltage.

Another factor to consider is the path of current flow.
A path from the right hand to the right elbow would
be less likely to kill than current flow from the left hand,
through the heart area, to the right hand. Current flow
through the heart could cause it to stop. Keeping one
hand in your pocket could prevent this situation.

Power supplies. Power supplies are a source of both
voltage and current. They have the current capability
to kill if your body resistance is low enough. A high-
current capability in the low-voltage power supplies can
make a ring red hot in an inctant, producing nasty
burns. The problem doesn't ei.0 at the power supply
because the power distribution system carries the high-
current capability to all parts of the computer.

Capacitors. Capacitors are designed to store a voltage
charge. Some capacitors can discharge a considerable
current through rings, screwdrivers, or probe tips. This
usually arc-welds the metal to the capacitor terminal
and spatters molten metal into eyes or on nearby skin.
The capacitor will store the voltage for a long time after
the equipment is turned off. Some capacitors tend to
recharge themselves after you discharge them through
an external resistance. If you have to work close to these,
you could clip on a resistor across the terminals to keep
them discharged until you are finished.

Storage batteries. Batteries have high-current capa-
bility that can arc-weld metal to its terminals. In ad-
dition to splattered molten metal, the spark produced

could ignite the hydrogen gas which is present because
of the charging action of the battery. The explosion that
results could also rupture the battery case spreading the
battery acid over the area and anyone nearby, producing
burns and possibly blindness. The explosion could also
be triggered by smoking near a battery.
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Exercises (015):

1. What hazards are present with power supplies?

2. What precautions should you take when working
near capacitors?

3. How can you avoid the hazards related to batteries?

016. Specify the hazards associated with cathode ray
tubes and the corresponding precautions.

Cathode Ray Tubes. You should exercise extreme
cautious when handling a cathode ray tube (CRT). The
glass envelope encloses a high vacuum, and because of
the large surface area, the envelope is subject to con-
siderable force from atmospheric pressure. The total
force due to atmospheric pressure exerted on a 10-inch
CRT, for example, is 3750 pounds, or nearly 2 tons.
Over 1000 pounds are exerted on the face alone. Flying
glass form an imploding CRT can cause serious injury.
Extra precautions are necessary when handling high-
vacuum tubes.

For protection of both tubes and personnel, tubes are
packaged and centrally positioned in cardboard con-
tainers. Retain CRTs in their original shipping con-
tainer until removed for actual installation or for
inspection and test. Never store a CRT without its orig-
inal packaging.

In addition to the danger of implosion due to break-
age, rougn handling may also cause displacement of the
electrodes within the tube. Eye protection is required
for all personnel working in the immediate vicinity of
an exposed CRT. Handling of larger diameter tubes
should be accomplished by two workers.

Required handling practices for all tubes are:
(1) Prior to handling a tube, ground all pin connec-

tions including high voltage connection to preclude
electrical shock.

(2) During installation or removal of cathode ray
tubes larger than 6 inches in diameter, personal pro-
tective equipment consisting of a heavy-canvas apron.
gauntlet-type gloves, and full face shield will be worn
to prevent injuries if it implodes.

(3) Avoid scratching the glass of a tube, since such



scratches weaken the tube and can cause failure.
(4) Do not place a tube on its side on a flat surface.

Instead, place the tube face down on a nonabrasive pad
of suitable material.

(5) Remove tube from its shipping/storage container
face up by grasping the larger, or bell end. Avoid hand-
ling large tubes by the neck since the narrow portion
of the tube is particularly susceptible to breakage from
bumping or striking other objects.

(6) Special-handling instructions are normally pro-
vided by manufacturers for tubes having an external
insulation coating applied to areas of the bell end. Avoid
touching the coated areas. If not otherwise instructed,
the installation can usually be done by grasping the rim
of the bell, holding the neck end only for guiding the
base into position.

(7) For those tubes not having integral implosion
protection, a safety glass faceplate is used over the
screen. Newer tubes use a bonded faceplate or a similar
method of integral implosion protection, eliminating
this requirement. Many of the older type tubes are still
in use, however, and the safety precautions will be ob-
served.

(8) Old or unusable tubes will be handled with the
same precautions that apply to new tubes. Unless other-
wise directed, destroy old or unusable tubes prior to
disposal. Place the tube in a steel container or sealed
carton that has a hole in the top just large enough for
a crowbar or similar instrument and smash the tube.
An alternate method is to break the evacuation nbe
located at the end of the neck. After destroying the tube,
and before placing into bulk waste containers, seal the
residue in the original shipping/storage container or
equivalent container, using tape.

(9) If broken glass from the tube cuts the skin, such
cuts are to be washed immediately to remove dirt, phos-
phorus, or other particles. Immediate medical attention
will be obtained for all cuts.

(10) In the event of equipment fires, personnel will
use only Halon 1211 or 1301 extinguishers on sets con-
taining cathode ray tubes. Using a carbon dioxide fire
extinguisher on a CRT may cause it to fracture and
implode.

(11) Contact bioenviron mental engineering services
for an evaluation of the potential X-ray hazard and
appropriate shielding required for tubes operating at
higher than 16 V' rating.

Exercise (016):

1. What personal protective equipment should you use
during CRT installation?

2. Why do you ground the pin connections of a CRT
before handling it?
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3, What causes the implosion hazard with a CRT?

4. Why can't you use a carbon dioxide fire extinguisher
on a CRT?

017. Specify soldering hazards and corresponding pre-
cautions.

Soldering. Soldering is a safe process if you recognize
the hazards and observe normal safety precautions.

When using soldering irons and guns, be careful to
select the proper wattage for the job. You don't need a
blowtorch to unsolder a resistor, a 20- to 40-watt pencil-
type iron will do the job without damaging surrounding
components or injuring you.

Care must be taken to prevent burns from a soldering
iron. If soldering is done on a regular basis it is essential
to develop a work area for this task. Within this area
you will need a holder for the soldering iron that will
reliably hold the iron and protect people from acciden-
tally touching the tip. Keep flammables such as paper
and solvents away from this area to prevent fire. A fire
extinguisher should be close at hand just in case. Don't
leave the soldering iron on and unattended. The next
person could get burned because they thought it was
off.

Hot melted solder is a problem if in the wrong places.
Don't flick the solder offthe tip; instead, a damp sponge
does an excellent job of removing excess solder and old
flux. It is necessary to wear clothing that will prevent
molten solder from splashing on your skin. Your re-
action to a solder-splash burn might cause you to cut
yourself on sharp edges or contact high voltage. If you
are doing light soldering, use safety glas or prescrip-
tion glasses to prevent solder from splashing into your
eyes. If you are doing heavier work, a face shield would
give you more protection. Keep in mind that the fin-
ished solder connection is still hot enough to burn even
after the solder has solidified. Allow the finished item
to cool before handling.

A small vise or clamp attached to your workbench
will make your work easier and safer. You will be less
likely to drop the item or get burned.

Ventilation is important in the soldering work area.
Inhaling the vaporized fluxes is annoying and unheal-
thy. The amount of ventilation depends on the amount
of flux vapors generated. If you are doing heavy sol-
dering in a confined area, you should use a respirator.

Some of the fluxes used are acids which adds to the
problem. These acid-core solders should not be used on
electronic equipment because they will cause corrosion
problems. In additicn the acid may spatter on your skin
and on the electronic components during the soldering
operation.



Exercises (017): 019. Specify the hazard associated with the misuse of
tools.

1. What are some of the things you can do to p event
burning yourself on a soldering iron?

2. Why should you use a clamp or vice to hold the unit
to be soldered?

3. What can you do to reduce the possibility of splat-
tering molten solder in your eyes?

018. Specify the hazards encountered with sharp edges
within equipment cabinets.

Sharp Edges. Equipment cabinets are designed to
look good and have no sharp edges. That is true of the
outside of the cabinets but inside is a different story.
As a maintenance person, you will spend a lot of time
with your hands and arms inside the cabinets. Most of
the steel cabinets are stamped out of sheet metal. The
manufacturing process leaves a sharp, ragged edge sim-
ilar to a serrated steak knife. If care is not taken, these
edges can cause severe cuts, especially when you be-
come engrossed in your task or when you react to an
electrical shock. Wearing long-sleeved fatigues will give
some protection to your arms. Make it a habit to keep
hands and arms clear of these edges when using meters
or oscilloscopes inside the cabinets. Leave yourself
plenty of room and don't overreach or lose your bal-
ance. You can use shields to protect you from the sharp
edges and the high voltage.

Some solder joints and wirewrap connections leave
the pointed ends of wires sticking out like needles. This
might not cause too much injury, but your reaction may
bring you in contact with high voltage or the sharp
cabinet edges.

Exercises (018):

1. What factor makes the sharp edges inside an equip-
ment cabinet more likely to cause injury?

2. What risk does a maintenance person encounter in-
side a computer cabinet?

3. What precautions should you take when working
inside equipment cabinets?

Misuse of Tools. In performing our job of computer
equipment maintenance, we use a wide variety of tools,
from the common screwdriver to oscilloscopes. All of
these tools can injury you if used improperly or care-
lessly.

Small wrenches and screwdrivers are the most com-
monly misused handtools. Most people fail to select the
proper wrench or screwdriver for the job. When a tool
is too small for the job, the blade does not fill the width
of the slotted screw, bolt, etc. Pressure is exerted upon
too small a surface, and there is inadequate leverage.
This damages the tool, the screw, the bolt, or other unit.

In selecting screwdrivers and wrenches, you should
exercise the same care. Be sure you select the right size,
shape, and length to do the job. Never use a screwdriver
or a wrench as a pinch bar, lever, or chisel. Never use
a screwdriver or wrench to check an electrical circuit.
DANGER OF SEVERE BURNS, BLINDNESS, AND
EVEN DEATH occurs if the tool is shorted across a
high-potential source. This can occur even if power was
removed from the electrical circuit prior to starting
maintenance.

It is also dangerous when you hold work in your hand.
If the tool slips, you can be cut; or if the tool is a
screwdriver, you can sink the blade directly into your
hand. Be careful when working on separate end-item
equipment. Put it on the bench or, if possible, in a vise
to steady it while attempting adjustment or disassembly.

Pliers, hammers, punches, and wire strippers fall into
similar categories when handtool safety is considered.
For instance, by using the wrong size or type of pliers
you may damage equipment. Generally, a wrench will
do the job much better. Disastrous results can only be
expected when you misuse tools. Misuse of tools costs
the Air Force many dollars in lost time, damaged equip-
ment, and mission degradation.

When using an abrasive device on electronic equip-
ment, such as a small file or emery cloth, be sure to
clean up the residue created before installing the device
and power-on operation. The residue from the metal
deposits could be a perfect path for current flow, and
just might end up too close for comfort.

When using a paint scraper or a wire brush, be sure
to wear goggles. This will protect your eyes from flying
paint chips. If using a portable electric drill with a wire
brush in it, be sure to properly use a grounded drill
case, as well as a safe 3-wire extension cord, when nec-
essary. When stripping paint with a brush-on or spray-
on paint remover, use gloves. When necessary to work
on vertical surfaces, be sure to wear an apron. This will
prctect your clothing as well as your skin.

We have mentioned most of the Zools of the cleaning
trade except the vacuum cleaner. Remember: Do not
stick the metal nozzle of a vacuum cleaner into equip-
ment with the power still applied to the equipment. If it
is necessary to vacuum the inside of the cabinets or
drawers, remove the power first, and then use the crev-
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ice attachment on the end of the vacuum hose to get
into all of the corners.

Occasionally, there might be a sandblasting operation
in progress on your equipment, installation, or antenna.
For your own safety, stay as clear of the area as you
can. Notice the protective clothing and equipment the
operators must use. Safety and caution are the bywords.

When using test equipment, be sure to select the cor-
rect test instrument for the test to be performed. Some
electrical computer or switching equipment may use
power supplies that are isolated from the ground; there-
fore, it is very important to use an isolation transformer
with the equipment and employ test equipment. Be sure
to consult the TO or technical manual for specific in-
formation concerning operation and any warnings or
cautions about the use of the equipment. Beforehand
preparation should always include inspection of scope
or meter leads to assure that they are serviceable and
not dangerous to use. In all cases, when possible, con-
nect the test instrument to be used into the circuit be-
fore turning the power on. If you find it necessary to
make a power-on check, take extreme care in inserting
test leads into live circuits. Another precaution is to be
sure that you use the proper scale for the voltage, cur-
rent, or waveform to be observed. Otherwise, damage
to the test instrument or personal injury could result.

Use circuit extenders when possible. This reduces the
possibility of short-circuiting other components when
a power-on test must be performed. Another factor that
is related to the use of circuit extenders or drawer ex-
tender cables is the proper selection of test-lead con-
nectors. In today's modern miniaturized circuitry,
many specialized connectors are used in conjunction
with existing standard test leads. Consequently, select-
ing the proper test-lead connector can be an important
factor to both your safety and the safety of the equip-
ment.

The care of handtools and power equipment is more
the application of common sense than anythi_ig. Who
really likes to reach into a toolbox and grab a greasy
screwdriver or wrench? Not only is it going to get your
hands dirty, but if you use the tool when it is not clean,
your hand could slip; then you are right back into the
accident-prone pattern of haphazard maintenance,
which damages equipment and injures personnel. Clean
all tools before storage and be sure that they are repaired
properly. If not, tell your supervisor about the problem
so that the faulty equipment can be replaced before an
accident happens. The same principle applies to test
equipment. If for some reason you receive a shock from
the test gear while using it, don't put it back on the
shelf. Repair it immediately to prevent an accident.
PREVENTION OF ACCIDENTS IS 90 PERCENT OF
THE BATTLE.

Exercises (019):

1. Give the safety precautions you should take when
using these items.
a. Screwdriver.

b. Pliers.

c. Punch.

d. Soldering iron or gun.

e. Paint scraper.

f. Paint remover.

g. Vacuum cleaner.

2. What safety precautions should you observe when
selecting a piece of test equipment for circuit meas-
urement?

3. Why is it important for you to select the proper test-
lead connectors?

020. Specify the precautions to consider when using
cleaning chemicals.

Cleaning Chemicals. The first and most common of
the cleaning agents used in the operations and main-
tenance sections is a general, all-purpose cleaner that is
good for cleaning any equipment surface. There are no
particular precautions in handling this agent except dur-
ing cleaning of equipment when the power is on. Ex-
cessive use of this liquid could cause it to seep into
energized circuits and cause something to blow. There-
fore, use it sparingly just enough to get the job done
without bathing the equipment.

Another general area is the paint-up, fix-up projects
that are part of our necessary equipment maintenance.
In these projects, you will be using paints of both the
brush-on and spray-on type. Painting should always be
done in a well-ventilated area. Before using a specific
type of paint, READ THE LABEL! It will tell you what
precautions to observe and how to clean up when you
have completed the job. It will provide specific direc-
tions to insure perfect results.

When using an aerosol-type spray paint, be careful
not to pierce the can with any sharp object. This could
result in the entire contents either exploding or, at the
very least, spewing out and getting in your eyes. If this
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occurs, flush your eyes immediately with running water,
and report to a doctor. While using the brush-on type
paints, there is usually no danger present until the jub
is completed. Brush cleanup is done with either water
or some type of paint thinner. Paint thinner is normally
extremely volatile. Don't smoke or strike a match while
accomplishing this task or the results will be disastrous.

In many instances, before painting, a brush-on or
spray-on paint remover is used to get rid of old scaled
or bubbled paint. This paint remover is very caustic
and, if accidentally splashed into the eyes or on your
hand, flush immediately with running water and report
to a doctor. You should wear gloves or other protective
gear when using a paint remover. In the maintenance
environment, use the above mentioned items on an as
needed basis. In addition, you will be using some of the
chemicals or cleaning agents discussed in the following
paragraphs.

The normal cleaning agents found in the mainte-
nance shop are: ( I) Freon, (2) isopropyl alcohol,
(3) trichloroethylene, (4) contact cleaner, and (5) water
dispersal lubricant, which is an aromatic hydrocarbon
solvent. Though this is not a complete list, these are
the most common chemicals in the shop.

Freon is normally used for cleaning printed circuit
boards, integrated circuit components, and board as-
semblies. It leaves no oily residue and, consequently,
no possible path for accidental current flow or com-
ponent shorting. The only precaution to be observed
while using Freon is not to spray it toward yourself.
Although there might not be any physical damage if
you get it into your eyes, the sudden cooling effect of
Freon might cause you to react violently, and with tem-
porary loss of sight, you could injure yourself on some
object within your immediate area.

Isopropyl alcohol is normally used to clean glass areas
without leaving any film or resklue. It cleans quickly
and thoroughly, but be careful not to smoke or light a
match while using it or an instant explosion or a fire
will result. Another cleaner similar to isopropyl alcohol
and its cleaning ability is trichloroethylene. The biggest
difference between the two is that trichloroethylene is
practically nonflammable. It is normally used for clean-
ing all electronic equipment and is accepted as the all-
purpose cleaner in ground electronics. Trichloroethy-
lene is a narcotic and anesthetic material. Organic in-
jury rarely results from acute exposure, but chronic
overexposure can cause anemia and liver damage. Use
it only in a well-ventilated space, and make sure that
useis keep their hands out of it.

Occasionally, when you have a problematic poten-
tiometer that works part of the time only, contact
cleaner can be the answer. Normally, you use it for
cleaning switches and potentiometers. Be careful not to
spray it into your eyes on your coworker's eyes. If con-
tact cleaner is sprayed into a potentiometer it tends to
spray out the other holes in unexpected directions. A
cloth can be used to catch the cleaner and prevent it
from dripping on other parts. Be sure to read all cau-
tions on the label for any particular hazards.

Water dispersal lubricant, described as an aromatic

hydrocarbon solvent, is normally used in corrosion con-
trol actions. It has the characteristic of doing what its
name implies dispersing water from within an area
where it might be trapped. The only precaution needed
here is to READ THE LABEL.

Normally, external storage is required for volatile
substances. Also, there will be NO SMOKING signs
posted, indicating no smoking within 50 feet. This 50-
foot rule also applies to areas where diesel fuel is stored.
Note the specific instructions contained in the Site Op-
erating Procedures. Always comply with all ground
safety regulations pertinent to storage of volatile sub-
stances.

Don't store oily cloths get rid of them! If they are
reusable, send them to the base laundry. Paper wipes
are often used while cleaning equipment and should be
thrown away when the job at hand has been finished.
Cotton-tipped swabs are also often used and should
likewise be disposed of.

Exercises (020):

State the precautions that you should use for the fol-
lowing cleaning agent or equipment.

1. Storing volatile solutions.

2. Smoking in or around an area containing volatile
solutions or diesel fuel.

3. Contact cleaner.

4. Using a spray-on or brush-on paint removal agent.

021. Specify the housekeeping practices that contribute
to making the work area safer.

Housekeeping. Right now you are probably thinking,
"I do all those things to eliminate accident sources and
causes," Do you? Take a look around your work area.

Are all the tools either in use or in their proper places;
how about the test equipment? Are the dust covers on
the equipment properly; if not, is it because someone
is working on the equipment? If a dust cover is off, is
it in the aisle where it can be damaged, or is it stored
properly? Let's look further. Are rags, cleaning solvents,
lubricants, or miscellaneous hardware lying about, on
or under the workbench? What does the floor look like?
In your tour of the area, did you have to step over or
around trash, tools, test equipment, or TOs that should
not have been there? Were there any slick spots on the
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floor caused by some spilled liquid, such as oil, coffee,
or coke? We have only scratched the surface, but by
now you probably have a good idea of what we are
talking about.

Tools, tech orders, and test equipment should never
be left on ladders or in the aisles once the work has
stopped. Also, they should not be left lying on a bench
once the job is done. If we put our equipment away
when we are through working, we not only eliminate a
possible accident, we also know where to find the equip-
ment the next time we need it.

Equipment dust covers are helpful because they cut
down equipment problems due to dust and dirt in the
air. A misplaced cover could become a tripping or slip-
ping hazard if allowed to remain on the floor. Putting
things in their proper places is essential to a safe shop.

The disposal of oily or dirty rags and the storage of
flammable liquids are of considerable concern to all of
us. Fire not only destroys millions of dollars worth of
buildings and equipment each year, but it also claims
thousands of lives. Simple measures, such as storing
flammable liquids in an outside storage area and put-
ting rags in a can with a self-closing lid, reduce the
chance of fire.

Objects on the floor and slick spots due to spilled
coffee, water, wax, etc., in combination with a person
in a hurry, could cause a broken leg, arm, or worse.
Small scraps of wire in and around the main distri-
bution frame (MDF), unused patchcords around a
patch panel, and punchcard/paper tape residue around
peripheral equipment are often sources of potential ac-
cidents.

Good housekeeping in the work area is an essential
ingredient of the safety and health program. It not only
makes a safe work area, it also gives your work place
that clean, professional appearance. Poor housekeeping
practices such as putting matches or cigarettes in trash
cans, and messy work areas can cause accidents.

Exercises (021):

1. Why is it a good practice to install dust covers on
equipment that is not in use?

2. What may result from storing oily rags in an open
container?

3. Why can't you wait until the end of the shift to clean
up the paper tape residue around the paper tape
punch?

3-2. Precautions

Because of the hazards which are around your work
area, you need to observe precautions to prevent injury
and damage. The best safety precaution will be worth-
less unless you use it.

022. Correlate the precautions used around computer
equipment to the hazards that should be avoided.

Safety Observer. Let's talk about a safety procedure
that can be one of the most important to you. We call
it the buddy system. Some commands have been using
this system for a long time; maybe yours is one. You
may call it something difference, but the policy is "Do
not work alone around electronic equipment in the
shop if you can possibly avoid it." If the equipment you
are working on is capable of 50 volts and 100 milliam-
peres AC or 500 milliamperes DC, you must use the
two-man concept or buddy system. In fact, AFOSH
Standard 127-50, Ground Communica-
tionsElectronics (CE) Systems, states that you must
use the two-man concept, or buddy system. In fact,
AFOSH 127-50 directs that there be a safety observer
present anytime someone works on high-voltage equip-
ment. Be sure to read AFOSH 127-50 in regard to safety
practices around voltage and equipment.

The reason the buddy system is so effective should
not need much explaining; surely you see the advantage.
It is one of those extra-extra safety precautions that truly
pay off if someone should get into trouble. This trouble
might be touching a live circuit and suffering shock, or
it might be falling from a stand or ladder. In either case,
the buddy system can help keep an accident from be-
coming a fatality by providing immediate aid.

The buddy system has a practical side in addition to
the safety it provides. Anytime you are working on elec-
tronic gear that requires the operation of remote
switches or controls, it is handy and saves time if you
have someone to operate them. This benefit is just as
valuable in shop maintenance as outside the shop. In
this type of cooperative maintenance, itiake sure that
you have your signals straight as to when switches or
controls are to be activated. Confusion over signals
could cause you to touch a live circuit that you thought
was dead.

Equipment Grounding. Make certain that the equip-
ment is properly grounded. Ground all test equipment
to the equipment under test. If you experience a tingle
when touching two pieces of equipment, something is
wrong with the grounding system and needs to be cor-
rected before the tingle becomes deadly.

Insulating Equipment. Rubber floor matting is extra
insurance against electrical shock. Use rubber gloves
when called for in the maintenance procedure. Make
sure the gloves are in good condition. Check them for
holes and insulation breakdown.

Technical Guidance. Technical guidance provides the
safest method to perform a task. Some shortcuts can
lead to problems. If you have an idea that will improve
procedures, get it approved before you put it into prac-
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tice.
Safety Boards. Safety boards provide an easily iden-

tifiable location for safety equipment. AFOSH Standard
127-50 lists the items of equipment to place on the
safety board.

Terminal Strip Shields. Shields over terminal strips
reduce the exposure to voltage/current. Some are pro-
vided with small holes for test probes.

Extender Boards. Use extender boards when possible
to prevent working in a tight situation and shorting the
circuit.

Fuses/Circuit Breakers. Fuses and circuit breakers
were designed to protect the equipment, but they should
not be expected to protect people. When working in
the equipment, pull the fuses or circuit breakers to in-
sure the equipment is not energized.

Signs. Put a sign on the fuse/breaker box to prevent
others from turning them on while you are working.
Signs inform people and prevent accidents.

Fire Extinguishers. Have the correct type available.
A bad situation could become a disaster by using a
water-type extinguisher on energized circuits or a car-

bon dioxide extinguisher on a CRT.
AFOSH Standard 127-50, Ground Communications-

Electronic (C-E) Systems, provides the guidance to pre-
vent accidents in the maintenance area, but only you
can prevent the accident.

Exercises (022):

I. Match the hazard
in column A.

Column A

(1) Safety observer.
(2) Rubber gloves.

_ (3) Terminal strip shields.
_(4) Signs.
_(5) Equipment ground-

ing.
(6) Extender boards.

_ (7) Fire e:ttinguisher.

in column B to the precautions

Column B

a. Shorting circuits.
b. Fire.
c. Electrical shock.
d. Exposed voltage.
e Voltqge potential hetween

equipment cabinets.
f. Loss of life due to electrical

shock.
Other people energizing equip-
ment while you are working on
it.

g.



Air Force Publication

HAVE YOU EVER started to do a job without any idea
of how to do it, where to start, or what you need to
complete it? For us in the Air Force, this is where the
publications system comes into play. The Air Force's
publication management system will save you time and
energy. Why should you waste time making up pro-
cedures when others have already done it for you?

4-1. Organization of Publications

As computer maintenance people, we are concerned
with two categories of Air Force publications, standard
publications, and technical orders. Standard publica-
tions provide us with guidance in administrative task
while technical orders direct our maintenance activities.

023. Identify Air Force publications as either depart-
mental or field.

Classes of Publications. Air Force publications are
divided into two general classes departmental and
field.

Departmental. These publications which are issued
by Headquarters USAF, may apply to that specific
headquarters and one or more major commands. All
Department of Defense (DOD) directives and instruc-
tions are implemented through USAF. Examples of Air
Force departmental publications are Mr Force regula-
tions (AFRs), Air Force manuals (AFMs), and Air Force
pamphlets (AFPs). As you can see, all begin with AF,
which makes them readily identifiable as departmental
publications.

Field. Field publications are issued at the major com-
mand level (or below) for use within the jurisdiction of
the issuing organization. Examples of field publications
are: Strategic Air Command manuals (SACMs), Tac-
tical Air Command regulations (TACR5), and Air
Training Command pamphlets (ATCP5). Each com-
mand issues manuals, regulations, and pamphlets as
necessary. The fact that AF is not used to designate a
field publication, and the abbreviations of the major
command are used, makes it easy to identify this type
of publication. Therefore the class of a publication can
be determined by noting the alpha characters preceding
the publication number.

Exercises (023):

1. How do departmental publications and field publi-
cations differ in origin?

CHAPTER 4

2. Identify the following publications as either depart-
mental or field.

a. AFR 10-1.
b. AFR 30-1.
c. ATCM 52-2.
d. ADCM 65-1.
e. SACR 66-1.

024. Identify each Air Force publication with the
proper publication category.

Categories of Published Material. Published material
issued by the Air Force are categorized as: standard
publications, specialized publications, periodicals, non-
Air Force publications or miscellaneous issuances.

Standard publications. Standard publications are es-
tablished for issuance by the Secretary of the Air Force;
Chief of Staff, USAF; commanders; and staff officials
at all levels to announce policies, assign responsibilities,
prescribe procedures, direct actions, and inform or mo-
tivate people. Authorized types include regulations,
manuals, operating instructions, supplements, pam-
phlets, visual aids, bulletins, and staff digests.

Specialized publications. Headquarters USAF or ma-
jor commands may authorize a command to use a spec-
ialized system of publications to issue information of a
highly specialized nature that cannot be published in a
standard publication (for example, the technical order
system and career development courses). A specialized
publication system is a "standalone" system. It does
not interface with, change, or supersede any standard
publication.

Periodicals. These are informally written publica-
tions, such as magazines and newsletters, used to pub-
lish nondirective material needed by an organization to
accomplish its assigned mission. Their main purpose is
to foster greater understanding and knowledge of the
Air Force and its varied missions and functions. The
Airman Magazine and Driver are examples of period-
icals.

Non-Air Force publications. The Air Force uses pub-
lications that originate in other Federal departments or
agencies, such as the Department of pefense, Office of
Personnel Management, and Federal Aviation Admin-
istration (FAA), when they apply or are of interest to
Air Force organizations.

Miscellaneous issuances. The Air Force issues other
printed material such as: administrative orders, Air
Force newspapers, base guides, directories, and recruit-
ing material.
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Exercise (024):

1. Match the publication category in column A to the
description in column B.

Column A Column B

_ (I) Standard. a. An FAA regulation.
_ (2) Specialized. b. "Flying Safety" magazine.
_ (3) Periodical. c. PCS orders.
_ (4) Non-Air Force. d. AFP 39-7.

(5) Miscellaneous. e. CDC 30554.

4-2. Standard Publications

In an organization as large as the Air Force it is nec-
essary to organize and standardize our efforts. Standard
publications provide the guidance for this organization
and standardization. To use this guidance you must be
able to find the information for each task you perform.
The structure of the standard publication system pro-
vides a place in the file for each type of information.

025. Identify types of publications by functions and de-
scriptions.

Types of Publications. Standard publications are fre-
quently used throughout the Air Force. There are eight
types of standard publications: regulations, manuals,
operating instructions, supplements, pamphlets, visual
aids and staff digests.

Regulations. Air Force regulations (AFR) contain di-
rective and policy material and assign responsibilities.
They may include brief procedural details when nec-
essary. Regulations are usually permanent in nature. Air
Force regulations are the most numerous of all Air
Force standard publications.

Manuals. Air Force manuals (AFM) give detailed in-
structions that tell personnel how to perform their du-
ties. It may include policies and assign responsibilities.
Because of their similarity to regulations they are being
converted to regulations as they are revised.

Operating instructions. Operating instructions (0Is)
are similar to regulations but apply only within the is-
suing headquarters. These instructions are designated
"Headquarters Operating Instructions" (HOI),
"Branch Operating Instructions" (BOI), etc. OIs must
comply with existing higher level directives and be up-
dated accordingly.

Supplements. Supplements are used by lower head-
quarters to implement, amplify, interpret, or clarify a
higher level publication. A supplement does not change
the intent of the basic publication.

Pamphlets. Air Force pamphlets (AFP) usually con-
tain information of a nondirective nature. They are
written in an informal style and are usually published
in brochure or booklet form.

Visual aids. Visual aids are charts, posters, or graphic
illustrations for indefinite use or display. They are used

in connection with planned operations or programs.
Bulletins. Bulletins contain announcements, notices,

and temporary instructions. For example, daily or
weekly bulletins fall into this category.

Staff digests. These contain summaries of significant
staff actions, important announcements, and special
notices. They are issued periodically, or when needed,
and at various command levels.

Exercises (025):

Identify the type of each standard publication described
below.

I. Similar to regulations, but apply only within the is-
suing headquarters.

2. Illustrations for indefinite use in conjunction with
planned operations or programs.

3. Contain directive and policy material and assign re-
sponsibilities.

4. Are written in an informal style and usually contain
information of a nondirective nature.

5. May direct the step-by-step performance of a specific
task.

026. State the significance of each part of the standard
publication numbering system.

Numbering Systems. The Air Force has adopted a
subk..ct and numbering system to identify publications
as to their subject and organize filing procedures. Com-
plete details are contained in AFR 5-4, Numbering Pub-
lications. The first digit identifies a broad area. For
example the 5 in AFR 5-4 tells us that it deals with the
area of publications management. This number is re-
ferred to as the publication base number. Some of the
base numbers you will use are:
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Base No. Subject Area

0 Indexes
35 Military Personnel
39 Enlisted Personnel
50 Training
67 Supply
205 Security



To designate subjects more specifically, a dash and
another number (dash number) is added. For example,
AFM 67-1, AFP 67-2, and AFR 67-4, all deal with
the "Supply" area. The dash numbers indicate a specific
area within Supply.

Remember that every Air Force publication is given
a number and a subject title. These two items are of
great importance because they make it possible to index
and categorize all publications in an orderly fashion.
This in turn makes it simple for you to locate any pub-
lication quickly and easily for reference purposes.

Exercises (026):

1. What is the purpose of the first number in a pub-
lication number?

2. What does the dash number ofa publication numbu-
indicate?

3. Why do Air Force publications have a double-num-
ber system?

027. Identify publication indexes with their contents.

Indexes. There were two indexes to Air Force pub-
lications which you will work with most often. AFR
0-2, Numerical Index of Standard and Recurring Air
Force Publications, lists all current regulations, man-
uals, pamphlets and visual aids and the latest publi-
cation date of each. AFR 0-9, Numerical Index of
Departmental Forms, lists all forms and cur-ent edition
date.

AFR 0-2 is arranged in numerical order and by sub-
ject numbers and lists all publications on a subject. A
listing in the front of AFR 0-2 provides all the subjects
and the corresponding base number. Information on
the office which is responsible for the publication is
included in the OPR column (office of primary re-
sponsibility). Information on distribution of each pub-
lication is also listed in AFR 0-2.

The information contained in these indexes can be
used to verify that you are using the correct up-to-date
information. These indexes are published every 3
months to keep them current.

Exercises (027):

1. What index would you use to verify that an Air Force
publication is current?
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2. What index do you use to find the title if you know
the form number?

3. What publication lists the office of primary respon-
sibility for each regulation?

028. State filing procedures used to update and main-
tain standard publications.

Filing Procedures. You may not be required to file
publications, but you should be able to verify that the
publications you use are available and current. AFR
0-2 is used for this purpose. The procedure is similar
for standard and other publications. First, go to the
official file and check the publication date in the index.
The AFR 0-2 lists regulations, manuals, and pamphlets
mixed in one section. Sine all three publications may
have the same number, the letters R, M, and P will have
to be used to distinguish between the types. Your pub-
lication account representative will use a system of writ-
ing a status symbol in the left margin in front of each
publication ordered for the file. A plus (+) is written
for each publication on hand. A minus (-) indicates
that a publication is needed and ordered but is not on
hand. Publications not required have no marks in front
of them.

Plus and minus signs also indicate which changes are
included in the publication. Supplements by commands
and below are listel in their index.

Exercises (028):

1. Where can you find an updated reference indicating
all publications in your file?

2. What annotation in AFR 0-2 indicates a publication
is on order?

3. How can you verify that the copy of a regulation
that you are using is the latest version?

4-3. Technical Orders

As a maintenance specialist, you must know how to
use Air Force technical orders (TOs). You are also re-
quired to operate and maintain your equipment ac-
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cording to procedures described in the TO for your
system. These policies and requirements are established
by AFR 8-2, Air Force Technical Order System. AFR
8-2 describes the TO system as the official method for
disseminating technical data, instructions, and safety
procedures relating to the operation, installation, main-
tenance and modification of Air Force equipment and
materials.

029. List the types of Mr Force technical orders, and
state the kind of information found in them.

Types of Technical Orders. There are many types of
technical orders. However, we are going to limit our-
selves to the type you will be working with most often.
More extensive, procedural information on TOs is
given in Technical Orders 00-5-1 and 00-5-2, the AF
Technical Order System and the Technical Order Dis-
tribution System, respectively.

Technical manuals (TMs). A TM contains instruc-
tions designed to meet the needs of personnel engaged
or being trained in the operation, maintenance, service,
overhaul, installation, and inspection of equipment and
material. The FM can be general in nature, dealing with
a subject area such as transistor fundamentals, or it may
be directed at specific equipment, such as your com-
puter or switching system.

A second type of technical manual is the Methods
and Procedures Technical Order (MPTO). This TO is
used to establish policies and provide information and
instructions on maintenance management or admin-
istration, configuration management, etc. Examples are
all 00-5 series, 00-25 series, 00-35 series, and D-series
publications.

Time compliance technical order (TCTO). A TCTO
gives instructions for modifying equipment, performing
or initially establishing special inspections, or imposing
temporary flight restrictions. TO 00-5-15, Air Force
Time Compliance Technical Order System, establishes
policies and procedures for the TCTO system. We will
go into much greater detail about TCTOs later in this
chapter.

Abbreviated TOs. These TOs are primarily work sim-
plification devices such as checklists, inspection work-
cards, lubrication charts, or sequence charts. Preventive
maintenance workcards that you will use for your
equipment fall in this category. These workcards follow
the guidance setup by MPTOs and arc written for spe-
cific pieces of equipment.

Index type technicel orders. These technical orders
are lists that show the availability of technical orders.
They also provide a cross-reference to other publica-
tions when necessary. Any technical order can be lo-
cated when you know how to use index-type technical
orders. A further discussion of these TOs and their im-
portance is contained in the next section.

Preliminary TO. This type of TO is made up in a
small quantity to test and verify the information that
it contains. Preliminary TOs are for the rirst test
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or early production of new equipment or systems. You
can use these TOs for training but they are not to be
used for operation a. maintenance of the equipment.
After the data in a preliminary TO is debugged, it may
become the formal TO for the equipment or system.

Use of commercial manuals. Some of you may have
equipment or systems that are new to the Air Force
inventory. In this case, you may have to use the com-
mercial manuals which come with the system. If the
commercial literature is usable from a technical stand-
point and it would be cheaper to use, the Air Force will
assign a TO number and manage it like any other TO
in the system. The essential requirement for using the
manufacturer's technical data is that it must not de-
grade the system operation, support, or reliability.

Exercises (029):

1. What TOs give you the procedural information on
how to use the technical order system?

2. What kind of TO is used for testing or training but
not for operation of a system?

3. if you wanted to locate a TO on your system, what
type of TO should you use?

4. List the types of TOs you work with most often.

030. Identify parts of a technical order number by their
functions.

Numbering System. The TO numbering system is
designed to give us as much information as possible in
an alphanumeric combiaation. If you understand the
various parts of the TO number, it will be easier to
locate the proper TO and to maintain a TO file.

Technical order numbers are divided into three or
more parts, each part separate from the others by a dash
(-). Each numerical index and requirement table
(NI&RT) has a preface which explains the numbering
system for that index. For the purposes of explanation,
we are going to dissect the TO number 33A1-12-216-1.
This TO is the operating and service instructions for a
Model 260 volt-ohm-milliameter. The first two digits
of this TO number are 33 which represents the TO
category, namely, General Purpose Test and Associated
Equipment. The NI&RT is TO 0-1-33-1 and the pre-
face to that index explains the breakdown of the TO



number as outlined below. 3. Where in the Ni&RT is the explanation for the TO
numbers acsigned in that index?

TO 33A1 - 12 - 216 - 1

Category = 33
Major Group = A
Specific Type of Major Group = 1
Specific Item = 12
General Series, Type, Model, or Part Number = 216
Kind of TO and Individual Publication = 1

The last and final part of the TO number reflects the
type of publication as follows:

Operating Instructions: -11, -21, etc., through -491.
Service or maintenance instruztions: -2. -12, -22, etc., through

-492.
Overhaul instructions and/or circuit and schematic diagrams: -3,
13, -33, etc., through -493.
Illustrated Parts Breakdown/Parts catalog: -4, -14, -44, etc.,

through -494.
Planning data and/or installation instructions: -5, -15, -55, etc.,

through -495.
Preventive maintenance instructions: -6, -16, -66, etc., through

-496.
Standard installation instructions: -7, -17, -77, etc., through
497.
Inspection and testing procedures: -8, -18, -88, etc., through

-498.
Alignment procedures: -9, -19, -99, etc., through -499.
E&I standards: -10, -20, -33, etc.
Time compliance technical orders: -501 Corough -IOW, then
1500 through -2000.

Letters within a TO number may also identify a kind
of TO. These represent the abbreviated TOs discussed
earlier in the text and are identified as follows:

CL
CT
SC

SS
VS
WC
WS

Check List
Checkout Tape or Cards
Sequence Chart
Operational Supplement
Safety Supplements
Visual Slide
Work Card
Work Sheet

TO 33A1-12-216-1 has not been fully identified.
With the TO and equipment in hand you should be
able to correctly operate the Model 260 for maximum
berzfit in your maintenance effort.

E tercises (030):

1. What kind of TO is TO 31S5-4-52-16WC-1?

2. The last part of a four-part TO number is -44; what
do those digits indicate?
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031. Specify the correct TO index required to locate
the information nezded on a system.

Indexes. The index-type TO, which was identified
earlier, gives you a means of locating the information
needed to perform operational and maintenance tasks
on your equipment or system. There are two options
you may use to locate a technical order. First are the
many numerical indexes available that are grouped ac-
cording to equipment type, .,uch as airborne, ground,
special purpose, etc. Second is the alphabetical index
which allows you to locate a TO number from an equip-
ment-group name.

Numerical index and requirement tables (NI&RTs).
TO 0-1-01, the index of all indexes, is the first place
to go for general information about the Ic ARTs and a
list of all indexes in numerical order. EAch NI&RT
covers TOs that have been grouped together, based on
the similarity of equipment functions or family group-
ing. The numbering pattern of each category of TO is
outlined in the preface of the NI&RT category can be
determined from the first part of the TO number as
shown in figure 4-1. Examples of the numbers used for
specific categories of equipment you should be familiar
with are:

0, Indexes.
00, General Technical Orders.
12, Airborne Electronic Equipment.
31, General Electronic.
33, General Purpose Test and Associated
Equipment.

Along with numerical listings, the NI&RT will in-
dicate the availability of a TO, the issue date, date of
any change(s), and its security classification, if it has
one.

Alphabetical index. The alphabetical index, TO
0-2-1, provides an easy method of locating the correct
TO category when the type of equipment is known. This
TO does not give the status but refers you to the proper
NI&RT category. The list of applicable technical orders
provides listings of all TOs applicable to a specific
weapon or system. It helps determine the contents of
limits TO files, which may need to be established.
Proper use of these indexes will enable you to locate
other TOs needed to perform your C.uties.

Exercises (031):

1. What is the TO number of the index of indexes?
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TECHNICAL ORDERS TECHNICAL ORDERS
TO INDEX

BEGINNING WITH

0- 0-1-01
00- 0-1-02
1- 0-1-1-1
1B- 0-1-1-2
1C-, 1E- 0-1-1-3
1F- 0-1-1-4
1A; 1H, IL, 1T; 1U 0-1-1-5
2- 0-1-2-1
2J 0-1-2-2
2h 0-1-2-3

0-1-2-4
2R 0-1-2-5
3 0-1-3
4 0-1-4
5-
5A, 5F 0-1-5-2
5E, 5L, 5M; 5P 0-1-5-3
5N 0-1-5-4
6- 0-1-6-1
6A 0-1-6-2
6J 0-1-6-3
6K; 6P 0-1-6-4
6R; 6S 0-1-6-5
7 0-1-7
8- 0-1-8-1
BA 0-1-8-2
8C 0-1-8-3
81) 0-1-8-4
8E; 8R; 8S 0-1-8-5
9-; 9H 0-1-9-2
9P; 9V 0-1-9-3
10 0-1-10
11- 0-1-11-1
11A; 11K 0-1-11-4
11B 0-1-11-5
11C; 11D; 11H 0-0- 1-6
11F 0 1-11-7
11G; 11L 0-1-11-8
11N 0-1-11N;

0-1-11N-C
11P; 11W 0-1-11-9
12 0-1-12
13 0-1-13
14 0-1-14
15 0-1-15
16 0-1-16
21 0-1-21
22 0-1-22
31- 0-1-31-1
31M 0-1-31-2

BEGINNING WITH TO INDEX

31P 0-1-31-3
31R 0-1-31-4
31S (ALSO SEE 0-1-31-9) 0-1-31-5
31W 0-1-31-6
31X 0-1-31-7
31Z 0-1-31-8
3155 -2FSO 0-1-31-9
32 0-1-32
33-; 33A 0-1-33-1
338,33C; 33D1 THRU 33D4 0-1-33-2
33D5 THRU 33D7 0-1-33-3
33D9 0-1-33-4
33D1 0 THRU 33D13; 33DA 0-1-33-5
33K 0-1-33-6
34 0-1-34
35- 0-1-35-1
35A; 358 0-1-35-2
35C, 35F 0-1-35-3
35D; 35G 0-1-35-4
35E 0-1-35-5
35M 0-1-35-6
36 0-1-36
37 0-1-3
38 0-1-38
39 0-1-39
40 0-1-40
41 0-1-41
42 0-1-42
43 0-1-43
44 0-1-44
45 0-1-45
46 0-1-46
47 0-1-47
49 0-1-49
50 0-1-50
51 0-1-51
60 (EXCEPT 60N) 0-1-60-1
60 AIR FORCE moBILITy (EXCEPT 60N) 0-1-60-14
60N 0-1-11N
FMS; S - AP 0-1-71
K SYMBOL AND PRODUCTION
STOPPAGE SUPPLEMENTS 0-1-76

NOTE: SPECIAL WEAPONS TECHNICAL ORDERS FOR
AiRCRAFT MANUALS NUMBERED 1 (AIRCRAFT)
-16 AND 1 (AIRCRAFT) -25 THROUGH -31

Figure 4-1. Preface page from NI&RT 0-1-01.
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2. Using the TO 0-1-01 listing in figure 4-1, what
would you use to determine the latest basic date of
a TO in the 33C series?

032. Specify TO filing procedures.

Filing Procedures. You may, at one time or another,
be assigned to maintain your organization's TO file. If
not, you surely will need a TO when performing main-
tenance and accomplishing preventive maintenance in-
spectiong (PMI5). Therefore, you must know how to
find ot, ;' the TO file has the TO you need and, sec-
ondly, is the TO current and filed correctly? For these
reasons and because it is required that a TO be used
for performing maintenance tasks on equipment, a
knowledge of TO files and how to use them is impor-
tant.

TO 00-5-2, Techrical Order Distribution System,
states: "technical order files are authorized to provide
quick access to TOs required by all personnel at all
echelons for the most efficient, economical, and safe
accomplishment of assigned duties." TO 00-5-2 pro-
vides the policy and procedures necessary to establish
and maintain TO files. If you are tasked to maintain a
TO file, this TO will be your guidance. Several types of
files are authorized but you will be primarily concerned
with the operational type.

The operational file is located within the mainte-
nance organization and contains only those TOs that
are required for maintenance of assigned equipment
and/or systems. Maintenance of the file record is the
responsibility of the activity that keeps the file in a
current status. Normally, only one copy of a TO will
be in the file unless you are required to do the same
maintenance action at the same time ai different places.
These additional copies are authorized only if they are
mission essential. Of course, your file record must in-
dicate the number of copies you have on hand. Speaking
of a file record, what is it?

The file record is made up of the AFTO Form 110,
Technical Order Distribution Record, as shown in fig-
tne 4-2A and figure 4-2B. One form is completed for
every TO in your file and the form is arranged in
NI&RT sequence. The AFTO 110s are used to maintain
a record of TOs required, received, redistributed, and
TOs maintained, if your activity maintains one or more
separate TO files.

All entries to the AFTO 110 should be in pencil to
permit changing the information required. The AFTO
110 contains information such as the TO number, the
NI&RT reference, number of copies authorized, num-
ber of copies on hand, date of tile basic TO and changes,
and date of distribution. By comparing dates on this
form with dates listed in the NI&RT, you can verify if
your TO is current before you begin to use it.

Exercises (032):

I. Who must maintain a file of AFTO Forms 110?

2. What is the AFTO Form 110 compared against to
insure TO files are current?

3. Where would you find the information on how to
establish a TO file?

4. What is the essential requirement for having more
than one copy of a TO in an operational fiie?

033. State the types of technical manuals and their pur-
poses.

Technical Manuals. Technical manuals provide guid-
ance on installation, operation, servicing, and overhat.1
of Air Force equipment and material. Some complex
systems or equipment require a specific type of manual
such as a maintenance manual or parts breakdown.
These manuals may be published in sections. Each sec-
tion is a separate publication and has a separate TO
number. For less complex items, specific types of in-
structions may be published in a single manual.

The operating instructions technical manual provides
a general description of the equipment, a detailed de-
scription of the component parts (or assemblies), the
preparation for operation instructions, and the oper-
ating instructions.

The servicing instructions contthn information per-
tinent to the periodic inspect:on, maintenance, and lu-
brication of the components ii the item of equipment.
Some of these technical manuals also include trouble-
shooting and calibration instructions.

The illustrated parts breakdown (IPB) technical man-
uals contain component part breakdowns that are used
for idc ntifying, requisitioning, storing, and determining
disassembly and reassembly sequence. Each component
parts breakdown lists part numbers, nomenclature, and
other information necessary to support the item of
equipment. Also, it includes illustrations of assemblies
and subassemblies which identify in detail each com-
ponent pp-t.

A technical manual for less complex equipment, pub-
lished as one manual, may contain the following:

a. Operation, service, and repair instructions. In ad-
dition to a description of component parts, operation
procedures, and other characteristics, these manuals
contain instructions for equipment repair, inspection,
lubrication, and adjustments.

b. Overhaul instructions. These manuals describe
equipment characteristics and provide detailed instruc-
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tions on the disassembly and reassembly of major com-
ponents.

c. Overhaul instructions with parts breakdown. In
addition to the instructions on disassembly and reas-
sembly, these manuals contain breakdowns used for
identifying, requisitioning, storing, and determining the
sequence for disassembly and reassembly.

d. Inspection instructions. These manuals contain re-
quirements for maintenance inspection and replace-
ment of accessories and components.

Exercises (033):

1. Which technical manual is used for identifying and
requisitioning parts?

2. Where are periodic inspections of items of equip-
ment found?

3. Which technical manual contains a detailed descrip-
tion of component parts or subassemblies?

034. List the types of TCT0s, and state how they are
used.

Time Compliance Technical Orders (TCT0s). We
briefly defined TCTOs earlier in this chapter. Now we
are going to look at them in greater detail. As we said
earlier, TCTOs are the instructions for modifying
equipment, doing special inspections, and imposing
flight restrictions when they become necessary. These
instructions, depending on the severity of the TCTO,
will have an established time limit in which the work
must be done. Because of the urgent nature of these
publications, you must be familiar with the policies and
procedures established by TO 00-5-15.

Each TCTO is assigned a degree of urgency at the
time it is approved. Only three urgency designations are
authorized for TCTOs. These designations are the Im-
mediate, Urgent, and Routine action TCTOs. If the
problem if very urgent, the TCTO is first issued as an
Interim technical order, which is transmitted by elec-
trical message or another means of rapid comrHuni-
cation. The degree of urgency is indicated in the
instructions by specifying when compliance is rewlired.
The highest degree of urgency is assigned to the Im-
mediate Action TCTO.

Immediate action TCTOs are issued when unsafe
conditions exist that could result in fatal or serious in-
jury to personnel or damage to property. The urgency
of these TCTOs will require immediate action to
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ground aircraft, pre. mIt launch of missiles, discontinue
operation of ground communication - electronics
maintenance (CEM) systems, or use of related support
equipment. How to correct the condition will also be
included in the TCTO, if known. The words IMME-
DIATE ACTION are printed in red at the top of the
first page with a border of red X's included around the
first page. Because of their urgency, commanders shall
insure that Immediate Action TCTOs are disseminated
to all affected personnel within 4 hours after receipt.

Urgent action TCTOs are issued when combat ne-
cessity or potentially hazardous conditions, which could
result in injury to personnel, damage to property, or
unacceptaNe reductions in combat efficiency occur.
The urgency of these TCTOs require compliance within
1 to 10 days. If compliance is not accomplished by the
end of the 10-day limit, action to ground aircraft, dis-
continue operation of ground communications, elec-
tronics, or use of support equipment, personnel
equipment, materials, or munitions, will be taken. The .

words URGENT ACTION are printed in red at the top
center of the first page and a series of red diagonals
alternately spaced with circled red X's are printed
around the border of the first page.

Routine Action TCTOs contain instructions to rem-
edy defects of equipment or faulty procedures. Failure
to solve these problems might reduce operational life,
affect efficiency, or create a hazard through prolonged
use of the equipment. This type of TCTO is printed on
plain white paper without any red border symbols.
There are several classes of this TCTO with a number
of categories in each class. Routine TCTOs deal pri-
marily in the areas affecting safety or logistics support
and whether or not a problem reduces or degrades the
ability to accomplish an assigned mission. Time com-
pliance for a TCTO in this category varies depending
upon the class and who is assigned responsibility for
accomplishing the TCTO. Complete guidance on the
routine action TCTO is contained in TO 00-5-15.

Exerdses (034):

1. List the three authorized urgency designations used
with TCTOs.

2. What is the time for compliance when an immediate
action TCTO is received?

3. What purpose does the Interim technical order
serve?

4. What action is taken on the expiration of the com-
pliance time period of an Urgent Action TCTO?



035. Identify the abbreviated technical orders with
their use and contents.

Abbreviated Technical Orders. Primarily, these tech-
nical orders are used as work simplification devices
which aid personnel in carrying out instructions that
are contained in other types of technical orders.

Inspection workcards. These are sets of cards that
prescribe minimum inspection requirements given the
-6 technical manual in a checklist form. Because they
are card size, they can be taken to the job while per-
forming a scheduled inspection. Work assignment in-
formation is given on each card; this feature makes it
convenient when assigning work to maintenance per-
sonnel. Also, the work can be arranged by areas, leading
to efficient maintenance scheduling and planning. The
inspection requirements on each card are arranged to
provide a logical sequence of performance. Charts on
the reverse side of selected cards pictorially located each
work area and indicate the code and title of the areas
referred to in each set of cards. In the planned inspec-
tion maintenance concept, the inspection workcards are
used with the inspection sequence charts.

Inspection sequence charts. These are also provided
in sets similar to the workcards. However, sequence
charts are used only for scheduled inspections, and they
show a basic planned-work schedule or sequence which
permits efficient accomplishment of the inspection. The
charts serve as a guide in preparing the actual work
schedule for each particular inspection, and they are
intended to control the assignment of work during an
inspection.

Checklist. Checklist contain tasks listed chronologi-
cally for a maintenance team to perform. Each task is
performed in the proper sequence and is checked off
when it has been completed. Certain checklist are ar-
ranged in a two-column, demand-response format. De-
mands, which are the tasks listed in sequence, are in
the left column; and responses to the demands are
marked in the right-hand column. Like the workcards,
checklists are printed in sets and in a size that is con-
venient to use on the job. The letters "CL" are part of
a checklist's technical order numerical designator.

You may use checklists that are authorized and pre-
pared by the headquarters of your particular command.
You may use other checklists prepared locally by your
maintenance activity. In any the importance of
following the steps as given ir. these checklists cannot
be overemphasized.

Exercises (035):

I. What is the purpose of an abbreviated TO?

2. State the format used in a two-column, demand-
response checklist?
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3. What provides the minimum inspection require-
ments of the -6 technical order in a convenient
form?

036. Specify selected procedures, authority, and
sources of data reiated to technical order deficiency re-
porting.

Technical Order Deficiency Reporting. The term "de-
ficiency" denotes an error or defect that changes the
meaning of instructions or terms or affects equipment
operation or maintenance. A deficiency with a technical
order would be an error or omission of a technical na-
ture thak . prevents the adequate performance of main-
tenance required for mission accomplishment.
Typographical errors and misspelled words are not re-
portable under the TO reporting system.

If you discover a condition requiring a change to a
technical order, submit an AFTO Form 22 (fig. 4-3).
There are three types of reports described in TO
00-5-1. These are the emergency, urgent, and routine
improvement reports. Emergency repo:ts will be sub-
mitted immediately after discovery of the condition,
urgent reports on an expedited basis, and routine re-
ports are soon as practicable.

Complete the report form with the specific infor-
mation that identifies the suspected error. Only one
deficiency is authorized per form. Provide the TO num-
ber in columns 6 through 30; include the page and
paragraph number in blocks 7 and 8 and the figure
number in block 9 if you are referring to a schematic.
Enter other information as required by TO 00-5-1 and
be sure to include a well-written description of the de-
ficiency and recommend changes.

What happens to the AFTO Form 22 once it is ini-
tiated? First, your supervisor checks to see if the defi-
ciency is valid and warrants reporting. Second, the
report goes to the quality control section for approval.
Then, it goes to the Air Force Logistics Command
(AFLC) depot responsible for the TO. Action is then
taken on the report.

Your organization will follow up on an emergency
report after 60 hours, an urgent report after 45 days,
and a routine report after 90 days. Submit the followup
request through the same channels as the original re-
port.

Exercises (036):

I. Who should submit an AFTO Form 22?

2. What type of errors should not be reported?
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3. If you found a suspected error, where should you
look to find out how to report this error?

4. When should you follow up on a routine report?
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CHAPTER 5

Communications-Electronics Maintenance Management

WHEN YOU CONSIDER the number of people in-
volved and the thousands of maintenance jobs that
must be performed, it is quite obvious that the world-
wide operation of the Air Force demands a streamlined
maintenance management concept. This maintenance
concept is presented in Air Force Regulation 66-1,
Maintenance Management Policy.

Perhaps the best way to understand your position in
the maintenance area is to get an overview of the entire
program. This chapter should give you a broad per-
spective of the range of the maintenance management
system, including a review of what has been proven and
determined through day-to-day use to be practical.

5-1. C-E Maintenance Management Concept

The USAF maintenance community is made up of
mission-oriented units organized as detachments or
squadrons within the operating commands and sup-
ported by industrial centers normally operated by Air
Force Logistics Command (AFLC).

037. Define maintenance as used in the maintenance
managemet program, and list the task it includes.

Objective of Maintenance. The objective of mainte-
nance is to keep equipment in service. This means that
the equipment does the job for which it was designed
and purchased by the Air Force. However, the Air Force
has gone further than the above simple statement in
explaining the objective of maintenance. Air Force Reg-
ulation 66-1 describes maintenance as "as a functional
element of the organization, responsible for insuring
that Air Force materiel is serviceable, safely operable,
and properly configured to meet the mission require-
ments." Maintenance includes, but is not limited to,
inspection, repair, overhaul, modification, preservation,
testing, and analysis of condition or performance with
maximum effort expended toward completing those
tasks on a preplanned, scheduled basis. Proper planning
provides supervisory personnel with the workload plans
required for timely accomplishment through the effi-
cient use of personnel, facilities, and equipment. Proper
planning reduces unscheduled maintenance e% znts and
allows for an orderly progression of maintenance ac-
tions toward returning malfunctioning equipment to a
safe and operable condition.
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Exercises (037):

1. Define maintenance as used in the maintenance
management program.

2. List the tasks included under the maintenance pro-
gram.

038. State the responsibilities and capabilities of the
levels of the maintenance organization.

Mission-Oriented Unit. The mission-oriented unit
performs its assigned tasks to produce mission-ready
systems. These maintenance tasks are divided into two
categories: on-equipment and off-equipment. Both
maintenance categories may be preventive or corrective
in nature. Preventative maintenance includes lubrica-
tion, cleaning, and other actions which will keep the
equipment in operating condition. Corrective mainte-
nance includes all actions to return equipment to a
serviceable condition.

On-Equipment maintenance. On-equipment main-
tenance includes those tasks of servicing, loading, in-
specting, modifying, and repairing by removal and
replacement actions. These actions are accomplished
with skills and equipment possessed by the unit.

Off-equipment maintenance. This includes the tasks
which cannot be performed on C-E equipment items,
but which can be accomplished with the skills and
equipment possessed by the unit. This includes repair
of units or subassemblies that were removed from the
equipment by replacing components of the units or su-
bassembly.

Industrial center/AFLC. Maintenance actions which
are beyond the capability of a mission oriented unit are
sent to the responsible industrial center or AFLC depot
for repair. These facilities have the specialized equip-
ment or skills that are not available to the mission-
oriented unit.

Exercises (038):

1. What is the difference between on-equipment and
off-equipment maintenance?
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2. What maintenance tasks are performed by industrial
centers and AFLC?

3. What maintenance tasks are performed by the mis-
sion-oriented unit?

5-20. C-E Maintenance Organization

Each wing is organized in the most effective and ef-
ficient manner to perform its mission. This will permit
maximum application of resources to production.

039. State the responsibilities of persons within the
C-E maintenance organization.

Wing or Unit Commander. The commander has over-
all responsibility for the accomplishment of the unit or
wing mission. Normally a maintenance complex is or-
ganized under the trideputy structure which assigns
deputy commanders for: operations, maintenance and
resources management. Commanders provide leader-
ship and management for their wing or unit, and they
consolidate the functions of the maintenance complex
to the maximum extent possible depending upon mis-
sion, size. location and resources.

Chief of Maintenance. The chief of maintenance
(COM) is synonymous with deputy commander for
maintenance (DCM) and is also used to denote the sen-
ior manager for C-E maintenance. The chief of main-
tenance manages the maintenance complex for the
most efficient use of personnel, money, and material
while still accomplishing the mission. Most of the re-
sponsibilities of the COM are accomplished by the
COM staff under supervision of the COM.

Exercises (039):

I. What is another name for the chief of maintenance?

2. Under the trideupty structure, deputy commanders
are assigned to which functions?

3. What is the function of the wing or unit commander?

5-3. Chief of Maintenance Duties

Maintenance organizations vary greatly because of
the mission, assigned equipment, location, and size of
each organization. Though shops performing s'amilar

jobs among the major commands differ in organiza-
tional structure, any maintenance organization needs
certain elements. One of these elements is the chief of
maintenance (COM) staff.
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040. State the primary functions of the chief of main-
tenance and how the responsibilities of the COM are
satisfied.

Responsibilities. The position of the COM is at the
highest level of control in the maintenance activity. The
COM is the executive manager of the maintenance or-
ganization with centralized control and direction of all
functions of the activity. The maintenance staff agencies
act in the name of the COM on those matters for which
they have been given responsibility. In the maintenance
manager concept (upon which the Air Force mainte-
nance system is based), the COM, through staff func-
tions, plans, controls, and schedules maintenance. For
example, skilled specialists with special equipment are
sent out to do a highly technical job. Putting them
where needed requires a system of scheduling, priority
assignments, dispatch, and control from a central
agency the chief of maintenance. We will discuss
each staff agency individually so that you can grasp the
general management concept and the special function
of each agency. Understanding the basic responsibilities
of the organization structure .s a necessary part of the
training for each officer, enlisted person, and civilian
in the Air Force.

The COM is a manager. The maintenance organi-
zation must be run in accordance with policies and
procedures outlined in AFR 66-1. ThL. COM must ap-
ply the principles of leadership and management, and
supervisors are expected to do the same. The COM and
staff must provide direction and guidance for all sub-
ordinates in the maintenance organization. This direc-
tion must comply with local and higher authority
policies and instructions. The COM must be capable
of estimating and programming facilities, equipment,
manpower, and training requirements through study
and analysis of the organization.

Exercises (040):

1. What is the overall function of the chief of main-
tenance?

2. How are the responsibilities of the COM satisfied?

041. State the functions of the staff under the chief of
maintenance.
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Functions. Depending on the size and mission of the
maintenance activity, the following functions may ap-
pear separately or in consolidated forms.

Administration. The office of the COM is the ad-
ministrative center for the maintenance organization.
Its duties include the preparation and maintenance of
reports, correspondence, and local maintenance direc-
tives, and the control of keypunch services.

Production analysis. Production analysis is the pri-
mary management information source for the COM. It
operates as a data surveillance and statistical unit. Its
overall objective is to improve the maintenance oper-
ation by examining various maintenance management
output products and reports to identify trends that are
developing. Raw data alone can be misleading and must
be carefully analyzed by production analysis personnel
before it is used by management.

Supervisors who need specific information about
maintenance trends in their shop should request the
data from production analysis. If the analyst can obtain
the data from existing reports and data, the analyst will
perform a special analysis. The results of this analysis
can be used to define or preduct maintenance deficien-
cies that can be corrected before they impair the mis-
sion.

Logistics support. This function provides manage-
ment support to the COM to make sure that a contin-
uing maintenance capability exists whenever mission
requirements change. The logistics support section
makes plans to insure that maintenance tasks are ac-
complished in support of mobility requirements; gath-
ers and submits budget estimates for items such as TDY,
e ,uipment, and supplies; and serves as the focal point
for any maintenance contracts on assigned equipment.
Essentially, what this staff agency does is to make sure,
through direction of other elements within the main-
tenance complex, that the resources are available for
you to do your job.

Maintenance control. The personnel assigned to
maintenance control determine and authorize the ex-
penditures of manpower and material within the main-
tenance activity. They dispatch the parts, materials,
specialists, and support equipment required to do the
work. Supervisors must plan and adjust work center
actions to meet the requirements and instructions of
maintenance control. This agency is made up of the
job control, materiel control, and plans and scheduling
elements.

Job control. Job control has control of all mainte-
nance; no work can be done Until it has been assigned
a job control number (JCN) and its priority and ex-
pected completion time have been determined. Any ac-
tion, scheduled or unscheduled, must be coordinated
through job control. Job control monitors the status of
all facilities, dispatches or assigns technicians, and
maintains the file of active job status doct..ments (JSD).

The JSD is the document used by job control to mon-
itor and direct most maintenance actions. The JCN
serves as a unique identifier for each job. It is the means
by which work is controlled and resources accounted
for.
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Materiel control. The people in materiel control see
that proper parts, tools, and equipment are available to
the maintenance shops in the required quantities at the
right time. They must forecast supply requirements for
each maintenance activity. In addition, the materiel
control personnel coordinate with the supply manage-
ment branch, in conjunction with the chief of main-
tenance or maintenance supervisor and work center
supervisors, for the establishment of bench stocks, prep-
ositioned spares, special levels, and supply points. They
also procure time compliance technical orders (TCT05)
lOts and control the issue of tools.

Plans and scheduling. Plans and scheduling produces
the maintenance plan from known requirements and
maintenance resource information. This plan guides the
production effort toward efficient and high-quality
maintenance by a schedule of activity balanced against
resources. The plan is made up of a schedule of pee-
ventive maintenance inspections (PMIs) with a separate
listing of TCT0s, QC inspections, and evaluations to
be done. The format of the plan and additions to it are
left up to the chief of maintenance.

Quality Control. Quality control, or QC, as it is more
commonly known, serves as the primary technical ad-
visor to the maintenance complex. QC is concerned
with the quality of the maintenance performed within
the activity and controls it through various monitoring
programs. These programs do not relieve the mainte-
nance supervisor from the responsibility of continually
seeking higher quality maintenance. A coordinated
team effort between the chief of maintenance, QC per-
sonnel, and supervisors is essential for an effective QC
program. The QC effort involves the elements of MSEP,
analysis and reporting of deficiencies, maintenance
training, and technical publications.

Maintenance standardization. This is accomplished
through the man,' nance standardization and evalua-
tion program (MSEP) which is explained in these par-
agraphs. Briefly, MSEP is used to determine technical
competency through personnel evaluations. Three types
of inspections are also done under MSEP. These are the
technical, activity, and special inspections.

Technical inspections provide an overall indication
of the quality of maintenance being performed on as-
signed hardware. They also produce data useful in iden-
tifying training deficiencies and potential problem
areas.

QC activity inspections are used to evaluate man-
agement effectiveness, the condition of equipment and
systems, and the technical competence of personnel.
These inspections will be done once each year, at the
least, for each work center. The results of these inspec-
tions give the commander, the chief of maintenance,
and supervisors objective and factual information on
how well an activity is meeting mission requirements.

Technical publications. QC maintains a complete file
of TOs, TCT0s, inspection workcards, and a work unit
code manual on each type of equipment maintained by
the maintenance complex. The major consideration is
to be sure that TOs are available for the people who
use them most. QC, in conjunction with work centers,



will also develop inspection workcards required for
equipment that is bought "off the shelf."

Maintenance training. This QC activity makes sure
that the maintenance complex has a continuous, well-
organized training program. The goal is to have a suf-
ficient number of people in all skills, at the right skill
level, to support the maintenance mission. The parts of
the program include: (1) job proficiency, (2) qualifi-
cation, and (3) special training.

Job proficiency training and qualification training are
explained in the module on OJT included in this vol-
ume. Special training is done to qualify personnel on
the operation and maintenance of equipment that is
not a requirement of the AFSC. An example would be
learning how to start a generator or learning the use of
special-purpose vehicles.

Supervisors, production analysis, and the results of
MSEP evaluations are sources used for identifying
training needs. The primary goal of the maintenance
training effort within QC is to provide the training that
will eliminate any deficiencies discovered.

Deficiency analysis and reporting. The deficiency
analysis process gives the chief of maintenance and su-
pervisors the means of finding problem causes and ways
of correcting them. The process involves the elements
of identification, analysis, and reporting.

Problem areas can be identified through the use of
MDC data and MSEP products. Once identified, the
individual most knowledgeable of the problem area
should perform an in-depth study and analysis. Cor-
rective actions recommended should be accomplished
by the responsible work center. Reporting is done lo-
cally for deficiencies identified through MSEP.

Materiel deficiencies are identified and reported in
accordance with TO 00-35D-54, USAF Materiel De-
ficiency Reporting and Investigating System. Technical
publication errors are reported using AFTO Form 22.
QC will review, process, and monitor the TO improve-
ment system.

Workcenter. The C-E maintenance workeenters are
the production elements and are responsible for all
maintenance. Each workcenter supervisor is responsible
for management of a specific area of responsibility.

Exercises (041):

1. What unit is responsible for determining and au-
thorizing the expenditure of manpower and materiel
in the maintenance activity?

2. What part does the administration function play in
the maintenance management program?

3. What is the purpose of the production analysis func-
tion?

4. What three types of training come under the training
function of QC?

5. Name the three sections that make up the mainte-
nance control function.

6. State the function of the job control section.

7. What is the function of the materiel control section?

5-4. Other Management Concepts

There are two other areas of management which you
should understand. First is the maintenance standard-
ization and evaluation program which insures that all
maintenance technicians perform each job by proven
methods. The second area deals with a structure for the
maintenance organization that is different from the nor-
mal communication-electronics maintrmance manage-
ment structure.

042. State the objectives of the maintenance standard-
ization and evaluation program and how these objectives
are met.

Maintenance Standardization and Evaluation Pro-
gram. The objective of standardization is to improve
maintenance quality and capability. This objective can
be achieved through the application of the maintenance
management system and through MSEP. The objective
of MSEP is to improve your technical competence, as
well as the quality of maintenance you perform. These
objectives can be met by training you, via the OJT
program, to use standard maintenance practices and to
comply with technical data. Your supervisor and quality
control personnel evaluate you periodically to insure
the adequacy of the work center's training program, to
check your technical proficiency, and make sure tech-
nical and procedural data are accurate. Additionally,
quality control personnel conduct activity and technical
inspections to find out the quality of maintenance pro-
duction and management.

Personnel Evaluations. The supervisor identifies all
tasks performed within a work center and sets up a
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training program for each person as nee(' When a
trainee has proven that he or she can perform a given
task, the supervisor certifies the individual on that task.
Both the supervisor and quality control personnel later
evaluate the trainee's performance on these tasks. If the
trainee fails on a test for which certified, the individual
is decertified and retrained to eliminate the deficiency.

The selection of individuals for the evaluation process
under MSFP is has_erl on fartors sneh as the number of
newly assigned peitunnel, equipment and training
problems that develop, and the different types of equip-
ment to be maintained.

All maintenance personnel that have been certified
on specific tasks are subject to an evaluation. The eval-
uations are normally done during a quality control ac-
tivity inspection. You may also be evaluated anytime
after 3 months from the time that new or modified
equipment, which you maintain, becomes operational.
If you were decertified on a particular task and then
recertified, you must be reevaluated no more than 3
months from the date of decertification.

Specific details on how to conduct evaluations and
how results are recorded are contained in AFR 66-1,
Volume 5, and attachment I to that volume. Major air
commands may also set up MSEP personnel evaluation
criteria on their own.

Exercises (042):

1. What are the objectives of MSEP?

2. List two ways the objectives of MSEP can be met.

3. Who may certify a trainee proficient on a task?

4. Who may decertifY task proficiency?

043. State the objectives of production oriented main-
tenance organization and cross utilization training.
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Production Oriented Maintenance Organization
(POMO). In most cases you will find the CE main-
tenance organized under the centralized maintenance
concept; however there may be times when mainte-
nance is organized under POMO. This concept re-
structures the organization from the centralized main-
tenance format. Just as in the centralized maintenance
management concept, POMO plans, schedules, con-
trols, and directs all maintenance resources. One sig-
nificant difference in the two concepts is that POMO
generally decentralized the maintenance shops and as-
signs both people and equipment to smaller mainte-
nance shops. On-equipment and off-equipment
maintenance may be performed by separate shops, each
shop using personnel with two or more AFSCs. This
decentralized maintenance concept is designed to meet
the peculiar combat needs of the Tactical Air Force
(TAC)

Cross Utilization Training (CUT). POMO relies on
cross utilization training to provide individuals the abil-
ity to perform, with little or no supervision, selected
maintenance tasks that are not part of their primary
AFSC. This consists of practical training and may also
include training conducted by the field training de-
tachment (FTD). CUTs is available under the central-
ized maintenance concept, but it is not the intricate
part of the training program as it is in POMO.

Exercises (043):

I. What are the two management concepts?

2. What are the differences between the two manage-
ment concepts?

3. What is CUT?



Maintenance Documentation

6-1. Maintenance Data Collection System
A functional system for collecting and maintaining

data is mission essential. Required data must show in-
dividual responsibility and time completion of work.

044. State what kinds of inkrmation are provided by
the maintenance data collection system and how the
information is used.

Data Collection. The maintenance data collection
system provides management with information as to
what job was performed, who did the work, and when
:t was performed. The system further provides such data
as how many direct man-houss were consumed on each
job (unit of work), why each repair was required (how
n al functioneu), when the malfunction was discovered,
and what workcenter performed the work. All main-
tenance jobs are recorded in this way so that compre-
hensive data is available for analysis. (NOTE: A unit of
work, within the maintenance area, is defined as a "job
which has a definite beginning and end; the accom-
plishment of which requires the expenditure of direct
labor.")

The summary data compiled in the various types of
reports are used at all levels of supervision. From these
reports, administrators and supervisors are able to ana-
lyze and evaluate their operations to make intelligent
decisions for performing their missions. A workcenter
supervisor can use this information to increase man-
agement efficiency at the shop level. Your chief of main-
tenance and staff use this information for personnel
planning, forecasting tool and equipment needs, budget
computations, and cost analysis. The Air Force Logis-
tics Command uses this data for inspection and main-
tenance requirements analysis, life expectancy, time
change requirements, justification for modification pro-
grams, master repair schedules, deficiency analysis, and
costs. The primary source for all this is the paperwork
you turn in daily namely the AFTO Form 349,
Maintenance Data Collection Record.

Exercises (044):

1. What information does the maintenance data col-
lection system provide and to whom?

2. What is a unit of work?
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3. List the different levels of supervisors and admin-
istrators who use rnaintenaoce data and give the rea-
sons why each uses the data.

045. List the forms used to record maintenance action,
and specify entries to be made in selected blocks.

General Recording Prucedures. The management of
the maintenance effort requires recording and reporting
of all maintenance actions. The AFTO Form 349,
Maintenance Data Collection Record, shown in figures
6-1A and 6-1B are used to report all on-equipment and
off-equipment maintenance actions and all work di-
rected by TCTOs. Basically, work performed on a com-
plete item of equipment is considered on-equipment
work. This kind of work includes support general work,
removal and installation of components, and fix-in-
place actions. In-shop maintenance performed on a su-
bassembly or part that is removed from a piece of equip-
ment and returned to the shop for repair is considered
off-equipment work. When an item is removed from a
piece of equipment and taken to the shop or repair
depot, an AFTO Form 350, Reparable Item Processing
Tag, is completed and attached to the item. The AFTO
Form 350, shown in figure 6-2, remains with the item
during the whole repair process, since it serves to iden-
tify the item as well as furnish information for a second
AFTO Form 349 that must be completed by shop per-
sonnel. The first AFTO Form 349 is considered on
equipment and shows removal of the item. The second
349 shows the off-equipment repair action.

You must use specific codes for recording mainte-
nanc e. data because your information must be con-
verted into language that electronic accounting
machines can read. When the maintenance forms are
complete, they are sent to data services where the in-
formation is punched into accounting machine cards.

As a maintenance specialist, you are responsible for
completing your own maintenance data forms. Your
work center supervisor is responsible for the accuracy
of the forms you complete. Both the specialist and the
supervisor must know the reporting system from A to
Z.

Since the AFTO 300 series forms are used Air Force-
wide, it is only logical that certain adaptations or mod-
ifications must be made to them in specialized areas to
document the maintenance data pertinent to that field.
Therefore, you must understand the modifications re-
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quired for your work before you can use one of these
forms effectively. There is some information that is
fairly standard so let's briefly examine some of the
blocks on the AFTO Form 349.

Job control number (JCN). The JCN consists of seven
characters and is used in block 1. You use this number
to control and identify maintenance actions. Only au-
thorized maintenance tasks can be assigned a JCN;
maintenance is not authorized without a JCN or the
knowledge that a JCN will he assigned. The first three
characters of the JCN are the Julian date, such as 041
for 10 February. The last four characters are used to
identify jobs. They normally consist of a daily or
monthly job sequence number such as 0001 for the first
job of the day or month. Using the examples just given
the JCN would be 0410001.

Workcenter code. The workcenter code goes in block
2. The workcenter number is a 5-digit code and will be
the workcenter for the individual performing the work.

Item identification number (ID No.). The ID number
is used in block 3 and identifies either specific groups
or individual items on which the maintenance actions
have been performed. The ID numbers are assigned and
published locally. A list of the identification numbers
assigned to the equipment maintained by your organ-
ization is filed with work unit code manuals and copies
of AFR 300-4, Classified Data Elements and Codes,
that are furnished for your use when reporting main-
tenance work.

In establishing identification numbers for groups of
items, like equipment is grouped according to type and
service provided. For example, ali end instruments hav-
ing the same work order prefix/suffix or the same work
unit code are assigned the same identification number.
The identification number is always a six-character
code. The first character, which is also the first digit of
the work center code number. identifies the work center
responsible for the maintenance of that particular
equipment. The second character of the identification
number is the first character of the equipment classi-
fication rode. The four remaining positions, assigned
locally, identify the grouped items according to equip-
ment type and service provided. In items that need to
be identified by an individual identification number,
the last four digits of the item's serial number are used
for the last positions (digits) of the identification num-
ber. If the item does not have a serial number the last
four digits of the identification number are assigned
locally.

Use of columns. Codes for columns a, c, d, e, and f
are found in the TO-06, Work Unit Code Manual. The
work unit code t.:11s what unit or subassembly failed
and the other columns require codes for indicating how
and when the unit failed and the required action for its
repair.

Column G is the units of work completed. For ex-
ample, troubleshooting is a job in itself. The removal
of an item, replacement of a component, and similar
jobs are considered complete jobs. Each such job has
an action taken code of its own.

The job-beginning and job-ending times are recorded
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in column H and I are self-explanatory.
The last column we will discuss is column N, em-

ployee number. This code consists of the technician's
first letter of the last name, followed by the last four
digits of that person's Social Security number. Under
maintenance management information and control sys-
tem (MIMICS) the employee number consists of a five-
digit number assigned to the individual. In case of more
than one technician (column J) the senior person's code
will be used. The remaining blocks are easy. Enter a
brief description of the trouble or the work to be per-
formed in block 26. Block 27 is used for a brief de-
scription of the work required (action taken) to correct
the trouble. If any parts are required to complete the
repair action you are recording on the AFTO Form 349,
lisi them in block 29 on the back of the form.

The AFTO Form 350 is a two-part form required on
removed items that need maintenance shop processing
or actions that will be documented as off-equipment
maintenance. These items include components, subas-
semblies, and units removed from end items. A com-
pleted AFTO Form 350 serves to identify the origin of
an item and contains certain key data elements needed
to document shop actions on a shop-generated AFTO
Form 349. Part I of the AFTO Form 350 is the repair
cycle processing tag and Part H serves as the production
scheduling document.

The AFTO Form 350 is made up in tag form, as
shown in figure 6-2, and has information code blocks
printed on both sides. When you initiate an AFTO
Form 350, you complete blocks 1 through 14 on the
front of the tag and block 27 on the back of the tag.
Obtain entries for blocks 1 through 12 and block 14
from the AFTO Form 349 completed at the time of the
removal action. When a demand is made for a replace-
ment item, obtain the supply document number from
the supply activity. Enter it in block 13. Block 27 is just
as easy. You enter the date on which the part was re-
moved from the unit of equipment or the end item in
block 27. The remaining blocks on both the front and
the back of the tag are the responsibility of the pro-
duction control section and shop personnel.

When making up an AFTO Form 350, follow the
same procedures that yc,! use to record a fix action on
an AFTO Form 349. Aiways use extra care in selecting
the work unit code for block 7 on an AFTO Form 350,
because it is important that the defective part is iden-
tified correctly. You should always select the proper
"when discovered" and "how malfunctioned" codes
from your code manual and enter them in blocks 4 and
5, respectively. Support general codes are not used on
the AFTO 350.

Exercises (045):

I. List the forms u3e.: to record maintenance actions.

2. State what each form is used for.
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3. What does a job control number consist of?

4. Where can you find the codes used . columns A
through F on an AFTO Form 349?

5. What makes up the employee number?

6. What information is recorded on the back of the
AFTO Form 349?

7. What are the two parts of the AFTO Form 350 used
for?

8. Hew many and what type of forms are required for
off-equipment repair action?

046. Identify proper procedures for processing and con-
trolling repairable items.

Repairable I Ti Processing. Because a reparable item
may be the only source of supply, a reparable item is
as important as a serviceable item. Therefore, reparable
items are repaired at base level, whenever possible.
Thus, replenishment items from the depot are furnished
only to replace items that are condemned or cannot be
repaired at base level, or to furnish items that are needed
to adjust stock levels.

To provide a positive control of reparable items
routed through intermediate maintenance, the Air
Force has established the repair cycle asset conaol sys-
tem. This system controls the reparable item through-
out its repair cycle. A reparable item can also be called
a repair cycle asset or a due-in from maintenance
(DIFM) asset. In essence, DIFM means that you must
turn the item in for exchange with a serviceable item.

For control purposes, maintenance activities route a
reparable item along with the AFTO Form 350, which
is initiated at the time the item was removed from
equipment, through the reparable processing center
(RPC) or the reparable asset control center (RACC).
This activity schedules the item into the shop for repair
and for subsequent turn-in to supply or for return to
maintenance for reinstallation. RPC is the production
control activity responsible for controlling repair cycle
assets in the maintenance activity. RACC is an inte-
grated activity consisting of RPC (a production control
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activity) and the repair cycle support unit (a base supply
activity). Normally, when you turn in an item for repair,
you request a like item from supply. However, if a re-
placement item is not available from supply, production
control gives priority to the repair of the turned in item.
Priorities in repair are given to items according to their
urgency of need or to those that are in critically short
supply ("critical" items).

Remote data link (when available) used in conjunc-
tion with the supply system computer, provides pro-
duction control with a means of updating the current
location and condition status of each repair cycle asset.
A computer product known as the DIFM Listing, pro-
vides production control with a current inventory of all
DIFM items, including each item's location and status.

If intermediate maintenance (shops) cannot repair an
item that you turn in, they either condemn it or declare
it "not reparable this station" (NRTS). Then they proc-
ess these items through production control to base sup-
ply for disposition.

Exercises (046):

Indicate whether each statement below is true (T) or
false (F). Correct any false statements.

1 To the optimum extent possible, reparable
items are repaired commercially.

2 DIFM means that a part classified as a due-
in from maintenance asset must be sent to the
depot before a replacement can be received.

3 The reparable processing center (RPC) is the
production control activity that controls the
flow of repair cycle assets through interme-
diate maintenance.

4 A reparable item that intermediate mainte-
nance repairs is returned through production
control either (1) to supply or (2) to mainte-
nance for reinstallatim.

5 You can determine the location and status of
each DIFM item being repaired by referring
to the supply system computer produced
DIFM listing.

6 NRTS means "not replaceable this station."



6-2. Maintenance Management Information and
Control System

The maintenance management information and con-
trol system (MMICS) is a computerized on-line infor-
mation system designed to give timely information to
maintenance managers for management decisions. The
information once recorded by hand is now entered into
the computer, where management can retrieve it at will,
in a variety of formats.

047. State how information is provided by the main-
tenance management information and control system.

The MMIC Subsystems. Procedures for use of
MMICS are located in AFM 66-278, Maintenance
Management Information and Control System, and
AFP 66-10, Maintenance Management Information
and Control System (MMICS) Guide for Maintenonce
Managers.

MMICS is made up of the following subsystems
which are used by C-E maintenance: Operational
events; inspection and time changes; time compliance
technical orders (TCI 0); C-E equipment status and
inventory reporting, and maintenance personnel.

Operational Events. This subsystem allows the COM
to plan, execute, and evaluate the effectiveness of the
unit's mission on-line. The inquiries available to the
COM allow: monitoring of the current status of an
event, including its start and stop times, delays, and
reasons for delays; listing of TCTO inspections and time
change items required for equipment; listing of all train-
ing scheduled; listing of all historical events for equip-
ment; and providing utilization reports.

Inspection and Time Changes. This subsystem lets the
maintenance activity automate its records for inspec-
tions and time changes. C-E units must first establish
inspection records for all end items of equipment that
require preventive maintenance inspections (PMIs).
Once these records are established in MMICS, it up-
dates them automatically without user intervention.
The inspection program can print PMI schedules, ar-
ranged by either owning or performing workcenter, up
to 90 days in advance. If maintenance data collection
(MDC) data are required for either scheduled or un-
scheduled maintenance, you can enter them through
this subsystem and have them forwarded to the MDC
batch system automatically. All MDC data are edited
when entered, and errors can be corrected immediately.
Entering MDC data from scheduled inspections up-
dates the inspection records. Also, entering MDC data
from scheduled inspections, and from maintenance
"on" and "off" equipment, can close the appropriate
status records and generate transactions for the
MAJCOM status reporting system.

Time Compliance Technical Or '-rs. This subsystem
is an on-line information system for managing TCTOs.
It provides the information on each TCTO for each

item of equipment including: Title, number, location
of accomplishment, type, date received, date expires,
kits required, status, estimated Ivork hours, list of equip-
ment to be completed, list of equipment already com-
pleted, and the work schedule for completion of the
TCTOs.

C-E Equipment Status and Inventory Reporting. This
subsystem gives on-line access to a data base with in-
formation about organization, mission, equipment and
status. It is used to keep the data base up to date when
events affect assigned equipment and mission.
Maintenance Personnel. This subsystem provides a
computerized method to monitor personnel resources.
It provides updated list for: workcenter roster, work-
center listings, organizational manning, training re-
quirements, training schedule, task coverage, training
status of individuals, training forecast, on-the-job train-
ing (OJT) status, special certification roster, job profi-
ciency guide certification on each individual, and
workcenter assigned tasks.

Exercises (047):

1. Which MMICS subsystem is used by the COM to
monitor the effectiveness of the organization?

2. Which subsystem provides the maintenance shop
with ?MI schedules?

3. Under MMICS where a job proficiency guide (JPG)
certification monitored?

4. Where is information on the status of TCTO mod-
ification of a particular equipment kern found?

6-3. C-E Maintenance and Inspection System

Maintenance is defined as the process of "keeping
equipment in a state of repair or efficiency." This re-
quires the proper application of established mainte-
nance procedures. The best type of maintenance is
preventive in nature.

048. Specify the concepts and procedures for making
and reporting CEM inspections.

Preventive Maintenance. Preventive maintenance is
defined as those measures taken periodically or when
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they are needed to achieve maximum efficiency in per-
formance, to insure continuity of service, to reduce ma-
jor breakdowns, and to lengthen the userill life to the
equipment or system. This form of mail, ,znance con-
sists principally of inspecting, cleaning, ad lubricating
equipment during periodic inspecti, s. Pre\ entive
maintenance is aimed at discovering and fixing con-
ditions that could lead to malfunctions requiring major
repair. Thorough repetitive inspections and effective re-
pair actions result in the highest possible percentage of
equipment in a mission-ready status.

Maintenance Inspections. Planned maintenance and
inspections always fall under the heading of scheduled
maintenance. When speaking of scheduled mainte-
nance, we are referring to such things as inspection and
TCTO accomplishment; unscheduled maintenance re-
fers to fixing such emergencies as a blown fuse, a dam-
aged circuit card, or a power failure.

The basic principle of periodic inspections is that they
should be made in accordance with c prearranged plan,
using a fixed number of people, each of whom has a
definite work assignment within a specific period of
time. To be thorough, an inspection must follow a care-
fully planned pattern with each step performed in the
proper sequence so that nothing is missed. This re-
quirement necessitates some type of instruction or
guidelines.

Inspection Workcards. Each complete preventive
maintenance action is prepared as a detailed job pro-
cedure and is called a routine. Each routine contains
the following:

a. A statement of the job purpose.
b. A listing of all required tools, test equipment, or

other materiel.
c. A step-by-step work picture of each action required

of the specialist to complete the job, together with the
resulting visible or measurable reactions.

d. The measurable equipment performance toler-
ances essential for determining satisfactory equipment
operation.

The inspection cards are designed to provide each
specialist with a convenient guide to use while perform-
ing an inspection. The requirements listed on the cards
are arranged by work areas and are sequenced for the
most logical and practical order of accomplishment.
This arrangement makes it convenient for the main-
tenance supervisor to assign each specialist of a crew to
a specific job or series ofjobs. The result is greater speed,
higher quality of maintenance, better training, rAnd
more efficient work habits.

The workcards contain other pertinent information
to indicate the frequency of the routing time allotted
to complete the work and whether a power-on or power-
off condition is required_ to accomplish the inspection
requirements.

Inspection Intervals. Inspection time intervals in the
inspection workcards are the maximum allowed, thus
should not be exceeded. They may, however, be short-
ened by the chief of mainttnance to compensate for
difficulties due to geographic locatior 3r climactic con-
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ditions. All activities using the Air Force equipment are
expected to determine whether items are being over
inspected or under inspected.

Quality Control (QC) Inspections. QC inspections
were listed earlier in the text. At this time, we will go
into these inspections in detail to explain areas covered
by the technical, activity, and special inspections.

Technical inspections. Quality control technical in-
spections provide an overall indication of the quality
of maintenance being performed on assigned hardware.
They also provide data useful in identifying training
deficiencies and potential problem areas. Technical in-
spections must be accomplished in sufficient depth to
determine whether the system or equipment is being
maintained to meet technical order specifications. Tech-
nical inspections must be scheduled to insure that all
maintained systems, equipment, aerospace ground
equipment, and vehicles are inspected annually.

a. Minimum areas of coverage:
(1) Corrosion control.
(2) Cleanliness, oil leaks, grime, and so forth.
(3) Safety.
(4) Equipment configuration and completeness.
(5) Equipment operational performance in accord-

ance with technical specifications.
(6) Availability and condition of technical data,

tools, and test equipment required for the equipment
inspected.

(7) Equipment historical file.
(8) Standard maintenance practices.

b. Responsibilities of quality control during technical
inspections:

(1) Make recommendations for corrective actions, as
required, to the appropriate supervisor.

(2) Insure that proper management action has been
taken on all deferred maintenance involving the item
inspected.

Activity inspections. QC activity inspections provide
the commander, chief of maintenance, and supervisors
with factual and objective evaluations of the mainte-
nance management program. Quality control must in-
spect each staff function and work center at least
annually

a. Minimum areas of coverage:
(1) Equipment status reporting and maintenance

data collection.
(2) Currency and condition of technical order and

publication files.
(3) Effectiveness of maintenance training and MSEP.
(4) Use and applicability of technical data.
(5) Compliance with prescribed safety rules and pro-

cedures.
(6) Supply discipline, bench stock management, and

reparable processing.
(7) Tools and test equipment availability and con-

dition.
(8) General condition of equipment.

b. Responsibilities of quality control during activity
inspections:



(1) Inspect subject areas in sufficient depth to insure
that the result is indicative of the whole activity being
inspected. Observations should be related to mission
accomplishment, when possible.

(2) Determine why the discrepancy exists and in-
clude recommendations for correction and applicable
references or rationale.

(3) Brief activity supervisory personnel on the in-
spection findings before the formal inspection report is
written.

Special Inspections. QC inspections of this type are
requested by the work center supervisor or directed by
the COM, commander, or higher headquarters. Special
inspections may be either administrative or technical.

Some minimum areas of coverage are as follows:
a. Identification of problem areas and corrective ac-

tions required to restore equipment to technical spec-
ifications after unsatisfactory checks or evaluations.

b. Insuring, upon initial issue, that incoming preci-
sion measurement equipment (PME) meets technical
order configuration and physical serviceability require-
ments.

c. Evaluating the quality of maintenance being per-
formed on alternate equipment. Equipment such as
power generators must be evaluated as to its capability
of being put into safe and sustained operation imme-
diately.

d. Determining if newly installed, overhauled, mod-
ified, or modernized equipment and systems meet tech-
nical requirements and if technical data is adequate.

e. Verifying, through spot checks, the accomplish-
ment of in-process inspections.

Inspection Reporting. QC must render complete, ac-
curate, and impartial reports with sound recommen-
dations that will aid in the correction of discrepancies
or irregularities and their cause. QC inspections with
discrepancies will be documented on AF Form 2420,
Quality Control Inspection Summary. The use of AF
Form 2420 for documenting activity inspections is an
option of the chief of maintenance. All inspection re-
ports are routed through supervisory channels to QC
Deficiency Analysis using AF Form 2419, Routing and
Review of Quality Control Reports. Additionally, all
activity inspection reports are routed through QC and
the chief of maintenance to the commander.

All man-hours expended and work accomplished
during a maintenance inspection are recorded on
AFTO Form 349. The AFTO Form 349 may also be
used as the work order (control document) to direct the
performance of the inspection routines.

Exercises (048):

1. What is preventive maintenance aimed at?

Planned inspections are what type of maintenance?
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3. List four types of information included on the work-
cards for each routine.

4. Who may change the intervals at which maintenance
inspections are made?

5. List three types of inspections made by quality con-
trol and state the purpuse of each.

6. What is the routing for quality control inspection
reports?

7. What documentation is required for work done dur-
ing maintenance inspections?

6-4. Materiel Deficiency Reporting and Investigat-
ing System

No system is perfect. We are familiar with the recall
of automobiles to correct their deficiencies. The Air
Force is no different. From time to time, a piece of
equipment is found to have contributed to an accident
or incident or created a safety hazard. Materiel defi-
ciencies result in maintenance deficiencies for your
work center. Some of these items are caught through
an analysis of the maintenance data collection system.
The Air Force also depend upon each individual to
make materiel deficiency reports (MDRs). If you ever
have to make out one of these reports, check TO
00-35D-54, USAF Materiel Deficiency Reporting and
Investigating System, to make sure you have the latest
information. The responsibility for clearance and con-
trol of MDRs is assigned to QC. Be sure you check with
QC for up-to-date advice on using the reporting system.
Now, what is a materiel deficiency?

049. Define materiel deficiency and maintenance defi-
ciency, and state the purpose of the MDR system.

Materiel Deficiency and Maintenance Deficier..4.
The materiel deficiency reporting and investigating sys-
tem is set up to feed back deficiency data on hardware
and computer programs to the people responsible for
the procurement or development of these items, so ac-
tion can be taken to correct and prevent deficiencies in
the design or quality of materiel. For example, suppose
an integrated circuit failed on two occasions in a critical
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piece of communications gear used in the Nation's air
defense system. An MDR should be made to correct
this materiel deficiency which, in turn, may have caused
a maintenance deficiency. The combination of these
effects, if not corrected, could result in a declaration of
National emergency when there wasn't any.

A material deficiency, as defined by TO 00-35D-54,
is "the failure of an end item which was attributable to
neither the repair nor the manufacturing process, but
was due to an unpredictable failure of an internal com-
ponent or subassenibly." The integrated circuit (IC) in
our example was failing. The technician didn't know
when it would fail but it did, and as a result, the equip-
ment failed and the mission suffered.

When this IC failure first occurred, it probably re-
sulted in many hours of maintenance to find and correct
the problem. Because of this, operational capability of
the equipment was reduced. Subsequent failures would
increase the number of maintenance hours expended
and a maintenance deficiency would exist. The primary
factors involved in determining whether a maintenance
deficiency is present are reliability, accessibility, sim-
plicity, supportability, standardization, and inter-
changeability of components and end items.

Exercises (049):

1. What is a materiel deficiency?

2. Define maintenance deficiency.

3. What is the purpose of the MDR system?

050. Identify the report used for a given deficiency and
specify methods for reporting MDRs.

Category I Materiel Deficiency Report (MDR). This
category of MDR is a report on emergency conditions
that may affect equipment, systems, and computer pro-
grams. These conditions have a potential of being un-
acceptable in terms of safety, operations, or
maintenance. The specific conditions are listed in TO
00-35D-54 and consist of Air Force mishaps, nuclear
safety deficiencies, critical deficiencies, and explosive
safety deficiencies.

Air Force mishaps. This is an unplanned incident or
accident that damages personnel or property and is not

, caused by enemy action.
I Nuclear safety deficiency. Any computer program,

materiel, or design deficiency that could cause a nuclear
accident, incident, or deficiency.
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Critical deficiency. The TO defines this condition, as
it applies to electronic and electrical equipment as:
"Any malfunction or design deficiency (including safety
devices) that could result in exposure of maintenance
or operating personnel to lethal voltages, excessive ra-
diation, or other danger, by either direct or indirect
action."

Explosive safety deficiency. This condition is present
when malfunctions or detonations of explosives occur
during use, handling, or storage.

Category II MDR. This type of report concerns itself
with quality deficiencies, design, and maintenance ma-
teriel deficiencies and problems that result from embed-
ded computer system programs.

Quality deficiencies have to do with materiel that
does not conform to specifications or workmanship in
the manuf.-..cture, repair, or modification process.

Design and maintenance materiel deficiencies do not
have a safety impact, but if they are not corrected, pro-
longed usage could have a negative impact on opera-
tional efficiency; reduce tactical or tactical support
ability; reduce operational life or general service utili-
zation of equipment; or create economic problems with
manpower and money. These criteria apply to nonwork
unit coded items. Work unit coded items with this type
ef deficiency are reported if they are new systems and
equipment for which limited MDC data exists.

A Category II MDR is generated on embedded com-
puter system programs if related to errors occurring
during design and production. An embedded computer
system is a digital computer or system physically in-
corporated into a larger system whose primary function
is not data processing.

Once a deficiency is determined to exist as a Category
I or I MDR, it must be reported and routed according
to the procedures established under TO 00-35D-54.

Methods of Reporting MDRs. All MDRs are pre-
pared on DD Form 173, Joint Messageform, and sub-
mitted by electrical transmission. Category I MDRs are
prepared for submission by priority message within 72
hours after discovery of the deficiency.

Category II MDRs are submitted by routine message
within 15 workdays after discovery of the deficiency. SF
Form 368, Quality Deficiency Report (Category II), is
also prepared when reporting hardware and computer
program deficiency data.

Only minor defects are not reported under this sys-
tem. A minor defect is classified as a defect that does
not alter how an item is used. The item still operates
normally for its intended purpose.

Exercises (050):

1. What type of materiel deficiency report is turned in
to report a deficiency caused by an error in work-
manship?



2. What deficiencies are not reported under the MDR
system?

3. An emergency condition that causes a Category I
MDR will be submitted by what means and in what
time period?

4. What category of MDR is prepared for work unit
coded items of new equipment?

6-5. Supply Documentation
To accomplish the mission of the Air Force, we buy

many thousand items. Among these are spare parts,
special tools, maintenance equipment, pencils, paper
clips, and other items. The cost runs into billions of
dollars. This property is stored, issued, turned in, and
shipped. This cycle may be repeated several times before
an item is no longer usable and is sold for scrap. At
this moment there are items in your shop that need to
be repaired or condemned. Condition tags are used to
reflect the status of these items.

051. State the purpose of the DD Form 157X series
condition tags; and for given situations, state the proper
tag to use and the proper way to fill it out.

Condition Tags. The purpose of the DD Form 157X

series tags is to show the condition of USAF property.
As a maintenance person, you are required to fill out
these t igs and to know what condition the tags reflect.

When a part is removed from the equipment, you
will fill out an AFTO Form 350, Reparable Item Pro-
cessing Tag, and attach it to the part. This part is then
routed to the responsible shop for repair. The exact
action taken at the ship, i.e., whether it is tested, re-
paired, or sent to a higher echelon for maintenance
action, depends on the setup of your particular organ-
ization. Nevertheless, somewhere along the line, the
part is tagged with the appropriate DD Form I57X
series tags. Once again, your main concern with ihese
tags is knowing what condition they reflect. Therefore,
we will discuss the condition tags with this in mind.

DD Form 1574 (yellow tag). The DD Form 1574,
Serviceable Tag Materiel, and 1574-1, Serviceable
Label-Materiel, are yellow and have the same format;
their only difference is that the 1574 form is a tag, and
the 1574-1 form is a gummed label. A properly com-
pleted 1574 is shown in figure 6-3. The presence of one
of these forms on a piece of equipment denotes that
the equipment is in a serviceable condition. They may
be placed on used as well as new equipment to indicate
the equipment is in a serviceable condition and good
for the purpose in which it was intended.

Most of the entries made in the blocks are self-ex-
planatory by their litles. However, a few words should
be said about the Serial Number/Lot Number and the
Contract or Purchase Order No. blocks. Normally the
serial number is entered in the Serial Number/Lot
Number block. If no serial number is given for the part,
the part number is entered. The contract or purchase
number is entered by supply personnel when the num-
ber is available.

DD Form 1577-2 (green tag). The DD Form 1577-2,
Unserviceable (Reparable) Tag Materiel (fig. 6-4) is
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green and is used to indicate that the item requires work
to restore it to a serviceable condition; in other words,
the item is reparable. This means that items which are
removed from service, but which still appear service-
able, are tagged with a 1755-2, form whenever a rea-
sonable doubt exists as to their serviceability. However,
when items are obviously not serviceable, they are in-
spected to ascertain their repair cost; and if the cost is
within the prescribed allowance, they are "green
tagged" and processed through the proper repair chan-
nel to be restored to a serviceable condition. The entries
made in the block either have been previously discussed
or are self-explanatory by the titles of the blocks.

DD Form 1577 (red tag). The DD Form 1577, Un-
serviceable (Condemned) Tag Materiel (fig. 6-5), is
in sharp contrast to the foregoing forms. This tag is
used to indicate either that the article to which it is
attached is unsuitable for restoration to a serviceable
condition, or that it is of no further use to the Air Force
in the function for which it was manufactured or au-
thorized. We can say that equipment is placed in a con-
demned category either because of its condition or by
administrative action. When equipment is condition
condemned, the decision is made by a qualified in-
spector and is the result of one of two situations: either
the article cannot be repaired, or the cost of repair
would exceed the established maximum repair allow-
ance. When equipment is administratively condemned,
the personal judgment of an inspector does not enter
into the situation, since this action is taken by AFLC
or higher authority. Administrative condemnation ex-
ists to prevent further use of inadequate equipment. It
is applied when equipment is no longer required, when
it becomes obsolete, when parts must be removed and
replaced by technical order change (TOC) items, or
when a batch of equipment or consumable materiel is
found defective. Like those on the green tag, the block
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entries have been discussed previously, or they are self-
explanatory by their titles.

Exercises (051):

1. State the purpose of the following three DD Form
157X series condition tags:
a. DD Form 1574 (yellow tag).

b. DD Form 1577-2 (green tag).

c. DD Form 1577 (red tag).

2. If you repaired a unit that had a serial number, what
tag should you use and how should you fill it out?

3. If you bench checked a serial numbered unit and
had to order a carbon resistor, what tag should you
use and how should you fill it out?

4. If you are directed by AFLC to condemn a unit but
the unit is serviceable, what tag should you use?

052. State the purposes of forward supply points and
bench stocks.
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Requisition Supplies/Parts. Supply customers are an
integral part of the base-level supply system. To a large
degree, your actions determine the ability of the base
supply organization to support your demands. Organ-
ization commanders must, therefore, insure that des-
ignated supply representatives are thoroughly familiar
with the contents of AFR 67-23, Standard Base Supply
Customers Guide. The chief of supply should assist or-
ganization commanders in this effort as much as pos-
sible. Close liaison between them will contribute to a
mutual understanding and resolution of problems that
affect their ability to meet assigned missions.

When reparable parts are needed, you first check to
see if the parts are located in the forward supply point.
If the parts are expendable, you first check your bench
stock. If the parts you need are not available at either
location, then you order the parts from Base Supply.

Supply Point. Supply points are established in co-
ordination between the chief of supply and the chief of
maintenance. Items stocked in the supply point nor-
mally are assets that are peculiar to the needs of the
supported activity and have a high rate of usage. The
:nrpose of the supply point is to make these assets im-
mediately available to the using activity.

The supported activity must submit to the supplies
management office a list of items to be placed in the
supply point. The following information is required:

a. Stock number.
b. Part number.
c. Noun.
d. End item application.
e. Whether functional check calibration is required

before being stored in the supply point.

A list of items stocked in the supply point is provided
to the supporting materiel control and other activities

0

as required.
All supply point issues are over the counter. At the

time of issue, you should provide the stock number, the
quantity required, and the organization/shop codes.

Bench Stock. Bench stock consists of low-cost ex-
pendable items which, due to repetitive consumption,
are placed at the point of use before actual need. The I
most obvious advantage to this system is that the items
are immediately available to the user. There are certain
disadvantages. From a customer's viewpoint, the most
important of these if the fact that, with few exceptions,
bench stock assets are funded items and must be paid
for by the organization before actual use. The organi-
zational commander must be aware of the dollar value
of bench stock items to insure that adequate money is
available to support requirements. The commander
should also review any request for special levels.

The initial establishment of a bench stock is a co-
ordinated effort between the organization and the sup-
plies management office (SMO). This may be
accomplished by submission of a letter to the SMO
citing the organization and shop code, stock numbers
and units of issue of the requested items, and the rec-
ommended 30-day level. This method also can be used
to add or delete an item on an existing bench stock. If
there has been no previous consumption on the re-
quested items, or if past consumption is not sufficient
to support the requested levels, a minimum operating
level should be established. In this event contact the
SMO for assistance.

Exercises (052):

1. State the purpose of bench stock.
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2. State the purpose of supply points.

053. State the purpose of AF Form 2413, Supply Con-
trol Log, and give the meaning of selected entries on
this form.

AF Form 2413, Supply Control Log. AF Form 2413
is a running account of all parts and supplies that have
been ordered by your section. If properly maintained,
it shows the status of all parts, whether they have been
received, whether they are on back order, or whether
they have been canceled.

The AF Form 2413 is divided into 16 columns. A
line entry is made for each item ordered with infor-
mation about the item provided in each column on that
line. The heading line at the top has entries for your
unit and the page number.

The columns are filled in as follows:
(1) A, DLVR DESTN Code Where part is to be

delivered (quite often the building number is used).
(2) B, Requested by Self-explanatory.
(3) C, Stock-Part-Quick Reference List Number

Stock and part number is self-explanatory. The basic
purpose of a quick reference list (QRL) is to provide
maintenance personnel with a speedy identification and
communication capability for placing a demand on
Supply. Additionally, the listings aid Supply by elimi-
nating repetitive research. When a base elects to use the
QRL, Maintenance Supply Liaison coordinates with
Supply for the initial selection of QRL items by the use
of Supply computer programs to identify high-usage
items. This coordination may include the requirement
for Supply to assume responsibility for revision and fi-
nal publication of quick reference lists. Final selection
of items on the QRL is made by the Maintenance Sup-
ply Liaison.

(4) D, Unit of Issue Self-explanatory.
(5) E, QNTY Self-explanatory.
(6) F, Noun Self-explanatory.
(7) G, Job Control Number Job control number

is the same one that is on your AFTO Form 349 or
AFTO Form 350.

(8) H, Document Number Most of the transac-
tion you process with Base Supply are assigned an or-
ganizational document number consisting of 14
alphanumeric characters. It is a control or reference
number that is used to identify a specific transaction.
For example: R622HS-41670019.

R = Activity code (1 alpha)
622 = Organization code (3 numeric)
HS = Shop code (2 alpha)
4167 = Julian date (4 numeric)
0019 = Serial number (4 numeric)
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a. Activity Code This code identifies the method
or location used by an organization in processing an
issue or turn-in request to Base Supply. In some cases,
it further identifies the type of item; for example, bench
stock and war reserves materiel. The codes you nor-
mally use are:

B = Bench stock
E = Equipment
L = Bulk issue
M = Mission support kits
P = Non-EAID equipment
R = Routine
S = Supply point
U = War-readiness spares kit
X = Expedite

b. Organizational Code This code is used to spe-
cifically identify your unit or subordinate activities.
These codes are assigned by Base Supply in specific
series for various types of activities, as directed by AFM
67-1. These same codes also are used by the base comp-
troller to maintain dollar data on the sur ':es and
equipment drawn from or turned in to Basc

c. Shop Code This code further identir ,he shop
or office within your organization.

d. Julian Date This is the standard Julian date;
for example, 4167 is 15 June 1984. It indicates the date
the document serial number was assigned.

e. Serial Number These numbers are assigned be-
ginning with 0001 daily for each activity code. They
are manually assigned, normally by Base Supply.

(9) J, Demand Code "R" for recurring or "N"
for nonrecurring type items.

(10) K, PROJ Code This block is seldom used.
(11) L, Priority This is the delivery priority and

you can find the legend for this in the lower right block
of AF Form 2413.

(12) M, UJC Urgency justification code (UJC) is
a two-character code used to indicate urgency of need.

(13) N, Mark For This is used to indicate the
equipment for which the item is ordered.

(14) P. TO, Figure, and Index These are from the
Illustrated Parts Breakdown TO.

(15) Q, Time Ordered is time only and received
is both time and date.

(16) R, Remarks This block is for remarks such
as back ordered, request killed, request canceled. etc.

Exercises (053):

1. State the purpose of AF Form 2413.

2. What is a QRL?



3. What is the purpose of a QRL?

4. What are the five parts of a document number?

5. What is the purpose of the activity code?

6. What are the meanings of activity codes "R" and

7. What is a UJC?

8. Where would you get the information for column
P?

054. State when the selected entries should be made
on AF Form 2005, Issue/Turn-in Request.

AF Form 2005, Issue/Turn-in Request. The following
information is required when submitting AF Form
2005, Issue/Turn-In Request. Review the entries made
on the AF Form 2413 (fig. 6-6) for identical entries of
these items:

a. Name of requesting individual.
b. Delivery destination.
c. National Stock Number (NSN). If NSN is not avail-

able, furnish the manufacturer's part number and TO
reference. If the item is nonlisted (no NSN is assigned),
DD Form 1348-6, Non-NSN Requisition, also must be
submitted.

d. Unit of issue.
e. Quantity.

Organization and shop code.
g. Demand code.
h. FAD (force activity designator) is used when the

required item is for direct support of an organization
having a higher priority FAD.

UJC.
J. Mark for.

If the requirement is rIr an NMCS (not mission ca-
pable supply) or PMC..; (partially mission capable

supply) reportable item, furnish the type, model,
series, and serial number of the applicable equipment.

When the item is a first-time request, Materiel Con-
trol verifies the requirement and determines whether
the item is recurring or nonrecurring. This action is
taken before back order by the supplies management
officer. When the action is determined to be recurring,
Materiel Control recommends an anticipated stock
level to assist the supplies management officer in es-
tablishing a stock level.

Exercises (054):

1. When is an FAD entry required?
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2. When are the type, mo&I, series, and serial number
entries required?

055. State the procedures for ordering supplies and
parts through the demand processing section of Base
Supply.

Supply Request Procedures. Demands will normally
be made by telephone or radio for supply delivery prior-
ities 1 through 4. When the vd.ume of issue requests
would restrict call-in to Demand Processing or whr.n
workload dictates, AF Form 2005 may be prepared and
handcarried to Supply. Demands for items stored in the
supply points may be placed over the counter or
through Demand Processing. Where call-in to Demand
Processing is available, it should be used.

The requestor will complete the line entry on AF
Form 2413 and provide the information from columns
A through P (with a few exceptions) in sequence for
demand call-in. The exceptions are:

a. Column Balso give telephone number.
b. Column G--not applicable for call-in.
c. Column H--The document number's Julian date

is already known by Supply and they will give you the
serial number.

To complete the call-in entries, the document number,
as provided by Supply, will be entered and the time
ordered.

The AF Form 2413 is retained by the requesting or-
ganization or shop for veriCcation of the daily docu-
ment register (D04). The organizational maintenance
activity verifies only those issue requests created for
their organization and the shop codes on the daily doc-
ument register.

Routine parts request for non-NSN items are deliv-
ered to Demand Processing accompanied by a DD
Form 1348-6, Non-NSN Requsition (Manual). These
forms are prepared as outlined in AFM 67-1.

Exercises (055):

I. What procedure should you use for demand call-in?

2. What procedure should you use for routine non-
NSN items?

056. S.,ate the purpose of AF Form 601, Equipment
Action ke-quest.

AF Form 601, Equipment Action Requestion. You
cannot order equipment, such as test equipment, by the
same method that you use for supplies/parts. You, as
the equipment custodian (the person responsible for all
equipment), must order your equipment through the
equipment management office (EMO).

The custodian uses the AF Form 601 to request al-
lowance and authorization change and/or issue and
turn-in of equipment. The EMO also uses this docu-
ment to notify custodians of actiJn taken on requests.

Before submitting request, carefully screen the cus-
tody receipt listing to insure that the desired item or a
suitable substitute is not on hand.

The custodian obtains the signature of the organi-
zation commander or designated representative, retains
one copy, and forwards the remaining copies to EMO.

Exercises (056):

1. What type of items are ordered on AF Form 601?

2. Who is authorized to order equipment on a AF
FORM 601?

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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CHAPTER I

References:

Answers for Exercises

001 - I. Career field, skill level, and specific specialty.
001 - 2. Most highly trained and qualified to perform.

002 - I. AFR 39-1.
002 - 2. High speed, general-purpose, and special electronic com-

puter and switching systems.

003 - I.
003 - 2.
003 - 3.

Modifications.
Operational testing procedures.
Work; reviews.

004 - I. AFR 39-1.
004 - 2. Physics and mathematics.
004 - 3. (I) Installing, (2) rcpairing, (3) testing, or (4) modifying.
004 - 4. AFR 205-32.

005 - 2. Field evaluation visits and direct correspondence question-
naires.

005 - 2. The Specialty Training Standard.
005 - 3. AF Form 1284, Training Quality Report.
005 - 4. To pinpoint the ability of graduates to petiorm the tasks

they were trained to do.

006 - I.
006 - 2.
006 - 3.

007 - I.
007 - 2.
007 - 3.

007 - 4.

008 - I.

008 - 2.

008 - 3.

009 - 1

009 - 2.
005 - 3.

010 - I.

limit damage, stop the person(s) involved, and/or keep the
situation from getting worse.

011 - 2. By being alert to everything going on around you on your
job; by shouting HELPING HAND or COVERED WA-
GON, as appropriate; by notifying CSC; and by Respond-
ing in any way you can to control the situation.

011 - 3. A possible hostile event occurring against priority A or B
resources.

011 - 4. An actual or probable hostile act occurring against priority
A or B resources.

011 - 5. (I) a.
(2) b.
(3) a.

012 - I. Investigations or studies of compromising emanations.
012 - 2. To deny enemy access to the information we transmit.
012 - 3. When that equipment is processing classified information.

013 - I. Measures taken to reduce enemy attempts at Intercepting
and analyzing information emanating from equipment.

013 - 2. All panels secure, all screws installed, built in tempest pro-
tection not defeated, all grounds connected, TO was fol-
lowed for maintenance, test eauipment discot,nected, and
no radio receivers near equipment.

0113 - 3. Supervisor or tempest representative only.

CHAPTER 2
014 - I.

DOD 5200.I-R, Information Security Program. 014 - 2.
AFR 205-1, Information Security Program.
AFR 207-1, The Air Force Physical Security Program. 014 - 3.

Security classification guides.
Security classification guides. 015 - I.
When prepared by supervisors and tailored for use in in-
dividual workcenters. 015 - 2.
A listing of sensitive information that should be protected.

To regulate the protection of classified government infor-
mation in the hands of industry.

015 - 3.

The contractor must adhere to the same security practices
followed for protecting, marking, and controlling the same
category of information still in USAF possession.

016 - I.

It helps protect classified Government information by pre- 016 - 2.
scribing uniform security practices to be used in industrial 016 - 3.
plants, educational institutions, and other facilities used by
contractors with access to or possession of classified infor-
mation.

016 - 4.

017 - I.

To deter hostile actions; to provide the right quality and
quantity of protection for resources.

017 - 2.

Priority A, priority B, and priority C. 017 - 3.
(1) Restricted area; land where priority resources are under
the control or jurisdiction of DOD; and (2) National de-
fense area: land where priority A resources are located with- 018 - I.
out the land being under the control or jurisdiction of 018 - 2.
DOD. 018 - 3.

(1) c.
(2) a. 019 - I.
(3) e.
(4) d.

Detection of hostile acts and security violations, sounding
an ala .m (notifying CSC), and responding to prevent or
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CHAPTER 3
Report the condition, using AF Form 457.
All supervisors and employees will be given safety and
health training.
To develop and enforce standards to insure safe and healthy
working conditions for all Air Force personnel.

The current capacity to kill or produce nasty burns by
heating ring, etc.
Do not short with probe tips; discharge before working
around them and keep them discharged by connecting a
resistor across them.
Do not short with metal objects (rings, probes, screwdrivers,
etc); no smoking or open flame near batteries.

Eye protection, heavy-canvas apron, and gauntlet-type
gloves.
To prevent electrical shock.
The high vacuum inside the glass envelope.
It may cause it to fracture and implode.

Set up a work area for regular soldering, use a holder, and
do not leave it on and unattended.
To make your work easier and prevent either dropping the
work or burning yourself.
Use eye protection in the form of prescription glasses, safety
glasses, or face shields.

Your reaction to electrical shock.
Sharp edges.
Wear long sleeves, keep clear of sharp tclges, leav:: yourself
plenty of room, don't overreach, and do use shields.

a. Use correct-sized blade.
b. Use the correct type.
c. Use the correct size and type.
d. Use an iron or gun with a low enough wattage to do the
job and watch out for accidental burns.
e. Wear goggles.



f. Use gloves.
g. Do not stick the metal nozzle into energized equipment.

019 - 2. Make sure you are using the correct piece of test equipment;
insure the instrument is correctly connected in the circuit;
and when possible, connect the test instrument used prior
to turning the power on.

019 - 3. By using the proper test leads o . A equipment, we reduce
the possibility 4 shock or acctL.cnt to the technician and
damage to the equipment.

020 - I. Make sure the materials are stored properly; be sure the
storage areas are properly ventilated; and be sure to place
NO SMOKING signs in the storage area.

020 - 2. No smoking is ever permitted in an area containing volatile
solutions or fuels.

020 - Do not spray it into your eyes.
020 - 4. Be extremely careful not to get any of the liquid in your

eyes.

021 - I. To protect the equipment and to prevent a slipping or trip-
ping hazard.

021 - 2. Danger of fire.
021 - 3. Paper tape residue could cause an accident.

(1) f.
(2) c.
(3) d.
(4) 8.
(5) e.
(6) a.
(7) b.

CHAPTER 4
023 - I. Departmental publications are issued by Headquarters

USAF; field publications are issued at major command or
below.

023 - 2. a. Departmental.
b. Departmental.
c. Field.
d. Field.
e. Field.

024-I.

025 - I.
025 - 2.
025 - 3.
025 - 4.
025 - 5.

(I) d.
(2) e.
(3) b.
(4) a.
(5) c.

Operating instructions.
Visual aids.
Regulations.
Pamphlets.
Manuals.

026 - I. Identifies the broad area of Air Force publications.
026 - 2. The specific area within the broad area indicated by the

fir t number.
026 - 3. To index and categorize all publications in an orderly fash-

ion.

027 - I. AFR 0-2, Numerical Index of Standard and Recurring Air
Force Publications.

027 - 2. AFR 0-9, Numerical Index of Departmental Forms.
027 - 3. AFR 0-2, Numerical Index of Standard and Recurring Air

Force Publications.

028 - I. The AFR 0-2 for your file.
028 - 2. A minus (-) in the left margin in front of the listing.
028 - 3. By checking the date on the publication against the listing

in AFR 0-2.

029 - I. TO 00-5-1 and TO 00-5-2.
029 - 2. Preliminary TOs.
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029 - 3. Index TOs.
029 - 4. (1) TMs, (2) TCT0s, (3) abbreviated TOs, (4) indexes,

(5) preliminary TOs, and (6) commercial manuals.

030 - I. An abbreviated TO in the form of workcards.
030 - 2. The digits indicate an Illustrated Parts Breakdown/Parts

catalog TO.
030 - 3. The preface of each NI&RT explains TO numbering.

031 - I.

031 - 2.

032 - 1.
032 - 2.
032 - 3.
032 - 4.

031 - I.

031 - 2.
031 - 3.

TO 0-1-01.
NI&RT TO 0-1-33-2.

The activity responsible for the TO file.
The NI&RT.
TO 00-5-2.
It must be mission essential.

Illustrated parts breakdown (IPB).
Servicing instructions.
Operating instructions.

034 - I. Immediate, Urgent, and Routine.
034 - 2. All affected personnel must be notified within 4 hours.
034 - 3. Permits rapid dissemination of unsafe condition informa-

tion to units until a formal Immediate Action TCO is dis-
tributed.

034 - 4. Action is taken to stop the use of equipment or system
affected.

035 - I. Work simplification devices to aid in carrying out instruc-
tions contained in other types of technical orders.

035 - 2. Demands are listed in sequence in the left column, re-
sponses are listed in the right column.

035 - 3. Inspection workcards.

036 - I. The individual who discovers the deficiency.
036 - 2. Typographical errors or misspelled words.
036 - 3. TO 00-56I.
036 - 4. After 90 days.

CHAPTER 5
037 - I. The element of an organization responsible for insuring

that Air Force materiel is serviceable, safely operable, and
configured to meet mission requirements.

037 - 2. 'inspection, repair, overhaul, modification, preservation,
testing, and analysis of condition or performance.

038 - I. On-equipment maintenance is performed on the computer
or equipment; off-equipment maintenance is performed on
units which were removed from the computer or equip-
ment.

038 - 2. Tasks which require special equipment or skills that are not
available at the mission-oriented unit.

038 - 3. On-equipment and off-equipment tasks using the equip-
ment and skills available in the unit.

039 - I. Deputy commander for maintenance (DCM).
039 - 2. Operations, maintenance, and resources management.
039 - 3. Provide leadership and management for their wing or unit,

and consolidate functions.

040 - 1. Manager of the maintenance complex.
040 - 2. Staff functions plan, control, and schedule maintenance.

041 - I. Maintenance control.
041 - 2. Prepares and maintains reports, correspondence, and local

maintenance directives in support of the maintenance ef-
fort.

041 - 3. Serves as the source for statistical data used in managing
maintenance.

041 - 4. Job proficiency, qualification, and special training.
041 - 5. Plans and scheduling, job control, and materiel control.
041 - 6. Controls the jobs that are initiated and done.
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041 - 7. Provides maintenance personnel with the materiel re-
sources necessary for job completion.

042 - I. Improve quality of maintenance and technical competency
of personnel.

042 - 2. Training and personnel evaluations.
042 - 3. The supervisor.
042 - 4. Quality Conuol or supervisor.

043 - I. Centralized maintenance management and production ori-
ented maintenance.

043 - 2. Under the centralized maintenance management concept,
specialist are dispatched under central direction and con-
trol, and specialists perform only those duties that are di-
rectly related to their AFSC. Under POMO, the
maintenance shop are decentralized, and both people and
equipment are assigned to smaller shops. Maintenance per-
sonnel may have to perform selected maintenance task
that are not part of their AFSC.

043 - 3. Cross utilization training which is for individuals to per-
form simple maintenance tasks, with little or no supervi-
sion, that aren't part of their AFSC.

CHAPTER 6
044 - I. Information such as what job was done, who did the work,

when it was done, number of direct man-hours consumed
for a job, why the job was necessary, when the malfunction
was discovered, and what workcenter performed the work
is provided to management.

044 - 2. A job that has a definite beginning and end, the accom-
plishment of which requires exp-nditure of direct labor.

044 - 3. a. Administrators and supervisors are able to analyze and
evaluate their operations.
b. Workcenter supervisors are helped in managing their
shops and in increasing their efficiency.
c. The COM and his staff use this information for personnel
planning, for forecasting tool and equipment needs, for
budget computations, and for cost analysis.
d. AFLC uses this data for inspection and maintenance
requirements analysis, and determining cost.

045 - I. AFTO Form 349 and AFTO Form 350.
045 - 2. AFTO Form 349 is used to report all on-equipment and

off-equipment maintenance actions, and all work-directed
time compliance TOs. AFTO From 350 is attached to the
item when it is removed and taken to the shop or repair
depot.

045 - 3. A three-digit Julian date followed by a four-digit number
sequenced by day or month.

045 - 4. TO -06, Work Unit Code Manual.
045 - 5. A technician's first letter of the last name, followed by the

last four digits of the Social Security number or the assigned
five-digit number.

045 - 6. Parts replaced during the repair action.
045 - 7. Part 1 is the repair cycle processing tag; Part II is used for

production scheduling.
045 - 8. One AFTO Form 349 for on-equipment work - used to

show removal; a second AFTO Form 349 to show repair
action; and one AFTO Form 350 to identify an assembly
removed from the end item.

046 - 1.
046 - 2.
046 - 3.
046 - 4.
046 - 5.
046 - 6.

047 - 1.
k 047 - 2.

047 - 3.
047 - 4.

F; they are repaired at base level, if possible.
T.
T.
T.
T.
F; "Not reparable this station."

Operational events.
Inspection and time changes.
Maintenance personnel subsystem.
Time compliance technical order subsystem.
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048 - I. Discovering and fixing conditions that could lead to mal-
functions requiring major repair.

048 - 2. Scheduled maintenance.
048 - 3. Statement of job purpose; a listing of all required tools, test

equipment, and materials required; step-by-step instruction
for doing the job; frequency of the routine, time needed,
and power condition; and the measurable equipment per-
formance tolerances.

048 - 4. Chief of maintenance.
048 - 5. (1) Technical, (2) activity, and (3) special. Technical in-

spections are made to determine if the equipment is being
maintained to meet TO specifications. Activity inspections
are made to determine the quality of managemeni of the
maintenance activity. Special inspections are made to pro-
vide maintenance supervisors or managers information on
one-time situations of either administrative or technical
nature.

048 - 6. Quality control inspection reports are routed through su-
pervisory channels to QC Deficiency Analysis; all activity
inspection reports will be routed through the COM.

048 - 7. A completed AFTO Form 349.

049 - I. Failure of an end item due to an unpredictable failure of
an internal component or subassembly.

049 - 2. Equipment capability is reducci due to excessive man-
hours expended in the maintenance of the equipment.

049 - 3. Feedback of data to correct or prevent deficiencies in the
design or quality of materiel.

050 - I. Category II MDR.
050 - 2. Defects that don't affect the usability of an item.
050 - 3. Submitted by electrical transmission within 72 hours.
050- 4. Category II MDR.

051 - I. a. Indicates serviceable condition of item.
b. Indicates repairable condition of item.
c. Indicates item is condemned or not repairable.

051 - 2. Use DD Form 1574 and fill in the self-explanatory blocks.
Enter the serial number in the Serial Number/Lot Number
block and leave the Contract or Purchase Order No. block
blank.

051 - 3. Use DD Form 1577 - 2, fill in the self-explanatory blocks,
and enter the serial number in the Serial Number/Lot No.
block.

051 - 4. Use DD Form 1577.

0:,2 - I. To provide immediate availability of low-cost expendable
items subject to repetitive consumption.

052 - 2. To provide assets that are peculiar to the needs of the sup-
port activity and that have high rates of usage.

053 - I. It is a running account of all parts and supplies that have
been ordered.

053 - 2. Quick Reference List.
053 - 3. To provide maintenance personnel with speedy identifi-

cation of assets and a communication capability for placing
demands on Supply.

053 - 4. Activity code, organization code, shop code, Julian date,
and serial number.

053 - 5. It identifies the method or location used by an organization
in processing an issue or turn-in request to Base Supply.

053 - 6. "R" means a routine transaction and the "X" means an
expedite transaction.

053 - 7. It is a two-character code used to indicate urgency of need.
053 - 8. The Illustrated Parts Breakdown TO.

054 - I. When the required item is for direct support of an organ-
ization having a higher priority FAD.

054 - 2. When the requirement is for an NMCS or PMCS reportable
item.

055 - I. Fill out AF Form 2413, call in appropriate columns to
Demand Processing, and record the document number, se-
rial number, and time on the AF Form 2413.
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055 - 2. For hand-carried request, they will be accompanied by DD
Form 1348-6, Non-Nsn Requisition. For call-in, you must
furnish the information over the phone so they can fill out
DD Form 1348-6.

056 - I. Equipment items.
056 - 2. Equipment custodian.
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STOP- 1. MATCH ANSWER SHEET TO THIS EXERCISE NUMBER.
2. USE NUMBER 2 PENCIL ONLY.

EXTENSION COURSE INSTITUTE
VOLUME REV/EW EXERCISE

30554 01 25

MAINTENANCE ORIENTATION

Carefully read the following:
DO's:

1. Cheek the "course," "volume," and "form" numbers from the answer sheet address tab against the
"VRE answer sheet identification number" in the righthand column of the shipping list. If numbers do
not match, return the answer sheet and the shipping list to ECI immediately with a note of explanation.

2. Note that item numbers on answer sheet are sequential in each column.
3. Use a medium sharp #2 black lead pencil for marking answer sheet.
4. Write the correct answer in the margin at the left of the item. (When you review for the course

examination, you can cover your answers with a strip of paper and then check your review answers
against your original choices.) After you are sure of your answers, transfer them to the answer sheet. If
you have to change an answer on the answer sheet, be sure that the erasure is complete. Use a clean
eraser. But try to avoid any erasure on the answer sheet if at all possible.

5. Take action to return entire answer sheet to ECI.
6. Keep Volume Review Exercise booklet for review and reference.
7. If mandatorily enrolled student, process questions or comments through your unit trainer or OJT

supervisor. If voluntarily enrolled student, send questions or comments to ECI on ECI Form 17.
DON'Ts:

I. Don't use answer sheets other than one furnished specifically for each review exercise.
2. Don't mark on the answer sheet except to fill in marking blocks. Double marks or excessive markings

which overflow marking blocks will register as errors.
3. Don't fold, spindle, staple, tape, or mutilate the answer sheet.
4. Don't use ink or any marking other than a #2 black lead pencil.

NOTE: NUMBERED LEARNING OBJECTIVE REFERENCES ARE USED ON THE VOLUME
REVIEW EXERCISE. In parenthesis after each item number on the VRE is the Learning
Objective Number where the answer to that item can be located. When answering the items on the
VRE, refer to the Learning Objectives indicated by these Numbers. The VRE results will be sent to
you on a postcard which will list the actual VRE items you missed. Go to the VRE booklet and
locate the Learning Objective Numbers for the items missed. Go to the text and carefully review the
areas covered by these references. Review the entire VRE again before you take the closed-book
Course Examination.

Name Grade/Rank SSN Date
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MULTIPLE CHOICE

Note to Student: Consider all choices carefully and select the best answer to each question.

L. (001) In the Air Force Speciality Code (AFSC) coding method, the fourth digit identifies the

a. career field. c. skill level of the AFS.
b. career field subdivision. d. specific specialty.

2. (001) What AFSC is used as a management tool for assignment against authorized manning requirements?

a. CAFSC.
b. DAFSC.

c. TAFSC.
d. PAFSC.

3. (002) What regulation provides a description of the duties of an Electronic Computer and Switching Systems
Specialist?

a. AFR 35-1. c. AFR 39-6.
b. AFR 39-1. d. AFR 39-11.

4. (002) Which of the following jobs will most likely be performed by a 5-level specialist?

e. The repair of an electronic switching system component.
b. Modification of a computer terminal keyboard.
c. Inspect the repair of a minicomputer.
d. Evaluate personnel under MSEP.

5. (003) Which of the following responsibi:ities belong to a 30554 specialist?

a. Advise and direct all personnel.
b. Establish and monitor training programs.
c. Align and adjust computer and switching systems.
d. Repair and monitor precision measurement equipment.

6. (004) Which of the following requirements is mandat:ry for the award of AFSC 30554?

a. Completion of a basic electronic computer or switching system maintenance course.
b. Knowledge of radar and communications principles.
c. Experience in programming large computer systems.
d. Completion of high school physics.

7. (004) Which of the following is not a mandatory requirement for AFSC 30554?

a. A Secret security clearance.
b. A knowledge of oscilloscope operation.
c. Operational experience in the use of test equipment.
d. Completion of a high school course in mathe aatics.

8. (005) The field evaluation program provides a source of information in determining the

a. need to update the JPG.
b. need to revise the approved STS.
c. extent of on-the-job training effectiveness.
d. result of formal training.
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9. (005) In evaluating graduates of technical schools, a supervisor should prepare an AF Form 1284, Training
Quality Report, when

a. a graduate does not meet an STS performance level.
b. a graduate has not has a chance to perform an STS task.
c. a particular task is not required in your unit.
d. an STS item is not required.

10. (006) Which directive provides guidance for safeguarding classified information?

a. DOD 5200.1-R, Information Security Progrwn.
b. AFR 125-37, Protection of USAF Resow-ces.
c. AFR 200-1, Air Force Intelligence Mission Responsibilities and Functions.
d. AFR 300-5, Air Force Data Elements Stwzdardization Program.

II. (006) What is the purpose of AFR 205-1, InfOrmation Security Program?

a. Replaces DOD 5200.1-R.
b. Supplements DOD 5200.I-R.
c. Implements Privacy act of 1974.
d. Provides policies for safeguarding computers.

12. (007) Who is responsible for furnishing you with security classification guidance when you handle classified
information?

a. Classified information Officer.
b. Plans and Program Security Manager.
c. Each individual commander or supervisor.
d. Commander responsible for initial classification.

13. (007) Which of the following is not an Essential Element of Friendly Information?

a. Status of tactical training. c. Itinerary of the General's visit.
b. Personnel deficiencies. d. Phone number of an individual.

14. (008) On a contract involving classified materials or information, the Industrial Security Program covers

a. an agreement to abide by DOD rules for labor.
b. all aspects of the contract activity.
c. an agreement to abide by USAF rules for labor.
d. controls to prevent strikes and labor disputes.

15. (009) Which of the following would be a priority A operational resource?

a. Resources most vital to the United States war-making ability.
h. Non-nuclear alert aircraft
c. High-value aircraft systems.
d. Operational aircraft which can be generated w alert status in a short period of time.

16. (009) Those operational ref:ourccs on an Air Focce base that have a priority assigned are placed in which security
area?

a. Controlled area c. Restricted area.
b. National defense srea. d. Fenced area.
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17. (010) A civilian employee was discharged from his job. After having several beers, he slashed the tires of five
AF vehicles. His action characterizes

a. espionage.
b. sabotage.

c. vandalism.
d. larceny.

18. (011) For whici, three progressive steps under the Air Force Physical Security Program are you responsible?

a. Detect, alarm, and respond. c. Detect, challenge, and report.
b. Alarm, challenge, and report. d. Challenge, identify, and report.

19. (011) What form of report should you transmit if you see a person fire a rifle at alert aircraft?

a. Safe Wind.
b. Helping Hand.

20. (012) Tempest is concerned with emanations from

a. computers processing data.
b. electronic equipment used for data storage.
c. printers typing classified data.
d. radio transmitters used on base.

c. Broken Arrow.
d. Covered Wagon.

21. (013) What emission security steps should you take when the equipment is processing classified information?

a. Connect grounds and connect an approved oscilloscope.
b. Follow the TO and use a digital voltmeter.
c. Connect grounds and install screws.
d. Secure panels and connect approved oscilloscope.

22. (014) Policy for the Air Force Occupational Safety and Health (AFOSH) Program is established by

a. AFR 127-101.
b. AFR 127-12.

c. AFR 127-3.
d. AFR 127-1.

23. (014) Which of the following is not a specific individual responsibility under the AFOSH program?

a. To comply with AFOSH standards.
b. To report unsafe or unhealthy conditions.
c. To report injuries or illnesses sustained on or off the job.
d. To wear or use all required protective clothing, eye protection, hard hats, or other equipment.

24. (015) The minimum amount of electrical current required to kill an average person is

a. .01 ampere.
b. 0.1 ampere.

c. 0.5 ampere.
d. 1 ampere.

25. (015) What additional liazard does a storage battery have that a power supply does not?

a. Explosive gas.
b. Current capacity to electrocute.
c. Produces arc weld sparks when shorted.
d. High current capable of making a ring red hot.
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26. (016) Why are gloves, face shield, and an apron necessary when handling a cathode ray tube?

r.t. The glass tube has sharp edges. c. The connector pins may have high voltage.
d. The tube contains phosphorus.b. The tube could implode.

27. (016) Concerning cathode ray tubes, which of the following is not a hazard?

a. High voltage charge.
b. High current.

c. Implosion.
d. X-ray.

28. (017) Which of the following is the proper use of a tool'?

a. Using a screwdriver to obtain extra leverage.
b. Using a wrench to check an electrical circuit.
c. Using a 20-40 watt soldering iron to remove a capacitor from a circuit board.
d. Using pliers as a punch.

29. (017) Which item should not be part of your soldering area?

a. A small vice to hold articles.
b. A fire extinguisher, just in case.
c. A metal can to flick solder into.
d. A holder for the soldering iron.

30. (018) Which of the following is not recommended when working near sharp edges within equipment cabinet?

a. Avoid electrical shock. c. Maintain balance.
b. Wear short sleeves. d. Keep hands and arms clear.

31. (019) When using test equipment on computer or switching equipment that uses a power supply that is isolated
from the ground, what must be used to power the test equipment?

a. Three-phase AC. c. A step-up transformer.
b. Equipment power supply. d. An isolation transformer.

32. (020) Which of the following does not leave an oily residue and is normally used for cleaning printed circuit
boards?

a. Freon.
b. Alcohol.

c. Contact cleaner.
d. Hydrocarbol solvent.

33. (020) Which of the following is regarded as the all-purpose cleaner in ground electronics?

a. Isopropyl alcohol.
b. Freon.

c. Contact cleaner.
d. Trichloroethylene.

34. (020) Concerning the storage of chemicals or diesel fuel, NO SMOKING signs must be posted stating that no
smoking is permitted within

a. 25 feet. c. 75 feet.
b. 50 feet. d. 100 feet.
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35. (021) When exercising good housekeeping practices, you should

a. provide a professional appearance in your work area.
b. properly use equipment dust covers.
c. provide a safe work area.
d. do all of the above.

36. (022) Whet. working on equipment capable of producing 50 volts and 100 milliamperes AC, what safety
practice must be followed?

a. Keep one hand in your pocket. c. Use the two-man concept.
b. Discharge all power supply capacitors. d. Deactivate safety interlocks.

37. (022) What are fuses and circuit breakers not designed to do?

a. Protect people. c. Open when overloaded.
b. Turn power on/off. d. Prevent equipment damage.

38. (023) What are the two general classes of Air Force publications?

a. Departmental and field. c. Departmental and major command.
b. Headquarters and field. d. Air Force and major command.

39. (023) Who issues departmental publications for use by Air Force personnel?

a. Department of Defense.
b. Headquarters USAF.

40. (024) Standard publications are issued by

a. Headquarters USAF.
b. major commands.

c. Major command.
d. Wing headquarters.

c. commanders.
all of the above.

41. (024) The technical order system is an example of which category of Air Force publication?
a. Standard.
b. Specialized.

c. Non-Air Force.
d. Periodical.

42. (025) Which type of standard publication contains directives and policy material for all Air F personnel?
a. Regulations. c. Operating instructions.
b. Technical orders. d. Staff digests.

43. (GM) Details of the subject and numbering system used to identify Air Force publications are contained in
a. AFR 5-4.
b. AFR 39-1.

c. AFR 50-2.
d. AFR 205-1.

44. (026) The first number in a standard publication identifying number indicates a

a. level of command. c. specific subject area.
b. sequence number. d. broad subject arca.

45. (027) What AF directive would you use to find standard publications concerning maintenance?
a. AFR 0-2.
b. AFR 0-4.

c. AFR 0-6.
d. AFM 0-2.
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46. (027) Where can you find the first part of a publication number if you know the subject?

47.

a. Front of AFR 0-9. c. Back of AFR 0-9.
b. Front of AFR 0-2. d. Back of AFR 0-2.

(028) To verify that a publication is up to date, use

a. AFR 8-2. c. AFR 0-9.
b. AFR 5-31. d. AFR 0-2.

48. (028) What does a minus sign (-) in the left margin beside a publication reference listed in AFR 0-2 indicate?

a. Publication is obsolete.
b. Publication is not required.

49. (029) A purpose of index type technical orders is to

a. record TOs on hand and on order.
b. show the availability of TOs.
c. list all Air Force publications.
d. list all forms used by the TO system.

c. Publication is on loan.
d. Publication is on order.

50. (029) How are commerical manuals filed for Air Force use?

a. They are not used. c. A publication number is assigned.
b. A TO number is assigned. d. Alphabetically by manufacturer's name.

51. (030) What type of information is found in a technical order ending in number -3, -13, -23, etc., through -493?

a. Illustrated parts breakdown. c. Service instructions.
b. Alignment procedures. d. Circuit diagrams.

52. (030) Which of the following identifies a time compliance technical order (TCTO)?

a. 31P5-2MPN-522. c. 31P5-2MPN-13-6.
b. 31P4-2GPX-9-4. d. 31P5-2MPN-13-9.

53. (030) Preventive maintenance routines are found in which of the following technical order series?

a. -2. c. -6.
b. -4. d. -8.

54. (031) Which of the following publications should you use to determine whether a TO is up to date?

a. The alphabetical index.
b. The list of applicable publications.
c. The numerical index and requirement table.
d. AFR 8-2.

55. (031) Which of the following TOs provides an easy means of locating the correct TO category when the type of
equipment is known?

a. TO 0-2-1. c. TO 00-5-1.
b. TO 0-1-.01. d. TO G-1-31-6.
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56. (032) Policy and procedures for maintaining TO files is contained in

a. TO 00-5-1.
b. TO 00-5-2.

c. TO 00-5-15.
d. TO 00-20-1.

57. (032) A maintenance organization operational file is normally authorized how many copies of a particular TO?

a. One.
b. Two.

c. Three.
d. Four.

58. (033) What is the function of the technical manual in a TO series?

a. It outlines PMIs to be accomplished.
b. It acts as a guide to find other TOs of the same series.
c. It provides guidance on installation, operation, servicing, and overhaul of equipment and material.
d. It contains a detailed list of all PMIs, TCT0s, emergency operating instructions, and historical records.

59. (033) Technical manuals for operating instructionN, servicing instructions, and illustrated parts breakdown

a. are always printed as one manual.
b. are never printed as one manual.
c. are all given the same TO number.
d. provide information for maintenance.

60. (034) Because of the urgent nature of TCT0s, you must become familiar with

a. TO 00-5-1.
b. TO 00-5-2.

61. (034) Instructions given in a TCTO prescribe a

a. single task element.
b. variety of equipment to be changed.

c. TO 00-5-15.
d. TO 00-5-20.

c. number of equipment changes.
d. modification of equipment.

62. (034) Which type of TCTO requires compliance within I to 10 days?

a. Immediate Action.
b. Urgent Action.

63. (035) Inspection sequence charts are used

a. for unscheduled inspections.
b. as a guide for preparing work schedules.

c. Routine Action.
d. Record Type.

c. to perform scheduled inspections.
d. to provide demand-response format.

64. (035) Which abbreviated technical orders provide tasks arranged in a demand-response format?

a. Checklists. c. Inspection sequence charts.
b. Inspection workcards. d. All of the above.

65. (036) What type of report is not submitted on an AFTO Form 22?

a. Minor.
b. Urgent.

8

c. Routine.
d. Emergency.

8 3
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66. (036) What technical order provides detailed instructions on completing AFTO Form 22?

a. TO 0-2-1.
b. TO 0-1-01.

c. 1'0 00-5-1.
d. TO 00-5-2.

67. (037) In accordance with AFR 66-1, Maintemowe Management Policy, maintenance personnel must keep
equipment

a. properly configured, in original design, and safely operable.
b. properly configured, in original design, and serviceable.
c. serviceable, safely operable, and in a clean condition.
d. serviceable, safely operable, and properly configured.

68. (038) A mission-oriented unit will perform

a. only on-equipment maintenance.
b. only off-equ;_ement maintenance.
c. only tasks using skills and equipment in the unit.
d. all tasks related to that mission.

69. (038) How is remove and replace action categorized if performed at an operational site?

a. On-equipment, depot maintenance.
b. On-equipment, mission-oriented unit maintenance.
c. Off-equipment, depot maintenance.
d. Off-equipment, mission-oriented unit maintenance.

70. (039) Who is responsible for consolidating the functions of the maintenance complex?

a. Unit commander.
b. Chicf of maintenance.

71. (039) Who is the deputy commander for maintenance?

a. Unit commander.
b. Chief of maintenance.

c. Deputy commander for maintenance.
d. Major command.

c. A junior manager for C-E maintenance.
d. None of the above.

72. (040) What office has overall responsibility for the maintenati,e mission?

a. Staff functions. c. Maintenance control.
b. Chief of Maintenance. d. Support functions.

73. (041) The support function under the COM that examines maintenance reports is

a. production analysis. c. programs and mobility.
b. training management. d. administration.

74. (041) Which of the following is not a function of quality control?

a. Technical publications. c. Deficiency analysis.
b. Maintenance training. d. Production analysis.
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75 (042) A standardized method that improves maintenance quality and capability is the

a. management system and equality program.
b. maintenance systems and evaluations program.
c. management supervisor and evaluation plan.
d. maintenance standardization and evaluation program.

76. (042) If you fail a maintenance personnel evaluation on a job task you were previously certified on, who will
now decertify you?

a. Quality control. c. Quality control or supervisor.
b. Supervisor. d. Supervisor.or trainer.

77. (043) What would result it' a unit were reorganized under POMO'?

a. Larger shops. c. More than one AFSC in a shop.
b. Centralized maintenance. d. Each individual works within his or her AFSC.

78. (044) Data entered on an AFTO Form 349, Maintenance Data Collection Record, is used by
a. supervisors. c. the Air Force Logistics Command.
b. the chief of maintenance. d. all of the above.

79. (045) Which listed form is used to control items flowing to and from maintenance shops?

a. AFTO Form 346. c. AFTO Form 350.
b. AFTO Form 349. d. AFTO For 444.

80. (045) When more than one person takes part in a maintenance action, what employee number code is entered in
Column N of an AFTO Form 349?

a. The last technician to leave the job.
b. The technician completing the form.
c. The technician who opened the JCN.
d. The senior technician.

81. (046) Which of the following means "not reparable this station"?

a. DIFM.
b. RACC.

C. RPC.
d. NRTS.

82. (046) When an unserviceable item is turned in to base supply in exchange for a serviceable item. this supply
asset is designated

a. NRTS. c. RACC.
b. DIFM. d. RPCM.

83. (047) The maintenance management information and control system (MM1CS) is used to
a. forward MDC data for batch processing.
b. replace the maintenance data collection system.
c. replace AF Form 623, On The Job Training Record.
d. update manual entries on the job proficiency guide (JPG).
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84. (047) Which listed maintenance management information and control system (MM1CS) subsystem, if any,
allows editing of MDC data when it is entered?

a. Inspection and time changes.
b. C-E equipment status and inventory reporting.
c. Operational events.
d. None of the above.

85. (048) The action taken to determine equipment configuration aryl completeness is

a. an activity inspection. c. a special evaluation.
b. a primary evaluation. d. a technical inspection.

86. (049) What kind of deficiency results from the unpredictable failure of a transistor in computer or switching
equipment?

a. 1-uor workmanship. c. Maintenance.
b. Materiel. d. Reliability.

87. (049) If a piece of electronic equipment requires excessive time to maintain and is not reliable, what kind of
deficiency does this represent?

a. Design. c. Maintenance.
b. Material. d. Accessibility.

88. (050) The procedures to use when reporting equipment deficiencies are outlined in

a. AFR 66-1, Volume 5. c. TO 00-20-2-8.
b. AFR 66-1, Volume I. d. TO 00-35D-54.

89. (050) The form to use when making a quality deficiency report on a Category II deficiency is

a. Standard Form 368. c. DD Form 173.
b. AFTO Form 350. d. AF Form 2411.

90. (051) Which condition tag is attached to a condemned item?

a. AFTO Form 350. c. DD Form 1577 (Red tag).
b. DD Form 1577-2 (Green tag). d. DD Form 1574 (Yellow tag).

91. (052) Items placed in a supply point are normally

a. expendable and peculiar to the activity.
b. expendable and low cost.

92. (052) Which type items are placed in a bench stock?

a. Calibrated items.
b. Low consumption items.

c. reparable and peculiar to the activity.
d. reparable and low cost.

c. Repaired items.
d. Expendable items.

93. (053) How is AF Form 2413, Supply Control Log, used'?

a. By supply to list items ordered.
b. By a section to list parts on order.
c. Sent to supply to order parts.
d. Sent to section to confirm parts on order.

11
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94. (053) Concerning AF Form 2413, the document number for a part ordered from supply indicates the

a. equipment ordered for and activity code.
b. shop code and date ordered.
c. urgency justification code and serial number.
d. delivery destination code and quick reference list number.

95. (054) The force activity designator (FAD) on AF Form 2005, Issue/Turn-In Request, will

a. indicate the activity to receive the part. c. be the same as used on AF Form 2413.
b. indicate the organization that ordered the part. d. contain the demand code.

96. (054) If a part does not have a national stock number listed, submit

a. AF Form 2005 only. c. AFForm 2413 and AF Form 2005.
b. DD Form 1348-6 only. d. DD Form 1348-6 and AF Form 2005.

97. (055) When call-in demand processing is used to order parts from base supply, which form is used?

98.

a. AF Form 2005, Issue/Turn-In Rzquest. c. Neither AF Form 2005 nor AF Form 2413.
b. AF Form 2413, Supply Request Log. d. Both AF Form 2005 and AF Form 2413.

(056) What is ordered by using AF Form 601?

a. Parts. c. Equipment.
b. Supplies. d. Expendable items.

99. (056) Which form is used by the equipment management office (EMO) to notify sections of actions taken on
equipment requests?

a. AF Form 2005, Issue-Turn-In Request. c. AF Form 601, Equipment Action Requisition.
b. DD Form 1348-6, Non-NSN Requisition. d. AF Form 2413, Supply Control Log.

END OF EXERCISE
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Preface

A KNOWLEDGE OF numbering systems, discrete logic circuits, integrated circuits, and electronic computer
and switching system components is required of all personnel holding AFSC 305X4. This volume of CDC
30554 reviews these basics and also presents state-of-the-art information on current technologies.

Chapter 1 reviews basic information about solid-state theory and the devices used to implement various
logic circuits. You will be referred to Module 10008, Semiconductors and Semiconductor Devices, and sup-
plement to it (which are included in your course package), for objectives 200-210. Chapter 2 gives a capsule
history of digital electronics and explains the numbering systems used to symbolize and manipulate data in
logic circuits. You will be referred to Module 10005, Digital Techniques, Unit 1 (which is included in your
course package), for objectives 217 through 234. Chapter 3 details the building blocks used to create a logic
circuit. Boolean algebra gives us a method of defining a logic circuit. You will be referred to Module 10005,
Digital Techniques, Unit 2 (which is included in yen:- course package), for objectives 235 through 258.
Chapter 4 describes the basic timing generators neec'ed to cause digital logic circuits to operate in the proper
sequence. Also discussed here are the time-based methods of getting information transmitted within a com-
puter or switching system. You will be referred to Module 10005, Digital Techniques, Unit 3 (which is includ-
ed in your course package), for objectives 259 through 281. Chapters 5 and 6 explain the sequential and com-
binational logic circuits used to process data. You will be referred to Module 10005, Digital Techniques, Units
4 and 5 (which are included in your course package), for objectives 282 through 316. Chapter 7 covers the
equipment used in a digital system to process, store, and display data. You will be referred to Module 10005,
Digital Techniques, Unit 6 (shich is included in your course package), for objectives 317 through 348.

Code numbers appearing on figures are for preparing agency identification only and should be of no con-
cern to the student.

The inclusion of names of any specific commercial product, commodity, or service in this publication is for
information purposes only and does not imply indorsement by the Air Force.

Direct your questions or comments relating to the accuracy or currency of this volume to the course
author: 3390 TCHTG/TTMKM, ATTN: TSgt Vansleet, Kees ler AFB, MS 39534. If you need an immediate
response, call the author, AUTOVON 868-3057, between 0800 and 1600 (CST), Monday through Friday.
(NOTE: Do not use the suggestion program to submit changes or corrections for this course.)

If you have questions on course enrollment or administration, or any of ECI's instructional aids (Your Key
to a Successful Course, Behavioral Objective Exercises, Volume Review Exercise, and Course Examination),
consult your education officer, training officer, or NCO, as appropriate. If this person can't answer your
questions, send them to ECI, Gunter AFS, AL 36118, preferably on ECI Form 17, Student Request for
Assistance.

This volume is valued at 87 hours (29 points). These hours and points include those assigned to the modules
that you will study in conjunction with this volume.

Material in this volume is technically accurate, adequate, and current as of April 1981.
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CHAPTER 1

NOTE: In this volume, the subject matter is developed by a series of student-centered objectives.
Each of these carries a three-digit number and is in boldface type. Each sets a learning goal for you.
The text that follows the objective gives you the information you need to reach that goal. The exer-
cises following the information give you a check on your achievement. When you complete them, see
whether your answers match those in the back of this volume. If your response to an exercise is incor-
rect, review the objective and its text.

Solid-State Theory and Devices

THE OBJECTIVES in this chapter seek to satisfy part
of the basic knowledge requirements for any electronic
maintenance specialist. The basics mastered by these
objectives are the building blocks upon which all circuits
are based. An understanding of the transistor, the field-
effect transistor (FET), and the integrated circuit is a
necessity if we are to effectively analyze the problems
that develop in electronic computer and switching
systems.

At one time or another, you will be exposed to
discrete circuits that will require the identification and
replacement of individual components. You will be
faced with the repair of equipment that only requires
replacement of a module or printed circuit card
containing numerous integrated circuits. The effective
use of the information and technologies discussed in this
and succeeding chapters will contribute significantly to
your ability to be a successful maintenance specialist or
technician.

NOTE: For objectives 200-210, study objectives
001-011 in Module 10008, Semiconductors and
Semiconductor Devices, and the supplement to it which
accompany this volume. When you complete Module
10008 and the supplement to it, return to the text.

Module 10008

Semiconductors and Semi-
conductor Devices

CDC 30554-2 Objectives Module 10008 Objectives
200 001
201 002
202 003
203 004
204 005
205 006
206 007
207 008
208 009
209 010
210 011

1-1. Field-Effect Transistors (FETs)
FETs derive their names from the fact that current

through the device is determined by an electric field
within the FET. Therefore, the FET is a voltage-
controlled device similar in operation to the triode-
vacuum tube. The idea of a device using this field-effect
principle was first worked on in 1925 by Julius
Lilien field. Although the FET is a very simple device,
the technology to develop it was not available until after
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the invention of the transistor in 1948. The FET is a
unipolar device in that it has only one type of
semiconductor material in which current flows, whereas
the transistor, a bipolar device, has two. There are two
types of FETs being used at present; they are the
junction FET (JFET) and the insulated gate FET
(IGFET). The IGFET is more commonly referred to as
a metal-oxide semiconductor FET, or MOSFET.

Specify the operational characteristics of a junction
field-effect transistor.

Junction Field-Effect Transistor (JFET). The basic
construction of the JFET appears in figure 1-1. The
body of the FET is represented by a block of N-type
material. This body or channel can be either an N or a P
channel. To each end of this semiconductor block
ohmic connections are made. The two connections are
metal plates that serve to bring external voltages into
contact with the semiconductor. Instead of emitter and
collector, these ohmic contacts are named "source" and
"drain" respectively. P-N junctions are formed on
either side of the channel to provide a "gate"
connection for the FET. The gate of the FET is
analogous to the base of a transistor. In most cases, the
P region in our example goes completely around the
body.

P-TYPE
GATE

Figure 1-1. Field-effect transistor.

In the FET, the bias on P-N junctions is still used to
control current, but current never flows across the P-N
junctions. Figure 1-2 illustrates two symbols for .the
FET. An N-type FET is shown in figure 1-2,A. For an
FET consisting of a P-type block with an N-type gate,
the arrow on the symbol is reversed, as shown in figure
1-2,B. The reasons for choice of the terms "source,"
"gate," and "drain" should become apparent in the
insuing discussion.

2

SOURCE

DRAIN
A

N-TYPE

SOURCE

DRAIN

P-TYPE

Figure 1-2. FET schematic symbol.

With reference to figure 1-3, we wig consider the DC
voltages applied to the FET. Battery VD (Drain voltage)
is the source-to-drain voltage supply and causes electron
current to flow through the N-type material from the
source to the drain. This voltage is dropped across the
internal resistance of the N-type block, ssetting up a
potential gradient from left to right. Battery VQ is the
gate bias voltage and is applied to both P-type gates. It
is easily seen that the gates are at some negative
potential with respect to the source. The potential at any
point in the block is positive with respect 0 the source.
The potential at any point in the block is positive with
respect to the gate. This consititutes a reverse-bias
condition. Progressing across the block from source to
drain, the voltage becomes increasingly positive. As a
result, the potamtial difference between the gate and
block is less at the end of the block near the source than
it is at the drain end. Hence, the shape of the depeletion
regions is as shown in the figure. Since the two depletion
areas are devoid of current carriers, the electrons
flowing through the block are directed, or channeled,
into the area bet ween the depletion regions. This is
referred to as the conduction channel.

1
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Assuming a zero-volt gate potential (VG) as the drain
voltage is increased, drain current increases up to a
point. At this point a further increase in drain voltage
does not produce an appreciable increase in drain
current. The potential at which this occurs is referred to
as the pinch-off voltage. The resson for this behavior is
that increasing the drain voltage increases the strength
of the source-to-drain field, drawing more current
through the block until a point of maximum current is
reached. At the same time, the gradient potential
opposite the gate becomes increasingly positive,
increasing the reverse bias and widening the depletion
regions. Maximum drain current ;lows with the gates at
the same potential as the source. If, however, the gates
are made negative with respect to the source by
increasing the potential of battery VG, the size of the
depletion regions is increased. The result is that the FET
now reaches a constant value of drain current at a much
lower value of drain voltage. As gate voltage is
increased further, lower values of drain voltage become
necessary to reach a constant drain current. Finally, if
the gate potential equals the value of pinch-off voltage
described earlier, current through the device is at a
minimum, negligible for most purposes. The depletion
regions are enlarged to such an extent that they
effectively close, or "pinch off," the conduction
channel. Careful thought reveals that the gate voltage is
analogous to the emitter-base voltage on a tr ansistor in
that it controls the amount of current flowing between
the two end elements. Since a small change in gate
voltage causes a rather large change in drain current, the
device is capable of amplification.

SIGNAL
SOURCE

41
Figure 1-4. FET amplifier.

Consider now the insertion of a signal in series with
VG as in figure 1-4. Obviously, the effect of the signal is
to vary the gate potential. The positive half-cycle
opposes the biasing potential of VG, making the gates
less negative. This decreases the size of the depletion
areas and allows more current to flow to the drain. The
increased current flowing through RL causes the voltage
across RL to increase greatly, producing an amplified

3

output signal. The negative half-cycle has the opposite
effect, allowing less drain current to flow. Thus, the
input signal controls, or modulates, the output current.
Because the input signal is applied to a reverse-biased
junction, the input impedance of the FET is very high,
at least a megohm. For the same reason, the only gate
current that flows is minority carrier current, which is
very small. The current and power gains are determined
by that ratio of change in gate current to a change in
drain current and, hence, are very high. Notice that in
this device the only concern is with one type of current
carrier (electrons in this example). In this respect, the
FET is similar to a triode-vacuum tube.

Examination of the high-frequency characteristics
reveals several advantages of the FET over conventional
transistors. Recall that transit time is the time it takes
carriers to travel across the base from emitter to
collector. By m:r definition, there is no transit time in
the FET. The input signal is merely used to narrow or
widen the conduction channel, r.ot to vary the rate of
travel of the current carriers. For this reason, we need
not concern ourselves with transit time from source to
drain. Since this device has no base, two of our
determinants (base width and base resistance) are
eliminated. There are certain shunt;^g capacitances in
the FET which limit frequency of operation. These,
however, are not quite as significant as they are in
conventional junction transistors.

FETs are used as amplifiers and switches in both the
discrete and integrated circuit forms. Understanding
basic JFET operation is necessary to understand
MOSFET operation in the next section. The MOSFET
is the workhorse of semiconductor memories which will
be covered later in this volume.

Exercises (211):
1. When does maximum drain current flow?

2. How does increasing the gate vo:tage affect the
amount of drain voltage required to reach a
constant drain current?

3. The potential at which drain current cannot be
increased is known as the

4. Name the three elements of an FET.

5. In text figure 1-3, why
between the depletion ) s?
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6. Why is the FET gate voltage analogous to the
emitter-base voltage on a transistor?

7. In what respect is an FET similar to a triode-
vacuum tube?

8. Why do we consider the FET to have no transit
time?

212. Identify types and specify the characteristics of
metal oxide semiconductor FETs (MOSFETs).

MOSFETs. The insulated-gate FET (IGFET), or
metal oxide semiconductor FET (MOSFET), is so
named due to the presence of a silicon dioxide insulating
layer between the metal contacts and the semiconductor
body. An important characteristic that results from this
combination is that a capacitor is formed by the metal,
silicon dioxide, and P or N material. A capacitor can
;tharge to a voltage level and will, therefore, hold
inrormation. This fact will be used later to explain the
operation of MOSFET semiconductor memories.

MOSFETs are divided into two primary categories:
the P or N channel, depletion and enhancement mode
devices. Each will be explained as to their schematic
representations, biasing requirements, and particular
characteristics.

Depletion-type MOSFETs. Figure 1-5 shows a
depletion-type MOSFET. The example chosen for the
illustration is an N-channel device. We could just as
easily have used a P-channel device by reversing the N
and P materials. Ohmic contacts are made to a section
of N-type material to form source and drain
connections. An insulator consisting of an oxide layer is
placed between the source and drain. The gate
connection is then made to the oxide layer. This is wh)
MOSFETs are referred to as insulated gate FETs.
Notice that the gate or oxide layer extends across the top
of the N-type material. Current normally flows from the
source to the drain through a "channel" immediately
below the gate. The amount of current depends on the
number of carriers (electrons) in the channel, the
voltage between source and drain, and gate bias. If the

SOURCE
TERMINAL
(METAL)

GATE
TERMINAL

(METAL)
OXIDE

INSULATION
DRAIN

TERMINAL
(METAL)

Figure 1-5. MOSFET physical construction, depletion type.

N-type channel has many carriers (highly doped), a
relatively small drain-source voltage will cause a large
current.

A negative voltage on the gate with respect to the
source will create an electrostatic field which will reduce
drain current. This action is similar to the effect of grid
bias on the conduction of a triode vacuum tube. The
N-channel depletion MOSFET will have a positive drain
voltage with respect to the source. The use of a positive
gate voltage will enhance the flow of drain current. If a
gate bias is not used, drain to source voltage will
determine drain current.

The depletion mode MOSFET is a normally oi.
device and, therefore, consumes power at all times
unless gate bias is negative enough to stop channel
conduction. The device is normally operated with
reverse or negative bias for linear operation.

Enhancement-type MOSFETs. The distinguishing
characteristic of this device is that a channel doesn't
exist until you apply a positive gate voltage to enhance a
channel to form. This gate voltage must be at a specific
threshold level before a channel will start to form.
Increasing the positive bias above threshold will increase
the channel current. Refer to figure 1-6 for a diagram of
the N-channel enhancement MOSFET.

The enhancement MOSFET is a normally off device
and, therefore, consumes very little, if any, power until
it is turned on. The input signal will alternately add to
and subtract from the gate voltage and cause current to
vary accordingly. Using digital pulses as the input with
no gate bias, the device turns on only when a pulse is
present. With that fact in mind, and remembering that
the gate is one plate of a capacitor internal to the FET, a
one or a zero could be stored.
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SOURCE
TERMINAL

(METAL)

GATE
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OXIDE

DRAIN
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VIRTUAL
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././/'
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Figure 1-6. MOSFET physical construction, enhancement type.

A. N CHANNEL
DRAIN

----0 SUBSTRATE

SOURCE

SUBSTRATE

B. P CHANNEL

Figure 1-7. MOSFET schematic symbol, depletion type.

The schematic symbols of MOSFETs are shown in
figures 1-7 and 1-8. The arrow pointing out represents a
P-channel (the hole is majority carrier). A solid line
between the source and drain represents a depletion
type, and a broken line between the source and drain
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GATE

GATE

A. N CHANNEL

B. P CHANNEL

SUBSTRATE

SUBSTRATE

Figure 1-8. MOSFET schematic symbol, enhancement type.

represents the
the gate touch
the gate and
insulated gate

enhancement type. In neither case does
the source-drain line; the space between
channel indicates that the device is an
or MOSFET.



Diode-Protected MOSFETs. Because of the very thin
insulating layer of silicon dioxide and the high-input
impedance of the FET, static charges developed on the
input leads are sufficient to puncture the oxide layer.
Laboratory experiments indicate that the human body
acts as a static source with a capacitance ranging from
100 to 200 picofards and a resistance typically greater
than 1,000 ohms. Further measurements suggest that
the potential stored by the human body is usually less
than 1,000 volts but can be much higher. Experience has
also indicated that the likelihood of damage to an MOS
transistor as a result of static discharge is greater during
handling than during operation. To guard against static
discharge damage, two systems of protection have
found general usage. First, the dev, may come from
the factory with a shorting strap on the leads, or it will
be inserted into a piece of conductive foam. If it has the
strap, C3 not remove it until the device is soldered in
place. When removing it from the conductive foam, do
not let your fingers touch the leads until the MOSFET is
inserted into the circuit. A second method of protection
is that protective diodes will be used inside the device.

The equivalent schematic symbol is shown in figure
1-9. The diodes do not conduct unless the gate to source
voltage exceeds ± 10 volts typically. The transistor,
thcrefore, can handle a very wide dynamic signal swing
without significant conductive shunting effects by the
diodes. If either diode conducts to short out any static
discharge, the diode could be destroyed. MOSFETs
must be handled with care, and special soldering
techniques must be used.

GATE

Exercises (212):

1. What are the two basic types of MOSFETs?

2. Using a depletion MOSFET with no voltage on the
gate will result in a (current/voltage) from source to
drain.

3. What distinguishes the MOSFET from the JFET?

4. Which type of MUSFET is the normally off device?

5. What is the significance of the gate capacitance?

6. How do static discharges harm the MOSFET?

7. In diode-protected MOSFETS, what do the diodes
protect against?

DRP-1

SOURCE

(SUBSTRATE AND CASE)

Figure 1-9. Diode protected MOSFET.
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INPUT A

INPUT B

DIFFERENTIAL

AMPLIFIER(S)
ISOLATION

Figure 1-10. Block diagram of an OP AMP.

1-2. Operational Amplifiers
One important circuit techniques

available ,ag and digital electronics is the
operational amplifier. It was originally designed in 1938
by G. A. Philbrick for use as an electronic integrator
and differentiator circuit. It later got its present name
because it was used in analog computers for performing
mathematical operations, hence the name "operational
amplifier," or "OP AMP." It is used today throughout
the analog world, and is predominant in the digital area
for use as an interface circuit technique. OP AMPs are
used for the four common math functions and as the
primary element in digital-to-analog conversions and
vice-versa.

213. Define the term "operational amplifier,"
categorize the modes of operation, and specify the
characteristics of each mode.

The "operational amplifier" is a direct-coupled high-
gain amplifier which uses feedback to control its
performance characteristics. Figure I-10 is a block
diagram of the stages that an OP AMP usually consists
of. The first twe or three stages are differential
amplifiers to provide anplification and elimination of
noise. Next 6 an isolation stage, such as the common
collector circuit discussed in a later chapter. The last
stage is for output of the signal and level translation.
Level translation is similar to what's done by line drivers
and receivers in computer interface circuits, namely,
changing logic levels.

Single-Ended Input Operation. The schematic
diagram of an operational amplifier is shown in figure
1-11. The lead coming off the point of the triangle is the
output lead. The other two lea.'s are the inputs. The +
input lead is called the noninverting lead and the lead
is the inverting input. The + and signs do not
indicate polarity; instead, they indicate whether or not
signal inversion takes place betwecn the input and
output.

7

OUTPUT

LEVEL
TRANSLATION

OUTPUT

One characteristic of the OP AMP is the open loop
voltage gain. This turm identifies the voltage gain of the
operational amplifier y feedback connected.
As an example, 109 , high-performance
operational amplifiti ra.. i open-loop gain of 70,000.
This means that when a signal is applied to one of the
input leads and the output signal is observed, the output
will be 70,000 times larger than the input signal. This is
only possible, however, if the power supply is capable of
supporting that large a signal. For example, if the input
signal were 0.1 volt and the power supply voltage were
20 volts, the limit of the output voltage swing would be
something less than ± 20 volts, not the 7,000 volts the
open-loop gain figure would indicate!

INPUT

INPUT

OUTPUT

NDA6-182

Figure 1-11. OP AMP schematic symbol.

Differential or Common Mode Operation. Using this
mode of operation, the OP AMP amplifies the
difference between the two input signals. When the two
signals are equal in amplitude and in phase, there will be
no difference and the output of the operational
amplifier will be zero. When the two input signals are
equal in E mplitude but out of phase, the difference
between the two signals is determined by their phase
relationship. When they are 180° out of phase, their
difference will be maximum. Further, if one signal is 10
millivolts, the other signal is 15 millivolts, and they are
in phase, the difference between the two is 5 millivolts.
This is what the operational amplifier will amplify.

1)



Other OP AMP Characteristics. Ideally, the input
resistance should be infinitely large (an open), and the
output resistance should be infinitely small (a short). In
actual operational amplifiers this is not possible.
However, the input resistance is very high and the
output resistance is very low in most commercial OP
AMPS. For example, the type 709 has an input
resistance of 700 kilohms and an output resistance of
150 ohms. A type 777 has an input resistance of 10
megohms and an output resistance of 100 ohms. These
are typical values for most OP AMPS.

One of the limitations of operational amplifiers is
their instability over a wide range of input frequencies.
Because of their high-voltage gain characteristics, and
because of phase shifting problems at the higher
frequencies, some operational amplifiers break into
oscillations at various times, primarily when they are
used in the open-loop configuration. To obtain a high
degree of stability, and to provide certain other
desirable features, most operational amplifiers are
connected in a closed-loop configuration. A closed-loop
configuration refers to the fact that degeneration is
present in the circuit (feeding a portion of the output
signal back to the input so that it opposes the input
signal).

F EEDBACK
SIGNAL

1

RF

1111'

OUTPUT
SIGNAL

308-175

Figure 1-12. Noninverting mode of operation.

Noninverting Mode. The normal noninvcrting mode
of operation is shown in figure 1-12. The input signal to
the circuit is applied to the noninverting lead. A portion
of the output signal is applied through RF (feedback
resistor) and developed across R/ (input resistor) and is
applied to the inverting input lead. The feedback signal
has the same frequency and same phase as the original
input signal on the noninverting lead. In fact, the only
difference between the two signals is their amplitude,
and that is controlled 130S, the feedback network, RF and
RI. Since this is degenerative feedback, the voltage gain
of the circuit will be less than the open-loop gain of the
operational amplifier, but the circuit will now be very
stable. Further, the gain of the circuit is not entirely
dependent upon the gain of the operational amplifier.
To illustrate this condition, an example problem will be
worked.
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First, consider an operational amplifier that has an
open-loop voltage gain of 250,000. This operational
amplifier is placed in a circuit with no feedback. The
output of the circuit will be 250,000 times larger than
the input signal as long as the operational amplifier is
performing properly. However, if something happens to
the operational amplifier that reduces its voltage gain
to, say, 125,000 (due to aging, component values
changing, etc.), the gain of the circuit will also decrease
to that value. A circuit like this (open loop) is entirely
dependent upon the active device (operational)
amplifier) for the circuit gain. In this problem the circuit
gain decreased 50 percent.

Second, consider the same operational amplifier
(open-loop voltage gain of 250,000) connected in the
noninverting mode of operation (as shown in fig. 1-12)
with 0.0004 percent of degenerative feedback (the
percent of degenerative feedback is controlled by the
size of RF and R1). This circuit. is not entirely dependent
on the operational amplifier for the circuit voltage gain.
Some of the circuit gain is determined by the
degenerative feedback. This produces the following
situation:

A circuit that still has a large voltage gain.
A very stable amplifier circuit.
A circuit that is not entirely dependent on the active
device for the voltage gain of the circuit.

As more and more degenerative feedback is used, the
stability of the circuit increases and the voltage gain
becomes more dependent on the feedback network.

Inverting Mode. Another configuration that an
operational amplifier can be connected in is the
inverting mode of operation, shown in figure 1-13.
Notice once again that degenerative feedback is present.
The amount of degeneration will be controlled by the
size of RF and R/. Also notice that the input signal is
applied through 121 to the inverting input lead. The
voltage gain of this circuit, inverting mode of operation,
can be determined by using the formula Av =
RF/RI. Suppose RF is 100 kilohms and R1 is 1 kilohm.
The voltage gain in this example is 100. This means that
the input signal will be amplified by a factor of 100 and
the output signal will be inverted by 180° from the input
signal. As another example, when RF is 500 kilohms and
RI is 500 ohms, the volt ge gain of the circuit is 1,000.

Voltage Follower. Another possible configuration
for the operational amplifier is in a circuit that provides
a voltage gain of one and that does not shift the phase of
the signal. This connection is called voltage follower
(shown in fig. 1-14). In this circuit the input signal is
applied to the noninverting input lead and the
degenerative feedback is present on the inverting lead.
This provides a voltage gain of one and no inversion of
the signal. Circuits like this are used where a high-input
resistance is required, a low-output resistance is
required, and no phase shift is wanted. This can be used
as a line driver, or in any place where a common-
collector configuration would normally be used.

101



INPUT

SI GN AL

Figure 1-13. Inverting mode of operation.
RF =

INVERTING GAIN OF 1

Figure 1-15. Inverting mode of operation, gain of one.

OUTPUT Differential Mode Example. When an operational
amplifier is connected to receive two input signals at the

SI GN AL same time, it is said to be in a differential or common
mode configuration. A typical circuit is shown in figure
1-16.

For this example, the voltage gain is assumed to be
the same for both input signals. R' is 1 kilohm, R' is 1
megohm, R' is 1 kilohm, and R° is 1 megohm. From
input 1 to the output, the gain will be equal to the ratio
of R2/R', or 1,000. From input 2 to the output, the gain
will be equal to the attenuation of the input resistors:

Figure 1-14. Voltage follower: noninverting, gain of one.

Another circuit which is very similar is shown in
figure 1-15. This is the basic inverting mode of
operation, but RF is now equal to RI. In this
arrangement, the voltage gain is one (using the previous
formula for the inverting mode of operation) and the
output signal is inverted. This circuit also provides a
high-input resistance and a low-output resistance.

Input 1

Input 2 0~."-
R3

R4 = approximately 0.999
113 ± R4

multiplied by the gain of the noninverting mode of
operation.

Fi ± R2 = 1001R

Output

Figure 1-16. Common mode input (differential input).
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which equals a voltage gain of 1,000. So the voltage gain
for each input signal is the same. Of course, the input
signal number 1 is inverted and signal 2 is not.

When input signals I and 2 are equal in amplitude
and in phase with each other, the ou,put is zero (the
difference between the two input signals times the
voltage gain).

When input 1 is 2 millivolts peak to peak and input 2
is 1.5 millivolts peak to peak, and the two inputs are in
phase, the output will be the difference between the two
input signals (0.5 millivolts peak to peak) times the gain
(1,000), which produces an output voltage of 500
millivolts peak to peak.

In summary, the output of an operational amplifier
that is connected for common-mode operation is equal
to the difference between the two input signals

17 lird by the gain of the circuit. When thc two
ls are equal in amplitude and in phase, the output

is zero. The output amplitude increases as the two input
signals shift out of phase, and is maximum when the
two signals are 180° out of phase.

Exercises (213):

1. What is an operational amplifier?

2. Name the three basic stages of an OP AMP.

3. The input lead of an operational amplifier that
provides inversion is marked with what symbol?

4. If an OP AMP has two signals at the input but no
output, what mode of operation is being used?

5. What is the primary purpose of the closed loop
configuration?

1-3. littegrated Circuits
The first silicon transistor was made in 1954.

Subsequent developments permitted the production of a
number of transistors on a single wafer or chip of
semiconductor material. Each transistor was cut from
the wafer and then packaged. The idea of leaving a chip
intact, and connecting the transistors together to
per form a function, was first conceived and
accomplished in 1959. The integrated circuit had
becom? a reality.
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Integrated circuits (ICs) permitted the increased
complexity of circuits without the high cost associated
with interconnecting discrete components. The IC has
been primarily responsible for the tremendous growth in
all areas f electronics, especially in the digital world.
The military has been a prime mover in these
developments due to aircraft, missile, and space
electronics requirements.

214. Specify types and distinguishing characteristics of
integrated circuits.

An integrated circuit is a piece of semiconductor
material on which transistors, resistors, and capacitors
are etched to form an electronic circuit. An IC is also
termed "monolithic" because of its one piece
construction. A transistor or FET is often used in ICs to
take the place of a resistor because of their variable
resistance characteristic. Diodes in an IC can serve as
small value capacitors when reverse biased, operating as
varactors. Large value capacitors and inductors must be
added externally to ICs if they are required for In oper
operation. ICs can be made to simulate inductors or
capacitors electrically. Integrated circuits are classified
as either digital or linear (analog).

Linear Integrated Circuits (LICs). LICs are used for
analog circuits such as oscillators, amplifier,
comparators, filters, and voltage regulators. The
operational amplifier is probably the most predominant
of the general-purpose linear integrated circuits. OP
AMPs are used to a great extent in analog-to-digital and
digital-to-analog conversion circuits. Special-purpose
LICs are used in circuits such as AM detectors and FM
stereo decoders in radios or as a video
detector/amplifier IC in a television set. System
interface ICs are frequently analog chips that are used
as line drivers/receivers or peripheral drivers. The linear
IC of both the special- and general-purpose types is used
in a great many peripheral devices for processing digital
data that has been converted into analog form.

Digital Integrated Circuits (DICs). This type of IC is
usually the simplest as far as construction and
operational juirements are concerned. The DIC is

reqt-;t o handlc. two voltage or currer' levels.
r 1)n reuts aie normally just input, output,

and power supply connections. The types of logic used
wi thin the digital IC consists of several different
families. These logic families are the transistor-
transistor logic (TTL), emitter-coupled logic (ECL),
diode-transistor logic (DTL), and others that will be
discussed later in this section. Normally, several logic
gates or circuits are usually built on each IC. DICs are
normally low-power devices consuming about 10-15
milliwatts per gate using TTL logic. We will look at
digital integrated circuits and logic in much greater
detail later in this course.



Exercises (214):

1. What is the distinguishing characteristic between
the functions accomplished by digital and linear
integrated circuits?

2. Which is probably the most used of all the LICs?

3. Capacitors can be formed in an IC by using the
characteristics of what semiconductor device?

215. Define IC terms and specify the characteristics of
each logic family.

IC Terms and Definitions. The following terms are
uged when talking about integrat-A circuits. The
definitions will enable you to better understand the
operation and use of digital integrated circuits.

Chip. A piece of semiconductor material on which
electronic components have been formed (usually
transistors and resistors), to produce an integrated
circuit. May rdso be called a die or substrate.

DIP (dual-in-line package). An integrated circuit
package type, made of plastic or ceramic, with two rows
of leads along either side. It is rectangular in shape and
usually has from 8 to 40 leads. The leads extend
vertically from each side and permit easy insertion of
the DIP into printed circuit boards.

Fall time. A measure of the time required for the
voltage at the trailing edge of a pulse to drop from 90
percent to 10 percent of the original amplitude. Also
called decay time.

Fan-in. The number of logical inputs to a circuit.
Fan-out. The number of logical outputs from a

circuit or the number of gates that a given output gate
can drive.

Flat-pack iothsr tvne oc integrated cir,-.tt ps kic
that is tb* th... /1 , with the
horizo 1 t L oin the sides. Like the DIP, it is made of
.plastic amic.

IGFEll Insulated-gate field-effect transistor. See the
definition of MOSFET.

LSI (large-scale integration). A digital IC with
between 100 and 1,00') logic gates with in the package.

Monolithic. A microcircuit in which transistors,
diodes, resistors, and capacitors are formed on and
within a single-crystal semiconductor substrate.

MOSFET (metal-oxide silicon field-effect transistor).
A high-impedance input device which can be used as an
amplifier or switch. Charge carriers within the transistor
are of only one type, N or P; therefore, the MOSFET is

a unipolar device. The MOSFET is classified as an
enhancement type (normally off) or the depletion type
(normally on).

MSI (medium-scale integration). A digital integrated
circuit that has from 12 to 100 gates within.

SSI (small-scale integration). A digital integrated
circuit that has 10-12 gates or less.

Pull-down resistor. A resistor tied to logic 0 or
ground and the input of a gate to keep that input at a
logic low.

Pull-up resistor. A resistor connected to a logic 1
level and tied to the input of a gate to keep the input at
the logic 1 level.

Rise time. The time required for a pulse to rise from a
specific lower limit to a specific upper value, usually
from 10 to 90 percent of its final value.

VLSI. Very large-scale integration. VLSI means that
a digital integrated circuit will have more than 1,000
gates on a chip. These chips are responsible for the
"computer on a chip," the microprocessor.

Logic Families. A variety of digital logic circuits are
available, dependent on the circuit to be used for them
and its electrical requirements. Integrated circuits may
use bipolar transistor, MOSFET or CMOS technology
to implement a logic circuit. Each will have its own
advantages and disadvantages and special
characteristics. A brief exlanation of several logic
families follows along with a table of characteristics for
three of the more prominent logic types.

Current mode logic (CML). CML is also referred to
as current steering logic. The circuit uses a transistor for
each input and an additional transistor for biasing. Both
the OR and NOR outputs are available from the circuit.
Because the transistors in this logic don't saturate
during switching transistions, the speed of this logic is
greater than some others.
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Complementary MOS logic (CMOS). This type of
logic is built on a chip using the MOSFET as its primary
active device. An N-channel MOSFET will be
complemented by a P-channel device, and both are of
the enhancement or normally off type. If either device is
turned on, the other will be off, and the only time

.rent wi e d dwn from the power supply will be
ir; ig ,

ansaivn period when the N-channel is
ing otf or the P-channel is turning on. This will also
,ue during the reverse situation. Therefore, CMOS

logic requires very little power during operation.
Direct-coupled transistor logic (DCTL). DCTL was

one of the first types of logic to be put in IC form. Each
emitter and collector of the transistors in a gate are tied
together. Input signals are connected to the bases of the
individual transistors that are part of the gate circuit.
Because of the inherent differences between each
transistor, if one has lower voltage requirements for
bias than the others, it will tend to hog the current
available. To remedy this, resistors are put in the base
lead of each transistor to lessen the effects of the base-
emitter voltage.



Diode-transistor logic (DTL). The input of DTL will
consist of diodes for each input to a gate. The output oi
the diode gate is fed through another diode and then to
the base of an inverter transistor gate. A capacitor may
be used across the series diode to speed up the gate.

Emitter-coupled logic (ECL). ECL is the fastest
available logic family, ,..!apable of over 500 megahert-,
Logic in the ECL IC is similar to th b CML
Complimentary outputc fron. ECL gate.

High threshold L). The HTL circuit is
similar to the DTL except that a zener diode replaces the
coupling diode.

Integrated injection logic (12 L). The I2L logic is
another IC development that came about after
modifying the DCTL device. Modification involved the
elimination of resistors and the use of multiple collector
transistors. The enit may have both AND and NAND
outputs, or OR and NOR outputs.

Resistor-transistor logic (RTL). This type of logic is
equal to the DCTL after base resistors are installed.
This prevents the current hogging effects of DCTL but
slows the speed of the device.

Transistor-transistor logic (TTL). TTL or T2L is the
most common and popular logic used today. A
multiemitter transistor is normally used as the input to
this type of gate, the output of which is directly coupled
to a pull-up transistor whicn provides the drive to switch
the output on and off. TTL logic is available in
standard, low-power, high-speed, and the nonsaturating
or Schottky versons.

The following table indicates some typical
characteristics of three of the most used types of logic.
The propagation delay indicates the time for a digital
pulse to get through a gate. Power is in milliwatts.

I- 4-,

1, S: Propagation Dissipated
age (MHz) Delay Per Gate Fan Out

(ns) (mW)

CMOS 3-18 5 70 50
ECL 5.2 30-50( 2 40 25
TTL 5.0 35 3-12 20 10

Exercises (215):

1. Match each term in column B with the statement in
column A that is most appropriate. Column B items
will be used only once.

12

Column A Coiumn B

(1) Also called die or substrate.
(2) A digital IC with 100 to

1,000 logic gates.
(3) Leads extend horizontally

from the sides.
(4) The number of logical in-

puts to a circuit.
k5) A digital IC that has fewer

than 12 gates.
(6) Fastest logic family.
(7) Current steering logic.
(8) One of the first logics put

in IC form.

2. In which category would an
150 gates be listed?

a.
b.
C.

e.
f.
8.
h.
I.
j.
k.

LSI.
Flat pack.

an-out.
SSI.
Fan-in.
ECL.
CML.
DCTL.

IC device containing

3. What is the most common logic family in use?

4. What is the fastest logic family available?

5. What logic family uses the multiemitter transistor
as an input?

6. MOSFET devices are used to implement what logic
family?

7. What type logic coy,,1 handle of 40?

8. Which logic family is available in high-speed and
low-power versions?

216. List the three types of IC packages and specify
advantages of ICs over normal solid-state devices.

Benefits of the IC and Its Packaging. There is no
question of the influence circuitry has had on electrons
today in missiles, computers, t ision, radio,
portable calculators, automobiles, atiu many more. Of
course, where size and weight are important, as they are
in missiles, satellites, or computers, integrated circuits
are highly desirable. To these factors add the inherent
characteristics of high reliability and lower cost; it is
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easy to understand why ICs have been so widely

In transistorized circuitry, the trend has been to
replace tube functions with a transistor that would do
the job. This resulted in overall reduction in the size of
various circuits, but in most cases the passive elements
(resistors, capacitors, etc.) were retained pretty much
intact. In the case of the monolithic integrated circuit,
though, it not only replaces both multiple active
elements within a circuit (transistors and tubes).
However, the monolithic integrated circuit includes
most all of the passive elements within one envelope,
which is a totally encapsulated silicon wafer of
approximately 1/10 inch square or less. The resultant
weight and space-saving qualities of the IC are
spectacular in comparison to discrete techniques.
Factors such as these resulted in a tremendous savings in
the space program. After all, each pound saved in
payload will reduce the costs of getting the vehicle in
orbit. Additionally, more space is available for the
primary functions of experimentation, data gathering,
and a host of other requirements.

Currently, there are three major types of integrated
circuit package styles. These are shown in figure 1-17.
The dual-in-line package or DIP shown in figure
1-17,A, is the predominant package used for digital ICs.
The majority of linear chips made in the past few years
are of this type also. It is available in plastic or ceramic.
Plastic is the cheaper of the two, but ceramic may be
required due to the temperature requirements of some
equipment. The ceramic package is usually rated for
much greater temperature extremes. The standup
characteristics of the DIP make it easier to use in
printed circuit boards. It may use a socket or be
soldered to the board, although the use of a socket
makes the end item more expensive. For the
maintenance specialist, repair and replacement of a chip
is much easier if an IC is plugged in. The DIP is
available is packages of 8 to 40 pins, depending on the
complexity of the IC. Standard digital ICs are usually in
packages of 14 or 16 pins.

The TO-5 IC package is shown in figure 1-17,B, and
is a multilead unit similar to that used for some
transistors. Early RTL and DTL logic ICs were
packaged this way, and today some MOSFET storage
registers use this style of package.

The flat pack IC, shown in figure 1-17,C, is not used
as much today, although its reliability is very good. The
leads are sealed glass to metal protrusions, and the unit
is hermetically sealed. Flat packs are usually soldered

13

into the circuit, and special soldering techniques must be
used for their installation and removal.

Lead identification methods for the three IC
packages mentioned are shown in figure 1-18.
Standardization of IC packages by manufacturers has
been, for the most part, successful.

Exercises (216):

1. What are the three types of IC packages available?
Which type is most used?

2. From the list of statements given below, identify
those statements which are true and which are false
when comparing the value of integrated circuits to
those of discrete devices.

a. They require a less space, which saves in
equipment size.

b. They are made of totally different materials.

c. They are capable of only one circuit kinct io n .

d. They contain both act!ve and passive circuit
elements.

e. They are difficult to replace during
maintenance.

f. They operate on lower supply voltag

1 u 6
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Figure 1-18. Integrated-circuit package pin identification.
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Introduction to Digital Techniques
and Numbering Systems

NOTE: For objectives 217-234, study objectives
005-022 in Module 10005, Digital Techniques, Unit 1,
which accompanies this volume. When you complete
Unit I of Module 10005, return to the text.

Module 10005

Unit 1
CDC 30554-2 Objectives Unit 1 Objectives

217 005
218 006
219 007
220 008
221 009
222 010
223 011
224 012
225 013
226 014
227 015
228 016
229 017
230 018
231 019
232 020
233 021
234 022

1 WI
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CHAPTER 3

Digital Logic and Boolean Algebra

NOTE: For objectives 235-258, study objectives
001-024 in Module 10005, Digital Techniques, Unit 2,
which accompanies this volume. When you complete
Unit 2 of Module 10005, return to the text.

Module 10005

Unit 2
CDC 30554-2 Objectives Unit 2 Objectives

235 001
236 002
237 003
238 004
239 005
240 006
241 007
242 008
243 009
244 010
245 011
246 012
247 013
248 014
249 015
250 016
251 017
252 018
253 019
254 020
255 021
256 022
257 023
258 024

17
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CHAPTER 4

Clock/Pulse Generators

NOTE: For objectives 259-281, study objectives
001-023 in Module 10005, Digital Techniques, which
accompanies this volume. When you complete Unit 3 of
Module 10005, return to the text.

Module 10005

Unit 3

CDC 30554-2 Objectives Unit 3 Objectives
259 001
260 002
261 003
262 004
263 005
264 006
265 007
265 008
267 009
268 010
269 011
270 012
271 013
272 014
273 015
274 016
275 017
276 018
277 019
278 020
279 021
280 022
281 023
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CHAPTER 5

Sequential Logic

NOTE: For objectives 282-298, study objectives
001-017 in Module 10005, Digital Techniques, Unit 4,
which accompanies this volume. When you complete
Unit 4 of Module 10005, return to the text.

ModLle 10005

Unit 4

CDC 30554-2 Objectives Unit 4 Objectives
282 001
283 002
284 003
285 004
286 005
287 006
288 007
289 008
290 009
291 010
292 011
293 012
294 013
295 014
296 015
297 016
298 017



Combinational Logic
and Converters

NOTE: For objectives 299-316, study objectives
001-018 i n Module 10005, Digital Techniques, Unit 5,
whiLa accomppnies this volume. When you complete
Unit 5 of Module 10005, return to the text.

Module 10005

Unit 5

CDC 30554-2 Objectives Unit 5 Objectives

289 001
300 002
301 003
302 004
303 005
304 006
305 007
306 008
307 009
308 010
309 011
310 012
311 013
312 014
313 015
314 016
315 017
316 018

1 13
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CHAPTER 7

Computers, Peripherals, and
Storage Media

NOTE: For objectives 317-348, study objectives
001-032 in Module 10005, Digital Techniques, Unit 6,
which accompanies this volume. When you complete
Unit 6 of Module 10005, return to the text.

Module 10005

Unit 6

CDC 30554-2 Objectives Unit 6 Objectives

317 001
3/8 002
319 003
320 004
321 005
322 006
323 007
324 008
325 009
326 010
327 011
328 012
329 013
330 014
331 015
332 016
333 017
334 018
335 019
336 020
337 021
338 022
339 023
340 024
341 025
342 026
343 027
344 028
345 029
346 030
347 031
348 032

21
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CHAPTER 1

Reference:

ANSWERS FOR EXERCISES

See Module 10008 and supplement to it for answers to objectives
200-210.

211 I. When the gate is at the same potential as the rource.
211 - 2. Lower values of drain voltage are necessary to reach a cons-

tant drain current.
211 - 3. Pinch-off voltage.
211 - 4. Source, drain, and gate.
211 - 5. The deple ion regions are devoid of curreat carriers,
211 - 6. It controls the amount of current flowing between the

source and drain. Source and drain are analogous to the
emitter and collector respectively.

211 - 7. It is a voltage-controlled, high-impedance input with only
one type of current carrier.

211 - 8. There is no base junction.

212 - I. Depletion and enhancement types.
212 - 2. Current.
212 - 3. The gate is insulated from the body of the device.
212 - 4. Enhancement.
212 - 5. It can store a charge (information).
212 - 6. They can puncture the insulating layer and destroy the

MOSFET.
212 - 7. They guard against static discharge damage.

213 - I. A high-gain DC coupled amplifier.
213 - 2. Differential input stage, isolation stage, and an output

stage.
213 - 3. A minus (-) sign.
213 - 4. Differential or common mode.
213 - S. To obtain a high degree of stability.

214 - I. Linear ICs work with analog voltages and currents, whereas
the DIC uses only two voltage or current levels.

214 - 2. The operational amplifier IC.
214 - 3. The diode.

215 - I. (1) d.
(2) a.
(3) b.
(4) h.
(5) g.

(6) i.
(7) j.

(8) k.

23

215 - 2. Large-scale integration (LSI).
215 - 3. TTL.
215 - 4. ECL.
215 - 5. TTL.
215 - 6. CMOS.
215 - 7. CMOS.
215 - 8. TTL.

216 - I. The TO-5, flat pack and DIP. The DIP is most common.
216 - 2. a. T.

b. F.
c. F.
d. T.
c. F.
f. T.

CHAPTER 2

See Module 10005, Unit 1 for answers to objectives 217-234.

CHAPTER 3

See Module 10005, Unit 2 for answers to objectives 235-258.

CHAPTER 4

See Module 10005, Unit 3 for answers to objectives 259-281.

CHAPTER 5

See Module 10005, Unit 4 for answers to objectives 282-298.

CHAPTER 6

See Module 10005, Unit 5 for answers to objectives 299-316.

CHAPTER 7

See Module 10005, Unit 6 for answers to objectives 317-348.
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Preface

THIS UNIT to Module 10005, Digital Techniques, contains material that may be
useful in portions of several digital electronics career fields. The unit may be of use in
any subject area that includes a general introdIction to computers and numbering
systems. After e look at the decimal system, an "in-depth" study is made of the binary,
octal, and hexadecimal numbering systems used in digital electronics.

Code numbers appearing on figures are for preparing agency identification only
and should be of no concern to the student.

The inclusion of names of any specific commercial product, commodity, or service
in this publication is for information purposes only and does not imply indorsement by
the Air Force.

Direct your questions or comments relating to the accuracy or currency of this unit
to the author: 3390 TCHTG/TTMKM, ATTN: TSgt Van Sleet, Kees ler AFB MS
39534. If you need an immediate response, call the author, AUTOVON 868-3057,
between 0800 and 1600 (CST), Monday through Friday. (NOTE: Do not use the sug-
gestion program to submit changes or corrections for this unit.)

If you have questions on enrollment or administration, or on any of ECI's instruc-
tional aids (Your Key to a Successful Course, Behavioral Objective Exercises, Unit
Review Exercise, and Course Examination), consult your education officer, training
officer, or NCO, as appropriate. If this person can't answer your questions, send them
to ECI, Gunter AFS AL 36118, preferably on ECI Form 17, Student Request for
Assistance.

This unit is valued at 12 hours (4 points).
Material in this unit is technically accurate, adequate, and current as of March

1981.
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CHAPTER 1

MilE: In this unit, the subject matter is developed by a series of student-centered objectives. Each of
these carries a three-digit number and is in boldface type. Each sets a learning goal for you. The text that
follows the objectiwe gives you the information you need to reach that goal. The exercises following the
information give you a check on your achievement. When you complete them, see whether your answers
match thrse in the back of this unit. If your response to an exercise is incorrect, review the objective and
its text.

History and Introduction to Computers

THE ELECTRONIC computer has expanded people's
ability to store and retrieve vast amounts of
information. It can rapidly complete calculations that
would require weeks for a mathematician to
accomplish. 13j/ feeding engineering data into
computers, designs can be tested and improved before
they leave the drawing board. In many ways, the
computer is one of the human race's greatest
achievements. It is a tremendous aid in peacetime and
in war.

In other words, "computers are here to stay." They
are designed and built by people for their use.
Computers are machines; therefore, they are no better
and no worse than the motives driving their designers,
peogrammers, and operators.

1-1. Classification and History
Since we are becoming more and more dependent

on computers, it is helpful for you to understand the
classifications used for computers. This section is a
study of computer classifications and a brief history of
their development.

001. Identify the generally accepted major
classifications of computers, and state the difference
between analog and digital operation.

Classification of Computers. There are many ways
used to classify computers. One method will place
them in groups according to their circuitry and
technological state of development. Vacuum-tube
computers are referred to as first generation, and
transistorized computers are said to be second
generation. The third generation of computers is not
easily defined. Companies that build computers ane
base their product on microminiature integratec
circuits use this technology to set them apart fron
others as third generation computers. But othei

manufacturers who have improved the performance,
reliability, internal memory, and programming
capabilities, uring discrete components, insist that
these improvements place them into the third
generation of computers. At other times, computers
are grouped according to their use, such as Scientific.
business, or military. A more common method is tc
class computers according to the "electronic way" in
which they solve problems. This method will class
computers into the major groups of analog, digital, and
hybrid.

Analog computers solve problems electronically by
comparison. For computation, data are not converted
into digits but into a physically measurable quantit:,
such as length, voltage, or current. The analoE
computer solves problems by causing these physical
quantities to vary proportionately to the way in which
the variables in the problem change. These variables
can be continuously changed while the computer is at
work. This means that the analog computer can give a
continuing answer to a constantly changing problem.
Stress on a missile, for example, can be continually
updated with an analog computer.

A digital computer perfcrms a series of arithmetic
operations (addition; subtraction, multiplication, and
division) using data expressed as digits or numbers. In
the case of a digital computer, the data are expressed in
terms of the binary numbering system. The digital
computer performs operations in a sequence of
distinct steps determined by certain mathematical
rules and according to the programmed instructions.
The major advantages of a digital computer are the
speed that these arithmetic operations can be
performed and the fact that the computer can be
programmed to make logical decisions by examining,
comparing, and testing, as well as performing
mathematical operations. Digital computers are used
to solve complex scientific problems. prepare payrolls,
control air traffic, and guide a missile in flight.
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Hybrid computers use a combination of analog and
digital equipment. They are often used in scientific and
technical applications, such as simulation, medical
systems, and aerospace operations. Hybrid systems
combine the advantages of the analog computers, such
as continuity, and the advantages of the digital
computer, such as speed and prt. :ise calculating
ability.

A final method of classifying computers is
according to their purpose or versatilityspecial
purpose and general purpose. A special-purpose
computer is one designed for a specific job or a
specific class of jobs. It will usually have a sequence of
operations permanently or semipermanently "wired
in." For this reason it lacks the flexibility of being
"reprogrammed" to perform a different type of job.
General-purpose computers are made to solve a wide
variety of problems. Flexibility is achieved by the fact
that instruction changes to the computer are made by
just loading a different program into the memory.
Most of the conrnercial computers being acquired by
the Air Force are of the general-purpose digital and
stored-program type.

Exercises (
I. The major groupings that computers may be

classified under are and

2. Which type of computer may compare quantities
and represent the results with a voltage level?

3. Which type of computer detects the presence or
nonpresence of information?

002. Identify some of the major technical advances
leading to the development of the electronic
computer.

History. Let's look at the history of computers by
defining two words: "compute" and "computer."

(1) Computea verb from the Latin word
computare meaning to define or reckon, especially by
numerical means.

(2) Computerderived from compute and
meaning a person or device that computes.

Naturally, in the beginning, the only computer was
the human brain, but people soon began devising
means to simplify computing chores.

Probably the first indicating device for computation
was a person's finger. Later sticks, stones, or other
objects may have been used to indicate quantity. As
previously stated, these things were only indicators;
they made the job easier, but the brain was still the
computer. Relatively little information is known about
the very early stages of human life, but clay tablets
dating around the year 2000 B.C. have been found
containing information and computations concerning
business transactions.

The first known device for counting was the abacus,
invented sometime before 300 B.C. It is still widely
used throughout the world. Although a skilled person
may make rapid calculations using an abacus, it is not
a true calculator but Merely a more sophisticated
indicating device (see fig. 1-1).

Figure 1-1. Abacus.

2
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After the abacus, and a refinement of it, which is
called a Soraban, little further advancement in
computating devices is recorded until the year 1642.
In that year a French mathematician, named Pascal,
invented the first machine able to add and carry the
next higher order. The next noteworthy development
came in 1673 when a German mathematician,
Leibnitz, designed a unit that could multiply as well as
add. The German's ideas were an advancement, but
the machine did not work well enough to be of wide
value. In I 8G I , in France, probably the first major step
toward computers was made. Jacquard developed the
idea of having a series of punched cards containing
information to control machinery. He used this system
very successfully to control the weaving patterns of
looms in a fabric mill. In 1820, Thomas, an American
inventor, refined the principles of Leibnitz's machine
and came up with the first desk calculator. Improved
models of this calculator were used well into the 20th
century. Charles Babbage, a brilliant mathematician,
received funds from the English Government in the
early 1800's to develop a machine that would calculate
mathematical tables to 20 decimal places. He called
his invention the difference engine. His design was a
good one, but the inability to manufacture many
precision parts caused repeated failures in attempts to
produce a working model. The Government withdrew
its support of the project and "Babbage's Difference
Engine" died on the drawing board.

Around 1840, Babbage presented a new proposal to
the British Government, requesting funds to build an
analyticyd engine. Despite his earlier failures, funding
was granted. He began work on a computing machine
consisting of three sections: a storage unit, an arithmetic
unit, and a control unit. He planned to use an
adaptation of the punched card, designed by Jacquard,
to enter information into the analytical engine.
Babbage had plans for a machine that would store a
thousand numbers of up to 50 digits each and make
computations automatically by following stored
instructions. Again, his ideas were far too advanced
for the technology of the time. After many failures to
produce a working prototype, the British Government
withdreW its backing and this second endeavor was
also abandoned. Despite his failures, Charles
Babbage's ideas were sound and many of his principles
are used in modern computers.

In 1886, Dr. Herman Hollerith, head of the U.S.
Bureau of Census, set out to develop a faster means of
compiling census data. He made a major contribution
to the field of computer technology with his method of
coding information on punched cards. This "Hollerith
code" is still used in the data processing industry.

The first general-purpose computer project was
begun in 1939 and completed in 1944 when IBM built
the Mark I computer for Harvard University. It was
built from "in stock" parts and was of
electromechanical design. This computer is believed
to be a direct representation of Babbage's "analytical
engine."

The first "electronic" computer was the Electronic
Numerical Integrator and Calculator known as the
ENIAC. This was the first use of vacuum tubes, rather
than rglays, for storing information. The concept
increased the speed of operations by about !SOC.
percent and was a tremendous step forward.

Another great step forward took place in the
1950's, when the operational amplifier ushered in the
era of fully electronic analog computers. Also taking
place during this time period was the perfection of
magnetic-core technology. Magnetic cores offered
large, fast, and economical memories to computer
designers. Once developed, core memories
revolutionized the growth of the computer.

One of the greater marketing events of the 1950's
was the delivery of the first universal automatic
computer (UNIVAC I). This system used mercury
delay lines for storage and, for the first time, used
metal-based magnetic tape. The first real production,
full-sized computer, using magnetic drum storage, was
the .IBM 650 in 1954. The growth of computers was
revolutionized in 1958 when RCA introduced the
BIZMAC, the first commercial core memory system.
That year, IBM modified their moCz1 701 to a
magnetic core memory system. Table 1-1 lists some
historic events in the development of computers as we
know them today.

The computer industry has not t.c.en alone in the
influence of advancing technology. The emphasis of
solid-state electronics has also been felt by other
industries. For example, in 1964, the
telecommunications industry felt the first effect with
the introduction of the No. I Electronic Switching
System (ESS-1). This opened the era of electronic
switching, in which high-speed computers run systems
that can perform more services faster, more reliably,
and with greater flexibility.

A key to the high speed of today's computers is the
number of circuits involved and their physical size.
The more circuits, the more the computer can doand
the closer they are to each other, the faster the
computer can perform. In 1959, Texas Instruments
and Fairchild Semiconductor announced that they had
produced integrated circuits (ICs)single
semiconductor chips containing several complete
electronic circuits. Since that announcemerit, the
speed and capabilities of computers have increased, as
their physical size has decreased. By 1970, large scale
integration (LS1) of circuitry was placing thousands of
integrated circuits onto a single quarter-inch square
chip. Today 100,000 transistors can be integrated on a
single chip, making this chip more powerful than the
ENIAC computer of 1946, which used 18,000
vacuum tubes.

Further technology advances in the 1970's saw the
development of the microprocessor and minicomputer.
In 1974, RCA introduced the first complementary
metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) microprocessor.
With the advancement of ICs, chip makers saw that
some of the perir ieral functions could be integrated

3
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TABLE 1-1
CHRONOLOGYOFIMPLEMENTATIONOF

MAJOR STORAGETECHNOLOGIES/COMPUTERS

ER I I Gh*ottology of Implementation of Major Storage Technologies/Computers

)r

:em

.atinga
Storage

Technology

System
Identification

or Implementor Module Size Speed Comments

Mud tablets;
ink on
papyrus

Mechanical
pobitions;
cogs on wheels

Mechanical
positions;
cogs on wheels

Malasians; Minutes
Egyptians and
Greeks

Schickard's
semiautomatic
calculator

Pascal's 10 digits/wheel
calculator 8 wheels

Seconds

Probably first
mechanical
calculator; not
extant

First mechanical
calculator still
extant

Punched cards Jacquard
weaving loom

First use of punched
card storage

Electromechanical Hollerith 40 dials, 10K Seconds First electrical
dials, punched census decimal digits per card calculator;
cards machine per dial (operator

dependent)
mechanical storage
electrically
activated

Capacitors on
rotating durm

Electrical
resistance on
cards (analog)

Atanasoff

Western
Electric
electrical
director

1 rev/sec Precursor to other .
circulating types
of memory

Analog storage of
functions



1944 Electromechanical
relays, punched
tapes (papers)

Vacuum tube flip-
flop
Resiator array

TABLE 1-1(Contd)

Mark I
IRM-Harvard U

ENIAC
(University

of

PennAylvania

Internal counter
2204 positions

20, 10 decimal
digit numbers

4Kbits (100
numbers)

First fully
automatic
calculator

First large-scale
electronic storage

Cathode ray Manchester CRT (1) 1024 First CRT storage;

(Williams) tube,
magnetic drum

University
(England)

miniature

bits
(2) 1280

bits

one of the earliest
operational drums

Mercury delay
lines

machine (not
full computer)

EDSAC
(Cambridge
University,
England)

576 bits/tube
18K bits total

1.1 msec First fully operationa
circulation delay line-memory
time

Magnetic tape UNIVAC I 1.44M bits max 100 in./sec First commercial tape

(commercial) 1500 ft,
128 char./in.

(and computer)

Magnetic cores MIT memory 20 sec First operational

(coincident
selection)

test computer access core memory

Magnetic cores
(coincident
selection)

RCA BIZMAC First commercial
core memory

Magnetic disk,
movable heads

IRK 350
KAMAC

40M bits on
100 surfaces

0.5 sec
access

First commercial
movable head system
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TABLE 1-1 (Contd)

Thin magnetic UNIVAC 1107 128 words
films 36 bits/word

(scratch-pad
memory)

0.3 sec First commercial
thin film memory

Plated rods NCR 315 First commercial
system

Transistor IBM buffer 512 words 60 naec First mass-produced
(bipolar),
integrated

memory
S360/M859

18 bits/word
64 bits/chip

cycle integrated circuit
memory; First cache

circuits M25 (M85)

Transistor IBM main 128 bits/chip 0.54 sec First integrated
(bipolar) memory cycle circuit main
main memory S370 M145 memory

, FCS MOS FET IBM main 1024 bits/chip First mass-produced
nounced S370fM158, MOS memory
72) MI68

*first customer shipment



on the same chip as the microprocessor. This is how
the minicomputers and microcomputers "computer on
a chip" were born. Becoming increasin71y more
popular, the microcomputer has opened a whole new
spectrum of controller functions.

Today, computers are used, in some way, in
practically every aspect of your daily life. They are
found in the toys and games used to entertain and
educate children. They are used as electronic controls
for defense systems, industry, and in the home.
Microcomputers are found in appliances, television,
and in your automobile. The advances and
applications of computers are only limited by the
imagination of designers and the physical limitations
of the very large scale integration (VLSI) process.

Exercises (002):
1. Computations concerning business transactions

have been found on clay tablets believed to be
from around the year

2. The first known mechanical aid in calculating is
the

3. The first calculating machine with ability to carry
to the next higher order was invented by a French
mathematician,

4. Who designed the first machine capable of
multiplying as well as adding?

5. Jacquard's major contribution to data processing
is the

6. Charles Babbage is noted for designing two
calculating machines. He called his second
machine his

7. In 1886, the head of the U.S. Bureau of Census
developed the code.

8. The IBM Mark I was the first
computer.

7

9. The increased operating speed of the ENIAC is
attributed to its use of for
storing information.

10. Computer and data processing units have become
smaller, lighter, less expensive, and consume less
power. This is due largely to the development of

1-2. The Basic Computer and Computer
Applications

The purpose of the next section is to describe the
five units used to form a basic computer, the function
of each unit, and the general applications of the
computer as a whole.

003. Relate each of the five basic computer units to
its general function.

The Basic Computer. Let's continue our
introduction to computers by learning the basic units
that make up any digital computer. Figure 1-2 shows
the five basic blocks making up all digital computers.

Input unit. All information used by a computer must
be entered through the input unit. The information
may be presented tothe input in a number of ways, such
as punched cards or tape, magnetically recorded, or by
use of a manual keyboard. No matter what the method
of entry is, the input unit translates the information
into machine language. It also adjusts the logic level
(voltage) to that required by the computer.

Control unit. The control unit of a digital computer
directs the operation of all other units. It implements a
series of instructions called a program. This program

INPUT
UNIT

'

L_

INPUT

ARITHMETIC
AND

LOGIC
UNIT

INTERNAL
DATA

STORAGE
UNIT

CONTROL I_
UNIT r

CENTRAL j OUTPUT
PROCESSOR

Figure 1-2. Representative digital data processor, block diagram.
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insures that all steps of a computer's operation are
done in proper sequence.

Memory unit. The computer program, as well as
interim results of computer operations, must be stored
within the computer. Not all information fed into a
computer can be used at once, so a method of storing
this information is required. This is done by the
memory unit.

Arithmetic unit. The arithmetic unit accomPlishes
all mathematical and logical functions within the
computer. Basically, it can only perform addition; but
by proper manipulation of addition, problems in
higher mathematics can be solved. When performing
logic operations of the arithmetic unit, it readers yes or
no decisions based upon instructions from the
program.

Output unit. After being processed by the computer,
information is transferred to the output unit. There it
is transformed to meet the necessary requirements and
is punched, printed, or recorded for future use.

Exercise (003):
1. Column A is a list of general computer functions.

Relate each to the appropriate unit listed in
column B. Units in column B may relate to more
than one function from column A.

Column A Column B

_ (I) Information is
transformed to meet
requirements for
punching.

_ (2) Performs mathemati-
cal functions.

(3) Stores information un-
til it is needed.

(4) Receives information
after it has been pro-
cessed.

(5) Insures that proper se-
quence is followed.

_ (6) Accepts information
from a keyboard.

(7) Adjusts logic levels to
those required by the
computer.

a. Input unit.
b. Control unit.
c. Memory unit.
d. Arithmetic unit.
e. Output unit.

004. State the two general types of computer
applications, and identify some of the uses for each
type.

Applications for Computers. Computers are used
in nearly every field where large quantities of
information are processed. Computers are categorized
as data processing (general-purpose) computers or
scientific (special-purpose) computers. Digital
computers are capable of being programmed to
perform either function. You may sometimes hear
reference to a third category of computers. These are
called military computers., however, while they are used
to process scientific or general information for

military use, they still fall into one of the two basic
categories. A few ar ms where computers are used are:

Data processing:
a. Accounting.
b. Dispatching.
c. File and record maintenance.
d. Inventory control.
e. Research studies.
f Sales analysis.
g. Education.

Scientific:
a. All branches of engineering.
b. Statistics.
C. Physics.
d. Biology.
e. Chemistry.
f Medicine.
g. Meteorology.

Military: The military services use computers to
perform all of the same functions that are performed
by computers in the civilian community. These
functions include the following:

a. Accounting.
b. Dispatching.
c. File and record maintenance.
d. Inventory control.
e. Research rudies.
f Sales analysis.
g. Education.
h. All branches of engineering.
i. Statistics.
j. Physics.
k. Biology.
1. Chemistry.
m. Medicine.
n. Meteorology.

In addition, many operations, such as weapons
control, classified as having "only military
application," are controlled by computers.

This is only a very small sample of the applications
to which computers can be applied. In fact, the
versatility of the computer is limited only by the
inherent limitations of the programmer and operator.

Exercises (004):
I . The two general categories of computer

applications are and

2. Military computers are applied in which type of
application?

3. Identify three areas where data processing
(general-purpose) computers are used and three
areas where scientific computers are used.
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CHAPTER 2

Numbering Systems and Mathematical
Computations

SINCE A DIGITAL. computer deals directly with
numbers, we num: study numbering systems. The
decimal system, using 10 different symbols, is the most
common systems in use today.

Many different numbering systems are possible and
are available for use. The number of different symbols
or digits used in a numbering system is called the base,
or radix, of the system. In addition to the 10-digit
decimal system, digital techniques use the binary (with
a base of 2), thz octal (with a base of 8), binary coded
decimal (with a modified base of 10), and hexadecimal
(with a base of 16). This module presents some
important facts about the most frequently used
numbering systems along with their arithmetic
operations.

Although computers can be designed to operate
with any numbering system, the octal, binary, and
hexadecimal systems are commonly used. Each system
has its own advantages, and each is used in a different
type of computer. Sometimes, two or more numbering
systems are used in the same equipment. When this is
done, a facility is incorporated to convert from one
numbering system to the other.

2-1. Decimal Numbering System

The decimal numbering system is the most
understood system, and we use it daily. Most of the
rules and terms used with the decimal system are also
used with the other systems you will study. In this
section, we will review the decimal numbering system.

005. Identify PLACE values, radix, integral portion,
fractional portion, placeholder, MSD, LSD, and
powers, as they apply to the decimal numbering
system.

Decimal Numbering System. The decimal
numbering system uses 10 different basic symbols: 0,
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9. These symbols are called
digits. In order to represent a number larger than 9,
PLACE VALUE must be used. PLACE, in this case,
is the position of the symbol with respect to the
decimal point. It determin-ts the power of 10 by which
the digit in the PLACE will be multiplied.

3 . 3

( 3 = 30

3 = 300

3 = 3000

3 I = 30,000

3 I = 300,000

REP4-1585
Figure 2-1. Decimal PLACE values.

In figure 2-1, the 3 written in the units column
stands for three, but the 3 written in the tens column
stands for 30. Thus, in a number system, the VALUE
of a digit depends upon its PLACE in the number.

In figure 2-1, moving a digit to the left from one
column to the next has the effect of multiplying the
number by 10. The digit 3 in the units column stands
for three. Moving the 3 one column to the left signifies
30. If moved one more column, it indicates 300. You
can see that in the decimal system, PLACE represents
the power of 10 by which the digit must be multiplied.

When the system of using PLACE value was first
developed, a space was used to indicate that no
number appeared in that position. For example, 106
was written 1 6 and 1006 was written 1 6. It is easy
to see that this system led to contusion. Does 1 6
represent 10006 or 100006? .It is difficult to decide
with certainty. This difficulty led to the development
of a PLACEHOLDER or the use of the zero.

9
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3

1 el

1 1 1
10 100 1000

2 5Most
Significant
Digit (MSD)

Decimal
Point

32.263

=

xponentE
Base

Powe r

Least Significant Digit (LSD)

4 x 10-3 -- 4 x

5 x 10-2 5 x

x 10-1 Zx

Figure 2-2. Example of decimal fraction PLACE value.

You have learned how to write numbers as powers
of 10. Recall that 104 is 10 x 10 x 10 x 10. The
number 4 tells how many times to use 10 as a factor. In
the equality 104 = 10,000, I 0 is the BASE and 4 is the
EXPONENT. The number 104 can be read as "10 to
the fourth power." Therefore, in the decimal system,
one speaks of POWERS of 10. Powers of 10 are also
illustrated in figure 2-1. Remember, always, that any
number to the zero power is equal to one. Here is
another way to expand a number to show both PLACE
value and powers of 10.

8 6 5 4

4 10o =4 x I = 4
5 x101 =5 x 10 = 50
6 x 102 =-6 x 100 = 600

8 x103 =8 x 1000 =8000

8654(o)

The decimal number 305.84(10) consists of seven
different parts. The following shows the name and
relationship of each part.

Integral portion
Fractional portion
Placeholder
Decimal point
LSD (least significant digit)
MSD (most significant digit)
Radix

305
84

0

4
3

(10)

The integral portion (305) is left of the decimal
point, while the fractional portion (84) is to the right
of the decimal point. The LSD (4) has the smallest
value and MSD (3) has the greatest value because of
their relative positions to the number. The radix
indicates which numbering system is being used and is
written as a subscript to a number. Normally, the radix
is omitted in decimal numbers. Because binary

10

1000
1

100

= . 004

. 05
1

10 :: 2

254

numbers consist of only two digits, the radix 2 is often
omitted. If any possible confusion may arise, the radix
should be included.

So far, we have dealt with a whole number; that is,
one in which all discrete characters (digits) are to the
left of the decimal point. A fractional number has the
discrete characters to the right of the decimal point.
The first digit to the right of the decimal point is the
MSD, while the last digit to the right is the LSD.
Figure 2-2 illustrates fractional PLACE values.
Notice that the exponents are negative.

Of course, much more might be said about the
decimal system. Later, we shall refer to certain rules
and procedures for manipulating decimal numbers.
For the present, this brief review should aid you in
understanding certain characteristics of the binarj
numbering system.

Exercises (005):
I . Use figu-e 2-3 and expand the cli'cimal number

2532.

103 102
,

101
. ,
10v POWER OF RADIX

1000 100 10 1 PLACE VALUE

2 =

3 =

5' =

2 =

NDA13- 2

Figure 2-3. Expanding decimal numbers (objective 005, exercise I).
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2. identify the portion of the number 706.4 to which
each of the following terms are related. Write the
letter of the correct term on the line drawn to the
right of the number.
a. LSD of the integral portion.
b. Least significant digit (LSD).
c. Most significant digit (MSD).
d. Placeholder.
e. Decimal point.

7
0

6

4

3. Identify the portion of the number 509(10) to
which each of the following terms is related. Write
the letter of the correct term on the line drawn to
the right of the number.
a. Least significant digit (LSD).
b. Most significant digit (MSD).
c. Placeholder.
d. Radix or base.

5
0

9
(10)

26 23 26 23 2

64 32 16 8 4

Most 1 11

Significant
Bit (MSB)

4. In the statement 103 = 1000, what number is
called the base? the power? the exponent?

5. The power of a number is equal to what?

6. In the number 6178, what number is the MSD and
what number is the LSD?

7. In the number .6178, what is the MSD and what
number is the LSD?

2-2. Binary Numbering System

Since computers operate using the symbols 0 and 1,
using the binary numbering system has many
advantages. The purpose of this section is to provide a
thorough study of the binary numbering system and
binary mathematics.

21 2" em-Ba e

2 1 .- Powe r

0 .-0-Leaat Significant
(LSB )LBit

= 1 x 2°

- 0 x 2'

- 0 x 22

- 1 x 23

0 x 26

me 1 x 23

= 1 x 26

Figure 2-4. Examples of binary whole number PLACE value.

11

13

= 1 x 1

= 0 x 2

= 0 x 4

= 1 x 8

= 0 x 16

= 1 x 32

= 1 x 54

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

1

0

0

8

0

32

64 32'264

10500)



006. Identify the essential elements of the binary
number system, and compare decimal numbers to
binary numbers.

Binary System. Six of the seven different parts of a
number apply to any numbering system tint uses the
PLACE value concept. The t. .ception is the term
"DECIMAL POINT." Octal numbers have an
OCTAL POINT, and binary numbers have a
BINARY POINT. In the number 320.61(8) the point
(.) is referred to as the OCTAL POINT. When you are
working with a binary number, such as 1101.11(2), you
must refer to the point (.) as the BINARY POINT.

Three important features of numbering systems are:
(1) PLACE value for the symbols positioned in the
number, (2) a point 0 which is used to separate the
fractional part of a number from the whole part, and
(3) a radix, or base, of a number system.

Most present-day digital computers use the binary
numbering system. One advantage of this binary
numbering system is that it uses only two symbols.
These symbols are 0 and 1. Since only two symbols are
used, a computer using the binary system needs only
two different conditions to represent them. This
arrangement simplifies computer design and improves
its accuracy. Many electronic components can be
operated as two state (on-off) devices; for example,
each digit of a binary namber can represent a logic
situation of yes or no, a relay energized or deenergized,
a transistor conducting or cut off, a switch open or
closed. To express numbers other than 0 and 1 in the
binary system, the symbols are arranged in sequence.

2-1 2-2 2-3

1 I 1

2 4 8

1 0 0MSB

Bina r y Pointi

The PLACE of each symbol in the sequence has a
designated VALUE based on the powers of 2.

The binary system uses the radix two (2). It has only
two symbols, 0 and 1. You can write any number using
these two symbols. Zero is the PLACEHOLDER for
the system. One stands for 1, unity, or a single unit. As
an example, let's find the decimal equivalent of the
binary number 1101001 using the powers of 2, as
shown in figure 2-4. After multiplying each of the bits
by the power of the PLACE the bit occupies, and then
adding these values together, we see that 11010012 is
equal to 10510. Note in figure 2-4 that as the exponent
increases by 1, the power doubles; this is characteristic
of the base two system.

As shown in figure 2-5, the representation of
fractional numbers, those numbers whose bits lie to the
right of the binary point (decimal point in base 10), is
also similar to the decimal method. Note that as the
negative exponent decreases by 1 (for example,.from
2-2 to 2-3, or from 20, to 2-5) the power is halved.

When we used the powers of 2 in figures 2-4 and
2-5, we actually converted a binary number to its
decimal equivalent. This method of converting from
binary to decimal is called the addition method. You
will study this and other binary-to-decimal conversion
methods later.

Exercises (00():
1. State essential characteristics of the binary

number system.

Exponentr` e 2-6 Base

1 1 1

16 32 64
Power

1 0 1

lx2-6

= Ox2-3

lx2"

0x2-3

-_--- 1 x . 015625 = . 015625

21 0 x . 031 25 = . 0

= 1 x . 06 25 . 06 25

= 0 x . 125 23 0

= 0 x . 25 = .0

= lx .5 = . 5
. 578125 no)

Figure 2-5. Examples of binary fraction PLACE value.
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0

0

+

+

0

1

...

=

0

1

&

&

CARRY 0

CARRY 0

1 + 0 N. 1 & CARRY 0

1 + 1 se 0 & CARRY 1

NDA1 3 30
Figure 2-6. Truth table for binary addition.

2. In the base two system, as the exponent increases
by 1, what happens to the power?

3. What happens to the power when the negative
exponent decreases by 1 (from 2-2 to 2-3)?

007. Solve binary mathematical problems using
addition, subtraction, multiplicaiion, and division.

Binary Mathematics. Binary mathematics is
extremely simple since we are dealing with only 0 and
1. In binary addition, the most complex problem we
encounter is 1 + 1 + 1. The truth table for all possible
combinations for addition is shown in figure 2-6. Let
us apply these rules to a binary addition problem. Add
1110 to 1011. The proper procedure is illustfated in
figure 2-7. The alphabetic letters identify the columns.

Steps: (Begin at the right-hand column and work to
the left.)

A. 0 + I = 1, with no carry.
B. I + I = 0, with a carry of I to the C column.
C. I + 0 + 1 (the carry from B) = 0, with a carry of 1 to D.
D. I + I + I (the carry from C) = I, with a carry of 1 to E.

Bring the carry of 1 in E down and it becomes the

EDCB A

NDA13-31
Figure 2-7. Steps for binary addition.

MSD of the final sum. Practice problems and
solutions:

10011
1010 111 0010 1011101010
0101 11 1001 1000111001
1111 1010 11110 10100100011

For an even number of l's (including carries) in each
column, the sum will always be O. For an odd number of
l's (including carries) in each column, the sum will
always be I. For every two I's in a column (excluding
carries), 1 is carried to the next column.

13

Example:

Addition Examples:

carries

(1)

(6)

1

10
01
11

(2) 0
1

1

(7)

(3)

11
01

0
0
5

(8)

(4)

1 1

11

1

1

30

(9)

(5) 11
00
11

1 0 1

010
(10) I I I

11

100 110 111 1010

(11) 1111
0101

(12) 1111
1111

10100 11110

Binary subtraction is just the reverse of addition. It
is performed the same as in decimal numbers as
illustrated in the truth table in figure 2-8.

Example:

01
10110

1010
1100

Since the MSD of the minuend is worth 16, two
binary 19s must be used to represent it in the next lower
position, which is worth only 8. Thus, there is a
remainder of 1.

0 0 = 0 NO BORROW

0 1 = 1 BORROW 1

1 0 = 1 NO BORROW

1 1 = 0 NO BORROW

NDA13-32
Figure 2-8. Truth table for binary subtraction.
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-
0 X 1 .,

1 X 0 i
1 X 1 mi

NDA13-33

Figure 2-9. Truth table for binary multiplication.

Perhaps the simplest way to perform binary
subtraction is to subtract as in decimal subtraction;
that is, by treating the bits as decimal digits. When a
borrow is necessary in any number system, its value is
equal to the radix of that system. The borrow is then
added decimally to the minuend bit of that particular
column, and the subtrahend is subtracted decimally.

Example:

02 borrow
10 minuend

-1 subtrahend
1

Division Examples..

10 10 10
(I ) 10/100 (2) 11/TTO (3) 100/1000

10 11 100
00 00 0000 00 00

I I I

(4) 101/100011
101

1 1 l
101

I I
(5) 011/0DTDOT

01
011
011

Exercises (007):
1. Write

decimal

101
101

the binary count next to the following
numbers.1 112 123 134 145 156 167 17-8 189_ 1910 20

Subtraction Examples: 2. dd:
a. 1110101

1011010
(1) 1 (2) 0 (3) 10 (4) 11

-1
o 0 01 10

(5) 111 (6) 111 (7) 110 (3) 1110
010 110 011 0111

101 001 011 0111

Binary multiplication is the same as decimal
multiplication, but the multiplication table is
composed entirely of O's and l's. This is shown in the
truth table of figure 2-9.

Multiplication Examples:

(1) 1

x1
(2) 0

x 1
(3) 0

x0
(4) 1

x0

3.
(5) 11

x01
1 0 0 0 11

(6) 111 (7) 101 (8) 1010 (9) 1101
x11 x10 x101 x110
111 000 1010 0000

111 101 0000 1101
10101 1010 1010 1101

11010 1001110

Binary division is a bit tricky because division by
zero has never been defined. We have no truth table
for this operation, but it is simply a matter of thinking
in binary terms.

14

b. 11011
01010

c. 0100111
1011101

Subtract:
a. 110101

1011

b. 101101
10111

c. 111010:
111! 11

1 3 5



4. Multiply:
a. 11111

11

b. 1011
101

c. 100010
1 1 1

5. Divide:
a. 110/101101.

b. l01r0l000.

C. 100/110100.

008. Solve binary subtraction problems using
complements and end-around carry.

Binary subtraction may also be accomplished using
complements and end-around carry. There are two
types of number complements, the radix complement
and the radix I complement. In the binary
numbering system, the radix complement is commonly
called the 2's complement, while the radix I
complement is known as the 1 's complement. The radix
complement is simply the difference between a
number and the radix of that numbering system. 7or
example, the radix complement of 1(2) is 2 1 or 1.
The radix 1 is the difference between a number and
highest symbol in that numbering system. For example,
the radix I complement of 1(2) is 0 and of 0(2) is 1.

Numbers complement is widely used in computers,
and the value far exceeds that indicatzd by the
simplicity of the operation. Inside the computer, all
numbers are binary; ard, it is common practice to
store all negative numbers in the complement form.
More important, the use of complements enables the
computer to add, subtract, multiply, and divide by a
process of simple addition. This results in a fantastic
reduction in the required computer circuitry.

Let's try a few examples of complements. Extract
the radix complement and the radix I complement
.of these binary numbers: 01, 101, and 1010.

Largest symbol II III 1111
Subtract 01 101 1010

Radix I complemer*. 10 010 0101
Add I to L.SD I I

Radix complemert II 011 0110

Subtraction by addition: It is obvious that
multiplication can be accomplished by a series of
addition. 5 x 5 = 25, but 5 + 5 + 5 + 5 + 5 is also
25. Division can be performed by a series of
subtractions. 25 divided by 5 = 5, but 25 5 5 5

5 5 = 0 and the number of operations is 5.
Now if we can subtract by adding, the only

arithmetic function needed in the computer for basic
arithmetic is addition. So let's see how it subtracts by
adding with binary numbers. Let's subtract
011 111(2) from 101 010(2). Step by step, using the
2's complement, it goes like this:

15

Largest symbol
Subtract
Radix - I complement
Add I to LSD
Radix complement
Add minuend
Discard end carry I

III III
011 111
100 000

100 001
0101 010
001 011

In other ..zomputer systems, the radix 1 (Ps
complement) complement and end-around carry are
used. Using the same numbers, the end-around carry
goes like thjs:

Minuend 101 010
Subtract 011 III

101 010
100 000add radix - I complement
001 010*I add end carry to LSD
601 OU

Exercise (008):
1. Perform the following subtractions by

complements and end-around carry:
a. 110 011 (2)

-011 111 (2)

b. 111 101 (2)
100 000 (2)

c. 100 000 (2)
-011 000 (2)

009. State a fundamental division method rule, and
convert decimal whole numbers to binary whole
numbers by the division method.

Decimal-to-Binary Conversion. There are several
methods of converting decimal numbers to binary
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Position

Binary number

Dec imal Number

Figure 2-10.

27 26 25 24 23 22 21 e
1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 . binary point

MSB LSB

0 1 MSB

2Fr-7

2J-7 1

LSB

2)-71----7:__Binary Point

Binary Equivalent

= 1 1 1 1 1
32 266

MSB LSB

Division methoddecimal-to-binary conversion.

form, but we shall consider only two of diem: the
division method of converting whole numbers and the
multiplication method of converting fractions.

Division method (whole numbers). This is a versatile,
easily used method, which works viell on a decimal
whole number of any size. It merely involves
repeatedly dividing the decimal number by the radix
(2) of the binary system, according to the following
three rules for the division method of conversion (see
fig. 2-10).

(I) Divide the decimal number by 2. The
remainder (0 or 1 when dividing by 2) becomes the
LSB of the binary number.

(2) Divide the quotient of the first division by 2.
The remainder becomes the next bit in the binary
number.

(3) Continue to divide by 2 until the final quotient
is O. The remainder of each division step will become a
bit in the binary number.

The final remainder is the MSB of the binary
equivalent number. Let's apply these rules and convert
14210 to its binary equivalent in a step-by-step
process, as outlined in figure 2-11.

Step I. Following rule 1, we divide 142 bv 2. The
remainder (0) becomes the LSB of the binary number.

Step 2. Following rule 2, we divide the quotient of
the first division (71) by 2. The remainder (1) becomes
the next bit in the binary number. The following steps
are directed by rule 3.

Step 3. Dividing 35 by 2 gives a quotient of 17 and a

16

remainder of I. The remainder (1) becomes the next
bit in the binary number.

Step 4. Dividing 17 by 2 gives us a quotient of 8 and
a binary bit of I.

Step 5. Dividing 8 by 2, we get a binary bit of 0.
Step 6. Dividing 4 by 2 gives us a binary bit of 0.
Step 7. Dividing 2 by 2 gives us a binary bit of 0.
Step 8. Dividing I by 2 givzs us a final quotient of 0

and a remainder of I. This remainder (1) becomes the
MSB of the binary number equivalent of 14210.

0

2 142

Dec ima 1 Numbe r

MSB

LSB

Bina ry Point

L. Dina ry Equivalent

1000111G

Figure 2-11. Examples of decimal.to-binary conversion
whole number.



1

2

4

8

0
1

2

3

1.0
0.5
0.25
0.125

16 4 0.062 5

32 5 0.031 25
64 6 0.015 625

128 7 0.007 812 5

256 8 0.003 906 25
512 9 0.001 953 125

1 024 10 0.000 976 562 5

2 048 11 0.000 488 281 25

4 096 12 0.000 244 140 625

8 192 13 0.000 122 070 312 5

16 384 14 0.000 061 035 156 25
32 768 15 0.000 030 517 578 125

65 536 16 0.000 015 258 789 062 5

131 072 17 0.000 007 629 394 531 25
262 144 18 0.000 003 814 697 265 625

524 288 19 0.000 001 907 348 632 812 5

1 048 576 20 0.000 000 953 674 316 406 25
2 097 152 21 0.000 000 476 837 158 203 125

4 194 304 22 0.000 000 238 418 579 101 562 5

8 388 608 23 0.000 000 119 209 289 550 781 25

16 777 216 24 0.000 000 059 604 644 775 390 625

33 554 432 25 0.000 000 029 802 322 387 695 312 5

67 108 864 26 0.000 000 014 901 161 193 847 656 25

134 217 728 27 0.000 000 007 450 580 596 923 828 125

268 435 456 28 0.000 000 003 725 290 298 461 914 062 5

536 870 912 29 0.000 000 001 862 645 149 230 957 031 25

1 073 741 824 30 0.000 000 000 931 322 574 615 478 515 625

2 147 483 648 31 0.000 000 000 465 661 287 307 739 257 812 5

4 294 967 296 32 0.000 000 000 232 830 643 653 869 628 906 25

8 589 934 592 33 0.000 000 000 116 415 321 826 934 814 453 125

17 179 869 184 34 0.000 000 000 058 207 660 913 467 407 226 562 5

34 359 738 368 35 0.000 000 000 029 103 830 456 733 703 613 281 25

Figure 2-12. Powers of 2.
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This completes the conversion process. To check
our answer, we write the binary number 10001110
and, above each bit, indicate the position held by the
bit as shown below. Since this is a whole number, the
LSB occupies the 20 position; the next bit occupies the
21 position, and so on. The MSB occupies the 27
position. Now, referring to figure 2-12, table of
powers of 2, we add together the power of each
position that is occupied by a binary 1. Since O's are
merely placeholders, we ignore them. The 27 position
has a power of 128. This will be one of the powers that
we shall add together. Positions 26 through 24 are
occupied by O's, so we ignore tham. Position 23 is
occupied by a I and has a power of 8. Position 22 is
occupied by a 1 and has a power of 4. Position 21 is
also occupied by a I and has a power of 2. Position 2°
is occupied by a placeholder and may be ignored.
Adding together the powers of the position that are
o4.t.upied by 1 's, we find that 128 + 8 + 4 + 2 =
14210. This tells us that we made a correct conversion.

Exercises (009):
In the exercises below are some problems on which
you can use the division method of converting from
decimal to binary. Convert these numbers to binary
form and check your answers, as we did in the
preceding paragraph. If your answers do not agree
with the correct answers, rework the problems,
carefully following the rules, and pay close attention to
the arithmetic involved. Many wrong solutions result
not from procedural errors but from simple arithmetic
mistakes.
1. What is the rule when converting decimal

numbers to binary numbers using the division
method?

2. When converting decimal numbers to binary
numbers by the division method, what number do
we use to divide by?

3. Using the division method, convert the following
numbers to binary numbers:
a. 7610

b. 212io

c. 6310

118

d. 2110

e. 140910

f. 855w

010. State basic principles of 'the multiplication
method, and convert decimal fractional numbers to
binary fractional numbers by use of this method.

Multiplication method (fractional numbers). This
method, adaptable to fractions of ail sizes, consists of a
series of multiplication steps. The decimal fraction is
repeatedly multiplied by 2, and the digit (1 or 0 when
multiplying by 2) generated to the left of the decimal
point in the product becomes a bit in the equivalent
binary number. The example in figure 2-13 shows the
conversion of the decimal fraction .4375 to binary
form. The following three rules are used for the
multiplication method of conversion:

(1 ) Multiply the decimal fraction by 2. If the
product is greater than 1, the whole part ofthe product
(1 or 0 when multiplying by 2) becomes the MSB of
the binary equivalent and is dropped from the product.
If the product is less than 1, a 0 becomes the binary
MSB.

(2) Multiply the fractional part of the product of
the first multiplication by 2. If a whole number (1
when multiplying by 2) is generated to the left of the
decimal point, it becomes the next bit of the binary
number and is dropped from the product. If no I was
generated, the binary bit will be a 0.

ina . 4375
2

B r y Point

. 8750MSB

1 . 7 500
2

1 . 5000

1 . 0000LSB

B ina Pointry

13J

0 1 1 1(2)

MSB LSB

Figure 2-13. Multiplication method
decimal-to-binary conversion.
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Binary Point

MSB

LAB

Bins ry
ivalent

. 010010114E

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

. 2931001

Dec imal
F raction

2931

5862

1724

3448

6896

3792

7584

5168

0116

12.20

Figure 2-14. Decimal-to-binary conversion-fraction.

(3) Continue multiplying the fractional portion of
the products by 2. The digit to the left of the decimal
point of each product will be the binary bit for that
step. The degree of accuracy desired will determine
the number of multiplication steps to be performed.
The binary bit generated by the last multiplication step
is the LSB.

To clarify the use of these rules, let's convert the
decimal fraction .2931 to binary form in a step-by-
step process. Figure 2-14 illustrates these steps.

Step I. Following rule 1, we multiply the decimal
fraction (.2931) by 2. Since the product (.5862) is less
than 1, the digit to the left of the decimal point is a 0.
This 0 becomes the MSB of the binary equivalent.

Step 2. Following rule 2, we multiply the fractional
part of the first product (.5862) by 2. This time, the
product (1.1724) is greater than 1; therefore, the 1 to
the left of the decimal point becomes the next bit of the
binary number.

Step 3. We now multiply the fractional part (.1724)
of the current product by 2. Since the product
(0.3448) of this multiplication step is less than 1, the 0
to the left of the decimal point becomes the next binary
bit.

Step 4. Multiplying the fractional part (.3448) of the
current product ...)y 2, we get a product of 0.6896. The
0 to tha left of the decimal point becomes the next
binary bit.

Step 5. Multiplying .6896 by 2 gives us a product of
1.3792. The 1 becomes a binary bit.

Step 6. Multiplying .3792 by 2 gives us a product of
0.7584 and a binr.: j bit of 0.

Step 7. Multiplying .7584 by 2 gives us a product of
1.5168 and a binary bit of I.

Step 8. Multiplying .5168 by 2 gives us a product of
1.0336 and a binary bit of I.

At this point, our conversion is accurate to eight
binary places, since we have 8 binary bits. We shall
stop here, and following rule 3, the digit (1) to the left
of the decimal point in the final product (1.0336) will
be designated the LSB of the binary number. We could
continue the multiplication steps until we attain any
desired degree of accuracy. However-, the binary
equivalent will never be exactly equal to the decimal
fraction unless the frac;,mal portion of the final
product consists of all zeros, as shown in figure 2-12.
To check our conversion and see just how closely
.010010112 compares to .293110, we shall use figure
2-12. First, we write the binary number (.01001011)
and indicate the positions occupied by each bit. This is
a fractional number, so the MSB will occupy the 2-1
position as shown below:

19

Position: 2-1 2-2 2-3 2-4 2-3 2-6 2-7 2-8
Binary number: 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1

Now we add together the powers of each position
occupied by a 1 in the binary number. Since zeros are
placeholders, we ignore them. Figure 2-12 shows that
position 2-2 has a power of .25; 2-5 has a powet of
.03125; 2-7 has a power of .0078125; and 2-8 has a
power of .00390625. Adding these powers together,
we find that .01001011(2) equals .29296875(10):

.25

.03125

.0078125

.00390625
.29296875

Subtracting .29296875 from the decimal fraction
.2931, which we initially converted to binary
equivalent, we find that the inaccuracy is only slightly
more than .0001.

.2931
-.29296875

.00013125

We haven't yet discussed converting mixed decimal
numbers (numbers that have a whole part and a
fractional part) to binary. To convert a mixed number
to binary, you must first separate the number into a
whole and fractional parts. For instance, in the
decimal number 16.25, the whole part (16) is
converted to 10000(2) by using the division method.
Then, the fractional part is converted to .01(2) by usingi??;;:%,
the multiplication method. The conversion
completed by adding together .these two binary parts:
10000(2) + .01(2) = 10000.01(2). The equivalent of
16.25(10) is 10000.01(2).

1



0 I P.-- BINARY NUMBER
0 2 4

"GFTI---- --- Tr DECIMAL
WWI/MINT

10 1 cm
32.270

Figure 2-15. Double-dabble method binary-to-decimal conversion.

Exercises (010):
I. When converting decimal fractional numbers to

binary fractional numbers, what method should
you use and what number should you use as the
multiplier?

2. How are mixed decimal numbers converted to
their equivalent binary form?

3. Convert the following fractions and whole
numbers to binary numbers:
a. .436(10)

b. 75(1o)

c. 23.125(10)

d. 175.789(10)

e. 69.963(10)

f. 928.441(10)

011. Convert binary whole numbers to decimal
whole numbers by the double-dabble method.

Binary-to-Decimal Conversion. For converting
binary numbers to decimal form, tnere is again a
choice of several methods. The two methods that we
shall discuss, double-dabble (whole numbers) and
addition (fractional numbers), are the methods that are
most easily adapted to binary numbers of all sizes.

Double-dabble method (whole numbers). The double-
dabble method, sometimes called synthetic division, is
a repeated series of addition and multip!ication steps.
While studying the following six rules, refer to the
example shown in figure 2-15.

(1 ) Add 0 to the MSI3 of the number that is to be
converted.

(2) Multiply the sum (from rule I) by the base of
the number being converted.

(3) Add the product (from rule 2) to the next lower
significant bit of the number.

(4) Multiply the sum (from rule 3) by the base.
(5) Add the product (from rule 4) to the next lower

significant bit, and repeat the add-multiply
progression until all bits except the LSB have been
acted on.

(6) The final step is to add the product of the last
multiplication step to the LSB. This sum will be the
decimal equivalent of the number being converted.

iTo apply the double-dabble rulei n a step-by-step
process, let's convert the binary number 110100 to its
decimal equivalent, as shown in figure 2-16.

Step I . Add 0 to the MSB. This gives a sum of 1.
Step 2. Multiplying this sum (1) by 2 gives a product

of 2.
Step 3. Adding the product (2) to the next lower

significant bit (1), gives a sum of 3.
Step 4. Again we multiply the sum (3) by 2.
Step 5. The product (6) added to thc next lower bit

(0) gives a sum of 6.
Step 6. Continuing the process, we multiply 6 x 2.
Step 7. When we add the product (12) to the next

lower significant bit (I), we derive a sum of 13.
Step 8. Multiplying 13 by 2 gives a product of 26.
Step 9. Adding the product (26) to 0 gives a sum of

26.
Step 10. Multiplying the sum (26) by 2 gives a

product of 52. We have now operated on all bits
except the LSB.

1 1 0 0 0
0 6 12 26 52ha 3x2 s Tx2 26x2 52(10) DECIMAL

EQUIVALENT

B INARY NUMIER

5ztun a 11 o Ion
t2)

Figure 2-16. Example of binary-to-decimal conversion-whole numbers.
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Step I I. According to rule 6, the last step will be to
add the final product (52) to the LSB (0), which gives a
sum of 52. This sum is the decimal equivalent of
1101002.

Exercises (011):
I . Using the double-dabble method, convert the

following binary numbers to decimals:
a. 1101(2)

b. 1000(2)

c. 10111(2)

d. 101100(2)

e. 111111(2)

012. State a fundamental rule for converting mixed
numbers, and cdnvert binary whole and fractional
numbers to decimal fractional numbers by the
addition method.

Addition method (fractions). As you have seen, this
method requires only that you add together the powers
of the positions that are occupied by 1 's in the binary
number. The powers may be found by referring to
figure 2-12. You might find that writing the binary
number and indicating above each bit the position
occupied by the bit will help to eliminate errors. As an
example, we shall convert the binary fraction .10011
to decimal form by following the steps given below:

Position: 2-1 2-2 2-3 2-4 2-5
Binary number: 1 0 0 1 1

Step J. First write the binary number and indicate
bit positions.

Step 2. From the table of powers of 2, we find that
2-1 has a power of .5.

Step 3. Again using the table, we find that 2-4 has a
power of .0625.

Step 4. We find that 2-5 has a power of .03 . 25.
Step 5. Now we add together the powers we have

extracted from the table: .5 + .0625 + .03125 =
.59375. Therefore, .5937510 = .1100112. The
conversion is now complete.

21

Exercises (012):
The exercises I.-low will provide you with practice

in converting binary whole and fractional numbers to
decimal form. Remember, to convert the mixed
numbers, treat each part (whole and fractional)
separately; then add the results to complete the
conversion.
1. When converting binary whole and fractional

(mixed) numbers to decimal form, what must you
do?

2. Convert the following binary numbers to their
decimal form:
a. .1100012

b. .000112

c. 11.110102

d. 1011.010002

2-3. Ot;tal Numbering System
The octal numbering system is used in many

computers to reduce the number of digits required to
represent binary numbers. The conversion from binary
to octal is easily accomplished and reduces the
possibility of errors when you are working with large
binary numbers.

013. State the chief difference between the decimal,
binary, and octal number systems; and state key
octal system characteristics.

Octal Numbering System. The computer uses the
binary numbering system to do its calculations. The
binary system has the disadvantage of requiring 3 to 4
times as many digits in a row to represent a number as
does fire decimal system. Chances for human error are
much greatec with an increase in the number of digits.

To reduce human errors, the octal numbering
system is often used in digital computer input and
output units. The octal system requires only one-third
as many digits as the binary system. The octal system is
more convenient than decimal for representing binary
numbers, because it is very easy to convert from binary
to octal and octal to binary.

The octal numbering system, sometimes called the
octonary system, is similar to the decimal and binary
system.
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3 2

8' 8
5 l 2 6 4

DASD

1

1 o -0--Exponent
8 8 -AiBase
8 1 Po we r

7 m)-se-LSD

1
= x 8° = 7 x 1

= 0 x 8 MEI= 0 x 81

2 = 2 x 6 4 74 1 282 x 8

= 3 = 1 x 5 2 = 5121 x 8

647(10
32.277

Figure 2-17. Example of octal whole number PLACE value.

Octal System Elements. The major difference
between the octal system and the decimal and binary
systems is the base. The o...tal system uses eight symbols
(0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7) to represent numbers and is
therefore, a base (radix) 8 system. An octal number is
identified by a subscript (8). Octal numbers can be
written in powers of 8. An exponent tells how many
times to use 8 as a factor. Thus, 8 x 8 x 8 = 512 may
be written 83 = 512. The value of a digit in an octal
number is equal to the digit multiplied by the power of
the PLACE it occupies. To illustrate, let's find the

value in the decimal system of the number 12078,
using the powers of 8, shown in figure 2-17. Figure
2-18 contains a more comprehensive table of powers
of 8.

Exercises (013):
1. What is the difference between' the octal number

system and the binary and decimal number
system?

2

16

14

32

262

097

777

8n

1

8

64

51 2

196

768

144

1 52

216

0

1

2

3

5

7

8

8-n

1 .0

0.125

0.01 5

0.001

0.000

0.000

0.000

0 . 000

0.000

625

953

244

030

003

000

000

1 25

140

517

814

476

059

625

578

697

837

604

125

265

158

644

625

203

775

125

390 625

Figure 2-18. Powers of 8
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
,

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 10

2 3 4 5 6 7 10 11

3 4 5 6 7 10 11 12
,i

4 5 6 7 10 11 12 13

5 6 7 10 11 12 13 14

6 7 10 11 12 13 14 15

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

NDA13-36
Figure 2-19. Octal addition matrix.

2. The base or radix of the octal number system is

3. What is the vallike of a digit in an octal number?

014. Solve octal mathematical operations using
addition and subtraction.

Octal addition. Octal addition also uses the sum-
and-carry technique. A carry to tne next higher order
column is produced each time a sum equals or exceeds
the radix.

The main point to remember is that there are only
eight octal symbols, 0-7. Thus, 7 + 1 = 10, 17 + 1 =
20, 27 + 1 = 30, etc. Until you form a habit of
thinking in octal, the matrix in figure 2-19 will help
you in adding and subtracting octal numbers.

The matrix functions like this for addition:
(1) Locate one number on the left margin.
(2) Locate the other number on the top margin.
(3) Project a line from both numbers until the lines

intersect.
(4) The number at the intersection is the sum of the

two numbers.
Example: A line from 4 on the left and 5 on the top

intersect at 11; the sum of 4 + 5 = 11.
Octal addition examples:

(I ) 7
1

(2) 5 (3; 6
3 4

10 10 12

(4) 7
6

15

(5) 2
7

11

23

(6) 7654
1426

(7) 1234567
7273747

11302 10530536

Octal subtraction. Octal subtraction is performed in
much the same manner as decimal and binary
subtraction. When a borrow is necessary in any
number system, its value is equal to the radix of that
system. The borrow is then added to the minuend digit
of that particular column and the subtrahend is
subtracted. For example, subtract 45(8) from 54(8).

Borrow: 8 + 4
4 12
5 4 minuend4 5 subtrahend

7

Proof: 4 5_ (8)
+ 7_48)

54(8)

Another example of octal subtraction using three
digits is shown in the following example: Subtract
565(8) from 704(8).

7
6 8 12
7 0 4 (8)
5 6 5 (8)

1 1 7 (a)

Borrow one from the 7 (MSD of 704(8)). Then
borrow one from column two's minuend. Thus, the
minuend becomes: 6 7 12(8).

The answer 117(8) is now apparent.
The matrix in figure 2-19 is used in this manner for

subtr action:
(1) Locate subtrahend on left margin.
(2) Project a line into the matrix to the minuend.
(3) Turn 90° and come out to the top margin.
(4) The number at the exit point is the difference

between the two numbers.
Use figure 2-19 as you study the following example:

14 5 = 7. Locate 5 on the left margin, project in to
14, and project upward to 7 on the top margin.

Octal subtraction examples:

(1) 74 (2) 5 (3)2 10
2
6

(4) 100
76

(5) 5432
3254

3

(6) 7776
6777

3

(7) 76543210
01234567

02 2156

777 75306421

Complements Method. Subtraction using
complements and end-around carry may also be
applied to the octal numbering system. In the octal
numbering system, the radix complement is sometimes
called the 8's complement, and the radix 1
complement is referred to as the 7's complement. Let's
take a step-by-step look at this method. Suppose you
wish to subtract 3452(8) from 4761(8). You would first
complement the subtrahend.

1 4



Largest symbol 7777 C. 45 77(8)
Subtract 3452 3211(8)Radix - I comp 4325
Add 1 to LSD I
Radix comp 4326
Add minuend 4761

11307 discard the end carry = 1307

You can accomplish the same thing by adding the
radix I complement and using end-around carry. In
this case, the end carry is brought around and added to
the LSD of the answer. Using the same numbers, you
have:

Minuend 4761 4761
Subtract -3452 +4325--add radix -I complement

Zab-6
I.add end carry to LSD

1307

Exercises (014):
1. For each of the following terms identify the

portion of the number 703(8) to which each term is
related. Write the letter of the correct term on the
line drawn to the right of the number.
a. Radix or base.
b. Least significant digit.
c. Most significant digit.
d. Placeholder.

7
0

3
(8)

2. For each of the following terms identify the
portion of the number 405.1(8) to which each term
is related. Write the letter of the correct term on
the line drawn to the right of the number.
a. MSD.
b. LSD.
c. Placeholder.
d. Radix or base.
e. Octal point.

4
0
0

4. Subtract:
a. 63(8)

34(8)

b. 523(8)
434(8)

c. 5327(8)
1456(8)

d. 4513.72(8)
1372.36(8)

e. 537.01(8)
426.10(8)

f. 3.1416(8)
1.5710(8)

g. 1.37765(8)
.24313(8)

1

(8) 5. Perform the indicated subtractions by
complements and end-around carry. Show your
work.

3. Add: a. 643(8)a. 54(8) 452(8)
45(8)

b. 756(8)
b. 367(8) 654(8)

455(8)
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c. 6741(8)
0777(8)

015. Convert decimal numbers to octal and octal to
decimal, and convert octal numbers to binary and
binary to octal.

Decimal-to-Octal Conversion. You use the
multiplication-division method to convert from a
decimal number to an octal number. The same rules
apply as in converting decimal to binary, except you
use 8 instead of 2.

This method of conversion has two parts, treating
the integral and fractional parts of the number
separately. The integral portion uses a dividing
process, and the fractional portion uses a multiplying
process. We will work with whole numbers only.

To convert the integral portion of the decimal
number to octal, follow these rules:

(1) Divide the integral number by 8.
(2) Write the remainder of the first division as the

LSD of the octal number.
(3) Divide the quotient of the first division by 8,

and use the remainder or zero as the next digit of the
octal number.

(4) Continue division by 8 until the quotient is
zero.

(5) Write the remainder as the digits of the octal
number, and the MSD is generated last.

Problem: Convert 3844(10) to its octal equivalent.
Decimal
Number

3844
480

60
7

divided by

di aed by
divIJ,x1 by
divided by
divided by

Octal
Radix

8
8
8
8

Quotient

480
60

7
0

+
+
+
+

Remainder
(Octal Digit)

4 LSD
0
4
7 MSD

3844(10) 7404(8)

Another method which may he used to convert a
number of any base to a decimal number is synthetic
division. Convert the integral portion of the octal
number to a decimal using the following rules.

(1) Multiply the MSD by the radix (8 for octal).
(2) Add the product to the next lower digit of the

number being converted.
(3) Multiply the sum of the two numbers in rule 2

by the radix.
(4) Repeat rules 2 and 3 for all digits of the number

being converted except the LSD. For the LSD, repeat
only rule 2.

(5) The final sum is the converted number. For
example: Convert 234(8) to decimal; the underlined
number is the converted result.

MSD 2 3 4
16 152
19C)

234(8) = 156(10)

Octal-to-Binary Conversion. A requirement often
exists for octal-to-binary conversion. The substitution
method of conversion takes advantage of a natural
relationship between octal and binary numbers. The
base of the octal system is 8; the base of the binary
system is 2, and 23 equals 8. One octal digit may be
expressed by three binary digits (bits); for example
count to 7 in each system.

Octal
No.

Binary
No.

Octal
No.

Binary
No.

0 000 4 100
1 001 5 101
2 010 6 110
3 011 7 III

Convert an octal number to its binary equivalent by
direct substitution. Replace each octal digit by its
corresponding three binary digits. By substitution, for
example, the number 23(8) equals 010 011(2). For
another example, convert 56,473(8) to binary.

5 6 4 7 3 (8)
Let's work one more problem: Convert 204(1()) to A A A A A

its octal equivalent. 101 110 100 III 011 (2)

Decimal
Number

204
25

3

divided by

divided by
divided by
divided by

2°4tio)

Octal Quotient
Radix

8 =
8
8

25
3
0 +

314(8)

Remainder
(Octal Digit)

4 LSD
1

3 MSD

Octal-to-Decimal Conversion. Accomplish octal-
to-decimal conversion in the following manner.
Convert the octal number 227(8) to a decimal number.
Use figure 2-17 for octal place values.

227(8) = (2 x 82) + (2 x 81) + (7 x 8°)
= (2 x 64) + (2 x 8)+ (7 x 1)
= 128 + 16 + 7
= 1510o)

25

In the last example, the groupings are separated to
call attention to the equivalence. In actual practice,
there is no spacing between groups. To check for
equivalence, convert both the binary and octal
numbers to decimal numbers. Both equal 23,867(10).

Binary-to-Octal Conversion. Binary-to-octal
conversion also uses substitution. To make this
conversion, arrange the binary digits in groups of
three, proceeding to the left and to the right from the
binary point. Fill out the extreme left or right group
with zeros if necessary. Then directly substitute for
each binary group its octal digit equivalent. For
example, convert 11100(2) to an octal number.
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11100 011 100 6.
V V
3 4

I I 100(2) 34(in

Exercises (015):
7.

I. Convert 38(10) to its equivalent octal value.

8.
2. Convert 122(10) to its equivalent octal value.

3. Convert 2143(10) to its equivalent octal value.

4. Convert 347(8) to its equivalent binary and
decimal value.

5. Convert 573(8) to its equivalent binary and
decimal value.

Convert 2135(8) to its equivalent binary and
decimal value.

Convert 1011(2) to its octal equivalent.

Convert 1101 (2) to its octal equivalent.

2-4. Hexadecimal Numbering System
Like the octal numbering system, the hexadecimal

system reduces the number of binary bits used to
represent a decimal number. This system requires only
one-fourth as many digits as the binary system, making
it very common for use in microprocessors.

016. State the chief advantage, general features, and
writing method of the hexadecimal number system.

The Hexadecimal System. The big disadvantage of
the binary number system is that it requires three to

EXPONENT

162 16' 1 B AS E

256 16 1-ePOWER

MSD 6 5 LSD

DECIMAL
EQUIVALENT

= D x 16° = D 1 = 13

3 4.1

= 5 x 161 = .5 x 16 = 80

= 6 x 162 = 6 x 2.56 = 1.536

1629

Figure 2-20. Hexadecimal whole number PLACE value.
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four times as many bits to represent a numerical value
as does the decimal system. The large number of 1 's
and O's make it hard to handle. Also, the chance of
error is much greater than when one number or letter
is used to represent a group of 4 binary bits.

To reduce errors, the hexadecimal (HEX) number
system is used in some digital computers. Binary bits
are divided into groups of fours. They are divided into
groups in both directions from the binary point (radix
point). The HEX (radix) point is used to divide the
whole numbers from the fractions.

The HEX system is more convenient than the
decimal system, since it represents the binary numbers
in a more compact way. It requires only one-fourth as
many digits as does the binary system. HEX numbers
and letters, which represent binary bits, are used
externally by the computer programmer. AU
computations are performed internally by the
computer use of binary bits.

The hexadecimal system is similar to decimal,
binary, and octal systems of numbers. The major
difference between this system and the other three is
the radix (base). Radix of the HEX system is 16.
Therefore, the system uses 16 symbols (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, A, B, C, D, E, and F) to represent numbers.

16n

1

16

256

0

1

2

4 096 3

65 536 4

1 0148 576 5

16 777 216 6

268 435 456 7

294 967 296 8

68 719 476 736 9

1 099 511 627 776 10

17 592 186 01414 416 11

281 474 976 710 656 12

4 503 599 627 370 1496 13

72 057 594 037 927 936 114

152 921 504 606 846 976 15

The HEX count starts at zero (0) and goes to nine
(9), just as in the decimal system. However, the number
10 in decimal is an "A" in HEX. In other words,
decimals 10 through 15 are represented by "A"
through "F" in the HEX system. Operational progress
from one column to another column is the same as in
the decimal system. But keep in mind that you are
working with a radix of 16, not a radix of 10.

When writing a hexadecimal number, you use a
slightly oifferent method. When writing the number in
octal, you used the base of 8 as the subscript; and
likewise, when writing decimal or binary numbers, you
also used the base of the number system as a subscript.
Hexadecimal numbers are preceded by the symbol X',
with a prime mark after the HEX characters. Let us
write a number in HEX. AF94 base 16 is written
X' AF94' AF94 is the number, and the X' signifies
that it is a base 16 number. Sometimes the subscript 16
is also used, so you must be familiar with both systems
of notation.

The HEX number system, like all others, is a system
of digit magnitude and position. Each position in a
number represents a different power of the base. The
position to the left of the radix point is the zero
position. The base is raised to the zero power for this

16-n

0.10000 00000 00000 00000 x 10

0.62500 00000 00000 00000 x 10
-1

0.39062 50000 00000 00000 X 10-2

0.24414 06250 00000 00000 X 10
-3

0.15258 78906 25000 00000 10-4

0.95367 43164 06250 00000 x 10
-6

0.59604 64477 53906 25000 x 10
-7

0.37252 90298 46191 40625 x 10-8

0.23283 06436 53869 62891 10-9

0.14551 91522 83668 51807 x 10-10

0.90949 147017 72928 23792 10-12

0.56843 141886 08080 114870 x 10-13

0.35527 13678 80050 09294 101
0.22204 1460149 25031 30808 x 10-15

0.13877 78780 78144 55755 x 10
-16

0.86736 17379 881403 5472 1 x 10 -18

Figure 24.1. Powers of 16 expressed as decimal numbers.
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ion bo"
0 1.0000 0000 0000 0000

A 1 0.1999 9999 9999 999.A
64 2 0.28F 5 C28F 5C28 F5C3 16-1

3E 8 3 0.4189 3748 C6 A7 E F9E 16
-2

2710 4 0.68DB 8B AC 710C 8296 16
-3

86 AO 5 0.A7C5 AC47 1847 8423 16
-4

4240 6 0.1006 F 7 AO 85E 8037 16
-4

98 9680 7 0.1 AD7 F 29A BCAF 4858 16
-5

5F 5 E 100 8 0.2 AF 3 1 DC4 6118 738F 16
-6

3B9 A CA00 9 0.4488 2F AO 9B5A 52CC 16
-7

2 5408 E 400 10 0.6 DF 3 7F 67 5E F6 E ADF 16-8
17 4876 E 800 CLAF E F FOB CB24 AAF F 16-9
E 8 D4A5 1000 12 0.1197 99E 1 2DE A 1119 16-9

918 4E72 A000 13 0.1 C25 C268 4976 81C2 16-10
5 AF 3 107A 4000 14 0.2009 3700 4257 3604 16-11

3 8D7E A4C6 8000 15 0.480E 8E78 9058 5660 16-12
23 8652 6FC I 0000 16 0.734A CA5F 6226 F 0 AE 16-13

163 4578 508A 0000 17 0.8877 AA32 36 A4 8449 16-14
DE 0 B683 A764 0000 18 0.1272 5001 0243 AB Al x 16-14

8AC7 2304 89E8 0000 19 0.1083 C94F 8602 AC35 K;j 16-15 34.302

Figure 2-22. Powers of 10 in hexadecimal notation.

position. The powers increase by 1 for each succeeding
position to the left and decrease by I for each
succeeding position to the right. A number in this
system may be written in powers of 16. Figure 2-20
illustrates the value in the decimal system of the HEX
number X'65D', using the power 16. Figures 2-21 and
2-22 contain a more comprehensive table of powers
16 and 10.

Exercises (016):
1. What is the big advantage of the hexadecimal

number system as compared to the decimal,
binary, and octal number systems?

2. Desk :ibe the characteristics of the hexadecimal
number systems.

3. What method is used for writing hexadecimal
numbers to signify that they are hexadecimal?

017. Convert decimal numbers to their hexadecimal
(HEX) equivalents and "HEX" numbers to their
decimal equivalents.

Decimal-to-Hexadecimal Conversion Rule. The
appropriate method for converting from decimal to
hexadecimal is by DIVIDING SUCCESSIVELY BY
THE BASE of the HEX number system. This
procedure has been explained before in this unit. To
convert a decimal whole number into its hexadecimal
equivalent, divide successively by 16 alid record the
remainder in each case. Continue this process until the
original number is reduced to 0. The first recorded
remainder is the LSD, and the last remainder is the
MSD of the hexadecimal number equivalent.

Example: Convert 942(10) to its HEX equivalent.

Step I.

28

14J

58
16/942

80
142
128
14 = remainder = E = LSD of

answer



Step 7. 3
I 6/STI

48
ro remainder A . middle

digit
Step 3.

16/3
0
3 remainder and is the MSD

of the HEX number

NOTE 3 is the quotient from step 2; 3 cannot bedivitird I rt tumi piTIN ti tpfoitmt thai ia a whole
number. Therefore, 3 is the remainder of step 3, and
becomes the MSD.

Answer: 94200) is equal to 3AE(l6)

Summary of decimal-to-hexadecimal (HEX)
conversion:

(I ) For decimal whole number to HEX
conversion, the procedure is to divide the decimal
number by 16.

(2) The first recorded remainder is the LSD of the
HEX number.

(3) Continue the procedure until the original
number equals 0.

(4) The last recorded remainder is the MSD of the
HEX equivalent.

Hexadecimal-to-Decimal Conversion.
Conversion of HEX numbers to equivalent decimal
numbers is accomplished by zither of the following
methods:

(1) Assigning weight to digit position.
(2) Synthetic division.
These two methods should be very familiar, because

they were used in converting binary and octal numbers
to their decimal equivalent.

In the hexadecimal numbering system, each digit to
the left of the HEX point is worth 16 times the value cf
the digit to its right. Weights can be assigned to all
digit positions as follows:

164 163 161 16' 16° I6-' 16-1
65536 4096 256 16 I 1/16 1/256

kules:
(1) Place HEX digits under the appropriate

weights.
(2) If any parts of the HEX number are alpha

characters, place their decimal equivalent in
parentheses under the alpha character.

(3) Place the decimal equivalent of the HEX power
under the digit or character of the HEX number to be
converted.

(4) Multiply each positional value separately.
(5) Add the products.
(6) The resultant sum is the decimal equivalent of

the hexadecimal number.
Example: Convert FA206) to its decimal

equivalent.
Step I. 256 16 I List the weight of the bit

Step 2.

Step 3.

Step 4.

F A 2

(15) (10)

256 x 15 = 3840
16 x 10 = 160

1 x 2 = 2
Dximal answer = 4002

Place the HEX number
under the weight posi-
tions.

Place the decimal
equivalent in parentheses
under each alpha
character.

Multiply the HEX digit
or decimal equivalent
times the weight position
of that digit.
Add up the products of
each position.

Summary: Assigning weight to bit positions.
(1) Each bit to the left of the HEX point is worth

16 times the value of the bit to its right.
(2) Assign weights to all bit positions as follows:

65536, 4096, 256, 16, 1.
(3) To convert from HEX to decimal, place the bits

under the appropriate weights.
(4) Then multiply the digit times the weight.
(5) Add the products.
(6) The resultant sum is the decimal equivalent of

the HEX number.

Synthetic Division (Double Dabble) Method. The
synthetic division method of converting hexadecimal
to decimal is the result of repeated multiplication and
addition. It is exactly the same as previously discussed
for binary to decimal and octal to decimal. For whole
numbers, the multiplier for hexadecimal is 161 or 16,
and the addition is to add the digit in the next lower
place value to the product obtained in the
multiplication step.

Rules:
(1) If any parts of the HEX number are alpha

characters, place their decimal equivalent in
parentheses under the alpha character.

(2) Multiply the MSD by 16.
(3) Add the product obtained by rule 2 to the

decimal equivalent of the next lower digit.
(4) Multiply the sum obtained in step 3 by 16.
(5) Repeat the process of adding and multiplying

with all digits EXCEPT THE LSD.
(6) The final step is to add the LSD to the last

product. This results in the decimal equivalent of the
HEX number.

Example: Convert HEX 3EB to decimal using
synthetic division.

3

(14)
3

x16
48

+14
62

x16
372
62
992
+11

positions. 1003 = decimal answer
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Exercises (017): system whose radix is a power of 2. can be' directly
1. Convert the decimal numbus in a. and b. to their converted to its equivalent value in another system,

FTEX equivalents, whose radix is also a power of 2. Because 16 equals 24,
a. 934. HEX digits can be represented by 4 binary bits

representing the 20, 21, 22, and 23 positions.
Therefore, when you convert from a binary number

to HEX, separate the binary bits into groups of fours,
b. 2716. starting at the radix point, and convert each 4-bit

group into its hexadecimal equivalent. (See fig.
2-23.A.)

w nen converting from a HEX number to a binary
2. Convert the HEX numbers in a. through d. to number, you separate the HEX digits and replace each

their decimal equivalents, digit with 4 binary bits. Arrange them so that their
a. 7CD. value is equal to the HEX digit. Figure 2-23,B, shows

how this method works.

Exercises (018):
b. FA2. 1. What is the relationship between hexadecimal and

binary number systems?

c. FAB.
2. Convert the following binary numbers, to their

hexadecimal equivalent form:

d. BCE.

018. State relationships between binary and
hexadecimal systems, and convert binary numbers to
hexadecimal and hexadedmal numbers to binary
numbers.

Binary-Hexadedmal-Binary Conversion. The
best and simplest way to convert binary numbers to
HEX form, and HEX numbers to binary form, is by
the inspection method. A number in any number

EXAMPLE 1 .

Binary number

Hex number

EXAMPLE 2..

a. 011011110011(2)

b. 111100000101(7)

c. 1110.00111! 00(2)

d. 11101101101011(2)

LU t_014.1.1 L141.1.)

6 7

Hex number F F c A

Binary
t

number r714:1-1.1

3 4. 4

Figure 2-23. Binary-to-hexadecimal and hexadecima;-to-binary conversion.
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e. 11010100(2)

. 101010101010(2)

3. Convert the following hexadecimal numbers to
thcir equivalent binary number form:
a. 54D(16)

b. F687(16)

c. AB.CD(16)

d. ACD43(16)

e. 13E728(16)

f. A4CD006)

019. Perform hexadecimal addition and
subtraction.

Hexadecimal Addition. You have learned from
adding binary and octal numbers that the basic rules of
addition are the same, no matter which base you are
working with; hexadecimal is no different. Until you
can remember the decimal equivalents of the alpha
numbers in the hexadecimal system, it might be helpful
to jot them down on the scratch paper you are working
on. A = 10 . . . F = 15. To add hexadecimal numbers,
use the sum-and-carry method, generating a carry
whenever the radix is exceeded in a column.

Rules:
(I) Add the LSD column as in decimal addition.
(2) Divide the column total by the radix of the

hexadecimal system (16).
(3) Enter the QUOTIENT of the division as a carry

to the next higher column.
(4) Enter the REMAINDER of the division as the

sum of the column just added.
(5) Repeat rules 1 through 4 for each higher

column until addition is complete.

31

Example: Add the following hexadecimal numbers:

S A C
2 B 5
F 7 4
D 6 E

A 10
B I I
C 12
D 13
E 14
F 15

Step 1. First column added decimally is: 12 + 5 + 4
+ 14 = 35.

2 carry to second column
16/35

32
3 LSD of answer

Step 2. Second column added decimally is: 2 (carry
from last column) + 10 + 11 + 7 + 6 = 36.

2 carry to third column
16/36

32
4 second digit to answer

Step 3. Third column added deciinally: 2 (carry
from last column) + 8 + 2 + 15 + 13 = 40.

2 carry to 4th columnMSD of answer
16/40

32
8 third digit of answer

Final sum is 2843(16)

Hexadecimal Subtraction. You have learned three
methods of subtraztion with numbering systems and
have noted that the basic rules of subtraction remain
the same regardless of which base y31,1 are working
with. The three methods are:

(1) Direct method (subtract and borrow).
(2) End-around carry method.
(3) Base complement method.
Direct method. This is the subtract and borrow

routine. When a borrow is necessary, its value is equal
to the radix of the base of the system, in this case, 16.

Rules:
(1) Beginning with the LSD column, subtract the

subtrahend digit from the minuend digit, if the
minuend digit is equal to or larger than the subtrahend
digit.

(2) If the minuend digit is smaller, borrow the
BASE from the first higher column which contains a
significant digit. Reduce the value of the digit you
borrowed from by one.

(3) Decimally add the radix (16) to the minuend
digit already in the column.

(4) Decimally subtract the subtrahend digit from
the adjusted minuend.digit.

(5) Repeat rules 1 through 4 for each higher
co'umn until subtraction is complete.

Example:
A D 2
9 3 E



Step. I. Subtract E from 2. This cannot be done
until the radix has been borrowed from the next higher
place value digit. Borrow 1 from D, leaving it a C. Add
16 to the 2, making the new minuend 18. Subtract E
from 18, leaving 4.

C 18
A D 2
9 3 E

4 difference after first digit ha.s been subtracted

Step 2. Decimally subtract 3 from C.

C 18
A D 2
9 3 E

9 4 difference after second digit has been
subtracted

Step 3. Decimally subtract 9 from A.

C 18
A D 2
9 3 E
1 9 4 final differencehexadecimal answer

End-around carry method. Fifteen's complement
works for hexadecimal the sanne way the I's
complement works for binary and.the 7's complement
works for octal. The subtrahend is 15's complemented
and added to the minuend with .end-around carry..

To obtain the 15's complement of a number,
subtract each digit in the number being complemented
from the highest symbol in the hexadecimal system (F).

Example:

FFFFF
A 3 F 6 2
5 C 0 9 D 15's complement of A 3 F 6 2

Now that the procedure for 15's complementing a
number is understood, we will discuss the method of
subtraction using this. The following rules should be
followed. (Note that they are the same rules for end-
around carry using 7's complement and I 's
complement. Only the radix has changed.)

Rules:
(1) If the subtrahend contains fewer digits than the

minuend, fill the subtrahend columns with zeros.
(2) Obtain the 15's complement of the subtrahend.
(3) Hexadecimally add the complemented

subtrahend to the minuend.
(4) If the end-around carry bit is a 1 (example 1),

perform the end-around carry and you obtain the final
result. If the end-around carry bit is a 0 (example 2),
this means thesubtrahend was-larger than the minuend
and you must perform rule 5.

(5) When the end-around carry bit is a 0,
RECOMPLEMENT the number, using I 5's
complement. This is a NEGATIVE result and must
have a minus sign preceding it. This complemented
answer with a minus sign in front of it is the final
result.

Example I:
Step I. Original subtraction problem:

5 AE 9 F 1 minuend
8 B. 2 E 4 subtvatiepd

Step 2. Adding:

5 A E 9 F 1 minuend
F 7 4 D 1 B subtrahend

End-around carry bit 1 5 2 4 7 0 C

NOTE: Remember to add hexadecimally.

Step 3. Perform an end-around carry with the ;end-
around carry bit and add.

CI\ 5 2 3 7 0 C result in step 2
+ 1 end-around carry bit

5 2 3 7 0 D final result in hexadecimal

The end-around carry bit was a 1, so the final-result
has been obtained.

Example 2:
Step I . Original subtraction problem:

3 2 B 0 9CFB 7 D

Step 2.

3 2 B 0 9
+ 3 0 4 8 2 45's complementof

subtrahend
End-around carry bit 0 6 2 F 8 B sum

When the MSD column was added, there was no
carry bit generated. This makes the end-around carry
bit a 0. The sum obtained in the addition must be
recomplemented using 15's complement and a minus
sign placed in front of the final result to indicate that
the answer is negative.

Step 3.

6 2 F 8 B sum in step 2
9 D 0 7 4 15's complement
9 D 0 7 4

Base complement method. Subtraction using the 16's
complement works the same way the 2's complement
and the 8's complement work.

Rules:
(1) Find the 16's complement of the subtrahend.
(2) Add the minuend to the complemented

subtrahend.
(3) If the overflow bit I.E. I, the answer is positive

(example 1). Eliminate the overflow bit, and the final
result has been obtained. If the overflow bit is 0
(example 2), perform rule 4. The term "overflow" as
used here is the bit that is carried after adding the
MSD of the hexadecimal problem. In other words, it is
the same bit we used as the end-around carry bit when
we worked with the 15's complement.
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(4) If the overflow bit is a 0 (no carry from the
MSD column):

(a) Find the 16's complement for the answer.
,(b) Place a minus sign in front of the

recomplemented answer, and the final result has been
obtained. This is a negative answer.

Example I:
Step I. Original subtraction problem:

E B 8 0 A minuend
2 D 4 A subtrahend

Include zeros in subtrahend to size of minuend.
Stip' 2. Adding:

E B 8 0 A minuend
+ F U 2 B 6 I6's complemaned

subtrahend
IE 8 AC6

Overflow bit

Step 3. Since the overflow bit is 1, the final result
has been obtained when the overflow bit is eliminated.
E8AC0(16) final result.

Example 2:
Step I. Original problem:

A 2 7 C 1 minuend
- D E 3 9 B subtrahend

Step 2. Adding:

A 2
+ 2 1

O C 4
Overflow bn understood

7 C I

C 6 5
4 2 6

minuend
I 6's complemented

subtrahend

Step 3. Since the overflow bit is 0, recomplement the
sum obtained and place a minus sign in front of it.

C 4 4 2 6 sum from step 2
3 13 B D 9 I 5's complement

+ I

3 B B D A 06) final result

Exercises (019):
1. Perform HEX addition, as indicated, on exercises

a and b.
a. 1F2B

3CEF
2594

b. 2F9A
8EBC
ABCD
FADE

33

2. Perform HEX subtraction, as indicated, on
exercises a, b, and c.
a. FBB

032

b. A CD
rs F

c. 5AE9F1
08B2E4

2-5. Number Coding System

You should be famiPar with number coding systems
used in particular computer systems. This section
describes the binary coded decimal, Excess-three code
and Gray code systems.

020. Convert decimal numbers to their binary
coded decimal (BCD) equivalents and BCD numbers
to their decimal equivalents.

Binary Coded Decimal (BCD). It is possible to
group symbols to get a workable system such as the
binary coded decimal (8421) system. This system
derives its name from the fact that the symbols 8, 4, 2,
and I are the first four PLACE values of the digits in a
four-digit binary number. Instead of a true conversion
to binary, this system codes each of the 10 Arabic
numerals into a four-digit binary co Ls:. as follows:

Decimal Number
Binary Coded

Decimal Binary Number
0 0000 0000

0001 0001
2 0010 0010
3 00 H 00 1

4 0100 0100
5 0101 0101
6 0110 0110
7 0111 0111
8 1000 1000
9 1001 1001

I 0 0001 0000 1010
15 0001 0101 1 1 1 1

18 0001 1000 10010

The chart shows that BCD and binary ARE NOT
THE SAME. BCD will never go above 1001, decimal
9, in a group of four binary digits. BCD cannot be
converted to binary in the same manner as binary to
octal or hexadecimal, because BCD and binary are not
the same. That is, 00 100 101(2) is not equal to
0010 0101(3CD) However, decimal can be converted
directly to BCD and BCD directly to decimal.
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Decimal-to-BCD conversion. To convert decimal to
BCD, start at the fractional point and work out. Write
out the 8421 for each decimal digit as an aid.

Example: Convert 970.31 decimal to BCD.
Step I. Write down the 8421 code for each decimal

digit. Treat each decimal bit separately.

9 7 0 3 1 Decimal number
8421 8421 8421 8421 8421 BCD bit position we:ghts

Step 2. Treat each 8421 as the first 4 bits in the
assigning weights to bit position method of decimal-
to-binary conversion. Treat each decimal bit
separately and convert it tc BCD, always using 4 bits in
each BCD code.

9 7 0 3 1

8421 8421 8421 8421 8421
1001 0111 0000 0011 0001

Decimal number
BCD bit position weights
BCD number

Therefore, 1001 0111 0000.0011 0001 BCD is
equal to 970.31 decimpi.

BCD-to-decimal conversion. To convert from BCD
to decimal, remember that each BCD group can only
go from 0 through 9 decimal. BCD-to-decimal
conversion is just the reverse of the process of
converting from decimal to BCD. Each group of 4 bits
is weighted the same as the first four positions in the
assigned weight to bit positions in the binary system.
One use of the BCD system is to convert from
computer language to keyboard printout. In this
system, each decimal digit is coded separately to a
binary form. It must be understood that the decimal
number is not converted to the binary form. While the
8421 code is commonly used. it is apparent that an
infinite nwnber of special codes are possible. In order to
interpret these special codes, you must know the
system being used.

Example: Convert 101 0100 0111 0000 1

BCD to decimal.
Step I . Separate binary bits into groups of 4-bits,

beginning at the fractional point. Add zeros as
necessary to the fractional LSD and whole number
MSD sides to make each group 4 bits.

0101 0100 0111 0000 1000

to each group of bits. Add the position weights for
each group. The result is the decimal equivalent of the
BCD number.

8421 8421 8421
0101 0100 0111

5 4 7

8421 8421
0000 1000

0 8 Decimal equivalent of
BCD number

Exercises (020):
I. Convert the decimal numbers in exercises a and b

to their BCD equivalents.
a. 1753.68.

b. 1590.

2. Convert the BCD numbers in exercises a and b to
their decimal equivalents.
a. 111 1000 0101. 0100 011.

b. 0111 1001 1000 0010.

021. Specify the formation and disadvantage of the
Excess-three code; and convert deOmal numbers to
Excess-three code, and vice versa.

Excess-Three Code. This code is formed simply by
adding 3 to each decimal digit and then substituting a
group of 4 binary bits for each digit of the resultant
decimal number, just as in the 8, 4, 2, 1 code. For
example, to form the Excess-three code of the decimal
number 6, first add 3 to 6, yielding 9. Then as in the 8,
4, 2, 1 code, substitute 4 binary bits for the 9:

6
+3
9

Step 2. Assign the weights of the binary weight

Plus

Equals
Equals
Complementing equals
Equals
Minus

Equals

table

4 2

3 3

6nw

3

900i = 1001(2)

excess-three code

= 9s complement of 426or 344114

7
0111
1000

8
3

5
0101
1010

10
3

9
1001
0110

6
3

5 7 3

Figure 2-24. Excess-three code.

34
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Therefore, 6(10) = 1001(2) in the Excess-three 2. Convert the following decimal numbers to their
code. Excess-three code equivalents:

To convert an Excess-three coded number back to
decimal form, merely substitute the proper decimal
digit for each group of 4 binary bits and then subtract
3 from each digit.

Let's take the decimal number 426; from the
Excess-three code equivalent; complement the code;
and convert back to decimal to see whether we derive
the 9's complement of 426. Refer to figure 2-24.

You have seen how the Excess-three code
compensates for the disadvantage of the 8, 4, 2, 1 code.
Both of these codes, however, share a characteristic
that is inconvenient in certain circumstances. This
undesirable trait is that, in changing the count
represented by 4 binary bits, more than 1 bit can
change value at the same time. For instance, in
increasing a count from 0000 to 0001, only the LSB
changed. But in changing from 0001 to 0 10,.both the
LSB and the next bit changed. Again, "necessity being

mother of invention," a code was developed to
col% litsate for this drawback. Complete the following
exere6cs and then we'll take a look at the Gray code.

Exercises (021):
1. How is the Excess-three code formed?

MSB
1

MSB

( ) ( ) 1

1 1

1011(3) = 1110 Gray Code
A

a. 37.

b. 249.

c. 112.

d. 873.

e. 1102.

f. 614.

Binary Number

Gray Code Equivalent

1 1 Binary Number1-110.1 -Pi" 0 --.0

1
1 1 0 Gray Code

Equivalent

11011($) = 10110 Gray Code

Figure 2-25. Examples of binary-to-Gray code conversion.
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1 0 1 1 0 Cray Code e 11011i3)

Figure 2-26. Gray code to binary conversion.

3. Convert the following Excess-three codes to their
equivalent decimal numbers:
a. 11000110.

b. 11000110.

C. 101011001010.

d. 100000110101.

c. 1011010010010011.

1100010010010110l0ll.

4. What undesirable trait does the Excess-three code,
along with the 8, 4, 2, I code, have?

022. State the main characteristics of the Gray code;
and convert binary numbers to Gray code numbers,
and vice-versa.

The Gray Code. The Gray code is known as a
cyclic code. A cyclic code has the uniqii_;
characteristic that only 1 bit changes value when
proceeding from one number to the next successive
number. This trait is used to advantage in counters and
analog-to-digital conversion units in some computers.

Converting binary numbers to Gray cvde. Binary
numbers can be converted to Gray code by applying
the following three rules. (The .examples in fig. 2-25
illustrate the *use of these rules.)

(1) Make the MSB of d :-)inary number the MSB
of the Gray code.

Gray Code

Binary Number

32.213

(2) Add the binary bits, laterally, from left to right,
two at a time. Drop all carries.

(3) Make the sum of each 2 bits a bit in the Gray
code equivalent.

Converting Gray code to binary numbers. Figure
2-26 shows examples of converting a Gray coded
number to its binary form. The following three ralow,
are used to perform this conversion:

(1) Make the MSB of the Gray code the MSB of
the binary number.

(2) Add the second Gray code bit to the first binary
bit (MSB); the sum becomes the next binary bit. Drop
any carry.

(3) Continue adding successive Gray code bits to
the preceding binary bits until each Gray code bit has
been added to a binary bit. The sum of the last
addition is the LSB of the binary number.

Exercises (022):
I . The Gray code is known as a _ code.

2. What is the unique characteristic of this type
(exercise I, above) code?

3. Convert the following binary numbers to Gray
code:
a. 110101101.

b. 1100010.

c. 111001.

d. 10000001.
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Convert the following Gray code numbers to
binary form:
a. 1101101.

b. 101011.

37

C. 111100.

d. 1010111.
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Answere for Exercises

CHAPTER I

Reference:
001 - I . Analog; digital.
001 - 2. Analog.
001 - 3. Digital.

002 - I. 2000 B.C.
002 - 2. Abacus.
002 - 3. Pascal.
002 - 4. Leibnitz.
002 - 5. Punched card.
002 - 6. Analytical engine.
002 - 7. Hollerith.
002 - 8. General-purpose.
002 - 9. Vacuum tubes.
002 10. Solid-state electronics.

003 - I. (I)e.
(2) d.
(3) c.
(4) c and e.
(5) b.
(6) a.
(7) a.

004 - I . Data promsing; scientific.
004 - 2. Both.
004 - 3. a. Data processing: accounting, dispatching,

inventory, etc.
b. Scientific: engineering, physics, biology, etc.

CHAPTER 2
005 - I . 2 5 3

i
I 1

2 + 10° = 2 x

3 101 = 3 x 10 =

x 102 = 5 x loo=

2 = 103 = 2 x 1000 =

005 - 2. 7 c.
0 d.
6 a.

. e.
4 b.

005 - 3. 5 b.
0 c.

9 a.
(10) d.

005 - 5. The product of the base used as a factor a number of
times equal to the exponent.

005 - 6. The 6 is the MSD and the 8 is the LSD.
005 - 7. The 6 is the MSD and the 8 is the LSD.

006 - I . The binary number system, like the decimal, uses zero
as a PLACEHOLDER and the PLACE value method
of representing numbers. The binary system uses powers
of 2 and the base, or radix, of the binary number system
is 2.

006 - 2. The power doubles.
006 - 3. The power is halved.

007 - I . I- I 11-1011
2-10 12-1100
3-11 13-1101
4-100 14-1110
5-101 15-1111
6-110 16-10000
7-111 17-10001
8-1000 18-10010
9-1001 19-10011
10-1010 20-10100

007 - 2. a. 100011 I I .

b. 100101.
c. 10000100.

007 - 3. a. 101010.
b. 10110.
C. 110110.

007 -4. a. 1011101.
b. 110111.
c. 11101110.

007 - 5. a. 111.1.
b. 1000.
C. 1101.

= 2 008 - I. a. 110 001(2) = 110 011
-011 111(2) I I +100 000

30 I 010 011

500 010 100

2000 b. III 101(21= III 101

2532(10) -100 000(2) +011 I I I
I 011 100

011 101

c. 100 000(2) = 100 000
-Oil 000 2) + 100 111

I 000 I I I

001 000

005 - 4. 10 is called the base, 1000 is called the power, and 3 is
called the exponent.

39

009 - I. Divide by 2. The first remainder I or 0 becomes the
LSD of the binary number. Continue to divide by 2
until the final quotient is O.
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009 - 2. 2.
009 - 3. a.

b.
C.

d.
C.

f.

1001100.
11010100.
111111.
10101.
10110000001.
1101010111.

010 - I. The multiplication method; 2.
010 - 2. By first treating them as two different numbers (whole

number to the left of the decimal point and fractional
number to the right of the decimal point), and then
combining the two binary numbers together.

010 -3. a. 0.011011.
b. 0.11.
c. 10111.001.
d. 10101111.110010.
e. 1000101.111101.
f. 1110100000.011100.

13.
8.
23.
44.
63.

012 - I. Treat each part (whole and fractional) separately; thrn
add the results to complete the conversion.

012 - 2. a. 0.765625.
b. 0.09375.
c. 3.8125.
d. 11.25.

013 - 1. The base.
013 - 2. 8.
013 - 3. The digit multiplied by the power of the PLACE it

occupies.

014 - 1. 7 c.
0 d.

3 b.
(8) a.

014 - 2. 4 a.
0 c.

014 - 3.

014 - 4.

014 - 5.

0 c.

1 b.
(e) d.

a. 121(8)
b. 10440)
c. 1001%)
a. 27(8)
b. 67_

c. 3651(8)
d. 3121.34(8)
e. 110.71(8)
f. 1.3506(8)
g. 1.13452(8)
a. 643(8) = 643

-4518) +325
1 170

1

171

b. 756(8) = 756
(-654 8) +123

1 101
1

102

a. 6741(8) 6741
-0777(8) +7000

1 5741
1

5742

40

015 - I. 38 divided by 8 = 4 R 6 LSD
4 divided by 8 = 0 R 4 MSD

38(10)-- 46(8)
015 - 2. 122 divided by 8 = 15 R 2 LSD

15 divided by 8 = 1 R 7
1 divided by 8 = 0 R I MSD

122(lo)= 172(8)
015 - 3. 2143 divided by 8 = 267 R 7 LSD

267 divided by S = 33 R 3
33 divided by 8 = 4 R 1
4 divided by 8 = 0 R 4 MSD

2143(I0)= 4137(8)
015 - 4. 347(8) = 231(10) = I I 100 111(2)
015 - 5. 573(8) = 379(3o) = 1 0 1 I I I 011(2)
015 - 6. 2135(8) = 1117(J ))= 10 001 011 101(2)
015 - 7. 1011(2)- 13(8)
013-8. 1101 (2) = 15(8)

016 - I. It requires fewer digits than the other systems.
016 - 2. The hexadecimal number system has a radix, or base, of

16. The system uses 16 symbols (0 through 9, and A
through F) to represent numbers.

016 - 3. Hexadecimal numbers are preceded by the symbol X,
with a prime mark (') after the HEX characters.

017 - 1. a. 3A6.
b. A9C.

017 - 2. a. 1997.
b. 4002.
c. 4011.
d. 3022.

018 - I. Both the hexadecimal and the binary number systems
ause xth,e6poF3w

b. XF05er

of 2 or a multiple of the power of 2.
018 - 2.

c. X'E.3C
d. X'3B6B'
e. X'D4'
f. X'AAA'

018-3. a. 01010100110I(2)
b. 1111011010110111(2)
c. 10101011.11001101(2)
d. 10101100110101000011(2)
e. 10111110011100101000(2)
C 10100100110011010000(2)

019 - I. a. 80AE.
b. 28391.

019 - 2. a. F89.
b. 10E.
c. 52370D.

020 - 1.

020 - 2.

a. 10111 0101 0011.0110 I.
b. 10101 1001 0000.
a. 785.46.
b. 7982.

021 - 1. By adding 3 to each decimal digit and then substituting
a group of 4 binary bits for each digit of the resultant
decimal number.

021 - 2. a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

021 - 3. a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

01101010.
010101111100.
010001000101.
101110100110.
0100010000110101.
100101000111.
67.
93.
797.
502.
8160.
91638.



021

022
022

022

- 4.

- I .
- 2.

- 3.

In changing the count represented by 4 binary bits,
more than I bit can change value at the same time.

Cyclic.
Only 1 bit changes value in proceeding from one
number to the next succmsive number.
a. 101111011.

022 - 4.

b.
c.
d.
a.
b.
c.
d.

1010011.
100101.
I 1000001.
1001001.
110010.
101000.
1100101.

* U.S. GOVIIRNSIIINT PRINTING OPPICS: 1985..-.544-008/20404 Region
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Preface

IN THE DIGITAL electronics arena, the electronic switch is the basic element of all logic
circuits. The electronic switch, or gate, opens or closes only when it has a logical (or
correct) combination of inputs. We can define this combination of inputs and the resultant
output using Boolean algebra.

This module describes the different kinds of logic gates used to make binary decisions.
We will deal with both the discrete and integrated circuit forms of digital logic gates.
We'll then use Boolean algebra to explain how a given circuit output is derived.

Code numbers appearing on figures are fur preparing agency identification only and
should be of no concern to the student.

The inclusion of names of any specific commercial product, commodity, or service in
this publication is for information purposes only and does not imply indorsement by the
Air Force .

Call the author by AUTOVON between 0800 and 1600 (CST), Monday through
Friday, to get an immediate response to subject matter questions which come up while
you are studying this course. Or you may write the author at 3390 TCHTG/TTMKM,
Keesler AFB MS 39534. Sending subject matter questions to ECI only slows the response
time. You should also tell the author about subject matter and technical errors (except
minor printing errors) that you find in the text, the volume review exercises, or the course
examination. This will help the author to keep up with changes that must be made when
the course is reviced.

Consult your education officer, training officer, or NCO if you have questions on
course enrollment or administration, Your Key to a Successful Course, and irregularities
(possible scoring errors, printing errors, etc.) on the volume review exercises andcourse
examination. Send questions these people can't answer to ECI, Gunter AFS AL 36118,
on ECI Form 17, Student Request for Assistance.

This unit is valued at 12 hours (4 points).
Material in this unit is technically accurate, adequate, and current as of May 1983.
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OR-gates.
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CHAPTER 1

NOTE: In this unit, the subject matter is developed by a series of student-centered objectives. Each of
these carries a threedigit number and is in boldface type. Each sets a learning goal for you. The text
that follows the objective gives you the information you need to reach that goal. The exercises following
the information give you a check on your achievement. When you complete them, see whether your
answers match those in the back of this volume. If your response to an exercise is incorrect, review the
objective and its text.

Digital Logic and Boolean Algebra

DIGITAL LOGIC refers to the electonic circuits that
use voltage or current levels to represent a 1 or 0 in the
binary number system. We'll describe the discrete
circuits that make up a logic gate and show the logic
s.,mbol which represents that gate. The use of logic
4mbols, instead of repetitious circuit schematics,
enables us to trace or troubleshoot logic circuits much
easier.

The mechanization of more complex circuits,
including flip-flops, will be covered in a later module.
Only the more basic circuits are considered in this
module, and, in order to simplify explanation of their
operation, ideal operating conditions are assumed.
That is, circuit losses due to such factors as inductance,
capacitance, resistance, and transit time are ignored.
Also, signal excursions are, in most cases, assumed to
start at 0 volts and go either positive or negative. Thus,
the waveforms actually appearing in theses circuits
will, due to circuit losses, be distorted versions of the
idealized waveforms. For signal excursions, the
voltage used to represent the various logic levels (both
positive and negative) will be determined primarily by
circuit design.

1-1. Discrete Digital Logic
The inputs and outputs of logic circuits consist of

voltage or current values which are two-state. This
means we're dealing with two finite values that
represent the binary 1 or 0. If we use a high (H) level of
voltage to represent a binary 1 and a low (L) value to
represent binary 0, we are usingpositive logic. If we use
a low (L) value of voltage as a binary 1 and a high (H)
level of voltage as a binary 0, we are using negative
logic. For example, if +5 volts is binary 1 and 0 volt is
binary 0, then we are using positive logic. On the other
hand, if binary 0 is set at +12 volts and binary 1 is set
at 12 volts, then we are using negative logic.

There are basically two kinds of circuit elements
used to implement digital circuits. These are the gates,
that provide an output from a logical combination of

168 1

inputs and the sequential circuits that provide a storage
or memory function. When gates are connected
together to perform some mathematical or logical
function necessary to process digital data, the circuitry
is called combinational logic. The digital circuits used
to implement storage or memory functions are called
sequential logic. Individual gates and their symbols are
important because they are the building blocks for
combinational and sequential logic circuits used in
digital electronics applications.

001. Construct truth tables, draw circuits, identify
logic symbols, and determine correct inputs and
outputs for resistor-diode logic AND- and OR-
gates.

RDL Gates. A logic gate is a switch. The output of
this switch is determined by the logic designer. A
switch (gate) opens or closes depending on whether or
not its input requirements are met. A way to do this in
the case of AND- and OR-gates is to use a simple
network of diodes with a load resistor. This resistor-
diode logic (RDL) is useful for explaining how basic
AND- and OR-gates work.

OR logic. One of the common logic operations is the
alternative or choice called the OR function. This
comes into play whenever any one of two or more
alternate possibilities can bring about a specified
result.

The symbol in figure 1-1 represents the OR
function. The symbol indicates that OR is the
relationship between its "inputs," which are, of course,
the arrival of George, Pete, or Joe. Another way of

GEORGE OR PETE OR JOE = MOVIES

GEORGE
PETE

JOE
Figure 1-1. OR function.

MOVIES



A >_x
AORBORCrRD=X

Figure 1 -2. Four-input OR function.

thinking of it (more accurate when dealing with
equipment) is that the symbol applies the OR function
to its inputs. The circuit produces an "output" only
Mien the inputs meet the OR requirements; in other
words, when at least one of the inputs appears. Figure
1- 1 can be altered, as in figure 1-2, to illustrate the
general caseany OR situation. Four inputs are
shown (A, B, C, and D) although any number of inputs
other than one is possible (one input offers no
alternative, hence no OR).

The OR function produces a specified result, X,
when any one of its input conditions (A or B, or C or
D) is satisfied. Notice that if any one, two, three, or
even all of the inputs appear together, the output X is
still produced. The OR in this case includes all
combinations as well as one-at-a-time inputs, so it is
called an inclusive OR. In digital logic circuits, the
OR function is always "inclusive" unless otherwise
specified.

RDL OR-circuit. The RDL OR-circuit consists of
two or more diodes connected in the manner shown in
figure 1-3. The load resistor is connected to a negative
potential. The presence of information is represented
by a high, while the absence of information is
represented by a low.

Figure 1-4 shows waveforms of the OR-circuit. At
time TO to T1, all diodes are cut off and the output is
low (-6V). At time T1 to T2, CR1 (fig. 1-4,A)
conducts and the outmt goes high (OV). At time T2 to
T3, CR1 cuts off but CR2 (fig. 1-4,B) conducts, so the
output remains high. From T3 to T4, CR3 (fig. 1-4,C)
conducts and the output is high. All inputs must be low

6V

Figure 1-3. Diode OR-circuit.

TO T1 T2 T3 T4
I I I 1 i

Al__.1 I I I

1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1

131 1 F1 I

1 1

i I 1 1 1

CI 1 1

1 1 1

1 1 1 1 I

xL1 i 1 I
1 1 i 1 i

OV

OV

OV
F 1 -6V
1 I 1

OR CIRCUIT WAVEFORMS

Figure 1 -4. OR-circuit waveforms.

to have a low output; one or more diodes conducting
make a high output.

Figure 1-5 shows a two-diode OR-circuit. With one
diode anode at 0 volt (high) and the other diode anode
at 6 volt (low), thc output is high (OV). Assume no
voltage drop across conducting CR1. The output is
clamped to 0 volt. This clamping action causes a zero
potential to be felt on the cathode of CR2. Thus, the
cathode of CR2 is positive with respect to its anode,
causing CR2 to be reverse biased, and the diode will

V

Figure 1-5. OR-circuit with two-inputs high.

not conduct. This operation occurs when one input is
high and the other is low; the output is high. If both
inputs are at .0 (high), then both diodes will conduct
and the output is high, as can be seen in figure 1-6.

Figure 1-7 is the truth table which relates all of the
important features of the OR-gate. In this truth table,

V

2

16J

Figure 1-6. OR-circuit with two-inputs high.
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Figure 1 -7. OR-gate and truth table.

the low (L) represents 0 volt. Verify the truth table
which indicates the following:

All inputs low give a low output.
Any one input high gives a high output.
All inputs high give a high output.

The important feature to remember from figure 1-7 is
that any, or all, high (H) inputs will produce a high (H)
output.

RDL AND logic. The opposite of the OR situation is
the AND-gate. It requires that all inputs be present in
order to obtain the specified output. The symbol in

PIGMENT

LEAD

LINSEED
OIL

Figure 1-8. AND situation.

PAINT

figure 1-8 represents the AND function. The symbol
indicates that AND is the relationship between its
"inputs" which are the combination of pigment, lead,
and linseed oil. Another way of thinking of it more
accurately, when dealing with equipment, is that the
symbol applies the AND function to its inputs. The
circuit produces an "output" only when the inputs

A

C

A AND B AND C AND D = X

Figure 1-9. Four-input AND situation.

meet the AND requirements; in other words, when all
of the inputs appear at the same time.

Figure 1-8 can be altered, as in figure 1-9, to
illustrate the general case for any AND situation. Four

+ V

Figure 1-10. Diode AND circuitry.

0
3

TO T1 T2 T3 T4 TS T6 OV
A I I I I I 1 -6V

I I I o 1 I

I o I I
I

1

I I I I i I
I I

B 1 I -6V
QV

I I I

I I 1

I I
I

I i
I I

OV
-6V

Figure 1-1 1. AND-gate waveforms.
inputs are shown (A, B, C, and D) although any
number of inputs are possible.

Diode AND-circuit. Circuit that perform the AND
function are called AND-gates. AND-gates may use
diodes as shown in figure 1-10. The circuit has one
output, at which a pulse appears if, and only if, pulses
are applied simultaneously to BOTH inputs. If the
inputs are not of the same time duration, the output
will appear only during the time interval that the input
pulses overlap. When both diodes have a high input,
the output is "high." When either diode has a low

A 0-6V -% CR1- --
INPUTS

-6V

I

X
OUTPUT

-6V
CR2

Figure 1-12. AND-gate with both diodes conducting.

input or if both diodes have low inputs, the output is
"low." A low output is considered NO output and
represents binary 0.

Time TO to T1 in figure 1-1 1 shows a 6 volts
being applied to both diode inputs. Both diodes are
conducting heavily and the output is 6 volts (low).
Figure 1-12 shows the equivalent circuit with the

+V

Figure 1-13. AND-gate with one diode conducting.
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Figure 1-14. AND-gate with truth table.

diodes shorted. Times T1 and T2, figure 1-11, show one
input at 0 volt (high) and the other at 6 volts (low).
CR2 is forward biased and conducts heavily, clamping
the output and the anode of CR1 to 6 volts. CR1 is
reverse biased and does not conduct.. Figure 1-13 shows
the equivalent circuit with CR2 shorted. The 6 volt
(low) output is identified as no output.

In the explanation of AND-circuits, the logic levels
are the numeric values of the high dr low outputs. If
the outputs are OV and 6V, 0 volt represents a high
and 6 volts represents a low. The most positive value
is high and the most negative value is low. The high
represents binary 1, and low represents binary 0.

A truth table shows all the possible input conditions
and the output of each case. Figure 1-14 is a truth table
which relates all the important features of AND-gates.
In this truth table, the low (L) represents 6 volts and
the high (H) represents 0 volt. Compare each line of
the truth table with specific conditions as follows:

(1) In figure 1-12 when both diodes have a 6V
input (a), the output is 6V (L).

(2) Figure 1-13 shows either diode input 6 volts
(L) with the other diode input 0 volt (H); the output is6 volts (L).

(3) Figure 1-15 shows 0 volt (H) on both diodes;
this is the AND condition which provides an output
(H).

0 V

s .1 CR2

Figure 1-15. Satisfied "AND."

X

OUTPUT
ov

4

CIRCUIT

The important feature to remember about an AND-
gate (fig. 1-14) is that all inputs trust be high (H)
before the output (X) will be high.

Exercises (001):
Use figure 1-16 to answer questions 1 and 2.

Figure 1-16. Figure for objective 001, exercises 1 and 2.

1. Write the correct output (X) for the gate if A is
low and B is high.

2. Write the correct ouput (X) for the gate when A is
high and B is high.

3. Draw the correct diode circuitry for the logic
symbol in figure 1-17.

A n
11

c(x)

Figure 1-17. Figure for objective 001, exercises 3 and 4.

4. The AND-gate shown in figure 1-17 will have an
output at C when the inputs to A and B are as
shown (observe pulse timing). (True/False)
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5. Construct the truth table for the logic symbol 10. The OR-gate will have an output at C when the
shown in figure 1-18. inputs to A and B (pulse inputs) are shown in

figure 1-23. (True/False).

gure 1-18. \Figure for objective 001, exercise 5.

6. Write the correct output (C) for the gate in figure
1-19 when A is low and B is high.

Figure 1-19. Figure for objective 001, exercise 6.

7. Write the correct output (X) for the gate shown in
figure 1-20 when A is high and B is low.

Figure 1-20. Figure for objective 001, exercise 7.

8. Write the correct output (Z) for the gate shown in
figure 1-21 when X is high and Y is high.

Figure 1-21. Figure for objective 001, exercise 8.

9. Draw the correct diode circuitry for the logic
symbol shown in figure 1-22.

Figure 1-22. Figure for objecVue 001, exercise 9.

Afl

Figure 1-23. Figure for objective 001, exercise 10.

11. Construct the truth table for the logic symbol
shown in figure 1-24.

A
411 .1

Figure 1-24. Figure for objective 001, exercise 11.

002. State the characteristics of NOT, exclusive OR,
and negative logic; determine inhibit, NAND- and
NOR-gate inputs/outputs; construct truth tables and
circuits for these gates.

NOT Logic. Another logic operation of
importance is the NOT function, which denotes an
alternate or converse value. It is also known as
inversion. When inverted, every high becomes a low.
Similarly, a low that is inverted becomes a high. A line
drawn over a signal designator indicates a NOT
function. NOT A is written as A. If A equals a 1, the A
equals a 0. If A equals 0, the A equals a 1. An
inverting amplifier can be used to obtain a NOT
function. The logic symbols for such an amplifier are
shown in figure 1-25. The symbol for an amplifier is
the triangle; the small circle represents inversion;
without the circle, the amplifier has no inversion.

A

Figure 1-25. Amplifier symbols.

The small circle placed before or after the amplifier
symbol is the state indicator. The circle at the input to
figure 1-25 indicates that a low is required at the input
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Figure 1-26. NOT function.

to activate the amplifier and produce a high output.
Without a low input, this function is not activated and
the output is low. The absence of a circle at the input
indicates that a high is required to activate the
function. Without a high input, the output remains
high. A high input produces a low output. The polarity
signs (in addition to L and H) indicate that signal
inversion occurs within the amplifier.

An amplifier such as the common-emitter circuit can
be used to implement the NOT function because it
inverts any signal arplied to it. Common base and
collector amplifier configurations, by theimelves, don't
invert a signal applied so are not used for Zhe NOT
function.

The output of an AND- or OR-gate can have the
NOT function if an inverting amplifier is added, as
shown in figure 1-26. Recall that the AND function
requires all inputs to be high to get a high output. Two
high inputs to a two-input AND-gate produce a high at

RAIN

TOM
GOES

A.

+12

I GO RAIN

TOM
GOES

B. TOM
RAIN GOES I GO

I GO

4.

H H

H L L

L H H

L L L

Figure 1-27. Inhibit-gate.

point X, that activates the amplifier and the output at
point X is low. At all other times, the output remains
high. In the OR function, a high at either input (or
both) produces a high at point X, that activates the
amplifier and produces a low at point X..Unless the
amplifier is activated, the signal at X is high.
Incorporating the inverting amplifier within the gate
and then adding a state indicator to the output of an
AND- and OR-gate will give us the NAND- and
NOR-gate respectively. See figures I-28,A, and
1-29,A.

Inhibit gate. The NOT function is often used in
conjunction with the input to an OR or AND circuit.
For example, someone might say, "I'll go if Tom goes
and it does NOT rain." Examinations show that this
involves an AND function and a NOT function. This
situation can be diagrammed as shown in figure
1-27,A. A more common method of diagramming is to
omit the amplifier symbol and show only the state
indicator in conjunction with the AND symbol, as in
figure I -27,B.

If rain is present (H), it prevents the AND circuit
from producing an output. This prevention of the
AND operation is called inhibiting. When a state
indicator is used at the input of an AND circuit, the
function is termed an inhibit function. The circuit
which provides the inhibit function is called an

The truth table for the inhibit gate is shown in
figure I-27,C. The truth table simply means:

(1) It is raining and Tom is going but I am not
going.

(2) It ,s raining and Tom is not going so I am not
going.

(3) It is not raining and Tom is going so I will go.
(4) It is not raining and Tom is not going so I am

not going.
NAND-gate. Figure 1-28,A, shows an AND symbol

with a state indicator at its output; this is called a
NOT-AND (NAND) symbol. The state indicator on
the output of the AND symbol indicates a relatively
low-voltage level for the activated output. Thus, with
two high inputs, the output will be low.

Figure I -28,B, shows a diode-transistor logic
(DTL) NAND circuit. DTL must be used to
implement the NAND function since RDL will not
provide inversion. An AND-gate at the inputs A and B
will control the bias on the base of amplifier QI . The
potentials applied at A and B are either 0 volt,
representing a high, or 6 volts, representing a low.

I 'a low input is applied to either diode A or B or to
both simultaneously, a total of 12 volts is established
across voltage divider R1-R2 and the diodes.
Approximately 10 volts will be dropped across the 20
kilohm resistor, establishing a negative potential of
about 2 volts for bias at the base of Ql. This forward
biases the transistor into saturation which takes the
output (X) to 0 volt. Note that a low input (A or B)

6
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X
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B. CIRCUIT

Figure 1-28. NAND-gate.

gives a high output. Now, consider the circuit with 0
volt applied to both A and B at the same instant; we
have 6 volts across the voltage divider and diodes.
Approximately 5 volts will be dropped across the 20
kilohm resistor, establishing a base-emitter potential of
near +I volt. This reverse biases the transistor and
cuts it off. No current flow through the transistor now
sets the output at 6 volts due to the diode clamp. The
purpose of this diode is to establish the low-logic level.
Thus, a high input at both A and B, at the same time,
gives a low output.

Figure 1-28,C, shows the truth table for the NAND
circuit, which you can verify. Keep in mind that the
low is 6 volts and the high is 0 volt. When 01
conducts, the output is high (OV); with 01 cut off, the
output is low (-6V). An AND function output would
be high, but the NAND function output is low.

COMMON EMITTER
PHASE INVERSION

A B X

C. TRUTH TABLE

NOR-gate. An OR symbol with a state indicator at
its output (fig. 1-29,A) is known as a NOT-OR (NOR)
symbol. Notice that the state indicators on the output
of the NOR-gate show a relatively low voltage as the
activated output. Recall the normal output of an OR-
gate is high with either input high. This symbol
indicates the activated output will be low.

Compare the NOR circuit in figure 1-29,B, to the
NAND circuit of figure 1-28,B. Note that the input
diodes have been reversed and the base bias circuit has
been changed. When both input diodes have 6 volts
(low) applied at the same time, the 2V drop across RI
forward biases Ql . The transistor conducts and the
output is 0 volt. Therefore, inputs must be low to give a
high output in a NOR circuit.

Applying a high (OV) input to either diode will
cause the transistor to cease conduction. The OV input

B.

F'3ure ' -29. NOR-gate.

J.774
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A. SYMBOL B. LOGIC DIAGRAM

Figure 1-30. EXCLUSIVE OR Logic.

at A or B will camx the corresponding diode to
conduct. Now, the voltage drop across RI will equal
6V, making the base and emitter of 01 at the same
potential, which cuts the transistor off. The cutoff
condition gives a low (-6V clamped) output. The
diode at the output establishes the low-logic level.
Saturation conduction of 01 establishes the high-logic
level.

Figure 1-29,C, shows the truth table for the NOR
circuit, which you can verify. Notice that the two input
diodes with resistors (RI and R2) make up the OR-
gate circuit. The common-emitter amplifier provides
phase inversion. Any high input (A or B or both)
causes a low output as represented by the NOR
symbol.

C

A

NEG. AND = LOW OUTPUT IF
ALL INPUTS ARE
LOW

al)--
NEC AND -30V= BINARY I

. OV BINARY 0

A B CIE I

LLL Ll
HLL HO
L HL H 0

HHL H-0
L L HH 0

HLHH 0

L HHH 0

HH 7: HO

POS OR OV = BINARY 1
-30V = BINARY 0

Figure 1-31. Negative AND-circuit.

B X

Hi

C. TRUTH TABLE

pp-

Exclusive OR Logic. Another logic function of
importance is the exclusive OR. Figure 1-30,A, shows
the symbol. An exclusive OR will develop an output
pulse when either input A or B is high, but not when
BOTH inputs are high. Figure 1-30,B, shows an
example of the exclusive OR logic diagram. Notice that
the exclusive OR is a combination of two inhibited
ANDs and an OR symbol. Figure 1-30,C, shows the
truth table which you can verify. Look back to figure 1-
28,B and C, to review the conditions necessary for a
high output. Then compare the truth table with the logic
diagram of figure 1-30,B.

Negative Logic. In the AND- and OR-gates covered,
0 volt was used to represent high, whereas the low was
represented by 6 volts.

8+

NEG OR = LOW OUTPUT IF
ANY INPUTS ARE LOW

A
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Figure 1-32. Negative OR-circuit.



Circuits may be designed to be activated by lows
rather than highs. In this case, the AND and OR
circuits used in logic systems of this type are called
negative OR- and negative AND-gates.

A negative AND-circuit is one in which a low
output is produced only if all the inputs are low. This
condition can be met by using a circuit identical to a
standard positive OR-gate. Figure 1-31 represents a
negative AND-circuit. Use conditions of 30 volts for
binary I and 0 volts for binary 0 (negative logic), and
compare the circuit operation of figure 1-31 A. with
the truth table of figure 1-31,B. In figure 1-31,C, note
that a state indicator is used on the output terminal.
This indicates that the output potential of an activated
function is relatively low.

A negative OR-circuit is one in which any low
input will give a low output. This condition can be met
by using a standard positive AND-gate. Figure 1-32
represents a negative OR-circuit. Use the conditions
30 volts for binary 1 and 0 volts for binary 0, and
compare the circuit operations with the truth table of
figure 1-32.

Exercises (002):
1. A NOT function denotes of a signal.

2. A gate-circuit is inhibited when the state indicator
is shown in the

3. Detail
gate notted.

5. Draw the circuit for the gate shown in figure 1-35.

A

Figure 1-35. Figure for objective 002, exercise 5.

6. Construct the truth table for the logic symbol
shown in figure 1-36.

A

Figure 1-36. Figure for objective 002, exercise 6.

7. Write the correct output (X) for the logic symbol
shown in figure 1-37, when A and B are high.

I:Do_X

in figure 1-33 shows an AND- Figure 1-37.. Figure for objective 002, exercise 7.

Use figure 1-38 for questions 8 through 10.

A. B.

0
Figure 1-33. Figure for objective 002, exercise 3.

4. Write the correct output bit (X) for the gate shown
in figure 1-34, when A is high and B is high.

A

Figure 1-34. Figure for objective 002, exercise 4.

A + B = X

Figure 1-38. Figure for objective 002, exercises 8 through 10.

8. Write the correct output (X) for the logic symbol
shown, when A and B are low.

9. Draw the correct circuit for the gate shown.

10. Construct the truth table for the gate shown.

9
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Figure 1-39. Two-input, common base, positive OR-gat°.

003. Specify advantages of resistor transistor logic
over diode resistor logic, and point out the major
differences between the two.

Resistor Transistor Logic. Like the diode the
transistor may be used to implement logic functions.
By transistorizing AND and OR functions, many
advantages are obtained. In addition, functions may be
implemented which are not possible with diode logic.
These include the NAND, NOR, and other functions
using the NOT operation.

The transistor is the primary active device used in
most of the digital gate circuits in use today. This is
true for the discrete circuit as well as the integrated
circuit. In fact, the RTL gate was one of the first to be
put in integrated circuit form. Transistors function as
switches by making use of an effective open or short
circuit between the emitter and collector. Transistors
used in gate circuits may be connected in series,
parallel, or series-parallel to provide a variety of logic
fun'Aions.

Properly configured, the transistor has the ability to
provide an inverted version of its input signal at the
output (electrical inversion), which, in turn, makes
possible logic negation. Perhaps of even greater

importance is the improvement in operating speed and
the possibility of obtaining either a voltage or power
gain through the circuit. For stages that require a heavy
current output for operating relays and other
electronic devices, the transistor emitter-follower
connection provides power output with reduced gain.
Because of the relatively higher input and output
impedances possible with the transistor, the shunting
effect of parallel inputs or outputs is not as great a
problem as it is with diodes.

Exercises (003):
1. List four advantages of RTL over RDL.

2. Name the most important differences between
RTL and RDL.

004. Identify RTL OR-gate circuit inputs with
design considerations and effects.

RTL OR-Gate. Of the transistor configurations
(common-emitter, common collector, and common
base), only one is capable of providing a voltage gain
while providing the same polarity at the output as at
the input. This is the common base configuration and
will be discussed first.

The schematic of a typical two-input, positive logic,
single-transistor OR-gate is shown in figure I -39,A. In
this circuit the collector is reverse biased while the
emitter is left floating. Thus, with no signal applied at
A or B, a collector current cannot flow, and the output
voltage will be the same as Vccthe collector supply
voltage (-6V). Assuming that proner circuit parameters
have been chosen, a +3-volt signal applied at either, or
both, A and B will forward bias the emitter and cause
sufficient collector current to flow so as to cause the IR
drop across R3 to be equal to the collector supply
voltage. This condition causes the output voltage to go to
p volts.

When the input signal is removed, the circuit
returns to its quiescent state; that is, collector current
cutoff and output voltage at 6 volts. Hence, a
positive-going input signal of 3 volts of amplitude
results in a positive-going output signal of 6 volts of
amplitude, a voltage gain of two. Since, in its quiescent
state, the circuit is operating at cutoff, a negative-going
input signal will have little or no effect on circuit
operation.

NOTE: RI and R2 normally will have a high value
of resistance in order to provide isolation between the
two inputs.

Figure I-39,B, is the logic symbol for the circuit.
Figure 1-39,C, is the truth table for this circuit and
indicates the possible combinations that could exist in
this circuit at any given time. Note also that the output

10
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expression is shown as a Boolean function. In order
for you to become familiar with this type of expression,
an explanation follows.

In Boolean math, the plus sign (+) is used to
indicate the OR function. The term f (A,B), means the
function of A and B. The output of figure 1-39,C, is A
+ B which means A OR B. If it were an AND-gate, the
output is expressed, A B, the (.) stands for AND.
The AND expression would be written as AB. All
other truth table outputs in this module will be shown
using the Boolean expression.

Exercises (004):
Use figure 1-39 to answer the following questions.
1. With no input what is the state of the collector

bias?

2. With no input and V" is equal to 6 volts, what is
the output?

3. What is the result of a negative input to the circuit?

4. What is a design consideration for the value of the
input resistors R1 and R2?

005. State the effects of particular operations in an
RTL AND-gate circuit.

Positive Logic AND-Gates (PNP Transistors).
The transistor AND-gate can be compared to a switch
circuit with the switches connected in series. The
positive logic AND-gate using PNP transistors is
shown in figure 1-40.

Remember the conditions that control the operation of
a PNP transistor? When a more positive voltage is
applied to the base of a PNP transistor the emitter-base
forward bias is decreased and the transistor is turned off.
When a more negative voltage is applied to the base of a
PNP transistor, the forward bias is increased and the
transistor is turned on. Now, we will start with the
conditions where inputs A and B are both more negative
or a binary 0. Both Q1 and Q2 are turned on due to the
increase in forward bias of the emitter-base connections.
The current increase through RL renders the negative
end of RL more negative, or binary 0, and this is the
output.

Let's now hold the input on A as a binary 0 and
change input B to a binary 1. Q2 is now cut off due to the
reduction of the emitter-base potential. Q1 is still
conducting well, causing the negative end of RL to
remain very negative. This negative level is equal to a

,A o

A. CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC

B o

B. LOGIC DIAGRAMS

-o C

INPUT OUTPUT

A B f(A,B) = AB=C

L
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H

H
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L

H

L

L

L

H

C. TRUTH TABLE

NDA1 3 -7 2

Figure 1-40. Two-input, common base, positive AND-gate.
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binary 0, which appears on C as an output. If the input
conditions are reversed, binary 1 on A and binary 0 on
B, 01 will cut off and 02 will conduct heavily; the
output remains a binary 0.

The fourth combination of inputs is when the
binary I s are applied to both inputs A and B. Both 01
and 02 are cut off, thereby reducing current through
RL. Mor:', positive potential is now felt on the negative
end of RL and this potential is equal to a binary I
output. Therefore, it takes both 1 's (inputs) into an
AND-gate to receive a 1 out.

Exercises (005):
Use figure 1-40 to answer the following questions.
I. With a logic 0 on input A, what type of bias is

present on the emitter-base junction of 01?

2. When a logic 1 is present at point C, what is the
state of Ql? 02?

006. Define logic negation and identify an ideal
characteristic of NOT-circuit operations using RTL.

RTL NOT-Circuits. When the common-emitter
configuration is used, the output polarity is always
inverted by an inherent action similar to that of an
electron tube with a grounded cathode circuit. In logic
operations it is sometimes desirable to produce an
output signal that is identical to, but of opposite
polarity from, the input signal. This function, which is
known as logic negation, may be easily accomplished
by an inverter circuit similar to the one depicted in
figure 1 -41,A.

When this circuit is in its quiescent state, both the
emitter ani collector junctions will be reverse-biased,
causing the collector current to be cut off. With the
collector current cut off, the IR drop across R3 will be
negligible, and the output voltage will be nearly equal
to the collector supply voltage. Assuming that the
proper circuit parameters have been chosen, a
negative-going input signal of sufficient amplitude to
forward-bias the emitter junction will turn the
transistor on. That is, it will cause enough current to
flow so that the IR drop across R3 will equal the
collector supply voltage. Since this voltage opposes the
collector supply voltage, the output voltage will go to 0
volt. When the input signal is removed, the circuit
returns to its quiescent state. Thus, a negative-going
signal at the input results in a positive-going signal at
the output. Since, in its quiescent state, the collector
current is cut off, a positive-going signal at the input
has little effect on the output.

11 -Lr R1
A
INPUT

A. CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC

B. LOGIC DIAGRAM

INPUT OUTPUT

A f (A) = A

L

H

H

L

C. 'RUTH TABLE

NDA13 7 3

Figure 1-41. Single input Inverter, NOT operation.

Figure 1-41,B, is the logic diagram for this circuit.
Figure 1-41,C, is the truth table for this circuit and
indicates the possible combinations that could exist in
this circuit at a given time.

Exercises (006):
I. What is meant by the term "logic negation"?

2. Why is the common-emitter circuit ideal for
inverter circuits?

007. Point out the effects of particular inputs to a
NOR-gate using RTL.

RTL NOR-Gate. Figure 1-42A, is the schematic
for a typical two-input, PNP-transistor NOR-gate. It is

12
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Figure 1-42. Two-input, PNP transistor NOR-gate.

readily apparent that, with the exception of the
addition of another input, this circuit is identical to the
NOT-circuit just discussed. Circuit operation is also
the same, except that now a negative-going signal, at
either or both inputs of sufficient amplitude to
forward-bias the emitter junction, will turn on the
transistor.

NOTE RI and R2 normally will have a high value
of resistance in order to provide isolation between
inputs.

The logic symbols for this circuit are illustrated in
figure 1-42,B. Signal (logic) inversion in the input is
indicated by the small circuit adjacent to the input of the
NOR symbol in the logic diagram. Common practice
indicates that the logic negation indicator symbol (small
circle) normally be placed adjacent to the input or output
of the logic symbol for a given function, depending on
whether the input or output signals are to be negated.
The truth table for this circuit is illustrated in figure 1-
42,C.
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Figure I -43. Two-input, PNP transistor NAND-gate.

Exercises (007):

Use figure 1-42 to answer the following questions.
1. With an input of 3V on RI, what condition will

exist at R4?

2. With 0 volt signals on RI and R2, what is the effect
on the base of Q I ?

008. Identify characteristics and operation of a
NAND-gate using RTL.

RTL NAND-Gate. Figure 1-43,A, is the schematic of a
typical two-input, PNP-transistor NAND-gate. This
circuit is quite similar to the NOR circuit just discussed.
The difference is that now a negative bias is applied to
the base. This negative bias forward-biases the emitter
junction, causing the transistor to conduct
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heavily. That is, with no signal applied, the emitter
junction will be forward-biased to the point where the
transistor operates in the saturation region. The
resulting heavy collector current flow through R4
produces an IR drop across R4 that opposes the
collector supply voltage and is of sufficient amplitude
to reduce the output voltage to 0 volt. Assuming the
parameters have been properly chosen, a positive-
going signal at either, but not both, inputs will cause a
certain amount of current to flow through R3. This
current will produce an IR drop across R3, which
opposes the base bias supply voltage. This IR drop will
not, however, be of sufficient magnitude to reduce the
base bias voltage to zero. Hence, the emitter junction
will remain forward-biased, and the transistor will
continue to operate in the saturation region with the
result that there will be little or no change in output
voltage. With a positive-going signal at both inputs,
enough current flows through R3 so that the IR drop
across R3 will be of sufficient magnitude to overcome
the base bias, causing the emitter junction to be
reverse-biased and cutting off the collector current.
With the collector current cut off, the IR drop across
R4 will be negligible, and the output voltage will now
be nearly equal to the collector supply voltage.

The logic diagram for this circuit is illustrated in
figure 1-43,B. With no signal or with a high at either
input, but not boa' inputs, the output will also be high.
However, should both inputs be high, the output will
be low. Figure 1-43,C, is the truth table for this circuit.

In addition to providing signal inversion and the
resulting logic negation, common-emitter circuits may
(within practical limits) be designed to provide any
amount of voltage gain desired. The primary factors in
determining the maximum gain possible are the
transistor characteristics and the available power
supply voltage.

Exercises (008):
1. What is the primary design difference between the

NOR-gate (fig. 1-42) and the NAND-gate (fig.
1-43)?

Figure 1-44. Diode transistor inverter.
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2. In figure 1-43, with no applied signal, the
transistor is biased to operate at

3. In figure 1-43, what is required to cut off the
transistor?

009. Identify functions and characteristics of an
inverter circuit operation ming diode transistor
logic.

Diode Transistor Logic. Computer circuits using
both diodes and transistors are referred to as DTL
circuits. In most cases, the diodes provide the primary
logic function, while the transistors are used only to
amplify and/or invert the output of the logic function.
In some cases, however, the transistors provide the
primary logic, while the diodes are used to control or
direct the function. By combining diodes and
transistors in the proper fashion, the advantages of
both circuit components may be realized. That is, the
diodes provide rapid switching action; and the
transistors provide signal inversion, amplification, and
impedance matching as needed.

Figure 1-44 is the schematic of a typical diode
transistor inverter circuit. The advantage of this
inverter circuit over those previously discussed is
inc.reased operating (switching) speed. Switching
speed is increased by using the clamping action of the
diodes to limit signal excursion in the output.

In this circuit the signal is applied to the base
through RI and CI . The purpose of Cl is to increase
switching speed by increasing the slope (decreasing the
rise and fall time) of the input signal. A negative bias is
applied to the base via R2. R3 is the collector load
resistor, and R4 is the emitter stabilization resistor.
CR1 and CR2 are clamping diodes. CR1 clamps the
collector voltage at the level of VI when, as a result of
a negative-going input signal, the collector voltage
attempts to go positive. The values selected for VI and
V2 thus determine the amplitude of the output signal.
Moreover, by making the difference between VI and
V2 quite small, the time required to switch from one
level to the other is also made quite small.

In its quiescent state (with no signal applied) Vgg
will forward-bias the emitter junction, thus permitting
a large amount of collector current to flow. This
collector current, in flowing through R3, produces an
IR drop across R3 that opposes Vcc and is of
sufficient amplitude to reduce the collector voltage to
the point where CR2 will be forward-biased. With
CR2 forward-biased, the collector voltage will be
clamped at the level of V2.

If a negative-going signal is now applied at the
input, it will tend to increase the forward bias on the



emitter junction, and thereby increase the collector
current flow. However, this increase in collector
current will have little or no effect on the output
voltage, since the collector and, therefore, the output
are clamped at the level of V2.

With a positive-going signal applied at the input, the
forward bias on the emitter junction is reduced. This,
in turn, reduces the collector current flow. This
reduction in collector current flow will tend to reduce
the IR drop across R3 and thus increase the negative
voltage appearing at the collector. However, until the
collector current is reduced to the point where the
resulting IR drop across R3 is less than the difference
between Vcc and V2, there will be no change in
collector voltage. Once this occurs, the negative
voltage aapearing at the collector will rapidly increase
until a point is reached at which CR1 becomes
forward-biased.

With CR1 forward-biased, the collector, and hence
the output, will be clamped to the level of VI; the
output will remain clamped at this level until the
amplitude of the input signal is reduced below a
certain level. With a reduction in amplitude of the
input signal, the collector current will increase;
however, there will be little or no change in the output
voltage until a point is reached at which the IR drop
across R3 exceeds the difference between Vcc and
V 1. At this point, the negative voltage appearing at the
collector will rapidly decrease until it reaches the
point where CR2 is again forward-biased.

Exercises (009):
I. How is switching speed increased in DTL as

opposed to RTL?

2. In figure 1-44, what the purpose of CI?

3. An advantage of DTL over RTL is that the
transistors provide signal
and as needed.

4. In figure 1-44, what is the purpose of R4?

010. State the purpose of particular components of a
DTL OR-gate circuit.

DTL OR-Gate. Figure 1-45, A, is the schematic of
a typical two-input, diode transistor OR-gate. CR1
and CR2, in conjunction with RI and Vgg, function
as the OR-gate, while 01, which is connected in the
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Figure 1-45. Two-input, diode transistor OR-gate.

emitter follower configuration, provides power gain
and impedance matching where necessary.

Assuming that proper parameters have been chosen,
0 volt will appear at the output when the circuit is at
rest (quiescent or no signal state) because Vgg will,
under normal operating conditions, forward-bias both
diodes and the transistor emitter junction. With the
diodes forward-biased and no signal (0V) applied at
both inputs, 0 volt will appear at the transistor base.
With 0 volt applied at the base, the emitter will be
forward-biased to the point that sufficient collector
current will flow to cause an IR drop across R2 of
approximately the same magnitude as Vgg, and since it
opposes VEE, 0 volt will appear at the output.

A positive-going signal applied at either or both
inputs will c Aise a positive-going signal to appear at
the transistor base. This positive-going signal at the
base reduces the forward-bias on the emitter junction,
causing a reduction in collector current flow. With a
reduction in collector current flow, the IR drop across
R2 decreases, resulting in a positive-going signal of
approximately the same magnitude as the input signal
appearing at the output.

Figure 1-45,B, is the logic diagram for the circuit,
and figure 1-45,C, is the truth table.
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Exercises (010):
Use figure 1-45 to answer the following questions.
1. What is the purpose of Ql?

2. The VBB provides bias for both the
and the

011. State the makeup and operation of a DTL
AND-gate.

DTL AND-Gate. The schematic for a typical two-
input, diode transistor AND-gate appears in figure
1-46,A. Like the circuit just discussed, CR1 and CR2,
in conjunction with R1 and Vgg, perform the logic
function (in this case the AND fur-act:cm). Q1, which is
connected in the emitter follower configuration,
provides power gain and impedance matching where
necessary.

Assuming that proper parameters have been chosen,
0 volt will appear at the output when the circuit is at
rest. This situation occurs because Vgg will, under
normal operating conditions, forward-bias both
diodes and the transistor emitter junction. With both
diodes forward-biased and no signal (0V) applied at A
and B, 0 volt will appear at the transistor base. With 0
volt applied at the base, the emitter junction will be
forward-biased to the point that sufficient collector
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Figure 1-46. Two-input, diode transistor AND-gate.
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current will flow to cause an IR drop across R2 of
approximately the same magnitude as VEE. Since this
IR drop opposes VEE, 0 vOlt Will appear at the output.

The application of a positive-going signal at either
input (but not both) will have little effect on the output
because the diode associated with the input to which
no signal (OV) is applied will still be heavily forward-
biased, holding the base of the transistor at
approximately 0 volt. The other diode, because its
anode is held at 0 volt and a positive voltage is applied
to its cathode, will conduct less current.

With a positive-going signal applied at both inputs,
the diodes are forward-biased to a lesser degree,
causing a smailer IR drop across RI , with the result
that a positive-going signal will appear at the base. The
positive-going signal at the base increases the forward
bias on the emitter junction, resulting in an increase in
collector current flow. The increase in collector
current flow causes an increase in the IR drop across
R2, with the result that a positive-going signal of
approximately the same magnitude as the input siglial
will now appear at the output.

Figure 1-46,B, is the logc diagram for the circuit,
and figure 1-46,C, is the truth table.

Exercises (011):
Use figure 1-46 to answer the following questions.
1. The logic gate consists of which circuit

components?

2. With the CR1 and CR2 forward-biased, what
voltage is present at the base of Ql?

012. Cite operating characteristics of a NOR-gate
using DTL.

DTL NOR-Gate. Figure 1-47,A, is the schematic
for a typical two-input, diode transistor NOR-gate. As
you can see, the circuit is quite similar to the one in
figure 1-45,A. CR1 and CR2, in conjunction with RI
and Vgg, still function as an OR circuit. QI , however,
is now connected in the common-emitter
configuration and, hence, will function as an
inverter/amplifier.

Assuming that proper parameters have been chosen,
a positive voltage will appear at ta.. output when the
circuit is at rest. This situation occurs because VBB
will, under normal operating conditions, forward-bias
both diodes and the transistor-emitter junction. With
both diodes forward-biased to the point where
sufficient collector current will flow so as to cause an
IR drop across R3 of greater magnitude than Vcr, a
positive voltage will appear at the output.

A positive-going signal at either or both inputs will,
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Figure 1-47. Two-input, diode transistor NOR-gate.

because the diodes remain foripard-biased, cause a
positive-going signal to appear at the transistor base. A
positive-going signal at the base reduces the forward-
bias on dr. emitter junction, resulting in a decrease in
collector current flow. With a decrease in collector
current flow, the IR drop across R3 decreases,
resulting in a decrease in the positive voltage appearing
at the output. The output signal will thus be an
amplified and inverted version of the signal appearing
at the transistor base and, under the conditions
established for this circuit, will switch from a
predetermined positive value to zero whenever a
positive-going signal is applied at either or both inputs.

The accepted logic symbols for this circuit appear
in figure I -47,B, and the truth table is shown in figure
1-47,C.

Exercises (012):
1. In order to have a DTL OR-gate function as a

NOR-gate, the transistor would be reconnected in
the configuration.
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2. In figure 1-47, a decrease in collector cum.
the IR drop across R3.

013. State the effects of a positive-going signal
applied at the base of QI in a DTL NAND-gate
circuit.

DTL NAND-Gate. Figure 1-48,A, is the schematic of
a typical two-input, diode transistor NAND-gate. As you
can see, this circuit is quite similar to the AND circuit in
figure 1-46,A. In fact, CR1 and CR2, in conjunction
with RI and VBB , still perform the AND function. Q1 ,

however, is now connected in the common-emitter
configuration and, hence, will function as an
inverter/amplifier.

Assuming that proper parameters have been chosen,
a positive voltage will appear at the output when the
circuit is at rest, because VBE; win, under normal
operating conditions, forward-Has both diodes and
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the transistor emitter junction. With both diodes
forward-biased and no signal (OV) applied at A and B,
0 volt will appear at the transistor base. With 0 volt
applied at the base, the emitter junction will be
forward-biased to the poitt where a certain amount of
collector current will flow. This collector current, in
flowing through R3, will cause an IR drop across R3
of a magnitude somewhat less than Vcr. This IR drop
opposes Vcc and hence reduces the output voltage to a
predetermined level.

A positive signal applied at either input (but not
both) will have little effect on the output, since the
diode with no signal applied is still forward-biased to
the point where it will hold the base at about 0 volt.
With a positive voltage on its base and 0 volt on its
anode, the diode with the signal applied will be cut off
and will effectively isolate the signal input from the
rest of the circuit.

A positive-going signal simultaneously applied at
both inputs will, because the diodes are forward-
biased to a lesser degree, cause a positive-going signal
to appear at the transistor base. A positive-going signal
at the base increases the forward bias on the emitter
junction, resulting in an increase in collector current
flow. With an increase in collector current flow, the
IR drop across R3 increases, resulting in a decrease in
the positive voltage appearing at the output. The
output signal will thus be an amplified and inverted
version of the signal appearing at the transistor base
and, under the conditions established for this circuit,
will switch from a predetermined positive value to zero
whenever a positive-going signal is simultaneously
applied to both inputs.

The accepted logic diagrams for this circuit appear
in figure 1-48,B, and the truth table appears in 1-48,C.

Exercises (013):

1. A positive-going signal at the base of 01 shown in
figure 1-48 the on the
emitter junction.

2. Based on the above question, the output of the
NAND-gate (fig. 1-48) will be and

014. State one function and indicate the effects of
input signals in the operation of the DTL inhibitor
circuit.

DTL Inhibitor Circuit. In most number systems,
including binary, subtraction is performed as follows: 0

0 = 0, 1 0 = 1, and 1 1 = 0. The fourth possible
generation, 0 1, is unique in that it involves a borrow.
The result will depend on the base of the number system
being used. A device which will give us the correct
results for the first three operations listed is the inhibitor
as shown in figure 1-49. This circuit is also known as a
quarter subtractor.

The circuit is essentially the basic ANd-gate in figure
1-46, with an inverter connected at input B. With an
input of a logic 0 (OV) on both inputs, we would
normally expect both diodes of an AND-gate to be
forward-biased; however, because RI and R2 form a
voltage divider, a small negative potential is present to
reverse bias Q1 . With Ql off, CR2 is reversed biased by
+Vcc. With 0 volt on the cathode of CR1, it conducts
heavily, creating a drop across RL equal to 'Ix applied
voltage. The voltage then is the same as on a standard
AND-gate.

With a 0 on A and a 1 on B, the positive voltage on B
will overcome VBB and forward bias Q 1 . This causes
CR2 to be forward-biased. With both diodes forward-
biased, the output remains at 0.

With a 1 on A and 0 on B, the diodes will both,
because of the inverter action of Q1, be reversed-biased
(actually they are partially conducting), and the potential
at RL rises to +6V or a logic 1.

Our final possible combination is a 1 on both inputs.
Although CR1 is reverse-biased, CR2 is forward-biased
through Ql. Thus, the output is held to a logic 0.

If we consider the input on A as the minuend and B the
subtrahend, we see by the truth table (fig. 1-48,C) that
disregarding the second operation (which in subtraction
would be erroneous due to the lack of a "borrow") the
inhibitor does indeed perform the subtraction function.

Exercises (014):

1. What inputs are required for a positive output of the
inhibitor shown in figure 1-49?

2. What is another name for an inhibitor?

3. Name the combination of inputs that yield a 0 volt
output.
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015. State the principle of signal amplification and
operation of direct-coupled transistor logic (DCTL)
inverters; list advantages of direct-coupled
transistors.

DCTL Amplifiers. In this type of logic
mechanization, the only active elements are transistors
and resistors. Coupling exists directly between the
elements of successive transistors (resistors, where used,
serve primarily as load resistors)hence, the name
"direct-coupled transistor logic."

Compared to transistorized logic circuits previously
discussed, this type of logic mechanization generally
requires fewer components and less power, while
providing increased operating speeds. Power
requirements are reduced for two reasons: (1) signal
voltage amplitudes are on the order of millivolts; hence,
power supply voltages may be reduced; and (2) fewer
circuit components mean fewer circuit losses; hence,
circiut efficiency is increased, Because of the lower
operating voltages, the time required to switch from one
level to the other is reduced, resulting in an increase in
operating speed.

The schematic in figure 1-50,A, illustrates the metiiiod
of coupling used in direct-coupled transistor logic
circuits. Two inverter circuits are shown, with the output
of one coupled directly (cascaded) to the input of the
other. RI and R2 serve only as load resistors for the
transistors. Since this circuit uses two inverters, the
output will be in phase (of the same polarity) as the input
and thus will be an amplified version of the input.

The parameters are such that, with no signal (OV)
applied at the base of Q1, it will be at or near cutoff; that
is, little or no collector current will be permitted to flow.
With little or no collector current flowing in Q 1 , the IR
drop across RI will be negligible. With negligible IR
drop across RI, the voltage appearing at the collector of
Q1, and hence the base of Q2, will be nearly equal to
V. This negative voltage applied at the base of Q2 will
forward-bias the emitter junction of Q2, causing Q2 to
conduct heavily. The collector current of Q2 in flowing
through R2 produces an IR drop across R2 that is nearly
equal in magnitude to V. Since this IR drop opposes
Vcc, the collector of Q2, and thus the output, will be at
or near 0 volt.

A positive-going signal applied at the base of Q1 will
have little effect on circuit operation, since it only serves
to drive Q1 further into cutoff. A negative-going signal,
however, will forward-bias the emitter junction, causing
an increase in collector current flow; the IR drop across
RI will increase, causing the negative voltage appearing
at the collector of Q1 and the base of Q2 to decrease.
With a decrease in the negative voltage applied at its
base, the forward-bias on the emitter junction of Q2 will
decrease, causing a decrease in collector carrent flow.
With a decrease in Q2 collector current, the IR drop
across R2 decreases, resulting in a negative-going signal
appearing at the collector of Q2, and hence at the output.
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The logic diagram in figure 1-50,B, could be used to
represent this circuit. Figurc 1-50, C, is the truth table
for this circuit.

Exercises (015):

1. How is signal amplification obtained in the circuit
shown in figure 1-50?

2. In figure 1-50, what is the result of a positive-going
signal applied to the base of Ql?

3. Name two reasons why power requirements are
reduced by using DCTL.

016. Determine the affects of input signals applied to
a DCTL NAND-circuits.

DCTL NAND-circuit. Figure 1-51 shows typical
schematics for two-input NAND-gates using direct-
coupled transistor logic. In figure 1-51,A, negative logic
is used and in 1-51,B, positive logic is used. Compare
the two schematic and logic diagrams. Q1 and Q2 are
effectively connected in series between the load and
ground cut off, the voltage-appearing at the collector of
Q1 , and thus the output C will be nearly equal to V.
Consider the circuit in figure 1-51,A. Assuming that
proper parameters have been selected and no signal (OV)
is applied at the inputs, both transistors will be biased at
cutoff. With Q1 and Q2 both at cutoff, little or no
collector current will flow, and the IR drop across RI ,
the voltage appearing at the collector of Q1, and hence
the output, will be nearly equ.d to V.

A positive-going signal applied at either or both inputs
will have little effect on the output, since the effect of
such a signal would be to drive the transistors further into
cutoff.

A negative-going signal applitd at either input, but
not both inputs, also will have little affect on the output.
Even though such a signal will forward-bias the emitter
junction of the transistor to which it is applied, there will
be no increase in collector current flow, since the other
transistor will still be biased at cutoff.

The only remaining condition to be discussed is when
negative-going signals are simultaneously appied at
both inputs. When this occurs, the emiter junctions of
both transistors will be forward-biased, and collector
current will start to flow. With an increase in collector
current flow, the IR drop across RI will increase, and
since this IR drop opposes I/cc, there will be a decrease
in the negative voltage appearing at the collector ..4" Ql
and hence the output.

The circuit in figure 1-51,B, operates in a similar
manner using a positive going signal as the active input
to the gate.
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Figure 1-51. Direct-coupled transistor logic, two-input NAND-gate.

Exercises (016):

1. How would two transistors be connected to form a
DTCL NAND-gate?

2. With negative-going signals applied to both A and
B of the circuit in figure 1-51,A; what is the output
signal?

3. If the output signal of the circuit in figure 1-51,B, is
a negative-going signal what are the inputs at A and
B?
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017. Determine the affects of input signals applied to
a DCTL NOR-circuits.

DCTL NOR-circuit. In figure 1-52 are the schematic
diagrams of typical two-input NOR-gates using direct-
coupled transistor logic. You will note that in the case of
the NOR-circuit Ql and Q2 are connected effectively in
parallel between the load and ground. Therefore, either
or both transistors conducting will result in the voltage at
the output being at a near 0 volts.

As we study fipire 1-52,A, assume that proper
pa: meters have been selected and no signal (OV) is
applied at the inputs, both transistors will be biased at
cutoff. With Q1 and Q2 both at cutoff, little or no
collector current will be negligible lR drop across RI ,
the voltage appearing at the collectors of the transistors,
and hence at the output, will be nearly equal to V.

A positive-going signal applied at either or both inputs
will have little or no effect on the output because the net
effect of such a signal would be to drive either or both
transistors further into cutoff. With a negative-going
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signal applied at either or both inputs, the emitter
junction(s) of the transistor(s) to which such a signal is
applied will be forward-biased. With the emitter of
either or both transistors forward-biased, sufficient
collector current will flow to produce an IR drop across
RI of the same magnitude as Vcc. Since this IR drop
opposes Vcc, the potential appearing at the collectors of
both transistors, and thus at the output, will be at or near
0 volt.

Exercises (017):
Use figure 1-52 to answer the following questions.

1. In the NOR circuit Q I and Q2 are connected in
between the and

2. In the NOR circuit what is the only condition where
the output will equal Vcc?

018. Specify the principal components and effects of
applying certain input signals in the DCTL exclusive
OR circuit.

0

AO

01

B 0

02

03

DCTL exclusive OR-Circuit. Figure 1,53,A, is the
schematic of an exclusive OR-gate using direc,ccupled
transistor logic. While it is not readily apparent, this
circuit actually consists of two inhibitors and an OR-
gate. Q3, in conjunction with Q1 and Q2, performs the
inhibit function, f (A,B) = AB; while Q4, in conjunction
with Ql and Q2, performs the inhibit function, f (A ,B)
= AB. The OR function is performed by Q5 in
conjunction with Q3 and Q4.

In the quiescent state, that is, with no signal (0V)
applied at A and B, Q1 and Q2 will be operating at or
near cutoff. Their emitter junctions will be reverse-
biased, and little or no collector current will flow. With
little or no collector flowing in Q1 and Q2, the IR drops
across RI and R2 will be negligible . Therefore, the
voltage appearing at the bases and the emitters of Q3 and
Q4 will also be operating at or near cutoff; and, with
little or no collector current flow through Q3 and Q4, the
IR drop across R3 will be negligible. With negligible IR
drops across R3, the voltage appearing at the base of Q5
will be forward-biased and sufficient collector current
will flow so as to produce an IR drop across R4 that is
nearly equal in magnitude to Vcc. This IR drop opposes
Vcc; hence, the output, f, willb; at or near 0 volt.
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Figure 1-53. DCTL OR-gate.
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With a positive-going signal applied at A and no
signal (OV) applied at B, the QI emitter junction will
be forward-biased, and the Q2 emitter junction will be
reverse-biased. QI will begin to conduct rather
heavily, and Q2 will remain cut off. The QI collector
current in flowing through R2 produces an IR drop
across R2 nearly equal in magnitude to Vcc, and since
this IR drop opposes Vcc, the Q4 emitter and Q3 base
will be at or near 0 volt. With 0 volt on its base and a
positive voltage on its emitter, Q3 remains cut off. Q4,
on the other hand, will conduct rather heavily, since it
will have 0 volts on its emitter and a positive voltage on
its base, for::ard-biasing its emitter junction. The Q4
collector current, in flowing through R3, produces an
IR drop across R3 nearly equal in magnitude to Vco
and since this IR drop opposes Vcc, the base of Q5
will be at or near 0 volt. With its emitter grounded and
0 volt on its base, Q5 will be at or near cutoff. With
little or no collector current flow in Q5, the IR drop
across R4 will be negligible, and the voltage at the
output will be nearly equal to Vcc.

With a positive signal at B and no signal (OV) at A,
the same sort of situation will exist; only now, Q1 will
be cut off and Q2 will be conducting. Q4 will be cut
ff and Q3 will be conducting. This condition again
reduces the voltage appearing at its collector, and thus
the output will be nearly equal to Vco

With a positive-going signal applied at both inputs,
QI and Q2 will both conduct at saturation, with the
r. .;ult that the voltage appearing at the base of Q5 will

fuse i to conduct at or near saturation, thus
producing an IR drop across R4 that is nearly equal in
magnitude to Vcc. Since this IR drop opposes Vcc,
the output will be at or near 0 volt.

The logic diagram for this circuit appears in figure
1-53,B, and tne truth table in figure 1-53,C.

Exercises 4118):
Use figure 1-53 to answer the following questions.
I . The exclusive OR circuit actually consists of

and an -gate.

2. With a positive-going signal applied to A and 0
volts at B, Q1 will be and Q2 be

3. It no signal (OV) is applied to inputs A and B, the
output (f) will be approximately volts.

1-2. Integrated Circuit Logic
The integrated circuit (IC) logic gate is a monolithic

(one-piece) circuit in which all components are etched
into a tiny block of silicon. Interconnections between
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these component parts are made by means of metallic
patterns and the individual parts are not separated
from the complete circuit. Their relatively low cost,
small size, and high reliability make this type of circuit
ideal for applications where identical circuits are
required in large quantities. This is why they are now
being widely used in digital computers. The following
discussion will help you understand the operation of
logic ICs.

019. Define IC terms and specify the characteristics
of selected logic families.

IC Terms and Definitions. The following terms are
used when talking about integrated circuits. The
definitions will enable you to better understand the
operation and use of integrated circuits.

Chip. A piece of semiconductor material on which
electronic components have been formed (usually
transistors and resistors) to produce an integrated
circuit. May also be called a cl;e or substrate.

DIP (dual in line package). An integrated circuit
package type, made of plastic or ceramic, with two
rows of leads along either side. It is rectangular in
shape and usually has from 8 to 40 leads. The leads
extend vertically from each side and permit easy
insertion of the DIP into printed circuit boards.

Fall time. A measure of the time required for the
voltage of the trailing edge of a pulse to drop from 90
to 10 percent of the original amplitude; also called
decay time.

Fan-in. The number of logical inputs to a circuit.
Fan-out. The number of logical outputs from a

circuit or the number of gates that a given output gate
can drive.

Flat-pack. Another type of integrated circuit
package that is thinner than the DIP with the leads
extending horizontally from the sides. Like the DIP, it
is made of plastic or ceramic.

IGFET (insulated-gate field effect transistor). See
the definition of MOSFET, which is the same as
IGFET.

LSI (large-scale integration). A digital IC with
between 100 and 1000 logic gates within the package.

Monolithic. A microcircuit in which transistors,
diodes, resistors, and capacitors are formed on and
within a single-crystal semiccinductor substrate.

MOSFET (metal-oxide silicon field-effect
transistor). A high-impedance input device which can
be used as an amplifier or switch. Charge carriers
within the transistor are of only one type, N or P. and
therefore, the MOSFET is a unipolar device. The
MOSFET is classified as an enhancement type
(normally off) or the depletion type (normally on).

MSI (medium-scale integration). A digital
integrated circuit that has from 12 to 100 gates within.

SSI (small-scale integration). A digital integrated
circuit that has 10 to 12 gates or fewer.

Pull-down resistor. A resistor tied to logic 0 or



ground and the input of a gate to keep the input at a
logic low.

Pull-up resistor. A resistor connected to a logic 1
level and tied to the input of a gate to keep the input at
the logic 1 or high level.

Rise time. The time required for a pulse to rise from
a specific lower liniit to a specific upper value, usually
from 10 to 90 percent of its final value.

VLSI (very large-scale integration). A digital
integrated circuit which will have more than 1000
gates on a chip. These chips are responsible for the
computer on a chipthe microprocessor.

Logic Families. A variety of digital logic circuits
are available, dependent on the circuit to be used for
them and its electrical requirements. Integrated
circuits may use bipolar transistor, MOSFET, or
CMOS technology to implement a logic circuit. Each
will have its own advantages, disadvantages, and
special characteristics. A brief explanation of several
logic families follows, including a table of
characteristics for three of the more prominent logic
types.

NOTE: Later in this section we will focus on ECL
logic, which is the most common high-speed logic, and
TTL, which is the most common logic used in current
generation of electronic digital equipment.

Current mode logic (CML). CML is also referred to
as current steering logic. The circuit uses a transistor
for each input and an additional transistor for biasing.
Both the OR and NOR outputs are available from the
circuit. Because the transistors in this logic don't
saturate during switching transitions, the speed of this
logic is greater than some others.

Complementary MOS logic (CMOS). This type of
logic is built on a chip using the MOSFET as its
primary active device. An N-channel MOSFET will
be complemented by a P-channel device, and both are
of the enhancement or normally off type. If either
device is turned on, the other will be off and the only
time current will be drawn from the power supply will
be during the transition period when the N-channel is
turning off or the P-channel is turning on. This will
also be true during the reverse situation. Therefore,
CMOS logic requires very little power during
operation.

Direct-coupled transistor logic. DCTL was one of the
first types of logic to be put in IC form. Each emitter

and collector of the transistors in a gate are tied
together. Input signals are connected to the bases of
the individual transistors that are part of the gate
circuit. Because of the inherent differences between
each transistor, if one has lower voltage requirements
for bias than the others, it will tend to hog the current
available. To remedy this, resistors are put in the base
lead of each transistor to lessen the effects of the base-
emitter voltage.

Diode-transistor logic. The input of DTL will consist
of diodes for each input to a gate. The output of the
diode gate is fed through another diode and then to the
base of an inverter transistor gate. A capacitor may be
used across the series diode to speed up the gate.

Emitter-coupled logic (ECL). ECL is the fastest
available logic family, capable of over 500 megahertz.
Logic in the ECL IC is similar to that in CML.
Complementary outputs are available from the ECL
gate.

High-threshold logic (HTL). Th,; .HTL circuit is
similar to the DTL except that a Zener diode replaces
the coupling diode.

Integrated injection logic (PL). The I2L logic is
another IC development that came about after
modifying the DCTL device. Modification involved
the elimination of resistors and the use of multiple
collector transistors. The unit may have both AND
and NAND outputs, or OR and NOR outputs.

Resistor-transistor logic (RTL). This type of logic is
equal to the DCTL after base resistors are installed.
This prevents thz current hogging effects of DCTL but
decreases the speed of the device.

Transistor-transistor logic (TTL). TTL, or T2L, is the
most common and popular logic used today. A
multiemitter transistor is normally used as the inputs to
this type of gate, the output of which is directly
coupled to a pull-up transistor which provides the
drive to switch the output on and off. TTL logic is
available in standard, low-power, high-speed. and the
nonsaturating of Schottky versions.

-
The table below indicates some typical

characteristics for three of the most used types of logic.
The propagation delay indicates the time for a digital
pulse to get through a gate. Power is in milliwatts.

Supply
Voltage

Speed
(MHz)

Propagation
Delay
(ns)

Power
Dissipated

per gate (mW) Fan-Out
CMOS 3-18 5 70 1 50
ECL 5.2 30-500 2 40 25
TTL 5.0 35 3-12 20 10
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Exercises (019):
1. In which category would an IC device containing

150 gates be listed?

2. What is the most common logic family in use?

3. What is the fastest logic family available?

4. What logic family uses the multiemitter transistor
as an input?

5. MOSFET devices are used to implement what
logic family?

6. What type logic could handle a fan-out of 40?

7. Which logic family is available in high-speed and
low-power versions?

020. Identify characteristics and advantages of a
five-input ECL OR/NOR integrated circuit.

ECL Circuit Characteristics. The basic riCL logic
gate with a fan-in of five (fig. 1-54) consists essentially
of a six-transistor current-mode switch and two

INPUT

emitter followers coupling the signals for the
collectors of the gate to the output. Five of the six
switching transistors are used as input transistors, with
their bases connected to input terminals; the sixth has
its base connected to a fixed bias source. With no
signal applied to any of the input transistors (01-Q5)
these units are cut off, while Q6 is conducting due to
the fixed bias applied. For any signal condition, there
are two outputs available from the gate: one from the
collector of the fixed bias transistor, the other from the
common collector junction of the five input
transistors. If, for example, a positive signal
representing a logical 1 is applied to any of the inputs,
the common collector output goes negative while that
of the fixed bias transistor goes positive. These two
outputs, therefore, perform an OR and NOR function.
If a negative-going signal is chosen to represent a
logical I, the basic gate performs an AND and NAND
operation.

It is important to note that in this circuit a eesired
signal and its complement are simultaneously
available. This has two distinct advantages over other
types of circuits where a complementary signal can be
obtained only through the us-s of a separate inverter.
First, a smaller number of stages is required for a
complete system, thus increasing the speed of the
system by reducing the number r-f stage delays; second,
the interconnecting problem between logic blocks is
reduced by a factor somewhere between two and three.

Signals from the gate are coupled to the output
terminals through emitter followers 07 and 08 which
serve as DC translators to make the outputs
comparable with the DC level requirements of
subsequent input stages. Moreover, the emitter
followers, due to their low output impedance, provide
a large fan-out capability. In a ECL system, the input
resistance is approximately 63 kilohms and the output
impedance about 30 ohms. It is evident, therefore, that
a design fan-out of 100 or more is entirely practical.

-I-VC EMITTER FOLLOWER
OUTPUT STAGES

Rc

07
MM. 111 ONO 111 111 ra.

01 06

TO
BIAS

VOLTAG E

0 8

Ro

OUTPuT

U

1

Ro

A+ + C+ 0+ E

1

I

-J

A1- 8+C 4- -E

1

1

Figure 1-54. Five-input ECL logic gate.
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For high-speed applications, however, the fan-out
capability is considerably reduced since it is
determined primarily by the capacitive loading of the
succeeding stages. Though the input capacitance of an
ECL gate is considerably lower than that of other
types, being reduced by the large amount of negative
feedback introduced by the common-emitter
resistance, high-speed fan-out in general is
considerably less than 100.

With a fan-out of one, for example, using a 12 pF
capacitor to load down the output to simulate wiring
capacitance, the measured propagation delay is
approximately 3.1 ns. With a fan-out of 12, the delay
increases to about 5.5 ns. Each loading stage,
therefore, is seen to introduce an additional delay of
approximately 0.25 ns. This corresponds to an input
capacitance of about 6 pF.

ECL Advantages. In comparison with other forms
of logic, the current mode operation of ECL circuits
has a number of basic advantages. These circuits are
extremely fatt. Propagation delay is very small, since
the logic decisions are performed at the low
impedance level of the common-emitter node, the
signal paths are essentially through emitter followers
and grounded base stages, and the transistors in these
circy.iis never become saturated. This eliminates the
parameter of storage time which represents one of the
primary speed-limiting factors of saturated circuit
designs.

ECL current mode logic, in addition, is uniquely
tolerant of component values. Absolute values of
resistors are relatively unimportant so long as the
pi-oper ratios Z,etween circuit resistances are
maintained. This feature is particularly important in
integrated circuit technology where absolute parts
values are difficult to achieve but where resistance
ratios can be held to very close tolerances.

ECL current mode circuits produce unexcelled DC
stability and are noncritical of transistor parameters.
These features, too, are of particular importance with
integrated circuits where hundreds of complete
circuits are processed simultaneously on a single wafer
of silicon. A high tolerance to parameter variations
can make the difference between acceptance and
rejection of entire lois, thus greatly affecting the
yieldand, ultimately, the priceof the integrated
circuit modules.

Low noise and crosstalk are additional advantages
gained by the favorable impedance levels of the ECL
circuits. Because input impedance is high, inductive
crosstalk currents between adjacent signal lines are
held it, a minimum. Because output impedance is low,
capacitive crobstalk in the output is minimized.
Moreover, noise generated in power supply and
ground lines is practically nonexistant because of the
constant current property of this type of design.

Exercises (020):
I. State the basic function of the five-input ECL

circuit.
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2. What design feature enables the ECL to operate
with an exceptionally low propagation time?

3. What is the state of Q7 with no inputs to the
circuit?

4. How does the circuit function with negative logic?

5. In high-speed applications, fan-out generally is
considerably less than

6. ECL current mode circuits produce unexcelled
stability.

021. Specify design and operating characteristics of
the two-input TTL NAND integrated circuit.

Basic TTL Circuit (NAND). All transistor-
transistor logic integrated circuits are derived from the
simple gate schematic shown in figure 1-55. The
output is low only if both inputs A and B are high. This
is defined as a positive logic NAND-gate.

The circuit consists of three stages: an input stage
associated with multiple emitter transistor 01 , a
switching transistor 02 (sometimes referred to as a
phase splitter), and a totem pole or active pull-up
output stage 03/04. The NAND function is
performed by Q1 and Q2, while 03 and 04 make up
the output drive circuitry for a logic 0 and logic 1,
respectively. In order to explain the operation of the
TTL circuit, we will analyze it first under a logic 0
input condition and then under a logic 1 input
condition.

If either or both inputs A and B are at zero volts (a
logic low level) the input transistor Q1 will conduct. Q1
conducting will effectively place the base of Q2 at zero
volts, which cuts Q2 off. With Q2 cut off the voltage at
the collector of Q2 (base of Q4) raises to near Vcc (+5
volts) and turns on Q4. Under these conditions, the drop
across R3 the emitter resistor of Q2 is near zero. This
puts an effective zero volts on the base of Q3, which cuts
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Basic TTL circuit (NAND).

it oa.. The high voltage at the output C will be near +5
volts a logic high level. With TTL logic this will be
approximately +3.5 volts.

If both inputs are raisod to something greater than
+2.5 volts (a logic high level) input transistor Q1 cuts
off. The voltage on the base of Q2 will raised
accordingly and Q2 begins to conduct. As Q2 turns on it
supplies base current to Q3, causing it to conduct also.
The collector voltage of Q2 will drop, causing Q4 to cut
off. When Q3 is fully turned on (saturated), it sinks
current from any load connected to the output terminal
and keeps the output terminal at a logic low. Thus, with
a zero volts (logic low) on either or both inputs, between
3.5 and 5 bolts will appear on the output (logic high);
and conversely, if the inputs are both high 2.5 to 5 volts
the output will be zero volts or low. The TTL circuit
diagrammed in figure 1-55 has one output and two
inputs. To get additional inputs, additional emitters
could be put on Q1 . Whie a transistor with several
emitters may look unusual, be assured that it operates
like any transistor; that is, if B-E current flows, the
collector will be pulled down toward the emitter.
Having multiple emitters on Q1 allows the device to be
made smaller; and therefore cheaper, than an IC with
separate transistors. So the real contribution of TTL is
the input circuitry, although the totem pole is also a good
feature.

0 4

CRI

03

OUTPUT
STAGE

V cc

OUTPUT C

Exercises (021):

1. List the sections of the basic TTL gate (NAND).

2. Which transistors constitute the NAND-circuit?

3. Which trarsistor keeps the output at a logical low?

4. What is determined by R 1 ?

5. When is Q4 turned on?



5. When is 04 turned on?

1-3. Boolean Algebra
Boolean algebra provides an economical, straight-

forward Way of describing the circuitry used in
computers. It also enables the logic designer to
simplify the circuitry used. When applied to digital
computers, the simplest form of the Boolean
expiession is the one that will be programmed. This
reduces costly steps and saves time in computer
operation.

022. Define Boolean algebra symbols.

Symbols of Boolean Algebra. The father of
Boolean algebra is George Boole, an English logician
and mathematician, who in the spring of 1847
presented a pamphlet on symbolic logic. He later
(1854) presented a much expanded text on which are
founded the mathematical theories presently used for
the analysis of logical processes. A close analogy exists
between the symbolic language used by Boole to
express logical forms and relationships and the
symbology used in algebra to express mathematical
forms and relationships, hence the term "Boolean
algebra." In fact, an examination of the table of
Boolean connectives and variables, table 1-1, will
show that the symbols and connectives used are the
same; however, their meanings and usage may have
been modified to fit a particular application.

Exercises (022):
1. Either the dot or a small __may be used to

show the operation.
2. The vinculum indicates that the tern-is overlined

are to be
3. The plus sign denotes that the terms are to be

023. State the uses, rules, and characteristics of
Boolean algebra; derive Boolean equations and truth
tables from logic diagrams; construct logic diagrams
from Boolean equations.

Basic Boolean Logic Functions. All logic diagrams
and Boolean equations in the Boolean system consist
of three basic functions: OR, AND, and NOT logic.
Let's review these briefly before we consider more
complex equations and diagrams.

OR-gate. The OR-gate performs the OR function.
The OR-gate has a high output with any input (or when
all of its inputs are high). Understand that the term
"input" in logic means a high or a low signal applied to
the input terminals. There is either a high input or a
low input. Tht same is true with regard to the output;
there is either a high output or a /ow output. Figure
1-56 shows the lot:1c symbol for a two-input OR-gate.

TABLE 1-1
TABLE OF BOOLEAN CONNECTIVES AND VARIABLES

The equal sign, just as in con
ventional mathematics, repre
sents a relationship of equiva
lence between the expressions
o connected.

or X The dot or small x indicates
the logical product, or conjunc
tion of the terms so connected.
The operation is also frequently
indicated with no symbol used,
i.e., A.13 A x AB. Moat
generally referred to as the AND
operation, the terms so related
are said to be "ANDed."

The plua sign indicates the logi
cal sum operation, a dis;unction
of the term. 30
Usually called th, UR oper ion
and the terms so connected are
aid to be ORed.

The vinculum serves a dual pur
pose. It is at the same time a
symbol of grouping and of oper
ation. As & sign of operation
it indicates that the term(s)
so overlined are to be comple
mented. As a symbol of grouping
it collects all terms to be com
plemented together. Terms so
overlined are often said to be
NEGATED, the process of taking
the complement is then ca/led
NEGATION.

These familiar signs of grouping
are used in the customary
fashion to indicate that all
terms so contained are to be
treated as a unit.

A,B, etc. Various letters are used to rep
resent the variables under con
sideration, generally starting
with A. Since the variables
are capable of being in only
one of two states, the numerals
0 and I are the only numbers
used in a Boolean expression.

INPUT A

IN PUT B
OUTP UT X

Figure 1-56. Two-input OR-gate.

The basic rules for the two-input OR-gate are
shown in figure 1-57. Rule 1 states that A is low and B
is low, so output X is low. This follows the definition
of the OR-gate given earlier, which states: "With low
inputs present, there w 11 be a low output from the OR-
gate." Rule 2 states X is high since A is high. Rule 3
states X is high because B is high. Ru:e 4 states X is

2.

3.

4.

A

0 0 0 READ AS: NOT A, NOT B = NOT X

1 0 1 READ AS: A, NOT B = X

r) 1 1

..
READ AS: NOT A, B = X

1 1 1 I READ AS: A + B = X
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Figure 1-57. Rules for two-input OR-gate.



INPUT A

INPUT B
OUTPUT X

Figure 1-58. Two-input AND-gate.

high since A or B is high. Both inputs need not be high
to produce X, since the definition for the OR-gate
states the OR-gate will have a high output when any of
its inputs are high. Thus, the OR-gate is an "any or all"
gate.

AND-GATE The AND-gate (fig. 1-58) performs
the AND function. This gate will have an output only
when all of its inputs are high. When any of the inputs
are low, the cm I, 1 ;1' ' ..)%v. Thus, the AND-gate is
an "all or nothii

5.

6.

7.

8.

Al BI X
0 0 0 READ AS: NOT A, NOT B = NOT X

0 1 0 READ AS: 'NOT A, B = NOT X

1 0 0 READ AS: A, NOT B = NOT X

1 1 I READ AS: A B = X
.REP4-2085

Figure 1-59. Rules for two-input OR-gate.

The basic rules for the two input AND-gate are given
in figure 1-59. Rule 5 states that A is low, B is low, and
therefore X is low. Rule 6 shows that A is low and B is
high and X is low. Rule 7, indicates that A is high, B is
low, and X remains low. Rule 8 states that both A and B
are high and this results in X also being high.

Equations From Logical Diagrams. For the OR-
circuit of figure 1-56, the Boolean equation is written
as A + B = X. Translathe -rbally, this becomes: "If
inputs A or B, or both. are -igh there will be a high
output X." Furt1--.cr, this Output will be high as long as
any of the inputs are high.

A

B

.111=111

(A)

OR MATRIX

2
D-7

A. OR Matrix

B. AND Matrix
Figure 1-60. Matrices.

A Boolean equation for is written as A
B = X, or AB = X. If the equation is translated

verbally, it becomes: "If, and only if, inputs A and B
are high at the same time, there will be a high output
X." Further, this output will be high only for the
duration of time that both inputs are high.

When writing equations for logic diagrams which
have an AND-circuit feeding an OR-circuit, or vice-
versa, a problem of grouping within the equation
arises. A system which will allow systematic expansion
of the functions within an expression is required.

Figure 1-60,A, is an AND-gate feeding an OR-gate.
This logic diagram is called an OR matrix. Only four
primary inputs are involved; writing the equation for
this diagram, however, is more complex.

Designating the output of the AND-gate (1) in
figure 1-60,A, as X simplifies the problem. The
equation for the OR-gate (2) is X + C + D = E.The
equation for the AND-gate is AB = X. Therefore, the
equation for the output E is AB + C + D = E; this
equation describes the structure of the logic diagram.

Figure 1-60,B, shows an OR-gate feedir.2 an AND-
gate. This logic diagram is called an i,:1\D matrix.
Similarly, there are still only four 13, ary inputs

C

Figure 1-61. Three-gate matrices.
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A

AND MATRI X

Figure 1-62. Building a Boolean equation.

involved. Again, we can simplify the problem by
designating the output of the OR-gate (1) as X. The
simplified equation for the AND-gate (2) becomes
XCD = E. X taken by itself is stated as A + B = X.
Combining the equation A + B with CD, directly
would result in A + BCD, which gives a false
impression of the overall structure. To insure that
logic diagrams are not misunderstood, signs of
groupings must be used for the separation of terms.
Thus the term "A + B" is placed within parentheses
(A + B) to indicate that A and B are to be combined in
an OR-gate before the complete quantity is combined
in the AND.gate with signals C and D to make up the
output signal E. The correct equation becomes (A +
B) CD = E. Other signs of grouping will be discussed
as they are required.

Figure 1-61,A, illustrates twa AND-gates feeding
an OR-gate. This is an OR matrix because the final
gate is an OR-gate. Therefore, in the same manner as
before, the AND-gate outputs may be designated as "X
and Y" to simplify writing the equation.

The equation for the OR-gate becomes X + C + Y
= F. Working with the AND-gates, AB = X and DE
= Y. Substitute the quantities of X and Y in the overall
equation. Thus, AB 4- C + DE = F. Note that the
original structure is retained, and each AND function
is treated as a single quantity.

Figure 1-61,B, illustrates an AND matrix. A
simplified equation for the AND-gate may be written
as XCY = F, A + B = X, and D + E = Y. At this
time, substitute the quantities for X and Y in the
overall equation. Remember, anytime an OR-gate
feeds an AND-gate, signs of grouping must be used to

STEP 1

WX

X

}H

indicate the OR-quantity. Thus, the final equation
becomes (A + B)C(D + E) = F. Again, we retain the
original diagram structure.

The diagram in figure 1-62 represents an AND
matrix having three inputs. Letters X, Y, and Z are
considered to be secondary inputs. Working in the
same manner as before, the simplified equation
becomes ZFG = H. In a step-by-step process, the filial
equation is developed as follows:

(1) ZFG = H.
(2) V + E = Z, substitute for Z.
(3) (Ni + E)FG = H.
(4) XD = V, substitute for Y.
(5) (XD + E)FG = H.
(6) A + B + C = H, substitute for X.
(7) [(A + B + C)D + E]FU = H. This is the complete

equation for figure 1-62.

In step 5, we placed the OR function in parentheses to
retain the given quantity: (XD + E). Within this quantity
exists another quantity A + B + C, represented by X.
To maintain identity and correct separation, the quantity
of A + B + C requires grouping signs. The algebraic
rule is to inclose the inner group in parentheses and then
place the total expression in brackets, as in step 7.

We can find the output expression for a logic diagram,
begin at the left and find the output of each logic symbol
(see fig. 1-63).

(1) To find the output expression for a logic diagram,
begin at the left and find the output of each logic symbol
(see fig. 1-63).

(2) If a logic symbol is at the. extreme left of the
diagram, its inputs are single letters (see fig. 1-63).

STEP 2

1
WX + Y

Figure 1-63. Grouping terms.
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STEP 3

(WX + Y) Z



(3) An input signal to any symbol NOT at the
extreme left may be represented by two or more letters.
These letters should remain grouped in the output
expression (see fig. 1-64).

A + B
CD

Figure 1-64. Using parentheses.

(4) Parentheses are used to indicate grouping,
except for an ANDed input to an OR or NOT logic
symbol (see fig. 1-65).

A + B
CD

E

ANDED INPUT

(A + B) + CD + E

REMAINS GROUPED, EVEN
WITHOUT PARENTHESIS

Figu.e 1-65. Parentheses not required for ANDed inputs.

(5) If additional grouping signs are necessary for
an expression that already contains parentheses, use
brackets (see fig. 1-66).

(A + B) C

D + E

) RA + d D + E

Figure 1-66. Using brackets.

(6) The vinculum is used to group the portion or
portions of the output expression that have been
inverted (see fig. 1-67).

A + g)

Figure 1-67. Using the vinculum.

Logical Diagrams From Equations. Simple
equations, such as ABCD = E or A+ B+ C+ D= E,
offer no particular problem in drawing tl-t- correct
logic diagram. Also, the equation (A + B)(C + D) = E
should offer no problem, because it is an overall AND
matrix with two inputs, each cf which is an OR-gate
having two inputs. Following through in the manner
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previously explained, designate one OR quantity as X
and the other as Y. The diagram becomes an AND-
gate with X and Y inputs. Then expand X and Y to
show the complete structure. The diagram is shown in
figure 1-68.

Figure 1-68. Overall AND matrix.

For the purpose of explanation, let's diagram the
following equation step-by-step. Equation: [(A + B +
C)(D + E) + F + G(H + I)] J = K.

(1) Identify the overall equation as a two-input,
AND matrix .1 AND Z, where Z represents the
quantity within the brackets.

(2) Draw a logic symbol of an AND-gate with J
and Z inputs (fig. 1-69).

Figure 1-69. Example equation - step 2.

(3) Identify Z as a three-input OR-gate: (A + B
+ C)(D + E) + F + G (H + I) = Z (Observe that
three quantities are connected by two plus signs.)

(4) Draw an OR-gate with the three inputs, W, F,
and Y, where W represents (A + B + C)(D + E) and
Y represents G (H + I) (fig. 1-70).

Figure 1-70. Example equation - step 4.

(5) Draw two AND-gates, one for V and one for
Y (fig. 1-71).

Figure 1-71. Example equation - step 5.



(6) Identify the two inputs to AND-gate Y as G (7) Develop input V by drawing a two-input
and V, where V represents (H + I). OR-gate and labeling the inputs H and I (fig. 1-72).

Figure I -72. Example equation - step 7.

identify the two inputs to AND-gate W as U
T, where U represents A + B + C and T

represents D + E. (Follow this step and the last two
steps by use of fig. 1-73.).

Figure 1-73. Example equation - step 8.

(9) Draw the OR-gate for U and label the inputs
A, B, and C.

(10) Draw the OR-gate for T and label the inputs
D and E.

The diagram is now complete as shown in figure
1-73. Check the completed drawing for errors by

We can summarize how to construct a logic
diagram from an output expressn by means of the
following five-step procedure:

(1) Begin drawing at the right and work left until
all inputs are single letters.

(2) Never sepacate letter& within a group until that
group has been separated from the rest of the

ritmg

R

b olean equation

0

from the diagram.

SEPARATE
HERE

expression, as illiistrlted

© SEPARATE
HERE

in figure 1-74.

0 SEPARATE
HERE

R + S
( + SiT)

R + S)T + V
V

Figure I -74. Constructing a logic exp:ession.
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(3) When an expression contains a vinculum, do not
remove the vinculum until you have isolated this part
of the expression from the rest of the expression, and
do not separate the letters under the vinculum until
you have removed the vinculum (see fig. 1-75).

SEPARATE as, REMOVE a\
.:../ISOLATEB FROM C 'VINCULUM

1

Figure 1-75. Removing vinculum.

4. A line over a letter or group of letters is called a

5. The vinculum indicates the or
function.

6. The is used in diagramming an
A 13 + expression with a vinculum.

(4) If a vinculum extends over more than one letter,
use a NOR or NAND symbol to remove it. If a single
letter is inverted, use a NOT symbol on the input as
shown in figure 1-76.

REMOVE VINCULUM (j) REMOVE LONG
OVER SINGLE LETTER., VINCULUM

JK -
+ L

REP4-1577

Figure 1-76. Vinculum vs "NOT."

7. In diagramming an equation, the gate on the
is drawn first.

8. The vinculum cannot be used as a grouping sign.
(True/False)

9. Each grouping in the expression can be
represented by a single gate. (True/False)

10. The three logical functions are
, and

(5) If a single letter is an input to niore than one
logic symbol, connect input lines with a dot as 11. Draw the logic diagram for each of the following
illustrated in figure 1-77. equations:

RsTF)R + S

R + S1Fi

REP4-1578

Figure 1-77. Same input to more than one gate.

Exercises (023):
Vhat is ,

Boolean -a!
Me main or practical uses of

2. In Boolean algebra, the (dot) sign means
and the + (plus) sign means

3. Parentheses and brackets are used for

a. [(AB +C)13] + E \q X

b. A B + C + i5 = Z

cquaziou for each of the
logic diagrams:

a. .am of Boolean expression shown in
figure 1-78.

DIAGRAM OF BOOLEAN EXPRESSION
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Figure 1-78. Figure for objective 023, exercise 12a.



b. Diagram of Boolean expression shown in
figure 1-79.

DIAGRAM OF BOOLEAN EXPRESSION

Figure 1-79. Figure for objective 023, exercise 1 2b.

13. Identify the logic symbols and complete the truth
table shown in figure 1-80.

A B X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7

A

2

L=LpL H

HL
H H

_x

40.

_x

Figure 1-80. Figure for objective 023, exercise 13.
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54/74 FAMILIES OF COMPATIBLE TTL CIRCUITS

06
HEX INVERTER BUFFERS/DR1VERS
WITH OPEN-COLLECTOR
HIGH-VOLTAJE OUTPUTS

positive logic:
Y A

16
HEX INVERTER BUFFERS/DRIVERS
WITH OPEN-COLLECTOR
HIGH-VOLTAGE OUTPUTS

positive logic:
Y=

-schematics (each gate)

INPUT

IA IV 2A 2V 3A 3V

5N5406/5N7406(J, N. W)

VCC 6A 6Y SA SY 4

GND

CI CI_ 12 1 10 ELM

V 2A 2Y

5N5416/5N7416(.1, N. W)

06, '16 CIRCUITS

vDD

OUTPUT

GND

Figure 1-81. Hex inverter buffers/drivers with open-collector high-voltage outputs.

Y GND



54/74 FAMILIES OF COMPATIBLE TTL CIRCUITS

04
HEX INVERTERS

positive logic:
Y

IA 1 Y 2A 2Y

SN5404/SN7404(J,
SN54H041SN74H04(J,
SN54L041SN74L04(J,
SN54LS04/SN74LS04(J, N.
SN54504/SN74504(J, N. 11)

GND

SN5404 /SN7404
SN54H04/SN74H04
SN54 L041SN74 L04

H00, 'H04, 'H10, 'H20, 'H30 CIRCUITS

Resistor values shown are nominal and in ohms.

Figure I -82. Circuit types SN54H04, SN74H04 hex inverters.

14. Draw the logic diagrams for the following
Boolean equations:
a. (AB + (D E) = X

b. [(AB + CD) (E + + G + H = X

1-4. Digital Integrated Circuits (DICs)

So far in our discussion of logic circuits, we have
explained the discrete forms of logic circuits using
individual components and described some of the
basics concerning integrated circuits. In this section
we will concentrate on the most widely used form of
integrated digital logic circuits known as TTL or
transitor-transitor logic. TTL is best represented by
the SN54/74 series of DICs. Texas Instruments
Corporation originally developed this series of logic
ICs, but a number of manufacturers make them and
use the same numbering system.

024. Identify the diagrams of TTL ICs, and specify
the characteristics of the TTL logic family.

The TTL Logic Family.The SN54 (SN stands for
Semiconductor Network) series is more expensive and
designed for a greater temperature range than the
5N74 series. The 5N54 devices will operate over a
range of temperature from -55 to 125° Centigrade,
whereas the 5N74 devices operate over a range from 0
to 70° Centigrade.

TTL ICs operate on a power supp!y voltage of 5
volts and require a well-regulated 5-volt power source.
The mc3t common IC packages available in TFL are
the 14 or 16 pin dual in-line package. Larger packages
such as the 20, 24, and 28 pin Dips usually consist of
medium or large scale integrated circuits. The listing
below identifies the different versions of TTL
available, the power requirements per gate, and
operating speed:

Version
SN54/74
SN54H/74H
SN54L/74L
SN54S/74S
SN54LS/74LS

36 203

Standard
High Speed
Low Power
Non-saturating/Schottky
Low-power Schottky

Power/Gate Speed
10mW35MHz
22mW50MHz

I mW 3MHz
I9mW125MHz

2mW45MHz



54/74 FAMILIES OF COMPATIBLE ITL CIRCUITS

02
QUADRUPLE 2-INPUT
POSIT1VE-NOR GATES

positive logic:
Y = A+B

2Y 2A 28 GNO

SN54021SN7402IJ,
SN54L02/SN74L021.1, NI
SISIS4LSOVSN74LS02(J, N. W)
5N54S02/SN74S02(J, N. W)

schematics (each gate)

AlY 4E1 4A GNI) 38

SN5402/5N7402(W)
SN54L02/5N74L02(T)

VGC

OUTPUT
V

GND

The portion of the schematic within the dashed
lines is repeated for the C input of the 27.

'02, '27 CIRCUITS

Figure 1-83. SN7402 quadruple two-input positive NOR-gates.

Analyzing the power and speed characteristics
shows that if you want low power in a TTL IC, you will
have to sacrifice speed, and vice-versa.

Schottky TTL uses a Schottky barrier diode
between base and collector of internal transistors to
prevent saturation. The Schottky diode switches very
fast and requires only 0.1 to 03 volts of forward bias,

Tending on temperature. When this diode is added,
peed is increased because the time required to get a

transistor out of saturation is not a factor. The diode
will conduct before the transistor is allowed to
sat.:rate. Any kind of non saturating logic ;s inherently
faster than saturating logic.

The logical output for a TTL gate at binary 1, in
positive logic, is approximately 3 volts. For a binary 0,
the output voltage of a gate is usually 0.8 volt or less.
TTL logic should never be subjected to voltages
greater than 5.25 volts nor any negative voltage. Any
noise voltage in TTL logic should be less than 1.0 volt
in order to prevent erratic operation. A well regulated
power supply for TTL logic is a necessity to prevent
damage to the logic and erratic operation of the logic
circuits.

37

The, different versions of TTL may be mixed in a
logic citcuit depending on design requirements. This
proves beneficial because some of the logic circuits
must operate faster than others so that circuit outputs
arrive at their destinations at the proper time.

The following DICs are representative of the types
available in TTL form. The ones included here are
similar to the discrete gates that have already been
discussed. Logic diagrams will show the individual
symbols for gates or inverters and will indicate that the
gate is part of a particitlar IC package. The TO or
manufacturer's literature will describe how the logic
diagram for that particular piece of equipment is read
and interpreted.

The digital integrated circuits that are presented in
this section are from either "The TTL Data Book for
Design Engineers" or "Supplement to the TTL Data
Book for Design Engineers," CC-411 and CC-416,
published by the Texas Instruments Corporation,
Dallas, Texas. Because of the unusually well organized
manner of presentation of the material covered, we
will not deviate from their format. Both of the books
are excellent references when the individual
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54174 FAMILIES OF COMPA%.3LE TTL CIRCUITS

8-IAit
POSITIVE-N: ,n GA-m;

Y

NC

101- ONO 1:1-1E1
A A C 0 E

S195430/SN7430(J,
5N54H30/SN74H30(J. N)
SN541.30/SN741.30(J, N)
SN541-S30/SN74LS30(.1, N,
SN54S30/SN74S30(J, N.

GNU

schematics (each gate)

CIRCUIT R1 R2 r R3 R4

00. 04. 10. 20. .30 4 k

40 k

1 6 k 130

20 k 500

1 k

12 k'LOO 'L04. 'L 10. L20. 'L 30

00, '04, '10, 20, '30
'L04, '110, 'L20, "L3^, CIRCUITS

Input clamp diodes not on
SN54LVSN74L' circuits.

NC NC V

NC A VCC C

SN5430/SN7430(W)
SN54H30/SN74H30(W/
SN541.30/SN74L30(1)

NCNo internal connection

Figure 1-84. SN541-130, SN74H30 eight-input positive NAND-gates.

technician might have a question on a device but might
not be able to locate the information in the appropriate
technical manual.

Hex Inverter Buffers/Drivers. Types SN5406,
SN5416, SN7406, and SN7416 are shown in figure
1-81. These are typical monolithic integrated circuits
which feature high-voltage, open-collector outputs for
interfacing with high-level circuits (such as MOS) or
for driving high-current. loads (such as lamps or
relays). They also can be used for driving TYL inputs
when used as inverter buffers. Additional functions of
this circuit are shown in figure 1-81.

Hex Inverters. Types SN54H04 and SN74H04,
shown in figure 1-82, are high-speed TTL devices.
The circuit performs a simple inversion of the input
logic level. The explanatory Boolean expression Y =

portrays the operation.
Quadruple Two-Input Positive NOR-Gates. The

type SN7402, shown in figure 1-83, is the standard IC
NOR-gate configuration. The operation of this circuit
is expressed by the Boolean equation, Y = A + B.
Both of the types of IC packages are shown. The S-flat

package configuration differs from the J or N DIPs not
only in physical appearance but also in pin assignment
numbers. The J package is made of ceramic, whereas
the N package is plastic. Many of the common
integrated circuits are produced in more than one
physical package type.

Eight-Input Positive NAND-Gates. Refer to
figure 1-84. Circuit types SN54H30 and 5N74H30
arc shown. The pin connections for the two package
types are shown also. The Boolean expression is Y =
ABCDEFGH.

Quadruple Two-Input High-Voltage Interface
NAND-Gates. Types SN5426 and SN7426 are shown
in figure 1-85. They operate, logically, just like
standard NAND-gates. The Boolean equation is Y =
AB. These are open collector NAND-gates which
feature high-output voltage ratings for interfacing with
low threshold voltage MOS logic circuits or other 12-
volt systems. Open collector outputs permit tying a
number of gate outputs to one pull-up resistor and
implementing the wired OR function. These features
differentiate these particular NAND-gates from
standard NAND-gate functions.

38
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54/74 FAMILIES OF COMPATIBLE ITL CIRCUITS

26
QUADRUPLE 2-INPUT
HIGH-VOLTAGE INTERFACE
POSITIVE-NAND GATES

positive logic:
Y = AB IA ID lY 2A 26 Y G610

5N5426/SN7426IJ,

CIRCUITS I Al R2 R3
'26 4 kit 1.6 kil 1 kil
'38 4 kit 600 II 400 II

76, 78 CIRCUITS

Figure 1-85. SN5426, SN7426 quadruple two-input high-voltage interface NAND-gates.

Quadruple Two-Input Positive NAND Buffer.
Types SN5437 and SN5438, are shown in figure 1-86.
Logically, their output is low only when all inputs are
high. These devices will drive three times as many
loads as the same NAND-gates of the SN7400 series.
The SN5438/SN7438 are also NAND-gates but have
open-collectors similar to SN7403. See the figure for
more details.

Quadruple Two-Input Exclusive OR-Gates.
Types SN5486 and SN7486 are shown in figure 1-87.
The- Boolean equations for these gates is Y = A B +
Ali.When the input states are complementary, the
output goes to a logic 1. Additional information is
given in figure 1-87.

Exercises (024):
1. If you need a TTL IC to operate at a clock

frequency of 100 MHz, what version of the
SN54/74 series would you use?

2. What series of TTL would you use in an extreme
temperature environment?

39
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54474 FAMILIES OF CI1MPATIKE TTL CIRCUITS

37
QUADRUPLE 2-INPUT
POSIT1VE-NAND BUFFERS

positive logic:
AB

38
QUADRUPLE 2-INPUT
POSITIVE-NAND BUFFERS
WITH OPEN-COLLECTOR OUTPUTS

positive logic:
AB

VCC

INPUTS INPUTS
A A

OU TPUT

'LS38 CIRCUITS

GND

SN5437/SN7437(.1, N. W)
SN54LS37/SN74LS37U, N, WI

IA lB SY 2A 26 2Y ONO

SN54311/SN74381.1, N, W)
5N54LS38/SN74L838U, N, W)

vcc

OUTPUT

ONO

'37, '40, 'H40 CIRCUITS

Figure 1 -86. Quachuple two-input positive NAND buffer.

40
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'37 '40 'H40
R1 4 k 4 k 1.4 k
R2 600 600 390
R3 100 100 45
R4 400 400 250
R5 4 k 4 k 2 k



TTL.
MSI

TYPES SN5486. SN54L86, SN 54LS86, SN54S86,
SN7486, SN74L86, SN74LS86, SN74S86

QUADRUPLE 2-INPUT EXCLUSIVE-OR GATES

schematics of inputs and outputs
86

'Ll36

41MININII
BULLETIN NO. 121,8 7211826, DECEMBER 1972

TYPICAL OF
ALL OUTPUTS

130 fl NOM v cc

OU1 PUT

EQUIVALENT OF
EACH INPUT

vcc

INPUT

TYPICAL OF
ALL OUTPUTS

vcc

OUTPUT

'LS86
EQUIVALENT OF EACH INPUT TYPICAL OF ALL OUTPUTS

vCC
100 CZ NOM

OUTPUT

T486

EQUIVALENT OF
EACH INPUT

vcc

INPUT

TYPICAL OF
ALL OUTPUTS

vCC

OUTPUT

86. 'LS86, S88
J. N. OR W PACKAGE (TOP VIEW)

positive Willa: A 0 B + Az
'L88

JOH N PACKAGE (TOP VIEW)
veC 3,

1 OH,

posilivs logic: Y..A(DEI..AB+AB
'L86

T PACKAGE (TOP VIEW)

FuNCT1ON TABLE
INPUTS OUTPUT

VA 13

L L L

L H H
H L H

H H L
H high lewsi. L

TYPICAL AVERAGE
TYPE PROPAGATION

DELAY TIME
14 ns

'LAS 55 os
10 ns
7 nt

low level

TYPICAL
TOTAL POWER
DISSIPATION

150 mW
15 mW

30.5 mW
250 mW

Figure 1-87. SN5486, SN7486 quadruple two-input EXCLUSIVEOR-gates.
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3. The circuit shown in figure 1-88 is what type of
IC?

4Y 413 4A 3Y 3B 3A

13 12 11 10 I 0,i
0C1

r-
1 2 3 4 S

111 1A 1B 2Y 2A

positive logic:
Y = A+B

i 21
28 GND

Figure 1-88. S-flat package/J or N dual-in-line package (top views)
(objective 024, exercise 3).

42

4 The SN74LS04.1 has what kind of logic circuit in
it and uses what version of the TTL family?

5. Using a SN54H3ON TTL device, what package
material is used and what kind of logic does the
device provide?

20
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CHAPTER 1

Reference:
001 - 1. Low.
001 - 2. High.
001 - 3.

Answers for Exercises

REP4-1388

Figure I. Answer for objective 001, exercise 3.

001 - 4. False.
001 - 5.

A B X

H H H

H L L

L H L

L L L

REP4-1389

Figure 2. Answer for objective 001, exercise 5.

001 - 6. High.
001 - 7. High.
001 - 8. High.

44

001 - 9.

REP4-1603
Figure 3. Answer for objective 001, exercise 9.

001 - 10. True.
001 - 11.

A B X

H H

H L H

L H H

L L L
REP4-1604

Figure 4. Answer for objective 001, exercise II.

002 - I. Inversion.
002 - 2. Input.
002 - 3. C.
002 - 4. Low.
002 - 5.

RdP4-1395

Figure 5. Answer for objective 002, exercise 5.

211



002 - 6.

A B X

L
REP4-1396

Figure 6. Answer for objecti ve 002, exercise 6.

002 - 7. Low.
002 - 8. High
002 - 9.

002 - 10.

Figure A-7. Answer for objective 002, exercise 9.

A B i
H H L
H L L
L H L
L L H

REP4-1398
Figure 8. Answer for objective 002, exercise 10.

003 - 1. Electrical inversion, increased speed, voltage or current
gain, and high input and output impedance.

003 - 2. The RTL has improved operation in terms of operating
speed and power gain.

004 - 1. The collector voltage is equal to Nice and thus is reverse-
biased.

004 - 2. -6 volts.
004 - 3. No effect.
004 - 4. They should be of a high enough value to provide

isolation between the inputs.

005 - 1. Forward-bias.
005 - 2. Both are turned off due to reverse-bias on the emitter-base

junction.

006 - 1. The production of a signal that is identical to, but of
opposite polarity from, the input signal.

45
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006 - 2. It always provides a signal inversion.

007 - I . The transistor will be turned on, causing a large current
flow through R4, resulting in a drop of the Vcc (-6V).

007 - 2. It provides reverse-bias for Q I .

008 - I. The circuit in figure 1-42 is reverse-biased by the positive
preventing the transistor from conducting without anVBB'

input. In the circuit represented by figure 1-43 the VHB is
negative, causing the transistor to conduct heavily without
inputs.

008 - 2. Saturation.
008 - 3. A signal at both inputs, causing an IR drop across R3

sufficient to overcome Coe forward-l-ias.

009 - 1. By using diode clamps to limit signal excursion in the
Anput.

009 - 2. CI further increases switching speed by increasing the
slope of the input signal.

009 - 3. Inversion; amplification; impedance matching.
009 - 4. For emitter stabilfzation.

010 - 1. To prvvide power gain and impedance matching.
010 - 2. Forward; diodes; transistor-emitter junction.

011 - 1. CR1, CR2, RI , and VBB.
011 - 2. 0 volt.

012 - 1. Common-emitter.
012 - 2. Decreases.

013 - I . Increases; forward-bias.
013 - 2. Amplified; inverted.

014 - 1. I on A and 0 on B.
014 - 2. Quarter.Subtractor.
014 - 3. 0 at A, 0 at B; 0 at A, 1 at B; and 1 at A, 1 at B.

015 - 1. Q1 and Q2 are cascade-coupled with the amplifil signal
of Q1, which is directly coupled to the base of Q2.

011 - 2. There is little or no charge, since the positive signal
increases the reverse bias.

015 - 3. Signal voltage amplitudes are on the order of millivolts
and fewer components are required, thus increasing circuit
efficiency.

016 - 1. In series between the load and ground.
016 - 2. Positive.
016 - 3. Both high.

017 - 1. Parallel; load; ground.
017 - 2. When both inputs are at zero potential.

018 - 1. Two inhibitors; OR.
018 - 2. Forward-biased; reverse-biased.
018 - 3. Zero.

019 - 1. LSI.
019 - 2. TTL.
019 - 3. ECL.
019 - 4. TTL.
019 - 5. CMOS.
019 - 6. CMOS.
019 - 7. Tn...

020 - 1. It functions essentially as a current mode switch and two
emitter followers.

020 - 2. The transistors never become satucued
020 - 3. Conducting.
020 - 4. As an AND/NAND-gate.
020 - 5. 100.
020 - 6. DC.



021 - I . Input stage, phase splitter, totem 17.ole output. 023 - I . To simplify detailed schematics in the dign, use, and
021 - 2. 01, 02. rnaintenance of digital electronics equipment.
021 - 3. 03. 023 - 2. AND; OR.
021 - 4. The input low current, and the input high-leakage 023 - 3. Grouping.

current. 023 - 4. Vinculum.
021 - 5. When 02 is off. 023 - 5. NOT; inverse.

023 - 6. State indicator.
023 - 7. Right.
023 - 8. False. It is used as a grouping sign.

022 - I . x, AND. 023 - 9. True.
022 - 2. Complemented. 023 - 10. AND; OR; inverse (OR NOT).
022 - 3. ORed. 023 - 1 I .

A

Figure 9. Answer for objective 023, exercise Ila.
REP4-1595

023 - 12. a. (AB + C) + D = X

b. (A + B)C + (D + EF) =

Figure 10. Answer for objective 023, exercise 1lb.

A B X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7

LLLLHHLHL
HHLLHH

L H LH,H-LHHH
HL L

H HkH H,L L LiL L

REP4-1600
Figure 11 . Answer for objective 023, exercise 13.

46

023 - 13. a. Two input AND-gate.
b. Two input OR-gate.
c. Two input AND-gate with state indicator in the

output or two input NAND.
d. Two input OR-gate with state indicator in the

output or two input NOR.
e. Two input AND-gate with state indicator on one

input.
f. Two input OR-gate with state indicators on both

inputs.
g. Exclusive OR-gate.

213



023 - 14.

Figure 12. Answer for objective 023, exercise 14a.

Figure 13. Answer for objective 023, exercise 14 b.

024 - I. SN54S/74S, the nonsaturating or Schottky version of
TTL.

024 - 2. The SN54
024 - 3. Quadruple two-input positive NOR-gates.
024 - 4. Hex inverters using low-power Schottky TTL.
024 - 5. Plastic: eight-input positive NAND-gates.
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Preface
THIS UNIT to Module 10005, Digital Techniques, presents the devices and circuits
critical to the proper timing of digital electronics functions. Waveshaping circuits are
discussed first since they are primarily responsible for conditioning signals used within
various timing circuits. Oscillators and multivibrators provide the basic timing sign:as
needed to activate data processing circuits. The various timing circuits in Chapter 4
serve to generate, convert, and/or process timing signals so that a number of functions
can be performedall at the correct time.
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The inclusion of names of any specific commercial product, commodity, or serviceii this publication is for information purposes only and does not imply indorsement by
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If this person can't answer your questions, send them to ECI, Gunter AFS AL36118, preferably on ECI Form 17, Student Request for Assistance.
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CHAPTER1

NOTE: In this unit the subject matter is developed by a series of student-centered objectives. Eachof these carries a three-digit number and is in boldface type. Each sets a learning goal for you. The
text that follows the objective gives you the information you need to reach that goal. The exercisesfollowing the information give you a check on your achievement. When you complete them, see
whether your answers match those in the back of this unit. If your response to an exercise is
incorrect, review the objective aad its text.

Waveshaping Circuits

THE FUNCTION OF many electronic circuits is
wavechaping for timing and control. Waveshaping
circuits such as integrators, differentiators, limiters,
dampers, and Schr''tt triggers produce a variety of
waveforms. The d, ,ttion and/or amplitude of these
waveforms are controlled with respect to time by these
circuits. Proper operation of a waveshaping circuit
will depend on the circuit's response to the transient
voltage or current applied.

A transient voltage is an instantaneous surge of
voltage which occurs as the result of a change from one
steady-state condition to another. Transients can be
good if they are intended as a trigger for a logic circuit,
or they can be harmful if they occur when not desired.
Many an integrated circuit or solid-state device has
died from undesired transients.

1-1. Differentiation and integrators
A circuit's response to a transient waveform will

determine what form the signal will have at the output
of that circuit. Waveshaping circuits must insure that
timing and data signals adhere to the waveform and
voltage specified for the circuits that follow.
Differentiation and integration are two processes
which provide specific waveforms for a desired circuit
operation.

001. Specify the characteristics of differentiation
and integration circuits.

Differentiators. Differentiating circuits produce an
output voltage that is proportional to the rate of change
of the input. Note that in the RC differentiator
Ilustrated in figure 1-1, an output voltage occurs only
when the square wave rises or falls. An RC
lifferentiator req,:ires a short-time constant (1 /10 the
nput frequency) with the output taken across the
.esistor. Remember that the time constant (TC) in an
IC circuit is equal to the product of R and C. At TO,

1

21

INPUT

INPUT

INORTTIMI COWAN?

OUTPUT

OUTPUT Ov

To 12

Figure I - I . RC differentiator.

NAUIIS

the input changes rapidly from one steady state to
another; that is, the rate of change is minimum and the
output voltage is maximum. From TO to T1, there is
zero rate of change and the output drops to zero at Tl.
How fast the output drops to zero depends on the RC
time constant for the circuit which determines the
charge rate of the capacitor. At T1, there is another
sudden change of direction with a maximum rate of
change, and the output voltage is again maximum but
in the opposite direction. The sharpness of the output
spike depends on the shortness of the RC time
constant. Differentiators, such as described here, are
used as part of the input ch cuitry of flip-flops where a
sharp spike is needed to trigger the circuit.

Integrators. Recall that integration is the process of
summing up an infinite number of minute quantities.
An integrating circuit produces an output voltage that
is essentially the time integral of its input waveform. In
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OUTPUT 1\
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1D116-419

Figure 1-2. RC integrator.

an RC integrator circuit, a long-time constant (10
times the input frequency) is used, and the output
voltage is taken across the capacitor. Refer to figure
1-2 for this discussion of an integrator circuit. At time
TO, the area under the square-wave input is zero. As

TO TI T2 13

:vvi

time progresses from TO to T1, the same amount of
area is added with each increment of time. The output
increases in a linear fashion, and it reaches a maximum
at time T1. The input voltage during the time integral
from T1 to T2 is negative, and the output decreases
linearly toward zero volts.

An integrating circuit can be used as an input to a
Schmitt trigger circuit where a predetermined
threshold voltage must be reached before the circuit
fires or conducts. This threshold voltage could be a
function of an integrator circuit that is receiving valid
radar returns or tape drive sync-pulse inputs.

We should note here that RC coupling circuits are
similar to integrator circuits, and this fact could cause
confusion. RC coupling circuits are used primarily to
transfer waveforms from one circuit to another so that
the output closely resembles the input. Like the RC
integrator, RC coupling circuits use a long-time
constant (10 times the input frequency), but the output
is taken across a resistor.

Exercises (001):
1. In the following circuit, CI is shorted (fig. 1 -3).

Select the output of the circuit.

CI
OUTPUT

RI

Figure 1-3. For objective 001. exercise 1.
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2. Why are differentiators used as part of the input
circuitry of flip-flops?

3. List one use for an integrator.

4. Which circuit technique described in this section
could also be called a summing circuit?

1-2. Limiters, Clippers, and Ciampers

These circuits use active devices, such as diodes,
tubes, or transistors, to perform the function of
controlling signal amplitudes and voltage levels. The
use of limiting, clipping, and clamping circuits in
electronic equipment insures reliable operation.
Limiters and clippers act to control the amplitude of a
signal, and dampers act to establish a relationship
between a signal and some desired voltage level.

002. Specify the characteristics of limiters/clippers
and clamping circuits.

Limiters. A limiter is defined as a device which
prevents some characteristics of a waveform from
exceeding a predetermined value. Limiting is used for
waveshaping or for circuit protection by preventing a
voltage from becoming too large. The two types of
limiters discussed here are the series and shunt
(parallel).

Series limiter. A limiter can be designed using a
diode and a resistor. When the output is in series with
the diode, the circuit is called a series limiter. Parts A

ov

A (POSITIVE)

_ Eisi RI OV_ n,anar,CR

;le
I I I

I I I

10 41 42

I I

40 41 I2
NEGATIVE)

Figure 1-4. Series limiter.
SZP4-1445
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Ein

A POSITIVE)

OV

Tur1.7
I I
I I

YO 71 42

(MeGATIvE)

Figure 1-5. Shunt limiter.
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TO n
RsP4-1440

and B of figure 1-4 are diagrams of a positive and a
negative series limiter. Note that the diode allows
conduction in only one direction and blocks or limits
the signal in the opposite direction. In part A of thc
figure, the diode is reverse-biased by the positive
alternation of the input; this prevents the positive
alternation from being developed at the output. The
diode is forward-biased by the negative alternation of
the input, and this alternation is developed at the
output. In part B, the diode is forward-biased by the
positive and reverse-biased by the negative alternation.
Therefore, the negative alternation is blocked or
limited.

Shunt limiter. When the output is in shunt (parallel)
with the limiting device, a shunt limiter is formed.
Shunt positive and negative limiters are illustrated in
figure 1-5, A and B. The function of the shunt limiter
is the same as the series limiter; that is, limit a portion
of the input signal. However, note that, in the shunt
limiter, limiting occurs during the conduction of the
limiting device.

In the shunt limiters just discussed, limiting
occurred near a zero-reference level. This reference
level could be controlled by providing a bias voltage
for the limiting device. Depending on the value of this
bias voltage, limiting may remove only a portion of
one alternation of an input sine wave. Figure 1-6, A,
illustrates a positive shunt limiter with positive bias.
Note that in this particular circuit, the battery causes
the diode to be reverse-biased until the input goes
more positive than a +4 volts. Therefore, limiting does
not occur until the input reaches this positive bias
voltage lev1.1 from T1 to T2. Note that this is the only
time that the diode conducts. Now look at the shunt
negative limiter with negative bias, illustrated in figure
1-6, B. In this circuit, the battery causes the diode to be
reverse-biased until the input goes more negative them
-4 volts. Once the input reaches this level, the diode
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Figure 1-6. Shunt limiter, with Bias Voltage.

conductscausing limiting to occur from T2 to T3.In
some texts, limiters are also called clippers. They
perform the same limiting (clipping) function
discussed here. It is possible, by combining the circuits
of figure 1-6, A and B, to pros.' 'e clipping of both the
positive and negative peaks of the waveform. Another
mt thod would be to use two Zener diodes, rated at 4
volts each, connected back-to-back to limit our
waveform to ±4-volt excursions. Whenever we limit a
waveform with a limiter, we also reduce the average
power available from the signal. This reduction of
power may be desired in some applications.

asopers. There are certain circuit applications
within digital electronics which require the upper or
lower extremity of a waveform to be fixed at a specific
DC level or ground. aampers are the circuits which
perform this function.

Positive damper. Figure 1-7, A, illustrates a positive
damper. The identifying feature to note here is that the
diode's cathode is connected to the capacitor. At TO,

4
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.1

T2 T3
I I
I I

TO T1 T4
RBP4-1453

the + 25-volt input causes CR1 to conduct and C
charges to 25 volts. At T1, the 25 volts across C and
the +25-volt input are series-aiding. Thus, +50 volts
appears across R and CR1. At this time, CR1 is
reverse-biased. From Ti to T2, C discharges to
approximately 23 volts (determined by the value of R
and C), and the output (part B of the figure) drops
from 50 to 48 volts. At T2, the input is 25 volts, CR1
conducts, and the output goes to approximately 2
volts. From T2 to T3, C charges quickly through CR1,
from 23 to 25 volts and the output goes from 2 to 0
volt. Note that the peak-to-peak value of the output is
the same as the input (50 volts), but its lower extremity
is clamped to zero volts or ground. Whenever we
clamp a waveform to zero reference or ground, the
circuit becomes what is known as a DC restorer.

Negative damper. The identifying feature of this
type of damper is that the diode's anode is connected
to the capacitor. If the damper in figure 1-7 were a
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Figure 1-7. Positive clamper circuit and waveforms.

negative clamper, the diode would be turned around
(anode connected to capacitor) and the output would
vary between 0 and 50 volts.

Establishing the clamping reference. Some circuit
applications require a signal clamped to a voltage
other than ground. If we add a +10-volt bias battery
between the signal-return line and the resistor and
diode, as shown in figure 1-8, we would change the
clamping reference from 0 to +10 volts. In the
positive damper shown, the minimum value of the
signal is clamped to the +10-volt bias. In a negative
clamper, the maximum value of the signal would be
clamped to this bias.

Determining the output of a clamper. In
troubleshooting a clamper circuit, you must know how
to determine its output for a given input; otherwise,
you will not know whether the output is correct. The
following three steps are a guide for determining a
damper's output:

(1) Determine whether it is a positive or negative
damper from the position of the diode in the circuit.

(2) Draw the clamping reference level which is
ground or a bias voltage.

(3) Draw the input waveshape exactly as it is with
respect to shape and peak-to-peak amplitude;
however, the lower extremity should be drawn on the
clamping reference level for a positive clamper or the
upper extremity drawn on the clamping reference level
for a negative clamper.

-25v -
TO T1 72 T3 T4 TS

.60V
ts0V

.10y

= sr

TO T1 T2 TS T4 TS 16

.1 .0 ,,,

sw.d.$4,01

Figure 1-8. Positive ckmper with positive bias (10V).

Figure 1-9 illustrates the use of these three steps for a
square wave and a sawtooth. Note in part A of the
figure that the peak-to-peak amplitude of these
waveshapes is 250 volts (-50 to +200 volts). B and C
of the figure illustrate positive clamping, because the
lower extremity is clamped to the reference level. D
and E illustrate negative clamping, because the upper
extremity is clamped. This figure also shows that
clamping does not change the amplitude of the signal
to any great extent.

Exercises (002):
1. In the following circuit (fig. 1-10), the output is

incorrect. What is the most probable cause for the
incorrect output?

2. Which is the correct output for the following
circuit (fig. 1-11)?

5
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Figure 1-9. Clamping waveforms.

Figure 1-10. For objective 002, exercise I.
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Figure I-11. For objective 002. exercise 2.

3. What is the identifying feature of a negative
damper?

4. What is the clamping circuit used to reference a
waveform to a 0 volts or ground?

1-3. The Schmitt Trigger

Digital pulse signals will deteriorate over time,
especially when transmitted over long signal lines. The
pulses lose their rectangular shape and pick up noise

R1
A 6200

INPUT

TO T1
IINPUT I R2
I I 1BK

-12V

C. ov

D. "11.}Tr
!

! I
TO TI T2

NDA6 SS

signals. It is then necessary to condition the pulses to
restore their original waveshape. The Schmitt trigger
circuit of figure 1-12 is designed to perform this
function.

003. Specify two purposes for the Schmitt trigger
circuit and state how it operates.

In its quiescent state, the input to the Schmitt trigger
at R 1 is at 0 volts and 01 is cut off. The voltage
dividerbomposed of R3, R4, and R5divides the
source voltages of 12 volts and +12 volts so that the
base of 02 is forward biased. 02 will be saturated. The
current through 02 develops a voltage drop across R7
which reverse biases Q 1 and keeps it cut off. In this

12

Cl
R3
00

1 iSAAr--
R4 ,

1 2K

C.14 +12V

-12V

R6
3600

*-41) OUTPUT

Q2

R7
2400

+12V

R5
20K

+1 2V

Figure 1-12. Schmitt trigger diagram.
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(OR)

Fipre 1-13. Schmitt Ulna logic symbols.

condition, the output taken from the collector of 02 is
nearly 0 volts.

At time To, the negative signal applied at A input
has sufficient amplitude to bias 01 on, and its
collector goes toward 0 volts. This change is coupled
to the base of 02 and causes 02 to cut off. The
decreaw in current through R7 reduces the reverse
bias on 01, causing it to saturate. The collector voltage
of Q2 is now 12 volts.

The circuit remains in this state until Ti , when the
input voltage becomes less negative, decreasing to a
value that causes 01 to start conducting lest. The
collector potential of 01 starts in the negative
direction. This change is coupled to the base of 02 and
turns it on. The increase in current through Q2 and R7
puts a reverse bias on 01 which cuts it off. As a result.
02 conducts near saturation, and the collector voltage
is near 0 volt.

Notice how the rounded input wave is convened to
a square-wave output between To and Ti. The sharp
rise and fall at the output is due to the feedback
between 02 and 01. Any slight changs .4n--the
conduction of 01 is applied to the base-of 02 which,
in turn, changes 01 emitter vohate. Capacitor Cl
speeds the transition from one state to the other.

A 6200
INPUT

12V

R3
1200

REP4-1.765

Schmitt trigger circuits find applications as
squaring and voltage-level sensing circuits. Voltage-
sensing circuits are useful in warning or control
circuits. If the input voltage rises above or falls below a
specified level, the Schmitt trigger produces an output
which then actuates warning or correction circuitry.

The Schmitt trigger (ST) function symbols are
shown in figure 1-13. The ST is actuated when the
input signal crosses a certain THRESHOLD voltage.
Output signal amplitude and polarity are determined
by the circuit characteristics of the ST and not by the
input signal. Waveforms may be shown inside or
outside the symbol, indicating amplitude, polarity, and
threshold voltage. The unactuated state of an ST is
either zero or one. When actuated, it changes to the
opposite state and remains in the opposite state as long
as the input exceeds the threshold value.

The Schmitt trigger circuit may be used in its
discrete form, as discussed here, but it is also available
as an integrated circuit. The SN54/74 series of ICs has
the SN5413/7413, which is a dual 4-input positive
NAND Schmitt trigger IC. The SN5414P414 has six
Schmitt trigger inverters in one package. The IC
version of the Schmitt trigger circuit works
functionally the same as the circuit discussed here.

150

12V

TO. 1

I
18R K2

t I
-I 1

+12V

R7
2400

+ 12V

R6
3600

-0 OUTPUT

02

ovzurrLXIOuTi
2V

1 A
I I

To P.
ReP4-1 764Figure 1-14. Schmitt trigger diagram (objecdve 003. exercise 3).
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Exercises (Mk arrives at the inpur of the Schmitt trigger circuit in
I. What are the two purposes of the Schmitt trigger? figure 1-12.

2. Explain what happens when a negative pulse 3. How long will transistor 01 in figure 1-14
continue to conduct?

227
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CHAPTER 2

Oscillators

SINUSOIDAL, OR SINE-WAVE oscillators, are
electronic circuits which generate a frequency
determined by circuit constants. Oscillators are a basic
component in a great variety of electronic equipment.
Electronic computer and switching systems require
oscillators to produce the various timing signals
veeded to process analog and digital data. The
oscillators presented in this chapter are the basic
sinusoidal types common to many electronics systems.
The nonsinusoidal or multivibrator-type oscillators
will be discussed in the next ch-

2-1. Theory and Operation of Os._ Minors

You probably have been present at a gathering
where the public address system developed a shrill
whistle. This objectionable noise results from
"acoustic feedback" caused by the microphone being
in the path of the sound from the loudspeaker. Any
slight noise present at the microphone is amplified as it
comes from the loudspeaker. When some of this sound
reaches the microphone, it reinforces the original
noise. The noise contains a large number of
frequencies and their harmonics.

The frequency at which feedback is Most effective is
determined by the length of the path from the
loudspeaker to microphone, together with the stiffness
of the loudspeaker and microphone diaphragms. Such
a device can well be called an audio oscillator.

AMPLIFIER

MICROPHONE 4114

FEEDBACK

SPEAKER

34.1415

Figure 2-1. Feedback in a public address system.
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004. Cite operating characteristics of the basic
oscillator.

Basic Oscillator. As an electronic technician, you
will probably spend some time troubleshooting,
repairing, and adjusting timing circuits. Oscillators are
used to generate timing signals or frequencies used to
process information within communication and
computer systems. They are also used in CRT
monitors, radars, television, and test equipment. The
oscillator must generate a signal that is stable with
respect to time, temperature, and frequency.

The whistle you heard from the public address
system accurs when the system becomes an oscillator.
To understand how this whistle occurs, we will analyze
a public address system. The system contains an
amplifier, a microphone, and a loudspeaker, as shown
in figure 2-1.

The whistle starts wih a swan noise picked up by the
microphone. The noise is amplified by the amplifier
and then sent to the speaker. With the microphone in
the path of the speaker, the noise is fed back to the
microphone, which starts the process again. This
continues until the amplifier is overdriven and
amplitude of the noise reaches a steady value. You
hear this as a loud whistle. If you remove the
microphone from the path of the speaker (break the
feedback path), the oscillations will cease. Another
method used to stop the oscillations is to decrease the
gain of the amplifier. This will decrease the feedback
amplitude to the point that oscillations cease.

The basic requirements for sustained oscillations
are: (1) amplification, (2) a frequency:determining
device, and (3) regenerative feedback.

An amplifier and its associated circuitry require a
power source for its operation. (Refer to fig. 2-2.) The
amplifier provides the necessary gain, and the
feedback network provides regenerative feedback. The
frequency-determining device sets the output
frequency.

Amplifier. The amplifier must provide enough gain
for the output load and for regeneration in order to
maintain constant amplitude and frequency. The
amplifier can be a common-emitter, common-
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Figure 2-2. Block diagram of an oscillator.

collector, or common-base configuration. The circuit
is often a common-emitter configuration because of its
power gain characteristics and because the input and
output impedance can be matched easily.

Frequency-determining device. The frequency-
determining device (FDD)as the name implies
determines the frequency of operation of the
oscillator. Devices used include RC networks, LC
tank circuits, and crystals.

A common FDD uses LC components in either
series or parallel-resonant circuits. The resonant
frequency of a tank circuit is determined by the size of
L and C, using the formula:

= .159

Changing tank capacitance or inductance will tune the
tank. Decreasing C or L causes the resonant frequency
of the tank to increase. Conversely, if either C 3r. L is
made larger, the resonant frequency of the tank circuit

Cl

A. RESONANT CIRCUIT

.159
Fr - V-37=-

XL

.159

FR = 4/"-=

B. RESONANT CIRCUIT WITH EXTERNAL LOADING

Figure 2-3. Tank circuit loading.

11

will decrease. By properly adjusting the capacitor or
coil, the desired resonant frequency can be obtained.

Refer to figure 2-3, A. Resistor R represents the
total internal resistance of the tank. Remember that R
is one of the factors used to determine the Z1 of the
tank, where the formula for Q is:

Xt.
Q = or .w

Xc
when Xi. =Xc

This formula shows that Q and internal resistance are
inversely related. Assume that, at resonance, the ratio
of reactance to resistance is greater than 20; the Q of
the tank will be greater than 20.

Refer to figure 2-3, B, and notice the external
resistor RI. Resistor RI can be used to control the Q
of the tank. Q for this arrangement is Q =R1 (R inXL
shunt). When RI is made smaller (less resistance), the
tank circuit is shunted with a low resistance, which
causes more losses in the circuit and, therefore, lowers
the Q. This is a common mrthod of changing the Q of a
tank circuit. A limitation is the fact that the Q cannot
be made any higher than it was before the resistor was
added. All R I can do is lower the Q.

When the FDD is a tank circuit, the L and C
determine the frequency, but the Q of the tank
determines the feedback requirement. A low Q
requires more feedback than a high Q. The greater the
feedback requirement, the greater the load on the
complete oscillator circuit.

Regenerative feedback. Feedback is the process of
transferring energy from a high-level point in a system
to a low-level point in a system. This usually means
transferring energy from the output of an amplifier
back to its input. If the feedback opposes the input
signal, the feedback is degenerative. However, if the
feedback aids the input signal, the feedback is
regenerative.

Regenerative feedback is required in an oscillator.
It furnishes the input signal to the amplifier. The
amplified feedback signal compensates for damping in

FEEDBACK
NETWORK

-vCC

COLLECTOR
NETWORK

BASE
NETWORK

AMPLIFIER

Figure 2-4. Oscillator block diagram.
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the FDD circuit. Since all circuits have some losses,
the regenerative feedback must be equal to the losses
and provide a circuit gain of unity. Unity gain means
that circuit losses are being exactly compensated for.

Figure 2-4 shows a feedback network connected
between the collector and base of a transistor
amplifier. Since a common-emitter configuration
shifts the signal 1800, the feedback network must shift
the collector voltage an additional 1800 for it to be
regenerative feedback. Transformers, resistance-
capacitance networks, interelement capacitance, and
inductance networks provide this 1800 shift. With a
common-base or common-collector amplifier
configuration, no phase shift is required.

Meer ampl(fler. Sometimes the output circuit of an
oscillator acts as a load placed on the frequency-
determining device. This type loading affects
oscillator amplitude and frequency. A "buffer"
amplifier decreases this loading effect on the oscillator
by reducing interaction between the load and the
oscillator.

Figure 2-5 is the schematic of a buffer amplifier.
This circuit is a common-collector amplifier. A
common collector has a high-input impedance and a
low-output impedance. Since the output of the
oscillator is connected to the high-input impedance of
the common collector, the buffer has little effect on the
operation of the oscillator. The output of the common
collector is then connected to an external load, with
the result that changes in the output load cannot reflect
back to the oscillator circuit. Thus, the buffer
amplifier reduces interaction between the load and
oscillator. This is "one-way" coupling since the
oscillator signal is coupled forward but load changes
are not coupled back to the oscillator.

Exercises (004):
1. The basic requirements for sustained oscillations

INPUT
(FROM

OSCILLATOR) OUTPUT
(TO LOAD)

Figure 2-5. Buffer amplifier.

are , a , and

2. The provides the necessary gain, the
provides regenerative feedback,

and the frequency-determining device sets the

3. A

4

configuration is used most often
as an amplifier because of its power gain
characteristics and because the and
impedance can be matched easily.

_ are used
devices.

5 feedback is
6. A buffer amplifier

the oscillator by
load and the

, and
as frequency-determining

required in an oscillator.
the loading effect on

interaction between the

2-2. Typos of Oscillators

There are numerous types of oscillators used to
generate frequencies from audio to microwave.
Discussed in this section arc the most common
oscillator circuits used as accurate and stable
frequency sources.

005. State how an Armstrong oscillator operates.

Armstrong Oscillator (Tuned Base NPN). We
have discussed the requirements of oscillators. Let's
put them together in a complete oscillato.- circuit.

Figure 2-6, A, shows a conventional amplifier. R2
provides the forward bias for 01; C2 is a coupling
capacitor; and LI and RI form the collector-load
impedance. This is a common-emitter configuration
which gives a 1800 shift between the base and
collector. Figure 2-6, B, shows a frequency-
determining device composed of inductance L2 and
capacitance CI . CI is the tuning device used to adjust
the resonant frequency to the desired value. Figure
2-6,-C, is the feedback network which uses collector
lead LI as the primary and L2 as the secondary
windings of a coupling transformer to provide 180°
phase shift. Variable resistor R1 controls the amount
of current through LI. With R2 adjusted for maximum
resistance, most of the current flows through LI. The
transformer now couples maximum signal into the
tank circuit. This represents a large feedback
amplitude. If RI is adjusted for a smaller resistance,
less current flows through LI, and less energy is
coupled to the tank circuit; therepre, feedback
amplitude decreases. RI is adjusted ko that the LI
current is adequate to sustain tank oscillation.

Figure 2-6, D, shows the complete oscillator
circuit. By connecting the feedback network through
coupling capacitor C2 to the base of 01, we have a
"closed loop" for feedback (shown by the solid
arrows). Let's verify that the feedback is regenerative:
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Figure 2-6. Oscillator circuit.

assume a positive signal on the base of 01 . The
transistor amplifies this signal and inverts it 1800. The
negative collector signal is applied to primary LI of
the transformer, which is connected so that there is a
1800 phase shift between leads 1 and 3. The negative
signal applied to lead 1 appears at lead 3 as a positive
signal. The positive signal is now coupled through C2
to the base of 01 . Notice that we assumed a positive
signal on the base and that the voltage fed back is of
the same polarity. If we assume a negative signal
voltage on the base, the feedback signal will be
negative. In either case, the regenerative feedback
compensates for damping in the FDD, and it has
sufficient amplitude to provide a circuit gain of unity.

Figure 2-6, D, fulfills the requirements for an
oscillator: amplification, a frequency-determining
device; and regenerative feedback. The schematic
shows a "tuned base" oscillator because the FDD is in
the base circuit. (If the FDD were in the collector
circuit with CI in parallel with LI, it would be a
"tuned collector" oscillator.) This particular circuit is
an Armstrong oscillator. A transformer is used, and
the inductive feedback adjusted by RI is just enough to
"tickle" the circuit to sustain oscillation. With this
operation, LI is called a tickler coil.

Refer to figure 2-6, D, as we discuss the circuit
operation. Wh'en Vcc is applied to the circuit, a small
amount of base current flows through R2, which sets
forward bias on 01. This forward bias causes collector
current to flow from ground through 01 and through
LI to + Vcc. The current through LI develops a
magnetic field which induces a voltage into the tank

13
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circuit. The volurge is positive at the top of L2 and CI .
At this time, two actions occur. First, resonant tank
capacitor CI charges to this voltage; the tank circuit
now has stored energy. Second, coupling capacitor C2
couples the positive signal on its base; 01 will conduct
harder. With 01 conducting harder, more current
flows through LI , a larger vcitage is induced into L2,
and a larger positive signal is coupled back to the base
of 01 . This is the regenerative feedback action of the
circuit. While this is storing more energy, CI charges
to the voltage induced into L2.

The transistor will continue to increase in
conduction until it reaches saturation. At saturation,
collector current of 01 is at a maximum value and
cannot increase any further. With a steady current
through LI , the magnetic fields are not moving, and no
voltage is induced into the secondary.

With no external voltage applied, CI now acts as a
voltage source and discharges. As it does, it transfers
its energy into the magnetic field of L2, and the voltage
across CI decreases.

Now let's look at C2. The coupling capacitor has
charged to approximately the same voltage as Cl . As
CI discharges, C2 will discharge. The prime discharge
path for C2 is through R2 (shown by the dashed
arrow).

As C2 discharges, the voltage drop across R2
reduces the forward bias on 01, and collector current
begins to decrease.

A decrease in collector current allows the magnetic
field of LI to collapse. The collapsing field of LI now
induces a negative voltage into the secondary which is
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coupled through C2 and makes the base of 01 more
negative. This, again, is regenerative action, and it
continuesuntil 01 is driven into cutoff.

When 01 is cut off, the tank circuit continues to
flywheel or oscillate. The flywheel effect not only
produces a sine-wave signal but also aids in keeping
01 cut off. Without feedback, the oscillations of L2
and CI would dampen out after several cycles. To
insure that the amplitude of the signal remains
constant, regenerative feedback is supplied to the tank
once each cycle as follows: As the voltage across CI
reaches a maximum negative, CI begins discharging
toward 0 volts. 01 is still below cutoff. C2 continues
to discharge through 0 and becomes charged
positively. The tank circuit voltage is coupled to the
base of 01, so the base voltage becomes positive and
allows collector current to flow. The collector current
causes a magnetic field in Ll.which is coupled into the
tank. The action replaces any lost energy in the tank
circuit. This feedback also drives 01 into saturation
After saturation is reached, the transistor is again
driven into cutoff.

The operation of the tuned base oscillator is
basically this: power applied to the transistor allows
energy to be applied to the tank eimuit. When the
transistor cuts off, the tank circuit oscillates. Once
every cycle, the transistor conducts for a short period
of time (class C operation) and returns enough energy
to the tank to insure a constant amplitude signal.

Class C operation has high-efficienvi end low-
loading characteristics. The longer 01 is cut off, the
less the loading on the frequency determining device.
For class A operation, the feedback amplitude must be
reduced, and C2 is usually larger. The reduced
feedback amplitude prevents the amplifier from going
all the way into saturation and cutoff, and the larger
capacitor makes a longer time constant, so C2 cannot
charge or discharge any appreciable amount.

Figure 2-7 shows the tuned-base RF oscillator as
you will probably see it. R3 has been added to improve
temperature stability; C3 prevents degeneration, C4 is
a coupling capacitor, and T2 provides a method of
coupling the output signal. T2 is usually 2 loose-

a I
1I

a I
I 1

I I
I I 1 1

I I 1 t I

le_A______
01

Figure 2-8. Collector currant and voltage of Oass C °A:Mawr.

coupled RF transformer, which reduces undesired
reflected impedance from the load back to the
oscillator.

The tuned-base RF oscillator is an example of how
a class C amplifier can produce a sine-wave output that
is not distorted. Although class C operation is
nonlinear and many harmonic frequencies are
generated, only one frequency receives enough gain to
cause the circuit to oscillate. This is the frequency of
the resonant tank circuit. Thus, we can have high
eft-mien...), and an undistorted output signal.

The waveforms in figure 2-8 illustrate the
relationship between the collector voltage and
collector current. Notice that collector current lc
flows for only a short time during each cycle. While
the tank circuit is oscillating, L2 acts as the primary of
a transformer and LI acts as the secondary. The signal
from the tank is therefore coupled through T1 to a
coupling capacitor C4, and the output collector
voltage is a sine wave.

Armstrong Oscillator (Tuned Base PNP).The
tuned-base PNP oscillator circuit is almost the same as
the NPN version, with the exception of the negative
Vcc and the PNP transistor, as shc,wn in figure 2-9.
The regenerative feedback path is still from the
collector to L I , to L2, and through C2 to the base of
01. R I controls the amplitude of feedback; L2 and CI

+vice

Figure 2-7. Armstrong cr- ''ator.
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Figure 2-9. Armstrong oscillator PNP tuned base.



form the frequency-determining device, and R2
provides the forward bias to start circuit operation. C4
and T2 make up the output coupling circuit.

Exercises (005):
I. Refer to figure2-6, B. and arc the

frequency-determining device.
2. Refer to figure2-6, C is adjusted so that the

through L I is adequate to sustain tank
oscillations.

3. Refer to figure2-6, D. The negative collector signal
is applied to of the transformer, which is
connected so that there is a phase shift
baween leads I and

4. Refer to figure2-6, D. With Q I conducting harder,
more current flows through , a larger
voltage is induced into , and a larger

signal is coupled back to the base of 01.
5. Class C operation has efficiency and

loading characteristics.
6. Refer to figure2-7. R3has been added to improve

7. The difference between a tuned-base PNP
oscillator circuit and a tuned-base NPN oscillator
circuit is the and the

006. Identify types of Hartley oscillators.

Hartley Oscillator, Series Fed. One of the most
common oscillator circuits is the Hartley: series fed
and shunt fed. We will first discuss the serics-fed
Hartley oscillator. Refer to figure 2-10 for the
components.

RI and R2 Voltage divider network for forward bias.
R3 Swamping resistor for thermal stability.
CI Bypan capacitor for R3 to prevent

degeneration.
C2 Feedback coupling capacitor.
C3, LI, and L2 Frequency-determining device.
L3 Coupling for the output circuit.

.+Vcc

Figure 2-10. Series-Fcd hartley oscillator.

144 and (74 Low-pass 1.,ter network (dccoupling
network).

The identifying feature of a Hartley oscillator is the
tapped coil. The oscillator is series fed because DC
flows through the tank. Observe that DC flows from
ground, through R3,01, LI, and R4to + V. WLen a
part of the tank circuit is in series with the power
supply so that DC flows through it, the circuit is said to
be "series fed." Regenerative fe4dback from the
collector to the base of (Nis through autotransformer
action between LI and L2.

To understand the circuit operation, assume that
the circuit is oscillating and that the signal on the base
(from the FDD) is going in a positive direction. The
positive signal will cause the collector current to
increase, and the voltage across LI will be negative at
the top with respect to the tap. The voltage induced
into L2will be positive at the bottom with respect to
the tap. This positive signal will be coupled through
C2 to the base of 01 . The signal coupled back is in
phase with the original signal, and it is regenerative.
The negative alternation of the signal on the base
causes collector current to decrease. This decrease
current will cause the voltage across LI to go positive
at the top with respect to the tap. The voltage induced
into L2will be negative at the bottom with respect to
the tap. This negative signal is coupled through C2to
thefalbase. Once again, the signal fed back is in phase
with the original signal and, therefore, is regenerative.

The regenerative feedback path, then, is from the
collector through LI to L2, through C2 to the base.
The amplitude of the feedback is controlled by the
position of the tap. When the tap is moved up, the
feedback amplitude increases. The tap is positioned to
send the correct amplitude of regenerative feedback to
the base of the transistor as indicated by the shape of
the output -vaveform. Observe that, regardless of the
tap position, the frequency determining network does
not change, so the output frequency does not change.

The low-pass filter network (R4-C4) is used for two
purposes. First, the resistor drops Vc, to the desired
value for the transistor. Second, the oscillator signal is
isolated from the power supply by the large filter
capacitor C4, connected between R4 and the tank
circuit. The high frequencies will be shunted around
the power supply, and the low frequencies (DC in this
case) will pass on to the power supply.

Hartley Oscillator, Shunt Fed. The second Hartley
oscillator is the shunt-fed type. Figure2-11shows the
schematic. Again, we find a tapped coilthe
identifying feature of a Hartley oscillator. The
frequency-determining device (C4, LI , and L2) is now
in shunt with the DC path through the amplifier
(ground, R2,01, and R4to Vcc).

The following list shows the purpose of the
components:

RI and R3 Voltage divider network for forward bias.
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R2
C I
C2
R4
C3
CS
C4, LI, and L2
13

COM

Figure 2-11. Shunt-Fed hartley oscillator.

Swamping resistor for thermal stability.
Bypass capacitor to prevent degeneration.
Filter capacitor for the power source.
Collector-load resistor.
Coupling capacitor.
Feedback coupling capacitor.
Frequency-determining device.
Coupling for the output circuit.

Coupling capacitors C3 and C5 block DC from the
tank circuit; thus, the oscillator is "shunt fed."
Regenerative feedback from the collector to the base
of 01 is through C3 as a result of autotransformer
action between LI and L2 and through capacitor C5.

To understand the circuit operation, assume that
the circuit is operating and that the signal on the base
is going positive. The positive signal will cause
collector current to incretse and collector voltage to
decrease (go in a negative direction). This negative-
going signal couples through C3, and the voltage
across LI will be negative at the top with respect to the
tap. The voltage induced into L2, then, will be positive
at the bottom with respect to the tap. This positive-
going signal is then coupled through C5 to the base.
Since the signal coupled back is in phase with the
original signal, it is regenerative.

The negative alternation cf the signal on the base
causes the collector current to decrease and the
collector voltage to increase (go in a positive
direction). This positive-going signal is coupled
through C3, and the voltage across LI will be positive
at the top V.eith respect to the tap. The voltage induced
into L2, then, will be negative at the bottom with
respect to the tap. This negative-going signal is then
coupled through C5 to the base. Once again, the signal
fed back is in phase with the original signal and is,
therefore, regenerative.

The regenerative feedback path, then, is from the
collector, through C3 to LI, to L2, and through C5 to
the base. Once again, the position of the tap determines

1 6
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the amount of feedback in the circuit. Use figure 2-1 I
to troubleshoot the shunt-fed Hartley oscillator.
Assume class A operation. Symptom: No output and
Vc is 0 volts; the possible troubles include R4 open,
C2 shorted, or C3 shorted. Symptom: No output and
Vc is normal; the possible trouble could be C5 open,
C3 open, LI open, or L2 open. Symptom: No output
and Vc is approximately equal to Vcc; the trouble now
could be R2 open, R3 open, R I shorted, C5 shorted,
or R4 shorted.

Exercises (006):
I. The identifying feature of a Hartley oscillator is the

2. Refer to figure 2-10. The purpose of R3 is to act as
a for thermal

3 Refer to figure 2-10. Regenerative feedback from
the collector to the base of is through

action between LI and L2.
4. Refer to figure 2-10. The signal on the base is going

in a positive direction; the signal coupled back is
with the original; and it is

5. Refer to fis-are 2-11. In a shunt-fed Hartley
oscillator, the frequency-determining de,,ice is in

with the DC path through the
6. Refer to figure 2-11. The purpose of L3 is the

for the

007. Cite operafing characteristics of the Colpitts
oscillator.

Colpitts Oscillator. Another typical oscillator is
the Colpitts. Figure 2-12 shows the schematic. The
identifying feature of this oscillator is split capacitors.
The following list gives the purpose of the
components:



R I

R2 and R

CI

R4
C2

C3, C4, and L I
L2

34.1426

Figure 2-12. Colpitts oscillator.

Emitter resistor to develop the
feedback signal.
Voltage divider network for forward
bias.
Base bypass capacitor that keeps the
base at AC ground.
Collector-load resistor.
Coupling capacitor between the
collector and the tank.
Frequency-determining device.
Output coupling device.

The two capacitors (C3 and C4) in the frequency-
determining device provide the Colpitts oscillator with
capacitive feedback. As the Hartley oscillators use a
tapped coil for inductive feedback, Colpitts oscillators
use split capacitors for capacitive feedback. Before
discussing the operation of the two capacitors, let's
trace the regenerative feedback path.

Starting at the collector of 01, the feedback goes
through C2, to the tank circuit, and from the
connection between the two capacitors to the emitter
of ()I. 01 is connected in a common-base
configuration and does not phase shift the signal.
Neither does the tank circuit. So, the feedback is
regenerative.

To illustrate the purpose of the two capacitors, C3
and C4, refer to figure 2-13, a rearrangement of
components from figure 2-12. This shows only the

Figure 2-13. Colpitts oscillator: emitter circuit redrawn.
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emitter to base circuit with respect to the tank circuit.
Notice the interelement capacitance between the
emitter and base.

When a tank circuit is connected across a junction
of a transistor, the transistor interelement capacitance
becomes part of the tank capacitance. If this
interelement capacitance changes, the frequency of the
tank circuit will change. Among other things, heat and
the amount of bias affect the capacitance between the
transistor elements; therefore, Ceb is subject to change.
In the Colpitts oscillator, one of the two capacitors in
the tank circuit, C4, is connected across the emitter-
base junction. This connection places Ceb parallel with
C4. To decrease the effects of a change in Ceb. For
example, if Ceb is 10 picofarads, then select 1,000
picofarads for C4. The total parallel capacitance of
Ceb and C4 would be 1,010 picofarads. The size of C3
is selected to make the circuit resonant with LI at the
desired frequency. Let's arbitrarily say that C3 is 100
picofarads. The total tank capacitance is about 90.9
picofarads.

To illustrate our example, let's assume that the
interelement capacitance increases 100 percent to 20
picofarads. How much does the total tank capacitance
change? We find that the total tank capacitance is now
about 9.1 picofarads. This represents a change in total
tank capacitance of about 0.2 percent. So, with a 100
percent change in interelement capacitance, the
resonant frequency changes less than 0.2 percent. By a
more diligent selection of component sizes, an even
smaller degree of change can be achieved.

By now, you may have guessed why the sizes of the
two capacitors in the Colpitts oscillator are different.
The capacitors reduce the undesirable effect of
transistor interelement capacitance changes on the
frequency-determining device. This allows the
Colpitts oscillator to have good frequency stability
characteristics. The two capacitors also act as a voltage
divider to insure the correct amplitude of feedback.

The Colpitts oscillator may be tuned by varying the
inductance or capacitance. However, when
capacitance tuning is used, both capacitors must be
tuned at the same time. Since C3 and C4 (fig. 2-13)
form a voltage divider network for the regenerative
feedback, if one capacitor is varied, the ratio of C3 and
C4 changes and the amount of feedback changes. To
maintain the ratio and thus reduce the possibility of
distortion or loss of oscillations, capacitors connected
on the same shaft (ganged capacitors) are used with
capacitive tuning.

Exercises (907):
L. The identifying feature of the Colpitts oscillator is

2. Refer to figure 2-12. The purpose of R2 and R3 is
to act as a for

3. The transistor becomes part of
the tank capacitance when a tank circuit is
connected a junction of a transistor.
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Figure 2-14. N-type JFET oscillator (tuned gate).

4. The Colpitts oscillator has two capacitors that are
of different sizes. This allows for good

They also act as a voltage
divider to insure the of

5. The Colpitts oscillator may be tuned by varying the
or

008. Name the frequency-determining device and
the desirable features of the tuned-gate oscillator.

Tuned-Gate Oscillator.The unction field effect
transistor (JFET) has characteristics that make it well
suited for oscillator circuits. Figure 2-14 shows the
schematic of an N-type JFET RF oscillator.

This is called a tuned-gate oscillator because the
frequency-determining device is in the gate circuit.
Observe that the requirements for an oscillator are
present: Amplification with QI , frequency-
determining device L2 and CI , and regenerative
feedback L2 to L2. The feedback path is from the
drain, through the transformer primary L I, to the
frequency-determining device L2 and CI, to the gate.
L3 is a loose-coupled third winding of the transformer
used to couple the signal to the load. RI is the bias
resistor, and C2 prevents degeneration.

One of the desirable features of this circuit is the
high Q that can be obtained in the frequency-
determining device (L2-C1). The input impedance to
the gate is I to 10 megohms, and the frequency-
determining device is in parallel with this high
impedance. Recall the formula for Q using resistance
parallel to the tank circuit:

The high impedance of 01 does not load the tank
circuit, so the Q of the tank remains high and oscillates
at a constant frequency, free of undesired variations.
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Exercises (008):
1. What is the frequency-determining devi,:e in a

tuned-gate oscillator?

2. What are the desirable features ot die tuned-gate
oscillator'?

009. Identify characteristics of crystals.

Characteristics of Crystals. Crystal oscillators are
the standard means of maintaining the frequency of
radio transmitting stations at the desired value. They
are also used extensively in receiver systems which
involve specified frequencies. A natural quartz crystal
has a hexagonal cross section, pointed ends, and three
axes (fig. 2-15). The axis joining in the points at the
ends of the crystal is the optical, or Z, axis. The three
diagonals passing through the corners of the hexagonal
cross section are the electrical, or X, axes. The th.ee
lines which are perpendicular to the faces of the crystal
are called the mechanical, or Y, axes.

Sections cut from such a crystal exhibit the property
of piezoelectricity. Figure 2-16 shows three types of
cuts. The X-cut is cut with the face of the crystal
perpendicular to the Y-ax;s. The AT-cut is a special
cut with the face of the crystal at a 350 angle to the Z-
axis. The purpose of the special cut is to increase the
stability of the crystal by reducing its temperature
drift. Temperature drift is the name given to changes
in the crystal resonant frequency resulting from
changes in temperature. The temperature coefficient
expresses the relationship between the frequency
change and the temperature change, and it is
determined by the type of cut. If the frequency
increases with a temperature rise, the crystal has a
positive temperature coefficient (Y-cut); if the
frequency decreases with a temperature rise, the crystal
has a negative temperature coefficient (X-cut); it'
variations in temperature have little or no effect on
frequency, the crystal has a zero temperature
coefficient (AT-cut).

LONGITUDINAL VIEW
OF QUARTZ CRYSTAL

Figure 2-15. Quartz crystal.

/ \
CROSS-SECTION VIEW

OF CRYSTAL
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Figure 2-1 6. Types of cuts of crystal.

In addition to a special cut (such as the AT-cut),
circuits which require a very high degree of frequency
stability use temperature controlled ovens to prevent
variations in crystal temperature. These ovens are
thermostatically controlled containers in which the
crystals are placed.

At the series resonant frequency, determined by the
mechanical vibrating characteristics of the crystal, the
impedance of the crystal is low. At a frequency
slightly above series resonance, the inductive reactance
is greater than the capacitive reactance, and the net
inductance combines with the capacitance between the
electrodes to form a parallel resonant circuit. At
parallel resonance, the resonant frequency is
determined by the crystal and the externally connected
circuit elements, and the impedance is high. Table 2-1
will give you an idea of the size and electrical
characteristics of a typical crystal.

The high-frequency limit of a crystal is restricted by
the dimensions to which the crystal can be ground and
still be rugged enough to be useful. For this reason,
circuits have been developed in which a crystal will
vibrate at frequencies greater than the fundamental
frequency. These frequencies are called overtones and
represent additional resonant frequencies. Crystal
overtones differ from harmonics in that they are not
exact multiples of the fundamental frequency. When
the crystal is manufactured for overtone operation, it
vibrates in several sctions. For example, if it vibrates in
three sections, it is a third overtone crystal.

TABLE 2-1
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A TYPICAL CRYSTAL

Inductance
Capacitance
Capacitance of
Holder

Thickness
Width
Length
Resonant
Frequency

3.3 henrys
.042 picofarads
5.8 picofarads

23,000
0.25 inches
1.3 inches
1.08 inches
430 kilohertz
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Figure 2-1 7. Crystal oscillator (butler type).

Exercises (009:
I . A natural quartz crystal has a cross

section, ends, and axes.
2. The temperature coefficient expresses the

relationship between the change and the
change, and is determined by the

of cut.
3. A Y-cut crystal has a temperature

coefficient.
4. At resonance, the resonant frequency is

determined by the crystal and the

010. Name the two primary features of the Butler
oscillator and state the functions of given
components in a schematic of a Butler oscillator.

Butler Oscillator. The Butler oscillator, shown in
figure 2-17, has two primary identifying features: two
transistors are used, and a crystal is connected between
the emitters. The purpose of the components is listed
below:

RI

R2

Y
R4 and R5
C3
LI and C2

CI
R3

Emitter resistor of QI, develops the
emitter output of 01.
Emitter resistor of 02, develops the input
signal to 02.
Frequency-determining device.
Forward-bias voltage divider for 02.
Base bypass capaetor for 02.
Resonant tank-load impedance for
collector of 02.
Coupling capacitor.
Forward-bias resistor for Ql.

Qi is a common-collector configuration, and 02 is
a common-base configuration. The regenerative
feedback path is as follows: from the collector of Q2,
through CI to the base of QI, to the emitter of 01,
through the crystal Y1, and back to the emitter of Q2.
The regenerative feedback must pass through the
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crystal. The crystal is operated in its series-resonant
mode. At its resonant frequency, the crystal has a very
low impedance and will pass the feedback signal to the
emitter of 02. All other frequencies will be blocked
because of the high impedance of the crystal.

The output signal from the circuit can be obtained
directly from the collector of 02. The tank circuit, L I
and C2, will flywheel and produce a signal on the
collector. At the same time, the crystal is vibrating to
produce a signal On the emitter Of Q2. With both
transistors operated class C, 02 will be cut off for a
majority of the time. This condition provides buffer
action between the collector circuit of 02 and the
crystal. When the output Is taken from the collector,
the external load will have very little effect on the
crystal operation. This eliminates the need for another
circuit to provide buffer action. Remember that the
frequency determining device is the crystal and not LI
Pnd C2. The L I and C2 resonant frequent..., should be
near that of the crystal. When both transistors are
operated class A, L 1 and C2 can be replaced by a
resistor.

Exercises (010):
I. What are the two primary features of the Butler

osc i I lator?

2. Refer to figure 2-17. What is the purpose of R3?

3. What is meant by series-resonant mode of a crystal?

4. Refer to figure 2-17. Where is the output taken
from?

INPUT

r..)
1 MHz

14ICC

C I

I-1
TUNED
TO 2 MHz

OUTPUT

MHz

Figure 2-18. Frequency multiplier.

34-1438
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011. Cite charact,sristics of frequency multipliers.

Frequency Mult5pliers. To obtain higher
frequencies than the resonant frequency of an
oscillator, the oscillator output can be fed to a
frequency multiplier. As the name implies, a frequency
multiplier circuit is one whose output frequency is
some multiple of the input frequency. For example, a
frequency doubler will double the input frequency, a
tripler will triple the frequency, and a quadrupler will
multiply the input frequency by four.

To multiply a frequency, a circuit must generate
harmonic frequencies in the output. This requires class
B or clan C amplifier operation. Figure 2-18 is tl=
schematic of a frequency multiplier, a doubler in this
example. Assume that 01 operates class C. 01 is cut
off with no input signal because it has no forward bias.
During the positive alternation of the input signal, 01
is forward-biased by the signal and coupling capacitor
CI chargm rapidly. Once the capacitor is charged and
the input signal starts in the negative direction, the
transistor is cut off. The only discharge path for CI is
through RI. This is a long-time constant, so CI cannot
discharge very fast. The average voltage on CI
becomes the reverse bias for the base-emitter junction
and allows class C operation for the transistor. Of
necessity, the input signal must be larger than that
normally applied to an amplifier circuit.

With elms C operation, the transistor will generate
many harmonier of the input signal. The output signal
is the harmonic to which thc collector-tank circuit is
tuned. In figure 2-18, the tank circuit is tuned to the
second harmonic of the input signal. With 1 megahertz
input, the output signal will be a sine-wave signal of 2
megahertz.

If the collector tank were tuned to 3 megahertz
the third harmonic of the input signalthe output
would be 3 megahertz. The same is true with the fourth
harmonic. The fourth harmonic, or frequency
quadrupler, is normally as high in multiplication as
practical, because, as you tune to higher harmonics,
the output signal becomes weaker. Two doublers are
often more desirable than one quadrupler. Although
each will produce the same frequency multiplication,
two doublers provide more power in the output signal.

If the input frequency and the component values of
the tank circuit are known, you can determine whether
the stagc is a doubler or tripler. For example, if the
input signal is 10 MHz, would a .026 millihenry
inductor and a 4-picofarad capacitor form a frequency
doubler or tripler? Using the formula:

.159
r

we find the tank circuit's resonant frequency

.159fr =
4-1:1-1-6- x10-3 X4 x10-2

. 59 .159
.n-/-64 x10-15 4 x 1O-18



-vce frequency is some of the input
frequency.

2. In order for a circuit to multiply a frequency, itL2 must generate in the output.
3. Refer to figure 2-18. The voltage on CI

becomes the reverse bias for the
and allows class operation for

the transistor.
4. A frequency is normally as high in

multiplication as practical, because, as you tune to
higher harmonics, the output signal

34.143s

Figure 2-19. Butler oscillator and frequency multiplier.

.159
8 X10-9

19.9 or 20 MHz

So these tank component values make a frequency
doubler. In a problem of this type, k-ounding off .159
to .16 will simplify the calculations.

Another feature of frequency Multipliers is that they
provide the characteristics of a buffer amplifier. Since
the transistor is operated class C, the load of the
multiplier does not reflect impedance back to the base
circuit. And, because of class C operation, the input
impedance to the base is relatively high (the base-
emitter junction is reverse-biased most of the time).
Figure 2-19 shows the schematic of a Butler oscillator
connected to a frequency multiplier. 03 and its
circuitry are the frequency multiplier, which also
serves as a buffer amplifier for the oscillator.

Exercises (011):
I. A frequency multiplier circuit is one whose
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5. The advantage of using two doublers instead of one
quadrupler is thrkt two doublers provide

in the
6. Other features of frequency multipliers are that they

provide the characteristics of a
and there is usually no need for or

of the circuit.

012. State how blocking oscillators operate.

Blocking Oscillator. The blocking oscillator is a
special type of wave generator used to produce a
narrow pulse, sometimes called a trigger. Blocking
oscillators have many uses, most of which are
concerned with the timing of some other circuit. They
can be used as frequency dividers or counter circuits,
and for switching other circuits on and off at specific
times. This objective discusses a basic blocking
oscillator circuit and its output waveforms.

Before going into the blocking oscillator circuit,
several general considerations which apply to all
blocking oscillators need to be discussed. First, the
timing pulses of electronic circuits have strict
requirements. The times involved -.-ary from a few
hundredths of a microsecond to several thousand
microseconds.

MICROSECONDS

Figure 2-20. Timing pulses.
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Figure 2-21. RL circuits.

Figure 2-20 shows two timing pulses. The basic
requirements are:

(I) Fast rise time.
(2) Flat top.
(3) Flat fall time.
(4) Specific and accurately controllable

frequency. The leading edge of the pulse should be as
steep as possible; that is, the rise time should be short.
The top of the pulse should be as flat as possible,
especially when the duration is long. The trailing edge
of the pulse should also be as steep as possible; that is,
the fall time should be short. The pulse recurrence
time (PRT) should be stable and accurately
controllable because it determines the pulse
recurrence frequency (PRF). In a free-running
blocking oscillator, the pulse width (PW), PRT, and
PRF are all controlled by the size of certain resistors
and capacitors and by the operating characteristics of
the transformer. The transformer primarily determines
the duration and shape of the output. Because of its
importance in the circuit, let's briefly discuss
transformer action and review series RL circuits.

Figure 2-21, A, shows a transformer with resistance
in both the primary and secondary circuits. If SI is
closed, current will flow through R 1 and LI. As the
current ris-s, it induces a voltage into L2. With
induced voltage in L2, a current flows through R2.
The voltage across L2 depends on the turns ratio
between LI and L2.

The secondary load impedance, R2, will affect the
primary impedance through reflection from secondary
to primary. If we increase the load on the secondary
(decrease R2), we also increase the load on the
primary. Similarly, if we decrease RI, primary and
secondary currents increase.

Since T I has an effective inductance, and since any
change in R I or R2 will change the current, we can
show T I as an inductor and R I -R2 as a combined or
equivalent series resistance. The equivalent circuit is

240 27

A
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Figure 2-22. Voltage across a coil.

shown in figure 2-21, B. It acts as a simple series RL
circuit, and we can discuss it in those terms.

In the simple series RL cilcuit, when SI is closed, L
acts as an open at the first instant, and the source
voltage appears across it. As current begins to flow, EL
decreases, and ER and 1 increase, all at exponential
rates. Figure 2-22, A, shows these curves. In a time
equal to 5 time constants

L )
(5 X 67,-

voltage and circuit current will be maximum, and EL
will be 0.

If we close SI in figure 2-21, B, the current will
follow curve I of figure 2-22, A. The time required for
the current to reach maximum depends on the size of L
and RE. If RE is small, then we have a long time
constant RL circuit. If we use only a small portion of
curve 1 (A to B), then the current rise would have
maximum change in a given time period. Further, the
smaller the time increment, the more nearly linear is
the current rise. A constant current rise through the
coil is a key factor in a blocking oscillator.

A basic principle of inductance is that, if the rise of
current through a coil is linearthat is, if the rate of
current rise is constant with respect to timethen the
induced voltage will be constant. This is true in both
the primary and secondary of a transformer. Figure
2-22, B, shows the voltage across the coil when the
current through it rises at a constant rate. Notice that
this is similar in shape to the trigger pulse in figure
2-20.

Now we are ready to discuss a blocking-oscillator
circuit. By definition, a blocking oscillator is a special
type of oscillator which uses inductive regenerative
feedback, with output duration and frequency
determined by the characteristics of a transformer and
its relationship to the circuit. Figure 2-23 shows the
schematic of a blocking oscillator. This is a simplified
form used to discuss circuit operation.

When power is applied to the circuit in figure 2-23,
RI provides tbrward bias and transistor 01 conducts.
Current flow through 01 and the primary of TI
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Figure 2-23. Blocking oscillator.

induces a voltage of L2. The phasing dots on the
transformer indicate that there is a 180°-phase shift.
So, as the bottom side of L I is going negative, the
bottom side of L2 is coupled to the base of the
transistor through CI , and QI conducts harder. This
provides more collect ,r current and more current
through L I . This action is regenerative feedback. Very
rapidly a voltage is applied to the base of the transistor
that is sufficient to saturate the base. Once the base
becomes saturated, it loses control over collector
current. This circuit now can be compared to a small
resistor (Q1) in series with a relatively large inductor
(LI), or a series RL circuit.

The operation of the circuit to this point has
generated a very steep leading edge of the output pulse.
Figure 2-24 shows the idealized collector and base
waveforms. Once the base of QI becomes saturated,
the current rise in L I is determined by the time
constant of LI and the total series resistance. From TO

+V
CC

COLLECTOR
WAVEFORM

0 V

BASE
WAVEFORM

TO

1

to T 1 in figure 2-24, the current rise will be
approximately linear. The voltage across L I will be a
constant value as long as the current rise through LI is
linear.

At time T1, L I saturates. At this time, there is no
change in magnetic flux and thus no coupling from LI
to L... CI , which has charged during time TO to T1,
will now discharge through R 1 (fig. 2-23). This
discharge of CI will place a negative voltage on the
base of Q1 and cut 01 off. This will cause collector
current to stop, and the voltage across LI will return to
0.

The length of time between TO and T1 is the pulse
width, which depends mainly on the characteristics of
the transformer and on the point that the transformer
saturates. A transformer is chosen that will saturate
about 10 percent of the total circuit current. This
insures that the current rise is nearly linear. The
transformer controls the pulse width because it
controls the slope of collector current rise between
points TO and T1. Since TC = UR, the greater the L,
the longer the TC. The longe he time constant, the
slower the rate of current rise. When the rate of current
rise is slower, the voltage across LI is constant for a
longer time. This primarily determines the pulse
width.

From T1 to T2 (fig. 2-24), transistor Q1 is held at
cutoff by CI discharging through R2 (fig. 2-23). The
transistor is now said to be "blocked." As CI
gradually loses its charge, the voltage on the base of QI
gradually returns to a forward-bias condition. At T2,
the voltage on the base has become sufficiently positive
to forward bias QI , and the cycle repeats.

The collector waveform may have an inductive
overshoot of "parasitic oscillations" at the end of the
pulse. When QI cuts off, current through L I ceases,
and the magnetic field collapses, inducing a positive
voltage at the collector of QI . These oscillations are
not desirable, so some means has to be employed to

T2

Figure 2-24. Idealized waveforms.
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Figure 2-25. Circuit damping.

reduce them. The transformer primary may have a
high DC resistance and, thus, a low Q: this will
decrease the amplitude of these oscillations. It may be
necessary, however, to have more damping than a low
Q coil alone can achieve. If so, a swamping or

INPUT
TRIGGERS

INPUT
TRIGGERS

RI

vCC

OVERSHOOT

UNDER
DAMPING

A

CRITiCAL
DAMPING

OvER
DAMPING

Figure 2-26. Waveform damping.

34.1446

damping resistor can be placed in parallel with LI, as
shown in figure 2-25.

When an external resistance is placed across a tank,
the formula for Q of the tank circuit is Q = XL where
R is the equivalent total circuit resistance, in parallel
with L. You can see from the equation that the Q in
figure 2-25 is directly proportional to the damping

-vcc

L2

11[1_3 OuTPuT

C2

TERTIARY

0 I

rwl---PRT 400 MICROSECONDS---Owi

PRT 200
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BASE
WAvEFORM

OUTPUT
wAvEFORM

OV1

OV

TO TI T12

Figure 2-27. Synchronized blocking oscillator.
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resistance. Damping resistor R2 is used to adjust the Q
and thus reduce the amplitude of overshoot or
parasitic oscillation: 1s R2 is varied from infinity
toward zero, the decreasing resistance will load the
transformer to the point that pulse amplitude, pulse
width, and PRF are affected. If reduced enough, the
oscillator will cease to function. By varying R2,
different degrees of damping can be achieved, three of
which are shown in figure 2-26. Critical damping gives
the most rapid transient response with maximum
overshoot. Figure 2-26, B, shows that oscillations are
damped out. Underdamping gives rapid transient
response with overshoot. Figure 2-26, A, shows
underdpmping. Overdamping gives a slower transient
response and may reduce the pulse amplitude, as
shown in figure 2-26, C.

The blocking oscillator we have been discussing is a
free-running circuit. For a fixed PRF, we need some
means of stabilizing the frequency. One method is to
apply external synchronization triggers. (Refer to fig.
2-27.) Coupling capacitor C2 feeds input
synchronization (sync) triggers to the base of Q I.

If we make the trigger frequency slightly higher than
the free-running frequency, the blocking oscillator
will "lock in" at the higher frequency. For instance,
assume the free-running frequency of this blocking
oscillator is 2 kHz, with a PRT of 500 microseconds.
If sync pulses with a PRT of 400 microseconds or 2.5
kHz are applied to the base, the blocking oscillator
will "lock in" and run at 2.5 kHz; If the sync PRF is
too high, however, frequency division will occur. This
simply means that if the synchronization (sync) PRT is
too short, some of the triggers occur when the base is
far below cutoff. The blocking oscillator may then
synchronize with every second or third sync pulse. For
example, in figure 2-27, if trigger pulses are every 200
microseconds (5 kHz), the trigger that appears at T I is

25

not of sufficient amplitude to overcome the cutoff bias
and turn 01 on. At T2 capacitor CI has nearly
discharged and the trigger does cause 01 to conduct.
No-e that with 200 microsecond triggers, the output
PRT is 400 microseconds. The output frequency is
thus one-half the input trigger pulse frequency, and
this blocking oscillator becomes a frequency divider.

Exercises (012):
1. Blocking oscillators can be used as frequency

or counter , and for switching
other circuits and at specific
times.

2. The basic requirements for a timing pulse are a
fast

, and specific and
frequency.

3. The PRT determines the
4. Refer to figure 2-21. If the load on the secondary

is increased, the load on the primary will
5. A through the coil

is a key factor in a blocking oscillator.
6. A blocking oscillator uses regenerative

feedback.
7. Refer to figure 2-23. When the base becomes

saturated, the circuit can be compared to a small
in series with a relatively large

8. Refer to figure 2-23. As Cl discharges, it will
place a vo,tage or the base of Q1 and

9. When an external resistance is placed actoss a
tank, the formula for Q of the tank ciriit is

10 damping gives the most rapid transient
response with minimum overshoot.
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CHAPTER 3

Muitivibrators

THE MULTIVIBRATOR is a form of relaxation
oscillator. It is widely used in electronic equipment,
such as computers, radar sets, television sets, electronic
switches, stroboscopes, and oscilloscopes. A
multivibrator is a two-stage amplifier with the output
of the second stage fed back regeneratively to the input
of the first stage. Some are free-running, and others
require that a trigger be introduced into the circuit to
control the frequency of operation.

3-1. Theory and Operation of Multivibratora
Many electronic circuits are aot in an on condition

all of the time. In computers, for example, waveforms
must be turned on and off at specific times and for
specific lengths of time. The time intervals vary from
tenths of microseconds to several thousand
microseconds. Square or rectangular waveforms
provide the switching action.

This chapter discusses methods of generating square
and rectangular waves, using multivibrators. There are
several terms and characteristics of square and
rectangular waves that must be discussed prior to the
circuitry itself. Let's first review terms you already
know; then we will discuss new terms.
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013. Define terms associated with waveforms.

Waveforms. A waveform that undergoes a pattern
of changes, returns to its original value, and repeats the
same pattern of changes is called a periodic waveform.
Each completed pattern is called a cycle, and the time
for each cycle is called the period of the waveform.
The frequency of the waveform is the number of cycles
or periods completed in I second.

Figure 3-1 shows a square-wave pattern. A square
wave is identified by two alternations, equal in time.
The amplitude is measured vertically, and the time of a
completed cycle is measured between corresponding
points on the wave (TO to T2, or T1 to T3).

One alternation is often called a pulse. In this case,
the time for one complete cycle is called the pulse
recurrence time (PRT). The pulse recurrence
frequency (PRF) represents how many times a second
the cycle repeats itself. In figure 3-1, if each
alternation were 200 microseconds, the PRT would be
400 microseconds, and the PRF is 2,500 Hertz.

PRF = and PRT =
F'RT PRF

T2 T1 T4

PP I
PULSE RECURRENCE

TIME

Figure 3-1. Square waves.
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Figure 3-2. Rectangular waves.

Figure 3-2 shows a typical rectangular wave. A
rectangular wave has two alternations, unequal in
time. (Fig. 3-2 shows the negative alternation longer
than the positive, although this could be the other way
around.) If the negative alternation is 300
microseconds and the positive alternation is 100
microseconds, the PRT is 400 microseconds, and the
PRF is 2,500 Hertz.
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Another important part of square and rectangular
waves is the transient interval, shown in figure 3-3. It
takes time for a voltage or current to change in
amplitude. The transient interval is the total time
required to go from 0 percent to 100 percent of the
applied voltage or from 100 percent to 0 percent.
Transient intervals occur on the leading edge of the
pulse and on the trailing edge of the pulse.
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Figure 3-3. Square waves with transient intervals.
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Figure 3-4. Rectangular waves with transient intervals.

Other names used with transient intervals are rise
time and fall time. Rise time is defined as the time
required for the voltage to build up from the 10-
percent to the 90-percent amplitude point. Fall time is
the time required for the voltage drop from the 90-
percent point to the 10-percent point. Figure 3-3
shows a transient interval of 3 microseconds and a rise
time of 1 microsecond. The rise and fall times of a
wave are not necessarily equal.

Another term used is pulse width (PW). This
indicates the length of the pulse measured in time, end
it is often expressed as the time between the half-power
points (.707 times the peak pulse amplitude). Figure
3-3 shows the pulse width, measured at the 70-percent
points, as approximately 19.4 microseconds. In
computers, pulse width is the time between the two 90-
percent points.

You may ask, "Why worry about transient
interval?" This is a logical question; to answer it, look
at figure 3-4. Notice that the PW is 4 microseconds
and that the rise time and fall time make up a large
percentage of the pulse. To have a rectangular pulse,
the transient interval must be as small as a fraction of a
microsecond. Waveforms like these should have very
short rise and fall times. This waveform is often called
a trigger. A trigger is normally used to turn other
circuits ON or OFF.

Many times a circuit must pass square or
rectangular waves; in these cases, the coupling circuits
must pass the waveform without distortion. Other
times the wave is deliberately distorted. Whether the
signal is coupled with or without distortion depends
on the coupling circuit.

Figure 3-5 shows a square wave applied to a series
RC circuit. The waveforms for long, medium, and

28
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Figure 3-5. Square wave applied to RC circuit.
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Figure 3-6. Square wave applied to RL circuit.

short time constants give a good picture of whether the
signal is distorted or not. Let's analyze these
waveforms in closer detail. With an input square wave
that has a PRT of 500 microseconds, each alternation
will be 250 microseconds. The time constant of R x C
(TC = RC) must be greater than 2,500 microseconds
to be a long TC. (Recall that a long TC exists when the
RC product is 10 or more times the time for an
alternation.) For the long TC shown in figure 3-5, A,
notice that ec is very small in amplitude and that eR is
approximately the same shape and amplitude as the
input signal. An output taken across R, then, has little
distortion.

A medium TC is an RC product that is .1 to 10
times the time for one. alternationin this case, 25 to
2,500 microseconds. Figure 3-5, B, shows that ec is
larger in amplitude and that eR is no longer square. An
output taken across either component is distorted with
respect to the input signal.

For a short TC. the RC product is .1 (or less) of
time for one alternation. The waveshapes of figure 3-5,
C, show how ec resembles the input, but will have
rounded corners. The voltage across R is greatly
distorted when compared to the input. The eR now
resembles a trigger, and it can be used for this purpose.
So, by proper selection of components, a square wave
can be coupled to another circuit without distortion,
or it can be changed into triggers, whichever is
required.

29

A series RL circuit can do a similar iob. Figurc 3-6
shows the circuit with the same square-wave input.
Figure 3-6, A, shows a long-time constant. Recall TC

and when the time or L/R is 10 or more times
one alternation of the wave, we have a long TC. The
undistorted signal is eL, and ea has only a small
voltage across it. The medium TC of figure 3-6, B, has
the time of the applied square-wave alternation equal
to L/R. Both eL and eR are distorted with respect to the
input. For a short TC, L/R is one-tenth (or less) of the
time for one alternation. Figure 3-6, C, shows that the
short TC produces a reasonably good square wave
across the resistor and a trigger across the coil.

Exercise (013):
Place the letter corresponding to the correct choice
from column B in front of the appropriate term in
column A.

Column ,4

(I) Short time constant.
(2) Pulse width.
(3) Rise time. b.
(4) Pulse recurrence fre-

quency. c.
(5) Frequency of wave-

form.
(6) Medium time

stant.
(7) Fall time.
(8) Transient interval. e.
(9) Pulse recurrence time.

(10) Periodic waveform.

Colwnn B

a. LAI is one-tenth or less of the
time for one alternation.
The time for one complete cy-
cle.
The time required for the
voltage to drop from the 90-
percent to the 10-percent

con- amplitude point.
d. The number of times a second

the cycle repeats itself.
Undergoes a pattern of
changes, returns to its original
value, and repeats the same
pattern of changes.

f. The total time required to go
from 0 percent to 100 percent
of the applied voltage or from
100 percent to 0 percent.

g. The RC product that is .1 to
10 times the time of one alter-
nation.

h. Indicates the length of the
pulse measured in time, and is
often expressed as the time
between the half.power point
(.707 times the peak pulse
ampiitude).

i. The time required for the
voltage to build up from the
10 percent to 90 percent
amplitude point.
The number of cycles or
,penirdit.)ds completed in I sec-

J.

014. Identify types of multivibrators with their
operat ing characterist ics.

Types of Multivibrators. The type of circuit most
often used to generate square or rectangular waves is a
multivibrator. A multivibrator is basically two
amplifier circuits arranged with regenerative feedback.
Usually, one of the amplifiers is conducting while the
other is cut off.
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Figure 3-7. Astable multivibratcr (NPN).

When an input signal is large enough, the transistor
can be driven into cutoff, and its collector voltage will
be approaching V. When the transistor is driven into
saturation, its collector voltage will be about 0 volts.
By designing the circuit to make transistors go quickly
frIm cutoff to saturation, a square or rectangular wave
can be produced. This principle is used in
multivibrators.

In general, there are three types of multivibrators,
according to the number of steady (stable) states of the
circuit. (A steady state exists when circuit operation is
essentially constant; one transistor remains in
conduction, and the other remains cut off until an
external signal is applied.) The three types of
multivibrators are:

(1) Astablethe circuit has no stable state. With no
external signal applied, the transistors alternately
switch from cutoff to saturation, at a frequency
determined by the RC time constants of the coupling
circuits.

(2) Monostableas the name implies, this circuit
has one stable state with one transistor conducting and
the other cut off. A signal must be applied to change
this condition. After a period of time, determined by
the internal RC components, the circuit will return to
its original condition, where it will remain until the
next signal arrives.

(3) Bistablethis multivibrator has two stable
states. It remains in one of the stable states until a
trigger is applied; then it goes to the other stable
condition to remain there until another trigger is
applied to change it back to its first stable state.

Astable multivibrator. Figure 3-7 shows a collector-
coupled astable multivibrator using NPN transistors,
connected in a common-emitter configuration. The
collector voltage of each transistor is coupled back to
the base circuit of the other transistor. This provides
regenerative feedback. R I and R4 are the collector-
load resistors; R2 and R3 provide the forward bias for
the transistors; and CI and C2 are the coupling
capacitors. Assume that 01 = 02, RI = R4, R2 =
R3, and CI = C2.

30
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Figure 3-8. Astable multivibrator waveshapes.

When Vcc is applied, both transistors will conduct.
Current will flow through the load resistors, RI and
R4, and the collector voltage on each transistor will
drop to some value below V. Since no two circuits
can be exactly balanced, assume that Q1 conducts
harder than Q2, causing the collector voltage of Q1 to
decrease. C2, as it discharges throligh R3, couples this
negative-going signal to thc base ei 02. This negative
voltage will cause 02 to cut off, and the collector
voltage of Q2 will increase to V. CI charges to V
through the forward-biased junction of Q I . 01 is now
saturated, and 02 is cut off. This condition continues
until C2 discharges enough to permit the emitter-base
junction of 02 to become forward-biased. When 02
starts to conduct, its collector voltage decreases,
causing CI to discharge through R2. Discharging CI
couples a negative-going signal to the base of QI ,

causing it to cut off. As 01 cuts off, its collector
voltage increases toward V, and C2 charges to this
value. Now, 01 is cut off, and 02 is conducting at
saturation. The circuit remains in this state until CI
discharges enough to permit 01 to conduct, and the
cycle repeats.

Figure 3-8 shows the waveshapcs for figure 3-7.
Note that when the collector voltage of 01 is near 0
volts, the collector voltage of 02 is at V. These
waveshapes indicate that QI is saturated (on
condition) and Q2 is cut off (off condition) from TO to
T1. The opposite conditions are shown between T1
and T2 (QI off and Q2 on). Refer once again to time
TO-T1; note that, while Q2 is cut off (collector voltage
at Vcc), the base waveshape for 02 (VBQ2) indicates a
negative signal, going toward 0 volts. This waveshape
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Figure 3-9. Triggered astable multivibrator.

is a result of C2's discharging through R3, placing a
negative signal on the base of Q2. Also, the base
voltage of 01 (TO-T1) indicates a positive voltage
which is enough to keep it saturated. At T1, 02
conducts, causing CI to discharge, resulting in a
negative voltage on the base of 01 (V801). This action
causes 01 to cut off. From T1 to T2, Q1 is cut off, and
02 is conducting. The circuit remains in this
condition until CI discharges enough to allow 01 to
conduct, at T2. Note that the collector voltage of Q1
does not go immediately to Vc, when it is cut off. The
rounded portion of the waveshape is caused by C2
charging to Vcc. Therefore, the coupling capacitors
affect the high-frequency response of the circuit.

The primary factors affecting the PRF and PRT of
the circuit are the coupling components. The time
each transistor is cut off depends on its time constant:
CI -R2 for 01, and C2-R3 for Q2. If CI or R2 is
increased, the cutoff time of QI is increased. If C2 or
R3 is decreased, the cutoff time of Q2 is decreased.

Some astable multivibrators must have a high
degree of frequency stability. A method of obtaining a
greater degree of frequency stability is to apply
triggers. Figure 3-9 shows the schematic of a triggered
astable multivibrator using PNP transistors. At time
TO, the negative input trigger to the base of 01 causes
01 to go into saturation, which drives 02 to cutoff.
The circuit will remain in this condition as long as the
base voltage of 02 is positive, determined by C3, R3,
and R6. Observe the parallel paths for C3 to discharge.

At time T1, 02 comes out of cutoff and goes into
saturation. Also, 01 comes out of saturation and is cut
off. The base voltage waveform of Q1 (fig. 3-9) shows
a positive potential that is holding Q1 cut off. This
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Figure 3-10. Monostable multivibrator with output waveshapes.

voltage would normally hold Q1 cut off until a point
between T2 and T3. Howeve:, at time T2, apother
trigger is applied to the base of Q1, causing it to begin
conducting. 01 goes into saturation, and 02 is cut off.
This action repeats each time a trigger is applied (T2,
T4, T6).

The PRT of the input triggers must be shorter than
the natural free-running PRT of the astable
multivibrator, or the trigger PRF must be slightly
higher than the free-running PRF of the circuit. This is
to make certain the triggers control the PRT of the
output.

Monostable multivibrator. The monostable
multivibrator (also called the one-shot multivibrator)
is used in digital circuits for pulse stretching, pulse
shaping, gate operation, and for providing adjustable
delayed gates. This multivibrator is capable of
producing several different types of outputs.

The integrated circuit (IC) one-shots available
require the addition of a resistor and capacitor to set
the timing for the IC. A second type of IC one-shot is
the retriggerable one-shot. As long as a constant pulse
frequency of some value is maintained at the input of
the device, a constant output is present. This
characteristic of the retriggerable one-shot makes it
useful as a missing pulse detector.

The monostable multivibrator is a square or
rectangular wave generator with one stable condition.
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Figure 3-11. Monostable waveforms with variable gate widths.

With no input signal (quiescent condition), one
amplifier conducts and the other is cut off. When an
external trigger is applied, the multivibrator will
change state for a period of time determined by an RC
circuit, and then it will return to its stable state, where
it will remain until triggered again. One trigger input
causes a full-cycle output.

The monostable multivibrator is used when it is
necessary to maintain a constant frequency (PRF), yet
have a variable gate output (variable on and off times).
This circuit is frequently used as a variable-gate
generator.

Figure 3-10 shows a monostable multivibrator
discrete circuit with its output waveshape. When
power is applied to the circuit, 02 will conduct, and
01 will be cut off. Confirm this by checking the
forward-bias arrangement for the transistors: The 02
forward bias is conventional, using R2; the 02 bias
uses voltage divider network R3-R4-R5, connected
between + V and Vgg. Since the circuit uses a
negative Vgg, it is possible for the voltage on the base
of 01 to be positive or negative with respect to the
emitter (ground). When 02 conducts, its collector
voltage is near 0 volts; this causes a negative voltage on
the base of 01, holding it at cutoff. The stable
condition of the circuit is Q1 cut off and 02
conducting (TO, fig. 3-10, B).

The positive input trigger applied to the base of Ql
causes 01 to conduct. The collector voltage of 01
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Figure 3-12. Monostable multivibrator with waveshapes.

decreases to almost 0 volts, and this negative-going
signal is coupled by C2 (discharging through R2) to
the base of 02, which cuts 02 off. The collector
voltage of 02 now increases toward +V. Now
voltage divider R3-R4-R5 conduction results in the
base of 01 being positive with respect to its emitter.
This voltage keeps 01 conducting until C2 discharges
enough to allow 02 to conduct once again (T2, fig.
3-10, B). When 02 conducts, its collector voltage
decreases, and the base of 01 b.--omes negative,
resulting in 01 being cut off. The circuit is again in its
quiescent condition, and it will remain there until
another trigger is applied (T3, fig. 3-10, B).

The output frequency is controlled by the input
trigger frequency. Internally, the point at which the
circuit returns to the stable state determines the gate
width; this is controlled by the RC time constant of C2
and R2. Figure 3-11 shows the relationship between
the trigger and output signal. Part A shows the input
triggers; parts B and C illustrate different gate widths.
Notice that, while the duration of the gate is different,
the duration of the complete cycle is the same as the
trigger PRT. Part D of figure 3-11 indicates that the
trailing edge of the positive alternation is variable.

Another version of the monostable multivibrator is
shown in figure 3-12. In its stable condition (at TO),
01 is cut off, and 02 is conducting. The input trigger
(positive pulse at Tl ), applied to the collector of 01
and coupled by CI to the base of 02, cuts Q2 off, and
the collector voltage of 02 will go toward V. The
more negative voltage at the collector of 02 will
forward bias 01, and collector voltage of 01 will go to
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Figure 3-13. Bistable multivibrator with circuit values indicated.

about 0 volts. CI will now discharge and keep 02 cut
off. 02 remains cut off until CI discharges enough to
allow 02 to conduct again (T2). When 02 conducts
again, its collector voltage will go toward 0 volts, and
01 will be cut off. Thus, the circuit returns to its
quiescent state and has completed a cycle. The circuit
will remain in this stable state until the next trigger
arrives (T3).

Note that R3 is variable to allow adjustment of the
gate width. Increasing R3 increases the discharge time
for Cl. This increase increases the cutoff time for 02.
Making R3 large, therefore, widens the gate. To
decrease the gate width, decrease R3.

Bistable multivibrator. The bistable circuit, as the
name implies, has two stable states. If a trigger of the
correct polarity and amplitude is applied, the circuit
will change state and remain there until triggered
again. The trigger need not have fixed PRF; in fact,
triggers from different sources, occurring at different
times, can be used to switch this circuit.

The bistable multivibrator circuit is shown in figure
3-13. In this circuit, RI and R7 are the collector-load
resistors. Voltage dividers RI -R2-R5 and R7-R6-R3
provide forward bias for 02 and 01 ; they also couple
the collector signal from one transistor to the base of
the collector signal from one transistor to the base of
the other. Observe that this is direct coupling of the
feedback. This type coupling is required because the
circuit depends on input triggers for operation and not
RC time constants inside the circuit. Both transistors
use common-emitter resistor R4, which provide3
emitter coupling. CI and C2 couple the input triggers
to the transistor bases.
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Figure 3-14. Waveshapes for figure 3-13.

Notice that the circuit is nearly symmetrical, since
each transistor amplifier has the same component
values. When power is first applied, the voltage divider
networks place a negative voltage at the bases of 01
and 02. Both transistors have forward bias, and both
conduct.

Due to the slight difference between the two
circuits, one transistor will conduct harJer than the
other. Assume that 01 conducts harder than 02. The
increased conduction of 01 causes the collector
voltage of Q1 to be less negative (more voltage drop
across RI ). This decreases the forward bias of 02 and
decreases the conduction of 02. When 02 conducts
less, its collector voltage goes more negative. The
negative-going change at the collector of 02 is coupled
to the base of 01 and causes 01 to conduct still
harder. This regenerative action continues until 02 is
cut off and 01 is saturated The circuit is then in a
stable state and will remain there until a trigger is
applied.

At TO, figure 3-14, current through 01 causes a I-
volt drop across R4, which places a 1-volt potential
on the 02 emitter. The collector of 01 is at 2 volts,
which is dropped across R2 and R5, so thc base of 02
is 0.9 volt. With its base at 0.9 volt and emitter at

I volt, 02 is reverse-biased (cut off). Note that the
02 collector is at 11.7 volts (0.3-volt drop across R7)
and that the Q I base potential is I .3 volts, making a
10.4-volt drop across R6 due to 01 base-to-emitter
current.

At TI , a negative trigger is applied to both bases
through CI and C2. The trigger does not affect 01
since it is already conducting. The trigger overcomes
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Figure 3-15. High-Frequency compensation network.

cutoff bias on 02 and causes it to conduct. As 02 goes
into conduction, its collector rises to 2 volts. The
positive-going change at the 02 collector causes
reverse bias on QI , and its collector voltage drops to

11.7 volts. The switching action causes a very rapid
change of state, with 02 now conducting and 01 now
cut off.

At T2, a negative trigger is again applied to both
bases. This time, Q1 is brought into conduction, and
the regenerative switching action cuts 02 off. The
bistable multivibrator will continue to change states as
long as triggers are applied. Notice that two input
triggers are required to produce one gate; one to turn it
on, and other to turn it off. The input trigger
frequency is twice the output frequency.

The transient interval (the time it takes the
transistor to go from cut off to saturation or vice-versa)
is limited by the interelement capacitance between the
base and emitter (Cth). The switching action can be no
faster than the time required to charge the interelement
capacitance. This leads to rounded corners of the
waveforms. It also represents loss of the high-
frequency components of the square or rectangular
waves.

In figure 3-15, the base circuit of Q2 (fig. 3-13) is
redrawn. The base voltage on 02 can change only at
the rate that Ceb charges. To charge Cth, current must
flow through R 1 and R2. This sets up an RC time
constant. The load resistor is relatively small (2.2K),
and Cth is relatively small (a few picofarads). But R2 is
large (39K, fig. 3-13), which makes the time constant
long enough to cause rounding of the corners. This is
referred to as "high-frequency loss."

To allow the interelement capacitance to change
faster, the opposition in its charge path must be
reduced. A method commonly used is to bypass R2
with a capacitor. Figure 3-15, B, shows C3 connected
across R2. C3 is a low impedance to the high-
frequency component of the square wave. C3
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effectively removes R2 from the circuit during a fast
change, and it allows Ceb to charge faster, reducing the
rounded corners of the output waveshop.

Exercises (014):
I. Place the letter corresponding to the correct choice

in column B in front of the appropriate term in
column A. Items in column B may be used more
than once.

(I)
(2)
(3)

(4)

Column A

Bistable multivibrator.a.
Astable multivibrator.
Monostable b.
multivibrator. c.
Steady state.

252

Column B

Exists when circuit operation
is essentially constant.
Has no stable state.
Has one stable state with one
transistor conducting and the
other cut off.

d. Has two stable states. It re-
mains in one of the stable
states until a trigger is ap-
plied; then it goes to the other
stable condition to remain
there until another trigger is
applied to change it back to its
first stable state.

e Also known as free-running
multivibrator.

f. Primary factors affecting PRF
and PRT of the circuit are the
coupling components.
Output frequency is con-
trolled by the input trigger
frequency.

h. Will continue to change states
as long as triggers are applied.

i. CiAcuit is frequently used as a
variable gate generator.
Requires two input triggers to
produce one cycle in the out-
put.

g.



3-2. Troubleshooting Multivibrator Circuits
Like previous systems studied, a multivihruor

system will produce specific symptoms that will lc ,d
the technician to a faulty component. The following is
a discussion of some common failures of transistor
mu ltivibrators.

015. Analyze schematics of a multivibrator with
hypothetical malfunctions to determine the possible
causes of the malfunctions.

Troubleshooting a multivibrator is relatively simple
as long as you remember the operation of each one of
the different types of multivibrators. Here is a brief
review of each type.

The astable multivibrator is a free-running square
or rectangular-wave generator that has no stable
condition. It consists of two RC-coupled amplifiers
with 100-percent regenerative feedback. The PRF,
PRT, and gate width are controlled internally by RC
networks.

The monostable multivibrator or one-shot, is a
square- or rectangular-wave generator with one stable
condition. The PRF and PRT are controlled by input
triggers, and the gate width is controlled internally by
an RC network. One put trigger initiates an output
cycle so that trigger frequency equals output
frequency.

The bistable multivibrator is a square or
rectangular-wave generator with two stable conditions.
The PRF, PRT, and gate width are controlled by the
input triggers. Two triggers are required to produce
one cycle in the output.
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Exercises (015):
I . Refer to figure 3-9. Assume that normal operation

is free-running, with a square-wave output obtained
from the collector of Q2. Symptom: The negative
alternation of the output is longer than normal.
What could cause this particular condition?

2. Refer to figure 3-9. Assume normal operation is
free-running with a square-wave output obtained
from the collector of Q2. Symptom: V on Q2 is
high, and V on Q1 is very low. This indicates Q1
is saturated. What could cause this particular
condition?

3. Refer to figure 3-13. Symptom: Positive triggers at
the collector of 01, and negative triggers at the
frequency of the input triggers at the collector of
02. What could cause this particular condition?

4. Refer to figure 3-13. Symptom: Q1 collector to
ground measures 0 volts. Positive-going triggers at
the collector of 02. What could cause this
particular condition?
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CHAPTER 4

Timing Circvits

IN ADDITION TO THE OSCILLATORS AND
MULTIVIBRATORS used to develop basic timing
frequencies for electronic equipment, other timing
circuits are needed. These circuits convert the source
frequency to the timing signals needed to accomplish
all functions within a unit. By using an accurate, stable
source frequency to generate additional timing signals,
synchronization of circuit functions is accomplished.

4-1. The Regenerative Frequency Divider
The circuits that develop the basic timing frequency

for electronic computer and switching systems have
been discussed. As you know, our equipment needs
many timing frequencies to accomplish its functions.
All of these timing signals must be synchronized one
with the other.

016. State the general operating principles of the
regenerMive frequency divider.

Rather than develop separate timing signals that
must be synchronized together, computer and
switching equipment develop a master timing signal
and feed it to other circuits that will develop multiples
or sub-multiples of it. The regenerative frequency
divider is one such circuit. Figure 4-1 is an example of
this type of circuit. The heart of this circuit consists of
a mixer stage (Q2) and a frequency multiplier (Q3).
The tank circuit in the mixer collector is tuned to
frequency f/x (where x = any whole number, in this
case a 4) and begins to oscillate at this frequency upon
the application of the input f. It does not continue to
oscillate, since the input does not support it. The
output f/x is, therefore, fed to a frequency multiplier
that is tuned to f (x 1). We can convert this formula
to 3f for our use.

Before going any further with this type of analysis,
let us put some practical figures to work. A timing
frequency of 2,400 Hz (f) is available but an 1,800-Hz
signal is also needed. 1,800 is equal to 3/4 of 2,400.

Figure 4-1. Regenerative frequmcy divider.
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Figure 4-2. Clock-Pulse circuit.

To develop 1,800, first you must divide 2,400 by 4
then multiply the result by 3:

400 X 3 = 1,800
f(x 1)

4

Now apply this 2,400-Hz signal to the mixer and
tune its collector to 600 (2,400 4). The 600 is then
fed to multiplier 03, which is tuned to 1,800 (600 X
3). This results in the desired frequency but, without
some way of maintaining the 600-Hz mixer output, it
would only last momentarily. The 1,800 Hz is,
therefore, fed back to the mixer as a second input. The
mixer is already tuned to the difference (2,400
1,800 = 600) and a stable 600 Hz is maintained. 04
in the circuit amplifies and distributes the output. 01
matches the input impedance to the impedance of the
mixer.

Exercises (016):
1. What is the purpose of the regenerative

frequency divider?

2. With an input frequency of 3,000 Hz and x =5,
what is the output of the divider?

What does 02, the mixer stage, actually mix?
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4-2. Flip-Flop Dividers
A very common method of developing different

timing pulses from a basic clock pulse is the use of the
bistable multivibrator or flip-flop. A flip-flop
designed for frequency division will divide its input by
2. By using a series of flip-flops an input frequency can
be divided into any number of output frequencies.

Integrated circuit dividers are also available which
can be wired to divide an input into a number of
different frequencies. For example, the SN7490
decade divider can be set to divide by 2, 5, or 10.

017. Cite the operating characteristics of two types
of flip-flop dividers.

The flip-flop is a device that can be readily adapted
for use as a frequency divider. It is usually limited to
division in the lower range of frequencies due to the
time lag occuring through a series of flip-flops. The
conventional flip-flop can be designed to be triggered
on either the positive-going (upclock) or negative-
going (downclock) portion of an input signal. If a sine
wave, a square wave, or a pulsed input is applied, the
flip-flop changes state each time the input signal goes
in the required direction. It must change state twice to
produce one cycle of output and, thus, to provide a
division factor of two. A series of flip-flops arranged
like a counter provides division in multiples of two.

The clock-pulse circuit of figure 4-2 is an example
of a circuit using a flip-flop divider. Flip-flop A
provides for a division by two; flip-flop A and flip-
flop B combined provide for division by four; and flip-
flops A, B, and C provide for division by eight. Using
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selector switch SI , any one of the three frequencies can
be individually selected or all can be used, if desired,
to control separate circuits. Notice that selection
switch SI is a three-positioned switch and can be set to
only one frequency at a time.

If successive operations require groups of timing
pulses, the flip-flop divider may also be used. One such
case is a system that requires successive groups of eight
timing pulses that are to be used in the assembly of a
digital message. In this system, the basic timing pulses
are fed as the input to a three-stage binary counter.
The ONE and ZERO outputs of the counter are then
fed to a diode count detection matrix. This particular
arrangement is shown in figure 4-3. As the counter
progresses through its counting from 000 to 111, each
particular count is detected and fed to a control gate as
a conditioning level. The original input timing pulses
are also fed to the control gates. When a count of 000
is detected, AND-gate 1 is conditioned and passes the
negative half of the timing pulse to input as TO pulse.
AND-gate 2 passes the timing pulse when the count
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001 is detected, and this pulse becomes T1. This
process continues until the T7 pulse is generated as the
count of I 1 1. The next input resets the counter and
another series of pulses is begun.

Exercises (017):
1. In figure 4-2, how many output frequencies may

be used at one time?

2. What is the total division factor for a three-stage
flip-flop divider?

3. In figure 4-3, if all flip-flops are reset, how many
trigger inputs to each of the three flip-flops are
necessary to form T5?
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4-3. Time-Division Multiplexing (TDM)

How many telephone conversations can be
transmitted at the same time over one line? Depending
on the system design, many conversations could be
taking place through the use of time-division
multiplexing.

018. State how a time-division multiplexing system
works and specify the technique of signal sampling.

TDM Theory. A time-division multiplexing system
combines the signals for transmission over the
common transmission medium by alternately
connecting each voice-band signal source to the
transmission medium for a short period of time.

Figure 4-4 shows each end of the transmission
medium connected to a rotary switch. As switch 1
passes contact A, signal I can pass to switch 2. Switch
2 operates in synchronization with switch I and passes

SWITCH 2

SIONAL

SIGNAL 2

SIGNAL 3

HO-123A

the signal through the A contact to the signal
reproducing equipment. When switches 1 and 2
advance to the B position, the B circuit is completed
and the A circuit is broken. The switch then advances
through the C position and returns to the A position.
In this manner, each circuit has exclusive use of the
transmission medium for a small period of time (time
division). Each time the switch contacts are closed,
only a portion or sample of the signal is allowed to
pass. All signals share the same transmission medium,
with each signal being transmitted for a portion of the
total time required for the swit-tes to complete a full
revolution.

As you can see, any system using time-division
multiplexing transmits only a portion of the original
signal information. The human ear, like the human
eye, does not sequire the continuous presence of
information because of the illusion of continuity.
When these samples or bits of information arrive often
enough, the sound can be made to appear as if the

Figure 4-5. Signal samples.
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transmission path is unbroken. As shown in figure 4-5,
A, one cycle of a voice-band signal can be divided into
a series of pulses or samples. If we remove all of the
even-numbered pulses, as in figure 4-5, B, the
remaining pulses still retain the basic shape of the
original sine wave. If these remaining off-numbered
pulses are then passed through an LC circuit, the
inductance and capacitance action of such a circuit
reconstructs a waveform like that in figure 4-5, C. This
waveform is very nearly the same as the original
waveform in figure 4-5, A. When every third pulse is
being transmitted, as in figure 4-5, D, and the pulses
pass through an LC circuit, the resultant is as shown in
figure 4-5, E. Again, this waveform is almost the same
as the original waveform.

Figure 4-5 could be expanded further to indicate all
of the possible waveforms that would occur due to the
selection of different samples of the sine wave. The
extent to which we can carry this limiting of
transmitted information is determined by two factors.
First, the signal transmitted must have a frequency (a:
repetition rate) accurately reproduced if satisfactory
reception is to occur. Second, the amplitude ratio
within the signal must be retained if the received signal
is to have quality. If a system could be designed that
would guarantee that sample 5 and sample 14 would
always be transmitted, such a system would insure that
the proper frequency would be reconstructed at the
receiving station. An arrangement such as this could
be obtained from a system that would be transmitting
and receiving single tones of definite frequencies. The
received samples could be applied to high-Q tuned
filters, which would accurately reproduce the original
signal. If a voice-band signal is to be transmitted and
received via the time-division multiplexing system, the
problem becomes infinitely more difficult due to the
complex waveform. Experiments with time-division
multiplexing have sho,vn that the highest frequency in
a voice-band signal must be sampled at least three
times each cycle if quality reproduction is to occur in
the receiver.

Sine Wave Amplitude Sampling. A sine wave also
has amplitude which must be reproduced by the
receiver. Amplitude itself is an easy characteristic to
reproduce because it can be obtained from any
conventional amplifier stage. Amplitude ratio within a
signal (an important factor to be considered when
limiting information) is maintained by using a sample
rate that is at least three times the highest frequency.
This sampling rate insures that consecutive samples or
bits of information are not taken from the same
portion of each successive cycle. A proper sampling
rate is illustrated in figure 4-6.

In figure 4-6, cydes 1, 2, and 3, although drawn
above each other, can be considered as occurring in
sequence. Note how the position of the samples
change. If this figure were continued for several
additional cycles, a complete waveform would
eventually be transmitted, as shown by the cumulative
effect waveform. Transmission of the entire waveform
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Figure 4-6. Samples, adding effect.

is not necessary, due to the LC effect previously
mentioned. This shifting of the position of the sample
insures that the reconstructed wave has an average
amplitude characteristic that is similar to that in the
original waveform.

Distortion in the amplitude oft the reproduced
signal, such as that shown in figure 4-5, E, is amplified
in any audio amplifier. Thus, you would think that the
signal reproduced in the telephone would be distorted
in amplitude. Such distortion would not normally be
heard, however, if the original signal were sampled at a
rate three times that of the highest frequency within the
signal, due to the design characteristics of the
telephone reproduction apparatus. Such distortions in
amplitude are smoothed over in the telephone receiver
by the movement of the diaphragm which, due to
mechanical limitation, cannot follow or reproduce all
of the small changes in amplitude. Consequently, the
problem of distortion from amplitude changes due to
multiplexing action is very small.

The discussion thus far has been concerned with the
sampling of a theoretical sine wave and the
reconstruction of this sine wave in the receiver. Each
cycle must be sampled at least three times if it is to be
accurately reconstructed at the receiver. The rate of
sampling must then be equal to the highest frequency
sampled multiplied by the sampling rate per cycle. If
you multiply 4000 Hz (the highest frequency in the
voice-band signal) by 3, you find that the minimum
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sampling rate is equal to 12,000 (12 kHz) times per
second. Since the clock frequency in the AN/ITC-30,
Telephone Switching Center, is 250 kHz, the nearest
to the 12 kHz that this frequency (250 kHz) could be
divided easily was 12.5 kHz (20 to 1 ratio). The 12.5
kHz is used throughout the ANXTC-30. If a specific
voice-band channel is to be sampled 12,500 times per
second, adjacent samples within this channel occur
each 80 sec because 1 second divided by 12,500
equals 80 As. Figure 4-7, B, shows one cycle of a
2,000-Hz voice-band signal, which is also sampled
each 80 As. The leading edge (left edge) of the
adjacent pulse in either A or B is separated by 80 gs.
In this example, note that the 2,000-Hz wave has twice
as many samples per cycle as the 4000-Hz wave. The
separation between adjacent pulses in either waveform
is 80 As. The additional pulses in the lower frequency
wave insure that this wave is accurately reconstructed
in tie receiver.

definite sampling rate for a specific frequency has
be4n established. Therefore, if the leading edges of the
adjacent samples in any voice-band channel are
separated by 80 As, we have a period of time when. .o
intelligence is being transmitted. This unused period

of time may be used to transmit samples from other
voice-band channelS. You now need to determine the
number of pulses or signals that can be transmitted
during this 80 As period before the first signal must be
sampled again.

Exercises (018):
1. Briefly, explain how a time-division multiplexing

system works.

2. What factor determines the rnin;mum sampling
rate for a voice-band signal?

3. What is the minimum sampling rate of a voice-
band signal?
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4. How are distortions in pulse amplitude smoothed
over in the telephone receiver?

5. What is the minimum sampling rate for the highest
frequency in the voice-band signal?

019. State the purpose of considering certain areas
when pulse sampling.

Reference Level. Each of the pulse samples shown
in figures 4-5, 4-6, and 4-7 are pictured as having a
definite width. This pulse width limits the number of
pulses that may be placed within the 80 ihs sampling
period. Theoretically, any sample of the waveform
amplitude could be a point or a dot, as in figure 4-8,
A. To sample the relative amplitude of the waveform
at any given point, you must first establish a known
reference level. This reference level can be a DC level,
as in figure 4-8, B. Figure 4-8, C, shows the sine wave
superimposed on the DC reference level. All of the
samples now have a common reference level and
always rise in the same direction (positive) instead of
rising in both positive and negative directions, as
shown in figures 4-5, 4-6, and 4-7. This use of a
common reference level eliminates the need of the
receiver to determine whether a specific pulse sample
occurred during the positive or during a negative
portion of the sine wave. The use of a specific
reference level produces pulses that are all of the same
polarity. The amplitude of these pulses is such that the
pulses trace out the relative amplitude of the original
sine wave, as shown in figure 4-8.

Noise-Pulse Factor. Before you can definitely
determine the number of pulses that can be placed
within a specific time interval, you must consider the
noise/pulse width ratio. Figure 4-9 shows two pulses
that are amplitude samples of a specific wave. Pulse A
is 0;5 gs wide, and pulse B is 2.0 gs wide.
Superimposed on each pulse is a 0.1-12, s pulse of noise.
This noise distorts B only 5 percent of its time due to
the increased pulse width. Pulses that convey
intelligence by changes in amplitude are subject to
noise interference. The effects of amplitude distortion
increase as the pulse width is decreased.

Guard Band. Pulses cannot be placed adjacent to
each other without a guard band because they merge,
and the result is one pulse which has an amplitude that
is the average value of both pulses. Without a guard
band, the pulses lose their identity; and the receiver is
unable to distinguish between pulses originating in
different channels. Such a guard band is usually equal
to the width of the pulse; yet, if exceptionally high
engineering standards are maintained, this guard band
may be decreased to a time equal to one-fifth of the
total pulse width.
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Exercises (019):
1. Why is it necessary to establish a DC reference

level for an AC signal?
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Figure 4-10. Pulse amplitude modulation.

2. What must be considered when determining how
many pulses may be placed within a specific time
interval?

3. Why must a guard band be used?

020. State techniques wed in transmitting pulse
samples.

Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM). Thus far,
the primary concern has been with the techniques of
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sampling and the basic factors affecting pulse width.
The technique that is used to transmit the amplitude
variations in the pulse samples also determines, to a
certain degree, the number of channels that may be
transmitted during a definite time period. Six such
techniques for the transmission of pulsed information
have been developed. The four most commonly used
techniques are pulse amplitude modulation (PAM),
pulse-duration modulation (PDM), pulse-position
modulation (PPM), and pulse-code modulation
(. CM). The other two techniques, delta modulation
and random pulses, are not in general use. Of the four
sampling techniques mentioned, the primary concern
at this time is PAM. In this system, the signal is
periodically sampled; and a pulse is obtained whose
height (amplitude) is proportional to the amplitude of
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A NOW IS THE TIME FOR ALL -

PULSE AMPLITUDE MODULATION

Figure 4-11. Principles of PAM.

the signal at the instant of sampling, as previously
discussed. The requirement of pulse polarity
identification is eliminated by superimposing the
signal to be sampled on DC reference voltage, as
shown in4igure 4-8. When such a signal is sampled, all
samples are of the same polarity, although the
amplitude of any individual sample is determined by
the instantaneous amplitude of the sine wave.

Using 2 1.ts as the base width of the intelligence
pulses, you can divide 80 As (minimum sample
repetition rate) by 2 and obtain what appears to be 40
units of time for pulse transmission. However, a guard
band of time is provided between each pulse; and with
the guard band being equal to the time of one pulse,
there will be 20 units of 2 As of intelligence and 20
units of guard band time.

The channeling and multiplexing action of a typical
20-channel PAM time-division multiplexing system is
shown in figure 4-10. The channels, each of which
provides a 2-ps pulse of information, have been
arranged in a circle to illustrate the repetition factor.
As the arm of the rotary switch passes a contact, a 2-As
information pulse is obtained. The arm then passes
through a 21.4s time of no contact time, which
pro,,Aes a 2-pcs guard band between adjacent pulses.
T. rm returns to channel 1 every 80 As and the
sampling sequence is repeated. A typical group of 20
pulses is shown in figure 4-10.

In addition to all of the sampling and the
modulation techniques necessary for PAM, one other
consideration is pulse identification in the receiver.
Not only must the message be properly reconstructed
by the receiver, but it must also be correctly routed. In
order to identify the pulses (to identify which is
channel 1, 2, 3, etc.), some form of coding or
synchronization must be included to send each pulse
to its proper destination This synchronization may be
accomplished by modulating channel 1 with a special
pulse to the composite group as a marking pulse to
identify the start of each pulse group.
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Figure 4-10 indicates the use of a rotary switch to
obtain a sample of the information available in a
channel when the switch is in any specific position.
Such a switch would have to rotate at a speed of
750,000 revolutions per minute because it must
connect to a speciAc channel 12,500 times per second.
This is a fantastic speed for any mechanical rotary
device. Consequently, you find such switching action
is done electronically instead of mechanically. To
further explain PAM, the following paragraphs
describe its use as applied to the AN/ITC-30 ESC.

As the contact memory of the AN/ITC-30 ESC is
scanned, stored information is sent to sensing circuits
which are guided in turning on or off equipment unit
connections so that each line calling or being called
sends or receives information at 12.5-kHz rate. Thus,
each line sends or receives a 2-us burst of signal
energy during a 4-us portion of every 80-us scanning
period, or 12,500 bursts per second. Although the
sampling of information transmitted takes place at the
12.5-kHz rate, the duration of each pulse sample is so
short that the power applied, for example to a
telephone receiver, is too small to cause audible
reproduction. Since all samples are not taken at points
of peak signal amplitude, the average amplitude of the
samples is less than that of the complete transmission
signal. Therefore, a lowering of the amplitude of the
received signal is another reason for the lack of
audible reproductions.

The power (energy) in a speech signal is affected by
both the amplitude and the duration of the signal, as
shown in figure 4-11. Since a 4-us pulse is only a
fraction of the entire 80 As signal duration, the
maximum power of the pulse is only a fraction of the
entire signal power. Because of this, when such pulses
are applied directly to a telephone receiver, they are
not heard. To remedy this, each line circuit includes a
low-pass filter to smooth out each pulse, thus filling in
the gaps between pulses. This filter is a type that
releases energy slowly so that one pulse runs into the
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Figure 4-12. Block diagram of basic PLL circuit.

next, resulting in a waveform resembling that of the
original, except that its amplitude is somewhat less.
The low-pass filter also tends to block any
interference.

During the first portion of each of the 4-us pulse
periods, the entire highway (the term now used for
transmission medium) is grounded to insure that one
conversation time slot does not actually overlap into
another. Thus, any conversation or part of a pulse that
is still on a highway drains off to ground. As a result,
each pulse position starts at a zero energy level. This
grounding of a highway "between" pulses is called
highway clamping (guard band or highway discharge).

An efficient transfer of energy is possible while
using pulse amplitude modulation by directing the
speech signal into a capacitor during the interval
between samples and then discharging the capacitor
through a resonant circuit. Assuming that the
components forming the resonant circuit are perfect
and the circuit contains no resistance, the transfer of
energy takes place without loss.

Exercf.ses (020):
I. What is the technique called which is used to

transmit amplitude variations?

2. How is the requirement of pulse polarity
identification eliminated in a PAM system?

3. Using a 20-channel voice-band, how many times
will each channel be sampled in 80 izs?
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4. What is meant by highway clamping?

5. What is the purpose of the low-pass filter?

6. What type of circuit is used to connect a highway
to provide an efficient transfer of energy?

4-4. The Phase-Lock Loop (PLL)
The phase-lock loop principle and the technology

have been availabe for over 40 years. The inherent cost
in implementing the technique limited its use until
recently. The original PLL circuit required a
multitude of components, and adjustment was very
critical. Integrated circuit technology came to the
rescue of the PLL by providing a cheap, easy way of
using the PLL circuit.

The PLL has many uses in both analog and digital
circuits. The digital technician will see this technique
used in double-density magnetic disk units and digital
data circuits. In examining this invaluable circuit
technique, we need to know what a PLL is, the basic
parts of the circuit, its origin, and how the PLL is put
to use.

021: State the basic function of tbe phase-lock loop
circuit

PLL Origin. H. de Bellescize first described the
PLL principle in 1932. The PLL circuit was used in
conjunction with a synchronous radio receiver being
developed at that time. The receiver used a mixer with
an incoming radio signal as one input and a second
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input, equal in frequency, om an oscillator. The
modulation from the radio signal was the only output
from the mixer IF the inputs to the mixer were equal in
frequency. The difficulty was in keeping the oscillator
from changing frequency due to time, temperature,
and vibration. The PLL circuit was designed to correct
for errors in frequency and phase produced by the
oscillator. This was done by using a phase detector to
detect phase/frequency differences between the two
inputs. When the two inputs were not the same, the
phase detector produced an error/feedback voltage
which was used to put the oscillator back on
frequency.

One of the first major uses of the PLL principle was
in synchronizing the vertical and horizontal oscillators
in television sets in order to produce a stable display.
As the circuit has evolved in recent years to
microelectronic form, the ability to use a PLL has
increased dramatically for a great many applications.

The PLL Defined. The phase lock loop is an
electronic servo or automatic control system. It's a
closed loop requiring the use of feedback to chase and
control an input signal. The PLL automatically
corrects for timing errors by using electronic
feedback. The loop consists of a phase detector which
is used to compare two related inputs and produce an
error voltage. Secondly, a low-pass filter (LPF) is used
to smooth the effor voltage and produce the DC
correction voltage for the oscillator. Last, but not least,
is the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). As its name
implies, the VCO's frequency is controlled by the error
voltage. The output from the PLL can be taken from
the detector or the VCO, depending on the
application. A block diagram of the basic PLL circuit
is shown in Figure 4-12.

Exercises (021):
1. What is the purpose of the PLL circuit?

2. Name the basic part of a PLL.

3. What is* an important characteristic of the two
input signals to the phase detector?

022. Name the three basic parts of the PLL circuit
and state the fbinction of each.

Basic PLL Components. The three main parts of a
PLL circuit, =mentioned briefly earlier, are the phase
detector, the low-pass filter, and voltage-controlled
oscillator. The original design used many components
in order to make up these parts. The complexity of the
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Figure 4-13. Exclusive-OR phase detector.

circuit and the cost of parts were two of the PLL's
drawbacks to begin with. With the advent of the
integrated circuit these problems were reduced.
Therefore, most PLLs you see in circuits today are in
IC form.

The phase detector (PD). Phase detectors are simple
to build using an IC chip or discrete components.
Various types of logic circuits can be used as phase
detectors. Two of the more common circuits used are
the exclusive OR gate and the D flip-flop.

An example of the exclusive OR phase detector is
shown in figure 4-13 with its associated waveforms.
Suppose that here we want to check ,'and see if two
waveforms are equal in phase. Due to the
characteristics of an exclusive OR, we have an output
only when the inputs are different. With inputs A and
B out of phase, we develop an output from the phase
detector which we will use to produce an error signal.
One of our original inputs (A or B) was taken from the
VCO, so now we'll use the error voltage developed to
correct the VCO output to obtain "phase-lock." Next,
we need to process the output of the detector in such a
way as to provide us with a DC voltage for oscillator
correction.

The low-pass filter (LPFX This part of the PLL
performs the filtering or smoothing function for the
detector output. The LPF is illustrated simply in figure
4-14. The capacitor eliminates the high frequency
component from the detector waveform and provides a
DC level of voltage. The error voltage produced is
usually in the range of 2-5 volts DC. Some DC voltage
level will always be present at the output of the LPF in
order to maintain a control over the VCO. Depending
on the amount of phase lead or lag at the detector, the
error voltage will vary about the reference or quiescent
level. A change in error voltage above or below the
reference will shift the VCO up or down in frequency
to maintain phase-lock.

The Voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO). The VCO is
the third major component of the basic PLL circuit.
The VCO can be implemented in the PLL using
individual components for the discrete circuit or with
ICs dedicated to the VCO function. The IC forms
available usually require the addition of an external
capacitor to set the frequency for the VCO. External
adjustment by means of a potentiometer is also
possible. The combination of resistance, capacitance,
and DC voltage level present at the VCO determines
the final frequency of operation. VCOs in discrete
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form are used extensively in analog circuits and may
use a quartz crystal for more stable operation.

Voltage control of the oscillator may be
accomplished by applying the LPF error voltage to a
pin of the IC, or it may be necessary to use a varactor
diode as the frequency determining element. The
varactor diode is used as a varying capacitance to set or
change the frequency of the VCO. Its capacitance can
be varied as its reverse bias is changed; therefore, we
can use the error voltage from the LPF as the
varactor's reverpe bias supply. All components of the
PLL must work together to accomplish its primary
function, that of precise control.

The phase comparator, low-pass filter, and voltage-
controlled oscillator comprise the major components
of the PLL. Understanding the function of each is
necessary to see the relationship between them in the
loop. If any part of the loop fails to function, we no
longer have PLL operation. Because of this,
troubleshooting a PLL can be difficult. Therefore,
being able to logically analyze each part of the loop for
correct operation is necessary.

PLL Characterhtics. There are two basic
characteristics of the loop which need to be mentioned
briefly. These are the capture rupee and the /ock range
capabilities. When the inputs to the phase detector are
not related or close in phase/frequency relationship,
phase-lock will not occur. As soon as the input signals
are close enough in phase, the loop will start to
lockupwe have now entered the capture range. Once
the loop has phase-locked, !t will go into the lock
range. If we lose lock because of no signals, then the
capture process must start again. The lock range is
always greater than the capture range, but the loop
must be phase-locked first before it will stay within the
lock range. The PLL inputs must have a
phase/frequency relationship in the desired
application.

Exercises (022):
1. What are the component parts of a PLL circuit?

2. What cirmit in a PLL provides the smoothing
function for the error volta3e?
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3. Besides the exclusive OR gate, what other logic
circuit can be used as a phase detector?

4. What is one method, using reverse bias, of
controlling the VCO's frequency?

5. Which is greater, the lock range or capture range
of a PLL?

023. Specify two important uses for the PLL circuit
in digital applications.

PLL AppHcations. Applications of the PLL touch
most of us in one way or another. If you have an AM-
FM stereo tuner, a PLL may be in use to provide
precise FM frequency control. The forty channel
citizens' band radio (CB) you have in your ,:ar
probably uses a PLL as a frequency synthesizer to
provide each channel frequency for reception and
transmission. Using a PLL frequency synthesizer in a
CB requires c:iy one crystal for the reference input
instead of a crystal for each channel, without the PLL.
The PLL is also used for decoding stereo FM
reception, detecting AM signals and for motor speed
control.

Magnetic disk storage units frequently use a PLL as
a data synchronizer. Inherent data shift occurs
whenever data are read or written to magnetic media.
This results in a frequency difference between data
clocking rates on and off the media. PLLs are used to
synchronize the data back to its original clock rate,
thereby insuring data integrity. The PLL technique is
also used with digital data communications links to
perform a similar purpose.

Another important use of the PLL is that of the
frequency synthesizer. By inserting a programmable
divider between the VCO and phase detector, we allow
the VCO to operate at a frequency other than that of
the reference. This we do by tuning the VCO for our
frequency of interest, then programming the divider to
provide the proper division ratio. In this manner a
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signal equal to the reference will allow phase-lock to
occur. Using transistor-transistor iogic (TTL) ICs, the
PLL will be able to operate over a range of
approximately 30-100 mhz. By placing a
programmable or fixed divider after the VCO as an
output, we can develop any number of accurate,
precisely controlled clocks for. a system's use (fig.
4-15).

The applications described here demonstrate the
versatility of the PLL technique. You, as an
electronics technician, are apt to see a PLL in
equipment presently used in the Air Force. If you see a
phase detector and a voltage controlled oscillator in a
circuit diagramyou can be sure a low pass filter is in
there somewhere too! A divider may be used, and if so,
it could be fixed or programmable. Crystals are
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frequently used as a stable reference input, or a system
clock may be used. An understanding of the PLL and
its component parts, and recognizing it when you see
it, will enable you to break the PLL apart and logically
troubleshoot it.

Exercises (023):
1. In what peripheral device does inherent data shift

require the use of a PLL circuit?

2. Which application of the PLL can provide a
number of precisely controlled clock outputs?
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Answrs for Exrcises

Rettemsees

CHAPTER 1 009 -1.
009 - 2,
009 - 3.

Hexagonal; pointed; three.
Frequency; temperature; type.
Positive.

001 1. The correct choice is A. 009 - 4. Parallel; externally connected circuit elements.

001 2. To produce a sharp spike.
001 - 3. Used as an input to a Schmitt trigger. 010 -1. Two transistors are used, and a crystal is connected
001 4. An integrator circuit. between the emitters.

010 - 2. Forward-bias resistor for Ql.

002 - 1. CR1 is shorted, allowing the 'positive portion of the
input signal to be developed acroas R 1 .

010 -3. At its resonant frequency, the crystal has a very low
impedance and will pass the feedback signal to the

002 - 2. Choice B is the correct output. emitter.
002 - 3. The diodes anode is connected tothe wee itor. 010 -4. Directly from the collector of 02. :1

002 - 4. A DC restorer.
011 - I. Output; multiple.

003 - 1. Squaring off a rounded wave and voltage-level sensing. 011 - 2. Harmonic frequencies.

003 - 2. 01 will conduct. 011 - 3. Average; bsse-anitter junction; C.

003 - 3. As long as the input pulse exceeds the threshold voltage. 011 - 4. Quadrupler; becomes weaker.
011 -5. More power: output signal.
011 - 6. Buffer amplifier; unilateralization; neutialization.

CHAPTER 2 012 - 1. Dividers; circuits; on; off.
012 - 2. Rise time; flat top; fast fall times; accurately

004 1. Amplification; frequency-determining device: controllable.
regenerative feedback. 012 - 3. PRF.

004 -2. Amplifier; feedback network: output frequencY. 012 -4. Increase.
004 - 3. Common-emitter, input; output. 012 - 5. Constant current rise.
004 - 4. RC networks; LC tank circuits; crystals. 012 - 6. Inductive.
004 - 5. Regenerative. 012 - 7. Resistor: inductor.
004 - 6. Decreases; reducing; oscillator. 012 - 8. Negative; cut ()toff.

012 - 9. R .

005 - I . L2; Cl. XL
005 - 2. RI; current. 012 - 10. Critical.
005 - 3. Primary LI; 180', 3.
005 - 4. Li; L2; positive.
005 - 5. High; low.
005 - 6. Temperature stability. CHAPTER 3
005 - 7. V polarity; transistor.

013 - 1. (I) a.
006 1. Tapped coil. (2) h.
006 2. Swamping resistor; stability. (3) i.
006 3. 01; autotransformer. (4) d.
006 - 4. In phase; regenerative. (5) j.
006 - 3. Shunt; amplifier. (6) g.
006 6. Coupling:output circuit. (7) e.

(8) f.
007 - 1. Split capacitors. (9) b.
007 - 2. Voltage-divider network; forward bias. (10) e.
007 - 3. Interelanent capacitance; across.
007 - 4. Frequency stability characteristics; correct amplitude,

feedback.
014 1. (1)&1%4

(2) b, e, f.
007 - 5. Inductance; capacitance. (3) c,g, I.

(4) a.
008 - I . The gate current.
008 - 2. High (3; it =Mates at a wmistant frequency free of 015 - 1. R3 or C3 has increased in size.

undesired variations. 015 2. R3 or (:)2 open.

.,
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015 - 3. R6 open. 01 will be cut off, and 02 will be
conducting. Negative triggers are amplified and
inverted by 01 and cause 02 to cut off for the duration
Of the triggers. No gate is produced due to the absence
of feedback.

015 - 4. 131 open. With RI open, 01 has no direct path for
current flow. The base of 02 is at ground potential
through R5. Negative input triggers cause Q2 to
conduct, but no feedback occurs.

CHAPTER 4

016 - I . To provide multiple or submultiples of the basic tuning
pulse.

016 - 2. 2,400 Hz.
016 - 3. The input frequency and the output frequency.

017 - I. One.
017 - 2. Eight,
017 - 3. 5 pulses tr FF-A, 2 pulses to FF-B, and I pulse to FF-

C.

018 - I. A time-division multiplexing system combines the
signals for transmission over the common transmission
medium by alternatelv connecting each voice-band
signal source to the transmission meditim for a short
period of time.

018 - 2. The minimum sampling raw is determined by the
highest frequency in the voice-band signal.

018 - 3. Three times each cycle.
018 - 4. By the movement' of the diatic.ragm which, due to

mechanical limitations, cannot follow or reproduce all
of the anall changes in amplitude.

018 - 5. Since the highest fwquency in the voicaband is 4,000
Hz and the sample rate is three times per cycle, then the
minimum sample rate Is equal to 12,000 (12 kHz)
times per second.

At/GAPS. AL (854856) 2000
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019 - I . It eliminates the need of the receiver to determine
whether a specific pulse sample occurred during the
positive or negative portion of the sine wave.

019 - 2. The noise/pulse-width ration. Distortion increases u
pulse width decrease&

019 - 3. When two pulses are adjacent to each other, they merge,
resulting in one pulse with an amplitude equal to the
average value of the two pulses.

020 - I. PAMpulse-amplitude modulation.
020 - 2. By superimposing the signal to be sampled on a DC

refere.ace voltage.
020 - 3. Once; 2-jasec sample and 2-As guard time for a total of

4 As per channel.
020 - 4. 'Highway clamping is the guard time. It is when the

highway is grounded during the first portion of the
4-jas pulse period.

020 - 5. It smoothes out each pulse, filling in the gaps between
pulses, which results in forming a signal that resembles
the original signal.

020 - 6. A reeonant circuit.

021 - I. The PLL serves as an electronic servo or automatic
control system by automatically correcting for
phue/frequency differences between two input signals.

021 - 2. The phase detector, low-pass filter, and voltage-
controlled oacillator.

021 - 3. They must be related to each other in some manner,
most often by being multiples/submultiples of each
other.

022 - I. A phase detector to compare two related inputs, a low-
pass filter which provides a filtered correction voltage,
and the voltage-controlled oscillator to which the error
voltage is applied.

022 - 2. The low-pass filter (LPF).
022 - 3. The D flip-flop.
022 - 4. By using a varactor diode for frequency control of the

%/CO.
022 - 5. The lock range.

023 - I. Magnetic disk storage units.
023 - 2. Using the PLL u a frequency synthesizer circuit.
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Preface
IN PERFORMING its job, a data processing machine must store, retrieve, move, and
manipulate large quantities of data. This unit to Module 10005, Digital Techniques, is a
study of several circuits used to perform these tasks within a data processor or computer.
Sequential logic begins by covering types and operation of flip-flop circuits. These
elements are the basic building blocks for the remainder of the text which is a study of
counters and registers constructed using flip-flops.

The inclusion of names of any specific commercial product, commodity, or service in
this publication is for information purposes only and does not imply indorsement by the
Air Force.

Direct your questions or comments relating to the accuracy or currency of this unit to
the author: 3390 Technical Training Group, ATTN: MSgt Van Sleet, Keesler AFB MS
39534. If you need an immediate response, call the author, AUTOVON 868-4585,
between 0800 and 1600 (CST), Monday through Friday. (NOTE: Do not use the
suggestion program to submit changes or corrections for this unit.)

If you have questions on course enrollment or administration, or on any of ECI's
instructional aids (Your Key to a Successful Course, Behavioral Objective Exercises,
Unit Review Exercise, and Course Examination), consult your education officer, training
officer, or NCO, as appropriate. If this person can't answer your questions, send them to
Ea, Gunter AFS, AL 36118, preferably on ECI Form 17, Student Request for
Assistance.

This unit is valued at 9 hours (3 points).
Material in this unit is technically accurate, adequate, and current as of August 1983.
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NOTE: In this unit, the subject matter is developed by a series of student-centered objectives. Each
of these carries a three-digit number and is in boldface type. Each sets a karning goal for you. The
text that follows the objective gives you the information )ou need to reach that goal. The exercises
following the information give you a check on your achievement. When you complete them, see
whether your answers match those in the back of this unit. If your response to an exercise is
incorrect, review the objective and its text.

1-1. Flip-Flops

The flip-flop is the basic logic element used in
sequential logic. Certain specially configured flip-flops
are the bistable elements most widely used in the
construction of registers and counters. It is the bistable
multivibrator which is commonly used as a flip-flop. The
bistable multivibrator is used in one of three
configurations for flip-flop operation. These
configurations are:

(1) The set/reset flip-flop or latch.
(2) The toggle flip-flop.
(3) The J-K flip-flop.

001. Identify the circuitry and functions of components
and designate innut and output signals of the bistable
multivibrator (flip-flop).

Set/Reset Flip-Flop. A flip-flop is a device that has
two stable states. One state is called the SET state and the
other state is called the CLEAR or RESET state. A flip-
flop can be in only one of its stable states at a time. So, it
will be either set or reset. The output levels of the flip-
flop depend on its state. If the flip-flop is SET, the ONE
output would be a logic high and the ZERO or RESET
output would be a logic low. If the flip-flop is RESET,
the ONE output is a logic low and the ZERO output is a
logic high. This characteristic makes the flip-flop ideally
suited for the storage of binary 1 's and O's. This storage of
binary I 's and O's by flip-flops can be either an
asynchronous or synchronous operation. An asychronous
operation requires that the flip-flop (FF) respond directly
or immediately to changes in the inputs. Synchronous
operation of a flip-flop requires a system-clock. The
clock pulse will cause the flip-flop to respond when it and
the input signals are appiit-d to the flip-flop
simultaneously. During your study of flip-flops, you will
cover both types of operation. Let's begin the study of
set/reset flip-flops with an analysis of the bistable
mu ltivibrator.

Bistable Multivibrator. The most common FF circuit
used 'n computers is the bistable (also called an Eccles-
lore 1 multivibrator). The circuit of a basic bistable
mak vibrator and its waveforms are shown in figure 1-1.
Rea- to this figure for our discussion of the circuit
ope7-tion. In either stable state, one transistor is
comucting and the other is cut off. The states are
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switched by applying the proper trigger pulse. Resistors
R 1 , R3, and R7 form the voltage divider network that
develops the forward bias for Q2. R2, R4, and R5
develop the forward bias for 01. CI and C2 are called
speedup capacitors, and they are used to couple fast
changes in the collector circuits to the base circuits which
increases the circuit's switching speed.

Assume that prior to time To, Q1 is cut off, the
collector voltage (Vci ) is near negative V, aild the base
voltage (Vol ) is near zero volts. Also assume that just
prior to time To, Q2 is saturated, the collector voltage
(Vc2) is near zero volts, and the base voltage (Vm) is
negative. At time To, a negative trigger pulse is applied to
the input. This negative trigger is coupled through C3 and
CA to the base of 01 and 02. Q2 is already conducting,
so the trigger has no effect on the conduction of 02. 01 is
cut off and the negative trigger increases the forward bias
to a point where 01 conducts. Vci then goes from near
negative V to slightly lesr negative than zero volts. This
causes the base voltage of Q2 to cnange toward zero volts
(cutoff). Vc2 then changes toward the negative Vcc. This
negative voltage is coupled to the base of 01 and drives
01 to saturation. Thus, a stable state of 01 conducting
and 02 cutoff is reached. The flip-flop remains in this
state until another negative :rigger is applied at time Ti.
At this time, the circuit is flipped back to its other stable
state.

You can now see that the flip-flop has two stable states.
In one state, the collector of QI is high and the collector
of 02 is low. The opposite is true for the other state.
Thus, the output of 01 could represent yes, true, present,
1, etc., and the output of 02 could represent the opposite
values; that is, no, false, absent, 0, etc. This two-value
system is the basis for digital computer logic, and it is for
this reason that the bistable multivibrator is widely used
in computers. However, the basic Eccles-Jordan flip-flop
we have just discussed must undergo certain circuit
changes to be used as a logic FF within a computer.

Logic Flip-Flop. Just how does the basic Eccles-
Jordan multivibrator differ from the logic flip-flop?
Figure 1-2 illustrates a version of the computer logic FF
with several circuit modifications which render it
compatible for use with other logic circuits. These
modifications consist of the following:

Logical switching circuits at the inputs to insure the
flip-flop triggers at the desired time.
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Figure 1-1. Bistable multivibrator.

Circuits for presetting the flip-flop to a desired
state.
Differentiating circuits to provide sharp trigger
pulses.
Visual indicators of the flip-flop's state: ONE or
ZERO.
Limiting circuits to establish the desired logic
levels.

For the following circuit analysis of this particular logic

2

Naii6 7 7

flip-flop, positive logic is assumed; that is, relatively high
voltage represents the binary I and a low voltage
represents a binary 0.

Transistors 03 and 04 form the basic multivibrotor.
03 is the ONE-side transistor and Q4 is the ZERO-side
transistor. RI and R2 are collector-load resistors. R2,
R6, and R9 form the voltage divider network for
forward-biasing 03. RI , R5, and RIO form the voltage
divider network for forward-biasing 04. The important
portion of the forward bias for operation of this circuit is
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Figure 1-2. Flip-flop schematic.

developed across R9 and R 10. CI and C2 couple fast
collector changes to the transistor bases in order to
increase the switching speed of the flip-flop. The inputs
to the flip-flop consist of SET and CLEAR 'circuits and
logic input circuits. The logic circuits in this case are
positive AND-gates. CR5, CR6, and R7 form the AND-
gate that feeds the ONE-side transistor and clocks the
flip-flop to the ZERO state. CR8, CR9, and RI 2 form
the AND-gate that feeds the ZERO-side transistor and
clocks the flip-flop to the ONE state. The CLEAR
(ZERO) input is fed to C4 and the SET (ONE) input is
fed to C6. These inputs make it possible to preset the flip-
flop to a desired state.

C3, R13, C5, and R14 are networks that differentiate
the outputs of the AND-gates. C4, R13, C6, and R14
form the differentiating networks for the CLEAR and
SET inputs. R8, R13, R I 1, and RI4 form voltage divider
networks that place ne;ative potentials on the anodes of
CR7 and CR10. This negative potential allows them to
conduct only on the positive spike of the differentiated
wave and permits CR7 and CR10 to perform their
functions as limiting diodes, clipping the negative spikes.

Realize that CR7 will conduct only when Q3 is
conducting, because only at this time is CR7 forward
biased. This is due to the negative voltage on the base of
Q3 and a positive spike appearing on the anode of CR7.
When Q3 is conducting, 04 is cut off due to positive
potential on the base of Q4. This reverse biases CRIO and
prevents the positive spike on the anode of CRIO from
reaching the base of 04. Transistors 01 and Q2 are
emitter followers. The outputs are taken from their
emitters. CR1, CR2, CR3, and CR4 are limiting diodes
that maintain the logic levels at 0 volts (logic 1) and -10
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volts (logic 0). The outputs are connected to -eon
indicators so that the state of the flip-flop can be
dqermined by visual inspection. These indicators are not
shown in the-. figure.

At time To, the flip-flop is in the ONE state. This
means Q3 is conducting and 04 is cut off. The ONE-side
output is at 0 volts and the ZERO-side output is at -10
volts. At time T1, signals are applied to CR5 and CR6, as
shown in figure 1-3. The signals identified as A, B, and C
in figure 1-3 are the signals at points A, B, and C in the
circuit. Signal A is the output of the AND-gate. Signal B
is the output of the differentiating network. Signal C is
the output of the limiting diode. Since both the ONE-side
and the ZERO-side input circuits and their waveshapes
will be the same, it is sufficient to explain only one input
circuit.

The input signals (CR5 and CR6) to the circuit are
both high during the time from Ti to T2. This is the only
time an output from the AND-gate will be present, as
illustrated by signal A. Signal A is then differentiated by
C3 and R13 (signal B), and the negative spike is clipped
by CR7 (signal C). The positive spike of the signal at C is
applied to the base of 03 at time Ti and will cut off Q3.
The collector voltage of Q3 goes to a negative potential.
This negative change is coupled by CI to the base of 04.
This causes 04 to conduct. The collector voltage of 04
decreases toward zero volts. This decrease is coupled by
C2 to the base of 03 and keeps 03 cut off. With Q3 cut
off, the collector voltage is at -10 volts because of the
logic level establishing diode CR1. This voltage (a low) is
applied to the base of 01, and the output of -10 volts is
taken from the emitter of Ql. This is the ONE-side
output.
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After time T1, 04 is saturated and the collector is at 5. What function is performed by CRS, CR6, and CR7
zero volts because of the clamping action of CR4. This in figure 1-2?
voltage (a high) is apphed to the base of 02, and the
output of zero volts is taken from the emitter of Q2. This
is the ZERO-side output. The flip-flop is now in the
ZERO state and remains in this stable statethe ZERO 6. What transistors make up the basic multivibrator in
stateuntil time T5 . At this time, the inputs to CR8 and figure 1-2?
CR9 (as shown in fig. 1-3) activate the logic input (ONE)
gate. Signals A', B', and C' are generated and a positive
trigger (C') is applied to the base of 04. This cuts off Q4
and clocks the flip-flop to the ONE state, with 03 7. Which clock of the trigger pulse changes the state of
conducting and 04 cut off. The multivibrator action is the flip-flops?
thc same as was discussed in clocking the FF to the
ZERO state.

Exercises (001):
1. What are the flip-flop outputs if they are in the 002. Identify an R-S latch flip-flop and state how the

CLEAR state? gate operates for the set and reset states.

2. In what state will the flip-flop be placed with a high
on the C input?

3. In what state will the flip-flop be placed with a high
on the S input?

4. What is the purpose of diodes CR 1 through CR4 in
figure 3 -2?

Set
in

Clear
in

R-S Latch Flip-Flop. The basic bistable multivibrator
trigger circuits, with or without modifications, may be
used to function as set/reset flip-flops In logic circuits. It
is, perhaps, more practical (from the standpoint of
manufacturing costs) to interconnect certain logic
elements so that they will function as flip-flops. Figure
1-4 illustrates how two gates may be interconnected as an
R-S latch.

NOTE: A small circle (state indicator) at the symbol
output indicates that the output terminal of the activated
function is relatively low (L). Conversely, the absence of
the state indicator means that the active output is a
relatively high (H) signal. A state indicator at the input
means that a relatively low signal is required at that input
to activate the logic gate. If there is no state indicator, a
relative high input is required to activate the logic gate.

13111 110,1

Output Output

no change

Figure 1 -4. R-S configuration using gates.
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Assuming that the flip-flop is initially in its CLEAR
state (a high at the ZERO output and a low at tI-e ONE
output), a pulse of the proper polarity and al. plitude
applied at the SET input will cause the flip-flop to switch
to its SET state (a low at the ZERO output and a high at
the ONE output). That is, a high or one applied at the set
will cause the upper OR-gate to have a low or ZERO
output (remember the function of the state indicator).
With lows applied at both inputs, the lower OR-gate will
have a high output. The high at the ONE output applied
to the SET input will now hold the flip-flop in its SET state
until one of two things occurs: (1) a high is applied at the
CLEAR, or (2) the circuit is deenergized.

Conversely, if the flip-flop is initially in its SET state, a
pulse of the proper polarity and amplitude applied to the
RESET input will cause the flip-flop to switch to its
CLEAR state. That is, a high applied to the CLEAR
input will cause the lower OR-gate to have a low output.
With lows applied at both inputs, the upper OR-gate will
have a high output which is then applied to the RESET or
CLEAR input. This will now hold the flip-flop in its
CLEAR state until one of two things occurs: (I ) a high is
applied to the SET input, or (2) the circuit is deenergized.
This circuit is classified as a flip-flop latch because it has
outputs that are not necessarily of the opposite states. In
this circuit, the application of simultaneous highs to both
inputs will cause both outputs to assume the same state (in
this case, a low) for the duration of the inputs.

Exercises (002):
I . Explain how the setting of the OR-latch flip-flop in

figure 1-4 is accomplished.

2. Once set, how is the OR-latch flip-flop of figure 1-4
reset?

3. How is the AND-latch flip-flop of figure 1-4 held in
the SET state?

4. Using the AND-gate latch of figure 1-4, how is the
latch set?

003. Identify circuitry of the toggle flip-flop, and state
the functions of circuit components.

Toggle Flip-Flop. A toggle flip-flop, sometimes
referred to as a complementing or complemented flip-
flop, is shown in figure 1-5. This flip-flop is a bistable
device which will accept input pulses from a common
source and changes from its existing state to the
complement of that state each time it is triggered. For
example, if it is in the ONE state, an input trigger will
switch di_ flip-flop to the ZERO state, or vice versa.

REP4-1758
Figure I -5. Toggle flip-flop.

With the input pulses applied simultaneously to both
transistors, switching time would be delayed, a condition
which would cause the rise and fall times of the output
signal to be longer. Pulse steering diodes CR1 and CR2,
shown in figure 1-5, direct the input pulse to the
transistor that is to be triggered into conduction. This
direction prevents an increase in the rise and fall times.
The circuit shown in figure 1-5 requires negative input
pulses. The circuit can be modified so that positive input
pulses would be required.

In figure 1-5, resistors R7 and R8 form a voltage
divider from Vbb to ground so that the cathodes of the
pulse-steering diodes are slightly positive with respect to
ground. The anodes of CR1 and CR2 are at the base
potentials of the transistors. The base of the conducting
transistor is negative, and the case of the cutoff transistor
is positive.

Let's assume that 01 is conducting and that 02 is cut
off. In this state, CR1 has a relatively large negative
potential on its anode; CR2 has a positive potential on its
anode. This applies forward bias to diode CR2 and
reverse bias to diode CR I . When a negative trigger is
applied through coupling capacitor C3, the reverse bias
on CR1 prevents the pulse from being applied to the base
of conducting transistor 01. Since diode CR2 is forward
biased, the negative trigger pulse feeds through to the base
of the off transistor Q2, overcomes the positive bias on
the base, a.ad. turNs 02 on. When 02 turns on, 01 turns
off. The bistabic . ulttvibrater will remain in this state
until the n tri,;ger pulse is applied. This pulse
will feed throu,7,h CR I apply forward bias to 01, and
cause the flip-flop tc. switch its state again. This input
pulse does not t-ouok to the base of 02 because of the
reverse bias on CR2.

A positive trigger pulse applied to the steering r:ircuit
of figure 1-5, regardless of the state of the flip-flop, is
blocked by the diodes and cannot cause the circuit to
switch. For positive pulse steering, the diodes must he
reversed. In this circuit, a negative potential is applied
the voltage divider R7 and R8. A positive trigger pulse,
therefore, is applied through the forward bias. . to
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Figure I -6. Toggle flip-flop with set and clear inputs.

the base of the on transistor, driving it to cut off. The
reverse biased diode prevents the triggered pulse from
being applied to the base of the off transistor. Once the
circuit switches states, the bias conditions of the diodes
reverse, and a second positive trigger pulse is steered to
the base of the on transistor. A negative trigger pulse
applied to this arrangement reverse biases the diodes and,
therefore, has no effect on the circuit.

Figure 1-6 shows a complementing flip-flop circuit
with set and clear capabilities. This flip-flop is reduced to
its simplest form. It consists of flip-flop transistors Q6
and 07 and two steering gates consisting of 01-02 and
Q3-Q4. Input to the complementing flip-flop is the
leading edge of a negative pulse (downclock), and the
flip-flop changes state with the downclock when all
inputs are satisfied.

In the following discussion, transistors 06 and 07,
with their associated resistors and connections, constitute
the flip-flop. Transistors 05 and 08 serve as input
switches. In figure 1-6, suppose that Q6 is off and 07 is
on. The collector voltage of 06 is 0.3V and, applied to
the base of 07, keeps Q7 on. Collector voltage of 07 is
0.1V and keeps 06 off. The flip-flop is in the ZERO
state. A negative pulse applied to the SET input changes
the flip-flop to the ONE state.

If a 0.3V pulse is applied to the base of 05, 05
conducts. The collector voltage of Q5 and 06 becomes

0.1V, which turns 07 off. Collector voltage for 07 then
becomes 0.3V, which turns 06 on. The flip-flop is now

in the ONE state. It can be reset to the ZERO state by a
0.3V pulse applied to the CLEAR input.
A negative pulse applied to the SET input always sets

the flip-flop to the ONE state (unless it is in the ONE state
already). A negative pulse applied to the CLEAR input
always clears the flip-flop to the ZERO state (unless it is
in the ZERO state already).

With the flip-flop in the ONE state, the 0.1V on tht..
collector of Q6 holds 02 off while the 0.3V on Q7
holds 04 on. With no input, 01 and 03 are off. With Q1
and 02 off, their collectors are at 4V. Capacitor Cl
changes to the voltage difference between the base voltage
( 0.3V) of 06 and the collector voltage (-4V) of 01-
02 or 3.7V. The base of 07 and the collectors of 03-04
are at 0.1V, so C2 is unchanged.

A negative pulse input (-0.2V) at terminal T turns 01
on. This grounds the negative terminal of Cl and
impresses the capacitor voltage (3.7V) across the base-
emitter junction of 06, turning Q6 off. When 06 is cut
off, the flip-flop goes to the ZERO state: Cl is
unchanged, 03 and Q4 are off, and C2 is changed to
3.7V.

To summarize the operation of the flip-flop, start with
it in the ONE state. 06 is on, 07 is off, and 04 on. Cl is
charged and C2 is discharged. A negative pulse input at T
changes the flip-flop to the ZERO state. 01 is turned on,
Q6 off, 07 on, and Q4 off. C 1 is discharged and C2 is
charged. Another negative pulse input changes the flip-
flop back to the ONE state.

Actually, figure 1-6 is a direct-coupled transistor logic
(DCTL) circuit. DCTL circuits have two amplifier stages
connected as a bistable multivibrator. One part conducts
and the other is cut off until an input trigger cuts off the
conducting side and the cut off side conducts. Steering
circuitry allows the input to trigger one side only. The
circuits of figures 1-5 and 1-6 are complementing flip-
flops because one input is required to change the output
from a 1 to 0 and vice-versa.

The symbols used to represent complemented and
complementing logic flip-flops with SET and CLEAR
provisions are shown in figure 1-7. These symbols will be
used in this text. Symbol A is an internal complemented
flip-flop using AND-gate inputs to the SET awl CLEAR
inputs. Symbol B is of the type already discussed. Notice
that the complementing flip-flop requires only one input
to cause a change of state to occur, whereas the
complemented flip-flop with its input AND-circuitry
may require any number of inputs prior to changing state.

Exercises (003):
Refer to figure 1-5 for questions 1 through 3.

I. What is the purpose of diodes CR1 and CR2?

2. How will negative polarity triggers affect the flip-
flop?
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3. Positive polarity triggers will have what effect on the
flip-flops

Refer to figure 1-6 for questions 4 through 7.

4. What type flip-tiop is the DCTL flip-flop?

5. Which transistors make up the basic multivibrator?

6. What state is the flip-flop in wher Cl is charged?

7. When the flip-flop is in the ONE state, which
transistors are conducting?

004. List the four types of JK flip-flops and state the
function of given signals.

JK Rip-Flop. The JK flip-flop has made possible a
wide variety of applications because of the flexibility of
its control modes. There are several basic circuits that can
be assembled using one or two JK flip-flops, and there are
an unlimited number of ways several JKs can be
connected. Some of the more common circuits that use
JK flip-flops are binary counters, shift registers, and ring
counters. The reset-set (RS), data or delay (D), and
toggle-(T) type flip-flops have their own specific
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applications in digital equipment. Where storage is
required, the RS and D-type flip-flops can be used. When
toggle or complement characteristics are needed, as in
counters, the T-type flip-flop can be used.

The JK flip-flop that we will study is a master-slave.
There are actually two flip-flops in the total circuit; the
master (which controls the slave), and the slave (which
produces the outputs at Q and Q). The sequence of events
is:

(I) Isolate the slave from the master.
(2) Enter information (either J or K information) from

the NAND-gate inputs to the master.
(3) Disable NAND-gate inputs.
(4) Transfer information from the master to the slave.
Refer to figure 1-8 as we discuss the operation. Gates 1

and 2 are the NAND-gates that receive the J, K, and
clock-pulse information. To satisfy either gate 1 or 2, the
J and clock pulse or the K and clock pulse must be
presPnt at the same time. This is called synchronized
inputs.

The CLEAR input is normally high (logical 1), and it
goes low when a CLEAR pulse is applied. Notice what
happens when the CLEAR input is low. Gate 4 is
disabled, setting the master flip-flop, and gate 7 is
disabled, causing to go to the high condition. When the
CLEAR pulse is gone and the CLEAR input line is again
high, there is no change in the gate outputs. At this time,
the master flip-flop (gates 3 and 4) is conditioned
properly, Q is low to disable the K input (gate 2), and Q is
high to enable the J input (gate 1).

Assume now that a high is present at J and the clock
pulse goes high. This satisfies gate 1, which produces a
low output. This low to gate 3 switches the master flip-
flop to the opposite state. The master now has stored the
input data. Notice also that the )utputs of gates 5 and 6
do not change at this time. The_ -fore, the slave (gates 7
and 8) will not change states either.
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Figure I -8. Typical master-slave J-K flip-flop.
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A. SYMBOL
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COMMENTS

CLEARED

LOW CLK INHIBITS BOTH DATA
INPliTS

J & K LOW INHIBIT CLK INPUT

MASTER SETS TO ONE STATE

SLAVE SETS TO on STATE

MASTER RESETS TO ZERO STATE

SLAVE RESETS TC ZERO STATE

TOGGLE OPERATION

IF ORIGINALLY IN ()STATE, THEN

H H L f + H L H L NO CHANGE

IF ORIGINALLY IN a STATE, THEN

H L H 4 + L H L H NO CHANGE

UP C.I_OCK

+ DOWN CLOCK

X IRRELEVANT CONDITIONS

B. TRUTH TABLE

Figure I -9. Expanded J-K master-slave.
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A. CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS
INTERNAL (J-K)

CLEAR DATA INPUT CLK

X X L H

X L PREVIOUS
STATE

44 PREVIOUS
STATE

OPPOSITE
STATE

UP CLOCK

DOr:N CLOCK

X IRRELEVANT CONDITION

B. TRUTH TABLE

COMMENTS

CLEARED

CLK LOW INHIBITS DATA INPUT

LOW DATA INPUT INHIBITS CLK

TOGGLE OPERATION

Figure 1-10. Synchronous toggle.

When the clock pulse goes low (downclock), gate 1
produces a high output. This high is applied to gate 3
(master flip-flop) but does not change its state. (The
master was latched by the high-clock pulse with gate 3
having a high output and gate 4 having a low output.) The
high from gate 1, however, does satisfy gate 5, which
provides a low output to gate 8 (slave). This action causes
the slave to change states (Q goes high and Q goes low). In
summary, this is what happened:

(1) Gates 5 and 6 isolated the slave from the master.
(2) Information was entered at the J input at the time

of the upclock, and the master stored the data.
(3) At the downclock, the J input was disabled.
(4) Also at the downclock, the information stored in

the master was transferred to the slave.
When data is entered at the K input, similar actions

occur except that the input is applied to gate 4 of the
master and to the isolating gate (gate 6). On the upclock,
the master stores the input data, and on the downclock,
the data is transferred to the eave. When K information is
applied, the Q output goes high on the down-z1-.±.
Another mode of operation can be accomplished by
placing both J and K inputs at a high level and leaving
them there. Then the slave will change states every time
the downclock occurs.

Figure 1-8 shows only one of the many different
versic as of the JK flip-flop. Generally, other versions will

10
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operate on the same principles. Some other
characteristics include clock frequencies of 30 MHz, a
pulse width of 50 aanoseconds or less, and operating
voltages around 5 volts. The JK flip-flop can be
implemented as a JK master-slave flip-flop, synchronous
or asynchronous toggle flip-flop, or a D-type flip-flop.

The general operation of the JK master-slave
configuration is expanded in figure 1-9, which shows the
logic symbol and associate)21 truth table. In a synchronotr
toggle configuration, the JK inputs are tied together as a
common data input, which must be in time coincidence
with the clock pulse. Figure 1-10 illustrates the circuit
connection and associated truth table. The JK flip-flop
can also be implemented in an asynchronous toggle
configuration. Input data is applied to the clock input
and the JK inputs are tied to a permanent high. Figure
1-11 illustrates the circuit connections and associated
truth table.

To use the JK flip-flop as a D or data flip-flop, the J
input is inverted and appliel to the K input. Since the .1
and K inputs art. always in opposite states, the flip-flop
will follow the state of whatever data is inverted and
applied to the V input. Since the J and K inputs are
always in opposite states, the flip-flop will follow the state
of whatever data is present at the J or data input. The
result of this action is to delay the data at the J input by
one clock pulse. That is, the flip-flop can be considered

28 4
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+ DOWN CLOCK

X IRRELEVANT

A. CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS B. rRUTH TABLE
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Figure 1 -1 1. Asynchronous toggle.

to store the data from the time of the first clock pulse
until the occurence of another clock pulse. Figure 1-12
illustrates the circuit connections and associated truth
table.

Exercises (004):
1. List the four types of JK flip-flops.

2. What type of circuits use JK flip-flops?

3. Explain the function of each JK flip-flop signal listed
below:
a. Clock pulse.

A. CIRCUIT CONNECTION

b.Q.

c. Q.

d. J.

e. CLEAR.

f. K.

INTERNAL
CLEAR J K CLK a a COMMENT

L + x x X L. H CLEARED

X X L PREVIOUS CLK LOW INHIBITS
CONDITION J-K INPUTS

L H L CI STATE

H 4+ L H B STATE

+ UP CLOCK

+ DOWN CLOCK

X IRRELEVANT CONDITION

B. TRUTH TABLE

Figure 1-12. Synchronous operation.
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005. Specify characteristics of integrated circuit (IC)
flip-flops.

Integrated Circuit Flip-Flops. With the introduction
and use of the digital integrated circuits, the operations
remain basically the same but are accomplished at higher
speeds, on a larger scale, and with less space and power
requirements. The use of digital integrated circuitry to
perform the same functions as solid-state logic circuitry
has become more practical and therefore more frequent
over the last several years.

The most widely used form of integrated digital logic
circuit (DIC) is known as TTL or transistor transistor
logic. TTL is best represented by the SN 54/74 series of
DICs. Texas Instruments Corporation originally
developed this series of logic ICs but a number of
manufacturers make them and use the same numbering
system.

The SN 54 (SN stands for semiconductor network)
series is more expensive and designed for greater
temperature range than the SN 74 series. The SN 54
devices will operate over a range of temperatures from
55° to 125° Centigrade, whereas the SN 74 devices
operate over a range from 0° to 70° Centigrade.

TTL ICs operate on a power supply voltage of 5 volts
and require a well-regulated 5-volt power source. The
most common IC packages available in TTL are the 14-
pit. or 16-pin dual-in-line package (DIP). Larger
packageF s,leh as the 20-, 24-, and 28-pin DIPs usually
consist ,ediurr- or large-scale integrated circuits. The
listing below indicates the different versions of TTL
mailable, the power requirements per gate, and operating
speed.

Version
SN 54/74 Standarc,
SN 54H/74H High Speed
SN 54 L/74 L Ltr.v rower
SN 54S/74S Nonsaturating/Schottky
SN 541-5/741.5 Low-power Schottky

Power/Gate Speed
10mW 35 MHz

22 mW 50 MHz
1 mW 3 MHz

19 mW 125 MHz
2 mW 45 MHz

Analyzing the power and speed characteristics shows that
if you want low power in a TTL IC, you will have to
sacrifice speed and vice-versa.

Schottky TTL uses a Schottky barrier diode between
base and collector of internal transistors to prevent
saturation. The Schottky diode switches very fast and
requires only 0.1 to 0.3 volts of forward bias depending
on temperature. When this diode is added, speed is
increased because the time required to get a transistor out
of saturation is not a factor. The diode will conduct
before the transistor is allowed to saturate. Any kind of
nonsaturating logic is inherently faster than saturating
logic.

The logical output for a TTL gate at binary 1, in
positive logic, is approximately 3 volts. For a binary 0,
the output voltage of a gate s usually 0.8 volt or less. TTL
logic should never be subjected to voltages greater than
5.25 volts nor any negative voltage. Any noise voltage in
TTL logic should be less than 1.0 volts in order to
prevent erratic operation. A well-regulated power supply
for TTL logic is a necessity to prevent damage to the logic
and erratic operation of the logic circuits.

The different versions of TTL may be mixed in a logic
circuit depending on design requirements. This proves
beneficial because some parts of logic circuits must
operate faster than others so that circuit outputs arrive at
their destinations at the proper time.

The 5N54H72, 51\174H72, JK master-slave, and the
5N7474, dual-D-type digital integrated flip-flops are
presented with the appropriate functional explanations,
diagrams, and truth tables. You will find that although
there is no visible indication of an integrated circuit's
similarity to the solid-state counterpart, functionally the
operations accomplished are the same. These two flip-
flops and their data sheets are only meant to be
representative of the many available digital integrated
circuits in the field. Space does not permit publication of
the full line of flip-flop ICs presently in use.

JK master-slave flip-flop types 5N54H72 and
5N74H72 are shown in figure 1-13. These appear to be
pretty much like normal flip-flops with AND-gates on the
SET and RESET sides. With this type of flip-flop, the
SET side is normally labeled the J side and the RESET
side is labeled the K side. At the output of the flip-flop,
the SET side is labeled Q and the RESET side is labeled
TY. The sequence of operation is the same as for other JK
flip-flops. That is,

(1) Isolate the slave from the master.
(2) Enter information from AND-gate inputs to the

master.
(3) Disable the AND-gate inputs.
(4) Transfer the information from the .master to the

slave.
In the sequence above, the slave is the flip-flop and the
master is composed of the AND-gates. The flip-flop
cannot retain any information that the AND-gate will not
pass to it. The truth table shown in figure 1-13 will be of
further assistance to you in determining the timing of
information transfer.

The dual D-type edge-triggered flip-flop, 5N7474, is
shown in figure 1-14. These monolithic flip-flops feature
direct CLEAR and PRESET inputs and complementary
Q and Q outputs. Input information is transferred to the
outputs on the positive edge of the clock pulse. The flip-
flops shown in figures 1-13 and 1-14 differ only in the
feature that those shown in figure 1-13 have gated inputs.
Figure 1-14 shows both the truth table for these flip-flops
and a functional block diagram.
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Exercises (005):
1. What are the most common packages for TTL IC

flip-flops?

2. What is the approximate voltage required at the J
input of a 5N54H72 to set the flip-flops?

3. If the flip-flop of a dual D-type f.p-flop 5N7474 is
set, what is the voltage output at Q?
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54/74 FAMILIES OF COMPATIBLE IR CIRCUITS

AND-GATED J-K MASTER-SLAVE FLIP. FLOPS WITH PRESET AND CLEAR
FUNCTION TABLE V c G11 K3 113 K1 0 K3 113 0 GNO 0 J3 J

INPUTS OUTPUTS!
PRESET CLEAR CLOCK J K 0 a

L

H

L

H

H

H

H

H

L

L

H

H

H

H

X

X

X

_n_

_n_

_FL

_FL

X

X

X

L

H

L

H

X

X

X

L

L

H

H

H L

L H

H H

00 Q0
H L

L fl
TOGGLE

positive logic: J = J1 J2.-13; Kl.K2.K3

PRESET

Kt
K2
K3

0_113_03_ ti 0_0_0

NC Gt. F1 Ji J7 J3 0 GND

5N5472/5N7472(J, N)
5N541-472/SN741-4720, N)
SN54L72/SN74L721J, N)

PRESET

CLEAR
K1

K2
Kl

CLOCK

*L72-GATED J-K WITH CLEAR AND PRESET

CLEAR
.11

.12

J3

J1
J2
J3

Pk VGG GLR NC J

SN5472/SN7472(W)
5N54H7215N74H72(W)
SN54L72/SN74L72IT)

NCNo internal cc.nnection

CLOCK

'H72-GATED J.K WITH CLEAR AND PRESET

CLOCK

'72-GATED J-K WITH CLEAR AND PRESET

PRESET
Ki
K2

K3

H = high level (steady state), L low level (steady state), X = irrelevant
high-level pulse; data inputs should be held constant while clock is high, data is transferred to output on the falling edge of the 'pulse.

= transition from high to low level
Qo = the level of 0 before the indicated input conditions were established.
TOGGLE: Each output changes to the complement of its previous level on each active transition (pulse) of the clock.
This configuration is nonstable; that is, it will not persist when preset and clear inputs return to their inactive (high) state.

Figure 1-13. SN54H72, SN74H72, i-K master-slave flip-flops.
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54/74 FAMILIES OF COMPATIBLE 1TL CIRCUITS

DUAL D.TYPE POSITIVE.EDGE.TRIGGERED FLIP. FLOPS WITH PRESET AND CLE OR

C12.R

FUNCTION TABLE
INPUTS OUTPUTS

PRESET CLEAR CLOCK D 0 a
L
H

L
H

H

H

H

L
L
H

H

H

X

X

X
t

I

L

X

X

X

H

L
X

H

L
H
H

L
ao

L

H

H'
L
H

do

20 2 CK 2 PR 20 2 1PR 10 10 GPO 20 20 2 PP

W 1 CK IPA ID I. CND
CLA

1 CK 10 1 Ike 2 '20
CIA COI

5N5474/SN7474(.1. N) SN5474/SN7474M)
SH54H74/SN7tH74(J, N) SN54H74/SN74H74M)
5N54L741SN74L74(J, N) 5N54L74/SN74L74(T)
SN54L5741SN74L574(J, N. M/)
5N545741SN745741J. N. W/

2 CK

14 high level (steady state), L low level (steady state). X irrelevant
11. high.leval pulse; data Inputs should be held constant while clock is high; data Is transferred to output on the falling edge of the pulse.

transition from low to high level, transition from high to low level
00 the level of Cl beforc the indicated input conditions were established.
TOGGLE: Each output changes to the complemnt of its previous level on each active transition (pulse) of the clock.
This configuration is nonstable; that is, it will not persist when preset and clear Inputs return to their inactive (high) level.

functional block diagrams

'874DUAL 0 WITH CLEAR AND PRESET

'L74DUAL D WITH CLEAR AND PRESET

PRESET

CLEAR

'L574DUAL D WITH CLEAR AND PRESET

Figure 1-14. SN7474 dual D-type edge-triggered flip-flops.
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4. What are the four sequence steps of operation for the
SN74H72, JK master-slave flip-flop?

1 -2. Counters

Counters are used in all computers and data
processors. Some uses of counters are to count program
steps, count time (seconds, minutes, etc.), and provide
timing for certain computer operations. The basic circuit
used in most counters is a bistable multivibrator (flip-
flop). By wiring several flip-flops together in a certain
way, we can make a circuit which counts in binary each
time it is triggered. Figure I -15 shows a basic three-stage
counter.

006. State terms and capabilities of basic counters.

Basic Counters. When counters are classified
according to circuit design, counters are referred to as
either serial or parallel. When classified according to
function, they are called either up-counters or down-
counters. Counters can be constructed of any device
having two or more stable states. Since the flip-flop has
two stable states, it is a binary device. Therefore, all flip-
flop counters are binary counters or modified binary
counters. Straightforward binary counters are normally
referred to as counters. Modified binary counters are
given names such as ring counters, gray counters,
modulus counters, and decimal counters. These are not
all the names given to counters; however, they are the
most common.

Binary counters are made up of logic flip-flops and
gat.: connecter.: in such a way that each flip-flop
represents one place position in a binary number (20,
21, . . .2n). A counter normally starts at 0-count and
counts pulses until it resets itself to zero. This complete
sequence from its starting point back to its starting point
is referred to as the cycle of the counter. The number of
pulses required to cycle the counter from 0-count to 0-
count is determined by the number of stages in the
counter. The number is 2, where N = the number of
flip-flop stages. For example, a four-stage counter is able
to count a total of 24 or 16 pulses. The number of pulses
required to cycle a counter through its complete counting

20

FF1
CFF

capacity is called the modulus. Thus, the four-stage binary
counter has a modulus of 16.

Since each stage in the binary counter represents a
different power of 2, the outputs of the stages can be
sampled to determine the decimal equivalent of the
binary configuration held by the counter at any time. At
this time we wish to point out that although the maximum
number of pulses the counter counts between resets is 2n,
the maximum decimal number the counter can represent
is equal to 2 1 . This maximum count is usually that
point when all flip-flops of the counter are set. Again,
using a four-stage counter as an example, the highest
decimal number it can represent is 24-1 or 15. This is
true because the first pulse applied to the counter sets the
counter to 0001. Then the count progresses until the 15th
pulse sets the counter to 1111, and the 16th pulse resets it
to 0000. Thus, the maximum number the counter can
hold is 1111, which is equal to 15.

A straightforward binary counter has a modulus
(maximum count) that is a power of 2, since modulus =
2. By special arrangement of logic gates, counters can be
made to reset after any number of pulses less than
maximum. The counter can also be preset or advanced
upon a given signal or command to any predetermined
count within the range of the counter. Modified binary
counterscounters that do not count to their maximum
possible count as determined b) the number of flip-flop
stagesare often called modulus counters. In common
terminology, the modulus is shortened to simply "mod."
A mod-3 counter resets after three counts and a mod-10
counter resets after ten counts, etc. You also find the
mod-10 counter called a decimal counter.

Exercises (006):
1. When counters are referred to according to circuit

Gesign, what are they called?

2. When counters are referred to according to function,
what are they calle;.;?

3. What determines the number of pulses required to
cycle a counter from 0-count to 0-count?

21
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Figure 1-15. Basic three-stage counter.
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Figure 1-16. Serial-up counter.

4. What is the modulus of a four-stage binary cour--..T?

5. What is the highest decimal number that can be
represented by a four-stage counter?

6. What is the modulus of a six-stage binary counter?

007. Analyze circuit conditions of a serial-up counter
and of a serial-down counter.

The Serial Counter. The serial counter is the simplest
and most straightforward counter. It uses fewer circuits
and its operation is the easiest to understand. It has the
disadvantages, however, of being too slow for many
applications.

Serial-up counter. The simplest form of a serial-up
counter is shown in figure 1-16. It consists of four flip-
flops labeled "A," "B," "C," and "D." Let's begin our
discussion of the counter by looking at a few pertinent
facts about its operation.

a. Each stage in the counter represents a place
position of a binary number. In this counter, flip-flop A
represents the least significant digit (LSD) and flip-flop D
represents the most significant digit (MSD).

b. The flip-flops trigger on the downclock (negative-
going edge) of the input pulse. The flip-flops have a
differentiating and clipping circuit at each input. The
downclock of the input pulse is converted to a sharp
negative-going trigger.

c. A high output from the flip-flop represents a ONE;
a low output represents a ZERO.

16

0

HQ-1t7^

The basic four-stage serial counter shown in figure
1-16 has 16 possible combinations. Note that the input
clock pulses (CPs) are fed to both the SET and CLEAR
inputs of flip-flop A (FF-A), and that the ONE-side
output of each flip-flop is fed to both the SET and
CLEAR inputs of the succeeding flip-flop. Using figure
1-16 and its associated waveforms, let us start with the
counter holding a count of 0 0 0 0 and follow through a
complete counting cycle.

The first clock pulse, CP- I , is applied to both inputs of
FF-A. On the downclock of this pulse, FF-2 is triggered
to the ONE state. When FF-A goes to the ONE state, the
output from its ONE side goes high. Since this presents an
upclock to FF-B, this flip-flop remains in its present
state. The counter now holds the count of 0 0 0 I .
Notice that you can read this count from the waveforms
by reading vertically from the bottom up to waveform A,
which represents the LSD.

On the downclock of CP-2, FF-A is triggered back to
the ZERO state. The ONE-side output of FF-A goes low,
thus presenting a downclock to FF-B. This triggers FF-B
to the ONE state. The counter now holds the count
0 0 I 0.

On the downclock of CP-3, FF-A is again triggered to
the ONE state. Because the ONE-side output of FF-A
presents an upclock to FF-B, FF-B does not change state.
The count in the counter is now 0 0 I I .

On the downclock of CP-4, FF-4 reverts to the ZERO
state, sending a downclock to FF-B, setting it to the
ZERO state. FF-B, in turn, sends a downclock to FF-C,
setting it to the ONE state. The count in the counter is
now 0 I 0 0.

This counting proceeds, as indicated by the waveforms
of figure 1-16, until the I 6th clock pulse arrives. On the
downclock of this pulse, all flip-flops produce successive
downclocks, thus returning the counter to 0 0 0 0. The
counter has completed one counting cycle and is ready to
start counting another 16 pulses.
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Figure 1-17. Serial-down counter.

Serial-down counter. The serial-up counter (fig. 1-16)
can be easily converted to the serial-down counter (fig.
1-17). The only difference is that the up-counter stages
feed the ONE-side outputs of the flip-flops to succeeding
stages, whereas the down-counter feeds the ZERO-side
outputs of flip-flops to succeeding stages. Compare also
the decimal equivalents of the counts. The up-counter
starts at 0, counts to 15, and resets to 0; the down-counter
starts at 15, counts down to 0, and resets to 15.

The same facts that we established for the un-counter
are true for the down-counter. With these facts in mind,
refer to figure 1-17 and follow through the counting
cycle. Assume that the 16th pulse from the preceding
counter cycle has set all flip-flops in the counter to the
ONE state; therefore, the counter holds the binary
configuration 1 I I 1, which is equal to decimal 15.
Circuit action is described in the following paragraphs.

The downclock of CP-1 triggers FF-A to the ZERO
state. The counter now holds a count of I I I 0; in
other words, one count has been removed. The
downclock of CP-2 triggers FF-A to the ONE state,
causing the ZERO-side output of FF-A to downclock
and trigger FF-B to the ZERO state. The counter now
holds the count of 1 1 0 I .

Each clock pulse reduces the count in the counter by one
count. When 15 pulses have been counted, the counter
holds the count of 0 0 0 0. On the downclock of CP-16, all
flip-flops produce downclocks at their ZERO-side outputs.
This sets all FF's to the ONE state and the counter holds the
configuration I I I I. Thus, the counter has completed
one counting cycle and is ready to count another 16 pulses.

Exercises (007):
I . Using figure 1-16, if flip-flops A, C, and D are in the

RESET TO
11 11

I-IQ-117E1

ONE state and flip-flop B is in the ZERO state, what
is the count in the counter?

2. A four-stage serial-up counter just received the 16th
clock pulse. What is the state of the flip-flops?

3. When will FF-D set?

4. How can an up-counter easily be converted to a
down-counter?

5. What is the sequence of counting for a down-
counter?

6. Refer to figure 1-17. When will FF-B go to the
ZERO state?

008. Specify the operational characteristics of parallel
counters.

Parallel Counters. Instead of feeding the clock pulses
to only the LSD flip-flop as in serial counters, the clock
pulse can be fed to all stages of a counter at the same time.
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Figure 1-18. Parallel-up counter.

When connectid in tnis manner, the circuit is called a
parallel counter. Parallel counters may count either up or
down, depending on the way the circuit is wired.

Parallel up-counter (using downclocks). The three-stage
counter shown in figure 1-18 is a parallel up-counter.
Observe the circuit connections very closely. Notice that
the clock pulse is fed directly to the trigger input of the
first stage, is gated through AND-gate 1 to the trigger
input of the second stage, and is gated through AND-gate
2 to the third stage. This is the distinguishing feature of a
parallel counterthe clock pulses do the actual
triggering of each stage.

Let's start the explanation with the counter at a count
of zero (all stages CLEAR). Both AND-gates will have a
binary 0 output. Since all the flip-flops in the counter are
complemented; i.e., each input pulse changes the state,
FF-A will be SET by the downclock of clock pulse
(CP-1). This makes FF-A the LSD flip-flop. Observe the
waveshapes and note that, for the duration of CP-1, there
is no output pulse from AND-gate 1 because of the binary
0 on pin 1 from the ONE-side of FF-A. This will prevent

18
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CP-1 from affecting FF-B. The cour 1 the counter after
CP-1 is 001(2)-

When CP-2 comes in, Fi7-A will CLEAR. Observe the
waveshapes again. During CP-2, pin 1 of AND-gate 1 is
activated by the binary 1 from FF-A. So when CP-2
arrives, it will be gated through AND-gate 1 and SET FF-
B (note the output waveshape from gate 1). FF-C will not
be affected since the clock pulse cannot get through
AND-gate 2 bzcause of the binary 0 on pin 1 from FF-B.
The count in the counter is now 010(2).

Follow the waveshapes and work the counter through
CP-8. Remember that FF-A is triggered by every clock
pulse, FF-B is triggered by every second clock pulse, and
FF-C is triggered by every fourth clock pulse. This
counter has a maximum count of 7(10) with a modulus of
8.

Parallel down-counter (using downclocks). A four-stage
positive logic parallel down-counter is shown in figure
1-19. The waveshapes are the same as those for a positive
logic serial down-counter. The operation of both circuits
is the same except for the fact that, in a serial counter, each
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flip-flop (except the LSD) is triggered by the preceding
flip-flop and that, in the parallel counter, all flip-flops are
triggered by the clock pulses at certain intervals. The SET
pulse shown in the waveforms, although not shown on the
logic diagram, is connected to the SET input of all flip-
flops.

After the SET pulse is applied, the counter will
contain a count of ! 111(2) or 15(10). On the downclock
of CP-1, FF-A will CLEAR. Look at the waveshapes and
note that, since the flip-flops are triggered by a
downclock, CP-1 cannot affect FF-B because of the
binary 0 applied to pin 1 of AND-gate 1 for the duration
of CP-1. So after CP-1, the count in the counter is
1110(2) or 14(10).

When CP-2 is applied, FF-A will be SET. FF-B will
CLEAR because pin 1 of AND-gate 1 will be activated
by the binary 1 from the ZERO side of FF-A and pin 2
will be activated by CP-2. The count in the counter after
CP-2 is 1101(2) or 13(10).

Using the logic diagram and waveshapes in figure
1-19, work the counter through one complete cycle. This
counter has a maximum count of 15(10) or a modulus of
16.

Counter Characteristics. This section pertains
entirely to the counters you have studied previously and
will not apply to the modified counters you will learn
later.

Observe the waveshapes in figure 1-19. Notice that the
output pulse width (PW) of each stage becomes longer
than the one before it. As an example, it takes two
complete clock pulses to produce one cycle output from
FF-A. So we can say that the pulse repetition time (PRT)
of the output is twice as long as the input PRT. If we
assume that the clock pulses have a PW of 1 microsecond
and a PRT of 2 microseconds, the output from FF-A
would have a PW of 2 microseconds, and a PRT of 4
microseconds. From this, we can say that the output PW
is equal to the input PRT, or that the output PRT is twice
the input PRT. Notice that this is true for each szage of
the counter.

Using the same times as in the above paragraph, we can

use the formula PRF = 1 and determine thePRT
frequency of both the input and output waveshapes of
FF-A. For the input clock pulses, the frequency would

be: PRF =
1 = 1 ti.sec = 500 kHz. For the output, the

PRT 2
1

frequency would be: PRF =
PRT
= 1

4
usec = 250 kHz.

INPUT

ZERO
STATE

100-1ISEC
CLOCKING RAlE

TRANSIENT TIME
0.2 ilSEC

I I
14°1 ri/-1
I I I

ONE
1STATE
RDA26-236A

I ZERO
STATE

Figure 1-20. Transient time.

Thus, we can say that the output PRF is equal to one-half
of the input PRF. This is also true for each of the other
stages. If you continue to calculate, you will find that the
output of the last stage has a PRF of 31.25 kHz with a
PRT of 32 microseconds.

The time that it takes a flip-flop to switch from one
state to the other (CLEAR to SET or SET to CLEAR) is
called transient time. Figure 1-20 shows the output
waveshape of a flip-flop with a 0.2-microsecond transient
time. The time between input clock pulses is the clocking
rate of the flip-flop. So the clocking rate of the flip-flop
in figure 1-20 is 100 microseconds.

If the input PRT is reduced to 50 microseconds, the
clocking rate of the flip-flop would also be 50
microseconds. If the input PRT is reduced to a point
where the clocking rate is less (in time) than the transient
time of the flip-flop, all of the input pulses could not be
counted because the flip-flop could not change from one
state to the other before the next ciock pulse arrived. This
would result in an inaccurate count. Therefore, the
maximum clocking frequency is determined by the
transient time of the flip-flops used in the counter.

In a parallel counter, the transient time used to make
clock frequency calculations must be that of the slowest
flip-flop because all flip-flops are triggered by the same
clock pulse. As an example, if a four-stage parallel
counter has three flip-flops with transient times of 0.1
microsecond and one flip-flop with a transient time of
0.2 microsecond, 0.2 microsecond must be used to
compute the maximum clock frequency:

PRF 5 MHzPRT 0.2 p.sec

In a serial counter, only the LSD flip-flop is triggered
by the clock pulse. All other flip-flops are triggered by
the preceding flip-flop. Therefore, the transient times of
all flip-flops of a serial counter must be considered when
figuring the maximum clock frequency. If we use the
same transient times which we used in the paragraph
above, the total transient time for a serial counter would
be 0.5 microsecond. The maximum clock frequency
would then be:

20

PRF PRT 0.5 p.sec 2 MHz

From the above examples, you can see that a parallel
counter is faster than a serial countr when the same flip-
flops are used for both. \ ou will also notice
from the logic diagrams dial. t.11. .sci la! counter does not
require the AND-gates that the parallel counter does.
This means less circuitry is required to a serial counter.

Exercises (008):
1. In which counter can the clock pulse be fed to all

stages at the same time?

2. What is an advantage of a parallel counter over a
serial counter?
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3. Which way will a parallel counter count, up or
down?

4. Which requires more circuitry, a parallel counter or a
serial counter'?

5. What state must all flip-flops be in to cause any flip-
flop of a parallel up-counter to change states?

('. What is the maximum value the counter in figure
I ,:in contain?

TP1
V

CLK

PG

TP2
V

CFF

A

TP6

410C

-a
AND

1

TP3
V

CFF

discuss are the up-down or reversible counter, the ring
counter, and the modulus 10 and modulus 12 counters.

Up-Down Counter. The first of the special counters
we will talk about is the up-down counter (sometimes
referred to as a reversible counter). We will look only at
the positive logic counters because, as you know, the only
difference in negative logic and positive logic is the logic
levels.

The up-down counter will, as the name implies, count
either up or down. The way it will count depends on the
state (SET or CLEAR) of the "control" flip-flop. When
the control flip-flop is SET, the counter will count up.
When the control flip-flop is CLEAR, the counter will
count down. Figure 1-22 is the logic diagram of a serial
up-down counter. We will assume that the control flip-
flop is SET and that the counter contains a count of zero
before the application of the first clock pulse. With the
control flip-flop SET, a binary 1 is placed on one leg of
AND-gates I and 3, activating (or satisfying) these legs.

-01

TP 7
V

TP4
V

CFF
AND

Figure 1-21. Counter (objective 008, exercises 6-9).

7. If the counter of figure 1-21 is set to a count of 12
(10), how many pulses will it take for the counter to
reach a count of 0?

8. What identifies the counter of figure 1-21 as a
parallel counter?

)unter of f, ,:ure 1-21 as a down-

009. Specify the operational characteristics of up-
down counters.

In the preceding pages, you have studied serial and
parallel counters. For the remainder of this section, you
will be studying some special c -5unters. The ones we will

21

TP8 TP5

CFF
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One leg of AND-gates 2 and 4 will be deactivated (not
satisfied) by the binary 0 from the ZERO-side of the
control flip-flop.

When the first clock pulse (CP-1) is applied, FF-A
will SET. AND-gate I will now have a binary 1 (high
output which will give a high output from OR-gate 1).
Since the flip-flops are triggered on the downclock, FF-B
is not SET by the binary 1 from OR-gate 1. So after CP-1,
the count in the counter is 001(2). When CP-2 is applied,
FF-A will C' R. This will produce a downclock
(' ,nsition linary lc binary 0) at the output t' OR-

Th -Jock will SET FF-B. At the end of
CV-2, the count in the counter is 010(2). As other clock
pulses are applied, the counter will continue to function
as a serial up-counter. Follow the waveshapes and work
the counter through CP-8.

If the counter is to count down, the control flip-flop
must be cleared. The binary 1 from the ZERO-side will
enable one leg of AND-gates 2 and 4, and the binary 0
from the ONE-side will inhibit AND-gates I and 3. The
counter will now function as a serial down-counter.

Up-down counters may also be connected for parallel
operation, as shown in figure 1-23. This counter, like
other parallel counters, is faster than the serial counter
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Figure I -22. Serial up-down counter.

just discussed but requires more circuitry than the serial
counter. It will function as a parallel up-counter or
parallel down-counter, depending on the state of the
control flip-flup.

Exercises (009):
I. What type of counter requires a control flip-flop and

what is its function?

2. What must be done to the circuit in figure 1-24 to
change the count direction?

1 1 1 0

RDA26-168

3. Assume that the counter in figure 1-24 is cleared
before the application of the first clock pulse and
SW1 is in the SET position. What state will FF-A be
in after the second clock pulse is applied?

010. State the basic operating characteristics of a ring
counter and determine the count stored after a given
number of clock pulses.

C P >43, T FF A F)TFFB

2

3

Figure I -23. Parallel up-down counter.
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Figure 1-24. Circuit (objective 009, exercises 2 and 3).

Ring Counters. A type of counter in which only one
stage of the counter is in the ONE state at any time is
called a ring counter. This type of counter does not
provide an output that is identifiable as a particular code,
such as is provided oy a binary counter or a gray counter.
Instead, a ring counter provides a "one-shot" indication.
That is, only one output line from the counter is
energized at any one time.

Figure 1-25 shows a simple ring counter. It is designed
in the form of a closed ring; that is, FF-D, the last stage,
feeds back to the input stage to automatically start the
count over. Not all ring counters function in this manner.
Some ring counters count from a preset point and must be
reset before starting over again.

Assume that FF-D is in the ONE state; thus. its output
is high, indicatina that puts, -.ave L ;1-Ited.
The next pi j-te art ot it ..ew c unt,

2

4

F/F C

0

NDA13-16

passes throu,gh AND-gate 4 and sets FF-A to the ONE
stage and FF-D to the ZERO state. Line A is now high,
indicating that the counter holds a count of one.

The next clock pulse, CP-2, passes through AND-gate
1 to set FF-A to the ZERO state and FF-B to ONE state.
Line B is now high, indicating that the counter holds a
count of two. The next clock pulse, CP-3, passes through
AND-gate 2 to set FF-B to the ZERO state and FF-C to
the ONE state. Line C is now high, indicating that the
counter holds a count of three. The next clock pulse,
CP-4, passes through AND-gate 3 to set FF-C to the
ZERO state and FF-D to the ONE state ;0'
high, indicating that the counter holds s

The countcr has now prcvessed thrc :oniplete
\ Oc. Only onc stage was in the ONE sta .t any one

anat. This four-stage counter las the capability of
counting only four pulses. Thu he counter stages do not

3 4

A

F F- A

4

F F- B

- 0

A

CP OA

2

140

F F- C

0

is

3

A

F F-

C

Figure 1-25. Closed ring counter.
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Figure 1 -26. Ring counter.

represent the place position of any number system;
instead, each stage represents a number.

Figure 1-26 shows another ring counter. The counter
uses negative logic and the flip-flop trigger on the
downclock. The control line output from each counter is

\taken from the ZERO side of the flip-flop; therefore, the
output is high when the flip-flop is in the ONE state.

Notice that this counter is not a closed ring. It must be
cleared of its count before another counting cycle can be
started. The counter is cleared by a CLEAR pulse that
passes through OR-gates I through 4 of the CLEAR sides
of all flip-flops, setting them to the ZERO state.

The counter is started in its counting cycle by a start
pulse that sets FF-A to the ONE state. This causes the
ZERO-side output of the flip-flop to go HIGH and to
indicate that the first step in the program is to take place.

The first clock pulse after the start pulse passes
through AND-gate I to the SET input of FF-B, setting it
to the ON E state. At the same time, the pulse passes
through OR-gate I, clearing FF-4 (setting it to the ZERO
state). The ZERO-side of FF-B is now high, indicating
that the counter holds program count 2 (PC-2). The next
clock pulse passes through AND-gate 3 to SET FF-C (set
it to the ONE state), and through AND-gate I to CLEAR
FF-B (set it to the ZERO state). PC-3 is now high. The
next clock pulse passes through AND-gate 5 to set FF-D
and through AND-gate 4 to CLEAR FF-C. PC-4 is now
high.

The next clock pulse passes through AND-gate 6 to
CLEAR FF-D. The counter is now reset to ZERO, and
the clear inputs are really not needed for this simplified
version of the counter. However, in the 33-stage counter
from which this example was obtained, the CLEAR
inputs are needed. A program for this equipment may
have any number of steps up to 33. When the program has
less than 33 steps, one stage in the counter is left in the
ONE state at the end of the program. For that reason, the
counter must be cleared before another program count is
started.

24
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Exercises (010):
1. What is the name of the counter that will have only

one stage in the ONE state at any one time?

2. How does a closed-ring counter work?

3. What count is stored in a four-stage ring counter after
three clock pulses (see fig. I -26)?

011. State how a mod-12 counter operates.

Mod-12 Counter. As pointed ot.t earlier, binary
counters that are modified to have a modulusthat is, not
a power of 2are called modulus counters, or are simply
referred to as mod counters. Figure 1-27 shows a four-
stage binary counter modified to recycle after a count of
12; hence, it is a mod-12 counter.

The counter shown in figure I -27 is a four-stage .al-
up counter. It has been modified to block FF-C from
receiving counts after the count of 8. Since this flip-flop
represents 22 = 4, disabling it removes four counts from
the ir mum count capability of the counter. A four-
stage binary counter has a modulus of 24 = 16; thus this
modified counter has a modulus of 16 4 = 12. It is,
therefore, a mod-12 counter.

AND-gate 2 is the blocking gate. AND-gate I permits
FF-C to be bypassed when it is no longer functioning as a
counter stage. Until the count of 8 is counted, FF-D is in
the ZERO state and its ZERO output conditions one leg
of AND-gate 2; thus, all downclocks from FF-B are
permitted to pass through the gate and trigger FF-C. Also,
up to the count of 8, the ONE-side of FF-D is low; thus, it
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Figure 1-27. Mod-12 counter (count blocking).

keeps AND-gate 1 inhibited. From the waveforms and the
table shown in figure 1-27, you can see that the counter
functions as a normal serial-up counter up to 8. Count 8 sets
FF-D to the ONE state, inhibiting AND-gate 2, and
conditioning AND-gate 1. FF-C is now blocked and cannot
count. FF-A and FF-B change state to provide the counts of
9, 10, and 11. Upon receipt of count 12, FF-A downclocks,
triggering FF-B to the ZERO state. The downclock from
FF-B passes through AND-gate 1 and triggers FF-D to the

ERO state. Thus, the counter is reset to 0 0 0 0 upon the
receipt of the 12th pulse. The downclock from the ONE
side of FF-D is fed to other circuits to indicate that 12
counts have been counted.

Another method of modifying a binary counter for a
modulus of 12 is shown in figure 1-28. Instead of
blocking four counts, this counter adds four counts.
Notice that the counter counts seven pulses exactly like a
serial-up counter. At the count of 7, it holds the binary
configuration 0 1 1 1. When the eighth pulse arrives, the
counter jumps to the 1 1 0 0 configuration, which is equal
to decimal 12. Thus, only four more pulses are required
to reset the counter to ZERO.

At the count of 8, the following actions take place:
a. FF-A flips to the ZERO state, sending a downclock

to FF-B.
h. FF-B flips to the ZERO state, sending a downclock

to FF-C.
c. FF-C flips to the ZERO state, sending a downclock

to FF-D.

HQ-11213

d. FF-D flips to the ONE state, sending a downclock
from its ZERO side to the SET input of FF-C. This sets
FF-C to the ONE state.

From this, you can see that the counter actually
reaches the count of 8 momentarily; but before another
CP can arrive, the counter is set to a count of 12. Thus,
count 9 becomes 13; count 10, 14; count 11, 15; and
count 12 resets the counter to ZERO. When the counter
resets to ZERO, the ONE-side output of FF-D down
clocks. This downclock is fed to other circuits to indicate
that 12 counts have been counted.

Exercises (011):
I. How does the mod-12 counter in figure 1-27 block

the count?

2. Referring to question 1, what is the result of this
blocking?

3. What is meant by count adding as compared to count
blocking?
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Figure 1-28. Mod-1 2 counter (count adding).

4. Describe how the count adding actually takes place.

5. On both types of mod- 12 counters, what does flip-
flop status 0 0 0 0 represent?

012. State bow a four-stage serial-up counter can be
modified to become a mod-10 counter and, given pulse
counts, specify the stored count.

Mod-10 Counter. A mod-10 counter is normally called a
decimal counter, since it counts to 9 and resets on the 10th
count. The method of developing a mod-10 counter is the
same as that described for a mod-12 counter. In the mod- 10
counter, either six counts must be blocked or six counts
must be added. This is true because a four-stage counter has
a modulus of 16, and to modify it to have a count of 10, six
counts (16 10) must be added or subtracted.

Figure 1-29 shows a simple mod-10 counter using the
pulse-blocking method. In this counter, FF-B and FF-C
are blocked from receiving counts after the count of 8 is
reached. Since FF-B = 21 and FF-C = 22, the number of
counts blocked is the desired six.

This counter is drawn in negative logic. Before
discussing how it counts, let us establish several pertinent
facts about the circuit operation.

a. The counter flip-flops trigger on the downclock of
the applied pulse.

b. A low voltage represents a ONE; a high voltage
represents a ZERO. Therefore, when a flip-flop switches
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CP COUNT
DECIMAL

EQUIVALENT
1 0 0 1 1

2 0 1 0 2
3 0 1-1 3
4 1 0 0 4
5 1 0 1 5
6 1 1 0 6
7 1 1 1 7
8 1100 12
9 1101 13

10 1110 14
11 1111 15
12 0000 0

HQ-116e

to the ONE state, the voltage from the ONE side down
clocks, and the voltage from the ZERO side up clocks.
Conversely, when a flip-flop switches to the ZERO state,
the voltage from the ONE side up clocks and the voltage
from the ZERO side down clocks.

c. To make this circuit function as an up-counter, the
trigger for each flip-flop is obtained from the ZERO side
of the preceeding flip-flop.

To clarify these facts, the waveforms for both outputs of
each stage are shown.

AND-gate 2 is the blocking gate. It pas3es the trigger
pulses from FF-A as long as FF-D remains in the ZERO
state; however, when FF-D goes to the ONE staLe (at the
count of 8), the gate is deconditioned and both FF-B and
FF-C are blocked from further counting. AND-gate 1 is a
bypass gate that enables FF-B and FF-C to be bypassed
when they are disabled by AND-gate 2.

The counter counts the first seven pulses as a simple
serial-up counter. The eighth count sets FF-D to the ONE
state, inhibiting AND-gate 2 and conditioning AND-gate
I. FF-B and FF-C are now blocked and cannot count.
FF-A changes state to provide the count of 9-1 0 0 1.
Upon receipt of the 10th pulse, FF-A is triggered to the
ZERO state. The downclock from FF-A passes through
AND-gate 1 and triggers FF-D to the ZERO state. Since
FF-B and FF-C were set to the ZERO state at the count of
8 and were prevented from further counting, all counter
flip-flops are now in the ZERO state. Therefore, the
counter is a mod-10 counter.

Another method of modifying a binary counter for a
modulus of 10 is shown in figure 1-30. Instead of
blocking six counts, this counter adds six counts. Notice
that the counter counts seven pulses, exactly like a serial-
up counter. At the count of 7, it holds the binary
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Figure 1-29. Mod-10 counter (count blocking).

configuration 0 I 1 1. When the eighth pulse arrives,
the counter jumps to the 1 1 1 0 configuration, which is
equal to decimal 14. Thus, only two more pulses are
required to reset the counter to ZERO.

When the eighth pulse arrives, the following actions
take place:

a. FF-A flips to the ZERO state, thus applying a
downclock to FF-B.

b. FF-B flips to the ZERO state, thus applying a
downclock to FF-C.

c. FF-C flips to the ZERO state, thus applying a
downclock to FF-D.

d. FF-D flips to the ONE state, thus applying a
downclock from its ONE side output to the SET sides of
FF-B and FF-C.

c. FF-B and FF-C flip to the ONE state. Thus, the
counter holds the configuration of 1 1 1 0, which
represents 14.

The ninth pulse sets FF-A to the ONE state. All stages
of the counter hold ONEs. The count is 15. The 10th
pulse sets all flip-flops to the ZERO state, thus ending
one counting cycle.

Exercises (012):
1. Which of the modified counters is referred to as a

decimal counter?

2. How can a four-stage serial-up counter be modified
to become a mod-10 counter?
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Figure 1-30. Mod- 10 counter (count adding).

3. When the ninth clock pulse is applied to a mod-I0
count blocking counter, what count is stored?

4. When the eighth clock pulse is applied to a mod- 10
count adding counter, what count is stored?

013. Specify operational characteristics of gray
counters.

Gray Counters. The gray counter counts pulses and
provides outputs that are coded in gray code.

Figure 1-31 shows a gray counter, its associated
waveforms, and a count table. Look at the table and at
each column of the code. Notice the pattern followed by
each flip-flop. The right-hand column represents the
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CP COUNT
DECIMAL

EQUIVALENT
1 0 0 0 1 1

2 0 0 1 0 2
3 0 0 1 1 3
4 0 1 0 0 4
5 0 1 0 1 5
6 0 1 1 0 6
7 0 1 1 1 7
8 1 1 1 0 14
9

1 1 1 1 15
10 0 0 0 0 0

HO-110

pattern followed by FF-A. Notice that FF-A goes to the
ONE state on the first count and stays in that state for two
counts. Then it goes to the ZERO state for two counts,
then to the ONE state for two counts, and continues to
repeat the pattern for as many counts as the counter
holds. L...,. us look at FF-A and see how it is designed to
follow this pattern.

FF-A changes state each time a downclock is received
frorn the control flip-flop. The control flip-flop is
initially set to the ONE state by a clear pulse. Therefore,
the first CP triggers it to the ZERO state, and it down
clocks, triggering FF-A to the ONE state. By this means,
FF-A is set to the count of 1 by the first CP.

In order to make FF-A change state every two counts,
the basic clocking signal (CP) is fed to the control flip-
fl )p, and that flip-flop develops the clocking signal for
FF-A. Since a flip-flop divides by two, the control flip-
flop triggers FF-A every two pulses. By this means, FF-A
is forced to follo35 thelpattern indicated by he least
significant column-bfAid code table.



CONTROL
FF

CP -

CL E A R

CP

CONTPOI. FF

A I 1 1 1 0 0

1F-A

AND I

F F-B

A,- 0 2

F F-C

AND

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 14 IS

1 1 1 I I I I I 1 1 1

0

0 0 0 I

0 0

1 -1 0 0 I 1 1

1 1 0

1 1 1

1 1

0 0 0

Figure I -3 I . Bas

Now, look at the next column to the left. It represents
the pattern for FF-B. Notice that FF-B goes to the ONE
state on the second count and remains in that state for
tbur counts. Then it goes to the ZERO state for four
counts, then to the ONE state for four counts, and
continues to repeat this pattern. Let us see how this flip-
flop is designed to follow this pattern.

FF-B cannot change state until FF-A is in the ONE
state. Therefore, it cannot be set to the ONE state until
the flrst pulse has been counted by FF-A. Since FF-B is

FORWARD
(FP)

BACKWARD
(BP)

B32
--- 12

CONTROL
FF

-C c 0

a

2

a 3

4

C 0
FF-A

1

ic gray counter.

F F-0

CP
1

2

3

COOE
0 0 1

011
010

4 1 0

I 1

6 0 1

7 0 0
8 0 0
9 0 1

10 1 1

11 1 0

12 010
1 3 0 1 1

1 4 0 0 1

1 5 0 0 0

clocked by the ZERO-side output of the control flip-flop,
it cannot change state at the same time FF-A changes
state. Look at the timing waveform. Notice that FF-B
changes state in the center of FF-A's positive-going
waveform.

Now, look at the next column to the left. This
represents the pattern followed by FF-C. Notice that FF-
C goes to the ONE state at the count of 4 and remains in
the ONE state for eight counts. Then, it goes to the ZERO
state for eight counts and continues to repeat this pattern.

5
>ciFF.B

-0
0

-C C 0
FF-C

1

0-

Figure 1-32. Gray counter.
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Let us see how this flip-flop is designed to follow this
pattern.

FF-C cannot change state until FF-A is in the ZERO
state and FF-B is in the ONE state; thus, AND-gate 2
does not permit a clock pulse (from the control flip-flop)
to pass through until the count of 3. At the count of 3, the
pulse from the ZERO side of the control tlip-tlop is
upclocking. At the count of 4, the conditions to the
AND-gate do not change, but the pulse from the control
tlip-tlop is a downclock and FF-C is set to the ONE state.

The condition that satisfies AND-gate 2 occurs every
eight counts; therefore, FF-C changes state every eight
counts. Look at the timing waveform. FF-C changes state
in the center of FF-B's positive-going waveform. FF-C
cannot change state at the sani, time eithel FF-B or FF-A
changes state.

You should be able to figure out FF-D's pattern and
see how that pattern is accomplished by the counter.
Look at the waveforms; notice that only one stage of the
counter changes state from one count to the next.

Now that you understand the basic principles of a gray
counter, look at the more complicated gray counter in
figure 1-32. It counts in gray code and has the ability to
count both forward and backward. The counter has this
capability because it is used with an input keyboard to
sequentially address a core memory. Each time a key is
depressed on the keyboard, a character is stored in the
core memory location selected by the counter, and a
forward pulse (FP) is generated to step the counter ahead
one count to the next memory address. If the operator
depresses the wrong key, the error can be corrected by
backspacing. The operator depresses the backspace key,
thus generating a backward pulse. The backward pulse
steps the counter back one count to reselect the memory
location where the erroneous character was stored. By
depressing the correct key, the operator destroys the data
at that memory location and inserts the correct data.
Before proceeding to the operation of this counter, note
the following facts:

a. The counter is in negative logic. Thus, a low at the
ONE side of a flip-flop indicates that the state holds a
ONE.

b. Both the forward pulse (FP) and backward pulse
(13P) are 1 millisecond wide and are negative-going.

c. All flip-flops trigger on the downclock.
d. Both single shots trigger on the upclock but

produce negative-going pulses.

With these facts in mind, we apply four forward pulses
and one backward pulse to the counter to see how it
operates. At the start of the operations, the reset pulse
clears all the flip-flops. When the operator depresses the

'y to send tne first character of a message, a i -
.;allisecond negative-going forward pulse is applied to
the counter_ The downclock of this pulse passes through
OR-gate 1, setting the controlling flip-flop to the ONE
state. At this time, the character is loaded into the core
memory location 0 0 0 0. One millisecond later, the
upclock of the forward pulse triggers single-shot 1,
causing it to produce a 12-Asec negative-going pulse.
This pulse is fed to AND-gates 1 and 2. Since the control
flip-flop is in the ONE state, AND-gate 1 is enabled. The
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pulse passes through AND-gate I to set FF-A to the ONE
state.

When the second key is depressed, the second fo..ward
pulse is applied to the counter. The downclock of the
pulse clears the control flip-flop; and after 1 millisecond,
the upclock triggers single-shot I. Since the control flip-
flop is in the ZERO state, AND-gate 2 is enabled; and the
downclock from the single-shot passes through it and is
fed to AND-gates 5, 6, and 7. Since only FF-A is in the
ONE state, only AND-gate 5 is enabled. The pulse passes
through AND-gate 5 to set FF-B to the ONE state.
During the I -millisecond interval between the arrival of
the forward pulse and the setting of the counter to the
next count, the character generated by the key is stored in
memory location 0 0 0 1, and the counter is now
stepped to the next location-0 0 I I.

The third forward pulse sets the control flip-flop to the
ONE state, and the pulse from single-shot 1 passes
through AND-gate 1 to clear FF-A. The counter now
holds the configuration 0 0 1 0.

The fourth forward pulse clears the control fhp-flop,
and the pulsc from single-shot 1 passes through AND-
gate 2. Since AND-gate 6 is enabled (FF-A ZERO;
FF-B = ONE), the pulse sets FF-C to the ONE state.
Now the count of 4 is contained in the counter, and it
holds the configuration 0 1 1 0.

Assume that the operator punched the fourth key on
the keyboard, and hit the wrong key. This character was
inserted into memory before the counter stepped to count
4. To correct the character, the counter must be stepped
back to count 3. The operator does this by depressing a
backspace key which generates a backward pulse.

The backward pulse has the same duration and
polarity as the forward pulse. Its downclock switches the
control flip-flop to the ONE state. Then the pulse from
single-shot 2 arrives at AND-gates 3 and 4; it passes
through AND-gate 4 and through AND-gate 6 to set FF-
C to the ZERO state. The counter now holds the
configuration 0 0 1 0, which in gray code is a 3; thus,
the count in the counter has been reduced from 4 to 3.

Exercises (013):
1. With the CP triggering the control FF, how does FF-

A change to the ONE state on the first clock pulse?

2. What is required to trigger FF-B?

3. How many clock pulse times will FF-C remain in the
ONE state?

4. What is required to trigger FF-D?
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5. On figure 1-32, what determines whether a forward
pulse triggers FF-A or FF-B, FF-C, and FF-D as
required?

6. On figure 1-32, what is required to enable 4N D-gate
3?

014. Specify operational characteristics of TTL
integrated circuit counters.

TTL IC Counter Circuits. Just as flip-flops are found
as integrated circuits, you will find complete counters on
a single IC chip. As equipment becomes more digital and
integrated circuitry is used more extensively, these are the
type counters you will encounter. Remember, the
operation of digital integrated circuits is basically the
same as that of their solid-state counterparts.

The digital integrated counter circuits which are
presented in this section are from either the The TTL Data
Book for Design Engineers (CC-411) or Supplement to The
Data Book for Design Engineers, (CC-416), published by
the Texas Instruments Corporation, Dallas, Texas.
Because of the unusually well organized manner of
presentation of the material covered, we will not deviate
from their format. Both of the books are excellent
references when the individual technician might have a
question on some new device but is unable to locate the
information in the appropriate technical manual.

The following digital integrated counter circuits are
only meant to be representative of the available ICs in the
field Space does not permit publication of the full line
presently in use.

MSI TTL high-speed decade ogunter. The type 5N7490
counter IC is shown in figures 1-33A and B, along with
the applicable truth tables. These decade counters find
use in digital computer systems, data-handling systems,
and in control systems. They consist of four dual-rank,
master-slave flip-flops internally connected to provide a
divide-by-two counter and a divide-by-five counter.
Gated direct reset lines are provided to inhibit count
inputs and return all outputs to logical zero or to a binary
coded decimal (BCD) count of 9. See figures 1-33A and
B for specific count modes of operation.

Synchronous four-bit counter. The types
SN 54 1 60 /SN 74160, SN 54161 /SN 74161,
5N54162/SN74162, and SN54163/SN74163 counters
are shown in figure 1-34A. These synchronous,
presettable counters feature an internal carry look-ahead
for application in high-speed counting schemes. The
5N54160, SN54162, SN74160, and SN74162 are
decade counters, and the SN54161, SN54163, SN74161,
and SN74163 are four-bit binary counters. Synchronous
operation is provided by having all flip-flops clocked
simultaneously so that the outputs change coincident with
each other when so instructed by the count-enable inputs
and internal gating. This mode of operation eliminates
the output counting spikes which are normally associated

with asynchronous counters. By using the timing
sequences shown in figure I -34C, while looking at the
logic diagram in figure 1-34B, operation of the internal
elements may be logically analyzed.

Synchronous fbur-bit binary up/down counter with preset
inputs. Counter 'types 5N54193 and 5N74193 are shown
in figures 1-35A, B, and C, along with the operational
timing sequence and functional block diagram.
Synchronous operation of the counters is provided by
having all flip-flops simultaneously clocked so that the
outputs change coincidently with each other when so
instructed by the steering logic. This mode of operation
eliminates the output counting spikes which are
associated with asynchronous counters. All four counters
are fully programmable; that is, the outputs may be preset
to any state by entering the desired data at the data inputs
while the load input is low. The output will change to
agree with the data inputs independently of the count
pulses. This feature allows the counters to be used as
modulus-N oividers by simply modifying the count length
with the preset inputs.

Exercises (014):
I . What type of counter is the 5N7490?

2. How is synchronous operation provided by the
574163?

3. What is meant by the 5N74 I 93 being fully
programmable?

4. What characteristic is eliminated by synchronous
operation of the four-bit counter?

5. What circuits are contained within a 5N7490 ITL
IC?

1 -3. Registers
Data is processed within a data processing machine in

a specific sequence. Although there are variations from
machine to machine, the sequence is basically:

a. Bring the raw data in.
b. Store it temporarily.
c. Shift and rearrange it.
d. Perform any mathematical function.
e. Shift and rearrange it again.
f Send the processed data out.
During this process, the data will be checked one or

more times to make sure that it has not gained or lost bits
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'90A, 'L90

'92A .

'93A, 'L93 .

description

TYPES SN5490A, SN5492A. SN5493A, SN54190. SN54193,
SN7490A. SN7492A, SN7493A. SN74L90. SN74193

DECADE, DIVIDE-BY-TWELVE, AND BINARY COUNTERS

DECADE COUNTERS

DIVIDE-BY-TWELVE
COUNTER

.. 4BIT BINARY
COUNTERS

Each of these monolithic counters 'contains four
master-slave flip-flops and additional gating to
provide a divide-by-two counter and a three-stage
binary counter for which the count cycle length is
divide-by-five for the '90A and 'L90, divide-by-six
for the '92A, and divide-by-eight for the '93A and
'L93.

All of these counters have a gated zero reset and the
'90A and L90 also have gated set-to-nine inputs fcr
use in BCD nine's complement applications.

To use their maximum count length (decade, divide-
by-twelve, or four-bit binary) of these counters, the
B input is connected tc, tile CA output. The input
count pulses are applied to input A and the outputs
are as described in the appropriate function table. A
symmetrical divide-by-ten count can be obtained
from the '90A or 'L90 counters hy connecting the
QD output to the A input and applying the input
count to the B input which gives a divide-by-ten
square wave at output CIA.

functional block diagrams
'90A, 'L90

BULLETIN NO OL S 7211807, DECEMBIP 197'2

'90A ... J. N. OR W PACKAGE
'190 ... J. N. OR T PACKAGE '92A . J. N. OR W PACKAGE

(TOP VIEW) (TOP VIEW)

11

1

1 '1

0. i ,
.

r .
...

..,

1

Y_;..j112j-t. -a -
. .. .., a a- a

, .
positive logic: we function tabfes

'93A ... J. N. OR W PACKAGE '193 . J, N. OR T PACKAGE
(TOP VIEW) (TOP lEwl

a a a a 0000
,

L.:-II

I
: La-. -. .-0-0 -113- 1:11-13-131-0

positive logic: see function tables

NCNo internal connection

TYPES

'90A
'L90
'92A. '93A
'L93

'92A

TYPICAL
POWER DISSIPATION

145 mW

20 mW

130 mW
16 mW

INPUT A

INPUT B

wall> dynamic Input ActIwIttot by ttatwItIon horn high level to low level

The J and K inputs shown without connection re for reference only and are functionally t high level.

Figure 1-33A. SN7490 decade counters.
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TYPES SN5490A, SN5492A, SN5493A, SN54190, SN54193,
SN7490A, SN7492A, SN7493A, SN74190, SN74193

DECADE, DIVIDE-BY-TWELVE, AND BINARY COUNTERS

90A, 'L90
BCD COUNT SEOUENCE

Moe Note Al

COUNT
ouTpur

00 °C °B OA
a LLLL
1 LLLH
2 LLHL
3 L LHH
4 LHLL
s LHLH
6 L HHL
7 L HHH
8 HLLL
9 HL LH

'90 A. 'L90
BI.OUINARY 16.21

1See Not

COUNT
OUTPUT

OA 00 OC 00
0 LLLL
1 LLLH
2 LLHL
3 L L HH
4 L HL L
5 HL L L

6 HLLH
7 HLHL
a HL HH
9 HHL L

904. 'L90
RESET/COUNT FUNCTION TABLE
RESET INPUTS OUTF UT

R0111 R0121 R9111 R9121 OD QC 0E1 OA
H H L X LLLL
H H X L LLLL
X X H H H L L H

X L X L COUNT
L X L X COUNT
L X X L COUNT
X L L X COUNT

1724
COUNT SEOUENCE

ISers Not* CI

COUNT
OUTPUT

OD OC OB OA
0 LLLL
1 LL LH
2 LLHL
3 L L HH
4 LHLL
5 LHLH
6 HLLL.
7 HL LH
8 HLHL
9 HLHH

10 H .' L L

11 HHLH

93A. 'L93
COUNT SEOUENCE

Moe Now Cl

COUNT
OUTPUT

00 OC Cie °A
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

8

9
10

11

12

13

14

15

L LLLL LLHL LHLL LHHL HLLL HLHL HHLL HHH
H L L LH LLHH LHLH LHH
H H L LH HL H
H H HL
H H H

92A. '934. 'L93
RESET/COUNT FUNCTION TABLE

RESET INPUTS OUTPUT

R0111 R0121 O 0 OC OB OA
H H LLLL
L X COUNT
X L COUNT

NOTES: A. Output 0A Is connected to input B for BCD count.
B. Output OD is connected to input A for bi.ouinery

count.
C. Output OA is connected to Input B.
D. H high level. L a low level. X irrelevant

schematics of inputs and outputs
'90A. '92A. '93A

EQUIVALENT OF EACH INPUT
N./cc

INPUT

417

INPUT R" NOM
A 2.5 all
B '92A) 1.25 krz
B 2.5 all

All resets 6 XII

'L90. 'L93
EQUIVALENT OF EACH INPUT

EXCEPT A AND 8 OF 'L93
vcc

Rq

INPUT-if --

INPUT R" NOM
A (L90) 13.3 kfl
B CL913) 6.67 kfl

All resets 40 krz

'L93

Vcc

EQUIVALENT OF A OR B
INPUT

50 k
NOM

15 krz
NOM

INPUT

35 krz
NOM

90A. '92A, '93A. 'L90. 'L93

90A. '92A. '93A: R 100 11 NOM
L90. 'L93: R 500 1-7 NOM

Figure 1-33B. SN7490 decade counters (contd).
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TTL
MSI

TYPES SN54160 7911U SN54163. SN74160 THRU 5N74163
SYNCHRONOUS 4-BIT COUNTERS

BULLETIN NO OL S 7211285, OCTOBER 1970- REVISE!..) DECEMBER 1972

SN54160, SN54161, SN74160, SN74161 . .. SYNCHRONOUS COUNTERS WITH DIRECT CLEAR
SN54162, SN54163, SN74162, SN74163 . .. FULLY SYNCHRONOUS COUNTERS

Internal Look-Ahead for Fast Counting Schemes

Carry Output for n-Bit Cascading

Synchronous Counting

Synchronously Programmable

Load Control Line

Diode-Clamped Inputs

Typical Maximum Input Clock
Frequency. . .. 32 MHz

J OR N DIJAL.INLINE
OR W FLAT PACKAGE (TOP VIEW)

OUTruTs
l.41.11,1V

Vcc OUTPUT 0A 0 (NATAL(

16 15 J'4'3L1'FThIL-
I

I Akl, OA O i, DC 00ENABLE.pop..1 T

--.1 cLEAR LOAO

ENABLEI
0 p

1 ri 2
CLEAR CLOCK

3 4 5 6 7 I
ABC 0 ENABLE GNO=,1

DATA INPUTS

positive logic °. see description

description

These synchronous, presettable counters feature r internal carry look.ahead for application in high.speed counting
schemes. The '160 and '162 are decade counters and the '161 and '163 are 4.bit binary counters. Synchronous
operation is provided by having all flip-flops clocked simultaneously so that the outputs change coincident with each
other when so instructed by the count.enable inputs and internal gating. This mode of operation eliminatesthe output
counting spikes which are normally associated with asynchronous (ripple clock) counters. A buffered clock input
triggers the four J-K master.slave flip-flops on the rising (positive.going) edge of the clock input waveform.

These counters are fully programmable: that is, the outputs may be preset to either level. As presetting issynchronous,
setting up a low level at the load input disables the counter and causes the outputs to agree with the setup data after the
next clock pulse regardless of the levels of the enable inputs. Low-to-high transitions at the load input should be
avoided when the clock is low if the enable inputs are high at or before the transition. The clear function for the '160
and '161 Is asynchronous and a low level at the clear input sets all four of the flip-flop outputs low regardless of the
levels of the clock, load, or enable inputs. The clear function for the '162 and '163 is synchronous and a low level at
the clear input sets all four of the flip.flop outputs low after the next cock pulse, regardless of the levels of the enable
inputs. This synchronous clear allows the count length to be modified easily as decoding the maximum count desired
can be accomplished with one external NAND gate. The gate output is connected to the clear input to synchronously
clear the counter to 0000 (LLLL).

The carry look-ahead circuitry provides for cascading counters for n-bit synchronous applications without additional
gating. Instrumental in accomplishing this function are two count-enable inputs and a carry output. Both count-enable
inputs (P and T) must be high to count, and input T is fed forward to enable the carry output. The carry output thus
enabled will produce a positive output pulse with a duration approximately equal to the positive portion of the DA
output. This positive overflow carry pulse can be used to enable successive cascaded stages. High-to-low.level transitions
at the enable P or T inputs should occur only when the clock input is high.

All inputs are diode.clamped to minimize transmission-line effects, thereby simplifyingsystem design. A full famout to
ten normalized Series 54/74 loads is available from each of the outputs in the low-level state. A fan-out to 20
normalized Series 54174 loads is provided in the high-level state to facilitate connection of unused inputs to used
inputs. Input clock frequency is typically 32 megahertz and power dissipation is typically 325 milliwatts.

Series 54 circu:ts are characterized for operation over the ful, military temperature range of 55°C to 125°C; Series 74
circuits are characterized for operation from 0°C to 70°C.

Figure 1-34A. S54160, S54161, S54162, S54163, N74160, N74161, N74I62, N74163 synchronous four-bit counter.
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TYPES 5N54160 THRU SN54163, SN74160 THRU SN74163
SYNCHRONOUS 4-BIT COUNTERS

SN54160, SN54162, SN74160, SN74162 SYNCHRONOUS DECADE COUNTERS

typical clear, preset, count, and inhibit sequences

Illustrated below is the following sequence:
1. Clear outputs to zero.
2. Preset to BCD seven.
3. Count to eight, nine, zero, one, two, and three.
4. Inhibit

CLEAR
(SN54160. SN74160)

CLEAR
'SN54162. SN74162)

DATA
INPuTS

LOAD

A

B 1

C 1

(ASYNCHRONOUS)

(SYNCHRONOUS)

1 I

0

CLOCK
ISNS4160. SN74160)

CLOCK
(SN54162. SN741621

ENABLE P

ENABLE T

OuTPUTS

i
r : 7 8

I I
CLEAR PRESET

9 0 1

COUNT

Figure 1 -34C. Data timing sequence.
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TYPES SN54192, 5N54193, SN541192, 5N541.193, 5N541.5192, 5N54L5193
SN74192, SN74193, SN741192, 514741.193, 5N74L5192, 514741.5195

SYNCHRONOUS 4-BIT UP/DOWN COUNTERS (DUAL CLOCK WITH CLEAR)
BULLETIN NO. OL-S 7211828, DECEMBER 1972

Cascading Circuitry Provided Internally
Synchronous Operation
Individual Preset to Ecch Flip-Flop
Fully Independent Clear Input

TYPES TYPICAL MAXIMUM TYPICA
COUNT FREOUENCY POWER DISSIPATION

192. '193 32 MHz 325 mW
L192. 'L193 7 MHz 43 mW
LS192. 'LS193 32 MHz 85 mW

description
These monolithic circuits ure synchronous reversible
(up/down) counters having a complexity of 55
equivalent gates. The '192, 'L192, and 'L5192
circuits are BCD counters and the '193, 'L193 and
'L5193 are 4-bit binary counters. Synchronous opera-
tion is provided by having 311 flip-flops clocked
simultaneously so that the njtputs change coinci-
dently with each other when so instructed by the
steering logic. This mode of operation eliminates the
output counting spikes which are normally associated with asynchronous (ripple.clock) counters.

192, '193 ... J. N. OR W PACKAGE
'L192, 'L193 J OR N PACKAGE

'LS192, 'LS193 J, N, OR W PACKAGE
(TOP VIEW)

MON. ladNI,

STferalltmrer;z?00 D'....-..-- 1'',=1:0=

El 15 14 U V El Cl 5

II.
Ctia p0AC) UU 1

0

C000 010., ,. C.'".. ' . °O.
2 3 4 5 4 I II

.--,.,--,
.000. ,---,--0----..------0,,41,0, au,,,00.0,

logic: Low input to load sets OA - A.

all B' at: C' and OD - 0

The outputs of the four master-slave flip-flops are triggered by a low-to-high-level transition of either count (clock)
input. The direction of counting is determined by which count inputs is pulsed while the other count input is high.

All four counters are fully programmable; that is. each output may be preset to either level by entering the desired data
at the data inputs while the load input is low. The output will change to agree with the data inputs independently of
the count pulses. This feature allows the counters to be used as modulo-N dividers by simply modifying the count
length with the preset inputs.

A clear input has been provided which forces all outputs to the low level when a high level is applied. The clear function
is independent of the count and load inputs. The clear, count, aNd load inputs are buffered to lower the drive require-
ments. This reduces the number of clock drivers, etc., required for long words.

These counters were designed to be cascaded without the need for external circuitry. Both borrow and carry outputs
are available to cascade both the up- and down-counting functions. The borrow output produces a pulse equal in width
to the count-down input when the counter underflows. Similarly, the carry output produces a pulse equal in width to
the count-down input when an overflow condition exists. The counters can then be easily cascaded by feeding the
borrow and carry outputs to the count-down and count-up inputs respectively of the succeeding counter.

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)

SN54' SN54L SNIALS' SN 74' SN74L' SN74LS' UNIT
Supply voltage, Vcc (see Note 1) 7 8 7 7 8 7 V
Input voltage 5.5 5.5 7 5.5 5.5 7 V
Operating free-air temperature range 55 to 125 0 to 70 °C
Storage temperature range 65 to 150 65 to 150 °C

NOTE 1: Voltage values ere with respect to ntwork ground terminal,

NE020-160

Figure 1-35A. S54193, N74I93 synchronous four-bit binary up/down counter with preset inputs.



TYPES SN54192. SN54193, SN54092, SN54L193, SN54LS192, SN54LS193,
SN74192, SN74193, SN74L192, SN74L193, SN74LS192, SN74LS193
SYNCHRONOUS 4-BIT UP/DOWN COUNTERS (DUAL CLOCK WITH CLEAR)111
functional block diagrams
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Figure 1-35B. Functinnal block diagrams.
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TYPES 5N54192, SN54L192, 5N54L5192, 5N74192, 5N74092, 5N74LS192
SYNCHRONOUS 4-BIT UP/DOWN COUNTERS (DUAL CLOCK WITH CLEARS

'192,'L192, 'LS192 DECADE COUNTERS

typical clear, load, and count sequences

Illustrated below is the following sequence:

1. Clear outputs to zero.
2. Load (preset) to BCD seven.
3. Count up to eight, nine, carry, zero, one, and two.
4. Count down to one, zero, borrow, nine, eight, and seven.

CLEAR

LOAD

a

DATA

COUNT
UP

COUNT
DOWN

OB

OUTPUTS

OD

Oc

CARRY

BORROW

SEQUENCE
ILLUSTRATED

_11
I

I I L
I I I III I

I I I

I

I

I 1 I I I 1

I 1 I i I 1 I

i I i I I I I 1 I

i I I i I I 1

I I ii Ii i

i I I I I.1
_ I

1 1 iJ I

_ELM

I I 1 I I I I

I I I IF I i I

I I I I I I i

I I I III I I

I I I I

1 0 1 I 7 I 9

COUNT UP

O 1 0

COUNT DOWN

9 8

iA,
CLEAR PRESET

NOTES: A. Mier overrides Iced, data. end count Inputs.
B. When counting up, count-down Input must be high; when countlm down, count-up Input must be high.
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Figure 1 -35C. Data timing sequence.
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Figure 1-36. Storage register, parallel-in/parallel-out.

of information. The units that do all of this storing,
shifting, and mathematics are called registers. Registers
are made up of bistable devices and range in design from
simple one-stage, serial-in, serial-out units, to
complicated multipurpose units with many stages.

015. Specify operational procedures for parallel and
serial input registers.

Storage Registers. Since most of the registers you will
see use flip-flops, this is the kind we will discuss. A flip-
flop will lose the data stored in it when power is removed.
This is called volatile! storage. This occurs because, when
power is reapplied, you have no way of knowing which
state the flip-flop will assume. Nonvolatile devices, such
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as the magnetic core, retain the data stored in them even
though power is removed. A storage register can be made
up of any number of flip-flops, depending upon the
number of bits to be stored. Each flip-flop will store one
bit at a timeeither a binary 1 or a binary 0.

Parallel-inlparallel-out register. This register provides
temporary storage between two functional blocks that use
parallel data, accepts data in parallel, and transfers data
out in parallel. A typical use of this type of register is
shown in figure 1-36. In this logic circuit, the content of
the counter is sampled at the time the equipment
generates a transfer pulse. The register stores the count
and transfers it to using circuits when needed.

There are many configurations of flip-flops and gates
that can be used to make up this same type of register. The
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Figure 1-37. Storage register, parallel-in/serial-out.

exact configuration used depends to a large extent upon
the amount of interchangeability provided between
register flip-flops and counter flip-flops within particular
equipment. In this figure, the register flip-flops have an
AND-gate at each input. This is typical of most multiuse
flip-flops. In fact, flip-flops in several types of equipment
in your career ladder use two AND-gates at each input;
others have two AND-gates at each input, plus additional
reset inputs.

In this logic diagram the counter consists of FF-A, FF-
B, and FF-C; tht storage register consists of FF-D, FF-E,
and FF-F. Notice that the ONE side and ZERO sides of
the counter flip-flops are connected to the SET and
CLEAR inputs of their respective register flip-flops
through AND-gates 1 through 6. The second input to
each of these gates is the transfer pulse.

If a transfer pulse occurs just after the counter reaches
a count of 1 0 1, the output on the ONE sides of FF-A
and FF-C are high, conditioning one leg of AND-gate 1
and one leg of AND-gate 5. Thus, when the transfer pulse
occurs, it passes through the transfer gates to set FF-D
and FF-F to the ONE state; and AND-gate 4 is
conditioned by the high outputs from the ZERO side of
FF-B. Therefore, the transfer pulse passes through this
gate to set FF-E to the ZERO state. The count 1 0 1 has
now been transferred to the register without affecting the
counting of the counter.

The count stored in the register is now available to any
circuit needing it. The voltage levels available at the ONE
and ZERO outputs of the flip-flops can be fed to count
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detection matrices, digital-to-analog converters, or to any
circuit that needs them to solve its problem. Note the
waveform in figure 1-36; the count remains in the register
until another transfer pulse is generated to read in
another count.

When ano0-er transfer pulse reads in the new count
from the couater, it changes the state of the register flip-
flops to represent the new count. Since the transfer gates
sample both sides of the counter flip-flops, no clear pulse
is needed to clear the register of old data prior to write-in
of new data.

Notice one other feature of this circuit. The transfer
pulse is delayed slightly with respect to the pulses counted
by the counter. This allows the counter flip-flops to
assume a stable between-count state prior to sampling the
counter configuration.

Parallel-in/serial-out register. Most digital operations
are carried out in parallei circuits. Thus, when all
necessary operations iesult in an answer that is in binary
form, that binary number of configuration is normally in
a parallel register awaiting use. If this number is to be
used to actuate print hammers to print out the
information it represents, or if it is used to position the
beam of a CRT to display the data as a radar picture, it is
usually transferred in parallel to decoders and digital-to-
analog converters. When the data must be transmitted
over telephone lines or microwave links to a data
processor or a computer, it must be converted from
parallel to serial form. This conversion is made by
parallel-in/serial-out register s.
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Figure 1-38. Storage register, serial-in/parallel-out (detailed).

Figure 1-37,A, shows a register that accepts data in
parallel through AND-gates 1 through 6, and shifts it out
serially, bit by bit, through AND-gate 11. The actual
register circuits are composed of three flip-flopsA, B,
and C; AND-gates 7 through 10; and OR-gates 1 through
5. In practical circuits, these gates are part of the flip-flop
and are not shown on functional diagrams. By showing
them as separate functional circuits, we hope to give you a
clear picture of the operation of the register. Figure
1-37,B, depicts the register as it is shown in simplified
MIL-STD 806B logic.

Now study the circuit for a few minutes. Look at the
inputs to the transfer gates. For explanation purposes,
assume that the input is A B C; then see what happens.

The first action is the application of a TRANSFER
pulse to AND-gates 1 through 6. AND-gates 1, 4, and 6
are conditioned as follows:

AND 1 = C TRANSFER
AND 4 = B TRANSFER
AND 6 = A TRANSFER
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The transfer pulse passes through these AND-gates and
through OR-gates 1, 2, and 4, setting the register to0 1 1. The following paragraphs describe the action of
the shift pulses:

a. The first shift pulse:
(1) Passes through AND-gate 11 as the first ONE-

bit in the serial output.
(2) Passes through AND-gate 9 and OR-gate 4 to

keep FF-A in the ONE state.
(3) Passes .hrough AND-gate 8 and OR-gate 3,

setting FF-B to the ZERO state.
(4) Passes through OR-gate 1 to insure that FF-C

remains in the ZERO state. The register now contains the
number 0 0 1, and a ONE has been shifted onto the
serial output line.

b. The second shift pulse:
(1) Passes through AND-gate 11 as FF-A is still in

the ONE state. This shift pulse becomes the second ONE-
bit on the serial output line.

(2) Passes through AND-gate 10 and OR-gate 5 to
set FF-A to the ZERO state.
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c. The third shift pulse finds AND-gate 1 1 disabled
and the output becomes ZERO for the third time period.
The binary 0 1 I in the register has now been placed in
serial form.

Serial-in/parallel-out register. When data is to be
transmitted over relatively long distances, it is
uneconomical to use a line for each bit in a message, as is
required for the parallel transfer of data. The equipment
that receives this serially transmitted data must accept it
bit by bit as it comes in on the line, but must convert it to
parallel data for use in parallel operations within the
equipment. To perform this serial-to-parallel conversion,
serial-in/parallel-out registers are used.

A typical register of this type is shown in figure 1-38.
It is designed to accept a three-bit word in serial form
and, when the total word is in the register, to transfer it to
the parallel register. Circuits of this type normally have
more than three stages; however, if you undersr ld how
this register (fig. 1-38) works, you can understand
registers of this type with any number stages.

Look at the waveforms. Notice that the serial data
input consists of five three-bit words, with each word
containing the bitsDO, DI , and D2. Serial data is
applied to FF-D2 via AND-gates 1 and 2. The input to
AND-gate 2 is inverted by 11; thus, it is DATA. DATA
provides a conditioning level to AND-gate 1 when the
data bit is a ONE, and DATA provides a conditioning
level to AND-gate 2 when the data bit is a ZERO. Shift
pulses are applied simultaneously to all register input
gates. The downclock of the shift pulse occurs in the
middle of the data pulse and shift-in occurs at that time.
A transfer pulse occurs following the downclock of every
third shift pulse. Now let us see what happens as each bit
of word 1 is applied.

The first bit applied is DO, a logic ZERO. AND-gate 2
is conditioned by DO SHIFT PULSE. At midelock

time, the shift pulse down clocks, the output of AND-gate
2 goes negative, and FF-D2 is cleared (set to the ZERO
state). If FF-D2 were previously in the ZERO state, no
action takes place. Bit DO, a logic ZERO, is now stored in
FF-D2.

AND-gate 4 is conditioned by FF-D2 and the second
shift pulse. At the downclock of the second shift pulse,
the output of AND-gate 4 goes negative, clearing FF-Dl
to the ZERO state. With the next bit (D1) a ONE bit.
AND-gate 1 is conditioned by DI SHIFT. At the

downclock of the second shift pulse, the output of AND-
gate I also goes negative, setting FF-D2 to the ONE state.
The first two data bits have now been stored in the
register.

AND-gate 6 is conditioned by FF-D1 and the third
shift pulse. At the downclock of this shift pulse, the
output of AND-gate 6 goes negative, clearing FF-DO to
the ZERO state. AND-gate 3 is also conditioned (by FF-
D2 SHIFT); and its output also goes negative with the
downclock of the shift pulse, thus setting FF-D1 to the
ONE state. The third data bit , D2, is a logic ZERO and
FF-D2 is cleared to the ZERO state by the output of
AND-gate 2. The first word, 0 1 0, is now stored in the
shift register.

3 1 13

SHIFT

DATA INPUT

TRANSFER

SR (3)

0

IMULTILEAD GATE

RG(3)

3 3

HO-104B

Figure I-39. Storage register, serial-in/parallel-out (basic).

Transfer pulse number 1 is now applied to transfer
AND-gates 7 through 12. Since the condition in the shift
register is 0 I 0, AND-gate 7, AND-gate 10, and AND-
gate I 1 are conditioned. At the downclock of the shift
pulse, these gates are deconditioned, their outputs go
negative, and the word is transferred to the storage
register. FF-52 is cleared, FF-1 is set, and FF-SO is
cleared. Word number 1 is now in the storage register,
where it is available for use until the next transfer pulse
transfers in a new word.

This serial-in/parallel-out register, the transfer gates,
and the parallel-in/parallel-out register can be
represented in simplified form (see fig. 1-39). This form
of logic drawing is used where detail is not needed and
only basic logic functions are shown. Data input is shown
coming into the left side of the block labeled "SR." The
SR(3) identifies this block as a three-stage shift register.
The shift arrow shows that shift is to the right. The slash
marks with the number 3 on each output of the shift
register indicate that three ONE-side outputs and three
ZERO-side outputs from the shift register are applied to
the multilead gate. The presence of the . transfer line
indicates that all gates transfer when this pulse is applied.
The remainder of the drawing is self-explanatory.
Compare it with the drawing in figure 1-38 and note how
simply functions can be expressed when there is no
interest in the detail of how these functions are
accomplished.

Serial-in/serial-out register. To enter or extract a binary
number in a serial-in/serial-out register requires an
operation known as "shifting." The shift function has
many applications and is not limited to a serial input-
output register. The various uses of the shift function will
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Figure 1-42. Series-in/series-out right shift register.

become clear to you as you read this text. A register that
uses the shift function is commonly called a shift r gister.

Figure 1-40 symbolizes a serial-in, serial-out 5-bit
shift register. The "shift" command is the control pulse.
The binary configuration 01110 represents data already
stored in the register. If the stored data is no longer
needed, the register can be reset or cleared prior to
entering new data. Figure 1-41 shows some examples of
the shift sequence when a binary 101 is entered and the
stored data is extracted. The transfer/storage operation is
as follows: (Again, refer to fig. 1-41.)

(1) The first binary pulse (1) is applied to the input.
but it will not be transferred into the register until the first
shift pulse occurs. The first bit of the stored data is always
available at the output and is extracted when the shift
pulse occurs.

(2) When the first shift pulse occurs, the input bit is
transferred into the first storage location. At the same
time, all of the stored data is shifted one place to the right.

(3) The second input pulse (0) is applied and is
now awaiting entry.

(4) When the second shift pulse occurs, the second
bit is transferred in, and all of the stored data is again
shifted to the right.

(5) This operation continues until all of the input
data is stored or all of the stored data is extracted.

(6) Even when there is no data at the input,
continuous application of the shift pulse will keep
shifting any stored data to the right until the register
contains all O's; then the shift pulse no longer has any
effect.

Now that you have an overall concept of how a shift
register operates, let's use the diagram illustrated in figure
1-42 to examine the shift operation in more detail. Figure
1-42 illustrates a serial-in/serial-out, 3-bit right-shift
register. The C (CLEAR) input performs the same
function as the R (RESET) input, but the two are
electrically isolated; thus, they are shown separately. Note
that the shift input is applied to all of the AND-gates. It is
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important to know that the "switching" time of a flip-flop
is greater than the time duration of the shift pulse. Thus,
the shift pulse is no longer present by the time a flip-flop
changes state. This change of state conditions specific
AND-gates, but they cannot produce a high output until
another shift pulse occurs.

Assume that the register in figure 1-42 has been
cleared by the application of a binary 1 to the CLEAR
input. This produces a high (1) at each 0 output and a
low (0) at each 0 output. The flip-flops are now reset or
considered to be in the 0 state.

The Q and Q outputs of each flip-flop are connected
back into opposite inputs (R and S) via the AND-gates.
This connection provides external complemented inputs
for each flip-flop.

The transfer/storage operation of a binary 101 is as
follows:

(1) The first input pulse (1) is applied to AND-
gates 1 and 2. The state indicator c AND-gate 2
indicates that the gate will be inhibited by the input pulse,
which results in a low (0) output from AND-gate 2,
regardless of the other two inputs. However, AND-gate 1
has two highs (the input and Q) and will produce a high
(1) output when the shift pulse is applied. All of the other
AND-gates have one low (0) input present from the Q
output; thus, the shift pulse will not affect them.

(2) When the shift pulse occurs, the high (1) from
AND-gate 1 will cause FF-1 to set (Q is now high and
is low). The first bit (1) is now stored in FF-1. The second
pulse (0) is applied and is awaiting entry.

(3) AND-gate 2 now has two highs (the low at the
state indicator input and Q). AND-gate 3 also has two
highs (0 of FF-1 and -0 of FF-3). All of the other AND-
gates have a low input.

(4) When the shift pulse occurs, the high output
from AND-gate 2 causes FF-1 to change back to a 0 state,
and AND-gate 3 c..-.uses FF-2 to switch to a 1 state. In
effect, the first bit has been shifted to the right one place
and the second bit has been shifted in and stored. The
third bit (1) is now awaiting entry.



(5) AND-gate 1 is again properly conditioned by
two highs (the input and of FF-1). AND-gate 4 has two
highs (r5 of FF-1 and Q of FF-2), and AND-gate 5 also
has two highs (Q of FF-2 and-0 of FF-3). This means that
all of the flip-flops will change their output state when the
next shift pulse is applied.

(6) Application of the shift pulse will allow the last
bit to be transferred in and also shift the register contents
one place to the right. Binary 101 is now stored in the
register.

If it was desired to store another number in this
register, the present data could be cleared or simply
shifted out. However, let's assume that the binary number
101 must be shifted out and stored in another register for
future use.

The output (a binary 1 or 0) is produced when the shift
pulse is applied. In figure 1-42, the Q output of FF-3 is
presently producing a high (1) to AND-gate 7. A shift
pulse will allow AND-gate 7 to transfer the 1 out. At the
same time, FF-1 will change to a 0 state, FF-2 will change
to a 1 state, FF-3 will change to a 0 state. The register
now contains a binary 010.

The next shift pulse will not affect AND-gate 7
because the Q output of FF-3 is now low (0). The low
output of AND-gate 7 represents the second output
binary bit (0). This shift pulse does not affect FF-1
because it is in the 0 state, and there is no input pulse.
However, FF-2 will change to a 0 state, and FF-3 will
change to a 1 state. The register now contains a binary
001.

The next shift pulse will allow AND-gate 7 to transfer
out a binary 1, and FF-3 will change to a 0 state. The
stored data (101) has been shifted out in this form:
1 0 1. Additional shift pulses will have no effect on the
register because all of the AND-gates now have a LOW
input. This circuit only had a right-shift capability, but
some are designed to shift left while others have both
right- and left-shift capability.

Exercises (013):
1. On figure -36, if a transfer pulse is generated after

the sixth count trigger, what flip-flops will be set in
the storage register?

2. On figure 1-36, how is the information read out of
this storage register?

3. On figure 1-36, if the register flip-flops do not have
a reset pulse, how is new information stored?

4. Which functions are enabled to shift a 101 into the
register on figure 1-37?
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5. What is the purpose of serial-in/parallel-out
registers?

6. How does information serially get converted for
parallel use?

7. What does SR(3) mean in figure 1-39?

8. In figure 1-38, when does a transfer pulse occur?

9. What is another name for a serial-in/serial-out
register?

10. On figure 1-42, what will be the effect of the second
shift pulse if there is no data input and the register
has a 001 stored?

016. Identify types of shift registers and specify their
operational procedures.

Shift Registers. You have learned that the serial-
in/serial-out storage register is often referred to as a shift
register. However, there is more to shift registers than this
single circuit. A shift register is a device capable of
receiving, rearranging, and retaining binary data which
can be used later in the computer. It can receive data
either in serial or parallel form, and data may be taken
from the shift register in serial or parallel form. When
information is taken out in serial form, it may be shifted
to the right or to the left, depending upon the design of
the circuit. Shifting is useful in many operations, such as
scaling, multiplication, division, comparing data bits, and
sequencing a change of events. The shift register also
serves as a storage register when it is used to store data for
certain periods of time. Some of the types of
transfers/shifts associated with shift registers are:

a. Serial-In/Serial-Out Register. One bit is shifted
in or out each time a shift pulse is applied.

b. Parallel-In/Serial-Out Register. All data is
transferred in at the same time, but only one bit will be
transferred out when each shift pulse occurs.

c. Serial-In/Parallel-Out Register. In this circuit,
only one bit is shifted in at a time, but when the data is
needed, all bits are transferred out at the same time.

The location of a shift pulse at the left corner of the
symbol (fig. 1-43) indicates that the shift is from left to
right. If the shift input is located at the right corner of the
symbol, the shift is from right to left.
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Shift Register Operation. The operation of shift
registers is similar to that of storage registers, except shift
registers have interconnecting lines and a shift pulse to
shift data through the register.

Parallel-in/serial-out register. Figure 1-44 illustrates a
typical shift register with the input taken from a storage
register. The shift register has a parallel input and a right-
shift serial output.

Using the diagram of the shift register in figure 1-A.4,
notice that the output of each flip-flop in the shift register
is fed directly to the input of the following flip-flop. A
shift register can have many more than three flip-flops,
but the connections remain the same throughout.

Before the read-in (transfer) pulse is applied, assume
flip-flops A, B, and C are in the ZERO state and the
storage register contains a binary count of five (101).
With the above conditions existing, the transfer is applied
to AND-gates 1, 2, and 3. At the time the transfer pulse
downclocks (TO), flip-flops A and C are set to the ONE
state. Flip-flop B remains in the ZERO state since AND-
gate 2 does not have two high inputs. The shift register
and storage register now contain the same binary
configuration of 101 as shown by the waveforms.

The output of flip-flop C is high and is one input to
AND-gate 8. When the shift pulse goes high at time T I ,
both inputs to AND-gate 8 are high and the output goes
high. When the downclock of the shift pulse at time TI,
flip-flop A changes to the ZERO state, flip-flop B
changes to the ONE state, flip-flop C changes to the
ZERO state, and the output goes low. Thus, one bit has
been shifted out of the register. At time T1, the one bit in
flip-flop A was transferred to flip-flop B; the ZERO bit
in flip-flop B was transferred to flip-flop C; and the ONE
bit in flip-flop C was gated out of AND-gate 8. This
leaves a binary configuration of 010 in the shift register.

With 010 in the shift register, the only flip-flops that
are activated for a change of state are flip-flops B and C.
The otrput AND-gate is held closed since flip-flop C is in
the ZERO state. Thus, with the downclock of the T2 shift
pulse, flip-flop A remains in the ZERO state, flip-flop C
changes to the ONE state, and no output signal is
produced. However, the count in the shift register has
moved one more place to the right, and a zero bit has been
shifted through AND-gate 8. This leaves a binary
configuration of 001 in the shift register. Flip-flop C and
AND-gate 8 are now activated. When the shift pulse is
applied, an output from AND-gate 8 appears. When the
downclock of T3 occurs, flip-flop A and flip-flop B
remain in the ZERO state, and flip-flop C goes to the
ZERO state. At this time, shift out is complete. You can
see that one shift pulse is necessary to shift out each
binary bit.

Let us review the action of the shift register.
(1) The storage register had binary configuration of

101.
(2) The shift pulse T1 produced a one-bit output and

shifted the configuration to the right, with a remaining
configuration of 010.

(3) Shift pulse T2 shifted the configuration to the
right for the second time and produced a zero-bit output
with a remaining configuration of 001.
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Figure 1-43. Register input/output designations.

(4) Shift pulse T3 shifted the configuration to the
right for the third time and produced a one-bit output
with a remaining configuration of 000.

The shift register symbol represents a register with
provisions for displacing or shifting the contents of the
register one stage at a time to the right or left by means of
the SHIFT-pulse input.

Serial-inlparallel-out shift register. Figure 1-45 is a
logic diagram of a serial input/parallel output shift
register, and a parallel-input/parallel-output storage
register. The waveform chart shows the various actions of
the circuit. To explain the operation,011(2)will be shifted
into the shift register, then transferred to the storage
register.

Assume that all flip-flops in the shift register are
CLEAR and that all flip-flops in the storage register are
SET as shown by the waveforms. Clear pulse A clears the
storage register (flip-flops D, E, and F). When the input
data pulse and the shift pulse are applied at the same time,
AND-gate 1 will produce an output pulse to set FF-A.
The third leg of AND-gate 1 was activated by the binary
one from the ZERO side of FF-A. The shift register now
contains 100(2).

When the second shift pulse is applied, another data
pulse is present at the input. However, FF-A cannot be
affected because AND-gates 1 and 2 are deactivated for
the duration of the shift pulse. AND-gate 1 is deactivated
by the binary zero from the ZERO side of FF-A. AND-
gate 2 is deactivated by the inverted data pulse from the
inverter. AND-gate 3 will produce an output pulae
because of the binary 1 from FF-A, the binary 1 from FF-
B, and the shift pulse. The pulse from AND-gate 3 will set
FF-B. The register now contains 110(2).

When the third shift pulse arrives, the data-pulse line
contains a binary 0, so AND-gate I will be deactivated.
The inverter will invert the binary 0 to a binary 1 and
activate one leg of AND-gate 2. A second leg of AND-
gate 2 will be activated by the binary 1 from the ONE side
of FF-A. So when the shift pulse is applied, AND-gate 2
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Figure 1-44. Shift register operation.

will produce an output pulse and clear FF-A. FF-B will
remain set because AND-gates 3 and 4 remain
deactivated. However, AND-gate 5 will be activated and
produce an output pulse to set FF-C. The register now
contains 011(2).

When the read-in pulse (same as a transfer pulse)
occurs, the contents of the shift register, 011(2), are
transferred to the storage register. Both registers now
contain the same data.

48
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LSD

REP4-1788

Shifting Operations. Up to this point, you have only
been exposed to right shifters. However, shifts may be
done in either directionright or left. Also, it is possible
to shift only a part of the data at any one time, depending
on the design of the circuitry.

Each time a binary 1 is shifted toward the LSD, its
value becomes half of what it was before the shift. As an
example, if the binary number 100(2) is shifted right one
place, the new number is 010(2). The original value of the
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Figure 1-45. Serial-in/parallel-out operation.

number was 4, but the:- the shift toward the LSD, its new
value is 2, which is one-half of the original value. Just
reverse this procedure and you will see that each time the
number is shifted toward the MSD, its value will double.

Shifts are normally one of two typesarithmetic or
logical. The number of places in which data is shifted will
be controlled by a counter as you will see later. Let's first
look at the arithmetic shift.

Arithmetic shift. The arithmetic shift, in most computer
systems, will shift only the magnitude of the number

3T

0

F F F

RDA26-180

without changing the sign (positive or negative) of the
number. The computer is able to tell whether a number is
positive or negative by the "sign bit." In most computers,
the number is negative when the sign bit is a binary I and
positive when the sign bit is a binary 0.

Look at figure 1-46. This is a sample arithmetic shift.
The arrows indicate a left shift, end off. In other words,
when the shift pulse is applied, the entire contents of the
register (BI -B15), with exception of the sign bit, are
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Figure 1-46. Sample arithmetic shift.
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BITS

oil 15
3-14

B REGISTER

Figure 1-47. Sample double logical shift.

shifted left one place, and the data which was in B1 is
shifted out and lost. The sign bit did not shift or change.
. Logical shift. The logical shift is normally the same as
the arithmetic shift except that the sign bit will also be
moved. Figure 1-47 shows a sample double logical shift
from one register to another. Like the arithmetic shift, the
logical shift shown here is only a sample and may not be
done like this in all machines. You must know the
operation of each machine to det v the shifts are
made.

Shzft combinations. The exampis tr. figure 1-48 are,
again, only sample shift functions. They may not be done
the same way in all computer systems. Shifting operations
using only one register are referred to as single and the
operations using two registers are called double. Each of
these are single shifts, but each one may be combined with
another register for double shifting operations.

Digital Integrated Circuit Shift Registers. Registers,
too, are often found as digital integrated circuits (DICs).

50
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The DIC presented is only meant to be representative of
those that are available in the field. Space does not permit
publication of the full line; however, this integrated
circuit will demonstrate the flexibility of the many single-
chip registers presently in use.

One of these is the five-bit shift register/TTL MSI
(multifunction shift register). Types 5N5496 and
SN7496 are shown in figures 1-49A and 1-49B, along
with an expanded view diagram for simplicity. This shift
register consists of five R-S master-slave flip-flops
connected to perform parallel-to-serial or serial-to-
parallel conversion of binary data. Since both inputs and
outputs to all flip-flops are accessible, parallel-
in/parallel-out or serial-in/serial-out operation may be
performed. Sequential operation informltion is detailed
in figure 1-49. Some of the functions are N-bit serial-to-
parallel converter, N-bit parallel-to-serial converter, and
N-bit storage register.
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3.Single, left, arithmetic, end around.

S I

BITS

2-14 15

RDA26 185

4.Single, right, arithmetic, end around.

5 1

BITS

152-14

RDA26 186

5.Single, left, logical, end off.

5 I

BITS

2-14 15

RDA26 187

6.Single, right, logical, end off.

5 1

BITS
152-14

RDA26 188

7. Single, left, logical, end around.

5 1

BITS
2-14 15

RDA26 189

Figure 1-48. Examples of shift functions.
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TYPES 5N5496, 5111541.96, SN7496, SN741.96
5-BIT SHIFT REGISTERS

BULLETIN NO. DL-S 7211821. DECEMBER 1972

N-Bit Serial-To-Parallel Converter

N-Bit Parallel-To-Serial Converter

N-Bit Storage Register

TYPE

96

'L96

PROPAGATION TYPICAL
DELAY TIME POWER DISSIPATION

25 ns 240 mW
SO ns 120 mW

description

These shift registers consist of five R-S master-slave
flip-flops connected to perform parallel-to-serial or
serial-to-parallel conversion of binary data. Since both
inputs and outputs for all flip-flops are accessible.
parallel-in/parallel-out or serial-in/serial-out operation
may be performed.

All flip-flops are simultaneously set to a low output
level by applying a low-level voltage to the clear input
while the preset is inactive (low). Clearing is independent of the level of the clock input.

'96 ... J. N, OR W PACKAGE
'L96 J OR N PACKAGE

(TOP VIEW)

OUTPUTS OUTPUTS

CLEAR 0/7---It, ----/E1.1\3--Cc GND i OTTA-07\ SIMATL

16 15 14 13 12 11 10 1

L ]OA OB Oc OD GE

CLEAR SERIAL
INPUT

'>CK
A B C J E G

2 3 4 6 7 5
CLOCK \_t4,C Vcc 0 E PRESET\---v--/ ENABLE

PRESET PRESET

positive logic: see function table

The register may be parallel loaded by using the clear input in conjunction with the preset inputs. After clearing all
stages to low output levels, data to be loaded is applied to the individual preset inputs (A, B, C, D, and E) and a
high-level load pulse is applied to the preset enable input. Presetting like clearing is independent of the level of the clock
input.

Transfer of information to the outputs occurs on the positive-going edge of the clock pulse. The proper information
must be set up at the R-S inputs of each flip-flop prior to the rising edge of the clock input waveform. The serial input
provides this information to the first flip-flop, while the outputs of the subsequent flip-flops provide information for
the remaining R-S inputs. The clear input must be high and the preset or preset enable inputs must be ',w when
clocking occurs.

FUNCTION TABLE
INPUTS OUTPUTS

CLEAR
PRESET
ENABLE

PRESET
CLOCK SERIAL GA Og ac OD OE

A B C 0 E

L
L
H

H

H

H

H

H

L
X

H

H

H

L
L
L

X X XXXLLLLL
HHHHHLLLLL
H L H L H

X X X XX
X X XXX
X X X XX

X
X

X

L
L
L
t
t

X

X

X

X

X

X
H

L

L
LHHHHH

0A0
H

CIAO
H

L

L
L

Ogg
Ogg

080
OAn
0An

LLLLLL
000

H

QCO

Ogn
Ogn

ODO

0D0
ODO
OCn

OCn

0E0
H

0E0
ODn
ODn

H high Iowa (steady stets). L low level (steady
X kr-levant (any Input. including transitions)

vi transition from low to high level
GAO. OBO. etc - th level of OA. OB, etc. respectively before the Indicated steady-state input conditions wore astablishad.
OAn. 013n tc the level of 0A. OB, etc. respectively before tho most-racent t transition of the clock.

Figure 1-49A. SN5496,SN7496 five-bit shift registers.
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TYPES SN5496, SN541.96, SP41496, SN741.96
5-BIT SHIFT REGISTERS

typical clear, shift, preset, and shift sequences
C LOCa

st ,

1,151,
11411t1

1,1111Sl,s cc

functional block diagram

Ok--
--

sc

... dynamic input activated by transition }root a high 1.401 to a low level.

schematics oi inputs and outputs
'96 'L96 '96, 'L96

'96: - 13011 NOM
'L96: R. - 26011 NOM

Figure I -49B. SN5496, SN7496 five-bit shift registers (contd).
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Exercises (016): 4. How many types of shifts are used by most
1. What type of register is found in figure 1-50 below'? computers?

RIGHT

INPUT

SERIAL

INPUT

P ARALLEL INPUT LEFT
SHIFT
INPUT

SERIAL

OUTPUT
SR (N)

1

PARALLEL OUTPUT
REP4-1790

Figure 1-50. Register (objective 016, exercise 1).

2. What type of register is found in figure 1-51?

Figure 1-51. Register (objective 016, exercise 2).

5. In a left-shift register, with the LSD on the right, a
binary bits value will be changed in what manner by
each shift?

6. What pulse moves information into and through a
parallel output shift register?

7 . What pulse moves the information nut of the parni lel
output register?

017. Specify charactet istics of the different method., of
register transfer.

Methods of Register Transfer. In the following
paragraphs, we will discuss the methods of transferring
data and the terminology involved in this process. First,
you should know what we mean by the term "transfer." It
is the moving of data from one place to another. For our
purposes, we are concerned about two basic types of
transfers: single-line transfer and double-line transfer. A
single-line transfer is a transfer network capable of
moving only the ones or zeros stored in a register. There

two classifications of single-line transfer networks:
3. How does the logical shift normally differ from the one-side transfer and zero-side transfer.

One-side transfer. A one-side transfer network is shown
in figure I -52. The one-side outputs of the X register are
fed into the transfer network consisting of gates A, B, C,
and D. To move the contents of the :C register into the Y
register without altering the data, it is necessary to first
clear the Y register. With tl.e application of the transfer
pulse, the flip-flops in the Y register will be set if the
corresponding flip-flops in the X register are in the one

arithmetic shift?

TRANSFER

CLEAR

X1 x2

L

Y1 Y2 Y3

Fi gu:e 1-52. One-side transfer.
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X1

TRANSFER

X2

SET

X3

Y2 Y3

Figure I -53. Zero-side transfer.

state. It is not necessary to transfer the zeros because the
receiving register is cleared before the transfer, thus the
name "one-side transfer." In summing up, we can say:

(1) The register flip-flops are cleared before transfer.
(2) Connections are made in the one side of the flip-

flops.
(3) When the transfer pulse occurs, a one is

transferred into the Y register if the corresponding flip-
flop in the X register is in the one state.

Zero-side transfer. A zero-side transfer is shown in
figure 1-53. The zero-side transfer uses the same
configuration as the one-side transfer except that the
zero-side outputs are fed into the transfer network. Note
that the Y register must first be set (all ones) before the
transfer pulse is applied. In summing up the zero-side
transfer:

(1) The register flip-flops are set before transfer.
(2) When the transfer pulse occurs, a zero will be

transferred into the Y register if the corresponding flip-
:lop in the X register is in the zero state.

(3) Connections are made to the zero side of the flip-
flops.

Double-line transfer. A transfer network capable of
moving, in one operation, both the ones and the zeros

TRANSFER

x2

T1 Y2

Y4

RDA26-176

stored in a register is called a double-line transfer. Figure
1-54, shows a double-line transfer network. Although
this configuration uses twice as many gates as the single-
line transfer network, only one control signal is required.
Since there is both a set and reset input applie to the
receiving register, there is no requirement for a clear or
set pulse. This type of network is often referred to as force
feeding since data is forced into the receiving register
regardless of its previous content.

Complementary transfer. The complementary transfer
is a variation of the double-line transfer. Figure 1-55,
shows how a complementary transfer is accomplished.
After application of the transfer pulse, the contents of the
X register will b.: found in the one's complement form in
the Y register.

Exercises (017):
Indicate whether the following statements are true or
false. If False, provide the correct statement.

1. The two types of single-line transter are one-
and zero-side transfers.

X3

Figure I -54. Double-line transfer.
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Figure 1-55. Complementing transfer.

2. A single-line transfer capable of moving only
zeros would be called a one-side transfer.

RDA26-178

____ 4. In a one-side transfer, the transferred data will
not be altered if the Y register is cleared before
transfer.

3. The term "force feeding" is often used with 5. A double-line transfer does not require a clear
reference to single-line transfer, or set pulse.
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Answers for Exercises

Reference:
001 - 1. ZERO output equals a high or 1; ONE output equals a lov,

or 0.
001 - 2. CLEAR or ZERO state.
001 - 3. SET or ONE state.
001 - 4. Limit logic voltage level changes to 0 volts and -10 volts.
001 - 5. AND-gate for the C -de input of the flip-flop.
001 - 6. Q3 and 04.
001 - 7. The downclock.

002 - 1. High pulse to the SET input causes a low to the bottom
OR-gate which provides a high at the one output.

002 - 2. By a high at the CLEAR input.
002 - 3. The high output of the bottom AND-gate keeps the top

AND-gate inhibited to maintain the high or one output
from the bottom AND-gate.

002 - 4. Latch will be set by a high on the SET input which inhibits
the top AND-gate and enables the bottom AND-gate to
provide a high or one output.

003 - I .

003 - 2.
003 - 3.
003 - 4.
003 - 5.
003 - 6.
003 - 7.

Pulse steering.
They will change states.
None.
Complementing or toggle.
06 and 07.
ONE.
04 and 06.

004 - I . JK master-slave flip-flops, synchronous or asynchronous
toggle flip-flops, and D flip-flops.

004 - 2. Some of the more common ones are binary counters, shift
registers, and ring counters.

004 - 3. a. Clock pulse is used to synchronize the operation of the
JK flip-flop.

b. ONE-side output from JK flip-flop circuit in the
CLEAR state.

c. ZERO-side output from JK flip-flop circuit in the
CLEAR state.

d. Input trigger from 1 flip-flop circuit.
e. CLEAR changes the state of the JK flip-flip to its

RESET state and replaces Zhe data inputs with a low,
causing the0 output to go high and Q output to go low.

f. Input trigger from K flip-flop circuit.

005 - I . I4-pin and I 6-pin DIP.
005 - 2. Approximately 3 volts.
005 - 3. .8 volt or less.

005 - 4. (1) Isolate the slave from the master.
(2) Enter information from AND-gate input to the master.
(3) Disable the AND-gate inputs.
(4) Transfer the information from the master to the slave.

006 - I .
006 - 2.
006 - 3.
006 - 4.
006 - 5.
006 - 6.

Serial or parallel.
Up-counters or down-counters.
The number of stages.
Modules of 16.
Decimal 15.
64 counts.

007 - I.
007 - 2.
007 - 3.

007 - 4.

007 - 5.

007 - 6.

008 - I .
008 - 2.
008 - 3.
008 - 4.
008 - 5.
008 - 6.
008 - 7.
008 - 8.
008 - 9.

009 - I .
009 - 2.

009 - 3.

010 - I .

010 - 2.

010 - 3.

011 - I .

011 - 2.

011 - 3.

011 -4.

011 - S.

012 - i .
012 - 2.
012 - 3.
012 - 4.

013 - 1.

013 - 2.

013 - 3.
013 - 4.
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013 - 5.

13.
All f1ip-flops %kill be in the ZERO state.
When FF-C changes from the ONE state to the ZERO
state.
Use the ZERO-side output to provide inputs to feed
succeeding stages.
The down-counter starts at 15, counts down to 0, and
resets to 15.
When FF-A goes to the ONE state.

Parallel counter.
The parallel counter is faster.
This depends on how the counter is wired up or down.
A parallel counter.
SET or ONE state.
Fifteen.
Twel .e.
The input pulse if fed to all flip-flops.
The output is taken from the ZERO-side of theflip-flops.

Up-down counter. It determines the direction of the count.
Change the setting of the control flip-flop by changing
SW I .
ZERO state.

Ring counter.
It is designed so that the last stage feeds back to the input
stage to automatically start the count over.
0010. For FF-A, FF-B, FF-C, and FF-D respectively.

When FF-D sets, it inhibits AND-gate 2 and also inhibits
the operation of FF-C.
By inhibiting AG-2 and using AG-2 to trigger FF-D, when
the twelfth clock pulse is received, all flip-flops will be
reset.
As mentioned previously, count blocking resets all flip-
flops at CP-1 2, whereas count adding advances the flip-
flop count from 8 to 12 and continues to count to 16.
Normally, binary counting takes place through count 7. At
count 8, FF-A, FF-B, and FF-C all reset and I-F-D sets.
FF-D set causes FF-C to set again. FF-C and FF-D set
equals binary count 12.
Count 12.

Mod-1 0 counter.
By either blocking or adding six counts.
1001, which is 9.
1110, which is 14.

The clear pulse sets the control FF to the ONE state. When
the first clock pulse changes the control FF to the ZERO
state, this triggers FF-A to the ONE state.
FF-A in the ONE state and the control FF changing from
the ZERO to the ONE state.
Eight clock pulses.
FF-C in the ONE state, FF-B in the ZERO state, and the
control FF changing from ZERO to ONE.
The state that the control FF is in when SSI or SS2
conditions one of AG-1 through AG-4.
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013 - 6. Control FF in the ONE state and the downdock from SS2.

014 - 1. TTL high-speed decade counter.
014 - 2. By having all flip-flops simultaneously clocked so that the

outputs change coincidentally with each other when
instructed by the steering logic.

014 - 3. The outputs may be preset to any state by entering the
desired data at the data inputs while the load input is low.

014 - 4. The output counting spikes normally associated with
asynchronous counters are eliminated.

014 - 5. Four dual-rank master slave flip-flops.

015 - 1. FF-E and FF-F.
015 - 2. A flip-flop is not gated. The contents of the storage register

are always available because the outputs of the flip-flop are
not gated.

015 - 3. The ONE and ZERO sides of the counter flip-flop are both
applied to the transfer gates. This will cause the storage
flip-flops to follow the inputs.

015 - 4. AG-2, AG-3 and OR-3, AG-6 and OR-4.
015 - 5. It is used to receive serially transmitted data, bit by bit as it

comes in on the line and to convert it to parallel data for
use in parallel operations within the equipment.

015 - 6. The data is entered into a shift register serially and then
transferred to a storage register with parallel outputs.

AU GAFS. AL. (851280)2800
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01 5 - 7. Three-stage shift register.
01 5 - 8. Following the downclock of every third shift pulse.
015 - 9. Shift register.
015 - 10. First pulse shifts out the (1 ) and the second pulse has no

effect.

0 1 - I Shift register.
010 - 2. Storage register.
016 - 3. In the logical shift, the sign bit will be moved. In the

arithmetic shift, it will not.
016 - 4. Two.
016 - 5. Doubles.
016 - 6. Shift.
016 - 7. Transfer.

017 - 1. True.
017 - 2. False. A one-side transfer can only move ones; a zero-side

transfer is the one that moves only zeros.
017 - 3. False. Double-line transfer is often referred to as force

feeding since it forcc-; data into the receiving register
regardless of its previous content.

017 - 4. True.
017 - 5. True.
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Preface

THE PERFORMANCE of an operation within an electronic computer or switching
system may require that digital quantities be compared, added, subtracted, decoded,
encoded, and converted before the desired result is obtained. Combinational logic
circuits are gates and inverters connected in such a way that their output is a
function of the inputs to the circuit. This unit to Module 10005, Digital Techniques,
provides a study of several combinational logic circuits which you may encounter in
the maintenance of electronic equipment.

Code numbers appearing on figures are for preparing agency identification only
and should be of no concern to the student.

The inclusion of names of any specific commercial product, commodity, or
service in this publication is for information purposes only and does not imply
indorsement by the Air Force.

Direct your questions or comments relating to the accuracy or currency of this
unit to the author: 3390 TCHTG/TTMKM, ATTN: ,TSgt Van Sleet, Keesler AFB
MS 39534. If you need an immediate response, call the author, AUTOVON
868-3057, between 0800 and 1600 (CST), Monday through Friday. (NOTE: Do not
use the suggestion program to submit changes or corrections for this unit.)

If you have questions on enrollment or administration, or on any of ECI's
instructional aids (Your Key to a Successful Course, Behavioral Objective Exercises,
Unit Review Exercises, and Course Examination), consult your education officer,
training officer, or NCO, as appropriate. If this person can't answer your questions,
send them to ECI, Gunter AFS AL 36118, preferably on ECI Form 17, Student
Request for Assistance.

This unit is valued at 12 hours (4 points). Material in this unit is technically
accurate, adequate, and current as of April 1981.
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Figure No. Title
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NOTE: In this unit, the subject matter is developed by a series of student-centered objectives. Each
of these carries a three-digit number and is in boldface type. Each acts a learning goal for yew. The
text that follows the objective gives you the information you need to reach that goal. The exercises
following the information give you a check on your achievement. When you complete them, see
whether your answers match those in the back of this unit. If your response to an exercise Is incorrect,
review the objective and its text.

1-1. Decoders and Encoders

Computers are designed to operate on data which is
in binary form, either 1 or 0. In most computers, it is
not practical to enter numbers and other information
into the computer in binary form. Using binary form
would require the programmer to spend too much time
in the detailed effort of accurately representing large
numbers of complicated alphabets and symbols.

Likewise, it is fru usually desirable to present the
final computer outpui in binary form since this would
require too much time to read and interpret. Therefore,
it is necessary to perform conversion on both the input
and output information. Figure 1-1 illustrates this
conversion.

001. Identify basic decoders with their operational
characteristics.

Basic Functions. Computers are generally equipped
with encoders (a device that codes in a group of coded
signals) and decoders (a device that enables a system to
decode a group of coded signals).

In this section, we will discuss the basic principles
applicable to both devices. Since the decoding and
encoding functions dealing with binary-to-decimal,
binary-to-octal, and binary-to-hexadecimal coding are
so similar, we will cover the characterist;:s applicable to
decoding.

INTERNAL

SECTIONS

OF COMPUTER
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0

0
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.,-.10.

DLCIMAL DATA INPUT
BINARYCODED
DECIMAL DATA

DECIMAL DATA OUTPUT

rigure I-I. Basic principles of encoding and decoding.
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In any analysis o' decoding circuits, the basic
thinking must be in terms of binary numbers. Positive
or negative logic may be used to secure a binary output.
In positive logic, the logic 1 is the most positive voltage.
Logic 0 ve'11 be a voltage that is less positive than the 1
state. When negative logic is used, logic 1 is the most
negative voltage output and logic 0 will be a voltage that
is less negative.

You previously learned that the binary number
system includes two symbols (1 and 0). The decimal
system uses the digits 0 through 9, the octal system uses
the numbers 0 through 7 for the eight digits, and the
hexadecimal system uses numbers and letters 0 through
9 and A through F to designate the 16 digits required.
The same quantity can be expressed in each of these
systems using different symbols or groupings of
symbols. The number 1310 equals 158, D18, or 11012.

Converting a binary-coded output into any of the
other numbering systems requires a special kind of
translator called a decoding circuit. A decoding circuit is
a device which translates a combination of input signals
into one output signal. There is a converse operation,
too, where we convert decimal keyboard inputs to
binary combinations for storage in computer memory.
We also use an encoding circuit to translate one of a
group of signals into a combination of binary-coded
signals. This objective limits the discussion to the
characteristics of decoding circuits only.

Binary and decimal decoding. To illustrate how a
typical decoding circuit operates, we discuss a simple
example with two binary inputs. The decoder must
detect all possible combinations of input conditions,
and then produce a separate, distinct output for each
condition. With two inputs, each having either a high or
low state, the decoder must generate a minimum of four
(22) outputs. Refer to the circuit in figure 1-2.

The simple decoding circuit in figure 1-2 has four
AND-gates since it has to produce a separate output for
each specific combination of inputs. Note that some of
the input lines contain inverting amplifiers. These are
required for correct decoder operation.

INPUT 'A' >
INPUT 'B'

Assume that inputs "A" and "B" are both in a low
state. The inputs to AG-1 are inverted to highs, causing
output 1 to be high. However, gates 2, 3, and 4 each
have at least one low input, causing their outputs tot
remain low for this particular input condition. The
circuit produces a high on output 1 if, and only if, both
inputs A and B are in a low state at the same time.

With another specific input condition A input low
and B input high gate 1 has one low input (B), gate 2
has one low input (A), gate 3 has two high inputs, and
gaw 4 has one low input (A). With this specific input
combination, only output 3 is high.

The other two possible input conditions (A high, B
low; A anl B both high) cause high outputs on gates 2
and 4, respectively. The circuit in figure 1-2 satisfies the
definition of a decoder; it produces a single, one-of-four
output for each specific input condition. Refer now to
figure 1-3.

In figure 1-3, the decoder circuit is slightly modified.
It still has two inputs, but uses flip-flops as input signal
sources. The need for inverters is eliminated by using
the "0" outputs from the flip-flops. Other than these
changes, this decoder operates the same as the circuit
discussed earlier.

Assume that the flip-flops are storing a binary 01;
that is, F/F1 (binary 1) is set ("1" side high, "0" side
low), and F/F2 (binary 2) is clear ("1" side is low and
"0" side high). For this input combination, output 1 is
high and the other three outputs are low, just as in the
previous first example. Again, the decoder produces a
single output for each of four (two flip-flops, each
capable of two states) input conditions.

Now, if the basic decoding circuit is expanded to
included 10 gates connected to 4 binary-coded flip-
flops, a binary-to-decimal decoder is constructed. It
produces a single output for each of 10 input
conditions, 0 tt.,uugh 9. Refer to the circuit shown in
figure 1-4.

OUTPUT 1

322-548

Figure 1-2. Binary and decimal decoding circuit.
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Binary-to-octal decoding. When decoding binary
digits to either octal or hexadecimal digits, the decoding
gates may be of any basic type, depending upon the
manufacturer of the unit. However, the most commonly
used gating circuits use the inhibited AND-gate as
shown in figure 1-5. This is part of a 0-7 storage register
and decoder logic diagram. Remember that converting
binary digits to octal digits requires the grouping of
three binary digits (with the capability of 0 to 7 count) to
produce one octal digit. Follow the schematic in figure
1-5 for thg riprnriiito hisintv int tri PSI octal output of
5 OW2=50.

A simple method of analysis (and the one we use in
this lesson) is to determine the requirements of the
desired output and trace back to the source inputs. To
produce an octal 5 from the decoder, there must be
three low enabling inputs to the number 5 inhibited
AND-gate. The top low input traces back to the 0
output of F/F1 . It is in the set state; therefore, the
required low is enabling the gate. The middle low input
traces back to the 1 output of F/F2. It is in the clear
state and the required low is applied to the gate. The
bottom enabling low traces back to the 0 output of
F/F3. The set state there produces the required enabling
low and the gate requirements are met, with a 1012 input
producing a 5, output. To prove the truth of the circuit,
trace any high output from the register to the remaining
output gates. Each high disables one or more of the
gates and no high output is produced.

Binary-to-hexadecimal decoding. To convert binary
digits to a hexadecimal digit, again, as in the previous
paragraph, you must think in terms of binary counting.
Remember, it requires groupings of four binary digits to
produce one hexadecimal digit. Figure 1-6 has been
taken from a 0-15 storage register and decoder logic
diagram. Follow the schematic in the figure as binary
1010 is decoded to the single-digit, base 16 number.
Conversion of 10102= AIG.

Since inhibited AND-gates are also used for the
outputs in this decoder, to secure a high from the A gate
requires three enabling lows. The top low is traced back
to flip-flop 1 where a clear state supplies the needed low
from the 1 output. The middle low is supplied from the
0 side of F/F2 and the set state there meets the low
requirement. The bottom low is supplied through N3
NAND-gate that is double NOTted. The low inputs to

4
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are supplied by the 0 side of F/F4 (set state) and the
1 side of F/F3 (clear state). The three needed lows are
supplied by the binary register whcn it is storing binary
1010.. Any other gate is disabled by a high from one of
the flip-flops.

To decode either octal or hexadecimal digits to binary
digits, a reverse proceciure is followed and a circuit such
as figure 1-7 might be used. Notice that OR-gates are
used in this circuit and this practice is common in
decoding to binary digits. You should recognize this as a
hexadecimal-to-binary decoder because of the 16
possible input combinations. Think in binary digits and
trace a number (such as 10112) back to the hexadecimal
input.

A circuit similar to figure 1-7 could also be used in
decimal-to-binary conversion by using 10 input
combinations and designing the OR-gate inputs to
receive assigned decimal value voltages.

Figurc 1-5. Binary register and octal decoder circuit.



Exercise (001):

1. Select the correct word from column B to complete
each statement listed in column A. Each item in
column B may be used only once.

Column A
(1) The 1 and 0 are the two

used in the binary number system.
(2) The quantities 11111 and F. are

(3) BinaiFy irithmetic circuits reqtiire
components than

decimal circuits.
(4) A/An circuit trans-

lates a combination of Inputs
into a signle one-of-a-group
output.

(5) A/An circuit trans-
lates one-of-a-group inputs to a

_combination output.
(6) The binary and decimal dicoding

circuit produces a low on the out-
put of A02, A03. and A04 of
figure 1-2 when inputs A and B
are

a.
b.
c.
d,
C.
f.
g.
h.

j.
k.
1.
m.
n.
o.
11.

cl.
r.
5.

Column B
Decoding.
Symbols.
Fewer.
Low.
Equivalent.
Encoding.
High.
Hi and lo.
F/F1 and F/F2.
F/F1 and F/F3.
F/Fl. F/F2, F/F3.
F/F2 and F/F4.
F/F1 and F/F4.
F/Fl.
None.
Requirements.
More.
NAND.
AND.

5

For questions 7 through II use figure
1-4 and select the flip-flops that must
be set to produce the specific decimal
output for the decimal numbers.

(7) 9s.
(8) 11.
(9) Os. z.

(10) 71.
(11) 5s.
(12) The register in figure 1-5 is called
(12) a register.
(13) The most commonly used gate in

a binary-to-octal decoder is the
gate.

(14) Binary digits must be in groups
of for conversion to
octal digits.

(15) Decoding circuit analysis is most
easily done by first defining the
specific output

(16) Conversion to a hexadecimal
digit requires grouping of
The register in figure 1-6 is

(17) known as a

(18) A high input to any gate in figure
1-6 will the gate.

(19) When converting base 16, 10, or
8 digits to binary digits, the

gate is most commonly
used.

343

t.
U.
V.

w.
x.
y.
z.
aa.
bb.
cc.
dd.

3.
0-5 storage.
0-7 storage.
5.
4.
7.
0-15 storage.
Enable.
Disable.
OR.
NOR.



Figure 1-6. Binary register and hexadecimal dek.oder circuit.
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Figure 1-7. Hexadecimal-to-binary decoder.
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Figure 1-10. Diode matrix decoder.

002. State the operational characteristics, advantages,
and disadvantages of diode- and relay-constructed
decoders.

AND- and OR-GzI: Decoders. Figure 1-8 shows a serial
up-counter with a simple AND-gate decoder. Notice
that the AND-gate produces a positive pulse output
when count 14 is present in the counter. This pulse may
be used for any control function that must occur at
count 14.

Figure 1-9 shows the same serial counter with an
AND-gute and an OR-gate. The AND-gate produces an
output when the count of 10 is present in the counter;
the OR-gate produces an output at all counts except the
count of 10. The output from the AND-gate would most
likely be used as an enabling gate for some other digital
circuit. The most likely use for an OR-gate output
would be as an inhibit gate to inhibit some other circuit
viction at the count of 10.

Although both of these examples of the use of AND-
and OR-gates for decoding show their use as count

9

B E

BC

B

B

B c

B C

detectors, this is not the only function for which they
are used. By their very nature, AND- and OR-gates are
primarily decoders, since they produce outputs when
certain conditions exist in the equipment.

Diode Matrix Decoders. When a large number of
AND- and OR-gates are used to detect a series of counts
or a series of binary configurations, common practice is
to show them schematically as a rectangular diode
matrix. This form of circuit is shown in figure 1-10. A
three-stage serial up-counter is shown connected to eight
AND-gates. Each AND-gate produces a pulse of one
count width when a particular count is present in the
counter.

Look at the first set of diodes. The cathodes of the
diodes are connected to the ZERO sides of the flip-
flops. This causes a positive output to appear on the
first line when the configuration 0 0 0 appears in the
counter.

Now, look at the second set of diodes. They produce
an output when the configuration 0 0 1 is rpesent in the
counter. This configuration represents count 1; this
count is expressed in Boolean notation as A B C. Notice
that the cathode of the diode connected to F/FA is

3 4 '1
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Figure 1-11. Pyramid AND-gatc decoder.

connected to the ONE side, and the cathodes of the
other two diodes are connected to the ZERO side of
their respective flip-flops.

From the illustration, you should be able to recognize
that the matrix represents eight 3-input AND-gates.
Thus to detect eight different counts with this type of
circuit, it requires 8 x 3 = 24 crystal diodes. For every
stage added to a counter, the number of diodes required
to detect all ..ounts increases. The number required is n
x r, where n = number of stages in the counter or
register feeding the matrix. As you can see, the number
of diodes required rises rapidly as the number of stages
increases. For example, a 10-stage counter would
require 10 x 2" = 10 x 1024 = 10,240 crystal diodes
to detect all possible counts. To reduce the number of
crystals required, AND-gptes are often connected in the
form of a pyramid. This type of arrangement is called
pyramid AND-gates, ortreed AND-gates.

Pyramid AND-Gate Decoders. A rectangular matrix
fed by a four-stage counter requires 4 x 2 = 64
crystals to detect all possible binary configurations;
however, by arranging AND-gates in a pyramid, the
number of crystals required may be reduced to 48.

A pyramid AND-gate is shown in figure 1-11. Notice
that the circuit consists entirely of two-input AND-
gates. In this arrangement, the outputs of the two least
significant counter stages (A and B) are ANDed
together, and the two most significant stages (C and D)
are ANDed together. This produces eight outputs,
which are then ANDed together in 16 two-input AND-
gates to produce 16 possible outputs. Count the number
of AND-gates required to detect 16 different numbers.

34.8,

There are 24 of them. Since each AND-gate contains
two crystals, the number of crystal diodes used is 24 x 2
= 48. By this means, the circuit elements have been
reduced by 25 percent. Pyramid AND-gates are used
primarily for detecting counts and for decoding multibit
binary numbers.

10
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Figurc 1-12. Count detection relay pyramid.



Relay Decoders. Circuits that require more current at
the output than can be developed by diodes often use
relays as decoders. Some of the circuits that make 'Ise of
relay decoders are power controls, test function
selection circuits, and print selectors where the decoded
signal must determine what print on a print hammer is
to strike the paper.

Figure 1-12 shows a series of relays interconnected to
form a decoder. A similar circuit is used in equipment in
your career ladder to select printer solenoids and, in
turn, to determine what number is to be printed.
Assume that the binary configuration 1 0 1 is present in
the flip-flop register. Circuit actions are described in the
following paragraphs.

The ONE in F/FA causes relay A to be energized,
thus switching its contacts and applying B + to line A.
The ZERO in F/FB allows the B relay to remain in its
deenergized state. Thus, the B + is connected to the B

line. The signal now represents A E. The ONE in F/FC
energizes relay C, switching the relay contacts and con-
necting B + to the output line labeled A B C. Therefore,
the line selected by the relay contacts has a high voltage
on it, representing a ONE. If a printer solenoid is con-
nected to each line, the binary configuration 1 0 1 selects
line 5 and causes the number 5 to be printed.

Instruction (Command) Generation. Count detection
networks can also be constructed to perform as an
instruction generator in a computer to control the
sequence of operations. One such instruction generator
is shown in figure 1-13. The circuit shown consists of a
counter connected to AND-gate detectors. The outputs
of these AND-gates could be used in the computer to
trigger certain operations in a program. Assume that the
counter contains a count of .zero. With this count, the
zero side outputs of all three flip-flops are high.

0

ADD 000

GET 100

STIA 1 010

11.1

110

DIV 001

SHF 101

Figurc 1-13. Instruction gcncrator.
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TRANSFER

SET

Y 1 Y2 1.3 Y4

6

YO Yl Y2 Y3

XO 00 04 10 14

X1 01 05 5.. 15

X2 02 06 5 16

X3 03 07 5 7

Figure 1-14. Addres% c.!:leetion matrix.

Checking each of the gates in the matrix, the top gate is
the only one that is fully satisfied. There is a high from
F/FA on the bottom leg, a high from F/FB on the
center leg, and a high from F/FC on the top leg.
Therefore, the top AND-gate will detect a count of zero
and produce a pulse output which could be used to
initiate an add sequence in the computer.

If the counter is triggered by a clock pulse (CP), the
counter will step to the next count. With a count of 1 in
the courter, the only gate that is satisfied is the one
labeled "GET." If you continue through the operation,
you will see that only one gate will produce an output at
any one time.

1

3 5 0;

Address Detection. A logic diagram of a simple
address selection matrix is shown in figure 1-14. The
four-bit address register is capable of storing each of the
memory addresses 00,N, through 17(e). Flip-flops Y3 and
Y4, along with detectors 5 through 8, are used to select
the Y coordinate. Flip-flops Y1 and Y2, along with
detectors 1 through 4, select the X coordinate. The
intersection of the X and Y lines identifics the address
location. For example, insert the binary address 1101,
which is 15 octal, into the Y register. With flip-flops Y1,
Y3, and Y4 set, AND-gates 3 and 8 until they intersect.
Memory address 150, is selected. Note that this is the
same address as was loaded into the Y register.



Exercises (002):

1. Using figure 1-8, write the Boolean equation for the
AND-gate if the circuit were to be designed to
detect count 12.

2. On figure 1-9, when will the OR-gate produce a
high?

KEYBOARD

3. How many crystal diodes would be required to
represent all possible counts if the counter shown in
figure 1-10 were expanded to six stages?

4. What is the advantage of a pyramid AND-gate
decoder over a diode matrix?

5. When would a relay pyramid be used?

ENCODER

ABCD

1 = 0 0 0 1
2 = 0 0 1 0
3 = 0 0 1 1
4 = 0 1 0 0
5 = 0 1 0 1
6 = 0 1 1 0
7 = 0 1 1 1
8 = 1 0 0 0
9 = 1 0 0 1
0 = 0 0 0 0

COMPUTER

Figure 1-15. Encoder.
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003. Given a schematic diagram of an encoder, state the
function of the circuit and the output states o: its OR-
gates under given conditions.

Encoders. The encoder is a network or system of
gates in which only one input is excited at a time and
each input produces a combination of outputs. The
encoder is not to be confused with the decoder taken up
in the previous material. The decoder translates the
computer language to some conventional form, such as
the decimal numbering system. The encoder translates
conventional forms of information (such as the decimal
numbering system) into a form acceptable by the
computer.

Figure 1-15 illustrates a simple encoder. The input to
the encoder is a keyboard whereby the operator can
insert decimal numbers into the computer. As the keys
are depressed, the spring contact moves down and
makes contact with the bar with the positive potential
applied. The spring contact then passes the positive
potential to the encoder. The encoder unit takes the
output from the decimal keyboard and converts the
decimal number to an equivalent binary number. The
computer can then process the binary number as
programmed.

For example, let's assume that the nurer 6 key is
depressed. This causes a positive potential to leave the
keyboard and enter the encoder. Analyzing the encoder,
note_that only OR-gates B and C receive the positive
potential. Thm, OR-gate A has a LOW output, OR-
gate B has a HIGH output, OR-gate C has a HIGH
output, and OR-gate D has a LOW output. With OR-

sate A as the LSD, the output is 0 1 1 0, which equals a
binary 6.

Remember that an encoder is a device usually found
at the input of a system designed to convert the input
information into a form acceptable by the system.

Exercises (003):

1. Use the schematic diagram in figure 1-15. What is
the function of this encoder circuit?

2. What is the output operational state of each OR-
gate in the encoder with a keyboard selection of 7?

14
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1-2. Adders and Subtractors

This section will discuss the mechanization and
operation of single and multistage adders and
subtractors. The discussion will include serial and
parallel borrow structures, end-around carry, end-
around borrow, and sectionalized multistage adders and
subtractors.

004. Define different types of adders, state adder circuit
characteristics, and solve problems involving adders.

Types of Adders. An adder may be defined as a
computer device that can form the sum of two or more
numbers or quantities. Hence, a binary adder is a circuit
that can combine two or more binary numbers in such a
fashion as to produce a sum.

Quarter-adder. A study of the truth table for the
exclusive-OR circuit reveals that, if carries are ignored,
the circuit functions as an adder, producing a
summation of its inputs. For example:

0 + 0 = 0
0 + 1 = 1
1 + 0 = 1
1 + 1 = 0

In the last equation, the sum is actually 10(2) (a summa-
tion of 0 and a carry of 1). However, no provisions are
made for dealing with the carry, so it is ignored or
dropped.

The mechanization and operation of exclusive-OR
circuits (sometimes referred to as quarter-adders) was
covered in unit 3.

HaV-adder. The first form of half-adder to be
considered is that used in serial-adders. Such a circuit is
shown in figure 1-16,A. Figure 1-16,B, is the truth table
for the circuit. A study of this truth table reveals that
the circuit is actually an.exclusive-OR circuit configured
to produce both a sum (5) and a carry (C) output.

Figure 1-17,A, is the more conventional
representation of a half-adder and is the circuit
commonly used in parallel-adders. Figure 1-17,B, is the
truth table for this circuit; as you can see, it is identical
to the one shown in figure 1-16,B. Hence, this circuit is
also an exclusive-OR circuit modified to produce both a
sum (S) and carry (C) output. Since flip-flops usually
serve as the input source for this circuit, both X and Y
and their complements are readily available. Hence,
there is no need to provide a means for complementing
any of the inputs in order for the circuit to function
properly.

Full-adder. A full-adder considers the possibility of a
carry from a previous column. Figure 1-18 shows that a
full-adder, in effect, consists of two half-adders. One



half-adder adds the addend and augend in a particular
column. The other half-adder adds the resulting sum to
a carry from the previous stage. As a result of these two
additions, a sum-and-carry output are produced for that
particular column. A truth table for a full-adder with
three inputs is shown in table 1-1. The truth table shows
that there are four combinations that produce a sum
with no carry and four combinations that produce a
sum and carry. They are as follows:

Sum with 0 carry AMC + A + ABU +
Sum with 1 carry ABC + ABr + ARC + 'ABC

In order for the computer to add numbers containing
several binary bits, it is necessary to connect adder
stages together. The method of connecting the adders is
determined by the particular computer requirements.
Tlwy can be connected in parallel, serial, or a
combination of the two. Parallel operation offers the
advantage of higher processing speeds while serial
operation requires less circuitry. In parallel operation,
the numbers are added in all columns at the same time.
In serial operation, each column of the two numbers is
added sequentially.

Serial-adder. The full-adder circuit shown in figure
1-19 is designed to advance a carry (in serial-addition)

A. LOGIC DIAGRAM

INPUTS OUTPUTS
x r s 1 c

o o o ooilo
1 o 1 o

1 1 o 1

B. TRUTH TABLE

S:XV +

C=XY

Figure 1-16. Half-adder used in serial addition circuit.
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through as many columns as necessary. This action is
accomplished by circulating a carry digit through the
carry feedback circuit (A2, CR2, and DI) each time a I
cone tion exists at the A2 output. The following
example will illustrate this feature.

Consider the addition of 111 and 011, as shown. The
serial columns are applied at times to, t,, and t2, respec-
tively. OR circuit, GI , produces a 111 input to one
terminal of the inhibitor, II, with one pulse applied
during each time interval. AND circuit, Al, produces an
inhibitory input to II during time intervals to and t, so
that the output of Il is 100.

The carry digits (011) from Al are also fed through
CR1 (an isolating diode) to delay line, DI, where each
digit is delayed one bit time. The output (110
corresponding to time intervals t2, t,, to, reading from
right to left) is applied to the lower input terminal of
02, causing the output of this circuit to be 110 during
the time intervals shown.

Note that the input to G2 during the intervals t2, t1,
and to is also applied to one terminal of AND circuit A2,
and that the first carry output (110) is applied to the
other terminal. Thus, A2 produces a 100 output during
intervals t2, t,, and to.

1
XV 1

XV

A. LOGIC DIAQRAM

INPUTS OUTPUTS /
X y $ C

0 0 0 0

0 1 1 0

1 0 1 0

1 1 0 1

B. TRUTH TABLE

1

-J

Figure 1-17. Half-adder used in parallel addition circuit.
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HALF ADDER 2
A A+Be + C

HALF ADDER 1 '
B+C I 1 ABe- +Al3C

SUM

Figure 1-18. Full-adder.

TABLE 1-1

TRUTH TABLE FOR FULL ADDER

Boolean Al3Z XBZ 7.BC ABC AB-C- ABC 7cBcABC

Augend A 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0

Addend B 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1

Carry In C 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1

Sum 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

Carry 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

The 1 output of A2 during period to causes the I input
to 12 during the to interval to be inhibited, and the
output of 12 during this period is 0. The 12 during
intervals to and t, appears uninhibited. Thus, the output
from to to is 010.

35416

CARRY
OUT

The presence of a 1 in the A2 output indicates that a
carry is yet to be added to one of the remaining columns
before the true sum can be produced. The carry digit is
fed through CR2 to DI , where it is delayed and shifted
into the period t,. The second output of DI (shown as



INPUT
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THIS DIGIT
PRODUCED BY
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INHIBITOR. Ift ft31 t l 1 oi I 51 to 1141!
1111
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:0:1:0:1111
.5.1
'2141. %

t 1

CARRY
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CR1 DELAY 01 0:1

CR2
ititIt t1-3 1, ol t)
1110,0 ,c)
' 1 1 I SECOND CARRY INPUT

100 TO 0 2 FROM 01-e
CARRY FEEOBAC1C

Figure 1-19. Serial-adder for accumulating multiple-carry digits.

the second carry input to 02) is passed through 02
during the t, interval and combined with the serial train
already at the output. This action produces the true sum
(1010) of the binary inputs at 01. Note that a carry has
been advanced from the first column to the fourth. In a
similar manner, this circuit can advance the carry
through any number of columns as required.

Parallel-adder. Figure 1-20 shows several half-adders
connected to add binary numbers in parallel. This
means that all the bits of a binary number in one register
may be added to all the bits of a binary number in
another register at the same time. The inputs Al , A2,
A3, and A4 represent the outputs from one register (A
register). Inputs B1, B2, B3, and B4 represent the
outputs from the other register (B register).

The voltage levels of these inputs are gated through
the adder and a resultant binary sum is sensed at the
output gates which are marked "sum 1, sum 2, sum 3,
and sum 4." An output at the carry gate indicates a
carry from the MSD position. This carry is either added
to the next stage or to the LSD, depending upon the
design of the adder. Note that the inputs in figure 1-20
are as follows:

A=1011 B = 1 0 0 I Sum =10100

17

OUTPUT -N
FROM 12

LSUM 1 0 1 CO

;

SUMMARY
11
O 0 0 0
O 0 1 0
O 0 0 0

The inputs Al and B1 are added together, and the
result is felt at the output of AND-gate D as a zero for
sum 1. Also, the binary one output from AND-gate E
indicates a carry being generated from bits Al and Bl .

This carry is applied to OR-gate F and AND-gate K.
Bits A2 and B2, both being a binary zero, result in a
zero from AND-gate J. This zero is added with the carry
from bits Al and A2 at AND-gate K, giving a zero
output from AND-gate K. OR-gate F is activated by the
carry from AND-gate E. Gate G is enabled by the
binary one output from OR-gate F and the binary zero
output from AND-gate K. This gives a result of one for
sum 2. Gate M will have a zero output because both
inputs are low.

Bits A3 and B3 result in a zero output from AND-
gate T and one from OR-gate Q. These signals satisfy
AND-gate R to produce a binary one output. Gate S is
inhibited by the binary zero from gate M and gate N is
enabled by the binary one from gate R. This
combination results in a binary one output for sum 3.
Gate U has a binary zero output which results in zero
carry to the next higher stage. Bits A4 and B4, both
being binary ones, result in a binary one output from
gates X and Cl . The binary one from gate CI inhibits
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one leg of gate Y which, in combination with the zero 5. What causes overflow?
carry from the previous stage, will result in a binary zero
for sum4. The binary one from gate CI causes AND-
gate DI to produce a carry of one to the next higher
stage. The sum outputs will be recorded in another 6. The following questions are based on the operationregister or be force fed back into either the A or B of the full-adder shown in figurel-19. Assume thatregister for temporary storage. The number of bits the inputs to the adder are:
which can be added at any one time is determined only
by the amount of circuitry in the adder.

Exercises (004):

1. Define adder.

2. What is a half-adder?

3. What constitutes a full-adder?

4. What type of adder requires a delay line?

18
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t, t, t, t.
Upper input 0 1 1 0
Lower Input 0 0 1 0

a. What is the output of Al at t2, t1, and to,
respectively?

b. What arc the upper and lower inputs,
respectively, to A2and ti?

c. A carry is generated at the output of A2and is
fed back to 02through delay DI. When does it
appear at the lower input to 02?
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Figure 1-20. Parallel-adder.
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HA-C HA-C

IMSOIE134,

c-s
3-11 3 0 (-2--11 2 0
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t
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-IA B A B A 8 A A

I
(FROM A and 9 REGISTER FUR-FLOPS)

Figure 1-21. Adder circuit utilizing a scrial carry structurc.
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Figure 1-22. Listing of possible conditions for stage 20.
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005, Explain the operation of adders using serial carry
by identifying the outputs for specified conditions.

Serbil-Adders. Adders may be designated with either
serial or parallel carry structures. Each has its own
advantages and disadvantages. Serial structures are
perhaps the easiest and least expensive to mechanize,
primarily because they require that a carry generated in
one stage of the adder be carried only to the next higher
order stage (or, ir; the case of end-around carry, from
the highest order stage to the lowest order stage).

Figure 1-21 shows an adder using a serial carry
structure with provisions made for end-around carry.
Since, in this circuit, the adder inputs are connected
directly to the outputs of the A and B registers with no
provisions made for gating the signals, the fs outputs of
the adder should at all times reflect a summation of the
values contained in the registers.

For example, assume that the values presently
contained in the registers are A = 101012 and B =
101112. With these values in the registers, the following
flip-flops will be set: A4, A', A°, E14, B2, B', and B°.
When these flip-flops are set, they will cause HIGHS to
appear at the following adder inputs: A', 134, A', B', A2,
B2, A', B', A°, and B°. Now we will examine how the
addition is accomplished by the adder circuit. (NOTE:
The operation of all stages of the adder is
interdependent and simultaneous. That is, the operation
of each stage of the adder is dependent on the next lower
order stage and, since the carry structure forms a closed
loop due to the provisions made for end-around carry,
the operation of each stage is to a degree dependent on
the operation of all other stages. Since each stage of the
adder operates in a like fashion, only the operation of
one stage will be described in detail.)

Consider now the operation of stage 2° of the adder.
The HIGHS at A° and B° inputs are applied to AND-
gate 11, causing it to be disabled and have a LOW
output. This LOW is applied directly to OR-gate 13 and
to AND-gate 15. This LOW has no effect on the
operation of OR-gate 13; however, it serves as a partial
enable to AND-gate 15.

Consider now the LOWS at the A I). and B r inputs.
These LOWS fully enable AND-gate 10, causing it to
have a HIGH output. This HIGH is applied directly to
OR-gate 13 and to AND-gate 15. This HIGH enables
OR-gate 13, causing it to output a HIGH, and will
disable AND-gate 15, causing it to have a low output.

The inputs to OR-gate 12 are initially assumed to be
LOW. With LOWS at both inputs, OR-gate 12 will be
disabled and output a HIGH. The LOWS at the inputs
to OR-gate 12 will be disabled and output a HIGH. The
LOWS at the inputs to OR-gate 12 serve as enabling
inputs to AND-gate 14. The LOW output from OR-gate
13 provides an enable for AND-gate 14. AND-gate 14 is
now fully enabled, causing it to have a HIGH output.

The LOW output from OR-gate 12 will have no
effect on the operation of AND-gate 15, since it was
already disabled by the HIGH from AND-gate 10. The
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LOW from AND-gate 15 has no effect on the operation
of OR-gate 16. The HIGH from AND-gate 14,
however, will enable OR-gate 16, causing it to have a
LOW output. This LOW will provide the fs output for
stage 2°. The LOW at the output of OR-gate 16 is, in
turn, inverted to a HIGH by the inverter/amplifier to
provide the fs output for the stage.

The summation provided by this stage is as follows:
1 A*

+1 B°
10

+I end-around carry
11 fs

carry to next stage

Hence, under the conditions described, stage 2° will
provide a summation of 1 and carry of 1.

Stage 2', in like fashion, provides the following
summation:

35j

Stage 2 provides:

Stage 23 provides:

Stage 2' provides:

0 A'
+1 8'

1

carry from previous stage
10 fs

carry to next stage

1 A'
+ 1 B'
10

carry from previous stage
11 fs

carry to next stage

0 A'
+0 B'

0
carry from previous stage

01 fs
carry to next stage

10

10
carry from previous stage
fs

carry to next stage



Presented in more ational form, the adder In an adder using a serial carry structure, such as the
provides the following sum.lation: one shown in figure 1-21, the possibility arises that a

false carry may be generated. For example a carry stage
I I I carry 20 is indicated whenever the output of AND-gate 15 is

10101, A LOW. Now consider that the output of AND-gate 15
+ 10111, B will be LOW for either of the following conditions:
101100 AIB ° or A°B°. The condition A°B° is the one that

generate a carry. The condition of A ° B °, therefore,
1 end-around carry generates a false carry. If provisions are not made to

0110h fs prevent the false carry from getting to the next higher
ordcr stagc, thc false carry will be treated as a carry. In
this case, the output of AND-gate 11 is used for this
purpose. That is, the output of AND-gate 11 is used as a
gating or absorb signal to condition the higher order

NOTE: Since an end-around carry was, in fact, stage so that it will accept or absorb only the proper
developed, the initial assumption with respect to the carry. Figure 1-22 lists all possible conditions that could
inputs to OR-gate 12 is correct. exist for stage 2° of the adder shown in figure 1-21.

c/a

32 30

trcrer o

fs fd

22
HA/HS

31

6.0 HA/HS

I I
e

C 8

fs OR Id fs OR Id

2'
HA/HS

c/8 20
HA/HS

21
20

10

ilk if

UI
3a

HA/HS 1

I

Al 81

12 HA/HS

I I

0 Bo

ADDER FUNCTIONS SUBTRACTOR FUNCTIONS

I. ABSORB 2° 1. SATISFY 2°

2. CARRY 2° 2. BORROW 2°

3. ABSORB 21 3. SATISFY 21

4. CARRY 21 4. BORROW 21

5. ABSORB 22 5. SATISFY 22

6. CARRY 22 6 . BORROW 22

Figure 1-23. Parallel carry/borrov, ctructurc.
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The use of a serial carry structure in an adder results
in a problem known as the carry-ripple problem. This
problem exists because the carry, when generated, must
be advanced through each stage of the adder until it is
absorbed, and it requires a somewhat fixed time for
each stage to respond to its inpu,r. Thus, the more
stages involved, the longer it will Ne for the adder to
stabilize and present a reliable output. It can thus be
seen that there are two factors determining the
minimum time that must be allowed for such an adder
to stabilize. These are average response time per stage
and the number of stages.

Many schemes have been devised to overcome the
carry-tipple problem, among which are the use of
parallel carry structures. This method will be discussed
in the next objective.

Exercises (005)

Questions 1 through 5 are based on the operation of
the adder circuit, figure 1-21. Assume the following
inputs: A = 11011 and B = 10011.

1. What is the output of AND-gate 15?

2. AND-gate 25 will have, after inversion, a 0 from
OR-gate and AND-gate and
a 1 from AND-gate

3. The output of AND-gate is used as an
absorb signal from stage 22.

4. In an end-around carry circuit, the carry from the
AND-gate is applied to OR-gate 12 and

5. The output ABo generates a from

6. The use of serial carry results in a problem known
as

006. Concerning the operation of adders using parallel
carry, identify inputs, outputs, and signal applic3tions.

Parallel-Adders. In an adder using a parallel carry
structure, a carry generated in one stage of the adder is
simultaneously presented to all other stages. Then,
depending on the conditions existing in each of the other
stages, the carry may be absorbed by one or more of
them.

Figure 1-23 depicts a three-stage adder/subtractor
that uses a parallel carry/borrow structure. When
operating as an adder, the circuit will function as in the
following examples.

Example Assume that the values to be added are:

A = 0002
B = 0002

With these values in the A and B registers, circuit
conditions will be as indicated in the first row of the
table shown in figure 1-24.

Referring to figure 1-242, columns A2, B2, A', B', A°
and B° are the inputs to the half-adder at the bottom of
figure 1-23. Columns 1 through 6 are the half-adder
outputs. Columns 10, 11, 12, 13, 20, 21, 22, 23, 30, 31,
32, and 33 refer to the outputs of the gates having the
same numbers in figure 1-23. AND columns 22, 2, and
2° refer to the adder outputs.

Example 2: Assume that the values to be added are:

A = 0102
B = 011,

With these values in the A and B registers, circuit
conditions will be as indicated in the fourteenth row of
the table shown in figure 1-24.

Example 3: Assume that the values to be added are:

A = 001,
B = tII

With these values in the A and B registers, circuit
conditions will be as indicated in the twenty-fourth row
of the table shown in figure 1-24.
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a 1 2 3 4 5 IV 0 11 12 13 20 21 22 23 30 31 32 33 22 21 2
0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1.
0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 o 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 o o o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 o o o o 0 0 0 0 0000 0 1 1

0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 o o o 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 o o o o 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0000 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 o o a o 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0000 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 o o o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 o o o o 0 0 0 0 0000 1 0 1
0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 I o o o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 o o o o 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 o o o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 o o o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1

0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 o o o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 o o 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0030 0 0 0 0 0 0 O. 0 1 1 0
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 o o o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1

0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 o o o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 1 1 0 A 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 o o 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
0 1 1 1 o 1 1 0 0 1 0 0011 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0. 1

o 1 1 1 o 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0011 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0
o 1 1 1 1 o 1 0 0 0 1 0 o o 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0
o 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
1 o o o o o 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1 o o o o 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

1 o o o 1 o 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

1 o o o 0-
Figure 1-24. Partial truth table for circuit in figure 1-23.

Exercises (006): 2. What does the output of OR-gate 13 represent?

Questions 1 through 3 are based on the operation of the
parallel carry structure shown in figure 1-23. Assume
that the inputs are: A = 011 and B=010.

I. What are the inputs to OR-gate 13?

3 62

3. What is the input to HA22?

4. To what stages is signal 4 applied?



007. Define the different types of subtractor circuits;
state the basic limitation of quarter-subtractors.

Types of Subtractors. Basically, a subtractor is a
device that accepts the minuend and subtrahend digits at
its inputs and produces a difference and borrow at its
outputs.

Quarter-subtractor. A study of the truth table for the
inhibitor circuit, figure 1-25, reveals that if borrows are
ignored, the circuit functions as a subtractor. For
example:

0 - 0 = 0
0 - 1 = 0
1 - 0 = 1
1 - 1 = 0

Due to circuit limitations, an erroneous resultant will be
produced when attempting to use a simple inhibitor to
perform the arithmetic operation indicated in the
second equation. To produce a true difference, some
means must be incorporated to generate a borrow
whenever the subtrahend is greater than the minuend.
The mechanization and operation of the inhibitor
circuit, also known as a quarter-subtractor, was covered
in Unit 3.

Vcc

A. CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC

AO

CI )BO
B. LOGIC DIA.GRAM

o f

INPUT OUTPUT
A B HAM AB
0
0

I

0
i

0
I

0
0

0
C. TRUTH TABLE

Figure 1-25. The inhibitor circuit.
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Half-subtractor. A truth table presenting the
conditions arising from the subtraction of two binary
digits is shown in figure 1-26,A. Since it does not take
into account borrows from a previous order, it is the
truth table for a process known as half-subtraction.

1.MINUEND (M)
SUBTRAHEND (S)

DIFFERENCE (0)
BORROW (B)

A. TRUTH TABLE

I 0 0 1

0 1 1

0 I 1 0
0 o 1 0

B -1+74S 0: VS + tS

B. LOGiC DIAGRAM

Figurc 1-26. Half-subtractor.

One means for mechanizing the half-subtract process
is presented in figure 1-26,8. This circuit is practically
identical to that for the half-adder presented in figure
1-17,A. The only difference is in the connection of the
inputs and in the terminology used. The operation is the
same, bearing out the proposition that since the add and
subtract operations are the reverse of each other, the
same circuit could be used to perform both.

Full-subtractor. As was true with the addition
process, more than one column is usually involved in the
subtraction process. Thus, the usefulness of the table
shown in figure 1-26,A, is limited, although valid.
When more than one column of digits containing a
minuend and subtrahend are to be subtracted, each digit
of the minuend is decreased by the amount of the
subtrahend in that column. If the minuend is reduced to
a value less than zero, then the minuend in the next
higher order column must be reduced by 1 and a value
equivalent to this 1 added to the minuend in the column
being subtracted. This is the process most commonly
used when you are manually manipulating numbers and
is a process also widely used in computer circuits.
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Now consider the representative subtractor circuit of
figure 1-27. The table of figure 1-27,A, showsn the M
(minuend), S (subtrahend), B (borrow from a previous
order), D (difference), and Bn (new borrow; that is, the
borrow generated in the column being subtractea).

M 01 01 0 1

S 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1

8 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

D 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1

BN 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1

BN: + 8 (MS +

MS

A3

A. TRUTH TABLE

0:8(MS + t7.1g)+ 8(FAS + kg)

B. LOGIC DIAGRAM

Figure 1-27. Representatise subtractor circuit.

Assume a condition where M, S, and B are all HIGH
(true) or (1). Under this condition, from the table of
figure 1-27,A, you can expect that the D and Bn outputs
will also be HIGH (1). The action to produce these
outputs is as follows:

With M and S HIGH, the Al AND-gate will have a
HIGH output. The resulting HIGH will activate OR-01
which represents the true or HIGH state of MS + MS.
This output serves as a ONE enabling input to AND-
gate A4 and A5. T-IIGH (1) borrow input causes
AND-gates A4 and to become fully enabled, to
produce a HIGH output at D via OR-gate 02,
representing the true state of the difference function



B(MS + MS), and a HIGH output at BN via OR-gate
03, representing the true or HIGH (1) state of the
borrow function B(MS + MS). Thus, both the dif-
ference and borrow outputs are HIGH (1).

Now consider the action when M is LOW (0), S is
HIGH (1), and B is LOW (0). By design, the output of
AND-gate A3 goes HIGH when M is HIGH (1), and S
is HIGH (1). The HIGH output of AND-gate A3
activates OR-gate 03 and its output goes HIGH to
represent a borrow (Bn) from the next higher order. The
inputs (MS) do not enable AND-gate Al or A2, causing
the output of OR-gate 01 output to be LOW for the
function of M$ + MS. This LOW output inhibits
AND-gate A4 and M, and is inverted by amplifier Il .
The HIGH II output must, therefore, represent the
complement of MS + MS, which is MS + MS. The
HIGH II output serves as one enabling input to AND-
gate A6. The LOW at B is inverted to a HIGH by
amplifier 12. The HIGH 12 output, therefore, represents
the complement of B, which is B. This HIGH signal,
along with the HIGH output from II, enables AND-
gate A6. The HIGH output of AND-gate A6,
representing the function B(MS + MS), causes OR-gate
02 to have a HIGH output. This output represents a
HIGH (1) difference output for the assumed inputs.

Exercises (007):

1. What is a half-subtractor?

2. What is a full-subtractor?

3. What is another name for a quarter-subtractor?

4. What is the basic limitation of a quarter-
subtractor?

008. Regarding operation of subtractors using serial
borrow, specLy the outputs of certain components in a
described circuit?

Serial-Subtractors. Subtractors, like adders, may be*
constructed with either serial or parallel borrow
structures. Borrows are treated most like carries, and
adder circuits can, with minor modifications, be made
to perform as subtractors.
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Consider now the subtractor circuit shown in figure
1-28. Except for the input and output connections, this
circuit is identical to the adder circuit shown in figure
1-21. Again, no provisions are made for gating the
register outputs; hence, the subtractor outputs should at
all times reflect the difference between the values
contained in the A and B registers.

Exercises (008):

Assume that the subtractor circuits shown in figure 1-28
have as inputs: A = 110013 and B = 110112.

1. With the values given what is the output of AND-
gate 10?

2. What is the output of AND-gate 20?

3. What is the output of AND-gate 24?

4. What is the output of the circuit?

009. Specify operafing characteristics and circuit
conditions of subtractors using parallel carry.

Parallel Subtractors. Consider again the circuit
shown in figure 1-23. This circuit can be made to
subtract by complementing the subtrahend prior to
proceeding with the addition. When it is subtracting, the
borrows are treated like carries; that is, a borrow
generated in one stage is simultaneously presented to all
other stages and, depending on conditions, will be
absorbed by one or more of them. The absorb signal
will, when subtracting, be designated as a satisfy.

Example 1: Assume that A = 0103 and B = 1103 and
that B is to be subtracted from A. When the contents of
B are complemented, circuit conditions will be as
indicated in row 10 of the table shown in figure 1-24.

Example 2: Assume that A = 1113 and B = ii02 and
that A is to be subtracted from B. When A is
complemented, circuit conditions will be as indicated in
row 18 of the table shown in figure 1-24.

Example 3: Assume that A = 1003 and B = 1103 and
that B is to be subtracted from A. When B is
complemented, circuit conditions will be as indicated in
row 34 of the table shown in figure 1-24.
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Figurc 1-28. Subtractor circuit utilizing borrow structure.

Exercises (009): 1-3. Comparators

1. How can a parallel-adder be made to subtract? A comparator is a device used to compare two values
or numbers to determine whether they are like or unlike.
Common forms of comparison are:

Comparison of two sign bits, plus or minus.
2. A borrow generated in the second stage of a Adders (covered in the last section).

subtractor using parallel borrow is applied to Comparison of two numbers for identity.

The simplest form of comparator is one that checks
two bite of data and indicates whether they are like or
unlike. In a more complicated cause, we may need to

3. In figure 1-23, the .__ satisfy signal is compare the count in a counter with the data in a
applied to AND-gates It' 1, and 21. register and take action when the two counts are

identical or different.

4. Refer to figures 1-23 and 1-24 answer the 010. Define terms that relate to comparator circuits.
following: Assuming that A = 1112 and B = 1102,
with A to be suLtracted rm B, when A is
complemented, circuit ,:onditions are indicated in Comparator Basics. Before we discuss comparators,
row r i:ge table (fig. 1-24). parity, and error checking circuitry, you must become
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familiar with certain terminology. Each type of
equipment has coined terms that convey particular
meaning to the people trained on the individual
equipment. Therefore, you may encounter other terms
which may be added to this list. The following
definitions apply to circuits discussed in this section:

a. Bit. A bit is a binary digit. It may have an
significant position and is expressed as a ONE or a
ZERO.

b. Binary number. A binary number is a group of
one or more binary digits that represent a decimal
number.

c. Record. A record is a group of one or more binary
digits, such as a binary number, a character, a half-
word, a word, a part of a message, a message, or a tape
record.

d. Parity. Parity establishes equality with respect to a
standard. This produces uniformity in either the

oddness or evenness of the ONE bits in a record.
e. Odd record. An odd record (odd parity) is a

record that must contain an odd number of ONE bits,
including the parity bit, or be in error.

f. tiven record. An even record (even parity) is a
record that must contain an even number of ONE bits,
including the parity bit, or be in error.

One of the simplest comparator circuits is the
exclusive OR-gate. The exclusive OR-gate has an
important characteristic which makes it readily
adaptable to perform comparator functions. Figure
1-29 shows an excl,tsive OR-gate and its truth table. If
two unlike values are fed into an exclusive OR-gate, it
produces a binary one output. But if the values are alike
(equal), the output will be a binary zero. In other words,
the exclusive OR-gate detects unlike inputs.

A B C

1 1 0
0 0 0

1 0 1

0 1 1

Figure 1-29. Exclusive OR-gate.

Sign Bit Comparator. Before an addition of two
binary numbers is performed, the computer must be
able to determine the sign ( or ) of the two numbers.
If the sign bits are the same, the numbers are added
directly. If the sign bits are not the same, additional
steps are required. Figure 1-30 shows a sample
comparator which monitors the sign bit flip-flop of two
registers. Exclusive OR-gate one produces a binary one
output only when the sign bits are unlike. Exclusive OR-
gate two produces a binary one output only when the
signs are the same. The indication of like or unlike signs
is then applied to control circuits where decisions are
made as to what operations must be performed and
what the sign of the answer will be.
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If the sign bits of both numbers ate binary ones, the
sign bit flip-flops of both registers will be SET. The high
output from the one side of F/FX is applied to pin 1-1
of gate 1 and pin 2-1 of gate 2. The high output from the
one side of F/FY is applied to pin 1-2 of gate I. The low
output from the zero side of F/FY is applied to pin 2-2
of gate 2. Since gate 1 has two high (equal value) for
inputs, its output will be a binary zero; but gate 2 will
have a binary one output because of its unlike inputs.
The high ounut from gate 2 indicates that the sign bits
are alike. (Note the table of combinations in fig. 1-30).

Let's use another example wkere the sign bits are
unlike. Assume that the F/FX sign bit is a binary one
and the F/FY sign bit is a binary zero. In this case,
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F/FX will be set and F/FY will be clear. With F/FX set, 2. What is a record?
a binary one will be felt off the one side and applied to
pin 1-1 of gate 1 and pin 2-1 of gate 2. Since F/FY is
clear, a binary zero will be felt off the one side and
applied to pin 1-1 of gate 1. A binary one from the zero

3side of F/FX will be felt on pin 2-2 of gate 2. Gate I now What is an even record?
has a high and a low for inputs which will give a high
output. Gate 2 has two low inputs which will give a low
output. The high output from gate 1 tells us that the sign

4. Define parity.bits were unlike.

Exercises (010):
5. How does an exclusive OR-gate function as a1. What is a bit? comparator?

FFX

SIGN BIT COMPARATOR

x

I

FFY

I X

1 Y

1-.1

1

UNLIKE
1

1

LIKE

p

Table of Combinations

Gate 1 Gate 2

x Y

+ +

- +

+ -

- -

UNLIK E

0

1

1

0

LIKE

1

0

0

1

Figure 1-30. Comparator.
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011. Specify the operation, purpose, and types of parity
circuits.

Parity Checking Circuits. Parity means likeness. So
when the word "parity" is used in relation to
computers, all it means is that the data moved from
some place, such as a memory location, should be like it
was when it was originally put into that location. In
other words, if a word containing an odd number of
binary ones is sent to memory, then it should still have
an odd number of binary ones when it is removed at a
later time. The only way to know whether a number has
an odd or even number of binary ones before it goes
into memory is to check it and assign an additional
binary one if needed. Then when it is removed from
memory, it is checked to insure that either the even or
odd number of binary ones are still present. The circuit
used to assign parity (make each number either even or
odd in binary ones) is called parity-generating circuit.
The circuit used to check or verify parity is called a
parity-checking circuit.

Computers are capable of several thousand
operations per second, and thousands of individual
components are constantly involved in these operations.
Since the data is being processed at high speeds, it is
reasonable to assume that errors may occur in transfers
of data among the computer's units. Information (or
data) bits may be "dropped" or "picked up" although

PARITY
BIT

1

0

FFA

r

X REGISTER

FFB

L
FFC

there is no equipment failure. Therefore, it is necessary
that some means of equipment self-checking be built
into the computer. Parity-checking circuits serve this
purpose.

A system can operate on even or odd parity. If odd
parity is established when the computer is designed,
then all words going into or coming out of storage must
have an odd numbet of binary ones or they will be in
error. If even parity is used, the words must have an
even number of binary ones. There are two types of
parity-checking circuits: parallel and serial. We will first
look at the parallel version.

Parallel parity-checking circuit. The purpose of a
parity-checking circuit is to determine the validity of
each computer word after it has been taken from a
storage medium or been transmitted over transmission
lines. A parity-checking circuit must be capable of:

Determining whether the number of binary ones in
a computer word is even or odd.
Generating an error signal when a word with
incorrect parity is detected.

The error signal generated by the parity-checking
circuit is used to trigger an alarm so that the operator
will know the status of the word, or to initiate some
other action within the computer. The parity-checking
circuit is used at strategic points going into memory and
coming out of memory and to or from terminal
equipment.

t0

1110MI aIPM INIMINENSI

Si> PARITY CHECK PULSE

I=M.

MANUAL RESET

4-1
44

PARITY
ALARM

FLIPFLOP

Figurc 1-31. Parallel parity-checking circuit.
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A parallel parity-checking circuit is shown in figure
1-31. This circuit checks for odd parity. An alarm will
be activated when a word with an even number of
binary ones is checked. With odd parity assigned to all
words, the circuit will check for uniformity. If a word is
found to have even parity, the error may have occurred
either in storing or in transferring from one place to
another.

Let's look at the circuit and see how it works. The
original computer word in memory is 1011. It has an
odd number (3) of binary oneS, indicating that parity is
correct. Assume that, in the transfer from memory, one
of the binary ones was lost (bit D). When the word is
transferred to the X register, F/FA (parity bit flip-flop)
and F/FC will SET, F/FB and F/FD remain CLEAR.
The register configuration is now 1010. The outputs of
the X register are applied to the parity-checking Circuit
which consists of logic gates and an alarm flip-flop.
With F/FA SET, a high will be felt off its one siee and
applied to pin 1-2 of gate 1. F/FB is CLEAR, so a low
from its one side will be applied to pin 1-1 of gate 1.
With one high and one low input, exclusive OR-gate 1
will produce a high output to pin 3-2 of gate 3. With
F/FC SET and F/FD CLEAR, gate 2 will also produce
a high output. The high from gate 2 is applied to pin 3-1
of gate 3. This now makes both inputs to gate 3 high,
which will give a low Output. The low output from gate
3 is inverted (to a high) and applied to pin '4-1 of gate 4.
When the parity check pulse.is applied to Pin 4-2, gate 4
will produce an output pulse and SET the alarm flip-
flop indicating that a parity:error has been detected. If a
word having correct parity had been checked, gate 4
would have been inhibited at the time the parity check
pulse was applied, so the alarm flip flop would remain
CLEAR. As shown by the diagram, the alarm flip-flop
can be manually CLEARED (reset) to resume normal
checking operation.

Serial parity-checking circuit. A sample parity-
checking circuit used to detect parity errors in a serially
transmitted word is shown in figure 1-32. From a circuit
standpoint, the serial method of checking parity is the
simplest of all. It works on the principle that if a flip-
flop is initially CLEAR and is triggered an odd number
of times, it ends up SET. If it is triggered an even
number of times, it ends up CLEARED. The circuit
shown is designed to check for even parity but may be
changed to check for odd parity by simply designing the
circuit to initially SET F/FA.

The X register is a right shift, end-off, shift register.
After each check pulse (T1 through T4), a shift pulse is
applied to move the data in the shift register one place to
the right. F/FA is CLEAR because it was cleared by the
previous check operation. F/FB is manually CLEARED
to reset the alarm circuits.

If the X register contains the binary configuration
shown on the diagram, the binary zero in X2 at T1 time
applies a low voltage to pin 1-1 of gate 1. The T1 check
pulse is applied through the OR-gate to pin 1-2 of gate
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1. Thc output of gate 1 remains high because of the low
input from X2. This will not cause F/FA to change
states.

The first shift pulse occurs and all data in the X
register is moved one position to the right. Xp is
CLEARED and Xs, X1 , and X2 are SET. The X2
output, which is now high, is applied to pin 1-1 of gate
1. So when T2 is applied through the OR-gate to pin 1-2,
gate 1 will produce an output pulse. The pulse from gate
1 will SET F/FA (see waveforms) which puts a binary
one on in 2-1 of gate 2.

The second shift pulse occurs, and all data in the X
register again moves one position to the right. Xp and
Xs are now CLEAR and X1 and X2 are SET. The high
output from X2, and the T3 check pulse, will cause gate
1 to again produce an output pulse. This output pu;se
from gate 1 will cause F/FA to CLEAR.

When the third shift pulse occurs, the data in the X
register will again be shifted one place to the right. This
CLEARS Xp, Xs, and Xl; and SETS X2. When check
pulse T4 occurs, the high from X2 and T4 will cause
gate 1 to produce an output pulse to set F/FA. With
F/FA set, a high is applied to pin 2-1 of gate 2. So when
T4 is applied to pin 2-2, gate 2 will produce an output
pulse to SET F/FB. The output from the one side of
F/FB indicates that a parity error has occurred. The T4
check pulse was also used, after being delayed, to clear
F/FA. F/FB must be cleared manually.

As stated before, this circuit checks computer words
for even parity..The example word we used had an odd
number of binary ones. We were looking for an even
number, so an alarm was activated. The last half of the
waveform chart shows the action with an even number
of binary ones in the computer word. So, if you follow
the chart, you will see that an alarm is not activated
when a word with even parity is checked.

Parity-generating circuits. Parity-generating circuits
are used in a ,system at points where words are going
into storage. Any given word may not have correct
parity. Therefore, correct parity must be assigned
before the new word can be stored into memory.

Figure 1-33 shows a typical odd parity-generating
circuit. Flip-flop Xp is the parity flip-flop. This circuit
first checks the parity of the word. If the parity of the
word checked is not correct, an output pulse from
AND-gate 6 will change the state of Xp to give an odd
number of bin:zy ones. Since you already know how an
exclusive OR-gate works, the signals will not be traced
through each gate.

Assume that the word 01100 has been entered into the
X register from the arithmetic unit or an input-output
device. Since this circuit checks for odd parity, you can
sede that this word now has incorrect parity. With Xp,
X2, and X3 CLEARED and Xs and X1 SET, the end
result will be a binary zero output from exclusive OR-
gate 4. This binary zero is inverted to a binary one by
inverter 5 and applied to one leg of AND-gate 6. When
the "assign parity" pulse (generated by control circuits)
is applied, hjth legs of AND-gate 6 will be satisfied.



AND-gate 6 will now produce an output pulse and SET
the parity flip-flop (Xp). With Xp SET, the X register
now contains 11100. The extra binary one (Xp) was
assigned to give the word correct (odd) parity. If a word
contains odd parity to start with, there will be a binary
one output from gate 4 which will be inverted to disable
one leg of AND-gate 6; therefore, Xp will not be
changed.

Exercises (011):

1. Parity circuits are a means of
built into the computer.

2. Parity check circuits check the
computer word.

stPF T
XI x2x,

I

x.

I I 0

TI
T2 >
T3 >
T4

3. Parity checks are made at points within
the computer.

4. Exclusive OR-ga*es may be used in parity-
checking circuits.

5. The simplest method of checking parity is the
method.

6. The method of parity checking which relies upon
setting and clearing a flip-flop an even or odd
number of times is the method.

7. Parity-generating circuits are ustd within
computers at points where words are

of each 8. Correct parity must be assigned the word
is stored into memory.
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Figure 1-32. Serial parity-checking circuit.
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012. State selected circuit conditions or requirements for
checking parity in a parallel record.

Serial Parity Check of a Parallel Record. The
previously discussed method of serially checking parity
was accomplished bit by bit while the record was being
transmitted serially. In the method discussed now, the
check is done serially on a record that is undergoing
parallel transfer. Foldout 1, in the back of this unit,
shows a typical circuit. Notice that this circuit is drawn
in positive logic; that is, a logic ONE is represented by a
relatively high voltage, and the activating level for the
flip-flop is the positive-going clock. Notice also that the
circuit is made up of primarily five standard .tards,
labeled A through E.

Before digging in.., the details of how parity is
checked, let us first find out: (1) how a record is passed
through the circuit if parity is correct and (2) how the
record is stopped if the parity is incorrect. 'The flip-flop
register (along the bottom of the logic diagram) is a
temporary storage register that holdi the record white
parity is checked. The ONE side of each flip4lop in this
register is connected to a two-input AND-gate. These
gates, numbered 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90, are the record-
transfer gates. If the parity count is gbod, the transfer
pulse existing from AND-gate 101 conditions the other
leg of each of the transfer AND-gates; ;and the fecord is
transferred to the next unit. If parity does not check'
good, AND-gate 101 is not conditioned and does not
pass the transfer pulse. As a result, the record does not
pass through the transfer gates.

Assume, for the purpose of explanation, that the
reset flip-flop pulse has just reset the alarm flip-flop,
and the flip-flop register to the CLEAR state; and that
immediately following this action, the record 01101 is
loaded into the flip-flop register. With this record in the
flip-flop register, F/F1 is SET (set to the ONE state),
F/F2 is CLEAR (set to the ZERO state), F/F3 is SET,
F/F4 is set, and the parity flip-flop is CLEAR. With the
alarm flip-flop in the CLEAR state, one leg of AND-
gate 100 and one leg of AND-gate 101 are conditioned.
At this point, the record is in the flip-flop register
awaiting transfer. The next step is to check parity to.
determine if the record should be transferred.

Parity check of the records starts with the application
of a positive-going parity check pulse to the top of leg
AND-gate 100. Since the bottom leg of this AND-gate is
already conditioned by the alarm flip-flop, the pulse
passes through the gate and samples AND-gate 1 and 4
of the first card in the check matrix. Notice that AND-
gates 2 and 3 are tied to a negative level. This level
disables these two gates so that they cannot interfere
with the operation of the matrix.

Since F/F1 is SET, the pulse passes through AND-.
gate 1 and exits from OR-gate I. You can see by this
action that if F/F1 is SET, the pulse exits from the top
OR-gate, indicating odd parity; and if F/F1 is CLEAR,
the pulse exits from the bottom OR-gate, indicating
even parity. Therefore, we can refer to the top row of
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OR-gates as the odd row and the bottom row of OR-
gates as the even row. The check pulse exiting from OR-
gate 1 samples AND-gates 6 and 7.

Since F/F2 is CLEAR, thf: pulse passes through
AND-gate 7 and exits from OR-gate 3. You can see that,
when a cleared flip-flop is encountered, the oddness or
evenness of the parity count does not change. In other
words, the count entering card B is odd; and because
F/F2 is CLEAR, the count leaving card B is odd.

The check pulse from OR-gate 3 samples AND-gates
10 and 11. F/F3 is SET, so the pulse passes nu ough
AND-gate 10 and exits from OR-gate 6. You can sce
that, when the pulse encounters a SET flip-flop, the
pulse complements its state. In other words, the count
entering card C was odd and the count leaving card C
was even. The pulse from OR-gate 6 samples AND-
gates 13 and 16. F/F4 is SET, so the pulse passes
through AND-gate 13 and exits from OR-gate 7, again
complementing the count. The check pulse exiting from
OR-gate 7 samples AND-gates 18 and 19. The parity
flip-flop is CLEAR, so the pulse passes through AND-
gate 19 and exits through OR-gate 9. OR-gate 9 is the
upper row, which is the odd row.

The pulse from OR-gate 9 is fed through OR-gate 110
to the CLEAR side of the alarm flip-flop. This
effectively tells the alarm flip-flop that the parity
checked odd, which is the desired result. Normally, as
long as parity checks correctly, the alarm flip-flop
remains in the CLEAR state. However, this pulse is
used to clear the flip-flop in case noise has set it to the
alarm state. This pulse also goes to other circuitry to
generate a transfer pulse. The transfer pulse comes back
and conditions the other leg of AND-gate 101. The
pulse exiting from AND-gate 101 strobes the transfer
AND-gates, and the record is transferred to the next
unit.

Now, let us see what happens when parity is even (in
error). For this explanation, we use the record 1 0 0 0 1.
The check pulse exiting from AND-gate 100 samples
AND-gates 1 and 4. F/F1 is SET, so the pulie passes
through AND-gate 1 and exits from OR-gate 1. As
discussed previously, when a cleared flip-flop is
encountered, the oddness or evenness of the record does
not change. With this in mind, you can see that the next
three flip-flops are cleared, so the pulse exits from OR-
gate 3, OR-gate 5, and OR-gate 7, in sequence. The
pulse exiting from OR-gate 7 samples AND-gates 18 and
19. The parity flip-flop is SET, so the pulse passes
through AND-gate 18 and exits from OR-gate 10, and
stores the evenness of the count in the set side of the
alarm flip-flop by setting it to the alarm state. This
action inhibits the transfer of the bad record because the
request transfer pulse is not generated. With the alarm
flip-flop SET, a parity alarm is produced; and AND-
gates 100 and 101 have one leg deconditioned.

In summary, the function of this circuit is to detect
parity errors of a record temporarily sorted in a check
register; the record is undergoing transfer when the
check is made. If the parity of the record in question is
good, transfer is made. If the record has a bad parity,
the transfer is inhibited.
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Exerdses (012):

1. What is the purpose of F/F1 through F/F4 and the
parity of F/F?

2. List the two requirements for the transfer gates to
be enabled.

3. When will AND-gate 100 bc enabled?

4. Wha is the result if the alarm F/F does set?

013. State the purpose of the pulse fail and true time
comparator circuit, write required Boolean equations,
and identify types of errors.

Pulse Fail and True Time Comparator Check Circuit.
Electronic switching systems use circuits by this name to
check for missing palses. You will discover many
circuits which use the same principle of operation but
are referred to by different names as you become
familiar with different digital systems.

This tAie of error detection circuit (shown in foldout
2) is used: (1) to detect the failure of clock pulses (pulses
are the time bases of the system), and (2) to compare the
coincidence of the system timing pulses with the pulses
after they pass through the logic. In this explanation,
the missing pulse detector (MPD) only checks for miss-
ing clock pulses; however, you may encounter MPD cir-
cuits that are used to check the waveshape of pulses.

Foldout 2,A, shows a typical MPD arrangement. The
A and B transmit clock pulses feed the two MPDs. The
MPD output follows its input. Should the input fail or
become erratic, the MPD switches off and generates a
clock fail alarm, indkating which clock failed. The
outputs from the MPDs feed an OR-gate. Should one
clock fail, the other clock still clocks the counter, as in
foldout 2,B.

The counter (foldout 2,B) is used to develop the T7
self-check (T7,) pulse. The counter, consisting of three
flip-flops (F/F1, F/F2, and F/F3), feeds AND-gate 1.
The reset flip-flop input is used to reset the counter tci
1 1 1 after an error or when bringing up the
comparator. The counter is clocked through the trigger
input to F/Fl. The following chart gives the counts for
a full cycle. The count pertains to the set side of the flip-
flops.
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Clock Pulse F/FI F/F2 F/F3 T7 Self-Check

7 I I I T7,
0

2

0
I
0

0
0
I

0
0
0

T7,
T7,
T7,

3 I I 0 T7,
4 0 0 I T7,
5 I 0 I T7,
6 0 I I T7,
7 I I I T7,

You can see from the chart that the only time T7, is a
logic ONE is when the counter is in the 1 1 1 state. The
output from AND-gate 1 (T71) feeds the top leg of OR-
gates 3 and 4, in the true time generator (foldout 2,C),
and the middle leg of exclusive OR-gate 3 (foldout 2,D).

Now, let us look at the true time generator and see
how the T7 true (T7,) pulse is developed. The input
signals to the generator are T7 T7 transmitters B (T7,),
and T7 transmitter A (T711). To condition AND-gate 2
and get the output T71, at least one leg of each OR-gate
in the generator must be conditioned.

a. To condition OR-gate 3: T7, + T71.
b. To condition OR-gate 4: T71 + T7b.
c. To condition OR-gate 5; T7, + T7b. The result of

a and b and c is (T7, + T7,) (T7, + T7b) (T71 + T7b).
You can see that to produce T7 we must have T7, and
at least one transmitter T7; if v. e do not have T7 we
must have both transmitters. To complete the equation
for T7 multiply out (T7, + T71) ' (T7, + T7,) (T7,
T7b) as follows:

T7, + T7,
X T71 + T7b

T7, + T7, T7, + T7, 'Mb + T71 T7b
X T71 + T7b

T7, T7, + T7, T7, + T7, T71T7b + T711 T7b
1 2 3 4

+ 'Mb T71 + 'Mb T71 T74, + T7,T7b + T71 T7b
5 6 7 8

In Boolean algebra, we can combine like functions.
Elements 1 and 2 are alike, so they are represented by
one AND function (T71 T7). Elements 3 and 6 become
(T7s T71 T7b). Elements 4 and 8 become (ria T7b).
Elements 5 and 7 become (T7, T7,). The resultant
expression for T7, is as follows:

(17, T7,) + (T7, T711 ' rib) + (T71 T7b) + (T7, T7b)

From this expression, you can see that, to generate
T7 at least two input signals must be present
and coincident. T7 T7 T7,, T71 are all fed to the
coincidence detector (foldout 2D). T7, feeds the top leg
of exclusive OR-gates 1, 2, and 3. T7, feeds the middle
leg of exclusive OR-gate 2, and T7, feeds the middle leg
of exclusive OR-gate 1. T7, feeds the middle leg of
exclusive OR-gate 3. The trigger inpt4s T1, T2, and T3
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feed their respective T inputs in exclusive OR-gates 1, 2,
and 3. For the two top legs of each of the exclusive OR-
gates in foldout 2D to function as exclusive OR-gates,
the trigger (T) input must be a logic ONE.

This coincidence detector develops the NOT
function. Take, for example, exclusive OR-gate 1. If T71
sad T7b and the trigger T1 are coincident, or arrive at
the same time, the result is B error NOT (the output
from exclusive OR-gate 1 is a logic ZERO). If T71 and
T7b do not arrive coincident with TI, the output from
exclusive OR-gate 1 is also a logic ZERO. To produce a
B error, we must have T71 or T7b (but not both)
coincident with TI. The Boolean equations for the three
outputs art as follows:

B error = I(lT T7b) + (T71 'M)l (TI)
A error = (Cv7i T7_0___+ 771 Tr.)] (T2_)
Self-check error = [cry, r71) + (17t 173)1 (r3)

In summary, this error detection circuit first
determines if the clocks are generating good pulses. It
generates an alarm if either clock fails. Second, the
circuit monitors the coincidence of the transmitter A,
T7 puise; transmitter B, T7b pulse; T7 self-check, T7,
pulse; and 17 true, T71 pulse. The good clock pulses itep
the 1-7, generator. For each eight input pulses, one
output pulse, T7 is generated. The true time generator
develops one T71 pulse each time at least two of these
inputs are coincident, T7, T7b, and T73. The
coincidence detector determines if there is an error and
generates an alarm indicating which is in error.

Exercises (013):

1. What is the purpose of the circuitry found in
foldout 2?

2. Write the Boolean equation for AND-gate 1.

3. Write the Boolean equation for exclusive OR-gate.

4. What error will result if F/F1 fails to set?

014. Specify the operational characteristics of a storage
error detection circuit.

Storage Error Detector. This storage error detection
circuit is used to detect errors occurring during a
memory load cycle. The circuit in figure 1-34 acts as an

input store comparator which compares memory input
data with stored data to see if it was properly stored. If
an error is detected, the memory store sequence is
inhibited.

First let us look at the memory. The memory receives
a number of five-bit records. The ONE bits from the
input records are stored in the specified location in
memory.

Now let us find out how the circuit detects storage
errors. Let us use the record 1 0 1 1 0. At the memory
input, this is ABCD E. The input line is conditioned
long enough to complete a load control cycle. The
following steps accomplkh the load control cycle:

a. The input line is conditioned by the record
1 0 1 1 0.

(1) The lower legs of exclusive OR-gates 1, 3, and
I 4 are conditioned.

(2) Inputs Ai, D,, C,, D,, E are loaded into
memory.

b. The load control cycle reads the record out of
memory.

(1) Memory outputs A:, 13-2, C3, D2, E-2 are gated
to their respective lines.

(2) The top legs of exclusive OR-gates 1, 3 and 4
are conditioned.

c. With both legs of exclusive OR-gate comparing,
the output of all gates is ZERO, giving a no-error
condition.

d. If one or more of the exclusive OR-gates do not
compare, the output from these gates will be a ONE.

e. The ONE output in step d passes through OR-gate
1 or 2, conditioning AND-gate 1.

f. The storage check pulse conditions the top leg of
AND-gate 1, setting F/Fl.

g. With F/F1 set, a storage error is generated. Now
going back to step b; after the load cycle control reads
the record out of memory and the error check is made,
the load control cycle restores the record back into
memory.

In summary, the circuit is primarily a comparator. If
the input record compares with the stored version, the
stored record is good. If the two operations do not
compare, an alarm is generated.

Exercises (014):

1 . If 0 1 1 1 C was loaded into the memory, what is the
memory output to the exclusive OR-gates?

2. If A1B1c,r),E1 is loaded, and A213-2C2-132E2 is read
out during the load cycle, how does F/F1 set?
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3. How many bits may change between input and
output records before a storage error will be
detected?

1-4. Analog-Digital Conversion

Computers are classified as either digital or analog.
Digital computers count, and analog computers
measure. Digital computers are generally more versatile
than analog computers. A digital computer performs
mathematical computations by expressing numbers in
terms of digits that can assume certain values. The
results obtained are expressed in digit form. For
example, a digital computer may use the binary
numbering system and the digits 0 and 1 to express
numbers. The digits are assigned certain values, such as
+ 5 volts and 0 volts. Under these conditions, it is
necessary only that the computer circuits be able to
distinguish between 0 volts and + 5 volts. PrecisIon
circuitry is not important because, should the signal
strength vary, it can always be restored to either 0 volts
or + 5 volts.

An analog computer converts numbers into
physically measurable quantities such as voltages or
lengths. As an example, the magnitude of a number on a
slide rule is represented by a length on the slide rule.
There are as many "signal" values as there are
numbers, and the slightest variation in signal value has a
definite effect upon the accuracy of the computer.

A physical condition, such as azimuth, is represented
most easily by a proportional (analog) voltage. It is,
therefore, desirable to use analog voltage in certain
circuits in some digital equipment. Since the analog
computers are designed to solve a specific problem, in
practice, it would be necessary to have as many types of
analog computers as there are analogous problems to be
solved. A digital computer can solve a variety of
different problems; the only requirement being that the
problem be stated in a language that the computer
understands and that the computer be supplied with
sufficient data to solve the problem. The limitations of
analog computers and the cited advantages of digital
computers, particularly in their ability to process large
quantities of data, give rise to the use of analog-digital
converters.

015. Specify the operating characteristics of digital-to-
analog converters.

Digital-to-Analog Converters. An analog-to-digital
(A/D) ...onverter is a device which converts physical
motion or changes in electrical voltage to a digital
output. A digital-to-analog (D/A) converter will
accomplish just the opposite function. It will change

digital quantities into physical motion or into a voltage.
Term analog-digital conversion refers to both processes
and does not specify the direction in which the
transformation takes place. Let's look at how both
types of converter circuits operate.

The circuit in figure 1-35,A, shows a digital-to-
analog converter. This circuit can accept a binary input
of voltage levels representing a combination of 1 's
(high) and O's (low) and transfer them into an equivalent
voltage at the output. Looking at an example where the
binary digital input at DI, D2, D3, and D4 is 1111, this
could be used to represent an analog voltage of 15 volts
(1111 would represent 15 in decimal). Using straight
digital binary inputs, 0000 could be 0 volts and each
increase of one digit between 0000 and 1111 could step
the output voltage by 1 volt. In this way our four-bit
D/A converter would provide analog output voltages of
0 through 15 volts. The analog-to-digital (A/D)
converter shown in figure I-35B changes an analog
voltage to an equivalent digital value. Using the same
example from above of a four-bit binary digital number
representing a voltage between 0 and 15 volts, the A/D
converter would change a 15-volt analog input to a
digital output of 1111 (all highs on the output lines).
Likewise, if a 0-volt analog input were applied to the
converter, the digital output would be 0000 (all lows on
the output lines). Figure 1-35 illustrates the basic
principles of operation for the D/A and A/D
converters. Now let's take a look at how this conversion
is actually accomplished. There are many ways to
accomplish D/A conversion. However, the two most
common are the use of a weighted resistor network and
what is commonly referred to as a binary resistance
ladder.

Weighted resistor network. The weighted resistor
network is illustrated by the circuit shown in figure 1-36.
The digital inputs are represented by the switches SI
through S4. If a switch is open, a logic 0 is generated; if
it is closed, a logic 1 is generated. Note that in this
circuit, a I is the value of the batte-y and a 0 is
equivalent to an open switch or no voltage being
applied.

Since we have four switches in this circuit we can
produce 16 possible digital inputs; that is, all switches
closed 1111, or all switches open 000 and any
combination of switch closures between these extremes.
The changing resistance values as a result of the digital
input will control the output of the op amp. By selecting
the proper battery and value for R, this converter can be
made to function as the converter of figure 1-35,A. That
is, if SI were the only switch closed, the output of the
converter would be 1 volt (the op amp is being used as
na inverter). If only S2 were closed the; oatput would be

2 volts. With both switches SI and S2 closed and S3
and S4 open, the converter output would be a 3 volts.
This is the same as the converter operation shown in
figure 1-35,A. Instead of using mechanical switches at
the converter inputs, an electronic device is generally
used. This input device may be the output of a binary
bistable multivibrator or one of several possible TTL
decade counters. One such commonly used device is the
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SN7490 decade counter. With this IC chip, output pins
A, B, C, and D replace SI through S4, respecti 4y. The
SN7490 counts to 9 and then resets to 0. Therefore, the
D/A convecter circuit will generate 0 to 9 volts as analog
outputs.

The advantage of the resistor-network method for
conversion is that with the network each bit of
information uses only one resistor. The network is
developed with N number of resistors whose values are
R, R/2, R/4, etc., with each input to the network
"seeing" a different resistance value. The binary
resistance ladder, however, is constructed using two
resistance values R and 2R.

Binary resistance ladder. The circuit shown in figure
1-37 is a D/A converter using a binary resistance ladder.
Note that each input digital information bit detects the
same resistance of 3R (2R and R). Therefore, whether it
is the LSB or the MSB, each digital bit supplies the same
amount of current to the circut.

As in the circuit of figure 1-36, the mechanical
switches SI through S4 may be replaced with an
SN77490 decade counter. To illustrate this, if you took
an SN7490 and provided a clock as shown in figure
1-38,A, and then used the A, B, C, and D outputs as

yASSIGN
PARITY
PULSE

inputs to the binary ladder of figure 1-37, the circuit
would provide the staircase output shown in figure
1-38,B.

Exercises (015):

1. What is the meaning of the term "analog-digital"
conversion?

2. What is the advantage of the weighted resistor
network method for D/A conversion?

3. If an SN7490 were used to replace the switches of
figure 1-36, what would be the range of the analog
voltage output?

4. What is the distinguishing characteristic of the
binary resistance ladder?

WORD FROM ARITHMETIC UNI T OR INPUTsOUTPUT DEVICE

V V

X?

Figurc 1-33. Odd-parity gcncrator.
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Figure 1-36. Four-bit D/A converter using a resistor network.

016. Specify the c. erating characteristics of analog-to-
digital converters.

Analog-to-Digital Conversion. Not all analog inputs
to a computer are in voltage form. Some inputs are
mechanical. These inputs can represent speed of linear
movement, speed of rotation, position of a shaft,
elevation, temperature, pressure, or humidity. Before
this information can be used by the e -hal computer, it
must be converted to digital form. Another type of
analog-to-digital converter does this job.

Converter disc. A type of converter that converts a
mechanical shaft position to a digital number is shown
in figure 1-39. This one represents a rotating disc with
contact brushes on four channels, and is typical of the
many different types of converters used for this
purpose. The conducting material in the disc is shown as
the dark areas. The disc is arranged into as many
channels as there are digits in the largest binary number
that is to be coded. A brush is in contact with each
channel on the disc. A voltage source is used in the
circuit so that, if the brush is in contact with the
conducting material, a binary one is detected. If the
brush is in contact with the nonconducting material, a
binary zero is detected. The binary number detected in
the position shown in figure 1-39 is 0000. Observe that,

40

for counterclockwise rotation, the illustration shows the
binary numbers obtained as the brushes slide on and off
the conducting surfaces. Notice that the maximum
count is 15(10).

Assume that the brushes are attached to a rotating
antenna and that the disc is held stationary. When the
antenna rotates to 400, the brushes will be positioned at
point "A," and a binary readout of 0001 will be
present. As the antenna continues to rotate to 275°, the
brushes will be at point "B," and a binary readout of
1100 will be present. The inside track represents the
MSD, and the readout changes every 24°. If greater
accuracy is required, the number of channels and
brushes must be increased.

Electronic A/D converters. Probably the most
common use of A/D conversion, one to which you will
easily relate, is the digital multimeter. The digital
multimeter detects an analog input and converts it to a
digital signal which drives the circuits that ultimately
provide the numeric display.

A simple four-bit 0- to 9-volt digital display voltmeter
is illustrated by figure 1-40. Much of this circuit you
have already studied. Basically you will see a binary
ladder, four-bit decade counter, a decoder, an op-amp
used as a comparator, and a seven-segment LED
numeric display.
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The binary ladder is similar to the one shown in
figure 1-35, resulting in an output voltage which is
increased by 1 volt for each increase in digital value,
beginning with 0 and having a maximum output of 9
volts. This particular circuit uses a 20-ms reset clock to
the decade counter and the clock produces a count pulse
every 0.01 ms. Therefore, it takes 10Asec to cycle digits
0-9 on the display. To better understand this circuit,
let's apply a 5-voit analog input to the op-amp and let's
also assume that the decade counter has been reset. At
this time the binary ladder output is 0 volts (see fig.
1-40). The op-amp output is maximum positive and
starts the clock. The clock provides count pulses to the
decade counter. The output of the decade counter steps
up the voltage in the binary ladder until a count of 0101
(5 volts decimal) is reached. At this the binary ladder
output potential will be slightly above the reference
voltage of the op-amp. The increaue in potential changes
the op-amp output to a maximum negatIve. The
negative potential in turn stops the clock and the
counter holds the 0101 count until the next reset pulse.
At the next reset pulse the counter resets and the cycle

BINARY
LADDER

Figure 1-37. D/A binary ladder converter.

MLB

LSB

begins again. A disadvantage of this circuit is the
conversion time (the length of time required by the
circuit to convert and read out the data).

Successive Approximation Method. One method of
reducing the conversion time is to use what is called e
successive approximation counter. An example of thif
circuit is shown in figure 1-41. The advantage of the
successive approximation method is that the conversior
time is equal to the time of the clockpulse multiplied b)
the number of bits. Referring to figure 1-41, let's agair
consider a 5-volt analog input to the digital analoi
converter. The analog-to-digital conversion if
accomplished by comparing the analog input voltage tc
a binary ladder output voltage one bit at a time
beginning with the MSB. Using the four-bit successive
approximation counter in figure 1-41, we would set anr
reset the flip-flops representing bit values 8, 4, 2, and 1
beginning with the MSB. With the 5-volt analog inpul
we are using, the MSB flip-flop 8 is set generating ar
8-volt output of the binary ladder. Since 8 volts is mon
than our 5 volts, this flip-flop resets starting the courr
cycle.

41
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Figure 1-38. S147490 TTL decade counter to replace switches of
binary ladder.
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Figure 1-39. Converter disc.

Continuing on the next bit, flip-flop 4 would set
generating a 4-volt output of the binary ladder. This is
less than our 5-volt input so this flip-flop 4 remains set.
The next least significant bit flip-flop 2 sets, again
changing the binary ladder output to 6 volts. We now
have one volt more than our 5-volt input, so this bit flip-
flop 2 is also reset. The next bit is our LSB, causing the
LSB flip-flop 1 to set. This results in a 5-volt output of
the binary ladder (flip-flop 4 and flip-flop 1). When the
output of the ladder and the analog input are equal the
count is complete. Note that by comparing only the four
bits, this converter has converted our analog input
voltage to a digital output to be displayed, in this case
by the LED.

Bina.y-to-Decimal Readout. Conversion other than
analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog are required in
digital equipment. Often, a visual readout is required in
decimal form. This requires a binary-to-decimal
conversion and a display device. One such device is the
nixie light, designed to indicate directly any one of the
10 decimal digits. It is a glow-tube device that converts
electrical signals into visual numbers. The nixie light
displays a decimal digit directly. -Clic iabe is gas-filled
and contains 10 cold cathodes and 1 common anode.
Each cathode is shaped to form one of the symbols 0
through 9. A positive voltage is applied to the anode,
and the selected cathode symbol is grounded. Ionization
occurs and causes the symbol to glow. The tubes are
available in a variety of sizes, ranging from one-half
inch to several inches in diameter. Figure 1-42,A shows
two sizes of nixie lights.

a

Unlike the neon indictor which takes an output
directly from a flip-flop, the nixie indicator requires a
decoding srtem to select the desired cathode. Figure
1-42,B shows the decoder network for a count of five
(from a three-stage up-counter). The counter is made up
of flip-flops A, B, and C. Gate 1 detects a count of five
in the counter. The inverter amplifier provides a voltage
of the proper polarity and amplitude co drive the nixie
indicator. The 10 cathodes are shown as inputs to the
nixie tube. Each cathode needs a count detecting (AND)
gate and driver like the one shown for cathode 5.

The decoder in figure 1-43 will decode a binary count
of 010, 011, or 100. The inputs to the AND-gates can be
determined by writing the Boolean equation for the
desired count each gate is to detect. If a count of five is
to be detected, the equation becomes A B C. By feeding
the one-side output of F/FA, the zero-side output of
F/FB, and the one-side output of F/FC to an AND-
gate, only a count of five could cause an output. Notice
that each AND-gate must have the same number of
inputs as there are flip-flops in the counter. It would
require four flip-flops and 10 AND-gates to decode 0
through 9.

Seven-Segment Displays. These devices are used to
display digits 0-9 and occasionally special letters by
illuminating two or more segments. Figure 1-44
illustrates a LED display of the type used in the digital
multimeter in figure 1-40. The segments or light
emitting elements may be incandescent filament wires,
light-emitting diodes (LED), gas discharge glow diodes,
or liquid crystal.
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Figure 1-40. Simple 0-9-volt digital voltmeter.
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Figure 1-41. Successive approximation converter.

0

Figure 1-42, Count five nixie decoder.
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Figure 1-43. Count two, three, and four decoder.

A

Figure 1-44. LED display (sevcn segment).

Incandescent filament segments use a thin tungsten
tire that glows to a bright white light when current
asses through it. The segments are mounted in a single
lane with a filter window in front to provide the digit
coloring.

The light-emitting diode is a special semiconductor
junction which uses certain impurities to cause emission
of a visible light when it is forward biased. Depending
on the impurities, the emitted light may be yellow,
green, or red. LEDs require less power, many operating
from a 1.5-volt source, making them practical for
battery operated equipment.

In the case of a gas-discharge glow diode, the
segment element is the cathode of a special gas-
discharge diode. When a high voltage is applied to the
element, the gas surrounding the element is ionized and
emits a red-orange glow.

Liquid crystal displays draw the least current of those
discussed above. They are made in two types,
transmissive (backlighting) and reflective (ambient
lighted). Each segment has a thin layer of liquid crystal
sandwiched between two clear glass plates. Each glass
plate has a conductive coating and is connected to the
energizing source. When energized, the properties of the
liquid crystal material in the segment change, causing
the light transmission from either backlighting or from
reflective lighting. One disadvantage of this device is
that it must have external ambient light.

Exercises (016):

1. What is an analog-to-digital converter?

2. How is the binary number represented by each
segment of a coded disc readout?

3. How is greater accuracy achieved with the converter
disc?
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4. In figure 1-40, when is the output of the amplifier
maximum negative?

5. In figure 1-40, when does the counter begin its
cycle?

6. In figure 1-41, what stops the count when using
successive approximation?

7. How is conversion time computed in a successive
approximation converter?

THE STF COAVAAHD
DETERMINES WHETHER
D/A OR SINE X D/A
WILL USE THE DMA

BINARY VALUE
R2PRE SEWING
ALTITUDE

SINE D/A SECTION

OF con memort,

8. What is a nixie light?

9. Which seven-segment display is practical for battery
operated equipment?

10. Which seven-segment display must have a light
source?

SINE VALUE REPRESENTING
ALTITUDE IN UNARY POOR

51141 X

()MIRA.
TOR

TEMPORARY STORAGE

SUFFER

CORI

ANALOG VOSTA01 10
CHANGE AlTIMET111

Figure 1-45. D/A conversion with the sine X generator.
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017. State the purpose of the sine X generator and state
basically how it works.

Sine X Generator. Digital-to-analog conversion, or
the conversion of computer binary data to analog data,
may be accomplished using the sine X method. In this
particular discussion we are again using a general-
purpose computer. The sine D/A conversion system in
the GP computer uses a buffer core memory. Buffer
core memory is a small core memory consisting of 2,048
words, 24 bits in length. It is primarily used to store
target data for the DTG (digital target generator).
However, the first portion of the buffer core memory is
used for D/A conversion, which we discussed
previously, and sine D/A conversion. This section is
called working storage.

The term "sine X" is taken '..rom fundamenta!
trigonometry. A sine wave can be generated by rotating
a vector through 360° from the X axis and plotting the
sines of all an gles generated by the rotation. Therefore,
the approximate value of the sine of any angle can be
read from the graph of the sine of X, which is the sine
curve.

POINT A

The sine X generator is actually a subsystem of the
linkage system. It takes a linear digital input and
converts it to a representtive value of the sine X function
of the input. A signal representing altitudes is an
example of a linear input. Now refer to figure 1-45.
Assume that the BTF (block transfer) instruction
command selects the sine X generator to use the DMA.
(Bits 2, 3, and 4 of the dried memory access (DMA)
control word determine which device will use DMA.)
The binary value representing altitude is then
transferred from tne sine D/A section of core memory
to the sine X generator. The sine X generator changes
the incoming binary value to a sine value. This sine
value, in binary form, is then transferred to the buffer
core memory. Here it is temporarily stored until called
for by a special priority system. The sine value, still in
binary form, then goes to the D/A converter where the
actual conversion to an analog voltage takes place. The
analog voltage is then available to position an indicator
such as the altimeter. This analog voltage is somewhere
between a positive 10 volts and a negative 10 volts.
Notice that the sine X generator is feeding an instrument
with indicator needles that rotate through 3600. The sine
X generator is used to feed this type of instrument

+10 VOLTS

7.07 VOLTS 450

\ SI N E -=.7 07

BREAKPOINTS

0 VOLTS
QUAD\

(+1

QUAD.
II I+)

0 90° 180°

QUAD.
III I-)

270° 360°

QUAD.
IV (--)

-10 VOLTS
EXAMPLE:

A BINARY VALUE WHICH HAS BEEN LOCATED
AT POINT 'A' BY DECODING THE BIT POSITIONS
WOULD HAVE A VALUE OF THE SINE OF 450 .

THIS VALUE IS .707 OR .7 OF 10 VOLTS OR 7.07 VOLTS

Figure 1-46. Sine X conversion example.
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because the conversion from digital to analog is easier 2. How can you graph the approximate sine of any
for the computer from an engineering standpoint. angle?

The sine X generator approximates the sine X by
interpolating on straight line segments between known
values on a sine curve. Our problem then is to convert a
digital value to its sine value, which would be an exact 3. What is the purpose of the sine X generator?
position on the sine curve. The digital value will then
correspond to the correct analog voltage after the actual
D/A conversion occurs.

An example of changing a binary value to a sine value 4. In the computer discussed in the text, for what ;s the
is shown in figure 1-46. This binary value has been buffer core memory used?
located to point A by decoding the bit positions of a
binary word. In this example we have assumed that the
bit positions have a value of 45°. The sine of 45° is
0.707; therefore, after going through the D/A converter 5. What converter feeds an instrument which has
the sine value would be equal to 7.07 'ohs. Other points indicator needles rotating through 360 degrees?
on the curve would convert in the same manner. For
exmple, 90°, which has a sine value of one, would equal
10 volts.

The sine wave is initially Lr ()ken down into four
quardrants, as shown in figure 1-46. The first and
second quadrants have positive signs; the third and
fourth quadrants have negative signs. Each quadrant is
further broken down into 16 equal segments. Each
segment is further divided into 64 equal increments. The
binary data from the computer must be decoded to find
the exact location on the sine curve where it is to be
positioned. This position then determines the analog
voltage, as shown in figure 1-46.

The bits coming into the sine generator are decoded
as follows:

Bits 0 through 4 are not used in conjunction with
the sine generator.

Bit 5 determines the sign of the sine curve.
Bits 5 and 6 determine the quadrant.
Bits 7 through 10 determine thee segment of the
quadrant.
Bits 11 through 16 determine the position within
the segment.

The sine X conversion operation may be summarized
by the following statements: The incoming digital word
is decoded into a breakpoint (fig. 1-46) and corrections
by the sine X generator as listed above. The breakpoint
and corrections represent an exact point on a
hypothetical sine curve. After the incoming word is
decoded by the sme X generator and located on this
hypothetical sine curve, the sine X generator sends the
sine value, in binary form, to the buffer core memory.
The buffer core memory temporarily stores this value.
The data then goes from the buffer core memory to the
D/A converter for the actual converstion to an analog
voltage.

Exercises (017):

1. Where does the term "sine X" come from?

6. Into what major segments is the sine wave broken
down?

7. Which are positive and which are negative?

8. How is each quadrant further broken down?

9. How are the bits going into the sir, e X generator
broken down?

1-5. TTL IC Combinationak Logic

A comparison of the circuits and the functions
performed by the combinational logic circuits you have
studied in this unit will reveal two interesting facts. First
is that many circuits can be used for more than one
function. Consider the many applications of the
exclusive OR-gate or compare an adder to a subtractor
circuit. Second, the more complex the function to be
performed the more componenL required in the circuit.
The designers of integrated circuits take into
consideration both of these characteristics.

018. Specify the distinctive characteristics of various
digital integrated circuits which perform the functions
of combinational logic circuits.
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!schematics of inputs and outputs

TTL
MSI

TYPES 5N5486, 5,454L86. SN 54LS813. POMO.
5N7486. 5P474L813. 5N74L586. 51174S86

QUADRUPLE 2-INPUT EXCLUSIVE-OR GATES
BULLETIN NO. DL.S 72111335. DECEMBER 1972

86, LS86. 'S86
'86 J. N. OR IN PACKAGE (TOP VIEW)

v cc

EQUIVALENT OF
EACH INPUT

INPUT

vcc

1NUT

kit NOM

TYPICAL OF
ALL OUTPUTS

130 0 NOM vcc

OUT PUT

'Ll16
.LENT OF

EACH INPUT
TYPICAL OF

ALL OUTPUTS

500 0 NOM
20 kn NOM

vcc

OUTPUT

LS86
EQUIVALENT OF EACH INPUT TYPICAL OF ALL OUTPUTS

vcc
100 0 NOM

OUTPuT

EQUIVALENT
EACH MeV-

TYPICAL OF
ALL OUTPUTS

vcc
50 IT NOM

OUTPUT

vcC VS AA 3v

IA A IV IA TS IV CAO

positive logic: Y A Ci 13 SB 4. AB
'L86

J OR N PACKAGE (TOP VIEW)

positive logic: Y A C) SB 4. AB
'L86

T PACKAGE (TOP VIEW)

positive logic: Y A CI SB 4. AB

FUNCTION TABLE
INPUTS
A B

OUTPUT

L L

L H

H L

H H
H - high lisvL L IOW lvel

TYPICAL AVERAGE TYPiCAL
TYPE PROPAGATION TO1 AL POWER

DELAY TIME DISSIPATION
'B6 14 ns 150 mW
'L86 55 nu 15 mW
L586 10 ns 30 5 mW

7 ns 250 mW

Figure 1-47. SN5486, SN7486 quadruple two-input exclusive OR-
gates.
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Many combinational logic circuits are available using
medium-scale integration (M51) and large-scale
integration (LSI). The operations remain basically the
same, but are accomplished much faster using less space
and power. Therefore, digital integrated circuitry has
become the choice of the designers when constructing
new equipment. The most widely used form of
integrated digital logic circuits (DIC) is the TTL or
transistor transistor logic chips. TTL is best represented
by the SN54/74 series of DICs originally developed by
Texas Instruments Operation. Today there are several
manufacturers of these DICs which use the same
numbering system.

The following digital integrated circuits are presented
with the appropriate functional explanations, diagrams,
and truth tables. They are from either The TTL Data
Bock for Design Engineers or Supplement to the TTL
Data Book for Design Engineers, CC-411 and CC-416,
published by the Texas Instruments Corporation,
Dallas, Texas. Because of the well organized manner of
presentation, we have not deviated from their format.
Both of the books are excellent references when you
might have a question on some new device and are
unable to locate the information in the appropriate
technical manual.

The digital integrated circuits presented here are only
meant to be representative of the available digital
integrated circuits in the field. Space does not permit
publication of the full line presently in use, and there are
newer special function DiCs continually being
developed.

Quadruple Two-Input Exclusive OR-Gates, Types
SN5486 and SN7486 are shown in figure 1-47. These
monolithic devices function with the Boolean
expression: Y AB +D AB. When the input states are
complementary, the output goes to a logic 1. Additional
information is given in figure 1-47.

4-Line-to-10-Line Decoders (1 of 10). Types 5?15442,
SN5443, 5/%15444, 51%17442, 5N7443, and 51%17444 are
shown in figure 1-48. The functions which can be
performed by this type of decoder are: BCD-to-decimal
decoding, excess-3-to-decimal decoding, 4-line-to-16-
line decoding, and 3-line-to-8-line decoding. These
monolithic decimal decoders consist of eight inverters
and ten 4-input NAND-gates. You will notice that in
this case the top view of the package shown in figure
1-48 gives no clue as to what is really inside. This is of
no real consequence, because you would be unable to
repair the individual units within the package if they
should fail. For specific operation for any input logic
configuration, you should consult the truth table shown
in figure 1-48.

Four-Bit Binary Full-Adder (Look-Ahead Carry).
Types S5483 and N7483 are shown in figure 1-49. It is a
four-bit binary full adder used for adding two four-bit
binary numbers. A look-ahead carry circuit is included
to provide minimum carry propagation delays. Refer to
figure 1-49 for the truth table and functional logic
diagram for specific functional analysis and operation.

Four-Bit Magnitude Comparators. S5483 and N7485
are shown in figure 1-50. They perform magnitude

51

comparison of straight binary and straight BCD codes.
Three fully decoded decisions about two 4-bit words (A
and B) are made and are externally available at three
outputs. The functional block diagram and truth tables
are also shown in figure 1-50.

Data Selectors/Multiplexers. Types SN54140,
5N54141, 51%154152, SN74150, SN74151, and 5N74152
are shown in figure 1-51. You will note that three
separate diagrams are shown for the specifically
numbered circuits. Each of these types can perform
similar functions. Some of the functions are: Select 1 of
16 (or 1 of 8 data sources, serve as a five-variable
function generator (5N54150, 3N74150), perform
parallel-to-series conversion, and permit multiplodng
from N lines to one line. These are fully compatible with
TTL, DTL, and other MS1 circuits. Each of these
monolithic data selectors/multiplexors contains
inverter/drivers to supply fully complementary, on-
chip, binary decoding data selection to the
AND/OR/INVERT gate. The SN54151/74151 features
complementary outputs, whereas the 5N5415 0/74150
and SN54152/14152 have inverted outputs only. The
5N54150 and 5/%154151/74151 circuits are provided with
a strobe input which, when taken to a logic 0, enables
the function of these multiplexers. This allows gating of
information at a specific time. The truth table for
SN54/51/5N74151 and SN54152/SN74152 units is
shown in figure 1-51,8. The truth table can be used to
prove the configurations which can be gated through
from the data input point while using the functional
logic diagrm shown in figure 1-51,A. The consequent
output at points Y and W can be worked out through
logic analysis.

Eight-Bit Odd/Even Parity Generators/Checkers.
5N74180 parity generator/checker is shown in figure
1-52, along with appropriate truth table and functional
logic diagram. These universal, monolithic, eight-bit
parity generators/checkers feature odd/even output and
control inputs to facilitate operation in either odd or
even parity applictors. The word-length capability is
easily expanded by cascading. Typical applications are
shown for these parity circuits being used to degenerate
and check parity.

Exercises (018):

1. Which integrated circuit discussed in the text will
function as a quarter-adder?

2. What integrated circuit discussed in the text may be
used for excess-three-to-decimal decoding?

3. How is word length capability expanded for parity
checking with the 5N74180 DIC?
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1.

TYPES SN5442A THRU SN5444A. SN54L42 THRU SN54L44.
SN7442A THRU SN7444A. SN74L42 THRU SN74L44

4-LINE-T0-10-LINE DECODERS (1-0E-10)
BULLETIN NO. DL.S7211861, DECEMBER 1972

'42A, 'L42 ... BCD-TO-DECIMAL
'43A, 'L43 ... EXCESS-3.113-DECIMAL
'44A, 'L44 ... EXCESS-3-GRAY-TO-DECIMAL

Also for Application as
4-Line-to-16-Line Decoders
3-Line4o-8-Line Decoders

Diode-Clamped Inputs

TYP
TYPICAL TYPICAL

ES POWER DISSIPATION PROPAGAT1DN DELAYS
'424,'434,'44A 140mW 17nt
L42,'L43,'L44 70mW 4tins

description
These monolithic decimal decoders consist of eight
inverters and ten four-input NAND gates. The invert-
ers are connected in pairs to make BCD input data
available for decoding by the NAND gates. Full
decoding of valid input logic ensures that all outputs
remain off for all invalid input conditions.

The '42A and '142 BCD-to-decimal decoders, the
'43A and 'L43 excess-3-tO-decimal decoders, and the
'44A and '144 exceu-3-grayto-decimal decocleis feature familiar transistor-trans.tior-logic (TT L) circuits with inputs
and outputs wnich are compatible for use with other TT L and ()IL circuits. D-c noise margins are typically one volt.

SN54'/19174'...J,N.ORINPACKAGE
SN54L'1SN74L'...JOR N PACKAGE

(TOP view

Ircc

INPUTS OUTPUTS

1,-77-1\7-7`)

0
OtiTPLITs

positive logic: see funct.on table

The 1_42, '143, 'L44 decoder! are designed specifically for power-critical or battery,perated systems. The '42A, '43A,
and '44A decoders are intended for higher-performance systems especially new designs, where power is not critical. For
ultra-high performance and/or speed critical memory decoders. the SN54S138/SN74S138 and SN54S139/SN74S139
are recommended.

FUNCTION TABLE

NO.

'424.'142
BCD INPUT

'434,'1,43
EXCESS-3INPUT

'444,'L44
EXCESS33RAY INPUT

ALL TYPES
DECIMAL OUTPUTDCBADC6 AD C B A 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

oILLLHLHILL
2

3

4

LLLLLLHHL
LLHLLHLHLLLHHLHHLLHLILHHHL

L H LHH L

H H HHHLHHHHHHH
L H L HHHHLHHHHHH

H L I

LHHHHHHHHHHLHHHHHHHH
HHHHLHHHHH

5

6

7

EtSHLLHHHLLH

L HLHHLLLLHHLHLL.-1LHHHHLHLH
H L L L H L H H

H H L I.

H H L HHHHHHHLHHH
H H HHHHHHHHLHH

H H H L

L H L

HHHHHLHHHH
HHHHHHHHLHHHHHHHHHHL

0HLHHHHHL
:71
dIC>HHLHLLLL2HHHLLLLHL

H 1-HI-HHLHH
HHLLHHHHH

HH H L LH L

.--__
L H HHHHHHHHHHH

H L L HHHHHHHHHHH
L L L

L L L LHHHHHHHH
L L HHHHHHH

L L H H

HHHHHHHHHH
H

HH HHHHHHHHH
H hph I...pi. low fowl.

Figurc 1 -48. SN5442, SN5443, SN5444, SN7442, SN7443, SN7444
4-linc-to-10-linc dccodcrs.
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TTL
FASI

TYPES SN5483A, SF/54LS63. 5117413A. SN74LS83
4-BIT BINARY FULL ADDERS

BULLETIN NO. OL-8 7211083. DECEMBER 1972

For applications in:
Digital Computer Systems
Dats-Handling Systems
Control Systems

5N54283/SN74283 Are Recommended For
New Designs as They Feature Supply Voltage
and Ground on Corner Pins to Simplify
Board Layout

TYPE

TYPICAL ADD TIMES
TWO TWO
&SIT iSSIT

WORDS WORDS
834 23 ns 43 ns

*LS83 89 ns 165 ns

TYPICAL POWER
DISSIPATION PER

4-11IT ADDER

310 mW
75 mW

description

These full adders perform the addition of two 4-bit
binary numbers. The sum (E) outputs arc provided
for each bit and the resultant carry (C4) is obtained
from the fourth bit. The adders are designed so that
logic levels of the input and output, including the
carry, are in their true form. Thus the end-around
carry is accomplished without the need for level
inversion. Designed for .edtum-to-high-speed, the
circuits uulize high-weed, high-fan-out transistor-
transistor logic (TTL) but are compatible with both
OTL and TTL families.

The '83A circuits feature full look ahead across four
bits to generate the carry term in typically 10
nanoseconds to achieve partial look-ahead perfor-
mance with the economy of ripple carry.

The 'LS83 can reduce power requirements to less
than 20 mW/bit for power-sensitive applications.
These circuits are implemented with singleluversion,
high-speed, Darlington-connected serial-carry circuit!
within each bit.

Series 54 and 54LS circuits are characterized for
operation over the full military temperature range of
55°C to 125°C; Series 74 and 74LS are character-
ized for 0°C to 70°C operation.

J OR N DUAL-Ife-LINE
OR W PLAT PACKAGE (TOP VIEW)

Positive look: toe function tabi.

FUNCTION TABLE

INPUT

OUTPUT
WHEN roses
co- L CO- H

A; 4r4Pi74 495474 411.17.44:51P47

lal

H WW1 level, L Iow level
NOTE: Input condit ens t A3, A2. 02 end CO we used to

determin outputs El nd £2 end the value of th &t.ternal
carry C2. The velum t C2. A3, 83, A4, nd 04 are thn
used to detrornin outputs E3. E4, and C4.

absolute maximum ratings over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)
Supply voltage, N/CC (see Note 1) 7 V
Input voltage 5 5 V
lnteremitter voltage (see Note 2) 5.5 V

-4.611 freeair temperature range: SN54', SN54LS Circuits 55°C to 125°C
SN74', SN74LS' Cn,k-ts . 0°C to 70°C

-,-erevature range 65°C to 150°C

. oltage valuat.xCept intsrmittar voltage, ara with rIpeCt tO natWO,k ground tarrninl.
2. This is the woitslie btween tWO arnittarl Ot a rnultiplit.arnittw transistor. FOr th '83A. Mt rtIng applias batwen th t011OwIng

pirs: Al and 81. A2 and 82. A3 and B3. A4 and 04. For dual-583. this rating alSplias between th following pairs: Al and Bl.
Al end C0,131 and CO, A3 and 133.

Figure 1-49. S5483, N7483 four-bit binary full adder
(lcok-ahead carry)
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TYPES SN5483A, SN54LS83, SN7483A, SN74LS83
4-BIT BINARY FULL ADDERS

functional block diagrams

2
181

191
Z I

L2

INTERNAL
CARRT C2

Figure 1-49. S5i, N7483 lour-bit bi 11 adder
(look-ahead carry) (conec,
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TTL
MSI

TYPES SN5485, SN541.85, SN54S85,
SN7485, SN741.85, 5N74S85

4-BIT MAGNITUDE COMPARA7
BULLETIN NO. 1314 7211510, OECEMBE

TYPICAL TYPICAL
POWER DELAY

TYPE DISSI 111431T

PATION WORDS)
1111 275 mW 23 ns
1-35 20 mW BO ns
3135 365 mW 11 ns

115,
J OR N DU. "N-LINE OR

FLAT PACKAL _ (TOP VIEW)

.1.115

J OR N
DUALINLINE PACKAGE (TOP VIEW)

moLITS lUTSOUTPUTS

3 2 NO *I SI

_ o _ MELO
MOIMIIMMO1111

al St >s all
01.111RM OUTPrf

I 5)5 II
3 0111TUT Ui wwwl wow.-ME I= MI

111:1111:1 -n-11 1:1_I 3 Ace ONO3IMN ,,,-. NOW
WRITS cAliC080 .011

positive logic: on function tables

description

Those four-bit magnitude comparators perform comparison of straight binary and straight BCD (8-42-1) codes. Three
fully decoded decisions about two 4-bit words (A. B) are made and are externally available at three outputs. These
devices are fully expandable to any number of bits without external gates. Words of gra: ter length may be compared by
connecting comparators in cascade. The A > B. A < B. and A = B Jutputs of a stage handling less-significant bits are
connected so the corresponding A > B. A < B, and A = B inputs of the next stage handling more-significant bits. The
stage handling the least-significant bits must have a high-level voltage applied to the A = B input end additionally for the
LBS, low-level voltages applied to the A > B and A < B inputs. The cascading paths of the '85 and *S85 are implement-
ed with only a two-gate-level delay to reduce overall comparison times for long words. An alternate method of cascad-
ing which further reduces the comparison time is shown in the typical application data.

FUNCTION TABLES
COMPARING

INPUTS
CASCADING

INPUTS
OUTPUTS

A3.113 A2.821A1.81 A0,110 A>. A< 8 A.8 A>III A< 8 A. 8
A3 > 83 X X X X X X II L L
A3 < 83 X X X X X X L II L
A3 . 83 A2 > 82 X X X X X II L L

A3 . 63 A2 < 82 X X X X X L II L

A3 . 82 A2 . 02 A1 > 81 X X X X II L L

A3 . 03 A2 . 52 A1 < 81 X X X X L II I.

A3 . 53 A2. 82 Al . el AO , 00 X X 11 L

A3 . 53 A2 . 82 A l - el AO < At, 1 X X L II I
A3 .. P A2 - *2 A - et fro PHI H L t. 11 L L

A3 - Or 1- 81 A O0 L II L L II L

A1 - WI 1 .2 . 82 . 1 . 5' AO . 80 L L 11 L L II

115.1105
A3 - 83 A2. 82 Al - el AO . 80 X X 11 L L II
A3 . 83 A2. 82 A1 . 51 AO. 50 II II L L L L
A3 . 83 A2. 82 AV . 51 AO. 50 L L L H II L

'UM
A3 . 53 A2 - e2 A1 . 81 AO . 80 L PI II L 11 II
A3 . 83 A2. 52 A1 . 81 AO . BO II L 11 II L II
A3 .113 A2. 52 A1 .111 AO . 80 II PI PI PI PI PI

A3. 53 A2.112 A1 . el AO . 80 11 PI L 11 II L

A3. 113 A2 ... 82 A1 . 5 AO . 50 L L I. L L L

hIgh low*. L. low lev* Irrolevent

Figure 1-50. S5485, N7485 four-bit magnitude comparators.
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TYPES SN5485, SN54185, 5N54S85,

SN14115, SP114115, SN14S85

4-BIT MAGNITUDE COMPARATORS

MENNONILSIMINERIMNIIIIIIIMINO+
=1111111111.

functional block diagrams

'as, '585

N

'us

AI 11

s-D

131

44 I

Mt
A.

394

Figure 1-50. S5485, N7485 four-bit magnitude comparators

(cont'd).
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TYPES SN54150. 5N54151A, 5N54152A, 5N54L5151. SN541.5152. SN54S151.
SN74150, SN74151A. SN74152A, SN74LS151. SN74LS152, SN74S151

DATA SELECTORS/MULTIPLEXERS

r.

150 Selects One-of-Sixteen Data Sources
Others Select One-of-Eight Data Sources
Performs Parallel-to-Serial Conversion
Permits Multiplexing from N Lines to
One Line
Also For Use as Boolean Function
Generator
Input-Clamping Diodes Simplify System
Design
Fully Compat;ble with Most TTL and OIL
Circuits

TYPICAL AVERAGE TYPICAL
TYPE PROPAGATION DELAY TIME POWER

DATA INPUT TO W OUTPUT DISSIPATION
150 11 ns 200 mW

'151A 8 ns 145 mW

'152A 8 ns 130 mW

'LS151 11 nst 30 mW

'LS152 11 nst 28 mW

1151 4.5 ns 225 mW

*Tentative data

description

These monolithic data selectors/multiplexers contain
full on-chip binary decoding to select the desired data
source. The '150 selects one-of-sixteen data sources:
the '151A, '152A, '1S151, '1S152, and '5151 select
one-of-eight data sources. The '150, '151A, 'LS151,
and 'S151 have a strobe input which must be at a low
logic level to enable these devices. A high level at the
strobe forms the W output high, and the Y output (as
applicable) low.

The '151A, 'LS151, and '5151 feature complemen-
tary W and soi outputs whereas the '150, '152A, and
'LS152 have an inverted (W) output only.

The '151A and 152A incorporate address buffers
which have symmetrical propagation delay times
throulh the complementary paths. This reduces the
possibility of transients occurring at the output(s)
due to changes made at the select inputs, even
when the '151A outputs are enabled (i.e., strobe low).

BULLETIN NO. 121,8 7211819, DECEMBER 1972

160
J OR N DUAL-IN-LINE OR

W FLAT PACKAGE (TOP VIEW)

DAUM...111

Ss

MEEICEIMEDOCIODUCI
11111111111.111111

CI ij RR
Dl 11

.01.1 11/;
IRO Sestet

IS

positive logic: s e function table

'151A. 'LS151. '5151
J OR N ZUAL-IN-LINE OR

W FLAT PACKAGE (TOP VIEW)

Positive logic: see function table

152A. 'LS152
W FLAT PACKAGE

ITOP VIEWI

PAU Mes.111 DelANLIK1

emu veer&

positive logiC: see function table

Figure I-51A. SN54150, Sn5415I, SN74I52, SN7415I, SN74I52
data selectors/multiplexers.
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TYPES SN54150, 51454151A, SN54152A, SN54LS151. SN54LS152. SN54S151,
SN74150, SN74151A, SN74152A, SN74LS151. SN74LS152, SN74S151

DATA SELECTORS/MULTIPLEXERS

logic
'150

FUNCTION TABLE

INPUTS
OUTPUT

Y4
SELECT STROBE

SDCBA
X X X X H H

L L L L. L EOLLLH L ElLLHL L E2LLHH L E3LHLL L E4

L H L. H L E5

LHH L L E6

LHHH L E7HLLL L EB

HL LH I E9

HLHL L 610
HLHH L El 1HHLL L El 2

HHLH L El3
HHHL L E14

HHHH L E15

functional block diagrams

MI

SaleIVIS

150

151A. 'LS151. 'S151
FUNCTION TABLE
INPUTS OUTPUTS

SELECT STROBE
S

Y IN
C I A
X X X H L H

L L L L DO DO

L L H L DI 01

L H L L 02 02
L H H L 03 03
H L L L 134 N
H L H L D5 05
H H L L D6 06
H H H L D7 07

'L5152
FUNCTION TABLE

SELECT

INPUTS
OUTPUT

Y4
C B A
L L L DO

L L H D1

L H L D2

L H H D3
H L L D4
H L H D5
14 H L D6
H H H D7

H high level, low level. X irrelovant
EO, El ... E15 s th complement of the level of th7 respective E input
DO, 01 ... 07 th level of the 0 respective input

151A. LS151. S151

011.41....1..LON

152A, 'LS152

.111.01..1.1400

AODRESS BUFFERS FOR '15 IA, 162A ADDRESS BUFFERS FOR 'LS151. 'S151, 'LS152

I

Figurc I-51B. SN74151 data selector.
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TYPES SN54180. SN14180
9-BIT 0On/LJEN PARITY GENERATORS/CHECKERS

:a0c
,0119316,..me "9311101101111.

FUNCTION TABLE
LNWUTS OUTPUTS

E OR Ws AT
A THRU H

E VEN ODD

EVEN H L H L

ODD H L L H

EVEN L H L 1-I

ODD L H H L

X H H L L

X L. L H H

N hiph level. L... low oval. X irrelevant

101=1110.
BULLETIN NO. OLS 7211814, DECEMBER 1972

J OR N OLIALINLINE OR
W FLAT PACKAGE ITOP VIEW)

.V. 000 c:10.0.0 .0
kohlIS

positive logic: see function table

descripton

These universal, monolithic, 9bit (8 data bits z .us 1 parity bit) parity generators/checkers, utilize familiar Series 54/74
TTL circuitry and feature odd/even outputs and control inputs to facilitate operation in either odd- or ewen-parity
applic.,tions. Depending on whether ever, or odd parity is being generated or checked, the even or odd inputs can be
utilized as the parity or 9th-bit input. The word-length capability is easily expanded by cascading.

The SN54180/SN74180 are fully comotible with other TTL or DTL circuits. Input buffers are provided so that each
data input represents only one normilized series 54/74 load. A full fan-out to 13 normalized series 54/74 loads is
available from each of the outputs at a low logic level. A fan-out to 20 normalized loads is provided at a high logic level
to facilitate the connection of unused inputs to used inputs. Typical power dissipation is 170 mW.

The SN54180 is characterized for operation over the full military tempt ature range of 55°C to 125°C; and the
SN74180 is characterized for operation from 0°C to 70°C.

functional block diagram

EQUIVALENT OF
EACH INPUT

vcc

IN6UT

Date inputs: R., lin
Even end odd: R., 2 kri

Figure 1-52. SN74180 eight-bit odd/even parity
generators/checkers.
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Answers For E-.ercises

Reference:
(X1 - I. (1) Symbols.

009 - I.

12, Equivalent. 009 - 2.
) Fewer.

(4) Decoding.
(5) Encoding. 009 - 3
(6) Low . 009 - 4.
()) F/FI and F/E4.
(8) F/Fl. 010 - I.
(9) None.

(10 F/Fl. F/F2, and
(II) F/FI and F/F3.
(12) 0-7 storage.
(13) NAND.
(14) 3.
(15) Requirements.
(16) 4.
(17) 0-15 storage.
(18) Disable.
(19) OR.

By complementing the subtrahend (by changing the input
lines) prior to adding.
All other stages. (A barrow generated on any stage is
applied to al other stages; hence the name "parallel
borrow.")
21.
18.

A binary digit; it may have any significant position and is
expressed as a ONE or ZERO.

F/F3. 010 - 2. A group of one or more binary digits, such as a binary
number, a character, a half-word, a word, a part of a
message, a message, or a tape record.

010 - 3. A record that must contain an even number of ONE bits
including the parity bit, or be in error.

010 - 4. The quality of uniformity in either the oddness or evenness
of the ONE bits in a record.

010 - 5. The fact that if two unlike inputs produce a binary ONE
output or two like or equal inputs will produce a binary
ZERO output. It compares or detects unlike inputs.

002 - 1. ABCDE.
002 2. At all times during count 10 when the output will be low.
002 - 3. 384.
002 - 4. The numbcr of circuit elements can be substantially

reduced.
002 - 5. When a circuit requires more current than diodes can

handle.

003 - I . To convert decimal numbers into an equivalent binary
number that a computer can process.

003 - 2. OR-gates A, 13, C high; OR-gate D low,

004 - I. A comparator which forms the sum and carry of two or
more numbers.

004 - 2. It is a circuit that has two inputs, representing addend and
augend; and two outputs, representing sum and carry.

004 - 3. Two half-adders.
004 - 4. Serial-adder.
004 - 5. Addition resulting in a number too large for the sum

register to hold.
004 - 6. a. 010.

b. 1, I.
c. At T,.

005 - I.
005 - 2.
005 - 3.
005 - 4.
005 - 5.
005 - 6.

o.
22; 20; 21.
21.
55; AND-gate 14.
1; AND-gate 10.
Carry ripple.

006 - 1. 0 from the inverter amplifier 13, 0 from AND-gate II, and
0 from AND-gate 10.

006 - 2. The carry output.
006 - 3. 0.
006 - 4. All other stages.

007 - 1. A subtractor circuit that generates a borrow but does not
take into account borrows from a previous order.

007 - 2. A subtractor circuit that receives and considers a borrow
generated in the previous order.

007 - 3. Inhibitor.
007 - 4. It does not generate a borrow.

008 - I.
008 - 2.
008 - 3.
008 - 4.
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Self-check.
Validity.
Strategic.
Parallel.
Serial.
Serial.
Going into storage.
Before.

012 - I. The flip-flop forms a temporary storage register that holds
the record while parity is being checked.

012 - 2. The corresponding flip-flop in the register must be set and a
good parity signal must be generated.

012 - 3. If the alarm F/F is cleared and a parity check pulse is
received.

012 - 4. The transfer gate will be inhibited and the record will not be
transferred.

013 - I. To detect the failure of clock pulses and to compare the
coincidence of the system timing pulses with the pulses after
they pass through the logic.

013 - 2. T7, = (F/Fl) (F/F2) (F/F3).
013 - 3. B error = [ i,T71 T7b) + (T7, T7b)].
013 - 4. Self-check error.

014 - I. AB1C1D,E1.
014 - 2. Exclusive OR-gate 2 will enable, OR-gate I will enable.

AND-gate 1 enables with a storage check pulse. and F/F1
sets.

014 - 3. One bit being improperly stored will cause a storage error.

015 - 1. This term refers to both digital-to-analog and analog-to-
digital conversion and does not specify the direction in
which the conversion takes place.

015 - 2. Each bit of information uses only one register.
015 - 3. 0-9 volts.
015 - 4. Only one value resistor is used and ettch bit detects the same

resistance of 3R.

016 - I. A device that receives an analog input and supplies a digital
output.

016 - 2. By interpreting the shaded and light areas in the segment
containing the brushes, reading from the innermost to the
outermost circle. Read a "0" for each light area and a "I"
for each dark area.

016 - 3. By increasing the number of channels nd brushes.
016 - 4. When the binary ladder output equals the input voltage.
016 - 5. Reset pulse and negative potential from the op amp.
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016 - 6. When the output of the ladder equals the analog input. 017 - 5. The sine X generator.
016 - 7, The time of the clock pulse multiplied by the number of 017 - 6. Quadrants.

bits. 017 - 7. Quadrants 1 and 2 arc positive, and 3 and 4 arc egative.
016 - M. A glow-tube device that converts electrical signals into

visual numbers.
017 - 8. Into 16 equal segments, each of which has 64 equal

increments.
016 - 9. LED. 017 - 9. Bits 0-4 are not used in conjunction with sine generator. Bit
016 -10. Liquid crystal. 3 determines the sign of the sine. Bits 5 and 5 determine the

quadrant. Bits 7-10 determine the segment of thc quadrant.
017 - I. From fundamental trigonometry. Bits 11-16 determine the nosition within the segment.
017 - 2. By rotatinca vector through 360° from the X axis and

plotting the sines of all angles generated by rotation. 018 - I. SN5486/SN7486.
017 - 3, It takes a linear digital input and converts it to a 018 - 2. SN5443A, SN54L43, SN7443A, or SN74143.

representative value of the sine X function of the input. 018 - 3. By cascading the required numbcr of integrated circuits.
017 - 4. For temporary storage of the sine value, in binary form.
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Preface
ALL FACETS OF the electronics industry are currently experiencing tremendous
growth due to technological advancements. Technical innovations in the computer
industry are a case in point. This unit to Module 10005, Digital Techniques, covers the
major equipment and technologies used to implement digital systems.

Chapter 1 covers the basic computer, minicomputers, microcomputers, and the
microprocessor. Chapter 2 covers the input and/or output devices which comprise
a computer system's peripheral equipment. Chapter 3 discusses the various types of
media used to store instructions and data for a data processing system.

Code numbers appearing on figures are for preparing agency identification only and
should be of no concern to the student.

The inclusion of names of any specific commercial product, commodity, or service
in this publication is for information purposes only and does not imply indorsement
by the Air Force.

Direct your questions or comments relating to the accuracy or currency of this unit
to the author: 3390 TCHTG / TTMKM, ATTN: SMSgt Tipton, Keesler AFB MS
39534. If you need an immediate response, call the author, AUTOVON 868-3507,
between 0800 and 1600 (CST), Monday through Friday. (NOTE: Do not use the
suggestion program to submit changes or corrections for this unit.)

If you have questions on enrollment or administration, or on any of ECI's instruc-
tional aids (Your Key to a Successful Course,Behavioral Objective Exercises, Unit
Review Exercise, and Course Examination), consult your education officer, training
officer, or NCO, as appropriate. If this person can't answer your questions, send them
to ECI, Gunter AFS AL 36118, preferably on ECI Form 17, Student Request for
Assistance.

This unit is valued at 21 hours (7 points).
Material in this unit is technically accurate, adequate, and current as of April 1981.
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CHAPTER 1

NOTE: In this unit, the subject matter is developed by a series of student-centered objectives. Each of
these carries a three-digit number and is in boldface type. Each sets & learning goal for you. The text
that follows the objective gives you the information you need to reach that goal. The exercises following
the information give you a check on your achievement. When you complete them, see whether your
answers match those in the back of this unit. If your response to an exercise is incorrect, review the
ob'ective and its text.

Computers

IN LESS THAN 40 years, the electronic computer
has evolved from the behemoth ENI AC and its 18,000
vacuum tubes to the handheld calculator with its
internal microcomputer. The time required for a
computer calculation has decreased from the 0.2 milli-
second (ms) in ENIAC to a few microseconds or less
for the microcomputer of today. Integrated circuit
(IC) electronics is the primary reason for these reduc-
tions in size and the increase in speed of today's digital
computer.

1-1. Computer Architectures and Terms
A computer may be room size for a large system

capable of many data processing functions, or it could
be a desk-top minicomputer with fewer capabilities
to satisfy a smaller systems requirement. The micro-
processor has enabled us to insert a computer into
any system or device which requires a digital data
handling capability. It can be done cheaply and with a
minimum of hardwarc. In this chapter we'll discuss the
basic computer, minicomputers, microcomputers,and
m icroprocessors.

001. Identify the basic components of a computer with
their function.

Basic Computer Architecture. Many different types
of digital computers have been built, ranging in cost
from a few hundred to several million dollars. All
digital romp uters have certain common characteristics,
no matter how much they vary in size, speed, or
function. ln fact, some of their most basic properties
are fouad in every device which aids in calculation.
These properties exist with paper and pencil, a me-
chanical calculator, an abacus, lr an electronic
computer.

The diagram in figure 1-1 is so general in nature
that it can be used to represent the characteristics of
data prJcessing machines ranging from the desk
calculator to the most intricate and high-speed elec-
tronic data processing equipment. In the case of the
desk calculator, the input is a numeric keyboard which
is manually operated to enter data. In order to perform
mathematical operations, the data to be processed is
first stored within the calculator. Control over the

CONTROL

INPUT PRIMARY
STORAGE OUTPUT

ARITHMETIC
AND LOGIC

Figure I-I. Logical sections of a computer.



processing of data is obtained by the manually acti-
vated keys. A digital computer, however, is auto-
matically controlled by a prescribed sequence of
instructions writtcn by a programmer and stored
internally. The output unit will display the results of
the computations which have been periormed by the
calculator or computer.

The basic parts of a digital computer as outlined
in figure I-1 are further defined in figure 1-2. The I/0
or input/output interface Lircuits of the computer will
access the devices needed to perform a particular
function. There are many types of peripheral equip-
ment used to input data to a computer system. A kw
of these are listed under input media. Likewise, a
number of different output media are used to get the
results of a computer operation. These peripheral
devices will be further defined in Chapter 2.

The major portion of a digital computer is the
central processing unit, or CPU. The CPU consists of
the control section, the arithmetic logic unit (ALU),
and the primary storage for the CPU, or memory. The
control sectic will consist of logic used to implement
the instructit,iis supplied t y :he computer program.
Memory will consist of magnetic core, thin film or
semiconductor, data storage elements. The ALU will
perform all the calculations necessary on the data
being processed.

Input /output (110). The I/0 unit of a digital com-
puter is an interface betwcen the computer and all
peripheral devices. The I /0 contains logic which will
convert peripheral data rates and formats to those
compatible for internal processing by the computer.
Some data conversions are also done by the peripherals
themselves.

Whenever an input or output device wishes to co- .-
municate with the computer, an interrupt is generated.
The interrupt tells the computer that an input or
output of data is required. Interrupts generally have
a set priority in which they will be handled by a data
processor. The computer will, depending on the pri-
ority of the interrupt, halt processing of internal data
to accept or output data. This will occur through the
I/0 unit of the computer. Once a data input or output
has been handled, the computer will return to its
normal, internal, data processing functions.

Control. The control section of a computer has the
function of interpreting or decoding the instructions
stored in memory and then sending signals to the rest
of the parts telling them what to do. It is the nerve
center of the machine. In figure I-I we see a solid line
between memory and control, indicating that instruc-
tions are sent to and from memory and control. The
other lines from control to the various units are signals
sent to control their operations based on the instruc-
tion which the control unit interprets.

CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU)
MAIN FRAME

INTERNAL (PRIMARY)STORAGE MEDIA
MAGNETIC CORE
THIN FILM

INPUT
DEVICES

INPUT MEDIA
PUNCHED CARDS
MAGNETIC TAPE
PAPER TAPE
MAGNETIC INK

CONTROL

P S
R T
I 0 RUNNING PROGRAM
M R
A A DATA
R G
Y E

/
AUXILIARY
STORAGE

AUXILIARY STORAGE MEDIA
MAGNETIC DRUM
MAGNETIC TAPE
MAGNETIC DISK (frO)
MAGNETIC CARDWO)
MAGNETIC CORE

A

c
I

OUTPUT
DEVICES

OUTPUT MEDIA
PUNCHED CARDS
MAGNETIC TAPE
PRINTED COPY
PAPER TAPE
VISUAL DISPLAY

Figure 1-2. Functional components of a digital computer.
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The control unit consists of either random logic
which will implement the program instructions or a
microprogram which will do the same thing. The
microprogram will usually be a bipolar read-only
memory (ROM), which contains a set of microinstruc-
tions. Using a microprogram will reduce the amount
of hardware needed to control the data processing
functions of the computer. A second advantage of the
microprogram is that it is easy to add or change pro-
gram functions by changing the ROM.

The control unit of a computer that is micropro-
grammed accepts a main program instruction and then
uses a set of microinstructions in the microprogram
to accomplish the function requested. A unique feature
of the microprogram is that there is no program
counter. The address of microinstructions in the ROM
will be determined by bit assignments in the main
program instruction. There is, however, a program
counter for the main computer program. The major
benefits derived from using the microprogram for
the control function are to reduce the size, cost, and
complexity of the control unit and to speed computer
opziations.

Arithmetic logic unit (ALU). The ALU consists of
registers (fig. 1-3) where all arithmetic and most logical
operations are performed. This unit usually has the
capabilities of performing the arithmetic operations
of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.
Most of these operations can be broken down into the
simple arithmetic process of addition. Recall that
subtraction can be carried out by adding the comple-
ment of the subtrahend to the minuend, multiplication
by repeated addition and shifts, the division by
repeated subtraction and shifts.

The logical operations make it possible for the
computer to make decisions as the result of com-
parisons of one item to another. The stored program
will specify the alternate actions to be taken as a result
of the comparison. For example, in a simplified inven-
tory control operation when an item of stock is with-
drawn, the balance on hand (called A) is decreased.
This balance on hand (A) is compared against a pre-
determined reorder point (B); and if A is less than B,
the item is reordered. Thus, many small logical de-
cisions are used to accomplish the job.

STORAGE'//III I
ADD 0002

INSTRUCTION ADDRESS
REGISTER REGISTER

Figure 1-3. Register.

STORAGE
REGISTER

The arithmetic unit must also be capable of recog-
nizing both positive and negative numbers and modi-
fying its operation accordingly. Another important
requirement of this unit is to generate signals needed
to perform specific operations (within the A LU) when
arithmetic instructions are decoded.

A knowledge and understanding of counters,
registers, gates, and full- and half-adders are a neces-
sity in order to understand the function of the ALU.
These have all been discussed in detail in previous
units. The ALU may be implemented by using stand-
ard logic or through the use of large-scale integrated
circuits which are specifically dedicated to the ALU
function.

Memory. Storage consists of internal memory
(primary storage), which is an integral part of the
processing unit of the computer, and auxiliary storage,
which is provided by peripheral equipment. Most data
processing systems demand both types of storage in
order to contain as much data as the largest applica-
tion would require and the necessary instructions for
the use of this data.

A number of different internal storage media have
been used over the years since the development of the
electronic computer. The first computers used me-
chanical relays, storage tubes, and vacuum-tube flip-
flops for memory elements. Magnetic core memory
was developed during the 50's and has become the
predominant main memory storage element. Today,
more and more computers are using semiconductor
memory because of its low cost, small size, and large
capacity. Core memory and semiconductor memory
are both used to provide main memory in many newer
computers.

A second group of storage media is provided by
peripheral devices such as magnetic tapes, drums,
disks, paper tape, and punchcards. These media are
all a form of external or auxiliary storage.

Auxiliary storage is not an integral part of the
central processing unit, but is connected to the CPU
via the I/0. Auxiliary storage differs from primary
storage in several aspects. First, auxiliary storage
supplements memory and can contain both data and
instructions; but its contents must be read into primary
storage to be used. This means that instructions stored
in auxiliary storage must be read into memory and
then executed by the CPU. Second, the time necessary
for a machine to recall information from a single
location is longer I or auxiliary storage than for primary
storage. This is a measure of what is known as access
time. Each storage medium has a particular amount of
time that it takes to transfer data. The access time will
be determined by device speed and whether or not it
uses random or sequential access. Finally, auxiliary
storage usually has a larger capacity than primary
storage and costs less. This means that large quantities
of data are stored in auxiliary storage, read into
primary storage in small segments, and processed
there as they are needed.
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Exercise (001):
I. Match the following statements (column A) with

the termi that they most closely identify (column B).

Column A
--(1) It is an internal storage media.
_(2) A microprogram can implement this

function.
(3) Data transfers occur here when an

interrupt is generated.
_(4) Will perform a comparison for

the CPU.
(5) Contains both data and instructions.
(6) lt is the nerve center.
_(7) Performs certain logical functions.

Column B
a. I/0.
b. ALU.
c. Control.
d. Magnetic core.

002. Define the terms "minicomputer," "microcom-
puter," and "microprocessor."

The difference between a minicomputer and micro-
computer is sometimes disputed, but it is generally
accepted that the major difference is a microprocessor!
In other words, the microcomputer uses a micro-
processor, whereas the minicomputer does not.

Minicomputers. A minicomputer is generally of the
desk-top variety and uses standard logic to implement
all functions. The "mini" usually has limited storage
but can have access to a wide assortment of peripheral
devices. Word size is usually limited to 16 bits versus
32 to 64 bits per computer word for large systems.

Minicomputers were a logical progression from the
large, room-size computer, due to the increasing avail-
ability of medium- and large-scale integrated circuits.
Integrated circuit technology has permitted a tre-
mendous decrease in the size of digital computers, and
the "mini" is one result. Minicomputers allow a system
to be built at a much lower cost to meet the needs of
many small system users. Not everybody needs a room
full of computer equipment to satisfy their system
requirements! The minicomputer with its small size,
low cost, and limited capability has fulfilled an im-
portant role for civilian and military users.

Microcomputers. The "micro" is a computer system
built with a microprocessor as its primary logic ele-
ment. It is a logical progression from the "mini,"
brought about by the ingenuity of IC designers and
technological innovation.

The development of large scale integration (LSI)
and very large scale integration (VLSI) has made it .
possible to evolve quite elaborate computers on just
one or two semiconductor chips. Small pocket calcu-
lators in use today contain the equivalent of thousands
of transistors. A microprocessor is considered to have
the equivalent of 8,000 to 10,000 transistors. The
distinguishing feature between the calculator chip and
the microprocessor is that the microprocessor is
programmable. Microprocessors are made using MOS
(metal-oxide-semiconductor) technology primarily.

The term "microcomputer" is defined as a computer
system based on a microprocessor and contains all the
memory and interface hardware necessary to perform
calculations, data conversions, and data transfers.
Microcomputer is sometimes called minicomputer,
LSI computer/ processor,or picocomputer; but micro-
computer is the most generally accepted term. The
microprocessor is the heart of any microcomputer. It
is defined as the central processing unit (CPU) fabri-
cated as one integrated circuit (single chip) that
performs the task of executing program instructions.

The past several years have seen the development of
an exciting new concept in electrical design. Con-
ventional system design is rapidly being revolutionized
by the LSI and VLSI programmable microprocessor.
The microprocessor started out as a relatively simple,
difficult-to-use programmable device capable of
handling simple control or computational problems.
However, it has since matured into a powerful, inex-
pensive, easy-to-use device capable of controlling all
but the most complex of systems.

4

Exercises (002):
I. What is the term used to describe a programmable

CPU which has all logic located on an LSI chip?

2. What is a minicomputer?

3. Define the term "microcomputer."

1-2. A Microcomputer System
Figure 1-4 illustrates the basic organization of a

microcomputer system. If you compare this block
diagram with that of the basic computer in figure I-1,
you'll see what units of the microcomputer are equal in
function to the basic units.

003. Define terms and specify the characteristics of a
microcomputer system and its components.

A Basic System. The microcomputer contains two
memory units. One is the program memory, or ROM
(read-only memory), where the microprogram for
the microprocessor can be stored. Second is the data
memory, or RAM (random access memory), where
data and instructions are stored for use by the micro-
processor during its operations. The ROM is non-
volatile, and therefore the microprogram is perma-
nently stored. The RAM is volatile and loses its data
whenever power is removed unless, as is true with some
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Figure 1-4. Organization of a microcomputer system (courtesy of MOS Technology, Inc.).

microcomputers, a battery pack is installed to retain
data in the RAM.

Next we have the I/0 or pr-ipheral interface device.
This is usually another mici oprocessor chip called
the peripheral interface adaptor, or PIA. It will pro-
vide an interface between the microprocessor and
peripheral devices such as a video or plasma display
terminal, cassette or magnetic tape, and/ or a disk.

Finally in figure 1-4, we have the microprocessor
which is our CPU. It will contain our control unit and
the ALU. Depending on the microprocessor used,
word lengths of 8 to 16 bits are most common. Micro-
processors can have a different word length internally.
Some microprocessors on the market today use a
16-bit word internally and an 8-bit word externally.
The newest microprocessors being developed and
produced have 32-bit internal word lengths and a 16-
or 32-bit external word length.

The microcomputer is a system which can be
characterized as very simple in its detail and very
complex in its overall operation. It carries out rather

5
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complex tasks by performing a large number of simple
operations. Control of the system is primarily the
responsibility of the processor. By putting out ad-
dresses to program memory, it controls the sequence
of operations performed; by interpreting and executing
the instructions which it receives from the program
memory, it controls the actual operations carried out
by the system.

The processor causes the system to perform the
desired operations by reading the first instruction in
the program and performing the very simple task dic-
tated by the specific pattern of bits in this instruction
(referred to as "executing" that instruction). It then
goes on to the next instruction in the program and
executcs it. This simple operation of fetching an
instruction and executing it is performed over and
over, each time on the next instruction in sequence.
In this way, the program instructs the processor to
bring about the desired system operation.

Before entering into a detailed discussion of micro-
computer operation, it would be useful to define a



few terms and to introduce a few concepts concerning
addressing. This should assist you in understanding
the detailed discussions which follow.

Bit. The term "bit" is a general term referring to
anything that can be assigned a binary value of 0 or I.
Thus, an 8-bit data bus is a set of eight lines which
can be assigned a value of logic 0 or logic I. On these
lines, the logic values are represented by two different
voltages or currents. Similarly, a I6-bit binary display
can be built with 16 individual lamps. The logic 1 is
represented by the lamp being on.

Address space. The concept of an address space is
very useful in understanding microcomputer systems.
The term "address space" refers to the total set of
addresses which the microprocessor can generate. For
example, if a processor had only four address lines,
it could generate the addresses 0-15 (binary 0000 to
binary 1111). This would not be adequate for any
microcomputer operation; consequently, the typical
processor has between 12 and 16 address lines. Since
each line can assume a value of 0 or I, these devices
can usually address from 4,096 to 65,536 separate
addresses.

Address page. The concept of a page in memory is
very important in 8-bit microcomputer systems. The
internal organization of an 8-bit processor is around
8-bit registers, 8-bit parallel data paths, etc. Most
arithmetic operations, logic operations, etc., take place
on 8 bits of data at a time. Likewise, the 16-bit counter
which determines which instruction is being executed
is actually divided into two 8-bit busses. One contains
bits 0-7 (low-order address bits), and the other con-
tains bits 8 to 15 (high-order address bits). With this
in mind, one can think of the address space as consist-
ing of 256 blocks (high-order address bits); each block
consists of 256 specific address locations. Each block
is referred to as a "page" of memory. The high-order
8 bits of the address (ADH), therefore, indicate on
which page the address is located; and the low-order
8 bits (ADL) indicate a specific address on that page.
The first page in memory (ADH = 00) is referred to
as page 0. The next higher order page (ADH = 01) is
referred to as page 1, etc.

Microcomputer Components. The block diagram in
figure 1-4 shows the basic components which comprise
all microcomputer systems. Each of these blocks may
consist of one or more integrated circuits; and, in fact,
the functions may be combined into single chips.
However, the basic operation of each remains the same.

Clock generator. The clock generator produces a
continuous waveform which is normally used to
control all signal transitions within the system. It
acts as the "heart" of the system. In the typical micro-
computer system, the address bus will change during
one-half of the clock cycle, and the data will be trans-
ferred during the second half. In addition to inter-
preting the address, data, and control lines, the pro-
cessor and support chips must also examine the system
clock to know when to put out data or when to latch in
data generated by another device.

6

Program memory. The program memory stores the
sequence of instructions which comprises the system
program. Like any memory, this input puts a pattern
of l's and O's on the data bus in response to the address
on the address-bus input. Each unique address selects
a set of 8 binary bits and places this data on the data
bus. Note that it does not matter where the address
is generated or where the data is used; the memory
simply obeys the rule that, given an address, it will
put the corresponcing 8 bits of data on the data bus.

A unique chaidcteristic of most microprocessor-
based systems is that the program is usually stored
in "READ-ONLY" memories. The data is stored in
a fixed pattern of bits in the memory. Since the data
is stored permanently in the device, the data will not be
lost when power is disconnected from the chip. In
addition, it is only necessary to insert the device into
its socket to provide the system program. The term
"read-only memory" refers to the fact that, in system
operation, it is impossible for the processor to cause
data to be stored in the device. The processor can only
"read" the data that was stored in the device during
the manufacturing process. "Reading" a memory
involves the simple process of supplying an address
to the device to obtain the corresponding 8 bits of data
on the data bus.

Data memory. For temporary storage of input data,
the results of arithmetic operations, etc., the micro-
computer uses a read/write memory, commonly
referred to as the RAM (random access memory). The
processor can store data in the RAM (called "writing"
the RAM). or it can read back the data it has stored.
As in the ROM, each address corresponds to eight
memory cells. However, in the RAM the data must be
placed into the memory by the processor. Turning off
the power to the chip will cause the loss of all data
stored thele. The data is said to be "volatile." Data
in the ROM is not lost when power is disconnected
from the device; the data is therefore referred to as
"nonvolatile."

"Writing" data into the RAM takes place when the
write-enable signal goes to the write state. At this
time, the data on the data bus will be stored into the
eight memory cells corresponding to the address on the
address bus. The processor can read this same data
by supplying the proper address and keeping the
write-enable line in the "read" state.

Input 1 output. The input/ output unit contains the
circuits which interface the printer, keyboard, dis-
plays, etc., to the processor. These allow the processor
to read data from the keyboard, to test the state of
sensors and switches, and to display or to print the
results of internal operations.

No matter where data is generated, it must be in the
form of l's and O's before the processor can work with
it. Likewise, actions to be initiated by the processor
must be triggered by l's and O's transferred by the
processor to a set of output lines.

The transfer of data from the processor to an output
device is usually accomplished by "writing" the data
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out in much the same manner as the processor writes
data into the RAM. Each set of eight input or output
lines (referred to as "PORT') is given an addre , and
the processor simply writes data to that address. For
each "I" written out to the peripheral port an output is
set high, and for each "0" the corresponding output
is set low.

Although the basic concept of peripheral control is
simple, the actual implementation of these interfaces
can involve many sophisticated techniques designed
to allow the processor to maximize its ability to control
peripherals and perform internal operations con-
currently.

Microprocessor. At first glance it may seem strange
to discuss the support chips in the tn..:roprocessor-
based system before mentioning the processor. How-
ever, this approach is necessitated by the fact that
most of the inputs and outputs on the Processor are
aimed at properly controlling the support chips and
peripheral devices discussed above.

The address bus, the bidirectional data bus, and the
write-enable line allow the processor to exercise direct
control over the rest of the system. The address bus
puts out addresses to control the source or destination
of data transfers. These addresses are derived from
various sources within the processor. Addresses for
data transfers between the processor and RAM are
usually derived directly from the program or are
calculated from the data in the prograrn and data in
internal registers. The bidirectional data bus serves as
a path for transferring data into and out of the pro-
cessors. The direction of the data transfer is deter-
mined by the write-enable line.

Another special function found in microcomputer
systems as well as other computer systems is the
interrupt. As mentioned previously, when an interrupt
signal is generated by a peripheral device, the opera-
tion of the processor will be directly affected. When
the interrupt is received by the CPU, the CPU will
complete its current instruction aria then, under
program control, will respond to the interrupt. The
importance of this function is that it allows the pro-
cessor to execute the system program without re-
quiring the system program to monitor the status of
each peripheral device. The software which handles the
operation of each peripheral will be executed only
when required.

With reference to software, two definitions are
needed at this point. Software is the computer pro-
gram(s) written by the programmer which causes a
computer system to perform a specified operation.
The program that is permanently stored in the ROM
is called firmware and contains the microinstructions
which implement software instructions in a micro-
computer system. Any program stored in the ROM
is generally called firmware. Software is easily changed;
firmware is not.

7

Exercises (003):
I. What memory unit within a microprocessor system

is used for storing any microinstructions?

2. What device is used to communicate between the
microcomputer and a disk?

3. How many address lines are required if there are
4,096 addresses?

4. How are addrzsses for data transfers between the
processor and the RAM derived?

5. What is firmware?

6. Is data in the ROM lost when power isdisconnected?

7. What is meant when we say that the RAM is volatile?

8. What is meant by address space of a microprocessor?

004. Specify operating characteristics of microprocessors.
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The microprocessor is an LSI chip containing most
of the circuitry required to build a programmable,
stored program, digital computer. The chip is usually
mounted in a 40- or 64-pin dual in-line package (DIP).
By interconnecting the microprocessor (NP) with
memory, interface circuits, and/or other micropro-
cessor chips, a microcomputer is the result.

One of the more widely used microprocessors is the
MCS6502 designed by MOS Technology, Inc. We
shall use Er . 6502 as an example of the type of micro-
processors (APs) being used in the civilian and military
market. We'll discuss the characteristics of the 6502
and look at an internal block diagram for this chip.
Next, we'll discuss the various parts of the 6502 and
their functions. Later in this chapter we'll compare
three other APs with the 6502.

The MCS6502. Figure 1-5 illustrates the internal
block diagram for the 6502 chip. As you can see, many
functions are performed by the integrated circuitry
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1-5. MCS6502 internal block diagram (courtesy of MOS Technology, Inc.).

within this 40-pin DIP. The 6502 is easy to interface,
operates off a single +5-volt power supply, and doesn't
require an external dna generator. The IC thes an
8-bit data word both internally and externally. The
high logic level for the chip must be at least 2.4 volts
and the low logic level is 0.40 volt or less. These logic
levels are compatible with TTL and. therefore. no
conversion circuits are required when interfacing
with TTL devices. The 6502 is an n-MOS device, which
means that n-channel MOSFETs are the active ele-
ments on the chip. The nominal clock frequency is

1 MHz. Cycle time is 1 !Ls at a clock frequency of 1
MHz. Up to 65K bytes of external memory may be
addressed with the 16 address lines. A 64K-byte RAM
data memory and a I K-byte ROM program memory
are used for storage of data and instructions.

The internal organization of the 6502 can be split
into two sections. In general, the instructions obtained
from program memory (see fig. 1-4) are executed by
implementing a series of data transfers in one section
of the chipthe register section. The control signals
which actually cause the data transfers to take place
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are generated in the other sectioncontrol. Instruc-
tions enter the processor on the data bus, are latched
into the instruction register, and are then decoded
along with timing signals to generate the register
control signals.

The timing control unit keeps track of the specific
cycle being executed. This unit is set to "Tr for each
instruction fetch cycle and is advanced at the beginning
of each phase one clock pulse. Each instruction starts
in TO and goes to T1, T2, T3, etc., for as many cycles as
are required to complete the execution of the instruc-
tion. Each data transfer, etc., which takes place in the
register section is initiated by decoding the contents of
both the instruction register and the timing counter.

Additional control signals which affect the execu-
tion of the instructions are derived from the interrupt
logic and from the processor status register. The
interrupt logic controls the interface between the
6502 and peripheral devices to insure that the pro-
cessor recognizes and services the device.

The processor status register contains a set of latches
which control certain aspects of 1.411 operation. The
register will indicate the results of arithmetic and logic
operations, the status of data generated by the 6502,
or the status of data brought in from the outside.

At 1 MHz, the data which comes into the processor
from the program memory, the data memory, or from
the peripheral devices appears on the data bus during
the last 100 nanoseconds of phase two clock. No
attempt is made to actually operate on the data during
this short period. Instead, it is simply transferred into
the input data latch for use during the next cycle. The
data latch serves to trap the data on the data bus during
each phase twa pulse. It can then be transferred onto
one of the internal busses and from there into one of
the internal registers. For example, data being trans-
ferred from memory into the accumulator (A) will be
placed on the internal data bus and will then be trans-
ferred from the internal data bus into the accumulator.
If an arithmetic or logic operation is to be performed
using the data from memory and the contents of the
accumulator, data in the input data latch will be
transferred into the ALU. At the same time the con-
tents of the accumulator will be transferred onto a bus
in the register section and from there into the second
input to the AL U. The results of the arithmetic or logic
operation will be transferred back to the accumulator
on the next cycle by transferring first onto the bus
and then into the accumulator. All of these data
transfers take place during the phase one clock pulse.

The program counter (PCL, PCH) provides the
addresses which step the processor through sequential
instructions in the program. Each time the processor
fetches an instruction from program memory, the
contents of PCL are placed on the low-order 8-bits of
the address bus, and the contents of PCH are placed on
the high-order 8-bits. This counter is incremented
each time an instruction or data is fetched from pro-
gram memory.

The accumulator is a general-purpose 8-bit register
which stores the results of most arithmetic and logic

operations. In addition, the accumulator usually
contains one of the two data words used in these
operations.

All logic and arithmetic operations take place in the
ALU. This includes incrementing and decrementing
of internal registers (except PCL and PCH). However,
the ALU cannot store data for more than one cycle.
If data is placed on the inputs to the ALU at the
beginning of one cycle, the result is always gated into
one of the storage registers or to external memory
durins the next cycle. Each bit of the ALU has two
inputs. These inputs can be tied to various internal
busses or to a logic 0; the ALU then generates the
SUM, AND, OR, etc., function using the data on the
two inputs.

The stack pointer (S) and the two index registers
(X and Y) each consist of eight simple latches. These
registers store data which is to be used in calculating
addresses in data memory. The stack concept will be
explained in detail later.

The address bus buffers (A BL, A B H) consist of a set
of latches and TTL compatible drivers. These latches
store the addresses which are used in accessing the
peripheral devices (ROM, RAM and I/0).

The Stack Concept. The "stack" is a specific set of
memory locations in the RAM. The stack is used to
speed computations and hold data and/or instructions
being operated upo a by the processor. The stack repre-
sents a form of temporary storage used by a computer
to make program operations more efficient. The stack
pointer register is used to indicate or "point" to the
location in stack where the next word will be stored
to or retrieved from in the stack area of the RAM.

A good use of the stack occurs when we have an
interrupt from a peripheral device. For example,
suppose a disk wanted to communicate with our
microcomputer. Once the processor recognizes the
interrupt, the contents of all data registers and the
instruction register would be stored in tiw stack while
the processor services the disk. After the disk finishes
its communication, the processor would then take the
contents of the stack locations it used and place the
information back into the registers it came from. The
processor would then continue with its program
operations.

Anytime the processor stores information to the
stack, data is said to be "pushed" on the stack. Data
taken from the stack is said to be "popped" off the
stack. These terms are onfr used with reference to a
stack. The words stored in the stack or retrieved from
the stack are done on a "last in, first our(LIFO) basis.
In other words, the last word stored in stack is the first
to be taken from the stack.

Tristate Logic. The address bus in the 6502 is a
one-way bus. Addresses leaving the microprocessor
go in one direction onlytoward memory. On the
other hand, the data bus is bidirectional. Data and
instructions can travel in either direction on the data
bus. This could create mass confusion unless we
control when data travels on the bus and in which
direction. This is done with tristate or three-state logic.

9
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A standard logic gate has an output of a I or 0. A
tristate logic gate is capable of an additional output
called its high impedance or disconnect state. The
tristate gate also has an additional input, called the
enable input. Whenever he gate is enabled, an output
of I or 0 is present. If not enabled, the output is in its
high impedance state or essentially open. Therefore,

Maker
Intel
Motorola
T.1.

#P
8080
6800
9900

Word
Size
8 bits
8 bits
16 bits

Voltage
t5. 4-12

+5
t5. +12

Frey
3 MH7
2 MH7
3 Mlii

Memorr
65K
65K
65K

# Pins
40
40
64

DMA
Yes

Option
Yes

a series of gates can be tied to the data bus at one time. Exercises (004):
By enabling one set of gates at a time, we prevent data I. What active chip element is used in the 6502 micro- .
from more than one source from getting onto the data processor?
bus at the same time.

Microprocessor Comparison. Thera are a multitude
of microprocessors available which can be used as
general-purpose digital microcomputers or special- 2. Name the two major sections that comprise the 6502.
purpose data processors. Each AP may require one or
more support chips to implement a microcomputer
system. Microprocessors are also available as "slice"
CPUs. These usually operate on only 2 or 4 bits of 3. What signals cause data transfers to take place?
data at a time. By connecting several of these in
parallel, 8- or 16-bit words can be processed.

The following table lists three popular 1.iPs in use
today besides the MCS6502. As indicated, some 4. What register in the 6502 will indicate the status of
requ:re more power sources than others. Second, not logical operations?
all Ai Ps come with a clock on the chip. These factors
will have a bearing on the complexity of a system.
Se;ne microprocessors are microprogrammed, and
most have a direct memory access (DMA) capability. 5. How is data stored in the "stack"?
DMA is a function which allows data transfers to
occur between memory and peripheral devices without
interference from the CPU. DMA is done to speed
data transfers when data doesn't require manipulation 6. In comparing tristate logic with standard logic,
by the processor. what is the third state?



Peripherals

IT IS GENERALLY accepted that peripheral equip-
ment for a computer system consists of all the input
and/ or output equipment used for the transfer of
information in or out of the system. Even in a micro-
computer, RAM and ROM are considered peripherals
if they are separate chips from the microprocessor.
The peripheral devices listed below are the predomi-
nant I/0 devices that will be discussed in this chapter.

Card punches/ readers.
Paper tape punches/readers.
Magnetic drums/ tapes/ dist--
Keyboards.
Printers.
Visual displays.
Plotters.

Magnetic drums, tapes, and disks are also major
storage media and will be discussed again in Chapter 3
of this unit. The remainder of the devices listed
above will be detailed in the following sections.

Peripheral devices provide the computer with the
facilities necessary for communicating with the users.
Input devices such as data terminals, card readers,
and magnetic disks supply the computer with data and
instructions, while some of these same devices will
change the data processed by the computer into a form
required for other purposes. The selection of a par-
ticular peripheral device will depend on the specific
use for which a computer is intended.

2-1. Types of Input/Output Devices
Different types of computers are used for different

purposes. The three major areas of application are
business, solving scientific problems, and the auto-
matic control of weapons systems. The types of input/
output devices used with each application will differ
in many respects. In fact, some peripheral devices
are designed specifically for one of these applications
and, therefore, will not be useful in others. This chapter
restricts its coverage to ccrnmonly used devices,
leaving treatment of specific devices to other texts.

005. Name the basic requirements for peripheral
devices and two ways to use computer time more
profitably.

CHAPTER 2

General Requirements for Peripheral Devices.
Generally, peripheral devices must meet two basic
requirements. First, the devices must be able to modify
all data so that it is acceptable to the computer during
the input phase of the operation and to present data in
usable form during the output phase. Second, the
devices must operate quickly and efficiently in con-
junction with the computer.

Conventional input devices read coded data into
computers or other devices from punched cards, punched
paper tape, or from magnetic tape. In some special mili-
tary applications, the computer input is received from
special-purpose devices, such as radar sets, gun plat-
forms, missile guidance systems, satellite telemetry, or
tactical display consoles. In scientific digital computers,
the input device may consist of a keyboard, while the
output device may consist of a plotting board or
electric typewriter.

Data may be presented at the output printed form
(English or numerals), in plotted form (such as maps
and graphs), on punched cards, paper tapes, magnetic
tapes, ,or oscilloscope displays. Outputs in still other
forms are available for special applications.

Nearly all input / output devices suffer the same
disadvantageslowness of response. Most computers
can process millions of bits of data per second. Input/
output devices, particularly those which require some
mechanical operation, are hard pressed to manipulate
several thousand bits per second. There is, of course, a
wide disparity in data exchange rates between the
various devices; but the computer is faster than even
the fastest of them.

There are various procedures that can help to
utilize computer time more profitably. One such
procedure; designed to inimize computer idling time,
is to pr6gram cycles to run concurrently with
computation.. Another is to use a number of I/ 0
channels and provide multiplexed inputs to the com-
puter from several I/0 devices. (Multiplexing, as
used here, refers to the ability of the computer to
sample the data -on a number of input channels while
maintaining the intelligence of the data from each
channel. The rate-of multiplexing is high enough to
permit the operator of each I/0 device to retain
immediate access with the computer.)

Common methods for improving computer usage
insofar as can be accomplished by the I/0 equipment

I I
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itself include the use of off-line devices (i.e., devices
not under the direct control of the computer), use of
electronic switches to multiplex several equipments on
one channel, and the use of buffer storage registers in
the I/0 equipment. Buffer storage is treated later in
this chapter.

Exercises (005):
I. What are the two basic requirements for input/

output devictts?

2. What disadvantage do nearly all input/output
devices have in common?

3. Name ways to use computer time more profitably.

006. State how on-line, off-line, and buffer storage
devices are used.

On-Line Equipment. On-line equipment generally
operates at high processing speeds and is connected
directly to a computer. Usually, on-line equipment
is used when large amounts of data are being processed
and when very little computation is required. It is now
feasible to use slower equipment such as typewriters,
printers,and keyboards to supplement the high-speed
on-line equipment. Of course, the selection of a par-
ticular device or combination of devices must be
determined by the intended use of the computing
system.

Off-Line Equipment. The equipment that prepares
(and sometimes processes) data external to the com-
puter is classified as off-line equipment. Some on-line
devices can be used off-line, which results in a more
flexible system. Some equipment is used off-line
exclusively. Sorters and card punches (which prepare
data) and tabulators (which process the data) are in
this off-line category. The typewriters and other units
mentioned earlier are used for off-line applications,
but are classified as auxiliary equipment.

Buffer Storage. Buffers serve as intermediate
storage devices to facilitate transfer of data between
two media whose operating speeds are difficult or
impossible to synchronize. It is frequently necessary to
read data from cards, paper tapes, keyboards, etc., into
the main (primary) computer memory. In most cases,
the speed at which input devices can supply data to
storage cannot be increased sufficiently to match the
ability of the computer to read in the data at electronic
speeds. The same incompatibility is encountered in
reading data from memory to output devices. A buffer
device is, therefore, designed to read in or write out

12

data at speeds compatible with the input or output
device and the main computer memory.

Several types of buffers are in use. The simplest type
is an arrangement of flip-flop registers into which
data can be slowly accumulated but can be released
or read out at electronic speeds. By design, data can
be read into and out of the registers in either serial
or parallel form. The buffer storage must be capable
of reading data slowly from the input device, and, at
a later time, writing this data at electronic speeds
into the main memory. It must also be capable of
reading in data at electronic speeds from the main
memory and writing this data slowly at the output
device.

Exercises (006):
I. What are the two characteristics common to all

on-line equipment?

2. When is on-line equipment used?

3. What is off-line equipment?

4. Name three types of equipment used off-line
exclusively.

5. How are buffers used with I/ 0 devices?

6. The buffer storage used with an I/0 device must
be capable of what?

2-2. Recording Media
Nearly all input and output systems use recording

media. The most popular forms of recording media
have been the printed pages, punched cards, punched
paper tape, and magnetic tape. The most important
considerations that determine the choice of recording
media are:

Compatibility between input devices and computer.
Form and quality required of the display data.
Ease of handling and accessibility of data.
Permanence, erasability, and durability of record
medium.
volume of bulk storage capacity, density, and
costs associated with storage of data.
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Size, weight, and power consumption of recording
equipment.
Speed of reading and recording, and reliability of
data and of the recording equipment.
Installation, operation, and recording costs.

007. Specify characteristics of punched cards as input
media.

Punched Cards. Punched cards are familiar objects
to almost everyone. Punched cards are used for time-
cards, personnel files, inventory files, and many other
types of records. They are one of the most widely used
input/output media for digital computers.

The advantages of punched cards are:
A punched-card file may be easily revised, ex-
panded, or contracted.
A punched-card file can be easily sorted into
subfiles, and cards with desired information can
be removed easily.
Individual items in a data file can be more easily
mapipulated by using punched cards.
Stored information is permanent.
Capacity is unlimited.

The disadvantages of punched cards are:
The card punches are slow and bulky.
The cards are heavy and take up storage space.

The two most widely used types of punchcd cards
are: (I) the Remington Rand Corporation card and
other cards using the RRC card format, and (2) the
International Business Machine (IBM) Corporation
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card and other cards using the IBM card format. The
major difference between the two is the number of
columns of each. The Remington Rand card has 90
columns, and the IBM card has 80 columns. Since the
IBM card format is the most commonly used, we will
use it for discussion purposes.

A typical card is of fixed dimensions and is made
of a specific quality of paper. Each IBM card has 80
columns, and within each column it has 12 punching
positions. Figure 2-1 shows an IBM card, and figure
2-2 shows an AF Form 1500.

Each card has several positions punched. The rows
are numbered 0 through 9. Two unnumbered rows
may be punched above row,O. These may be referred
to as zones (zones 11 and 12 in fig. 2-1); and, when
punched with numerical punches, they represent the
alphabet.

The numeric characters 0 through 9 are represented
by a single punch in a single column. Zero is repre-
sented by a single punch in the 0 zone position of the
column. The alphabetic characters are represented
by two punches in a single column; that is, one numeric
punch and one zone punch. Columns A through I use
the I 2-zone punch and numeric punches 1 through 9.
Columns J through R use the 11-zone punch and
numeric punches 1 through 9. Columns S through Z
use the 0-zone punch and numeric punches 2 through
9. A card may use any format that the particular
computer system is designed to use. Some codes used
are the standard, row binary, column binary, and
H ollerith.

Card Punch. The equipment useu to record infor-
mation onto a card is a card punch. One manual card
punch is an electromechanical device which punches
information on cards and prints out the information
on top of the cards. The punching operation is per-
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Figure 2-2. A F Form 1500.

formed by an operator at a keyboard similar to a 2. A punched card is divided into rows, columns, and
standard typewriter keyboard. An example of such a
manual card punch is shown in figure 2-3.

A card punch for transferring outputs from the
computer to cards is shown in figure 2-4. This card
punch is operated by the computer through the control 3. A punch above the 0 row indicates that the infor-
unit. The computer generates voltages which operate mation in that column is
punch-selecting electromagnets. When the punches
operate, they punch out a card-hole pattern corre-
sponding to the computer output information. No
manual operation is possible. The computer-operated 4. The computer entty punch converts information
punch is faster than the manually operated punch. into a
The computer-operated punch can process several pattern for computer input.
hundred cards per minute; the manually operated
punch is limited to the three cards per minute and
is within normal operator capabilities. In most com-
puters, it is possible to punch information on cards 5. Numerical information is represented on a punched
in any of several codes. This may be a built-in feature; card by a punch in a
if not, it can usually be done by special programming column.
techniques.

A punch feed is shown in figure 2-5. The cards are
moved, one at a time, from the card hopper, under
a punching station that punches data in the card. After 6. What is the most common use for punched card
the card is punched, it is moved to a read station. At equipment within a computer system?
the read station the punched holes are sensed and the
coded information is converted into electrical im-
pulses. These impulses, or digital information (pulse-
-no-pulse), are then compared to the input data for 7. What is the major difference between the two most
accuracy. The card then moves into the stacker. widely used types of punched cards?

Exercises (007):
1. What is the most commonly used type of punched

card format within the Air Force?
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008. State how card readers operate with buffer
storage.
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Figure 2-3. Manual card punch.

Using Card Readers with Buffer Storage. Let's look
now at a representative method of using card readers
with buffer storage. Some card readers are designed
for on-line operation with a computer. Furthermore,
the computer may be capable of selecting a,..y one
of several card readers as the input or output device.
The diagram and flow chart in figure 2-6 illustrate
one method of reading data from a card reader into the
computer memory. Four readers are shown in figure 2-6.

The request for read-in data is generally in the form
of a programmed instruction. When tae instruction
is issued, the control unit produces an input request
signal on any one of four input request lines as deter-
mined by the instruction. The same instruction (or in
some cases a subsequent instruction) will select the
desired function, either read or write.

Some readers read the data directly into the com-
puter. This method is slow and does not afford best use
of computer time. A more desirable arrangement uses
a buffer storage. The card reader passes its input over
80 transfer lines to the storage medium. (Only one of
these lines from each reader is shol-n.) Cores are used
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as the storage medium in this discussion because of
their simplicity.

The storage matrix contains 960 cores (only top
rows shown in fig. 2-6), each of which can be in either
the 0 or 1 state to represent any combination of holes
and no holes contained on the card being read. The
data is read in (in parallel form) longitudinally across
the matrix so that all l's in the 9's row of the card are
entered first. All 1 's in the 8's row are entered next,
followed by those in rows 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0, 11, and
12, in that order.

A row counter counts each row as it is entered into
the matrix. After entering the last row (the 12's row),
the row counter indicates that the information is ready
for transfer to the computer. If the computer is avail-
able to accept the data, it transmits a read enable
signed to the card reader to set the read enable circuits.
Subsequent instructions will permit the data to be
transferred (column by column) into the computer
as described later.

The C register provides temporary storage of data
en route to the computer. The column counter initiates

132 4
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Figure 2-4. Computer controlled card punch.
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the "read next card" signal after all 80 columns have data from the memory matrix. (Points I and I are
been transferred to the computer a t high speed. Note connected.) A command line from the computer
that the data is read into the core matrix at the speed carries the signal to cause the readout of one vertical
of the input device and into the computer at electronic word column of data (12 bits) each time this signal
speeds, limited only by the ability of the computer appears on tile line. The column counter advances
memory to accept and store the data. Thbs, the core by one each time a I2-bit column is transferred.
matrix provides "buffer storage" between the card If a "no" answer is produced from "count = 80 + 1"
reader and the main computer memory. cilcuit and the computer is not ready to accept the next

The flow chart (fig. 2-6,B) shows the read-in process. word, a method is provided for storing the word until
Upon receiving the "input request" signal from the the computer memory is able to accept it.
computer, the order to "start card cycle" is issued (A). After the transfer of all 80 columns, a subsequent
The "read row" instruction causes the 9's row to be order to "advance column count" will produce a "yes"
read at the reading station. After the holes and no- output from the interrogation "count = 80 +I?" This
holes, or l's and O's in the 9's row are read, the "enable permits an examination of conditions to determine if
row drive and store" instruction causes ihe drive lines the "read input" is still active from the computer.
in the matrix (which correspond with holes in the card) Stated
to be activated., and their selected cores are switched
to the I state. All other cores remain in the 0 state. (The
memory matrix is cleared before read-in of each card.)

1. he order "advance row count" places the 8's in the

differently,

HOPPER

the output asks, "Is the computer

position for read-in. Because the 8's row is the next
row to be read, the answer to the question "is row = 12

READ STATION

I?- is "no" and a signal is produced to "read row"
(row 8 in this ease). The process continues, storing the
data from the card row by row into the matrix, until
all of th:. card data is transferred to the matrix. The
I 2's row is the last to be read in.

The answer to the question "is row = 12 + I?" is
"yes." This response causes a command to set the read
enable circuits in preparation for the readout of the Figure 2-5. Punch feed.

NDA2 3-39
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Figure 2-6. Card reading operation using buffer storage.

still demanding the read-in of data?" A "yes" answer
causes the memory matrix to be cleared and the entire
operation to be repeated during the read-in of the
next card (points (A) and (A) are connected). A "no"
answer initiates "end read," and all card reader
operations are discontinued.

To further understand how buffer storage expedites
use of computer time, let's consider the overall opera-
tion of the computer with and without buffer storage
and a buffer controlled sequence. In the flow chart
of figure 2-7, the instruction for read-in designates
an address at which the read-in must begin (first word
address, fwa) and the address of the last word (Lwa).
For a read-in instruction, these addresses refer to the
location at which the words are to be stored in the main
computer memory. For a readout instruction, fwa and
Lwa would encompass the total data to be read out.
The data is read into or out of memory in sequential
order from the "fwa" to the "Lwa."

A subsequent instruction causes the computer to
select the "input device," which in this case is presumed
to be a card reader. Next, the status of the selected
device is determined. If the reader is not available
or other conditions are not satisfactory (such as
"power switch not on"), a "no" output will result from
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the "ready" interrogation. In some cases, a light,
alarm, or other means of alerting the operator to
correct the situation is initiated. If the "ready" inter-
rogation produces a "yes" answer, the command is
issued to select "read," meaning that data is to to: read
into the computer rather than written out.

After all such preparations are completed, the
"initiate input operation" is issued and the card
reading process begins. If buffer storage is nut used
(the method described here as NORMAL), the com-
puter will issue the order "input one word." This is
followed by a store instruction which places the word
in the fwa in storage. The computer now causes a
counter to increment the word address (wa), count by
I, and to examine the new address number to deter-
mine if the new word is the same as the last word
address plus I. If the answer is "no," the next word
is requested. This process repeats itself until the output
from the interrogation "fwa Lwa + 1?" is "yes."

Because the numbers (2) and (2) represent the same
point, a "yes" answer causes a command for the com-
puter to resume operations under the influence of the
stored program. Note that the computer is not avail-
able to perform any other operations while the read-in
is in progress.
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Now consider the action using the buffer method. Exercises (008):
All conditions and operations are the same up to and 1. In using a card reader with a buffer storage, how is
including the "initiate input" operation. The fwa and data read in?
Lwa are stored in a register in the buffer control section
so that the buffer operation will stop when the action
is completed. As soon as the "initiate input operation"
command is issued, a buffer control unit begins to 2. How many cores are in the storage matrix?
operate and the main computer is released to perform
other operations (arithmetic, control, etc.). Buffer
control operates independently of the main computer.

After buffer control has caused the read-in of the 3. In figure 2-6, what function is performed by the
first word, an interrogation determines if memory C register?
is busy. (Memory, and all associated drive and regis-
ters, may be busy with some other operation.) If the
answer to this interrogation is "yes," no attempt is
made by buffer control to enter the data into the main 4. What does the "read row" instruction (fig. 2-6)
computer storage until memory is available. cause?

After storing the data, a counter increments the
word address (wa), and the new address is compared
with the previously stored code (Lwa + 1) to see if the
last word has already been stored. If the answer is 5. What happens when the "enable row drive and
"no," the process repeats until a "yes" output is pro- store" instruction is received by the card reader?
duced. This "yes" output indicates that the buffer
operation is completed. Note in this case that the
computer is not directly involved in the buffer operation.

The terms "buffer" and "buffer storage" are used
to describe almost any operation that takes place in
a computer with the aid of any form cf intermediate
storage. However, the term "buffer storage" most
frequently denotes the type of operation just explained.
The word "buffer" generally refers to a device or
arrangement of devices or registers that temporarily
store data as they are being transferred in the com-
putation process.

6. When and by how much is the column counter
advanced?

7. What is the advantage in using buffer read-in of
card data?

184 2 7



009. Specify the characteristics of punched paper tape.

Punched Paper Tape. Paper tape has many of the
characteristics of punched cards. It employs the
principle of hole-no-hole; requires a mechanical device
to move the tape; and employs a brush or photoelectric
cell for reading. It is similar to magnetic tape in that
it must be read sequentially. The hole patterns are
punched into the tape according to a code in which
each pattern conforms to specific decimal numbers,
alphabetic characters, or special characters. One
column of the total possible punching positions (one
for each channel) across the width of the tape is used
to code these characters. Figure 2-8 shows a section
of paper tape illustrating the channels and several
coded characters.

The lower four channels on the tape shown in figure
2-8 are labeled 1, 2, 4, and 8 (do not include the feed
holes). The vertical sum of the position punches
indicates the numeric value of the character. For
example, a numeric 2 is represented by a hole punched
in channel 2. A numeric 6 is represented by a combina-
tion of a 2 and a 4 punch.

The upper four channels on the tape are labeled
CHECK, 0, X, and END OF LINE (EL). The purpose
of the X and 0 channels is simaar to the purpose
of the zone positions of punched cards. They are used
in combination with the numeric channels to record
alphabetic and special character-. The check channel
provides for character parity. Take a column with an
even number of holes. To make the total number of
holes in that column "odd" and give an "odd-count
PARITY CHECK," a hole is punched in the CHECK
channel. A punch in the EL channel represents a
special function character that marks the end of a
record on tape. The tape feed code is made up of
punches in the X, 0, 8, 4, 2, and I channels. It is used
to indicate blank character positions on tape.

Paper tape is a continuous recording medium. It is
limited only by the capacity of the storage component
into which the data is to be placed or from which data
is received. A punched card, on the other hand, is
limited to 80 columns of information.

Paper tapes that have five through eight parallel
channels are commonly used. Normally, eight parallel
channels are preferred for computer input. Some tapes
are made of plain paper. Others are made in the form
of a sandwich with aluminum or paper between two
thin films of plastic material. Some are oil impregnated
and strong fibered for long wear. Mylar tape, an

TAPE FEED

CND L INE
X
0

CHECK8

extremely tough and long-lasting plastic tape, is also
available. Mylar tape comes in rolls 1,000 feet in
length, each roll capable of holding 120,000 characters.

Exercises (009):
I. Paper tape has many of the characteristics of

2. Punched paper tape is similar to magnetic tape
in that it must be read

3. A numeric 4 is represented by a hole punched in
channel

4. Channels X and 0 perform the same function as
positions of a punched card.

5 tape is used in applications
where long life is desired.

010. Specify the uses and operational characteristics
of paper tape units.

Paper Tape Devkes. Paper tape machines are
usually used as an input/ output device, although
they have been used for memory storage. Information
is coded on the basis of a hole-no-hole code. In a
typical system, the holes are punched on tape by a
manual keyboard and paper-tape punch procedure
or by the computer and paper-punch arrangement.
Normally, a computer-prepared tape is an output
procedure, and a keyboard-prepared tape is an input
procedure. A paper-tape unit is shown on the left side
of the teletypewriter in figure 2-9.

The paper-tape reader converts the punched paper-
tape code into electrical pulses by means of a photo-
electric system or by sensing the pattern of hole-no-
hole with brushes. The paper-tape reader interprets the
punched tape and can be linked to a printout device
as well as to the input phase; it can also be used to
verify the correctness of a keyboard-prepared tape
before the tape is processed as input information. In
the input phase, tape is sensed by the reader; and the
information, expressed in electrical pulse form, is fed
into the computer. Although a paper-tape system is
less expensive than a magnetic-tape system, it is a
relatively slow method of information processing.
Figure 2-10 shows a paper tape punched with a five-
cha nnel code.

SPACE .,.CNCIMNFVENN.
i : F HI X MN0PIPPIZ T WNXY .0 4 7 940-/& ,.0%*"lo.mmo-ma.~
0000000000000000000 00 00 00 00000000000000 0000000 00 000 0000 00 00 0000 0m Om 00 0 00000000000 00

4 0 000. 0000 0000 0000 0000 00 0002 0 0 00 0 00 00 000 0000 00000001-0 0 00 000 0000 0

Figure 2-8. Eight-channel punched paper tape.
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Figure 2-9, Teletype with paper tape unit,

Exercises (010):
I. Paper tape is usually used as an input/ output

device; however, it may be used for
2. Normally, a tape prepared on a keyboard is used

as an device.
3. The punched tape reader converts the information

stored on the tape to electrical impulses by sensing
the hole-no-hole patterns. This is done electrically
with a photosensor or mechanically by using

4. Compared to a magnetic-tape system, a paper-tape
system is and
expensive.

011. Identify terms associated with magnetic drum
input/output.
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Magnetic Drum. The magnetic drum is a common
medium capable of storing from a few thousand
characters to millions of characters, depending upon
its application. In some computer systems, it is used
as internal memory, while in others as an auxiliary
storage device. The difference in magnetic drums used
for internal memory and those used as external
memory is their size. External memory devices are
much larger. A magnetic drum is a steel cylinder
inclosed in a copper sleeve. The copper surface is
plated with a cobalt and nickel alloy. This coatingof
the drum's surface is the actual storage medium.

If an area of this material is placed in a magnetic
field, it becomes magnetized. After the magnetizing
force is removed, the magnetism is retained indefi-
nitely. The area affected can be quite small (on one
model, it is about 0.071 inch long) so that a large
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Figure 2-10. Five-channel code.

number of magnetized spots or cells can be placed in
a small space. The effect of magnetizing a cell is the
same as if a tiny bar magnet were imb,dded in the
surface of the drum.

As the drum rotates at a constant speed-12,500
rpm in one modelinformation is written by magne-
tizing cells as the surface passes a read-write head.
The head consists of read and write coils of fine wire
wound around a center core. A plastic shim separates
the end of the core, providing a magnetic gap. The
head assembly is positioned close to the drum so that
magnetic lines of force produced by the write head
fringe around the gap and flow through the alloy
surface (see fig. 2-11).

The cells are magnetized by sending pulses of
current through the write coil. The direction of current
flow determines the resulting polarity of a cell. Conse-
quently, cells can represent either l's or 0's, the two
digits used for binary recording in all computers.
Because the drum is rotating while writing takes place,
current must be extremely short to limit the magne-
tized area. Thus, the size of the cell is almost the same
as if the drum were motionless.

When a cell that has been magnetized passes under
the read-write head, the magnetic state can be sensed
by current induced in the read coil. In this way, infor-
mation written on the drum can be read back when
needed. Reading is not destructive because the con-
dition of a cell is not changed as it passes the head.
Unlike core storage, the drum needs no regeneration
process; and the information can be read again and
again without being erased. Drum storage is, there-
fore, permanent, and data on its surface remains there
indefinitely even after the power to a system is turned
off. Information is replaced only when new informa-
tion is written.

Each drum has a specific number of storage loca-
tions, each of which is addressable by the computer.
The capacity of each location depends upon ti.r. design
of the drum and the data representation used. In figure
2-12, each section contains 200 character locations;
and each section is addressable (1000-1299). Because
reading or writing can occur only when a specified
location is passing the heads, access time may vary,
depending upon the distance to be traveled by that
location to the head. Although the drum has lost some
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significance as an internal storage medium, present
applications use its characteristics as auxiliary storage
(an extension of internal memory).

To further explain the magnetic drum mass storage
media, the UNIVAC 1057 FAST-RAND IAS will be
used. The FAST-RAND IAS (immediate access
storage) unit has a capacity of 66 million 6-bit alpha-
numeric characters. The average access time is 57
milliseconds, and characters are transferred to and
from the drum at the rate of 183,000 characters per
second.

As illustrated :n figure 2-13, the drums are labeled
"A" and "P " and each contains 3072 recording paths
or tracks around the circumference of the drum. Each
drum is .erviced by 32 read-write heads. Therefore, the
two drums contain 6144 tracks serviced by 64 heads.
All 64 heads are mounted on a movable positioning
bar. The heads remain fixed vertically, and the drums
-otate at 880 rpm above and below the heads. When
the positioning bar is moved, all heads are moved in
unison. The heads are consecutively numbered
from 0 to 63.

The 3072 tracks on each drum are subdivided into
32 groups of 96 tracks each (1 group per head). See
figure 2-14. Each track is numbered from 00 to 95
within its group, and each head is capable of being
positioned over any one of the 96 tracks. Each track
is 1 bit wide, and there are 57 tracks per inch. Since
all heads are mounted on a single positioning bar and
are moved in unison, notice that all heads are posi-
tioned over the same identically numbered track at

READ COIL WRITE COIL

CWRITE 1

(WRITE 0

FRINGING FLUX

SURFACE

430

Figure 2-11. Example of magnetic drum recordings.
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Figure 2-12. Schematic of magnetic drum storage.

any given time, i.e., when any head is over track 00,
then all heads are over track 00 within that particular
group. From this point on, we will refer to both drums
as if they were one unit.

Each of the 6144 data tracks is further subdivided
into data sectors. There are 64 sectors, numbered
0 to 63, on each track. The sector is the smallest ad-
dressable unit of data on the drum. If there are 64
sectors per track, 96 tracks per head, and 64 heads,
then there are 64 X 96 X 64, or 393,216 addressable
sectors on the drum. Each sector can contain 168 6-bit
alphanumeric characters. When a data sector is read
from the drum, a I68-character image is transmitted
to memory. Likewise, when a data sector is to be
written on the drum from memory, 168 characters are
transmitted. The general organization of a data sector
on FAST-RAND drums is shown in figure 2-15. Each
track contains 64 sectors that art addressed octally 00
through 077. The hardware sentinels signal the begin-
ning and end of a sector.

To read data from or to write data onto the drum,
an address is decoded in sequence to determine the
correct unit, track, head, and sector. Ideally, each
record to be stored on the drum would comain its
actual address, which would simplify programming.
For example, a record whose part or reference number
is 01123456 could be stored directly at location unit 1,

track 12, head 34, sector 56. Such an arrangement,
wherein each data record contains its own unique
address, is known as direct-addressing. Unfortunately,
this method is very seldom possible because of the wide
range of numbers and the volume of records involved.

There are various methods referred to as indirect
addressing used in assigning data records to available
storage locations. Grouping of records, look-up tables,
functional keys, arithmetic calculations, etc., all have
their own advantages and drawbacks; therefore,
appropriate measures must oe taken by the pro-
grammer to insure that only one record is assigned
to each available address.

Magnetic drums are called mass storage units and
are considered random access devices. Although their
access time is variable and not as fast as the computer
internal core memory, units of storage can be ad-
dressed in an essentially random manner by specifying
a particular location (address). Mass storage media
can be used in handling sequentially organized files;
however, their nonsequential or random storage and
access capability is of greater significance.

Sequential processing of a magnetic drum file is
similar in concept to the technique generally used in
handling magnetic tape files; however, significant
differences of physical environment exist between
magnetic drum storage. A magnetic tape file is defined
as an input file or an output file, but not both. When a
physical tape record is read, the reel is automatically
in proper position to read the next record. At the
completion of the program, the input file will contain
the same information as it did before the program
started. A tape file must be processed sequentially.

In contrast, a magnetic drum file may be used for
both input and output because of its record accessing
characteristics. A read operation may be performed on
the same physical file as a write operation. The usual
file update technique is to read a record, store the
address of the physical location of that record, process
the record, and overwrite the original record with its
updated version, using the address stored by the read
operation.

In a random file each record is at an address com-
puted by a randomizing routinea program that
calculates the address from the item's control number
(key field). The order of the records within the storage
unit with respect to their control numbers is deter-
mined by this formula and, therefore, is generally not
sequential. To find a record in a random file, its
address is simply computed from the control number
by the same formula that was used to put it there. If
the control numbers of the records in a file used are
consecutive numbers without gaps, they may be
converted to addresses by simple arithmetic.
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Exercise (011):
I. Match the term in column B with the phrase in

column A that is most appropriate for that term.
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Column A

Magnetic storage medium.
Information is lost and must be
regenerated.
Addressable by the computer.
Delay caused by a specified location
reaching the read-write heads.
Recording path around the circum-
ference of the drum.
The smallest addressable unit read-
out of data on the drum.
168 characters.
Contains 64 sectors.
Each data record has its own unique
routine address.
Grouping of records, look-up tables,
functional keys, arithmetic calcu-
lations, etc.
Calculates the address from a key
field.

Figure 2-13. Arrangement of read-write heads.

Column B

a. Access time.
b. Track.
c. Sector.
d. Cobalt and

nickel.
e. Direct

addressing.
f. Destructive

readout.
g. Storage

locations.
h. Indirect

addressing.
i. Randomizing

routine.

012. Specify characteristics of magnetic
storage medium.

HEAD 011

There are two types of tape used with digital com-
putersmagnetic and paper. Both types can be used
for either input or output functions. Each type has its
own distinctive processing element, and the tapes are
not interchangeable.

Magnetic Tape. Magnetic tape usually is a coated
plastic tape, about 1/2-inch wide, similar to the tape
used in home-style tape recorders. The coating has
magnetic properties that enable the tape to be magne-
tized in discrete units (very small magnetized spots).

Information is represented in the form of a pattern
of magnetic bits. In one form of tape recording, a
magnetized spot or bit may represent a binary 1; a
nonmagnetized spot on the tape may represent a
binary 0. A more common system of writing on tape
requires l's to have a change of flux and O's to hold a
steady flux. A large amount of information can be
stored on a length of tape. A typical tape is about

tape as a 2600 feet in length and has a word density of up to
1600 bits per inch.

HEAD POSITIONING BAR

00 - 95
ONE HEAD RANGE

96 TRACKS

3072 TRACKS

32 GROUPS OF 96 TRACKS EACH

Figure 2-14. Range of one read-write head.
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Figure 2-15. Drum storage organization.

Writing and reading magnetic tape. Writing on
magnetic tape occurs as the tape is moved across the
magnetic gap of a recording or write head. The number
of rccording track in a write head is determined by
the code that is used to represent numeric and alpha-
betic characters. Electrical pulses are sent through
recording head coils at desired intervals. The iron
oxide coating is magnetized by these pulses. These
magnetized areas may be sensed as a 0 or I. To estab-
lish a given code, current will not flow through all the
coils at the same time. These patterns represent the
data sent from the computer. Figure 2-16 shows a 7-bit
alphanumeric code.

The tape moves at high speed across the write heads.
Speeds are 75 inches per second and 112.5 inches per
second. The write pulses to the write heads are so
brief that the spots are magnetized almost as if the
tape were stationary for the period that the pulse is
present.

There are two types of read-write heads used in
magnetic tape units. One type has a single gap for each
of the channels. Both reading and writing occur at the
same gap. Figure 2-17 shows a read-write head which
has only one gap. The other, newer type uses two
magnetic gaps for each channel. One gap is used for
writing, and the other is used for reading. Figure 2-18
shows this type head.

The principles of reading and writing are the same
for both type heads. However, the two-gap head has
the advantage of being able to read the data shortly
after it is written. This allows the data to be checked
for errors. To read from the magnetic tape, the tape
is passed over the read head. As the magnetized spots
pass the gaps, small electrical currents are generated
in the coil of the read head. The pulses represent
the data that is sent into the computer. Writing on
magnetic tape erases%ld information from the tape.
Reading does not do this, so the tape can be read over
and over.
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Tape unit. The magnetic tape unit is both an input
and an output device. The actual reading and writing
of information takes place in the unit. One type of tape
unit is shown in figure 2-19. The general appearance
and use of the different models are similar. The
methods of reading, writing, and tape transportation
are different. A tape feed unit is shown in figure 2-20.

The tape from the file reel is threaded through the
tape-feed mechanism to the take-up (machine) reel.
The tape is moved from the left reel to the right reel
during writing and reading. The loops of tape on either
side of the head allow fast starts and stops without
breaking the tape. The tape must start and stop rapidly
with speed in the order of 5 to 10 milliseconds. The
tape is accelerated to a high rate of speed by drive
capstans. The much heavier reels are able to accelerate
at a slower rate by the use of the loops. The reels have
to put more tape into the loop before it gets too short
or take tape out of the loop before it gets too long.
This is done by a servosystem that senses the length of
the loops and adjusts them for the correct length. The
loops are usually held down to maintain tension on the
tape and hold the tape against the head. The loops
hang in a vacuum chamber, where the tape fits snugly.
The chamber is divided into two parts by the tape.
Air is pumped from the bottom part of the chamber.
Since the upper part of the chamber is at a different
pressure, the tape loop is pushed downward. This
keeps the needed tension on the tape. Switches that
are actuated by the air pressure sense the length of
the loops and send signals to the reel-drive control
to adjust the loops properly.

Generally, information is left on the magnetic tape
since it will probably be used again in the computer.
Sometimes the information is printed out by use of a
high-speed printer. Tapes are generally used as large-
capacity, slow-access memory storage. They may be
considered input/ output devices since they are used
to initially load information into the computer and
to receive information from the computer.
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Figure 2-16. Seven-bit alphanumeric code.

Exercises (012):
1. Magnetic tape is used for large-capacity, slow-

access
2. Writing occurs while the magnetic tape is stopped.

(True/ False)
3. The number of recoxling tracks in a write head is

determined by the used to
represent characters.

4. The newer types of read-write heads utilize three
magnetic gaps per channel. (True/False)

5. Magnetic tape units are used as and
devices.

6. The loops on either side of the read-write head
allow for rapid and
without breaking the tape.

7. Reading destroys information stored on a com-
puter tape. (True/False)

8. Vacuum chambers are used on some tape units to
maintain proper on the loops.

013. Identify the three categories of magnetic disk
units, and specify the characteristics of the magnetic
disk.

Categories of Disk Units. Magnetic disk units are
fast-access, auxiliary storage devices in which data is
stored on rotating magnetic disks. Disks have become
the major external memory device for current com-
puter systems. Four factors which have dictated the
increasing use of the disk unit are its low cost/bit,
high-access speed, large storage capacity, and versa-
tility. Disk units fall into three basic categories or
types. Each type of disk unit has characteristics unique
to it and also characteristics common to all. We'll
briefly discuss disk types and the characteristics of
each in this section. A detailed look at the disk as an
external memory device will be covered in Chapter 3
under "Storage Media."

The basic recording medium used in disk units is the
magnetic disk. The disk is similar in appearance and
analogous in operation with the phonograph record.
Data is recorded in concentric, magnetic paths called

"tracks." The disk or platter in a disk unil is either
a hard or floppy disk. Whether a unit uses a hard diSk
or a floppy disk will determine the category in which
a disk unit resides.

The three major types of disk units are as follows:
(1) The IBM-developed Winchester hard diskthe

metallic disks are sealed in the unit, not removable.
(2) The conventional hard diskthe metallic disks

are removable through the use of a disk pack.
(3) The "floppy" diskflexible, plastic, oxide-

coated disks, inserted or removed singly.

Magnetic disk units are commonly referred to as
"disk drives." Three components are necessary for disk
unit operation. First is the electromechanical section
used for rotating the disk and loading the recording
heads. Second is the disk drive electronics which
encodes the data for writing on the disk and also has
data decode circuitry for reading from disk. Last, but
not least, is the disk controller electronics. The con-
troller may be a separate unit or part of the disk drive.
Newer disk drives use a microprocessor as the con-
troller, which is located within the disk unit. The
controller, as the name implies, directs the operation
of the disk drive so that data transfers occur rapidly
and correctly.

PLASTIC BASE
4

RW HEAD
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Figure 2-17. Single gap read-write head.
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Figure 2-18. Double gap read-write head.

The Disk. The hard disk is usually made of alumi-
num with a ferric oxide coating, similar to the coating
used on magnetic tape. The disk is precisely made to
insure uniform thickness and diameter. The standard
diameter for a hard disk is 14 inches, although newer
Winchester-type disk units use an E-inch or 51/4-inch
disk. The oxide coating is approximately 50 micro-
inches (millionths of an inch) thick.

The floppy disk is made of plastic, coated with a
magnetic oxide, and sealed in a cardboard jacket to
protect the disk surfizee. Floppies come in two diam-
eters, the 51/4 inch and the 8 inch. Like the hard disk,
the floppy disk is similar to a phonograph record; but
it's made of flexible plastic, hence the name "floppy."
The packaged floppy disk is also called a diskette. The
estimated life of a diskette is approximately 2 years.

A magnetic disk is illustrated in figure 2-21. The
disk has a number of concentric circles, called tracks,
where data is stored. The specific number of tracks
will be determined by system design. The common
number of tracks on many disks is 64 or 128 per side.
The disk can be further subdivided into sectors which
will define more specific areas of the disk. If you think
of the disk as a pie, then cut the track area into 8 or 16
pieces of pie; each piece of this "disk pie" would equal
one sector. By marking a starting point on the disk in
some manner, we can number the sectors from 1 to 8
or 1 to 16. This is how we locate data on a disk. All
we need do is specify the sector we want, then specify
a track in that sector, and we end up with an address
for our data. The starting point we use is called the
"index."

A disk may be used singly or can be stacked to allow
even greater storage. Disks are stacked on a vertical
shaft in what is called a disk pack (fig. 2-22). Disk
packs enable us to increase data storage in the system,
and the pack can be stored for future use after data has
been written on it.

The disk pack has circular protective plates mounted
above the top disk and below the bottom disk to
protect the assembly. A dust cover is provided as an
integral part of the removable handle. When inserting
a disk pack into the disk drive, the handle locks the
disk pack to its spindle which frees the dust cover from 4 3 5

the pack. A machine cover must be installed imme-
diately to prevent dust from getting on the disks.

Exercises (013):
I. What type of disk drive unit is the diskette used for

a recording medium?

2. Which type of disk unit has the least chance of
becoming contaminated?

3. Which type(s) of disk units have the fastest access
to data?

4. How do we identify an area of data on a recorded
disk?
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Figure 2-19. Magnetic tape unit.
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5. What do we use as the starting point for locating 014. Identify the characteristics that determine a diskdata on a disk? drive's capability.

Disk Drive Characteristics. The characteristics of a6. What component within a disk drive interfaces the particular disk drive will affect the four factors
mentioned earlier. These factors were cost/bit, speed
of access, storage capability, and the versatility of a
disk unit. Hard disks offer faster access to data and a
larger storage capacity than floppies. A floppy disk7. How is data recorded on a magnetic disk? allows us to change disks whenever we fill one up with
data, whereas the Winchester hard disk won't allow
a disk change. A floppy disk unit is cheaper overall,
but the cost per bit can be more expensive than the
larger hard disk machines. As you will see, there are
several disk drive characteristics implied here.

disk with a CPU?
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Figure 2-21. Magnetic disk.

The characteristics which are important in deter-
mining a disk drive's capability are:

Speed of disk rotation.
Moving or fixed head.
Disk material, size, and number.
Recording technique.

Now let's describe these characteristics and their
effects.

Disk speed. The speed of disk rotation is a deter-
mining factor in how fast the access to data on the disk
will be. H ard disks rotate at approximately 3000 rpm.
Neglecting the time it takes for moving magnetic
heads to get in position, access time to a particular
track and/ or sector is approximately 10 ms at 3000
rpm. The formula tor the access time under these
conditions is:

1 :Access time = X 60 seeLm
2

n
rpm

If we take into consideration the time it takes to get
the moving head into the correct position, the access
time increases accordingly. Access tin* also varies to
some extent due to disk size.

Floppy disks are designed to rotate at a speed of 360
rpm and, therefore, have a greater access time than
hard disks. Floppies use moving heads and may or
may not use both surfaces of the diskette.

Another factor of importance in disk drives that
relates to speed is the method of access. Disks use a
combination of random and sequential access to read
or write data on the disk. The disk randomly accesses

the data storage area specified by the track and sector
address. Once there, data is read or writtcn sequentially
at that location. Using this type of access makes the
disk much faster than magnetic tape units. Drums use
the same type of access as disks but have a faster access
time due to their higher speed of operation. Unless
access time is critical, disks are the preferred magnetic
storage device due to speed and cost.

Moving or fixed head. The magnetic record/
playback heads in a disk drive consist of one or more
moving heads to cover all the tracks of data or have
one head for each track (fixed heads). As you can
imagine, the fixed head disk drive is considerably
more expensive than the moving head machine. The
advantage of a fixed head disk is that there is no time
required for moving the heads and, consequently,
the disk drive mechanism is more precise in its opera-
tion. A fixed head assembly is illustrated in figure
2-23,B. Most hard and floppy disk drives are of the
moving head variety, primarily due to cost.

A moving head hard-disk drive will generally have
two heads for each disk. One head is used for the top
surface and the second head for the bottom surface.
Machines using a disk pack or multiple disks will have
a moving head assembly similar to that of figure
2-23,A. The head assembly will move in or out of the
disk pcck, depending on the specific track to be
addressed.

Floppy disk machines may or may not use both sides
of the disk for data storage. Of course, if only one
side of the disk is used, our data storage capability
is cut in half. 'The heads in a floppy make physical
contact with disk surface, whereas in the hard disk
they do not. Because the heads in a floppy are in
contact with the disk during read and write operations,
it is imperative that the diskette be kept clean. Do not
touch any exposed disk surfaces. Oils from the fingers
can destroy any recorded area.

The heads in a hard disk ride on an air bearing that
is created by the rotation of the disk at high speeds.
This air bearing exists for approximately 50 to WO
microinches above the disk surface. If you consider
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Figure 2-23. Characteristics and parameters:
movable head and fixed head systems.

that dust or smoke particles can be 100 to 300 micro-
inches in size, and if the head were to contact one of
these particles, a "head crash" would result. A head
crash means that the magnetic head has hit the surface
of the disk and the disk and/ or head will be damaged.
Cleanliness in and around a disk drive unit is a necessity.

Disk material, size, and number. The point to be
made here is that some characteristics of the disk itself
will affect the storage capability of a disk drive.

Floppy disks are made of plastic, small in size, but
they are easy to handle and inexpensive. Storage
capability is limited per disk. but a great number of
interchangeable disks can be used. The floppy disk
device is ideal for the storage requirements of small
mini/microcomputer systems. The relatively lower
cost of these systems makes the floppy a cost-effective
solution to storage requirements.

Hard disks are metallic, of large size, and can be
stacked in one package to provide a large data bank.
The high rotational speed used provides extremely fast
access to data. Sophisticated electronics, high-density
coding techniques, and multiple disks permit a very
large amount of data storage. Due to the precise
tolerances of the hard disk unit, the reliability of data
is greater. These hard disk characteristics are valuable
in large computer systems where an operating program
requires fast access and minimal operator intervention.

disk. A recording technique is also a factor in the cost
of electronics used in a disk drive. The recording
techniques in common use today are these:

Return to zero (RZ).
Nonreturn to zero (NRZ).
Double frequency (DF) or frequency modulation
(FM).
Modified frequency modulation (MFM).

The analysis of these recording (coding) techniques
is not appropriate here. Suffice it to say that MFM is
becoming a more often-used technique than the other
three. MFM is also known as "double density" re-
cording, because twice as much data can be recorded in
the same space than with the other coding methods
listed. This advantage of MFM is offset to some extent
by the fact that the electronics required for its use
is more complex and expensive.

Exercises (014):
1. Given a fixed-head disk with a disk speed of 3600

rpm, what is the access time?

2. Is access time increased or decreased when using
fixed heads instead of moving heads?

3. What are the characteristics which help determine
a disk drive's data storage ability?

4. How is data accessed on all disk drives?

5. What characteristic of a disk drive is being used if
there is a head per track?

6. What kind of coding technique is used to double
the amount of data recorded in a storage location
on the disk surface?

7. Why would the number of disks used be a disad-
vantage when using a floppy disk drive with a major
operating system requiring large amounts of data?

Recording techniques. The recording technique
used by a disk drive is another characteristic that
determines the amount of storage we get from a single 015. Specify the characteristics of keyboards.
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Keyboards. A heyboard is basically a typewriter.
However, thc:e is a difference in Cie primary iunction
of the two. As you know, a typewriter's primary
function is to produce a hard copy of the keys de-
pressed by an operator; whereas a keyboard's primary
function is to input information to a computer.

Many computer systems use a keyboard with a
digital encoder as an input device. When a key is
depressed, the encoder cow. erts the action of de-
pressing that particular key into a digital code. By this
means it is possible to insert data into a digital com-
puter in the computer's machine language. The key-
board and its encoder serve as an interpreter between
man and machine.

Many keyboards in use today use a read-only
memory (ROM) for this encoder function. The ROM
is permanently programmed with the ASCII, 7-bit
codes which will represent each letter and number on
the keyboad. When a key is depressed, switch action
occurs and selects a particular address in the ROM
which contains the 7-bit ASCII code for that key. This
code is then output to the 1/0 interface in the CPU.
Also stored in the ROM will be several control codes.
These control codes will be selected by specific keys
on the keyboard and will cause certain control
functions to be implemented. Control codes will let the
computer know when you have finished a line of
information or tell the CPU when you are finished with
your keyboard input. There may be a few or many
control codes used, depending on system design.

Some of the older keyboards are an integral part of a
typewriter, so you can see what keys have been de-
pressed and ptovide a permanent record on paper of
your input. Newer keyboards are interfaced with a
video display which also serves as an output device
for the CPU.

The keyboard is a very useful input device. It is
usually the main interface between man and machine.
It can be used to select other I/0 devices for reading
or writing, and it can cause the actual reading or
writing of that device to occur. This is a very useful
feature in that it is a simple matter to initialize a
computer system for its primary mission through the
use of the keyboard.

Mechanical keyboards, such as used in a typewriter,
will probably give you the most problems as a mainte-
nance specialist. Fr,r this reason, we will present a
discussion of the typing principles associated with
a typical keyboard.

Typewriter Principles. Since we have compared the
ke-yboard to a typewriter, let us discuss how the key-
board causes the actual typing of characters to take
place. The way it types is a clue to how it generates
digital codes for input and types these codes for a tele-
typewriter or flexowriter.

The typewriter portion of our typical keyboard is
not a conventional typewriter. Insted of a hammer
(with a character on it) flying up and striking a ribbon,
a ball (with many characters on it) rotates, tilts, and
then strikes the ribbon when a key is depressed. Our
typewriter, then, has the characters imprinted on a

typehead ball, as illustrated in figure 2-24. This is the
action that we want to discuss then: What causes the
ball to rotate and tilt to a desired character, move
forward, and strike the ribbon when a keyboard key
is depressed? Now look at figure 2-25; it shows the
typehead character arrangement of the typehead ball
illustrated in figure 2-24.

Note that the typehead ball in figure 2-24 is divided
into two character hemispheres: shift-up and shift-
down. Now look at figure 2-25. It shows the character
arrangement for the shift-down hemisphere of the
typehead ball. In order to simplify this discussion,
we'll use only characters in the shift-down hemisphere.

Character selection. From the typehead character
arrangement in figure 2-25, it should be apparent
that selection of a character is done by t wo different
movements of the typehead: rotate and tilt. For
example, to select the letter M, the typehead must be
tilted one row and rotated two columns in the positive
direction. This is expressed as tilt I, rotate +2. All
movements are with respect to the tilt 0, rotate 0
(home) position of the typehead. The typehead returns
to this position after typing each character. For
example, typing the word "ARE" causes the following
actions to take place:

Depress key ATypehead tilts I, rotates -5,
moves forward to strike ribbon, moves back, and
returns to home position.
Depress key RTypehead tilts 0, rotates -3,
moves forward to strike ribbon, moves back, and
returns to home position.
Depress key ETypehead tilts I, rotates +1,
moves forward to stike ribbon, moves back, and
returns to home position.
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Tilt and rotate mechanism. The typehead is tilted
and rotated by gears, tapes, and pulleys. First, let us
examine the tilt mechanism which is shown in figure
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SHIFT-DORN
HEMISPHERE

Figure 2-24. Typehead and platen.
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Figure 2-25. Typehead character arrangement.

2-26. The typehead fits over the upper hall socket. The
typehead has been removed in the illustration in order
to show the tilt mechanism. Rotating the ti't sector
pulley rotates the bottom tilt sector gear. This rotating
motion is translated into a tilting motion by the gears
and causes the tilt ring and upper ball socket to tilt.
Notice the arrows on the figure. Pulling the tape in the
direction of the arrow causes the tilt ring to tilt up.
Since the typehead is fastened to the ball sockets, the
typehead tilts in the same direction as the tilt ring.
When the tape is released, the spring pulls the pulley
back to its original position, setting the typehead
back to the 0-tilt posit;on.

Now let us sett how t ae typehead is rotated. Look at
figure 2-27; it shows the upper ball socket connected
to a rotate shaft. The two ball joints between the shaft
and the upper ball socket allow the typehead to be
moved in both the rotate and tilt directions. Notice
that the rotate pulley is also moved by pulling on a tape
attached to the pulley. Now that you understand that
pulling on a tilt tape tilts the typehead and pulling on a
rotate tape rotates the typehead, the next step is to take
a look at the mechanical linkages that Dull the tapes.
We are progressing from the motion of the typehead to
the motion of the typekey. This may seem like going
backward, but it is the easiest way to see this action.

Tilt tape system. This system is shown in figure 2-28.
One end of thefilt tape is fastened to the tilt sector
pulley. The other end passes over a pulley on the tilt
arm, over a fixed pulley, and then to a fastener. The
tilt arm pivots at the bottom, and in doing so, it pulls
the tape, rotating the tilt sector pulley. How much pull
and how much the typehead tilts is controlled by two
latches: tilt latch 1 and tilt latch 2. These tilt latches
are, in effect, mechanical adders that have four posi-
tions: tilt position 0 through tilt position 3. The
important thing to note here is that these four tilt
positions correspond to the four rows of characters
illustrated in figure 2-25.

Rotcte tape system. This system is illustrated in
figure 2-29. Again, a rotate arm is tilted by a mechani-
cal linkage to position the rotate pulley. For our
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explanation, consider the right-hand pulley as fixed,
since we stated earlier that for simplicity we would not
discuss the shift-up. The rotate differential that tilts
the left-hand pulley is shown in figure 2-30.

Because the rotate differential must position the
typehead in 10 different positions other than 0 rotate
(these positions correspond to the 11 columns shown
in fig. 2-25), it has a more complicated linkage..Note
that the latches are all at rest in figure 2-30. The latch
labeled +1 is called the R I latch, because it is selected
by the R I interposer selector lug illustrated in figure
2-31. When pushed down, it rotates the typehead to
the +1 column. The latch labled +2 is the R2 latch; it
causes the typehead to rotate to the +2 column. When
both RI and R2 are pushed down, the typehead rotates
to the +3 column. Latch R2A (labeled +2A) is never
used alone; it adds with R2 to provide +4 rotation.
R2A, R2, and R I add to provide +5 rotation.

The latch labeled -5 is called the R5 latch; it functions
in conjunction with the R5 lug of the interposer. This
latch only functions during negative rotate operation;
that is, columns -5, -4, -3, -2, and -1 in figure 2-25.
Combining the action of the -5 latch (fig. 2-30) with the
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Figure 2-26. Rocker portion of tilt mechanism.
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Figure 2-27. Rocker portion of rotate mechanism.

positive latches results in a negative rotate operation
of the typeball. For example (refer to figs. 2-30 and 2-31):

Interposer Lug (Selector Latch) =

R5( 5)+R 2(+2)+R 2A(+2)

Typebal. Rotation

R5(-5)+R2(2)+R l(+ I) -2
R5( 5)+R 2(+2) -3
R5(-5)+R I(+l) -4
R5(-5) -5

Latch selection. Now we'll see how depressing a key
selects the latches to be operated and at the same time
gcnerates a digit,11 code. Figure 2-32 shows a key
attaclled to its key lever pawl and its selective inter-
poser mechanism. When the key is depressed, they key
lever pawl strikes the selective interposer. This action
causes the interposer to move down in front of the filter
shaft. The large-cycle clutch-release lug of the inter-

TILT ARM

poser (fig. 2-30) releases a clutch that allows the filter
shaft (fig. 2-31), which is geared to an electric motor,
to rotate 180° and forces the interposer forward.

Note in figure 2-31 that there are seven lug positions
on each interposer in addition to the clutch-release
lug. A combination of these lugs determines the
character to be printed and a particular code to be
transmitted. Each key has its own selective interposer.
When a key is depressed, the key lever pushes its
selective interposer down so that each selector lug
rests immediately behind the selector bail, as shown
in figure 2-33. The cycle clutch is released, the filter
shaft rotates, and the selector bails that are contacted
are forced forward to engage the latch interposers.
The latch interposers move forward, pulling the
selector latches back.

Look at figure 2-34 and note the latch bail. The same
mechanism (cycle clutch bail) that allows the filter
shaft to rotate causes a drowned movement of this
latch bail. Ix a selector latch is selected, it is pulled
back; and, as the latch bail moves down, it doesn't
make contact with the contact actuator. Therefore,
the normally closed (NC) contact points associated
with that particular selector latch remain closed, if a
selector latch is not selected,it is not pulled back; a. d,
as a result, the following actions occur:

The latch bail pulls down on the selector latch.
The selector latch extension moves down.
The contact actuator arm moves down.
The contact actuator crossbars open the NC'
contacts.
When the selector latch bail restores, the contact
actuator rises under the spring tension of the
opened contacts.

The above action is true for all the selector lugs on
each interposer (fig. 2-31) except lug R5 (-5 rotate).
Its point contacts are normally opened (NO) and

TILT TAPE

TILT SECTOR PULLEY

TILT BELLCRANK
FIXED PULLEY

TILT 2 LATCH

TILT LATCH

FASTENER
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Figure 2-28. Tilt tape system.
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LEFTHAND ROTATE PULLEY

ROTATE TAPE

ROTATE PULLEY

RIGHTHAND ROTATE
PULLEY

ROTATE LINK

ROTATE DIFFERENTIAL ROTATE SPRING

Figure 2-29. Rotate tape system.

remain opened for all positive (including 0) column
rotate positions. These were illustrated in figure 2-25.
When a negative column rotate position is required,
the R5 contacts are closed.

Let us tie together the mechanical rotate-tilt me-
chanism, the latch selection, and the binary field data
code associated with our typical keyboard. Figure 2-35
is a simplified schematic of switches associated with
the field data code. These switches are arranged in the
order of the field data code excluding the control bit
(D6) and the parity bit (D7). Negative logic levels of
-12V (logic 1) and OV (logic 0) are used for our expla-
nation. Notice that each data bit (DO through D5) is
controlled by the operafion of interposer lugs T1, T2,

R 1, R2, and R2A. Recall that these lugs control
the operation of corresponding selector latches as
explained above. Now refer to figure 2-25 and locate
the letter A; it is selected by rotating the typehead -5
units and tilting it I unit. To obtain this mechanical
movement, the following latches must .be selected:

Rotate latches:

Rotation

Tilt latches:
Tilt

R2A R2

T2 TI

SHIFT ARM N DA6-162

Contacts: V5 Dd D3 D2 D I DO
Transferred: yes yes yes yes yes no
Voltage: OV OV OV -I2V -I2V OV
Binary: 0 0 0 I 0

The resultant field code for character A is 000110(2),
which is equal to 06(8).

Exercises (015):
I. What type of device (input or output) is a keyboard?

2. How is a character selected for typing on a typehead
ball?

3. Refer to figure 2-25. Describe the different positions
of the typehead ball when the word "AND" is typed.

R I R5
-5 4. Describe the difference between the D6 bit and D7

bit used in the field data code.

Notice in figure 2-35 that the following contacts are
transferred by its associated latch.

"

5. What code is used in the ROM of many keyboards?



ROTATE TAPE

ROTATE ARM

+2A

ROTATE LINK

STOP LUG

BALANCE LEVER
ROTATE BELICRANK

LATCHES

Figure 2-30. Rotate differential at rest.

6. How many character hemispheres are there on the
printer typehead ball?

7. What is all character selection with reference to
on the typehead ball?

016. Specify the characteristics of the impact and
eiectrographic printers.

Printers. Printers provide another means of out-
putting data from a computer. Data from the com-
puter system is provided in permanent visual records,
at rates ranging from a few characters to several
hundred characters per second. As output units,
printing devices receive data from the computer system
in symbolized electronic form. Once these electronic
signals enter the appropriate circuits and actuate the
printing elements, printing takes place. The two types
of printers discussed here include the impact and
electrographic printer.

Impact Printer. The impact printer (sometimes
referred to as a line printer) is an outgrowth of the
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typewriter. The term line" designates that the printer
is capable of printing a line of characters at a time.
Impact printers vary in speed of printout from about
100 lines per minute to over 1000 lines per minute.
The number of characters per line also varies from
one type of impact printer to another.

Mechanical description. The mechanical parts
that do the work of printing in a typical line printer
are shown in figure 2-36. The printing operation is
accomplished by the print hammer striking the paper-
and-ink ribbon against a raised character on the print
wheel, thereby impressing t:ie character on paper in the
same manner as on a typewriter. An advantage of this
type of printing is that multiple carbon copies may
be produced.

The hammers are mounted in modules. A typical
impact printer has four hammers per module. There
is a print hammer for each vertical column of print;
or, to put it another way, there is a hammer for each
possible character in a line of print. Each hammer
has its own driving electromagnet which is activated
with an electrical pulse.

The print roll consists of a number of individual
wheels (as many as 120) mounted on a common shaft.
Each of these print wheels has raised chraracters
around its outer edge, as shown on the insert of figure
2-36. When these print wheels are mounted to form
the full print roll, all like characters are aligned with
a selected notch on a timing disk. These notches cause



KEY LEvER PAWL CONTACT SURFACE
LATCHING SURFACE

SELECTOR INTERPOSER

SELECTOR LUG CYCLE CLUTCH RELEASE LuG

Figure 2-31. Interposer.

electrical pulses to be generated as they pass the pole
pieces of a magnet. Since each pulse represents a
certain character, this disk is called the character pulse
generator. Its function is to identify the row of a
character. A second disk with a single notch is pro-
vided to identify the first character on the roll.

The print roll is driven directly by a motor. Speeds
up to 2000 rpm have been attained; however, 1000 rpm
is a more common operating speed. It is not always
possible to print a line per revolution of the print
wheel due to delays in feeding paper, but speeds of
1800 lines per minute have been attained.

Electrical circuits. The electrical circuits of major
importance in the printing cycle are listed and dis-
cussed below. These circuits are shown in block form
in figure 2-36.

Synchronizing pulse generator.
Character generator.
Electronic distributor.
Storage matrix.
H nmer drivers.

The function of the synchronizing pulse generator
is to produce pulses that are synchonized to the rows
of characters on the print roll and identify these
characters. The index pulse identifies the No. I

character on the print roll by resetting a counter in the
electronic distributor to 0.

The character generator simply produces a pulse
stream at the rate of one pulse per character row on

KEY LEVERS

KEY

FILTER SHAFT CONTACT SURFACE

NDA6-167

the print roll. When the No. I (first) character row on
the print roll passes under the print hammers, the first
character pulse after the index pulse is generated; the
No. 2 is under the print hammer at the generation of
character pulse 2; row 3 matches pulse 3, etc., through
pulse 165. This series of character pulses is called the
character pulse stream. The character pulse sequence
is repeated as the print roll makes each revolution.

The electronic distributor accomplishes several
functions. Its primary function during the print cycle
is to channel each individual pulse of the pulse stream
into separate lines that connect to the storage matrix
in accordance with the number of the pulse (with
reference to the index pulse). Also, it is the circuit that
recognizes the index pulse and is reset by it.

Upon identifying the first pulse, the distributor does
two things: (1) it selects a line to the storage matrix
that corresponds to row 1 on the print roll, and (2) it
sends an electric pulse through this line to the storage
matrix. When the second pulse is detected, the dis-
tributor selects a second line and pulses itthe No. 3
pulse is channeled through a third line. Thus, each
character pulse is sent to the storage matrix on a
separate line, and each of the lines is pulsed as a
corresponding character row passes under the print
hammers. Each line, therefore, represents a separate
character.

After all characters in a line are printed (end of print
cycl.1), the paper must be moved up one space for the
next line of print. It is then ready to begin another

KEY LEVER PAWL

FLATSPR1NG FINGERS

FULCRUM ROD

FILTER SHAFT

SELECTIVE INTERPOSER

CYCLE CLUTCH BAIL

NDA6 16 5
Figure 2-32. Key and interposer mechanism.
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LATCH INTERPOSER

SELECTOR LATCH

ADJUs CED LINK
FULCRUM ROD

KEY LEVER PAWL

FILTER SHAFT

CYCLE BAIL.

SELECTOR BAIL

SELECTOR LUGS

SELECTIVE INTERPOSER

KEY LEVER

Figure 2-33. Selection.

print cycle. An additional function of the electronic
distributor is to produce the pulse that initiates the
paper-feed mechanism.

It is important for you to remember the following:
The electronic distributor receives the character pulse
stream; it uses these pulses to enerize specific lines
in accordance with the character row count; then, at
the end of the print cycle, produces a pulse that triggers
the paper-feed mechanism.

The storage matrix serves as a data storage buffer
and hammer trigger pulse generator. Data from an
external register is stored in this matrix at desired
lo..:tions. For example, let us assume that AN is the
first word in the line to be printed; also, that row I on
the print roll is all N's and row 2 is all A's. We use this
example to point out that the characters need not be
in alphabetical and/or numerical order.

For the letter A, the computer would write a binary I
in the storage matrix at the intersection of the column I
line and row 2. For the letter N, it would write a binary
I at the intersection of the column 2 line and row I.
Nothing would be written in any of the rows for
column 3 since it is to be a space. All of the other
words would be written in the storage matrix in this
manner.

The matrix enters into the printing process as
follows: When the No. I row of characters (N's) is
about to pass under the print hammers, the first pulse
of the print cycle (T1) is received from the signal
distributor on line I. The T nulse simultaneously
reads all N characters for all words of the line being
printed. It is the function of the storage matrix during
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T I pulse time to produce an output hammer trigger
pulse fur all columns that have a binary I written into
the N's row. In our example, the N (column 2) of the
word "AN," therefore, would be written during the
T I pulse. The A (column I) will be printed during the
second pulse (T2), along with all other A's that appear
in the line. Column 3 has no data written in it, since it
is to be a space; therefore, no print hammer trigger
pulse is generated from the storage matrix for this
column. As the print cycle progresses, all characters

SELECTOR LATCHES

SELECIED

SELECTOR LATCH EXTENSION

CROSSBARS

HOT
SELECTED

LATCH SAIL

CONTACT ACTUATORS

r _In.
..

40 1 mt.'.4,1114s. go,
001'%N.:141 --7;"4..,_ -...17.A14:4

.1\44147.1..

C :
CONTACTS

Figure 2-34. Control actuator.
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Figure 2-35. Digital coding switches.

and spaces are printed in this manner until the print
cycle is completed.

The pulses from the storage matrix are not of the
proper power and shape to drive the hammers; there-
fore, they are shaped and amplified in the print
hammer driver circuits. A power driver and shaper is
provided for each hammer.
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Mechanical action of printing. The method of
printing discussed here is referred to in some text-
books as printing "on-the-fly," because the print roll
does not stop as the print hammer strikes. The hammer
must strike quickly (with a short dwell time) so that
tht; character is not smudged by the raised character
on the print wheel as it passes.

Adjustments are built into each hammer circuit for
individual adjustment of the darkness of the printed
clzaracter. All hammers are adjusted for the same force
of print. Also, there is a line adjustment for setting
the darkness of the print for the full line.

A high-speed line printer with the cabinet doors
removed is shown in figure 2-37. The paper is stored
in the bin below the print roii. During printing, the
paper passes through the printer and onto a shelf
behind the machine. The modules that make up part
of the electrical circuits, including the matrix, are
shown at the right of the figure.
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Figure 2-36. Impact printer diagram.
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Figure 2-37. Impact printer.

Electrographic Printer. In some ways the electro-
graphic printer is similar to the usual typewriter or
printer, but in other respects it is quite different. Its
description here emphasizes how it differs.

Character format. The electrographic printer is
sometimes referred to as the wire matrix burn printer,
because it burns the imprint of a wire matrix character
onto a specially prepared paper. Upon close inspec-
tion, the printed character looks like a group of dots.
Figure 2-38,A, shows an example of two such charac-
ters, an E and an M. Of course, the actual print is
smaller than shown in the figure. If every dot of the
print code were printed, it would appear as shown in
figure 2-38,B. Looking at figure 2-38,B, observe that
the dots are arranged in five columns and seven rows
to form a 5 by 7 matrix. By proper selection of dots in
this matrix, any desired character can be printed.
Print heads. Messages are printed a character at a
time on continuously moving electrosensitive paper
by three continuously moving print heads, shown in
figure 2-39. he print heads are transported on a belt
which is skewed (slanted) at an angle so that the print
head rises as it travels across the page. The rate of
rise of the print head is the same as that of the paper.
These actions result in parallel, horizontal lines of
print. As one print head completes a line, the following
head on the belt is drawn into position to start the next
line. Since there are three print heads on the belt, a
given head prints every third line.

Each print head, as shown in figure 2-40, contains
seven styluses arranged vertically. These styluses make
electrical contact to the print amplifiers through
"fingers" which slide along a commutator. The dots
Nhich make up a character are formed by burning
away a thin white coating on the surface of the electro-
sensitive paper, exposing a black underlayer. The

styluses print the selected dots a column at a time. As
the print head moves across the page, additional
columns are printed until a total of five columns has
been used to complete a character. A one-column
letterspace is left between characters (see insert on
fig. 2-39).

Exercises (016):
I. Sometimes the impact printer is referred to as a

line printer. What does the term "line" mean?

2. Describe the function of the synchronizing pulse
generator that is used in the impact printer.

3. What is another name for the electrographic printer,
and why was it given this name?

4. What is the primary function of the electronic
distributor during the print cycle?

5. How often is the entire print cycle accomplished
with the impact printer?

0
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Figure 2-38. Dot matrix character format.
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RETURNING
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Figure 2-39. Electrographic printer.

6. On thc impact printer, what produces the pulse
that initiates paper feed?

017. Specify characteristics that define the use and
operation of visual displays, modems, plotters, and
other peripheral devices.

Visual Displays. A visual display in its simplest form
may be nothing more than a series of lamp or light
emitter diode (LED) indicators. More often than not,
the most common visual displays use the cathode ray
tube (CRT) as the display element. The display and its
electronics are usually referred to as a CRT terminal.
A keyboard is, in many cases, used in conjunction with
the terminal or is an integral part of it. The keyboard
is used to direct the operations of the terminal.
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Another type of visual display device is the plasma
display terminal. It is similar in operation to the CRT
terminal but uses a unique display element. The actual
indicating element is called a plasma panel. The panel
consists of two plates of glass separated and parallel
to each other with the intervening space filled with a
neon and argon gas mixture. There are 512 fine wire
electrodes etched on the inside of each glass plate. The
glass plates are then oriented so that the 512 electrodes
on each are at right angles to each other. This creates
a 512 by 512 matrix which provides a total of 262,144
addressable locations in the panel. By addressing one
of these locations and applying a voltage pulse,
the gas at that location is ignited and that one point
glows. By using a constant sustaining voltage on all the
electrodes, once a location on the matrix has been
fired, it will remain Ft. To extinguish a particular
lmation or locationJ, address the location(s) and
pulse the sustaining voltage to 0.

The plasma display is very bright and readable. It
can d 'splay a wide variety of graphics and alpha-
numerics. Because the panel is transparent, maps or
graphics can be projected from the. rear of the panel.
Therefore, the panel can serve two purposes at the
same time. The color of the display is orange or green.
The plasma terminal requires only 300 volts DC or less
to operate the panel. This makes the terminal ideal for
airborne environments.

CRT Terminals. A typical CRT terminal is depicted
in figure 2-41. The CRTs used in a terminal can be
one of two types. These are the standard television-
type CRT and the storage CRT. The display on the
standard CRT must be refreshed periodically because
unless you continually send information to be dis-
played, the display fades. A storage tube eliminates
this problem, using a secondary electron emission
technique in the tube. Displays on the storage tube will
remain for hours without information continuously
being sent to the CRT. The only time you need send
new data is if you want to change information on the
display or you want completely new information to
be displayed.

Some cathode ray tubes are special-purpose tubes
with provisions for writing alphabetic characters.
Figure 2-42 shows a simplified diagram of a sample
display tube. Writing on the viewing screen is done by
forming a character and positioning the character on
the tube face. Characters may be generated by a
stenciling process; that is, the electron beam is directed
through a selected aperture in a character-forming
matrix and directed by electrostatic deflection plates
to a selected position on the tube face. The face of
CRTs is phosphor coated. The phosphor emits light
when struck by the electron beam coming from the
cathode. The light generated by the coating persists
long enough for human perception. The length of time
the phosphor remains lit is dependent on the type of
phosphor used.

Information in binary-coded pulse form is trans-
mitted from the storage element of the computer or

from the input system to the display equipment. There
it is converted to analog deflection voltages which
generate the desired visual display. Since the informa-
tion Nn the tube face does not persist for a long period
of time, it is sometimes desirable to record this infor-
mation in a more permanent form. Camera systems are
available which automatically photograph the display
tube face and process the film to provide a positive
transparency.

Categories of Terminals. Terminals are usually
classified as dumb, smart or intelligent, depending
upon their ,74tpability. Newer terminals are controlled
by microprocessors and contain memory elements.
Keyboards are usually a part of all terminals and,
depending on how the terminal is classified, can be
used for a number of functions.

A dumb terminal has little capability except to
display data coming from the computer. It may be
referred to as a monitor, and the keyboard used with
it does nothing more than act as source of input data
for the computer. This type of terminal is the least
expensive.

The smart terminal usually has some form of internal
memory. It also has a cursor, which is a line or mark
of some kind which is used to change selected informa-
tion on the display. dith the cursor we can add,
change, or delete information from the screen of the
display. The keyboard of this type of terminal can
interact with both the computer and the CRT terminal.

The intelligent terminal can be programmed and has
most of the capabilities of a microcomputer. Many
data handling functions can be done by this terminal
which were formerly done by the host computer. A
disk or tape may also be part of this terminal for
additional data storage. The keyboard is used for
programming the terminal, data input for the terminal
and computer, and for editing display information.

Modems. The term "modem" is a contraction of
modulator-demodulator. ln a modem, the modulator-
demodulator circuits are both on the same chassis
using some common circuitry. A modem converts
the signals coming from a CRT terminal or other
peripheral, and/or the computer, into a form suitable
for transmission over phone lines. The modem also
changes data coming from a phone line into a form
usable by the computer.
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The modem is essentially an analog-to-digital con-
verter. Because of the high bandwidth requirements
of a digital signal, serious deterioration of this signal
occurs in a transmission line. By converting the digital
signal to an analog form and converting it back to
digital for the computer, the reliability of the data is
preserved.

The term "data set" is often used instead of modem.
However, data sets do additional operations such as
dialing, control, automatic calling, automatic answer-
ing, and answer back. The line speed rate of modems is
currently 1200 bauds. This indicates that the modem
transfers data at the rate of 1200 bits per second (b/ s).



Figure 2-41. Visual display.
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Figure 2-42. Simplified display tube.

Plotters. A plotter is another hard-copy peripheral,
similar to the printer, but the plotter produces graphic
data on paper. A plotter can be used to graphically
show information such as radar, target, or map data.
As the paper moves through a plotter, fixed or movable
pens (styluses) draw a picture using the data received
from the computer.

Plotters may use moving pens, in which case the
speed of the pens will determine how fast the device
will plot. In the fixed styluses' plotter, the speed of the
paper moving past the styluses will determine how
fast the plotting operation will be. Of course, using
many fixed styluses, spaced closely, the accuracy of the
plotter is better. After all, you can only have so many
moving pens covering the plotting paper before they
start running into each other.

Because of the similarity in function and operation,
newer plotters have a printer as well. These plotter-
printers are peripheral devices which can produce
printed and graphical dataall in one unit!

Projection Displays. W henever large visual displays
are needed, projection systems are used. One such
system photographs a special CRT on movie film.
The film is rapidly processed, and then it is projected
on a screen of any desired size. Another system uses a
photo process involving plates and projectors; either
of these systems can be made to give color as well as
black and white. They do cause some delay, which is
less than 1 minute in some types. Indications are that
projection systems can be produced which exceed the
recognition speed of the human eye.

Other Input/Output Devices. The input/ output
devices we have discussed so far are commonly identi-
fied with general-purpose digital computers. Possible
types of I/0 devices associated with special-purpose
computers are limited only by the capability of any
device to transmit and to receive information in a form
that can be converted for use in a digital computer.

The choice of an I/ 0 device to be used with special-
purpose computer will depend on the sources of infor-
mation needed to solve specific problems. These
sources are sometimes called data links. The digital

NDA137.40

computer is not restricted to accepting information
only from tapes, cards, or keyboards. Any data from
any source can be used as long as the data is changed
into the binary code of pulse-no-pulse.

Information can be transmitted and received from
teletype machines, telemetering devices, analog com-
puters, the human voice, telephone lines, and radio.
These devices may be linked directly to the computer.
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Exercises (017):
1. How do we erase a particular location on the

plasma panel matrix?

2. What two purposes can a plasma display terminal
satisfy?

3. Name the two types of CRTs used most often in
CRT displays.

4. How does one type of CRT eliminate the refresh
requirement?

5. How is the electron beam positioned on the CRT
face?

6. What type of visual display terminal is nothing
more then a television monitor?
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7. What type of visual display technique can be used 10. What is a plotter?
when we need a very large display?

11. What determines the choice of 1/ 0 device to be
8. Name the categories of CRT terminals, used in a special-purpose computer system?

9. What is a modem, and what is another name for it?



CHAPTER 3

Storage Media

THE STORAGE MEDIA used in a computer system
can be divided into two categories. First is the internal
storage media used by a digital computer for storing
data and instructions which must be processed.
Second, a large storage area is needed external to the
computer to serve as an auxiliary storage. With the
tremendous amounts of information that a computer
needs for its many functions, it becomes too expensive
to store all the data required in a random access fast
main memory.

The primary internal storage medium, used at
present for main memory, is the magnetic core. Mag-
netic cores are expensive, and therefore semiconductor/
solid-state memories are used in addition to cores in
many newer computers. Another memory type in use
in some computers is the thin film memory. On the
horizon, and already in use in some applications, is a
new technology, bubble memories.

Mass storage of data in external media is performed
primarily by magnetic drums, tapes, and disks. Some
external storage may also be done by solid-state
memories located in a peripheral device such as an
intelligent terminal.

3-1. Storage System Theory
This chapter explores the various types of internal

and external storage media used in modern-day
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computer systems. In order to do this, we must first
ask what makes up a storage system and what require-
ments must be met by a system in order to store digital
data.

018. Specify the characteristics and requirements of a
storage system.

Storage Systems. The block diagram of a typical
storage system is shown in figure 3-1. This diagram
represents either an internal or external storage system.
The storage unit may be magnetic core, a disk, or some
other storage medium. Thc storage control unit, also
called a device controller for a peripheral, may be a
separate unit from the medium: or it could be an
integral part of the storage unit. Newer device cou-
trollers are microprocessor controlled, while others
use discrete logic or integrated circuits.

The alternate data path represents a function such
as direct memory access (DMA) used in some com-
puter systems. DMA permits a very fast direct transfer
of data and instructions between a storage medium
such as a disk and main CPU memory. If the data from
the storage unit must be processed by the CPU before
it is stored, then a transfer through the controller
occurs.
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Write Logic
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Clock Logic
Status and
other logic

Alternate *".
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Figure 3-1.
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Block diagram of a storage system.
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Several requirements must be met in order for a
storage system to perform as such. The following
information on storage system requirements is taken
from the book, Computer Storage Systems and
Technology, by Richard Matick.

. all memory systems must be able to store infor-
mation and, subsequently, find and retrieve it, all on
command from the CPU. To athieve this, a storage
system must have the following basic requirements:
I. Medium for storing energy.
2. Energy source for writing the information - that

is. "write" transducers (word and bit).
3. Energy sources and sensors to read *that is, read

and sense transducers.
4. Information addressing capability - that is. address

selection mechanism for reading and writing.

All storage systems are alike in their need for a
medium. The use of magnetic cores, a magnetic disk or
tape, or an electronic circuit such as a flip-flop, all
serve as a form of storage medium. The last three
requirements will be met differently, depending on
whether a system uses random or nonrandom access.

A transducer is defined as some device which will
translate a signal from one system or medium into a
form required by another system or medium. One form
of transducer familiar to everybody is the loudspeaker.
It transforms electrical energy into its acoustical
equivalent. In a computer system, a magnetic tape
unit uses a magnetic read/write head as its transducer.
The read and write transducers may be separate units,
as are the ones in a magnetic core memory, or in one
device such as the tape head.

Addressing for a storage unit is determined by its
type of access. iiach memory location in a magnetic
core storage unit has an address selection circuit. In a
sequential access unit such as magnetic tape, ad-
dressing must be done through a controller using some
form of media/ transducer interaction. It takes longer
to address this way, but the cost per bit to retrieve
data is much lower than with a direct-wired or random
access memory.
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Exercises (018):
I. What are the two components of a storage system?

2. How can we get a faster transfer of data from or to
a storage system and the computer?

3. What are the four requirements that must be met by
all storage systems?

4. Why is a magnetic disk storage unit cheaper for
storing digital data than a random access memory
unit?

5. What is one form of a storage medium which re-
quires an address selection path for each bit of
data stored?

019. Identify bask components of a memory section.

Parts of Memory. The memory section (fig. 3-2)
consists of five basic components: storage medium,
memory address register, memory exchange register,
storage selection circuits, and storage control. At the
start of the program, the data and instruction words
are written into the storage medium and, when needed,
are read out of the storage medium for use in the
arithmetic, control, input, or output section.

The address of the word to be read or written is sent
to the memory address register from the control
section. If the word is to be written, the word itself

STORAGE
MEDIUM

TO
MINA:my CONTROL

EXCHANGE ARITHMETIC.

REGISTER I OR
OUTPUT

tSECTION

FROM
CONTROL.

ARITHMETIC.

OR
INPUT

Figure 3-2. Memory section.
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is sent to the memory exchange register. The storage
selection circuits decode the address and select the
proper storage location in the storage medium. The
control section also sends a write or read signal to the
storage control to begin the selected process. When
a write signal is received, the storage control gates
the memory exchange register, the storage selection
circuits, and the storage medium, thereby allowing
the data in the memory exchange register to be trans-
ferred to the storage medium location selected by the
storage selection circuits.

When a read signal is received, the storage selection
circuits (using address information received from the
memory register) select the storage medium location
from which information is to be read out; and the
information is transferred to the memory exchange
register. The memory exchange register, in turn, sends
the information to either the control section, arith-
metic section, or output section, depending upon the
fun.:tion code designator.

Exercises (019):
I. Name the five basic components of the memory

section.

2. The address of the word to be read or written is sent
to the memory address from the

3. Which circuits decode the address and select the
proper stm.age location in the storage medium?

4. Where are the outputs of the memory exchange
register applied?

020. Define terms that apply to the operatiun of the
memory section.

Special Memory Terminology. In discussing the
operation of the memory section, certain terminology
is used which is peculiar to memory. These terms are
defined briefly in the following paragraphs.

Storage capacity is generally measured by the
number of bits, or of words and digits, of a stated
base that can be stored in a medium. For example,
a given medium may store 4,096 32-bit words, or
131,072 bits.

The access time is the time interval between the
instant at which information is called from storage

and the instant t which delivery is completed. The
minimum time from the beginning of one access to the
beginning of the next is often important and is called
the cycle time. The cycle time is generally longer than
the access time.

A random access storage unit is one in which the
time required to read or write a word is independent
of the location. An example of a random access unit
is the magnetic core storage unit (discussed later).

A sequential access storage unit is one in which the
access time depends on the location of the desired
word in the storage medium. Maximum, minimum,
and average access times are often stated as well as
the minimum time from the beginning of one access
time to the beginning of the next. Magnetic tapes and
card decks are examples of storage media that use
sequential acoess. Two types of sequential access are
in use: the sequential cyclic (as used with drums or
disks) and the sequential progressive (as used with
magnetic tape or punched cards).

Periodic access is used for reading and recording
on magnetic drums or disks. With these storage
devices, information is available under a reading or
recording head only for a specified period of each
revolution.

Speed measurements of a particular storage unit
are least ambiguous when accompanied by a statement
of the type of access used. Two classes'of access are
recognized: random and sequential.

Data read from storage systems such as magnetic
cores and electrostatic devices is extracted (removed)
from the device in the process. Because the data is lost,
the process is referred to as destructive readout. To
restore the same data at the same storage location,
the word must be rewritten after reading.

If data is not destroyed in a storage system in the
reading process if it can be read over and over
again without rewriting the system has nondestruc-
tive readout. An example of this type of storage is
a flip-flop. Sensing the output voltage (reading) from
a given side of a flip-flop generally does not change
the state of the flip-flop, and the stored data is retair.ed.

Volatility expresses the inability of a storage device
to retain stored data when power is removed from the
equipment containing the storage device. Storage
devices such as flip-flops, acoustic lines, and electro-
static tubes lose the stored data when power is removed
and are, therefore, classified as volatile storage devices.

Factors Determhdng the Choke of Memory Form.
Th.i choice of the storage medium to be used in a
computer depends on several factors. Among these
are (1) the intended computer use or purpose, (2)
physical size, (3) cost, (4) power consumption of the
equipment, (5) access time, and (6) reliability. (Reli-
ability is a measure of the ability of the computer to
function without failure over a long period.)

The type of storage device determines the size and
amount of data the computer can handle and also
affects the timing of the control section. The speed of
operation of the storage medium determines (to a great
extent) the instruction execution time and, thus, the
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overall time required for the computer to execute a
given program.

Exercises (020):
I. The number of bits, or words and digits, of a stated

base that can be stored in a medium is referred to
as the

2. Define the term "access time."

3. Name the three types of access.

4. What are the two types of sequential access?

5. The choice of the storage medium to be used in a
computer depends upon several factors. Name five.

6. What determines the size and amount of data the
computer can handle, and also affects the cot./ rol
section timing?

3.2 Major Internal Storage Media
The major storage media used for main memory in

current computers are the magnetic core, thin film,
and semiconductor devices. Thin film and magnetic
core memory technologies have just about reached
their limits as far as future reductions in size, cost,
and speed are concerned. Semiconductor memory
technology, however, is still improving in regard to
these same device characteristics.

021. Name two types of magnetic cores, and state how
they are constructed.

Magnetic Core Memory. One of the most advanced
methods for storing internal data in a computer is to
use magnetic cores. Cores, which have certain ad-
vantages over drums, are generally constructed in two
ways. The first type of core, called a tape-wound core,
is made by wrapping a tape of magnetic material
around a nonmagnetic toroidal form. (A "toroid" is
a doughnut-shaped solid object.) The second type of
core is called a ferrite core, and it is made by molding
finely ground ferrite into a toroidal form. The ferrite
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used is a ceramic iron oxide with magnetic properties.
The ferrite particles are then heat fused or "sintered"
by applying heat and pressure. In both types, the
rectangular B-H curves (shown later) of the cores
indicate the characteristic that makes them ideally
suited for digital applications.

In magnetic core memories, each data bit is stored in
the magnetic field of a small, ring-shaped magnetic
core (fig. 3-3). Magnetic cores generally have four
wires running through them. Two wires are used for
read selection. (These same two wires are used for write
by reversing the direction of current flow.) An inhibit
wire prevents writing a I when a 0 is to be written, and
the sense wire picks up the signal voltage generated
by shifting a core from 1 to 0 in a read cycle.

Since a single core stores only 1 bit of a word, many
cores are required to handle all the bits in every word to
be stored. These cores are arranged in"arrays," similar
to the tracks and slots used in magnetic drum storage;
in order to assign memory address locations and write
and locate data quickly for readout purposes. The
technique used most frequently for writing and reading
data in magnetic core arrays is known as the coincident-
current technique. This technique is explained in
subsequent paragraphs.

In computer memory applications, the ferrite core is
magnetized by a flux field produced when a current
flows in a wire (drive line) that is threaded through the
core. It retains a large amount of this flux when the
current is removed. Flux lines can be established clock-
wise or counterclockwise around the core, depending
upon the direction of the magnetizing current. Re-
versing the direction of the current flow reverses the
direction of the flux field and the core magnetization.
These two unique states represent 0 and I respectively.
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Exercises (021):
I. Name two types of cores.

2. How is a tape-woand core ma

3. What is a toroid?

4. How is a ferrite core made?

5. How many wires are generally running through a
magnetic core? For what are they used?

6. How many bits are stored in a single core?

7. Cores are arranged in

8. What technique is used most frequently for writing
and reading data in magnetic core?

9. What two unique states, representing a 0 and 1, are
used with ferrite cores'

022. Specify the operations for core magnetization.

Magnetization Process. The state of magnetism of a
core is explained using a hy:leresis loop shown in
figure 3-4. The points defined on the loop illustrate
the magnetic flux density in gauss (B) as a function
of the field (induced by the current) in oersteds (H). In
this diagram it is assumed that all magnetism has been
removed from the core. This condition is assumed
merely to show how a magnetizing force is established
in the core and how the core magnetism enters into its
hysteresis loop. Actually, this core and all magnetic
material exist in nature in some state of magnetization
as a result of the influence of the earth's magnetic field.
The 0 point in figure 3-4 represents a condition of
0-ampere turns in oersteds (H) and 0 core magnetiza-
tion in gauss (B). If a current pulse is conducted
through the drive line (fig. 3-3) with an intensity that
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Figure 3-4. Hysteresis loop.

produces a magnetomotive force of a magnitude +H,
(fig. 3-4), the core magnetization will change (saturate)
as shown along the magnetization curve defined by the
numbers 0, 1, and 2. This action establishes a flux
density in gauss (B) in the core of a magnitude indi-
cated here as +135.

If the current is returned to 0, the core magnetism
does not return to 0, but drops along the loop to a point
+B,(3). This amount of magnetism (which is referred
to as residual magnetism) is only slightly less than that
produced when the driving current was present. Thus,
the core stores almost the entire amount of the induced
magnetism.

Another puise of magnitude +H,,, would now merely
shift the core to +B, again (from 3 to 2) and, after the
pulse has been removed, the core magnetism would
return to +B, (2 to 3).

Now, if a current pulse of the same magnitude, but
in the -pposite direction, is conducted through the
drive line so that a magnetomative force of an intensity
-H, is produced, the core flux shifts along the curve
outlined by the numbers 3, 4, and 5. At 5 the core is
again saturated, but because of the current reversal the
magnetism is in a direction opposite to that first con-
sidered. Thus, the core saturates in the opposite
direction when -H, is applied. When the -H,,, magne-
tizing force is removed, the core magnetism drops
along the loop from 5 to 6 (to -B,) level with negligible
losses for long periods of time.

The path of the curve from 3 to A shows the results
of applying a force --I" to a core which was in the +B,

2
state. When this force is removed, the core returns to
a point B on the curve. Subsequent applications of
the force ---L" cause a similar transversal (B to C to D)

2
with the important exception that the first transversal
causes the major reduction of residual flux.

The use of magnetic cores as storage devices should
be obvious. If the +B, state of the core is arbitrarily
called the I state, then the B, state represents the 0
state. In computer memory applications, several ( up to
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60 or more) of these cores are arranged so that each
is magnetized to store either the 0 or I state. The mag-
netic state of the combined cores represents a com-
puter word. To apply more than one drive current and
to sense or inhibit changes in the core condition, we
must use several core windings (drive lines). These
windings are illustrated in figure 3-3.

Any change in the flux of a core induces a voltage
in all wires passing through the core. Hent.z., the
induced voltage on the sense line (winding) is sampled
to see if the core switches from +8, (fig. 3-4) to Bs
when Hm, is applied. If a large induced voltage iS
sensed (over, say, 50 millivolts), the core was in the I
state and has been switched from +El, to -Bs (the 0
state). Because the contents of the core are determined
in this manner, the current pulse corresponding to
magnetomotive force (MMF) H,,, is called a "read
pulse." (The read pulse, when applied to a selected
core, drives the core from the I to the 0 condition.)
Because the core condition stored before sensing is
destroyed during readout, a memory utilizing this type
of magnetic core storage element is referred to as a
destructive-readout memory. If the data that was
stored is to be used again, a restore (or rewrite) function
is initiated to return the core to its original state.

Exercises (022):
Refer to figure 3-4 for questions I through 4.
I. Assume the core represented is in the I state and a

current flow sufficient to produce an MMF of +Hm,
is applied to the drive line. What is the flux density
of the core after the current is removed?

2. Another pulse of magnitude + H,,, is applied. What
is the flux density of the core now?

3. Assume now a current pulse of the same magnitude,
but in the opposite direction, is conducted through
the drive line so that a magnetomotive force of H,
is created. What is the flux density of the core when
this current is removed?

4. If the core were in the +8, state and a force of
2

were applied and removed, at what point on the
curve would the core be?

5. What is the current pulse corresponding to MMF
H,,, called?

6. The read pulse, when applied to a selected core,
drives the core from the to
the state.

023. State how cores are magnetized by vector sums
of current.
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Magnetizing Cores By Vector Sums of Currents.
The use of windings to magnetize the core and to sense
the signal resulting from the application of read pulse
is one method by which data can be read out or written
into the internal storage facilities of a computer.
Straight current-carrying wires are used when space
is critical and the cores are small, because it is very
difficult to wind coils on a very small toroidal form.
As we have said, small cores help to increase the
storage capacity per given area and decrease the core
switching time.

The magnetic intensity Ind the flux around a
current-carrying wire form patterns of concentric
circles around the conductor. Because the core and
the wire are concentric, some of the flux created by
the wire passes through the core, as shown in figure 3-5.

WIRE
TOROIDAL

CORE

34.382

Figure 3-5. Core magnetization using a single wire.

If two current-carrying wires passing through a
selected core are placed at right angles to each other,
the effect is as though there were a single wire carrying
the vector sum of the current (see fig. 3-6). Switching
the core involves the use of vector addition. The
vector sum, or resultant, of the two wires' magnetic
intensities is a third magnetic intensity located midway
between the two original magnetic intensities. If each
wire carries 0.707 of the current required to switch a
core and if a core is oriented in the direction of the
resultant magnetic intensity, the core will switch. If
only one wire carries current, the core will not switch.
This method is called the "coincident current" method
of core switching.
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Figure 3-6. Derivation of vector sum results.

Exercises (023):
I. What method is used to read out or write data into

the internal storage facilities of a computer when
space is critical?

2. Why is it desirable to use small cores?

3. What is the effect of two current-carrying wires
that pass through a core at right angles to each
other?

4. What is the "coincident current" method of core
switching?

024. Specify the operations of a core plane array.

Coincident Current in Core Plane Array. Coincident
current core switching is used with an arrangement of
wires and cores called a core plane array, similar to
that shown in figure 3-7. This 4 X 4 array is made by
crossing long lengths of insulated wires so that they
form a squared-grid arrangement with 16 cores in a
square pattern of 4 cores on each side of the array. The
cores are placed at the junctions of the grid wires so
that they encicle the resultant magnetic-intensity
vector. These junctions can be thought of in terms of
Cartesian coordinates; the horizontal locations
assigned an "X" designator and the vertical a "Y"
designator.

If a current equal to one-half of the current value
required to swiich a core (half-write current) is applied

through both X3 and Y2 in the direction to produce a I
conaition, the only core that will be s witched is the core
located at the junction of the X3 and Y2 wires. The
other cores along wires X3 and Y2 will not be switched,
because the intensity of the magnetic flux produced by
only one-half current is insufficient. These cores are
said to be "half-selected." Core X3-Y2 is switched
(if it is not already in the 1 state) because of the re-
sultant magnetic intensity created by the combined
one-half currents in a binary 1 direction at the X3-Y2
junction. Any of the 16 cores in this core plane may
be switched to store a I by apply'ng half-write currents
through the associated X and Y v ;res. The core at the
junction of any two driving wires k ne X and one Y)
can be set to a I or 0 condition, de, nding on the
direction of current %ow through the d-iving wires.
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To read the data (1 or 0) that has been stored in a
core requires a sense winding. This winding passes
through the center of each core, as shown in figure 3-8.
Only one core in an array may be switched at a time.
Therefore, when a read-current pulse is applied to
wires X3 and Y2 (that is, opposite to the write currents),
the magnetic flux or core X3-Y2 changes direction (if
the core is storing a 1), thereby inducing a voltage in
the sense winding. Any core may be read the same way
by applying a read pulse to the associated X and Y
winding of the core.

If a core has not been switched by half-write currents,
as explained, it contains a 0. On application of the read
pulse to the X and Y windings of that core, the direction
of the magnetic intensity in the core does not switch;
therefore, a pulse is not induced in the sense winding.

Consider now that all of the cores on line Y2 (fig.
3-8) are storing a 1 and that the core at the junction of
Y2 and X3 is being read. When read-currents (half-
currents) are applied on lines X3 and Y2, all of the
cores on line Y2 are disturbed. This disturbance causes
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Figure 3-8. Sense winding of a core array.

low-amplitude (noise) inputs to be induced in the sense
line along with the full-amplitude sense line input from
the core at the X3-Y2 junction.

Two typcs of pulses minimize the effects of noise
from adjacent cores during readout: disturb and strobe
pulses. The disturb pulse (equivalent to a half-read) is
a drive signal of an amplitude (coercive force)

2
which is applied to a core immediately after a 1 state
is written in the core. The disturb pulse (fig. 3-4) drives
the core magnetism from +13, (the state at which the
magnetism is established in the core at the time the 1
is stored) to a point A on the hysteresis loop. When the

pulse is removed, the core magnetism returns
2

to point B. A subsequent half-read pulse drives the
core to point C and, when removed, permits the
magnetism to be established at D. (This could repre-
sent the induced noise from a half-selected core where
a selected core is being read.) Note that the change in
core magnetism from point B to point D is less than
the amount of change when the first half-read pulse
is applied. Consequently, less noise will be induced
in the sense winding from adjacent cores in figure 3-8
if a disturb pulse is applied on the line before reading
the core at the Y2-X3 junction.

Noise pickup during reading is further minimized by.
strobing. This technique involves selecting the mid-
amplitude portion of the amplified sense pulse. Selec-
tion is done by ANDing the amplified sense pulse with
an accurately timed pulse referred to as the "strobe
pulse."

Because the magnetic intensity around a core
storing a 1 is switched to a 0 direction on receipt of a
read pulse, the datum stored in that core is destroyed
(destructive readout). The ideal readout method is,
of course, one in which the data stored is not erased
but remains stored for subsequent readout (non-
destructive readout). With magnetic cores, however, if
you want a core that has been read to retain the stored
data (a 1), a subsequent write pulse must be applied
to the core each time this 1 is sensed.

It may be desired to write each bit of a word into the
internal storage of the computer, 1 bit per core array.
Usually, the number of core arrays used for this
purpose is the same as the number of bits per word.
The arrays are stacked on top of each other with the
first bit stored in the top array, the second bit in the
next to the top array, and so on.

To permit storing the bits of a word in the same
relative core position of the stacked arrays, the same
X and Y driver wires of each array are connected in
series or parallel. Thus, when the coordinate wires
of one core in an array are energind, every corre-
sponding core in the other arrays also is energized.

This method of driving each X and Y winding of an
array in series or parallel with every corresponding
X and Y winding on the other arrays of the assembly
introduces a problem. In storing a word, some l's and
some binary O's are normally written in one vertically
stacked column of cores. When the X and Y driving
wires are energized to write a 1 in the selected cores,
every core will switch and contain a binary I. A
ineCtod must, therefore, be incorporated to prevent
or inhibit the writing of a 1 in those cores which must
store a 0. The magnetic field that would switch these
cores is cancelled out by running an inhibit wire
parallel to one of the driving wires (X or Y) as shown
in figure 3-9.

SENSE
WIRE

X1 X2 X3 X4
INHIBIT WIRE (2 COORDINATE SELECTOR)

INHIBIT
WIRE

34-386

Figure 3-9. Inhibit wire of a core array.

When, for example, current flows through a par-
ticular X driving wire, the same amount of current is
made to flow in the opposite direction through the
inhibit wire. Since the magnetic fields created by
these parallel ar losely spaced wires are equal and
opposite to i!ach ..,ther, the effective magnetic field is
0. The flux of the Y driving wire (one-half write
current) is insufficient to switch the core, so the core
is not switched (retaining a 0).

Representative Core Matrix. Figure 3-10 is a simpli-
fied diagram of a memory board that contains four
memory matrices arranged in quadrants. The X and Y
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drive lines, the sense line, and the inhibit lines are 2. Refer to text figure 3-7. What is required to produce
shown for each quadrant. As we said, any one of the a 1 in the core at the intersection of Y3 and X2?
magnetic cores in the matrix can be selected. A coin-
cident half-amplitude current pulse is generated in a
selected column of a selected quadrant. The core at the
intersection of the row and column receives a net 3. What is required to read the data (1 or 0) which has
full-amplitude current pulse and is, therefore, selected, been stored in a core?

For example, assume that core A in quadrant 3 is
to be selected. Drive lines I3X and 15Y are each driven
with half-amplitude current pulses. Core A, at the
intersection of lines 13X and 15Y, receives a net full- 4. How many cores in an array may be switched at aamplitude current pulse. All other cores in I3X and time?
15Y lines receive half-amplitude current pulses (cores
B, C, D, E, etc.), which is an insufficient current ampli-
tude to switch or alter data stored in these cores. The
cores which receive only half-amplitude current are
half-selected. The remaining cores, which are neither 5. Summarize the two ways to eliminate the effects
half-selected nor frIly selected, are referred to as of noise from adjacent cores during readout?
unselected cores (for example, core F). Core A is
"selected."

6. Because of the magnetic intensity around a core
Exercises (024): storing, a 1 is switched to a 0 direction on receipt
I. With what is coincidznt current core switching of a read pulse. What happens to the datum stored

used? in that core?
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7. How are magnetic fields cancelled out to inhibit the
writing of a I in the cores containing a 0 when the
X and Y drive lines are connected in series or
parallel?

025. State how a thin film memory operates.

Thin Film Memory. Thin film memory consists of
a ferromagnetic material, permalloy, deposited (under
controlled conditions in a vacuum chamber) on a sub-
strate of thin glass. After all air has been removed from
the chamber, a shutter arrangement is opened and
vapors from molten permalloy pass through a mask
and are deposited on the substrate. The pattern thus
formed is determined by the shape of the mask. The
thickness of each spot (magnetized area) is controlled
by the amount of time the shutter is open.

A magnetic field is applied parallel to the surface
of the substrate during deposition. The film spots thus
become easier to magnetize in a direction parallel to
that in which the magnetic field was applied during
the deposition process. This direction is known as the

PREFERRED AXIS

preferred direction; likewise, the axis of this magne-
tism is referred to as the preferred axis.

Storage. Thin film materials are well suited for
storing binary data, since they have a stable state of
magnetization in each direction parallel to the pre-
ferred axis. The double-headed arrow in the circle
shown in figure 3-11 indicates the preferred axis.
When the direction of magnetization is caused to
rotate through 180° (starting from the preferred Exis),
there is first a torque which tries to retain the magne-
tism along the preferred axis. If the magnetizing force
is sufficiently strong, the magnetism will be shifted
to a point perpendicular to the preferred axis. Beyond
this point, there is a forward torque which causes the
magnetism to be aligned in the material exactly 180°
from the preferred axis. The torque is caused by the
field Ilk, which is produced during the deposition
process. This field is called the anisotropic field. (The
word "anisotropic" refers to the ability of the magnetic
material to assume different positions in response to
external stimuli.)

If the magnetic stimulus is removed after the aniso-
tropic field is formed, this field (HO causes the mag-
netic vector to be aligned parallel to the preferred axis.
Applying a coercive force, tic, which is less than that
required to switch the magnetization bt *. produces a

HK (ANISOTROPY FIELD)

A. POSITION OF MAGNETIC VECTOR WITH NO FIELDS APPLIED

I. POSITION OF MAGNETIC VECTOR WITH ONLY HL LONGITUDINAL
FIELD (BIT CURRENT APPLIED)

I HT

C. ;,:.);;iTION OF MAe.", NETIC VECTOR WITH ONLY HT TRAVERSE
) cW010 ..II'ARENT APPLIED).

INT

D. PMITION OF MAGPETIC VECTOR WITH NOTH HL (LONGITUDINAL
F MIN P01 IIIT *3:11 AND HT (TRAVERSE FIELD WORD CURRENT)
APPLilD.

34-3,2

Figure 3-11. F ot..tion -.)f the magnetic vector of a film spot.
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field parallel to the preferred axis, causes no significant
change in the state of the magnetized material.

Applying only a traverse field, H T (fig. 3-1 I,C); i.e.,
a magnetic field perpendicular to the preferred axis
and which is stronger than ILIK, causes the magnetic
state of the spot to be ro:ated 900, as shown in figure
3-11 ,C. If fields are applied so that the vector sums of
HL + Hi< are active forces on the spot, the position of
the resultant magnetic vector will be as illustrated in
figure 3-II,D. If H T is then removed from the spot, the
direction of the magnetization becomes the same as
that for FIL. When Hz, is removed, the spot remains in
the state until HT is again applied. Thus, the direction
of Hi, determines the direction of the stable state of
magnetization of the film spot.

Switching. Because a concentric magnetic field is
produced around a flow of current, it is possible to
switch a film spot by passing current through drive
lines in close proximity with the spot. The drive and
sense lines (1-line array) are sometimes etched on
Mylar sheets that are carefully aligned and attached
to epoxy boards to give the required strength to the
line array.

Figure 3-I2,A, shows a film spot and the line array
on one side of the spot. An identical set of these lines
is placed on top of the film spot. The connectors for
the line array are wired so that the word lines produce
iwo turns. (Bit lines are effective in selecting a par-

WORD
LINES

SIT LINES SENSE LINES

A. "1" STORED.NO CURRENT APPLIED

S. WORD CURRENT APPLIED

D. "0" STORED.NO CURRENT
APPL/ED

C. WORO CURRENT AND BIAS
CURREVT "0" APPLIED

E. WORD CURRENT AND SIT
CURRENT "1" APPLIED

P. "1" STORED,NO CURRENT APPLIED

Figure 3-12. Switching a film spot.
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ticular bit of a word. Word lines provide for word
selection from memory.)

The arrow of the film in figure 3-1 2,A, shows the
stable-stP.te magnetic vector with a I stored. If word
current flows down the word lines, the magnetic vector
rotates 900 , as shown in figure 3-12,B. If bias current
is applied to the bit lines, the magnetic vector rotates
loward the 0 stable state, as shown in figure 3-I2,C.
After the word current is removed, the vector com-
pletes the 1800 rotation from the 1 state. Thus, a 0 is
stored, as shown in figure 3-1 2,D.

If a 1 is to be stored in the spot (see figs. 3-12,E, and
3-1 2,F), current applied to the bit lines is reversed.
Thus, the magnetic vector is rotated toward the 1 state.
If the word current and then the bit current are removed,
the stable state of magnetization will represent a 1.

Sensing. The thin-film memory is a destructive
readout memory; i.e., reading a spot (location) clears
the contents of that address. During a readout, all of
the addressed spots are switched toward the 0 state.
The sharp change in the magnetic field around any
spot causes a voltage to be induced in the sense lines.
The magnitude of this voltage depends upon the
change in the magnetic flux resulting from the switch-
ing process.

The output is read from the memory by ANDing a
strobe pulse with the output from a sense amplifier
(not shown) whenever a 1 is stored in the location
being read. No output from the AND circuit indicates
a 0 has been read.

Exercises (025):
I. Of what does thin film memory consist?

2. How is thin film constructed?

3. How is the thickness of each magnetized area
controlled?

4. What is the meaning of the term "preferred
direction"?

5. The torque that aligns the magnetism in a film spot
parallel to its preferred axis in the absence of
external stimuli is produced by the
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6. What happens to the magnetic spot when only a
transverse field, H T, stronger than Hic is applied?
(Refer to fig. 3-11).

7. Again referring to figure 3-11, what does the
direction of HL determine?

8. Why is it possible to switch a film spot by passing
current through drive lines in close proximity
with the spot?

9. Refer to text figure 3-12. What conditions in the
word and bit lines initiate the writing of a 1 in a
film spot?

10. In a thin-film memory, what happens to all of the
addressed spots during a readout?

026. Specify the characteristics of the RAM type of
semiconductor memory, and state the advantages and
disadvantages.

Solid-State Memories. A few years ago, the com-
puter was a large vacuum-tube unit using many dif-
ferent types of storage devices. The ferrite core memory
reduced the size and access time of the storage unit.
Transistors replaced the vacuum tube, reducing the
size, cost, and power required by the computer. Then
came the integrated circuits (ICs) replacing the tran-
sistors, and now we have large scale integration (LSI)
replacing small scale ICs. LSI reduced the size, cost,
and power requirements drastically. With the arrival
of LSI, new solid-state memories have been developed
that are small and cheap, and require power in the
milliwatt range. A common item in wide use today,
and a good example of the size and cost of the LSI
circuits and memory, is the battery-powered hand-
held calculator with memory storage. Let us discuss the
solid-state memories that evolved from IC technology.

Semiconductor Random Access Memory (RAM).
The solid-state RAM and the ferrite core memory are
very similar in operation. The ferrite core and RAM
use X and Y lines to select one location. In the ferrite
cort memory, only one core per plane is selected at a
time with a given address. In the RAM, one memory
cell per chip is selected at a time with a given address.
An 8X256-bit RAM stores 256 bytes for a total of 2048
bits. The same would he true of a core memory which
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had 8 planes of 256 bits each. Well, we know that the
magnetic cores store 1-bit in each corethe individual
cores are the storage medium. What is the storage
element in RAMs?

There are two technologies that are primarily used
to implement a RAM on an IC chip. These are the
bipolar and MOS RAMs. Bipolar IC RAMs use the
standard transistor in flip-flop circuits to store data.
MOS RA Ms use the MOSFET as the storage element.
There are two types of MOS RAMs used in semi-
conductor memories. These are the static and dynamic
types. A static MOS RAM uses MOSFETs inter-
connected as flip-flop circuits to store bits of data.
The dynamic RAM uses the capacitance that exists
between the gate and channel of a MOSFET to store
bits of data. An added requirement for the dynamic
RAM is that it must be refreshed. If a 1 is stored in the
gate capacitance of a MOSFET, the charge will
eventually leak off. Refreshing the dynamic RAM
with critically timed clock signals maintains the data
in the MOSFET. Although the dynamic RAM re-
quires additional driving circuitry for refresh, it
requires less power for operation than the static RAM.
On the other hand, static RAMs are easier to drive but
are most costly than the dynamic type.

Solid-state memories give us a significant reduction
in size, power requirements, and cost. If this is so, why
not change all memories to the RAM insteai of core?
What are the advantages and disadvantages of using
solid-state RAMs in comparison to magnetic cores?

Advantages and Disadvantages of RAM. First, let
us discuss the advantages of the solid-state RAM over
the ferrite core RAM. The core memory has current
drivers for the X, Y, and inhibit lines. Also, the core
memory must have sense amplifiers because of the
low-level signal on the sense line. This all requires
power supplies that supply the memory with the high
current needed for its operation. The RAM also uses
X and Y lines for addressing; however, no current
drivers are required for their operation. No sense
amplifiers are required because the "cells" in some
solid-state memories have the ability to feed up to 10
circuits without additional buffers. The RAM's access
time is about 50 nanoseconds with power dissipation
of about 0.5 watt. From this, you can see that a much
smaller power supply will do the job for the RAM. Its
relatively small size is also an advantage for the solid-
state RAM. An example is a 1024-bit RAM on a chip
91 mils by 125 mils. You might ask, "With all this going
for it, why not use the RAM in all computers?" The
answer to this question brings us to the one main
disadvantage of the RAM: It is volatile!

Recall the statement, "The core memory is the best
overall storage device for use as computer main
memory." The reason for this statement is the ability
of the core memory to retain stored data indefinitely
with or without power applied. The solid-state RAM
must have power to retain data. If the RAM solid-state
memory loses power, data is lost. This is a big disad-
vantage when critical data must be stored. A solid-



state memory that overcomes this disadvantage is the
read-only memory (ROM).

Exercises (026):
I. How many cells per chip can be read with a given

address, using a solid-state RAM?

2. What are some of the advantages of the RAM over
a ferrite core?

3. What is the main disadvantage of the RAM?

4. What would happen if a solid-state RAM lost
power?

5. Explain the differences between the bipolar and
static MOS RAMs.

6. Explain the differences between the static and
dynamic MOS RAMs.

027. Specify the characteristics of a solid-state ROM,
and identify the different types of ROM available.

The Read-Only Memory (ROM). The ROM is a
random-access memory device just like the magnetic
core and solid-state RAM memories. The major
difference is that the ROM has its data permanently
programmeJ in, at the time of manufacture. There-
fore, you can only read data from the ROM. In order
to change the ROM program, you must change the
ROM. ROMs are used in microcomputers to store the
permanent program for the microprocessor. The
ROM is either part of the microprocessor IC or it may
be a separate chip.

Early ROMs used a diode matrix to store data. The
presence of a diode in the matrix represented a 1, the
absence of a diode equaled a 0. In a similar fashion,
newer ROMs use bipolar transistors and MOSFETs
to do the same thing. As we mentioned earlier, if you
want to change the data in the ROM, you have to
change the ROM itself. To remedy this, the program-
mable read-only memory (PROM) has been developed.
Several methods are used to program or reprogram
a PROM.

The PROM. The PROM is a memory device that
can be programmed by the user, rather than at the
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factory. There are two major categories of PROMs.
One type can be programmed once by the user but
cannot be reprogrammed. The second, more versatile
type, is the PROM that can be programmed once,
erased, and then reprogrammed. PROMs use either
bipolar or MOS transistors as memory cell elements.

In the nonreprogrammable PROM, fuse links are
connected between each memory cell and the matrix.
To program the device, selected fuse links are burned
open by a specified external voltage used for the
purpose of programming the chip. Once the fuse links
are destroyed, in a pattern representing the stored
data, the data is permanently stored. Now for the
reprogrammable PROMs. What methods are used
for erasing data in this type of PROM?

Erasable PROMs. This type of PROM can have
the data stored within erased by ultraviolet light or
through electrical means. Storage of data in an
EPROM is done using the gate storage charge of a
MOSFET. Unlike the solid-state MOSFET RAM, the
gate of a MOSFET in the EPROM is isolated from
the electrical circuit. Once a charge is stored in the
MOSFET gate structure, it will remain until erased.

Ultraviolet EPROM. This type of EPROM can be
recognized by the opaque material on top of the
EPROM chip. This window is used when ultraviolet
light is injected to erase the gate storage charges in
the memory. Programming is done with specialized
equipment which charges the gate of selected memory
cells.

ctrically erasable PROMs (EEPROM5). This
type of EPROM can be electrically written and erased.
Higher than normal voltages are used when writing
or erasing data in this memory chip.

Electrically alterable PROMs (EA PROMO. The
major difference between this device and the EEPROM
is that this PROM is capable of being programmed
or erased in the circuit. Previous ROMs and PROMs
mentioned must all be removed from the circuit for
program ming.

Exercises (027):
I. How is the diode ROM programmed?

2. When programming a PROM which can't be pro-
grammed again, what is used to program the device?

3. What are the two main types of PROMs?

4. What two methods are used for erasing EPRO Ms?
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5. What is the storage element in an EEPROM?

3-3. Mass Storage/External Media
This category of storage system(s) includes primarily

the drum, tape, and disk. These forms of magnetic
storage media can store tremendous amounts of data
for a computer system. The magnetic disk unit has
become the more versatile and most popular storage
system in use with modern computer systems. All three
will be discussed in this section. First, let's look at
some of the characteristics of recording heads and the
different recording techniques used with magnetic
storage media.

028. Specify the characteristics of read-wrifte heads.

Read-Write Heads. Surface magnetic writing is
performed by means of a coil of wire (called the write
coil) wrapped around a specially shaped core (fig.
3-13). The core consists of low-retentivity magnetic
material, such as Mumetal, and is provided with an
airgap. The entire device is called a write head.

LOW-RETENTIVITY
CORE

HIGH-RETENTIVITY
MAGNETIC SURFACE

(Mtuinatic Tope)

14.173

Figure 3-13. Surface magnetic wiring arrangement.

Applying a signal voltage across the write coil
produces a flow of current; this creates a magnetomo-
tive force that causes flux to pass through the series
combination of core and airgap and through that
portion of the magnetic surface close to the airgap.
Since the reluctance of the magnetic surface is very
much less than that of the parallel airpath, most of
the magnetic flux passes through the magnetic surface.
This resembles the manner in which current flows
through a circuit containing two parallel resistors
of unequal values. The magnetic surface is moved past
the airgap at a constant speed so that each element of
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the high-retentivity magnetic surface retains a portion
of the magnetic flux that existed at the moment when
that portion of the surface was near the airgap of the
write head.

The pole pieces, or ends of the core that forms the
airgap, are designed so that the lines of flux passing
between their tips will lie parallel to the surface of the
tape. In this manner, as shown in figure 3-14, the main
magnetic field retained by the magnetic surface is
parallel to the surface. This produces a strong retained
field. The core may consist of solid metal, or it may
be laminated to reduce eddy currents.

The method of magnetizing the moving surface, as
shown in figures 3-13 and 3-14. is called "longitudinal
recording." This term is applied to magnetic tapes,
since the direction of flux is along the long axis of the
tape.

In computer applications, the speed may be several
hundred inches per second. Consequently, abrasive
wear of the pole tips and the magnetic surface could
become a problem if contact were permitted. Thus, in
order to improve overall reliability, the pole tips of
most computer magnetic heads are separated from the
moving magnetic surface by a distance of a few
thousandths of an inch. Although the increased path
reluctance produced by this arrangement requires
greater driving currents, the absence of abrasive wear
justifies its use.

During a reading operation, the magnetized mag-
netic surface moves past the airgap of a device that is
very similar to the write head. In the course of the
reading operation, some of the flux from the moving
magnetic surface passes through the read core which
has a much lower reluctance than the surrounding air.
As a result, voltages are induced across the coil
mounted on this core. In some instances, both the write
and read coils are wrapped around the same core; and

CORE POLE
PIECES

93

MAGNETIC

SURFACE

SURFACE MOTION-1

Figure 3-14. Magnetizing a memory surface
recording method.
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the device is then called a read-write head. When a
read-write head is used, suitable external circuitry
must be used so that the voltages induced in the reed
coil during a reading operation (and in ihe write coil
during a writing operation) do not produce inter-
ference in the associated electronic driving and repro-
ducing cii.uits. The waveform of the voltages induccd
n the read coil are similar to the waveforms of the
signat originally used to magnetize the surface of
the tape.

The space between the magnetic head pole tips is
usually referred to as the gap width or the gap, and its
dimensions are extremely important. The gap width
determines the number of pulses that can be written
on a given portion of the magnetic surface. Since each
pulse magnetizes the entire portion of the surface
across the airgap at a particular instant, the surface
area on which each pulse is written is determined by
gap width, gap length, pulse duration, and tape speed.

It is desirable from both a frequency-response and
a pulse-writing point of view to use the smallest
possible airgap. However, if the airgap width is too
small, its reduced reluctance permits the loss of some
flux that would otherwise have passed through the
magnetic surface. Furthermore, the difficulties of
manufacturing small, uniform gaps must be con-
sidered. To meet these criteria, the gap width is usually
in the order of 0.001 inch.

A very important characteristic of a magnetic
surface writing device is the number of pulses or bits
of information (binary digits) that can be written upon
a given length of magnetic surface. This is called the
packing factor or bit density. When information is to
be stored, it is desirable to store as many bits as possible
on a given length of surface. This decreases the amount
of required storage space and also reduces the time
required later to gain access to the information. Two
main factors affect the maximum bit density: the
previously discussed gap width of the read-write head
and the interaction of the magnetic fields of the storage
surface.

Interact'on of magnetic fields occurs between
adjacent magnetized areas of the tape surface. If these
areas, which possess the characteristics of tiny bar
magnets, are too close together, their magnetic fields
will combine. When the magnetic surface is read, only
two pulses will be producedone at the beginning
of the series of combined flux pulse and the other at
the end of the series. The interaction is reduced when
increased spacing is used between the magnetized
areas. However, this increased spacing reduces the bit
density. Spacing between magnetized areas can be
made large either by increasing the surface speed or by
recording the data at a lower pulse-repetitbn frequency.

The actual areas of the magnetic surface that are
separately and distinctly magnetized are sometimes
called storage cells. A pulse is said to be "written in a
storage cell." One storage cell is required to record
each bit of any binary word written on a magnetic
surface.

Besides writing, we must also be able to erase data

that are no longer ne..ded. Two methods of surface
erasing are commonly employed. The first method,
DC erasing, magnetically saturates the surface, there-
by masking all previously written data. The second
method, AC erasing, actually returns the surface to a
state of 0 flux or demagnetizes it.

Exercises (028):
I. Briefly describe the write coil for surface magnetic

writing.
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2. How are the pole pieces designed?

3. Why would a laminated core be used?

4. What is longitudinal recording?

5. What is the reason for positioning the pole tips a
few thousandths of an inch away from the mag-
netic surface?

6. When a combination read-write head is used, why
must external cir( uitry be used?

7. The space between the magnetic head pole tips is
usually referred to as the

8. Why are the gap width dimensions important?

9. What happens if the gap width is too small?

10. Gap width is usually in the order of

11. Define the term "packitr, factor" or "bit density."
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12. What is another factor that affects the maximum
bit density?

13. How can the space between mEgnetized areas be
made larger?

14. How many storage cells are required to record
each bit of any binary word written on a magnetic
surface?

15. Name the two methods of surface erasing, and
state how they are done.

029. Name the different types of recording systems,
and state their functions.

Recording Systems. Now consider some recording
systems. Several types are used. In the simplest, a pulse
indicates a binary 1, while no pulse (the absence of a
pulse) indicates a binary 0.

In the positive-pulse return-to-zero system, the
waveforms of the binary word 101101 appear, as
shown in figure 3-15,A, or 3-15,B. This method is
abbreviated RZ. The flux slope is positive at the
leading edge of the pulse, zero at the top of the pulse,
and negative on its trailing edge. During the reading
process (fig. 3-15,C), a positive pulse and a negative
pulse are induced in the read head each time the flux
pulse stored on the magnetic surface passes the airgap.

This occurs because the induced voltage is propor-
tional to the rate of change of the flux.

In the positive- and negative-pulse return-to-zero
method, both positive and negative current pulses
can be used to write a binary word. In this instance,
a positive pulse can be used to represent a binary 1, and
a negative pulse can be used to represent a 0 (fig. 3-16).
The output for binary 1 (fig. 3-17) will consist of a
small positive pulse, followed by a large neE ive pulse
and then a small positive pulse. The opposite will occur
for a binary 0 read pulse; that is, a negative pulse
fc;lowed by a large positive pulse and then a small
negative pulse. The larger pulse is generated when
there is a maximum rate of change of flux. This occurs
when the current changes from a maximum in one
direction (either positive or negative) to a maximum in
the other direction (c1O/dt = max).

WRITE VOLTAGE

TIME

A AA A
V V

FLUX

TIME

READ VOLTAGE 34.275

Figure 3-16. Waveform of positive and negative pulse
return-to-zero system.

The nonreturn-to-zero system (NRZ) uses a slightly1 0 o i

1-1 Fh I-21 f I

different principle. In an NRZ system, changing flux
can be used to indicate a 1, while a constant flux is

A 4 1 t i t 4 used to represent a 0. Thus, the magnetic flux is never
TIME returned to zero. This concept can be illustrated by

writing 101101 in the NRZ system of recording, as
shown in iigure 3-18.

To further clarify this point, consider the action for
serial readout of the data represented in figure 3-19,
using the AND circuit and the clock pulses (B1). The

TIME operation of the AND circuit to produce the output
(F1 = Ai%) is understood. Each bit of data using this
method (return-to-zero method) rises from the zero
level to maximum voltage and remains at that level
long enough to permit the clock pulse to be ANDed

C
TIME

ii. with each bit of data in coincidence. It then returns
from the maximum level to zero. The time between

RIAD VOLTAGE 54-57/ clock pulses is necessarily long, and the overall time
to read a single bit is long in relation to the actual AND

ture 3-15. Waveform of positive-pulse return-to-zero (RZ) system. operation. This, in itself, is the read process.

WRITS VOLTAGE

Flux
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BINARY

DERIVATIVE
Of

BINARY

BINARY
0

DERIVATIVE
OF

BINARY
0

34476

Figure 3-17. Comparison of the waveform of binary 1 sad 0
and their derivatives.

The unique way in which the nonreturn-to-zero
method lends itself to faster reading is seen by studying
the waveforms in figure 3-20 and their actions to pro-
duce the output (F2 = A2132) from the AND circuit.
Note that the output produced in the 5/2s read period
for return-to-zero method is still 110111 (6 bits),
whereas the nonreturn-to-zero output produced in the
same period is 111100000011 (12 bits). Thus, serial
data can be read in a shorter period using the non-
return-to-zero method, since the clock pulses can be
applied at a higher clock rate.

INPUT A1

1 STATE

O STATE
10V

INPUT SI I
1 STATE

O STATE 10V

INPUT

TIME 5/.1S

RETURN -T.-a-ZERO

fLfl
CLOCK PULSES

Exercists (029):
I. During the reading process, figure 3-15,C, a positive

pulse and a negative pulse are induced in the read
head each time the flux pulse stored on tne magnetc
surface passes the airgap. Why?

2. In which recording system can both positive and
negative current pulses be used to write a binary
word?

3. In the positive and negative pulse return-to-zero
method, when is the larger pulse generated?

4. In the nonreturn-to-zero recording method, how
are binary 1 and 0 indicated?

+I

WRITE
CURRENT

FLUX

O 1

IVOLTAGE
34.377

Figure 3-18. Waveforms of the nonreturn-to-zerq (NRZ) system.

OUTPUT F1.03,
1

A1

TIME 2 5/.1S

/
fizAilli

Figure 3-19. Serial readout (return-to-zero).
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INPUT A2 I

"Ce

.1* STATE

STATE 0 V

I IINPUT 82

I STATE
"0 STATE 0 V

NONRE fURN -TO- ZERO
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 I

A2

TIME 5US
INPUT

F22A282

OUTPUT F2 zA2 82

i l l I 1 I 0 0 0 0 001 I

1111f
1 TIME z 5,118

Figure 3-20. Serial readouts (nonre(urn-to..zero).

5. In serial readout using an AND-gate and the return-
to-zero method, when is there a binary I output?

6. Which method affords far faster reading of serial
data? Why?

030. Identify specific design and operational factors
and functions related to magnetic drum memories.

Magnetic Drums. The magnetic drum storage
system is a common type of endless track memory. Its
most important components are a rotating drum and
a set of stationary heeds. The magnetic drum consists
of a nonmagnetic base cylinder, usually manufactured
of aluminum because of its paramagnetic character-
istics and good heat dissipation. The cylinder is pre-
cision milled to exact specified dimensions. The
diameter of drums vary from 1/4 inch to 4 feet, and
their lengths vary from 1/4 inch to 3 feet. A magnetic
coating is applied to the base in one of three ways. One
method is to dip or spray the aluminum surface with
red or black oxide of iron. Red oxide is preferred
-because of its lower resistivity. The recond method is
to closely wrap the drum surface with ferromagnetic
wire and then mill the surface flat. This method obtains
certain properties not present in the iron oxides. The
third method of magnetic surface preparation is to
electroplate the surface with a ferromagnetic...alloy.
This method has wide use because of the sligbtlji better
magnetic properties produced by electroplating.

The drum is usually formed directly on tishaft, and
the shaft is turned to produce drum rotation. The shaft
can be directly connected to the rotor of a drive motor,
or it can be belt-driven by an adjacent motor. The
bit density around the circumference ranges from 50 to
120 bits to the inch per channel. A channel is a path
around the drum controlled by at least one read-write

34.379H

head and used for storing 1 's and O's. The number of
channels that a drum is capable of handling depends
upon the several factors referred to next. Some com-
promise must be achieved between the factors of
memory capacity, signal amplitude, and reliability
of the system to determine the channel spacing. This
spacing normally runs between 15 and 30 channels
to an inch.

Figure 3-21 illustrates the construction of a mag-
netic drum, The channels are 30 mils wide and spaces
15 mils apart. The distance between the channels
prevents "crosstalk," which is interference caused by
magnetic flux from adjacent channels.

Construction of Read and Write Heads. There are
several methods of constructing magnetic heads.
Figure 3-22 illustrates three of these methods. In
figure 3-22,A, there are two separate heads, one for
writing and one for reading. The erase bar magnetizes
the drum surface in one direction, the direction for
a 0. When the surface passes under the write head, thehead will be pulsed to reverse the flux on the drum
surface, thereby writing a binary I. If a binary 0 is to be
written, the write head is not pulsed; and the magnetic
flux remains in the direction for a 0. With this system,
reading usually takes place within 270° after writing
has occurred, or the information will be erased.

To obtain an output (readout), the flux passing the
read head induces an EMF that represents a binary 0
or a binary I. Output circuits then clip and shape the
pulses to the desired shape. In some instances, para-
magnetic shims are placed between the pole pieces of
the write head, and this increases the induced flux
density on the surface of the drum when writing is
taking phce.

In fi g u re 3-22,B, and figure 3-22,C, the same heads
are used for writing and reading. The erase bar is
eliminated because the head can magnetize in two
directions. In figure 3-22,B, the head also has an
airgap. This airgap breaks up the core to reduce
hysteresis loss.

Magnetic Head Identification. The symbols for
indicating the magnetic heads which read, write, read
and %yr' e, and erase information on a drum, tape, or
disk surface are pictured in fii,Jre 3-23. These symbols
are almost self-explanatory. An arrow pointed toward
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CHANNELS (30 MILS WIDE)

NON-MAGNET IC

DRUM

MEMORY CELL

DRUM SHAFT

SPACING BETWEEN CHANNELS (15 MILS)

Figure 3-21. Drum construction.

the drum surface indicates a write head. When the
arrow points away from the drum surface, it indicates
that the head is taking information from the drum sur-
face or reading. A head that performs both the read and
write function contains arrows pointed toward the drum
and away from the drum. The drum head symbol with an
X inside is an erase head. The degrees labeled in the

WRITE HEAD

ERASE
BAR

MAGNETIC

NZ-1413-56

figure show the angular position with respect to the
zero timing channel on the drum. For example, the
head on the extreme left is at 00. The second head is
100 away from the first head, and the third head is
20° away from the first head, etc.

Methods of Pecording on Drum Surface. There are
several methods of placing information on magnetic

PARAMAGNETIC SHIMS

MAGNETIC OXIDE
COATINGS

READ HEAD

PARAMAGNETIC CYLINDERS

A

los

READ COIL
WRITE COII.

WRITE 1

WRITE 0

FRINGING FLUX
SURFACt

READ-WRITE
HEAD

BINARY
ZERO

Figure 3-22. Types of read and write heads.
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WRITE

MAGNET I C HEADS

READ READ-WRITE ERASE
READ-WRITE
A ND ERA E

10° 20° 0

Figure 3-23. Magnetic head logic symbols.

surfaces, some of which were derived for specific
applications and some of which were meant for general
systems. Figure 3-24 illustrates three main types of
recording techniques that are commonly used.

Figure 3-24,A, illustrates the return-to-bias method.
This technique uses a pulse for each binary I and no
pulse for a binary 0. In this system the drum utilizes the
erase bar which produces only binary O's on the
surface. Therefore, when recording (writing) of a
binary one is to take place, a pulse is applied to reverse
the flux at that particular spot.

Figure 3-24,B, illustrates the nonreturn-to-zero
method. This technique utilizes reversal of flux for a
I and steady flux for a 0 or a group of O's. It is a
two-level system, and there is no distinct spacing
between bits in any one channel. Therefore, timing
and readouts become very important in keeping the
proper synchronization in the memory.

BINARY 1

RB

BINARY

NRZ

BINARY 1

RZ

BINARY 0

.11

0 0 rt 1

1 0 0 0
1

I

I I I

I111 111,

DRUM

SURFACE

NDA13-49

Figure 3-24,C, illustrates the return-to-zero method.
This technique utilizes a pulse for each digit being
recorded. The drum surface is magnetized in one
direction for a I and in the opposite direction for 0.
The application of these pulses is controlled by a
master timing unit within the computer. Therefore,
spacing of information is achieved; and a no-flux area
exists between bits in the drum channel.

The return-to-zero method is further illustrated in
block diagram form in figure 3-25. The write flip-flop
is controlled by a chain of information to be recorded
on the drum. If a 1 is to be recorded, the flip-flop goes
into the I state. If a 0 is to be recorded, the flip-flop
goes to the 0 state. Whichever side is high will enable
one of the AND-gates. The flip-flop output goes to
AND-gates with write pulses causing an output from
AND-gate A or B. The output of the AND-gates feeds
the primary of a centemapped transformer, inducing

A

1

..

1110

Figure 3-24. Recording techniques.
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Figure 3-25. RTZ method.
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currents of the opposite polarity in the secondary and
setting up the polarity of the writing head itself. This
produces the waveform designated "write head
output," which is the same as the output previously
shown for the return-to-zero method.

Parity Checks. A "parity-checking system" is a
system that is used to check the validity of each com-
puter word after it has left a storage medium or has
been transmitted over transmission lines. This check
is needed because noise may change the data contained
in a word.

Here the parity check concerns the magnetic drum.
One of two methods could be used. One method is to
use an additional drum system and store identical data
on both drums. Both drums are addressed at the
same time and their output compared. If there is a
difference, the computer sounds an alarm. This
method, of course, is expensive. It is used only where
a high degree of reliability is needed. The other method
requires only an extra channel on the drum. The binary
digits in a word are counted. If there is an odd number
of 1 's in the word, a binary 1 is inserted in the parity-
check channel. If there is an even number of 1 's in the
word, a binary 0 is inserted in the parity-check channel.
Then when the parity check is made, the numbe.r of l's
is counted and the count should always be ew.m. This
method is the one used most frequently.

Drum Storage Systems. There are several ways
in which the computer word can be arranged on a
drum. Figure 3-26 illustrates the parallel and inter-
laced parallel arrangements. These examples are based
on an imaginary drum with four address tracks, eight
storage tracks, and one parity-check track. There are
16 memory cells or segments per track. The tracks are

represented by columns, and the memory cells avail-
able for a given angular position on the drum are
represented by rows. In both cases, the word 01011001
and parity at address 1100 are underlined so that the
student can understand the arrangement of the data
on the drum. The term "track" means the same thing
as "channel."

In the parallel arrangement, the bits of a word a e all
available at the same time. This requires more equip-
ment than other arrangements, because all of the
channels are in use at the same time. However, the
parallel arrangement makes it possible to read and
write information rapidly. The computer word could
be arranged so that the addresses follow one another
in their numerical sequence. An alternate scheme is
to have the consecutive addresses separated from one
another by a definite number of spaces. This is the
interlaced parallel arrangement. It is used when the
computer is incapable of the speed of the parallel
arrangement and when other arrangements are, for
some reason, not considered advantageous.
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Figure 3-26. Drum storage arrangements.
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Addressing the Drum. Figure 3-27 is a block dia-
gram of a parallel magnetic drum system. Words may
be written on the drum surface by any one of the eight
bands of read-write heads illustrated in figure 3-27.
Each band of read-write heads is associated with 13
different channels. Thirteen bit words can be stored
at 1024 different angular positions or slots making
a drum capacity of 8192 words (8X1024). To address
any location, 13 bits are needed in the address register,
3 bits for band selection, and 10 bits for angular
position selection.

When words are to be written, they are stored in the
storage register until the storage control unit is in-
formed by a central control unit that writing is to
occur. The three flip-flops of the address register then
provide input signals to the band selection decoder
which selects one of the eight bands (0-7). The 10 flip-
flops of the address register are used for angular
position selection 0-1023. Their output signals are
compared in the coincidence detector with the write
heads counter, which is triggered by the output pulses
of a separate timing channel that has previously had
binary 1 's permanently recorded on it. When the
output signals of the 10 flip-flops in the address register
compare with the output signals of the angular position
counter, a signal is applied to the storage control unit
causing the word in the storage register to be recorded

TIMING
CHANNEL
HEAD

on the drum surface at the selected location. Any word
previously recorded in that location is destroyed.
After recording has taken place, the storage control
unit informs the central control unit that the operation
has been completed.

When words are to be read from the drum surface,
the central control unit informs the storage control
unit that reading is to occur. The three flip-flops in the
address register provide proper input signals to the
selection decoder to select one of the eight bands. The
coincidence detector then compares the output of the
angular position counter with the output of the 10 flip-
flops in the address register. When the outputs com-
pare, a signal is applied to the storage control unit,
causing the selected word to be read from the drum
surface. The word is stored in the storage register until
it is either rewritten or destroyed.

Exercises (030):
I. The magnetic drum is a type of

track memory.

BAND OF 13
READWRITE HEADS MAGNETIC DRUM

1-11IE9DER-P11:411." "HE"S EACH
BAND OF 13
FOR 9 BANDS OF 13
READWRITE HEADS

ANGULAR POSITION
COUNTER

10

COINCIDENCE
DETECTOR

BAND
SELEC
TION

ADDRESS REGISTER
(13)

ISTORAGE
CONTROL

WRITE
READ OPERA

OPERATIONS TION
FROM CCU FROM

CCU
OPERATION
COMPLETE.

Figure 3-27. Drum addressing.
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A drum channel is controlled by at le ist one

3. A magnetic drum normally has up to
channels per inch.

4. The airgap in a read-write head reduces
loss.

5. What does figure 3-28 represent?

NDA13-21

Figure 3-28. Figure for objective 030, exercise 5.

6. In the return-to-zero method ofwriting on a mag-
netic dre.m, if a binary 1 equals +6 volts, then a
binary 0 equals

7. Why is timing most important in the NRZ method
of recording?

8. The drum method of parity
is used when a high degree of reliability is needed.

9. Which type of parity is used most frequently?

10. When information is to be written on a magnetic
drum, the band selection decoder receives input
signals from the three flip-flops in the
register.

031. Specify design and operatins characteristics of
magnetic tape.

Magnetic Tape. Magnetic tape, fast and economical,
is still a popular input/output medium used in a large
proportion of computer processing systems. Being
economical, it is often used when the processing does
not justify the use of more expensive on-line random
processing media such as magnetic disk.

Tape drives. Magnetic tape drives are available
which use seven- and nine-channel tapes (refer to fig.
3-29). The seven-channel drives correspond to the
expanded binary coded decimal (EBCD) coding form
and the nine-channel drives correspond to the ex-
panded binary coded decimal interchange code
(EBCDIC). The seven-channel drives will be used on
machines using EBCD and nine-channel drives on
machines using EBCDIC. Most computers using
EBCDIC with nine-channel tapes will have one seven-
channel tape drive to allow input from other computer
systems EBCD. Translation from EBCD to EBCDIC
may be accomplished with either hardware or software.

Tape sensing. Magnetic tape used with different
computer systems will have similar mechanics but may
differ in minor details. All reels of magnetic tape must
have some method provided to detect the beginning
and ending of a reel of tape. For this purpose, reflective
strips (photosensing markers) are placed on the non-
recording (shiny) side approximately 10 feet from the
ends of the reel of tape (see fig. 3-30). These reflective
strips enable the tape drive to sense the beginning and
end of the usable portion of tape. Some systems also
have a marker indicating the physical end of the tape.
This may be a clear strip of plastic near the very end
of the tape.

Loading. To load a tape, the operator mounts the
reel of tape on the tape drive ard positions the tape
so that the beginning-of-tape reflective strip is beyond
the beginning of tape photosensor (see fig. 3-30). The
tape is then rewound until thebeginning of tape photo-
sensor senses the light reflected from the beginning of
tape reflective strip. The tape drive pauses in this
position and is now ready tO read or write, awaiting
the command from the computer. This is called lor..d

point.
If the tape is an output tape, writing will continue

until the end-of-tape warning (ETW) photosensor
senses the ETW reflective strip. If writing has not been
completed when ETW is sensed, the rest of the block
followed by the end-of-tape mark and trailer label
will be written, even though the ETW has been passed.

On some systems, the sensing of the ETW will set
a switch which may be interrogated programmatically.
On these systems, it is the programmer's responsi-
bility to check for the ETW. If the program is not
written to check for the ETW, then if the ETW is
reached during a write operation, writing will continue
beyond the ETW and on to the clear end-of-tape
marker. When sensing the end-of-tape marker, the
tape drive will stop sand the program will not be able to
reactivate that tape drive without operator intervention.
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TAPE

Figure 3-29. Magnetic tape units.

BEGINNING OF TAPE
PHOTOSENSOR

END OF TAPE WARNING (ETW)
PHOTOSENSOR

READ/WRITE
HEAD

END OF TAPE
PHOTOSENSOR

BEGINING OF TAPE
REFLECTIVE STRIP

Figure 3-30. Beginning and end-of-tape markers.
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Figure 3-31. Tape labels.

Internal labels. Internal labels are simply ittentifying
records written on magnetic tape (refer to fig. 3-31).
Header (beginning of file or reel) and trailer (end of
file or reel) label records are written on each reel of
magnetic tape, followed by a tape mark. The tape
mark is a one-character record indicating the end of a
header label or the beginning of a trailer label. A
header label is the first record on each reel of a mag-
netic tape file. The exact format for this label will vary
from system to system, but it will contain essentially
the same information: file name, reel number, creation
date, and purge date. The trailer label will contain
such information as file identification, reel number,
block count, record count, and a sentinel for end of
file or end of reel. The end-of-file sentinel indicates
that the entire file has been read. The end-of-reel
sentinel indicates the end of one reel in a multiple-reel
file (see fig. 3-31).

External labels. External labels are those labels
which are physically attached to the reel of tape. There
are two types: reel identification and file identification
labels. The reel identification label will be a permanent
fixture on the magnetic tape reel and will contain the
reel serial number used by the magnetic tape library,
the date is was received from the manufacturer, and
the current length of tape. The second type of external
la1:el is solely for file identification and will contain
such information as file name, reel number (one of
three, two of three, etc.), run date, purge date, and
trunk number the file was created upon.

Tape file formats. There are three basic file formats
available to the programmer. These are the single-reel
file, the multiple-reel file, and the multiple-file reel
(see fig. 3-32). The single-reel file, as the name implies,
is an entire file contained on a single reel. The header
and trailer labels will indicate that the reel number is
one, and the trailer label will have the end-of-file
sentinel set indicating the end of the He.

A multiple-reel is a file which contains two or more
reels of data. The first and all but the very last reel
will contain end-of-reel sentinels indicating that there
is more data to follow on subsequent reels. The last
reel of the file will have the end-of-file sentinel set to
indicate the end of that reel and also that it is the end
of the file.

The multiple-file reel is a reel of magnetic tape
containing two or more files of data. The first file will

PCE.062

have a header label and tape mark followed by data,
and then the tape mark and trailer label. This is the
same as in the single-reel file format. With this format,
the trailer label of the first file is followed by an inter-
record gap (IRG) (a blank space left on tape for the
purpose of separating records) and the header label,
tape mark, and data and trailer labtl for a second file.
These two entirely separate files will be contained on
one reel of tape. This method is useful as long as the
two files are not needed simultaneously.

The simplest tape file organization format (easiest
to program) is fixed length, unblocked records. With
this type of format all records within tt.e file are the
same length and each record is separated from the next
consecutive record by an 1RG. (An 1RG, or inter-
record gap, was defined as a blank space left on tape
for the purpose of 5eparating records. It is usually
I/ 2 to 3/4 inch and allows the tape handler a space
to slow down, stop, and regain speed between read
instructions.) For example, in converting a card file
to a tape file we could use this format. Each card
would be considered an entire record; thus, the tape
file would have an 80-character record followed by an
1RG and the second 80-character record.

Assuming tape density of 800 bits per inch (bpi)
(normal tape density), and an inter-record gap of
1/ 2 inch, the file would have 1/ 10 inch of data followed
by I / 2 inch of I RG, or less than 20 percent of the tape
being used for data (see fig. 3-33).

The second type of tape file organization format is
variable-length unblocked records. This is the same
as the first, except that the records may be of different
lengths. This has the advantage of making each record
as consolidated as possible. With fixed-length records,
certain data fields within some of the records may not
be used; but with variable-length records, each record
has only the data fields that are being used. Thus,
using the example above, some of the cards in the card
file may have an excess of unused fields; and others
may have two or more %lards being used for the same
record. This record format is shown in figure 3-34.

Although variable-length records have the advan-
tage of not wasting any space within the record, they
do offer some disadvantages to the programmer. Each
record may have a different record format, so the
programmer must be able to determine what length the
record is and where each of the data fields v. ithin the
record is located.
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Figure 3-32. Tape file formats.
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Figure 3-35. Fixed-length blocked records.

Another problem that is common to both fixed-
length and variable-length unblocked records is that
quite often an excess of tape is wasted on inter-record
gaps because the record lengths are small. This
problem is solved by the remaining two tape file
organization formats: fixed-length and variable-length
blocked records.

Blocking of records means that several records,
whether fixed or variable length, are grouped between
two 1RGs. This has the obvious advantage of con-
serving tape because fewer IRGs are required for the
same number of records. See figures 3-35 and 3-36.

Using the previous example and again assuming
800 bpi and 1/ 2 inch 1RG, if we block five records per
block (80 characters per record), we get 1/ 2 inch of
data and 1/ 2 inch of IRG, or 50.percent tape utiliza-
tion (fig. 3-35) as opposed to less than 20 percent
before blocking (fig. 3-36). We can increase the tape
utilization even more by blocking 10 records per block.
With this we would get 1 inch of data for each 1/ 2 inch
of IRG, or approximately 67-percent utilization.

Blocking of records also has certain disadvantages
to the programmer. Since the tape reader reads from
IRG to IRG, the entire block of records must be read
at the same time. This will require a larger input area
in your program, which could be a serious considera-
tion if internal storage is critical. Also, since the entire
block is read at one time, the programmer must be
able to determine where one record ends and the next
one starts. This is no problem for fixed-lengths
records, but for variable-length records this could
be a big problem.

There are several methods of determining the length
of each variable-length record in a block. One method

2nd
1st RECORD

RECORD Zed
RECORD

Figure 3-36. Variable-length blocked records.
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is with the use of a record mark. This is a special
character in the record. Another method is to specify
the length of the record in the first three or four
positions of the record.

The type of format selected for a particular file will
depend primarily on two criteria: time and space
available. For the discussion of these two criteria, we
will be talking about the two extremes of the four
formats: fixed-length, unblocked and variable-length,
blocked records. The other two formats will be a
compromise between these two extremes.

The criterion of time can be further broken down
into two categories: programmer time and execution
time. Fixed-length unblocked records require a less
complicated program, and thus the programmer takes
less time to achieve an operational program. However,
the execution time will probably be greater because
more read instructions will have to be executed to com-
plete the program, such as one read instruction per
record as opposed to one read instruction per 5 or 10
records (depending, on how many records are in each
block). For variable-length blocked records, a more
complicated program is required; so the programmer
time will be greater, although, as mentioned above,
execution time will be less.

The second criterion, that of space, refers to the
amount of internal storage available, as well as the
amount of storage on magnetic tape. The space on tape
was already mentioned; fixed-length unblocked
records require more space on tape than do variable-
length blocked records. However, variable-length
blocked records require more internal storage than
do the other types.

The programmer must then decide which file format
is most advantageous for the particular situation with
which he or she is involved. The decision must be based
on computer time and space available, as well as
overall production time (from initial problem to final
solution) available. The proper format could mean the
difference between one reel of magnetic tape as
opposed to two or more reels of tape. The decision
must be made for each problem. The correct decision
will save time and money in the song run.
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A sequential file was described as one whose records
are arrayed in a logical sequence. This sequence is
established by a key field or fields. For example, the
file may be sequenced according to the key field Social
Security number in ascending sequence. Thus, the key
field is SSN and the logical. sequence is from smallest
to largest. The following illustration shows a file
arranged alphabetically by name in ascending
sequence within a descending sequence based on rank,
an occurrence that is not at all uncommon.

COL AMMENS
COL WILLIAMS

MAJ CUMMINGS
MAJ JOHNS
MAJ SMITH

CAPT ADAMS
CAPT DIXON
CAPT FISHER

2LT ZIMMERMAN

Sequential files are normally associated with magnetic
tape files, although sequential files can also be main-
tained on an immediate access storage device.

Two basic tape processing methods are available
for use with magnetic tape. They are tape change and
tape rewrite. Both of these methods are based on the
batch processing concept. The transactions that are to
be matched against a master file must be grouped onto
one tape and sorted into the exact same sequence as
the master tape.

Once the transactions are sorted, the method may
be chosen to process the transactions against the
master file. In the rewrite method, the transactions
are matched against the master file. If there is no
transaction for a master file record, that master file
record is written without change to the updated master

Figure 3-37. Tape rewrite.

file. If there is a transaction for a master file recori.
the master record is updated with data from the trans-
action record and then written onto the updceed
master file (see fig. 3-37).

The rewrite method is very ingficient and time-
consuming when there are few transactions. For
example, if the master file consists of nine reels of
tape and the transaction tape contains only one record,
then nine reels of tape will have to be written to process
the one transaction. The rewrite method is appropriate
when there is a high percentage of transactions to
process against the master file. When a small number
of transactions are expected to be processed against
a large master file, it may be best to use the tape change
method of processing.

The tape change method duplicates only those
records being updated by a transaction (see fig. 3-38).
On the first cycle, there will be no old active items file

Figure 3-38. Tape change.
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Figure 2-18. Quantizer.

devices, and integrated circuits; however, their functions
are similar. Each uses a noise meter to establish an
acceptable level of noise that must be present to insure
that weak video returns are not eliminated from
processing. The first control in the circuit is a video
amplifier (resistive) control. Since the quantizers may be
operated in a manual or automatic mode, bias level
controls are included in these circuits and they are
resistive. These bias adjustments cause amplifiers to pass
only selected peak amplitudes of returns, but they must be
adjusted to include a percentage of noise.

One final point needs to be made about the use of a
noise meterthat is that once its threshold has been
exceeded, it blocks all video returns for the remainder of
the radar period and part of the next radar period. The
obviulis conclusion is that the noise meter circuit can:

Affect valid video returns by elimination.
Be very effective during a jamming situation.

I AC.
,,./ABOL

D FF

CRPE0
.:47'EC)

Control the noise level of all video being processed.
Radar orientation validation (input). Oscilloscopes are

used as coincidence detectors for insuring that the north
mark and the prescribed number of ACPs occur. The
scope is also used to check phase and amplitude signals
from radar servos which are compared to a standard
established for the system.

CRT Displays (C). Video or symbol or digital
displays have examinations performed during operation
and the checks quickly pinpoint defects. Refer to figure
2-19 for some of the operations that must be included in
the checks:

Use of CRT voltage controls for intensity, focus,
positioning, and astigmatism.
Symmetry and linearity of range marks.
Callup operations of console.

Figure 2-19. CRT displays.
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Figure 2-20. Defective printout.

Printing capability of the digital display by use of
test pattern.

If complete, this test also exercises all character
generators.

Printouts (0). In the next few paragraphs we cover the
use of printouts as a check for operational quality.

Electrographic printers (0). The printout determines the
operational capability of this printer. An accurate
printout satisfies performance requirements for quality
and accuracy. A defective printout such as that shown in
figure 2-20 indicates (1) improper starting position of
commutator brushes, (2) defective paper feed, (3)
defective line amplifier or a broken commutator lead, or
(4) defective decoder unit.

!mpact printer (0). Printouts which display all
characters and numbers validate operational quality.
Print selection circuits, mechanicai assemblies, and
character decoding circuits are the most frequent sources
of trouble.

Central processor data (C). Printouts that are generated
as a result of data taken from peripheral equipment or I/0
equipment and which process through the DPC may be
used to validate DPC operational quality.

Lamps and Audio Alarms (I/0/C). Next, we discuss
the use of lamps and audio alarms. We range here from
line data lights (I/0) to tape units (I/0).

Line data lights ('I/O). Interpretation of iamps or alarms
usually verifies that sync group (audio signal data
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preceding the data message) signals are present or absent.
They may be called busy bit, sync group, or no message
characters. A synchronization circuit samples sync bits
and provides visual lamp failure indications and audio
tone failure indications.

Parity lights (I10/C). Lamps provided for these circuits
show that a circuit designed to count each bit of an
incoming or outgoing message detects overall correct
parity. Failure may be indicated on fault facility panels or
confidence indicator units or other convenient panels
where lamp and audio indicators alert failure.

Power supplies (VC). Lamps indicate operational
quality; green or white for power on, amber for overload,
and red for voltage failure.

CP units (C). Lamps indicate counter operations,
sequences, data flow (yellow or white), and failure (red).
Sampling circuits may use live data or test data,
depending upon design.

Tape transport units (I/0). Sequence lamps, failure
lamps, and command and control lamps indicate the
status of the unit. Interpretation of lamps may reiate to
specific areas where operation ceases.

Visual Examination of Mechanical Assemblies
(I/0/C). Some examples of visual examination to find
defects are given below.

Servo units (I/0). Noisy or binding gear trains are the
only visual examinations possible on these units.

Electrographic printer (0). Noisy drive unit or clutch
assemblies and improper paper feed are all signs of visual
defects.

Impact printer (0). Visual indications of improper or
proper operations of cams, motors, paper feed, impact
hammers, and other related units provide reliable visual
examination of this printer. Interpretation of the printout
also provides reliable performance data.

Tape units (1/0). Proper orientation of tapes, operation
of servos, takeup reel tension, and photolamp
illumination or vacuum pump operation are all visual
indications of proper or improper operational
performance.

Exercises (416):
1. What are the devices usually used to perform

operational checks?

2. What are the areas of a computer system which
usually require the use of a meter during
performance checking?

3. Checking line data where the critical point of
inspection for FSK is the coincident point and one
frequency of FSK meets the other frequency, what
device may be required?

4. The oscilloscope is used extensively for equipment
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validation. List some of the elements within an
oscilloscope display to check during performance
checks.

5. Using the oscilloscope to check radar data
operationally, what does that check usually contain
instructions to do?

6. How is the oscilloscope used to check a quantizer
video unit operationally?

7. How is radar data entry usually verifi.:(19

8. Give in list form some operations that must be
included in CRT display checks.

9. What are the two types of devices usually included
in DC power supplies that aid in verification of
performance9

10. Lamps are used to verify operationally that audio
signal data preceding the data message signals are
present or absent. What may these signals be called?

11. Concerning lamp or audio alarm operational
checks of tape units, what are the visual indications
of proper or improper performance?

417. Cite certain considerations required when
checking transmission lines for proper operation, and
define terms relevant to transmission lines.

Transmission Lines. System input and output requires
the use of indicators, meters, and switches. To aid you in
understanding why and how performance checks are
performed in this area, let's fir,t Cx wat is necessary
in order for data to be transmitted and received. Then
let's identify for you how the input/output equipment can
sense the correctness of data and errors in data.

Whenever data is accumulated at a station, it may be of
value to higher headquarters. That is why almost all
command and control systems have data links. For the
most part, these data links are conventional telephone
(TELCO) lines or microwave units of a telephone
company. In oversea areas and under tactical situations in
the United States, Air Force personnel and equipment
replace a commercial company.

Since data must be transmitted and received over these
media, a problem arises in that any signal entered into a
long wire loses power. The reason for this is that wire has
resistance that impedes the flow of a signal. How this
power loss is compensated for is illustrated in figure
2-21. There, as you can see, TELCO repeater stations are
placed every 6 or 7 miles with capabilities of taking in a
very small signal and boosting it to a high enough power
rating to reach the next repeater station. The amplifiers in

Figure 2-21. Repeater stations.
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Figure 2-22. Dipole data.

the repeater station are linear-type amplifiers, with
automatic frequency and gain controls built in. They can
raise the power level of the output signal with no loss of
signal data.

To get the data to a TELCO line properly, you may
have a modulator or transmitter in your equipment. This
unit prepares the digital data for the line. In one system, it
may change the digital data to dipole data. Refer to figure
2-22. There dipole data is shown making clear that a
change of binary one, zero to 1 (1 0 1) in a message results
in a change from cycle pulse to a level to a cycle. Your
further examination of figure 2-22 will show you that
each binary one results in one cycle pulse. Another
system currently in use uses frequency shift keying (FSK).
This method, shown in figure 2-23, uses two audio

DIGITAL MESSAGE

11,0.^4

II AS OUTPUT
UNIT

71 17 13

frequencies. A change in frequency represents a binary
one. No change in frequency for successive time periods
represents binary zeros.

Line quality. Selection of the bit rate of a message is
determined by the quality of the local TELCO lines. If
the noise levels, cross.talk, or other factors related to
audio transmission cause the line quality to be low, then
data must be transmitted at the slowest rate possible. On
the other hand, a noise-free interference-free line can
handle data at a fast bit rate and is called a high-quality
line.

Decibel. Now you need one final bit of information;
then you can fully understand what this discussion is
meant to convey. This information concerns the decibel
(dB) and dBm. The dB is a unit of power ratio, while the
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vinf\PM
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1

Ill I 110 79 I 18 I 77 I 76 15
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OUTPUT
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CRITICAL CROSSOVER
ADJUSTmEN T ROIN T.

Figure 2-23. FSK data.
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Figure 2-24. dB loss and gain.

dBm is a measure of absolute power as compared with a
reference level of 1 milliwatt. One milliwatt of power is
equal to 0 dB7n. Refer here to figure 2-24. As you can
see, the line loss from the transmitter (west line) is
I 0dBtransmitter output equals 0 dBm, repeater inputs
equals 1 0 dBm. This loss of 10 dB represents a power
loss of 90 percent; so if the signal injected into the line
were 1000 Hz at 1 milliwatt of power, then the repeater
would receive a .1-milliwatt signal at 1000 Hz. The
repeater amplifiers are adjusted to provide a +30-dB
gain. This provides a power-ratio factor of 1000, and the
output is 1000 x .1 = 100, or a +20-dBm signal, since a
power ratio factor of 100 = 20 dB. The east line loss is

I 0, and the receiver input is +10 dBm.
Transmission path. Refer once again to figure 2-21 as

we take up the transmission path. The transmitter signal
enters the phone line from the modulator or transmitter at
a fixed dB level, usually between +6 to 25.e1B. It may
pass through one or more repeaters until it reaches the
high-frequency terminal equipment. Here the data is
modulated onto a high-frequency carrier and sped on its
way to the receiver. Periodically along the line, repeater
stations amplify the signal so that it has sufficient power
to reach the next station. At the receiving end, the high-
frequency carrier is removed, and the audio-frequency
data is fed to the receiver at the proper dB level. The
receiver demodulates the signal by a reversal of the
process used to modulate itdipole to digital or FSK to
digital as examples. Processing within the equipment then
begins.

Exercises (417):
I . How is attenuation of signals in transmission lines

compensated for?

2. What does the term "line quality" mean?

3. Define "decibel."

4. At what stage does the decibel level of a signal
usually enter a transmission line?

2-6. Adjustments and Alignments

Adjustment is the act whereby a device is used to alter
a condition to make it fit or correspond. This means, for
purposes of this discussion, the physical change of a
variable component to make the circuit provide a discrete
output.

The word "alignment" means to bring into line or
straight line. For the purpose of this text, alignment refers
to adjustments that are combined within a functional unit
to provide a discrete output.

In many circuits, reactive components are the
adjustable units and, when these are arbitrarily turned,
extreme results are produced. Selected frequencies may
be attenuated or lost; waveforms may be distorted,
causing improper data flow and loss of digital data
quality; and operating levels may be affected, causing a
shift in amplifier operation.

This section identifies reactive controls, gives their
characteristics, and shows how they are used in various
circuits.

4113. Give the purposes of variable controls, identify
common types, and supply their characteristics and
uses in various circuits.

After talking about the purpose of variable controls in
this segment, we next look at variable control types. Then,
lastly, we go into principles of operation.

Purpose of Variable Controls. Each time that a
variable control is included in a circuit, it serves a distinct
function in the operation of that circuit. It is a
compensation device used because the inputs to the
circuit are variable signals that must be regulated to
provide a specific output. Within the circuit, this may
cause increase or decrease in bias voltage or current, a
change in frequency, or a shift in frequency. Any one of
these changes causes the circuit to operate outside its
designed operating level. The signal may be affected by
distortion, limiting, attenuation, or amplification.
Variable controls are used to alter the output waveform to
meet specifications. However, if the input signal strength
causes the circuit to operate beyond the control of the
variable device, no amount of adjustment can correct the
output waveform. This last is a significant factor to
consider when studying the ,..irpose of a variable control.

Variable Control Types. Study figure 2-25. Each
component shown is a variable control, even though
physical appearances vary. Two common types of variable
capacitors are the tubular type (A) with an adjustable core
and the button type (B) with a variable rotor. In either
case, different values of capacitance are obtained by
varying overcoupling of the plates. For most frequencies
up to 30 MHz, these are adequate. For frequencies above
30 MHz, the variable capacitor must be so constructed
that no RF voltage is developed. This is often done by
having the external circuit connected to two sets of stator
plates and using the rotor to increase or decrease the total
capacitance between the plates. In this arrangement, no
RF current flows, since the rotor is not a link between the
stator plates. Figure 2-25,C, shows a typical
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Figure 2-25. Variable components.

potentiometer. This control uses a rotor; however, the
roter is in contact with the resistive element. The output
voltage or current is tapped off at the point of contact.
Figure 2-25,D, is an example of a potentiometer
commonly found on printed circuit cards. Its control is a
screw-type shaft which, when turned, causes a contact
point on the screw to mate with the resistive element. This
provides an output voltage or current proportional to its
wiper arm position. The control shown usually has from 8
to 26 full turns.

Inductors and coils may also be variable and are used
extensively in electronic equipment. However, variable
coils are seldom used in data processing and computer
circuitry, so no further coverage is included.

Principles of Operation. Variable capacitors are
manufactured using different material as dielectrics.
Some materials are ceramic, mica, glass (piston),
polystyrene, teflon, and air. Each of these materials has a
different dielectric constant. The basic principle of a
variable capacitor involves positioning the rotor with
respect to the stator. The area of electrode (plate) is fixed.
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Turning the rotor from 00 to 1800 varies the amount of
plate surface exposed, thereby varying the amount of
capacitance. Refer to figure 2-26 and note that the
metallized rotor surface may overlap any part of the
metallized stator surface. With this arrangement, the
capacitance varies, depending upon the amount of
metallized plate overlapping and the dielectric constant.
To vary capacitance requires eithe: Nr-rying the dielectric
or varying the t-vercoupli- -lectrode plates.

In most trimmer capacitors used in computer and data
processing circuits, the variable change in capacitance is
linear throughout its rotation, as shown in figure 2-27.
The figure shows T.:near increase and decrease in
capacitance through 360° of rotor rotation. Variable
capacitors or trimmers are frequently used as filters in
oscillators and as attenuators in displays and counters.

Let's review some characteristics of the newer types of
capacitors which can create problems for us. Most
ceramic capacitors have a maximum life of 250 turns.
Some tubular types have 1000 or more turns of life
expectancy. Adjustments must be made with tuning
wands, since most trimmers connect the stator or rotor to
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Figure 2-26. Variable capacitor.
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the end frame or turning screw. Placing a metal
screwdriver on the turning screw changes the effective
area of the metallized plated surface of either the rotor
(usually) or the stator, thereby altering the characteristics
of the capacitor. The size of these units is being reduced
to meet demands of industry for microelectronics. As a
result, the voltage breakdown values have been drastically
reduced.

Tubular type variable capacitors, such as shown in
figure 2-28, are now satisfying industry's requirements
for microelectronics. These capacitors possess a
characteristic not unlike potentiometers in that small,
critical adjustments can be made on them. The sliding
action of the rotor, controlled by the screw, changes the
plate area opposite the stator, thereby varying the
capacitance.

Potentiometers are variable resistance components.
They may b. carbon pile or wire wound. The wire-

Figure 2-27. Linearity through 360° of rotor rotation.
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Figure 2-28. Tubular capacitor.

wound potentiometers are usually used as rheostats rather
than as potentiometers.

Potentiometers, or "pots," are used extensively in
computer and data processing equipment. Usually, they
are carbon and resemble those shown in figure 2-29,A
and B. Notice that figure 2-29,C, indicates that a brass
slick- is positioned by the turning screw to some point
along its path of travel (pickoff point). Its position is
manually selected and the resultant output voltage is fed
to the using circuit. In the manufacture of these units, the
adjusting screw is isolated from the carbon resistor and
the metal turning shaft by a nonconductive substance,
such as epoxy. Figure 2-29,D, shows the internal
structure of the pot shown in figure 2-29,B. Notice that
the resistive element is circular in shape and that each end
is connected to an external terminal. The variable slider
or wiper is isolated from the turning screw. The slider has
continuity to the third terminal through the circular ring.
Two factors must b4 entified and explained here. First,
when tt.e turning rir e of the rectangular pot is turned
it.s tn.]. -r.ay nc ai :ludibie clicking sound signifying
that no further turning in that direction is possible.
Second, the pot shown in figure 2-29,D, usually has a
mechanical stop at each end of the resistor, and further
turning of the screw results in shearing the stop pin or
destroying the pot screw, or both.

Since we are discussing the adjustment of circuit
components and the variable resistor, we must recognize
another manufacturing characteristic of these
components. Variable resistors and pots are made linear
and tapered. The linear pot is so made that its resistance is
distributed evenly over its entire length. When an
ohmmeter is used to measure its resistance, the wiper arm
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Figure 2-29. Potentiometers.

output resistance causes an even deflection of the meter
needle for the entire length of the resistor. The tapered
pot is so made that one-tenth of the total resistance is
available between one extreme and the midpoint of the
adjustment cycle, and the other 90 percent of resistance is
available between the midpoint and the other extreme of
the adjustment cycle. If you use an ohmmeter to measure
the resistance a trinered be' placing one '
input ter. lead on the per ki

terminal ,.an see that, as you turn the wiper, the
resistanc .ases (from zero) very slowly and gradually
until you reach a point midway on the pot. From the
midpoint on, as you continue to turn the wiper shaft, the
resistance increases much more rapidly in comparison
with the first half pot rotor rotation.

Exercises (418):
I. List any three purposes of variable components.
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2. Name two common types of variable controls
(variable capacitors).

3. List six dielectric materials ased in capacitors.

is the trimmer capacitor used most frequently in a
computer system linear or nonlinear?

5. What is a common problem encountered with the
variable compacitor?

6. Name the two types of variable resistors.
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Figure 2-30. Mechanical needle adjustments.

7. Of the two types of variable rcsistance components,
which is usually used when a wire-wound resistance
is needed?

8. Explain the "pickoff" principle of a potentiometer.

9. List two manufacturing methods that are used to
indicate the extreme ends of a potentiometer
adjustment screw's turning capacity.

10. Name the twc different methods of manufacturing
carbon resistance deposits within a potentiometer.

419. Cite the adjustment procedures for me ad
dials.

eidjust Meters and Dials. Adjustments that you can
make on meters and dials are usually restricted to
centering the needle and calibrating it with the
calibrating voltage and adjustment control. The only
exceptions to these adjustments are those where you are
required to perform category 1 or 2 test procedures for
test equipment.

Balancing. Positioning the needle on a meter or dial
requires you to use a small screwdriver and to carefully
adjust the screw until the pointer aligns with the proper
mark on the meter face. Refer to figure 2-30 and you will
see that this adjustment is mechanical and that no voltage
or current is involved. You merely twist the control and
position the pointer, which is pressed onto the shaft, to
the correct position. Balancing the meter needle requires
disassembling the meter and repositioning the weights on
the needle shaft; these adjustments are performed by
PME Laboratory personnel.

Centering. Adjusting a meter before it is used requires
a check of internal electrical components. This is called
zeroing in the meter. For ohm adjusting, short the two
probes together. This should cause 100-percent
deflection of the needle. A potentiometer in the meter
circuit will adjust current from the battery to cause 100-
percent needle deflection. When you change ohm scales
on your meter, you change the sensitivity of the meter.
Therefore, you must adjust the needle deflection again by
use of the adjustment of zero pot. To adjust a meter such
as a differential voltmeter, apply a source voltripP lte
balancing circuit. Most differential voltmet, o
the same principle. Refer to figw:e 2-31 fo.
cir, of a diffeceatial voltmeter application. ou can

POWER

SUPPLY
CAL JACK
o o

CALIBRATION
0-,DJUST

NULL CAL IB
READ 1

SEL EC T S2
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ADJUST

Figure 2-31. Simplified differential meter circuit.
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Figure 2-32. Calibrate adjustment.

see, the calibrated power supply is permanently installed
as part of the equipment. It feeds its output to one side of
the meter. The power supply under test has its output
sampled under load conditions, an.i if both voltages are
exactly the same, there is not deflection of the null meter
needle.

Two factors become important to the analysis. First,
before the power supply can be used as a standard, it must
be calibrated. A shop standard can be used to calibrate
the power supply. Then you can use the power supply as
an equipment standard. Second, having a calibrated
source voltage available in the equipment allows an
accurate check of all power supplies that use that same

DI

voltage. By use of a selection switch (51 in figure 2-31),
any or all units can be tested rapidly.

Calibration adjustments. Figure 2-32 shows an
application of potentiometers. R17 is a 7.5K
potentiometer connected as a rheostat. It can, by
variation, change the output voltage for the full range of
the 7.5K potentiometer because when the wiper arm is at
point "a," the full resistance is in the circuit. If the wiper
is moved to point "b," then all of the resistance is
removed from the circuit. R2 in figure 2-32 is a 2.5K
potentiometer used to pick off a portion of the voltage,
depending upon its position. R2 and R17 to
make a voltage divider.

Figure 2-33. Null adjustment.
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By plugging in a differential voltmeter and setting it
for the exact output voltage, adjustment of R2 and R17
can provide an output that can act as the standard.

Null adjust. In figure 2-33, the null adjustment pot
incorporates a center tap pot and, in this application, the
center tap is grounded. The variable control then has the
ability because of the conduction of diodes DI and D2.
The pickoff voltage is matched against alt. algebraic sum
of the load voltages of the power supply under test.

Finally, the power supply under test is adjusted to the
calibrated voltage power supply. This is done by
switching to the read position, as shown in figure 2-31,
and the power supply voltage under test is fed to the
meter. If deflection occurs out of the limits prescribed in
the TO, adjustment of the pot for that supply increases or
decreases the voltage to the null meter and effectively
calibrates the power supply to the preset calibrated value.

The examples of centering and null adjusting begin to
identify the versatility of the potentiometer. Each
example shows how the pot acts as a resistance factor and
that the wiper arm selects a voltage proportional to its
position. You can see that meters and dials require the use
of potentiometer adjustments and screws to prepare them
for use as measuring devices, just as amplifiers and pulse
generators need them for amplification and bias control.

Exercises (419):
I. Which adjustment is made to a meter or dial with

voltage removed?

2. How is a meter balanced?

3. What adjustment is made to a meter with voltage
applied?

How is a meter centered?

5. What condition is indicated if a meter needle is in the
null position of a differentiating measuring circuit?

420. Provide the purposes of variable components in
amplifiers and pulse generators and pinpoint
significant output and other adjustments in amplifiers
and pulse generators.

Amplifier and Pulse Generator Adjustments. In
many cases, amplifiers and pulse generators incorporate
variable components. The primary purposes of variable
components in these circuits are (1) to alter the gain ratio
of the circuit, (2) to control the pulse duration, or (3) to
act as a phase-shifting device. To understand these uses of
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Figure 2-34. Operational amplifier.

11.

the pot or variable capacitor, examine the basic amplifier
and relate its principles to some of the more complex
circuits.

Operational amplifiers. An operational amplifier is a
circuit consisting of three basic parts: (1) an input
resistance, (2) a high-gain amplifier, and (3) a feedback
resistance. Refer here to figure 2-34,A, and note that Rh,
is the input resistance and has an assigned value of 100K.

RfTherefore, the circuit has a gain of unity (bR7-- = gain).
For example, a 5-volt signal into Rin results in a 5-volt
signal oetput from the amplifier. Now look at figure
2-34,B. By the insertion of 10K pot, the circuit is made to
provide a variable amplitude output. For example, apply
a 5-volt 60-Hz signal into the amplifier to see what effect
the pot will have.

First, establish the parameters of the circuit. Rh, =
100K; Rfb = 100K ± R2, or 10K. Therefore, the gain of
the drcuit is from unity in the case where the wiper of R2
is at point A, or 10 percent where the full pot is in series
with R. With 5V peak-to-peak (PP) input and the pot at
minimum, or point A, the output equals 5V PPunity.
Consider the full pot in the circuit. The feedback loop
equals 110K; Rin = 100K. Therefore:

Rfb 1 10= = 1.igain
Rin 100

Therefore, 5V PP x gain of 1.1 = output of 5.5V PP, or
a gain of 0.5V PP.

Based on these conditions, the maximum variation that
the circuit can have is .5V PP. Change the size of any
component and apply the formula, and you can obtain the
maximum and minimum gain.

Miller circuits. Now, alter the basic circuit again. This
time replace Rfb with a fixed capacitor. This simple
change results in development of a Miller integrator
circuit. Refer here to figure 2-35,A, and see that a
rectangular wave input produces a sawtooth output. The
Miller integrator is a special amplifier, using a feedback
capacitor instead of a resistor. It provides a linear rising
(or falling) output voltage when the input level is
suddenly decreased or increased. Basically this circuit is
an RC circuit with the time constant increased by the
amplifier gain. Since long time constants can be obtained
by using high gain, the output is very linear.
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Figure 2-35. Miller circuit.

Now refer to figure 2-35,B, and see that, by replacing
the fixed capacitor with a variable capacitor, the
capacitor provides a capability for altering the overall
time constants of the circuit. Selecting any position of the
variable capacitor affects the amplitude of the output
waveform since the input pulse is constant. All RC
networks contain specific time constant values to charge
to full potential. Therefore, if the time is restricted, as in
our example, any change in capacitance results in a
charge being accumulated on the capacitor for the same
time duration each cycle. Study the following example:

T = RC

Where:
R = 1000
C= 6 45 Afd

Therefore:
(1) T = 1 x 103 x 6 x 10-6

= 6 x 10-- 3

or:

= .006 seconds or
milliseconds

6

(2) T= 1 x 103 x 45 x 10-6
= 45 x 10--3
= .04 5 seconds or
milliseconds

45

The output waveform can be altered to have one time
period for charge from 6 milliseconds to a maximum of
45 milliseconds. Now, by applying a fixed input
waveform to control the output, as shown in figure 2-36,
you can see that the output waveform becomes a
sawtooth. Also, by studying the graph you can see that for
a pulse duration of 1 millisecond:

a. The circuit with a capacitance of 6 p. fd allows a
charge of 20 percent before discharge begins.

PERCENT
OF

CHARGE

5C

40
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10

1MS
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Figure 2-36. Miller circuit with variable capacitor.
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b. The circuit with a capacitance of 4 5 fd allows a
charge of 2.5 percent before discharge begins. From these
conclusions, then, the output waveform varies in
amplitude, depending upon the position of the variable
capacitor.

To go one step further, you can calculate the maximui,
and minimum points c,r the maximum variable gain.
Assume that the output can have a maximum voltage of
35 volts with a .,atrol input gate of 1 millisecond. T.
would Inca., rho -ariable capacitor would have a
capacitance of 6 kaki Turning the control to the othe
end, or 45 i.tfd, deer the .nnplitude 17.5 percent to
2.5 percent o,
Therefore

or:

I of 35V = 6.I25V charge

Min to max range ---- 28.875V to 35V

Pulse generators. A pulse generator, such as a one-shot
MV, single-shot MV, or monostable MV, can be
designed to provide a variable pulse width output signal.
Most frequently, the device used is a pot.

Use of RC time mnstant. The pot may be installed
either in the input circuit or in the output circuit. In
either case, it is usually installed in the emitter or
collector circuit of a transistor MV. Its primary function
is to alter the RC time constant of the circuit, ther
causing a shorter or longer decay time. This allows the
circuit to provide a saried or adjustable output pulse
width. Refer to figure 2-37 for an example of miniature
potenti6meters being used with an integrated circuit. The
operation of pots R3 or R4 is very similar to the uses we
have already described. Their primary function is, once
again, variable control; when each is used with a 3.3K
resistor and an 8-picofarad capacitor, an RC network is
formed. Study figure 2-37 closely during the discussion
of pots used in pulse generators.

Integrated circuit with RC pulse width control. The
circuit consists of integrated units Z 1 and Z2, and
external to the ICs are pots R3 and R4, both 20K.

Resistors RS and R6 are 3.3K each, and capacitors CI
and C2 are 8 pfd. On each half of the 1C, Z2 is a Schmitt
trig_ circuit. The primary function of a Schmitt trigger
is to provide a rectangular waveform output whenever the
input is caused to change states. If the input is a low-
frequency AC signal (i.e., 60 Hz), the input circuit delays
its reactions to the input unlit the controlling slope of the
sial reaches an amplitude sufficient for the change to
occur. No change in output results until the reaction
occurs.

For instance, if the input waveform takes 50 gsec to
rise high enough to bring the input circuit out of cutoff,
the output has no reaction until the change takes place.
On the other hand, if the input is rectangular and the rise
time is 20 nanoseconds or faster, the output reacts almost
instantaneously. Considering these factors, by examining
the circuit in figure 2-37, you can see that the input
AND-gate. Z2A requires three high inputs on pins I , 13,
and 14, plus a high from pot R3. Since this AND-gate has
pins 13 and 14 tied to +5 VDC, pin I causes the Schmitt
trigger to start operation. ic(3, R5, and CI form an RC
network for pulse width control. The maximum and
minimum times derived from the formula T = RC reveal
these two conditions: (1) a time of 20 nanoseconds with
the pot effectively removed, and (2) a time of 187
nanoseconds with the full pot in the circuit. This variable
component controls the conduction times of the input
circuit of the Schmitt trigger; consequently, it delays the
completion of the rectangular output waveform.

The Z I A NAND-gate provides a pulse when the
inputs to pins 12 and 13 are high. A negative pulse is fed
to pin I of IC Z2 AND-gate Z2A. On the rise of the
output signal from NAND-gate ZIA, the trigger is turned
on, and an output is generated from the Schmitt trigger.
The length or pulse width of the output pulse is
dependent upon the value of the RC circuit, consisting of
R3, R5, and Cl. Their sizes provide a time constant
value, which causes the Schmitt trigger to stay in its on
state. The delay resulting effectively stretches the pulse.
R4, R6, and C2 and the second Schmitt trigger unit
produce the same result.

With this understanding of circuit operation,

Figure 2-37. Variable pulse-width generator (Schmitt trigger).
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performance of !.he adjustment routine shown here has
these meanings:

a. Set up scope for 5V at 0.1 nanosecondeach
channel.

b. Adjust trailing edge control R3 fully clockwise.
c. Adjust leading edge control R4 for maximum value

(as near to 600 nanoseconds as possible) while looking at
T020 on channel 1 of the oscilloscope.

This is a primary example of the simplicity of
instruction taken from a -9 (alignment)TO, and it focuses
on the point of this discussion that a knowledge of circuit
operation is needed if for any reason the pulse width does
not measure 600 nanoseconds.

Exercises (420):
I. What are the purposes of variable components used

in amplifiers and pulse generators?

2. How is the output amplitude of an opecational
amplifier adjusted?

3. How is the output of a Miller circuit adjusted?

4. How will an adjustment to a Miller circuit with a
variable capacitor which applies a fixed waveform to
control the output affect the output waveform?

5 How is the output from a variable pulse width
generator altered?

6. How does an adjustment adding RC pulse width
control to an integrated circuit affect both (a) the
reaction of the input circuit of the Schmitt trigger
and (b) the completion of the rectangular output
waveform?

421. Name the devices used to adjust the power supply
and tell how power supply adjustments may be made.

Power Supply Adjustments. The following four
quotes from PMIs show the simplicity of power supply
adjustment instructions:

Adjust power supply control R25 for a 15V ± 0.1V output.
Adjust R8 for a meter reading of 15 VDC.
Adjust the 390-VDC power supply for 390V ± .5V.
Adjust RI6 for a voltmeter reading of 15 VDC.
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The first and third examples reflect an exact percentage
of deviation and, because they do, the use of a differential
voltmeter is required. On the other hand, instructions two
and four specify voltage taken from a meter installed on
the power unit. The adjustment of any of these pots
consists of varying the resistance to the load at the output
of the supply. By varying this component, conduction in
the is varied and output voltage indications show
the new value.

If adjustments are made using a differential meter, the
output of the power supply is measured against the output
of the calibrated meter and the adjustment potentiometer
on the power 2upply provides the control.

Most regulated power supplies are complex units and
require extensive study. For this discussion on
adjustments, a brief review of their makeup provides the
basis for understanding. The output of a regulated supply
is distributed to many circuits. The output voltage is
usually adjustable within (Innis. The output cu:Tent may
or may not be adjustable and visually measured; however,
its value is considerable. It may be as much as 100 an ,s.

Low voltage. To have this much current at the low
voltage required for transistor and integrated circuit
operation necessitates the use of extensive front-end
circuitry. Such common electronic components as
silicon-controlled rectifiers, zener diodes, thermistors,
and thyratron semiconductor devices are all used to
provide current and voltage regulation. Filtering is
accomplished by extensive use of coils, capacitors, and
resistors. Finally, the source input is frequently 400 Hz
instead of 60 Hz because it is easier to filter.

In figure 2-38, VR1 and VR2 are zener diodes used in
conjunction with R1, a 500-ohm pot. They provide a
variable +15V signal to one input of a differential
amplifier. The other input (pin 4), also a + l5V signal, is
inverted in the first stage of the circuit. The output is
regulated by developing a difference between the two
inputs which, when added to the gain of the amplifier,
regulates the output voltage to +15V ±0.5V. The RC
network provides filtering for high frequency induced by
amplification of noise. In this example, the control is
included in the input circuitry. This illustration points
out again the usefulness of potentiometers and the
variations of their arrangement in circuits.

High voltage. Most high-voltage power supply test
points and adjustment controls are isolated. Frequently,
the potentiometer is connected to a voltage divider
network from infinity on one end to ground on the other.
The wiper arm is tied to the power supply. However, this
wiper arm has a very high potential since it has a voltage
equivalent to the power supply. Caution must be used
because of the high voltage present, even though the
controls and test points are isolated.

Exercises (421):
I. How are DC power supplies usually adjusted for

precise outputs?
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Figure 2-38. Differential amplifier voltage regulation.

2. What component devices are used to adjust power
supplies?

3. How is a potentiometer often incorporated for
adjustment of high-voltage power supplies?

422. Name timing circuits which may require
adjustment and state the functions performed by
adjustments.

Timing Adjustments. Almost without exception,
timing units incorporate crystals. The extremely high
stability of these solid-state structures has accounted for
remarkable advancements in newer computer equipment.
Many crystals are encased in ovens in order to insure
proper operating frequencies. Many crystals are also cut
for negative or positive coefficients that require
engineering solutions. Advanced technology and
manufacturing skills have provided solutions ,o most of
industry's demand, and the result is that little
maintenance of the timing units in newer computers is
required. However, some of the older systems are still in
use, and so you may be required to make timing
adjustments.

One system uses a 3-megahertz timing reference
generator. Its crystal-controlled timing generator is set by
tubular capacitor adjustment to 3 MHz + 100 Hz ± 10
Hz. Front this reference generator:

TP2,

411../VV ov

(1 ) The computer master clock (CMC) is set by the
adjustable capacitor to a frequency of 3,000,100 Hz ± 10
Hz.

(2) Each slave clock (SC) is set for a frequency of
2,999,900 Hz ± 10 Hz.

(3) The memory master clock (MMC) is set for
exactly 3 MHz ± 10 Hz.

With these frequency variations, it becomes easy to see
that the CMC does all controlling when operative and
causes the slave clocks to speed up to 3 megahertz. If the
CMC clock fails, the MMC clock, which is still running
faster than the slaves, c.auses the slaves to speed up and the
system still runs at 3 megahertz. If both MMC and CMC
fail, the system fails; however, the SCs arc used for local
testing.

One modem in the Air Force uses a crystal-controlled
reference generator. This unit uses ovens for frequency
stability. Its requirements are for 100 kilohertz, plus or
minus 1 hertz. Adjustable trimmer capacitors (button
type) are included for frequency adjustment.

Another modem used in tactical control equipment
uses a crystal which is also encased in an oven. However,
this crystal and the associated circuit have no frequency
compensation controls. Its crystals are cut to oscillate at
10.36 MHz and 1.0752 MHz. The crystals feed
frequency dividers, which are manufactured with variable
pulse width and amplitude resistive controls.

In addition to central or master timing, many other
timing circuits are used. Some of these are:

Free-running oscillators.
One-shot multivibrators (M V).
Blocking oscillators.
Time-sharing generators.
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Automatic gate length (AGL) generator for use
with radar returns.

In each case, a variable control is usually incorporated,
and frequently it is resistive, used for control of voltage
amplitude.

Let's look at the facts we have covered so far. First,
variable capacitors of both the button and the tubular
type are used for controlling frequency. Normally they
are found in circuits usctcl for master timing, and they are
often found in display timing units. Second, rezistive
variable controls in master timing units are usually in the
output for amplitude control. They are also used in other
timing circuits to control pulse width, pulse repetition
rates, and amplitude.

Timing adjustments fall into two broad categories:
The frequency adjustment of a crystal-controlled
oscillator.
The adjustment of a duty cycle.

The frequency adjustment is made with a frequency
counter connected externally to me oscillator output. The
frequency control is adjusted until the counter reads the
precise value of the performance standard.

The duty cycle adjustment is usually measured on an
oscilloscope. A basic reference pulse is usually displayed
on either A or B trace, and the waveform of the circuit to
be adjusted is displayed on the other trace. Calibration of
the waveform is performed and adjustment of the duty
cycle is performed by altering the variable component in
the circuit under measurement. If an amplitude variable
is included, the instructions usually specify the amplitude
plus or mirus a specified deviation.

Exercises (422):
1. What in the system with a 3-MHz timing reference

generator does all controlling when operative and
needs frequency adjustment when inoperative?

2. Name some types of timing circuits which make use
of variable components.

3. What two functions are performed by timing
adjustments?

423. Indicate mechanical and electrical adjustments
associated with storage devices ane detail what is
accomplished, or how, by particular adjustments.

We examine here storage device adjustments,
mechanical adjustment principles, and electrical
adjustment principles, together with their subareas.

Storage Device Adjustments. The adjustments
performed are divided into two separate, significantly
different subtasks. One is mechanical adjustment and the
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other is electrical adjustment using aki electronic
component. One might say that any adjustment, even a
poi, is mechanical, and in the truest sense, this is correct.
In this study, however, mechanical adjustment indicates
the physical altering of components to specific distance,
even though the distance is measured in voltage
amplitudes. Electrical adjustment is construed to mean a
variation of a pot or capacitor to provide a standard
waveform or level.

Based on these premises, mechanical adjustment can
be readily associated with drum systems, tape systems,
and disk systems, since each has the same principle of
depositing data and extracting data through a magnetic
head. The electrical adjustments can be associated with
the systems listed above and also with core system- thin
film, electrostatic storage tube systems, delay line storage
systems, and some integrated circuit storage systems.

Mechanical Adjustment Princioles. The drum storage
device consists of many channels, and each channel has
read/write heads and, usually, an erase bar. Each head is
secured to a frame that is designed to place the head very
close to the drum surface.

Drum head. Refer to figure 2-39 as we proceed. The
assembly is approximately 1 '/4 inches wide by "/8 inch
thick. It contains two mounting screw holes on the flanges
and internal coil, the heart of the unit. The amplitude
adjustment screw allows the carriage to move up or down,
closer to or farther away from the drum surface. The
adjustment routines require that data in the form of a
binary ONE be written onto the dram channel being
adjusted. The pulse is measured on a dual-trace
oscilloscope, with one trace measuring the input
waveform and the other trace measuring the output
waveform. A typical adjustment requires that an output
voltage be measured at 125 to 150 millivolts peak to
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Figure 2-40. Read/write head installed.
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peak. The steps to arrive at this voltage output are such
that the head is lowered to the stopped drum surface and
then raised until 75 percent of the voltage waveform is
displayed on the scope.

Years of progress and advanced technology have
brought simplification to the drum head units, as shown
in figure 2-40. This read/write head is smaller and
simpler than those used previously and uses spring steel
(spring flat reed) to 'hnld the recording head near the
drum. It incorporates a miniature coil that is
approximately %/8 inch square. The techniques for
adjustment are similar to those for adjusting the older
models in that a binary ONE is written into the channel
and the readout voltage is measured while adjustment is
being made. Special tools are required to adjust this
system. The pivot .nrew, shown on the left in figure 2-41,
secures the adjustment tool to the head mounting bar, and
the adjustment sci-ew controls the positioning of the head.
When the head clamping screw is tightened, the task is
complete.

Tape drive. On tape drive systems, mechanical
adjustments are usually associated with the drive
mechanism rather than with the heads. Most heads are
installed in a metal container and are re.vssed from the
outer surface of the container 3/1000th to 7/1000th of an
inch, thereby providing the required gap for magnetizing
the tape. One tape system uses shims to raise the tape .003
to .005 inch from the tape head.

Mechanical adjustments vary In accordance with the
design features; however, they are common in that the
proper drive speed, stop, start, and tension must be
maintained.

On the tape drive units, a pinch roller is adjusted by
use of shims, and so is the brake. The vacuum pump
adjustment is made so that the water gauge shows a
reading of 40 inches, plus or minus 5 inches. Also,
adjustments are made on belt-driven assemblies at the
time that corrective maintenance is performed. They
involve the driven capstan, vacuum pump motors, and
rewind motors.

Delay line. The magnetorestrictive delay line storage
system incorporates a mechanical adjustment device,
tunable to a precise position. The principle of storage
with this device is shown in figure 2-42. A silver wire is
used as the storage element, with . approximately the last
16 microseconds variable. Current in the form of a short
duration pulse is entered into the wire at one end. It
travels down the wire at the rate of approximately 1100
feet per second. Since its rate of travel is linear, the
selection of a precise length then identifies two facts: (1)
The time delay of the pulse is known by the length of the
wire times the rate of travel; and (2) if the pulse (data bit)
occupies a precise measurement of length along the wire,
a specific number of data bits or words may be stored.
Access to data at the output is sequential, and any
selected data can be sampled if its entry time and the total
length of the storage line are known. The adjustment of
the last few microseconds becomes a critical factor, and
precise timing is necessary. Two methods are used for
making the adjustments. First, an oscilloscope using two
traces may be used. On one trace the input pulse is shown;
on the other trace the output pulse is shown. Since these
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are the same pulse, the measurement of time between
input and output reveals the delay or storage time.
Adjustment can be made to display a precise known delay
storage time. The second method is performed by using a
test setup designed and built for adjusting these storage
devices. The principle used there is that switches program
the tester's internal circuits, thereby providing pulses and
measuring pulses at specific times. The pulses are then
displayed by use of neon lights. The first light to come on
is interpreted as that a close setting has been achieved,
and the second light indicates an exact setting.

Disk memory. The disk memory system is related to the
juke box in that the disk rotates and the heads are placed
above and below the recording disk. Figure 2-43 shows a
cutaway view of a disk memory unit. As is true with other
storage devices using magnetic recording, there are
mechanical and electrical adjustments. The mechanical
head assemblies are adjusted by screws installed in pivot
arms. These are shown in the breakout of figure 2-43.
The heads are adjusted with shims and the use of a
micrometer. Looking at figure 2-43, you can see that the
heads are placed in various positions around the disk.
Exp.rnine callout 1 of figure 2-43 and you will see that the
head bar has an adjustment called a pivot screw. The head
bar is shown more clearly in callout 2 of figure 2-43.
Once again, extensive use of mechanical adjustment is
made on storage devices.

Electrical Adjustment Principles. Current is required
to write a ONE into a storage device, and all systems use
drivers to accomplish this. The current is almost always
the result of a decoding action of data. A binary ONE
will usually cause a circuit action, which converts the
digital ONE into a current pulse of proper polarity for
use in a magnetic storage medium. The device most
generally used is the write amplifier.

Readlwrite amplifier. Most systems use write amplifiers
and read amplifiers. These amplifiers usually have
potentiometers installed for fine adjustment. They may be
current limiting or voltage limiting, or both. They are
usually adjusted to specifications as performance
routines. It's been revealed that all tape storage units have
either a read amplifier or a write amplifier adjustment
pot, but some drum storage systems have neither. One
drum system uses a current-limiting memory protection
circuit with adjustment pots to regulate the current
requirements for the entire drum unit.

Thin film circuit. Thin film memory systems provide a
nondestructive readout after storage of data. This is done
by reading a current amplitude of slightly less than
switching current or hard state, as is shown in figure 2-44.
The adjustments associated with this memory system are
made on the read/write amplifier units. Coincidence of
two pulses is required to provide the switching current
necessary for storage of data.

The principle for write needs a coincident address
current plus a write current sufficient to cause switching.
To read requires a coincident current, but one that is not
high enough in amplitude to cause switching. The
diagonal dashed line shown in figure 2-44 is the read
value for either a ONE or a ZERO.

Storage tube. The electrostatic storage tube is a device
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Figure 2-43. Disk memory.

using a modified CRT to allow operators to view its
stored data. You may use variations of this tube. One is
called the memoscope. The principle of operation is
shown in figure 2-45. Data is written by the high-velocity
write gun through the collector screen onto the storage
screen. The flood guns scan the screen and every point on
the storage screen where data is present (+ voltage). The
flood voltage penetrates and illuminates the CRT
phospher. As is true in drums and core storage, the
applied voltage and current are controlled by pots. They
control scanning, unblanking, video data levels, flood
gun intensity, and storage and collector screen erase.

Integrated circuit display (CRT). One system previously
using the storage tube had the circuit redesigned to use a
simpler more modern design. Foldout 1 (bound at the
back of this volume) shows a view of the control panel,
including all of the potentiometers; a view of the CRT
and integrated circuit packages; and logic and circuit
diagrams. The simplified circuit eliminated the storage
scope with its six mechanical centering controls for pitch
and yaw, its eight stepping voltage adjustments (four for
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horizontal and four for vertical), and its two intensity
controls. The new system operates on a principle of
storing the data to be displayed in a recycling storage
buffer (not shown in foldout 1). The data from the buffer
programs the memory IC storage, shown in foldout 1,B,
which provides an output to digital-to-analog converters
1 and 2, shown in foldout 1,D. The character voltage
from the D/A converter is added to a vertical and
horizontal stepping voltage, and these voltages are
applied to the defection plates. During intensity time, the
character is painted. The controls, all pots, adjust for the
following, as shown in foldout 1,A:

Character width and height.
Position vertical and horizontal.
Character spacing vertical and horizontal.
Intensity.

Let's study foldout 1,A, the alignment panel of the
digital informational displays (DID) unit. The upper
third contains three potentiometers, all contained in a
serial voltage divider network with one end tied to source
voltage +13 volts and the other end to ground. Tracing
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Figure 2-44. Vector diagram thin film memory.

back to its use, each wiper arm feeds to the D/A converter
board. R1 1, vertical gain, feeds to an amplifier (shown in
2 of the D/A converter, D) to the high-order bits decoder.
The symbols shown are really transistors acting as
switches. The output voltage of the high-order bits is
determined by the binary count input. It may be 0
through 15. Each count biases one or more of the
transistors and the algebraic sum of the four, plus or

HIGH VELOCITY
wRITE GUN

FLOOD GUN

minus the variable gain of R11, though the amplifier
provides a deflection voltage for the vertical deflection
plates. The unit is capable of providing 16 stepping
voltages; however, if you look at foldout 1,C, you will see
that only 10 vertical positions are used.

The next in the series of pots is the character height
pot. It allows the increase and decrease of the vertical size
of the individual characters. The voltage from the pot is
fed to the lower order bits decoder. The variaticra in size,
therefore, is restricted by the allowable parameter of the
decoder.

The third controi (vertical position) voltage is fed to
the differential amplifier. This control determines when
the difference output occurs. It does not alter the
character size. It provides a control for positioning the
characters in a particular position on the CRT.

To show you the effects of the pot as displayed on the
CRT, look at callouts 1, 2, and 3 of foldout 1,C. Callout
1, the vertical gain, alters the stepping voltage to the
plates. Therefore, it provides more or less stepping
voltage and causes the display to vary as shown. Callout 2,
the character height pot, controls the size of the character
within the space allotted for the character. The difference
in size is shown in callout 2 of foldout 1,C. Callout 3, the
vertical position control, moves the display up and down,
as shown in foldout 1,C, but it does not affect the size.

Returning again to the schematic of the alignment
panel (foldout 1,A), the upper shaded area of the panel
shows a similar arrangement for the horizontal control of
characters. Notice, though, that*R5 is 2.5K ohm, whereas
R11 in the vertical unit was 1K ohm. The additional
variable resistance is provided because the display is
wider across than down and more stepping voltages (16)
are generated. The controls provide the same functions as
the vertical controls do.

The right side of the alignment panel (foldout 1,A)
shows a bezel (rim) light control knob and, more
important, an intensity amplitude control for overall
brightness of the CRT display.

HIGH VELOCITY WRITING

:LOw
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FLOOD GUN

VELOCITY FLOOD
BEAM

VELOCITY FLOOD
BEAM

PHOSPHOROUS
VIEWING SURFACE

Figure 2-45. Electrostatic storage tube.
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Exercises (423):
1. What types of storage devices require mechanical

adjustments as defined in this text?

2. How are head adjustments performed for drum, tape,
and disk systems?

3. Cite the typical mechanical adjustment routine steps
by which a drum head's amplitude adjustment screw
is adjusted to the required voltage waveform.

4. What do the adjustments on tape drive belt-driven
assemblies involve when corrective maintenance is
performed?

5. Describe briefly the first method by which the
necessary precise adju,tment of the last few
microseconds of the delay line (magneto restrictive)
storage system is accomplished?

6. In memory units containing devices that are not
adjustable, what circuitry associated with the
memory is usually adjustable?

7. On what units are the required adjustments
associated with the thin film memory system
accomplished?

8. What three basic characteristics of the display in
foldout 1 are controlled by potentionmeter
adjustments?

9. Consulting foldout 1 as necessary, indicate both (a)
the pot related to the vertical size of individual
character and, as regards adjustments, (b) how the
variation on size is restricted.

424. Cite main requirements and typical settings for
certain electrical alignments.

The alignment of sweep generator circuits that is
typical, and the alignment of intensity/unblanking and
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high voltage that is likewise typicalthese are this
segment's two major topics.

Typical Electrical Alignment for Sweep Circuits.
Generally, the sweep alignments fall into broad
categories. One is the sweep generator and the other is the
centering. The sweep generator alignment is performed to
bring s.veep voltage amplitudes to specification. It may
also prescribe specifications for pulse duration, slope
angle, and proper phasing. Alignments will usually
require isolation of basic sweep generators during a phase
of the alignment. Prerequisites usually require
verification of timing waveforms, because an improper
pulse width affects the duty cycle of the sweep generator.
After alignment of the sweep generator, alignment of the
combining or controlling circuits usually follows.
Frequently, capacitors (trimmers) are used in the
controlling circuits to compensate for variables in the
operation of these circuits. This allows for a proper
overall display.

The centering alignments usually require the use of
meters and isolation of the sweep driver circuits.
Voltages, sometimes DC and sometimes AC, are read
simultaneously while individual adjustments are
performed. When both meters read the same voltages
within tolerable allowances, centering is complete. It may
be necessary to consider the front panel horizontal and
vertical positions of these controls. If they are included
while centering is performed, their positions must be at
the 50-percent point within the control. This allows for
operator positioning of the sweep in all possible
directions equally. In addition to sweep and centering
alignments, intensity and high-voltage alignments are
performed.

Electrical Alignment of Intensity/Unblanking and
High Voltage. Intensity and unblanking circuits contain
pots and trimmers. The pots usually control amplitudes of
different gate outputs that cause more or less
intensification on the CRT. Each gate amplitude
ultimately results in bias control for succeeding circuits
and the CRT. Video and data are usually imposed on top
of the intensity gate. Therefore, the gate amplitude must
be high enough for proper intensification, but low enough
for the video data to cause a further intensification of this
display.

Trimmer capacitors, used in aligning these circuits,
provide two functions. First, they allow for squaring of
gate waveforms (gate shaping), and second, they allow for
amplitude control of high-frequency (short pulse width)
data and video pulses. Generally, considerable variations
in amplitude are possible when using these trimmers.

Specifications must be followed, especially when
aligning gate amplitudes. Assume, for eNample, that the
maximum signal into a high-voltage coupler is 15V and
that the CRT turn-on voltage is 7V. If an adjustment
within the alignment kv.rformed and the gate level is set
incorrectly at 12V, the conduction of electron flow
within the CRT will be almost maximum (extremely high
intensity). Add data or video to the top of the gate
(amplitude 5V), and clipping within the high-voltage
coupler (HVC) occurs.
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The video or data displayed would be hard to see
because of the clipping action. However, with proper
alignment, a 5V gate and a 5V data or video pulse can
pass through the HVC to the CRT without clipping and
cause a display with a good contrast (signal-to-noise)
ratio.

Focus and other high-voltage controls mainly consist
of pots. These may, however, be alignment controls on
circuits using the high voltage that compensate for ripple.
Some of these circuits are the high-voltage coupler and
focus compensation circuits, which correct the focus at
the extreme edges of the CRT.

To recap, alignment of intensityfunblanking and high
voltage includes the following:

Pulse width (duty cycle) control.
Pulse shaping (squaring) control.
Amplitude (gate, levels, and data) controls.
Focus controls.
High-voltage controls.

Exercises (424):
I. What are the three main requirements for alignment

of intensity and unblanking circuits?

2. What two settings are usually required when aligning
a high-voltage power supply?

425. State the objectives and indicate requirements of
typical alignments to electromechanical devices.

The three main topics discussed in this unit are
electromagnetic alignments, servo alignments, and
keyboard-printer-punch space alignment. A number of
subareas are covered as we proceed.

Electromechanical Alignments. For the discussion of
alignment on electromechanical devices, only two
examples are provided. These are aligning a servo unit
and aligning part of a printer. The principles of
understanding an alignment in this area are unique in

INPUT SIG, 400--N,
0 A L180°

FEEDBACK SIG, 400eN,
t A G180°

SUM POINT
NULLING XFORMER

that, in addition to normal electronics, some mechanical
changes occur. E1ectronic pulses (voltages or currents)
are converted into mechanical actions or work, or
mechanical actions are converted into electronic data
(voltage or current). One sample examines the alignment
of a servo unit which converts two positional data
messages into a vector voltage magnitude. The vector
voltage causes actions further on in two forms: (1) the
electronic displacement of sweep voltages to a display
unit, and (2) the conversion to mechanical readout unit
through a chopper unit. The other example presents a
representative selection of an alignment of a mechanical
element in a printer. Keyboards, card readers, punches,
tape units, and printers fall into a classification with .
electromechanical devices. Therefore, the discussion on
the printer alignment can also provide an example for
analysis of alignments on these other devices. The
interaction of mechanical and electrical assemblies is
closely related in all units.

Servo Unit Alignment. In aligning the range servo
unit, the purpose or objective is to measure and adjust
individual controls to specifications al order to alb-, for
the generation of voltages through coupling by
mechanical means for positioning the displays on a
console. The purpose clearly states that all adjustments
must be aligned to specifications in order to provide an
overall alignment of the servo unit. It also indicates that
mechanical coupling is involved in the servo unit. This
shows that feedback positioning, although measured in
voltage form, is performed by mechanical means. The
title indicates that range data (X and Y) art. involved.
Therefore, feedback voltages from resolvers are to be
included in the analysis.

Figure 2-46 shows a simplified block diagram of a
servo unit. It shows an input unit, an amplifier chain, a
servomotor unit, a feedback pickoff device (which can be
electrically or mechanically linked), a nulling device or
point, a rate feedback, and a power source. In the
example given in this text, the feedback is primarily
electrical through mechanical coupling from the drive
motor.

Nulling. Servoloops operate on the principle of so
positioning a feedback pickoff device that the feedback
voltage can be summed with the input signal to produce a

SIG WINDINGS

SERVOMOTOR

REF WINDING

SERVO DIFFERENCE SIG
400^-0 A 1_0° OR L180° FEEDBACK POT

Figure 2-46. Simplified servo block diagram.
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Figure 2-47. Servo subelements.

null. The difference between the input and feedback
signals is fed through a chain of amplifiers to the signal
windings of a 2-phase 400-hertz motor. The motor also
contains a reference winding, which is connected to a
constant power source. For motor operation, both sets of
windings must receive power, and the direction of
rotation is a function of the phase relationships between
the two sets of windings. Typical feedback pickoff
devices are potentiometers, synchros, and resolvers.
When the motor is correctly positioned, the feedback will
null the input signal, leaving no further drive power to the
motor signal windings. The drive motor will stop at the
desired point.

Rate feedback. A refinement is present in the form of a
negative rate feedbackone whose amplitude is a
function of motor rate of rotation. Without this feedback,
the motor would have a tendency to "coast" beyond the
actual null point and would receive an acceleration in the
reverse direction. This could, in turn, cause an overshoot
in the reverse direction followed by another reversal, etc.,
which would set up a continuing oscillation. The rate
feedback tends to reduce drive power as the motor picks
up speed, but it gives virtually no opposition at very low
speeds, such as in the immediate vicinity of the null.
Therefore, it helps to eliminate oscillation or hunting
without destroying null accuracy.

Direction of rotation. In the 2-phase AC motor, the
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direction of rotation is a function of the phase
relationship between the signal and reference windings.
A reversal of current direction (phase) in either, but not
both, will reverse motor direction.

When the input signal changes (which should drive the
servo to a new position), the difference between input and
feedback signals will result in a signal either in phase or
1800 out of phase with the reference signal; this will
determine the direction of rotation.

It should be noted that a reversal of connections on
either, but not both, sets of motor windings will reverse
the current direction and, consequently, the motor
direction. If these phase relationships are incorrect, the
servo will drive away from the null position instead of
toward it.

Using this information and figure 2-46, we see that a
voltage input signal into the resolver provides a signal to
the amplifier chain. The phase and amplitude of the
signal cause the servomotor to rotate. The feedback is
coupled to the null point. A difference value to the
amplifier chain causes the motor to rotate in a direction
that reduces the voltage into the amplifier chain. This
action continues until the signal into the amplifier chain
is reduced to null.

You must identify the subelements, circuits, and
components of the unit to be aligned. Figure 2-47
illustrates these elements. They are, left to right:
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a. The input transfOrmer, which provides a method for
coupling any difference between the input signa: and
feedback signal into the secondary of the transformer. If
no signal is coupled, it may be assumed that the feedback
voltage equals the input voltage.

b. The amplifier chain, which converts the single
voltage input into push-pull outputs by inverting the input
to one leg of the output. Two gain pots are used, one for
each line. Noninverting amplifiers provide amplification
of the signal to motor wlndings.

c. The drive motor, which reacts to the amplifier
inputs based Lpon the amplitude of the signal; one signal
wire is in phase and the other is 180° out of phase with the
reference winding. The motor rotates, and its shaft rotates
the wiper arms on three pots.

d. The three pots. Er is an AC pot which provides a
feedback voltage for servo null and provides an AC range
voltage to the console through the line driver board. Vr is
a DC pot that is mechanically linked to the motor shaft
and provides a .DC range voltage through an amplifier
board. The AZ gain pot provides a rate control to the
azimuth servoloop by regulating the rate of change,
depending upon the range of target data.

e. Reference voltages that are provided for the motor
and for pickoff voltages for the pots.

f The GAMI and LDRI boards that provide adjustable
outputs to other functions.

Before proceeding, let's review the extent of the work
involved:

All controls are pots; therefore, they are measurable
on meters as AC or DC and on oscilloscopes.
Two gain amplifier controls are included in the
amplifier chain.
Each output circuit has a gain control.
A level control is also included in both output
circuits.
Potentiometer controls on the assembly are
mechanically positioned by the shaft of the motor.

You must establish where the data inputs are coming
from and how they are interrelated.

Range voltage, as an input to the servo, is a product of
digital-to-analog conversion. It is composed of two
distinct and separate sources that are electronically

X RANGE
DATA

Y RANGE
DATA

DIGITAL
TO

ANALOG
CONVERTER

X

DIGITAL
TO

ANALOG
CONVRT ER

yFEEDBACK
GAIN

AMPLIFIER
CHAIN

combined in a servo unit. This brings these points into the
analysis:

Generation of X and Y data.
Range data (X and Y coordinates).
Digital-to-analog conversion.
Resolver action to combine the coordinates into
one range value.

Taking the reverse method of identif3ing the
interrelated functions, you will discover that the resolver
feeds the range voltage to the servo unit (refer to fig.
2-48). The resolver has two inputs: an X coordinate range
voltage and a Y coordinate range voltage. These voltages
(AC) are developed from the amplifier chain and digital-
to-analog converter circuits from X and Y digital range
data.

A review of the text on this circuitry gives us the
following spto.ifications about the interrelated functions:

a. X and Y data can be programmed by selecting the
off-line test mode of operation, and a range coordinate of
64 miles is equal to the reference voltage of 5 VAC.

b. The feedback pot of the amplifier chain is 10K
ohms in series with 100K ohms Lid is thereby limited to
10 percent. Further, since the signal is in AC in the range
of 5 VAC, a 10 percent or less change is not measurable
on an oscilloscope; an RMS (AC meter) is required.

From these items, we can see that a definite
interrelationship of functions exists. The following
prerequisites are given that now have meaning:

a. The alignment is performed in off-line test mode.
b. Selected switch settings are used to provide X and

Y range data to the D/A converters.
c. Gain ratios of related functional amplifier chains

are to be in unity.
d. Resolver B2 (part of the azimuth servo) must be

properly oriented.
These four prerequisites definitely establish a sequence

of operations that must be properly verified before
alignment of the servo unit. At this point, we are
substituting the complete pictorial of the servo and
interrelated functions shown in foldout 2 (which is bound
at the back of this volume). We do this now so that you
can grasp the full significance of this discussion.

AMPLIFIER
CHAIN

RET

RET

(tIFEEDBACK
OAIN

RESOLVER

RANGE
VOLTAGE

INTERRELATED FUNCTIONS

Figure 2-48. Interrelated functions and servo unit.
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Prerequisite verification. Involved here are these steps:
Step I: Ver ify digital data. Seep 2: Verify unity gain from
the amplifier chain for both X and Y measured at
AZA4XA7-6 and XA8-6 of the driver boards,
respectively. Step 3: Verify that the output from R3
measured A2A2XA8-4 is equal to the output from the
amplifier chain. This completes the verification of
interrelated functions. One factor not identified here, but
significant, is that for verification of R3 output to equal
64 miles, either disabling of X while measuring Y or
disabling of Y while measuring X is paramount. A
combination of X and Y results i, a coordinate range
other than 900 or 180'. Step 4: Requires that a sequence
of alignment be established with reference to interrelated
functions.

Refer then to foldout 2 and locate the test chart
between the D/A converters. This chart shows test 4 with
64 miles in an X coordinate and test 5 with 64 miles in a
Y coordinate.

The next phase is that of determining the sequence of
functions of interrelated units. Obviously, the D/A
converter and amplifier chain preceding the servo unit
must be aligned properly in order to align the servo
accurately. Since there are two paths, one for X and one
for Y, we have a para situation. Either one may be
aligned first. Verification of range data in binary form as
inputs to the D/A converter is a prerequisite. Verification
of the 5-VAC reference voltage is a prerequisite.
Operation of the azimuth servo unit (since resolver B2 is a
part of this unit) is a prerequisite.

Align the servo unit. Step 5 is the actual alignment of the
servo unit. Two points are examined: First, a new unit is
to be installed and aligned, and second, an existing unit is
aligned.

a. Before installation positioning of the pots Er, Vr,
and AZ gain, adjustments must be made. Using an

CARRIAGE
SHAFT

FEED
BELT

CARRIAGE
=Ow

ohmmeter, set all three pots for very close to a short: for
Er, pins 2 and 3; for Vr, pins 7 and 8., and for AZ gain,
pins 9 and 10. Acter the installation and power check,
alignment is performed on zero amplifier boards
A2A5XA7 and XA3, which are shown on the right-
lower portion of the drawing (FO 2).

b. The remainder of the alignment is the same for
either a new installation or realignment of an existing
unit. Use a pure 64-mile either X or Y into the servo. Er
mustontasure 5 VAC. With proper operation of the null
point transformer, measured voltages at both test points
in the servoamplifier chain are set. The output of the line
driver board processing Er signal is set to a gain of unity.
Finally, the GAMI board gain is set to the value of 17.24
VDC with the entire test problem 4 inserted (X and Y
reference chart). The alignment is complete. All internal
subunits operate properly. All interrelated functions have
been identified and verified or aligned. A complete
picture of the unit is presented, and an understanding of
its operation, purpose, and function is clear.

Keyboard-Printer-Punch Space Alignment. Looking
into alignment involving the space magnet, space pawl
stop plate, and space pawl clearance here, we intend to
examine the objective or purpose involved. This is
threefold: First to adjust the clearance between the space
pawl and the carriage rack teeth when the armature is
energized. Second, to position the space magnet and
armature when the armature is energized. Third, to adjust
the clearance between the stop plate and the space pawl
when the armature is energized. This alignment may be
completely foreign to many computer technicians,
because it involves mechanical alignment; therefore, we
provide this brief review of the printer. In the operation
of this impact printer, two characters are activated within
a specific time interval f7rint cycle). The characters are

STOP
PLATE RACK BAIL

SPACE
PAWL

/

til 1-g) A

SPACE COIL

B

ARMATURE

Figure 2-49. Mechanical printer carriage.
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Figure 2-50. Exploded view of space alignment elements.
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printed on the paper by harnriers. After printing the
characters, the carriage is moved to the left, and the
operation is repeated. A space between words is treated
by the machine as a character. A rather complex
mechanical assembly (shown in fig. 2-49), controlled
electronically, is incorporated into the printer. The logic
package provides decoding, which releases a pawl for
spacing and allows a spring to pull the carriage to the next
position. It is in this carriage that the alignment must be
performed.

Spacing theory. An explanation of the spacing theory
follows:

The spacing mechanism, shown in figure 2-50,
consists of a magnet (coil), an armature, a bail, a rack, a
pawl, and a carriage feed spring. The carriage feed spring
exerts a constant pull to the right on the carriage. The
carriage is kept from moving by the engagement of the
pawl in the rack. The pawl is mounted on the carriage in a
way that allows it to engage the spacing rack. When the
circuit emits a space impulse, the magnet energizes and
causes the armature to move down. As it does, the bail
rotates counterclockwise when viewed from the left side.
The bail contacts the bottom of the spacing pawl, causing
the pawl to move down and out of engagement with the
rack.

The magnet is held energized for approximately 4-6
milliseconds. This is just enough time to get the pawl out
of engagement and allow the carriage feed spring to pull
the carriage a short distance to the right. When the
magnet deenergizes the mechanism is reset by the bail
spring and the pawl spring.

The rack is spring-loaded to the left. When the pawl
leaves engagement with it, the rack spring causes it to
move toward the left. As the pawl reengages, the rack will
move slightly. This slight movement is enough to absorb
the energy which the carriage has built up. The rack stops
against a small rubber bushing that cushions the bounce.

Two methods of spacing. Two methods result in
providing ground to the space coil and thereby activating
the space mechanism. These are shown in foldout 3
(bound at the back of this volume). The first method is
that of depressing the spacebar on the keyboard. This
action results in bail latches closing and generating a
binary code of 0000010. This code is detected in printer
logic in the function detection and is sent through the

function register to the manual input of the space circuit.
The second method is the automatic sensing of the end-
of-print cycle. Since time is allocated for printing two
characters before spacing, the print cycle ends with
detection of both hammers fired. This action sets the
automatic detection gates in the space circuitry and
provides a ground to the coil.

Align the printer space elements. Refer now to figure
2-49 again, which illustrates a view of the carriage
assembly and shows each of the elements of the space
mechanism. To repeat them and identify each as shown,
they are:

a. Magnet (labeled space coil), lower left.
b. Armature, lower left.
c. Bail, upper right.
d. Rack, upper right.
e. Pawl, upper center.
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f Carriage feed spring, lower right.
g. Stop plate, upper center.
The three objectives of this alignment are shown in the

blocked-in areas. Blocked-in area A is for space pawl and
carriage clearance, blocked-in area B is for the space
magnet and armature, and area C is for the space pawl
and stop plate. Each of the blocked areas is expanded for
discussion in figure 2-50. When studying this figure,
combine the use of figure 2-49 and those in blocked areas
A, B, and C. Specific tolerances of individual
adjustments are not included now but are listed in the
final element.

Refer here to foldout 3, which illustrates the
interrelationship of the adjustments to other functions.
The mechanical assemblies and electronic assemblies are
shown in block diagram form: the mechanical, in dash-
inclosed blocks; and the electronic, in solid-line inclosed
blocks.

The interrelationship serial and parallel sequence, as
required, is as follows:. Before the alignment of space
pawl clearance, space magnet, and space pawl/stop plate
adjustments, the space pawl rack clearance is
accomplished. Becore this alignment, space bail is
positioned. Before these two alignments, space armature
and shaft end play adjustments are made. This shows you
that four elements are prerequisite to the alignment in this
analysis in the mechanical area.

In each case of this alignment, the coil must be
energized. Therefore, an electrical path is obtained
through ground to energize the coil. Already identified
are the two paths for obtaining groundmanual and
automatic. Note in foldout 3 that R4 of the space circuit
is a control in the single-shot circuitry; it provides a
variable pulse width. Consideration must be given to this
circuit output when operation of the printer spacing is
performed. Too short a time interval may provide
insufficient time for proper operation and may mislead
you into adjusting space clearance. The opposite is also
possible, too long a time could cause a skip or double
space and again lead you astray. Farther back in the
circuitry, the hammer -control circuits also have pulse
width controls. Improper adjustment of these may
influence the spacing and cause improper selection of
space timing. Finally, although this subject of
troubleshooting is not included, a processing or decoding
failure could lead you into realignment of these units
when misalignment is actually not the cause.

For the final element, figure 2-50 provides an
exploded view of areas A, B, and C, as previously noted.
In each case, specifications of tolerances are included for
visual acknowledgement. The routine requires:

a. Verification of input data, completion of
prerequisite spacing alignments, and power.

b. Alignment instructions that identify each screw to
be turned, loosened, and tightened and the final securing
of screws.

Completion of the task is relatively simple.
Verification of mechanical prerequisites requires use of
one of the systems outlined in the first part of this section.
Verification of correct pulse width of the ground enable
pulse is measurable on an oscilloscope. Complete



understanding, verification of prerequisites, validation of 8. Before alignment of the servo unit, what four
entries, and accurate alignment of the steps listed in the prerequisites establish an operations sequence
routine insure operational capability. which must be verified?

Exercises (425):
I. What does "electromechanical" imply?

2. Explain the major objective of a servo alignment
routine.

3. Referr ing to the typical servo shown in figure 2-47,
where can you expect to find the null point in servo
units?

4. When adjusting servos, can you expect to find
interrelationships with other units? Explain briefly.

5. What are the subelements, circuits, and unit
components of the range servo unit to be aligned?

6. Alignment of a servo unit would probably call for
what type of measurement equipment?

7. Range voltage input to the servo is a product of
what?

9. What three steps make up prerequisite verification
of interrelated functions involved in alignment?

10. Identify the threefold objective requirements in
alignment involving space magnet, space pawl, stop
plate, and space pawl clearance.

What is a common requirement of the three parts of
the typical keyboard-printer-punch unit as
explained in the text?

12. Identify the two methods which result in the
carriage moving during spacing on the keyboard-
printer-punch.

13. Using foldout 3, identify the serial and parallel
interrelationship required to perform the spacing
alignment.

14. Using figure 2-50, list the two-step routine
involved.
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CHAPTER 3

General Maintenance Techniques

THIS CHAPTER presents information for three general
maintenance areas. The first area covered is equipment
identification, which will enable you to properly identify
units, modules, rows, etc., within the equipment you
maintain. The second area covers test equipment, while
the third area is an introduction to the configurations of
Air Force computer and switching systems.

3-1. Equipment and Component Identification

The Air Force purchases electronic equipment from
contractors. Some are items as small as a volt-ohm-
milliammeter (VOM), while others are as large as an
entire satellite command and control equipment complex
or site installation. Numbering a VOM is simple, but
numbering the parts within a satellite command and
control complex with its many units, modules, sets, end
items, etc., becomes a large task. To aid with this task, the
American National Standards Institute, Inc., published a
standard for numbering equipment. The Department of
Defense adopted this standard and has required
contractors to number equipment in one of Ihree methods
prescribed in the standard. These metIvAs are:

Unit numbering method.
Location numbering method.
Location coding method.

To help you obtain a clear understanding of these
numbering systems, often called alphanumeric coding
systems or designators, the following text will (1) explain
the systems, (2) show how each is used, (3) compare a
logic sheet module number to its physical location, and
(4) identify a component on a chassis or printed circuit
board (PCB) by its full alphanumeric designator. You
will participate in this explanation by making an
alphanumeric designator and then finding the exact
location of a component by breaking down its
alphanumeric code into parts.

In some systems the numbering system is used in the
fault location guide. Troubleshooting and system
validation can be done with the aid of a number list and a
test instrument. Now let's examine the types of American
National Standards Institute numbering systems. During
this discussion, you should determine which system is
used on your equipment.

426. Cite characteristics of alphanumeric designators
and locate and identify certain units or components.

In this BOF unit we discuss the unit numbering
method, the location numbering method, and the location
coding method and their subareas, in that order.

Unit Numbering Method. The unit numbering
method employs only one basic reference symbol for each
single element in an entire system. With the use of this
system, no two items have the same reference symbols. A
class letter is used to identify each portion of the
equipment down to and including small components,
such as parts on a printed circuit board or ICs on a card
file. A number is also assigned to the component that
identifies its specific location. Examples are "R" for
resistor and "R14" for the 14th resistor in the circuit.
The symbol "C7" means a capacitor and the 7th one in
the circuit. PCBs and other units handled or exchanged
as a unit assume the class (letter) of the unit, and the
affixed component has the unit designation and
individual class for the component. Example: AR
14:Aassen-bly (PCB), Rresistor, 14-14th resistor
on the PCB.

Refer here to figure 3-1, which shows a typical system
subdivision and set for the unit number breakdown. Each
division of the system requires a further breakdown or
designator to identify the precise location. See if you can
identify how the number below will lead ) u to a specific
location:

Or

2
Unit

A I
Assembly

A2
2nd Assembly

3 A I AS R I
Unit Assembly Subassembly Resistor #1

To locate a given area and find or compare its location
to a technical order logic sheet, schematic diagram, or
illustrated parts breakdown, you must be Lble to construct
a number. Using figure 3-2, write the complete numbers
for each item in units 1 F.nd 2, indicated below:
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Unit I:
Triangle #
Rectangle assembly In center
Resistor affixed to the uni
Square assembly next to the resistor

Unit 2:
Jack 1
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UNIT 1

Assembly with 4
RI

Assembly A3
Assembly AR I

Resistor R1
Tube VI
Capacitor CI
Resistor
Capacitor C2...________
Capacitor C3
Capacitor C4

Assembly A2 with subassemblies
A I

A3

resistors (label each resistor)
R3
R4

UNIT 2

J1

R2 R4

MMIM

=1113

AlTI 1.-

Lalm/MOO II
I I A2 I

L_

Al

A3

A2

11 IMM

A3

ig11/11

AR1
=111111 WINO

IH-
C3

Figure 3-2. Assemblies and subassemblies.

Your analysis of the unit and construction of the
location number should have provided you with the
following list:

Unit 1
I AR 1Triangle #.
I AlRectangle assembly in the center.
I R I Resistor affixed to the unit.
1A2Square next to the resistor.

Unit 2
2J1Jack I.
2AI RI, R2, R3, and R4Board with four resistors.
2A3Assembly A3.
2AR 1 Assembly AR I with:

2AR I R Resistor R 1 .

2AR I VI Tube VI .

2AR I CI Capacitor CI .

2AR1R2Resistor R2.

2AR1C2Capacitor C2.
2AR I C3 Capacitor C3.
2AR IC4Capacitor C4.

2A2A I Board A2 with assembly Al.
2A2A2Board A2 with assembly A2.
2A2A3Board A2 with assembly A3.

Upon examination, it should be evident to you that all
components are related to the next higher assembly by
numbering. Therefore, by using this arrangement, you
will be able to locate every single component since it has
its own location identifier.

Before examining the other two numbering methods,
let's tell you where you can find the numbering system for
your equipment. In furnishing this information, we will
discuss the service manual, the circuit diagrams manual,
and the preventive maintenance manual.

Technical order series-2, service manual. Chapter 1 of
the service manual for a piece of equipment contains the
general description of the equipment. This chapter also
provides the numbering of the units, assemblies, and
subassemblies of the equipment.

Technical order series-3, circuit diagrams. The circuit
diagrams manual uses an alphanumeric system in
identifying the components, subassemblies, and
assemblies. Partial or basic reference designations may be
used on the diagrams if appropriate unit and
subassemblies are evident. Quite often, the common
elements of the entire alphanumeric code are listed on the
first sheet of a series of logic sheets under the Notes
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12 A4 A6

UNIT NO.7
SUBASSEMBLY

77
/

SUBASSEMBLY

A206 XV3

---7 PART

SUBASSEMBLY

206

..HORIZONTAL LOCATION
(FRONT TO BACK)
VERTICAL LOCATION

12A4A6A206XV3

ROW 1

ROW 2

ROW 3

12A4A6A206XV3
(MOUNTS V30)

12A4A6A206
LOCATION NUMBERING METHOD
USED FOR THIS ITEM

BASIC REFERENCE DESIGNATIONS
ARE SHOWN IN BOLD CHARACTERS
FOR EXPLANATION ONLY.

El
123

13
13

Figure 3-3. Sequential numbering.
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column. This note usually looks like "REF DESIG
PREFIX.", If more than one prefix is involved, an
additional note having the same intent should be added to
the drawing.

Technical order series -6WC, preventive maintenance
routines. PMIs use alphanumerics quite extensively when
specifying a task to be performed on a piece of
equipment. Example: "Adjust video level at 3A6A7R11
for 1 volt ± .05V."

Locat'ion Numbering Method. The location
numbering nicod of assigning reference designations is
an adaptation of the unit numbering method wherein the
number portion is based on the physical location of the
item in the unit, assembly, or subassembly, and the letter
"N" is used to identify areas that are not assemblies.
Either of two methods may be usedsequential or
coordinate.

Sequential numbering. Sequential numbers are assigned
to recognizable areas, assemblies, subassemblies, or parts
within units, assemblies, and subassemblies. Figure 3-3
illustrates a typical sequential number assignment.

Coordinate numbering. In coordinate numbering the
number portion of the reference designation is
determined by the coordinates of the upper left-hand
corner of the zone (row and column) in which the
designated item appears. The numbering contains the
vertical position designation (top to bottom) first, and
then the number of the horizontal position (left to right).
To restate, numbers are assigned top to bottom, left to
right, and front to rear. For a visual understanding of this
system, study figure 3-4 and locate the two areas that
include dots. The numbers of these locations are 0407
and 1012; a 0 precedes the 4 and 7 because of a rule
which states that each number part will have digits equal
in number to the largest coordinate location; e.g., 002 for
systems having coordinates numbered to 999.

Figure 3-4. Coordinate numbering.
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Location Coding Method. The location coding
method of assigning a code that serves as a reference
designator is a form of the location numbering system in
which letters as well as numbers are used to identify items
and to specify their physical locations in equipment.
Again, either of two procedures for assigning codes
sequential or coordinatemay be used. In either case, the
number starts with the unit number.

Sequvtral coding. In sequential coding the numbering
sequence within each level, within assemblies, and within
subassemblies starts with a "1" or an "A." Letters and
numbers normally are assigned to alternate levels of the
equipment; numbers to the odd levelsfirst (unit level),
third, fifth, etc.; letters to the even levelssecond, fourth,
etc. Refer to figure 3-5 and note that a letter precedes
each number. For example: PCB(C) shown as part of N2
has a number N2A825A608R101, or broken down:

N2
Unit

2

A 825 A 6 08 R 101
Assy Assy# Asbly Row 6 Card Resistor Coordinate

(PCB) Pos 8 position
Row
Col. 01
Located
on PCB

Now look at example B on the figure and break down this
number:
N1A40A106R21. Compare your answer to the answer
below. If correct, proceed with the text. If you made an
error, restudy the text:

NI
Unit

A40
Assy 40

A106
Assy

Row
Card 06

R21
Resistor
Row 2
Pos I

Coordinate a:ding. Any suitable increment may be
used for coordinate coding based upon the equipment
configuration to determine rows and columns. The code
is determined by the coordinate of the upper left-hand
corner of the zcsne. Numbers are used in one direction,
and letters are used in the other direction. T' refore,
both a number and a letter are required to locate any
specific location. This coding is used in the same
sequence to locate the smallest component. Example:
Refer to figure 3-6 and locate subassembly B on
subassembly D on unit 12. The rule for coordinate
coding is illustrated as:

No.
12

Unit

Alpha

Subassy

No.
6

Subassy

Alpha No. Ref Desig
B5 Q3

Row B Part No.
Card 5 Transistor
Subassy No. 3

In studying number systems or alphanumeric coding
systems, you have examined three basic systems. Your
examination should have made you aware that the
numbering system employed in your system will help you
in signal tracing and in locating the defective part in
troubleshooting. It also tells you exactly which control to
turn or to adjust when you perform preventive
maintenance routines. It is of further help when you
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N1A1

8 6 4 2

N2A825A608

N1A40A106

A40

N1A40

(A) = N1A1A7 {

(B) = N1A40A106

(C) = N2A825A608

N1A1A7R1/
N 1A40A106R 21

/
2

1 2

0102 15

N2A825A608R 101

Figure 3-5. Location sequential coding.
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LOCATION CODE
e_______,_____N

12 D 6 B5
7-- 7--

UNIT NO
7-

.

SUBASSEMBLY

SUBASSEMBLY

SUBASSEMBLY

UNIT NO. 12

REFERENCE
DESIGNATION
,.....",

/ 03
7r,ART

12D6

\\12J

\12D6B5/Q3

12D6B5

COORDINATE SYSTEM OF PART
LOCATION USED FOR THIS ITEM

ROW A
ROW B

ROW C

12D6B5/03 r
Figure 3-6. Location coordinate coding.
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analyze a problem in logic, because the reference
designation is included on the logic sheet and clearly
identifies the area you are examining. Because your
knowing these numbering systems helps you in these ways
on the job, you should determine which numbering
system is used in your equipment so that you will be a
knowledgeable technician. Who knows, you may find
that more than one of the numbering or coding systems is
used in the system to which you are assigned
Consequently, the review of the basic methods just given
will serve as a reminder to you in your future
maintenance efforts.

Exercises (426):
1. Wi using he unit r .mberim- method, do no two

ite...b have t..e same rL.erence -ymbols:

2. Using the unit numbering method, what does the
number AR102 mean?

3. Given the alphanumeric designator of 2A I V2, where
and in what would the part be located?

4. In what TO series, and how, are alphanumerics used
very extensively?

5. What does the prefix letter "N" identify in the
location numbering method?

6. Coordinate numbering, whether using the location
numbering method or location coding method,
requires assignment of alphanumerics in what
manner?

7. Referring to figure 3-3 of the text, what would be the
identification assigned to the drawer in the lower
right corner of the rack?

8. Give two of the ways in which your knowing the
alphanumeric numbering systems will help you on
the job.

427. Given a part number or reference designator,
identify its proper location by using -4 series technical
order extracts.
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Use of the Illustrated Parts Breakdown for Location.
Technical data supplied with equipment to the Air Force
contain a wealth of information. Much of this
information, however, is never used, simply because
personnel do not realize the information exists or how to
find it. One example of this is the illustrated parts
breakdown (IPB), the -4 technical order. This discussion
is limited to location of components, but you should be
aware that the introduction section of all publications
will inform you of uses and techniques to properly use the
manual. Study these to keep yourself informed.

There are times when you know what an item does and
where it goes, but you may not know the part number. At
other times, you may know the poll number or reference
designator, but locating where to nstall it is a problem.
The following discubsion shoulL. help you solve such
problems.

Part number is not known. Assume you need to order a
replacement part for your equipi.,ent. You will require
the part number as part r this process. You should
already know the function and application of the part.
All you do now is to turn to the table of contents of the
applicable -4 series TO and select the major assembly for
the part (see fig. 3-7). Next, turn to the page indicated and
locate the desired part on the illustration (see fig. 3-8).

From the illustration, obtain the index number assigned
to the part desired. Refer to the accompanying
description, given in figure 3-9, and you have the part
number and can continue the ordering process.

Part number or reference designator is known. Assume
now that you have the part number, but your problem is
knowing where to install it. As you know, we work with
huge systems. Consequently, no one Lan remember the
location of everything. You should therefore refer to
Section III of the series -4 TO. The part numbers are
listed in numerical order, as shown in figure 3-10. So

locate the part number and note the figure and index
number assigned to the part number. Now turn to the
figure number indicated, as figure 3-9 illustrates, and
locate the index number referenced in the numerical list.
If you need to use a pictorial representation of the part or
to find its location, refer to the same index number on the
accompanying illustration, as figure 3-8 shows. When, on
the other hand, you know the reference designation, refer
to Section IV, Reference Designation Index, as shown in
figure 3-11.

Locate here the reference designation and note the
figure and index number and the part number assigned.
Then turn to the figure indicated, as figure 3-9 illustrates,
and locate the index number referenced in the reference
designation index. If you want to use a pictorial
representation of the part or need to know its location,
refer to the same index number on the accompanying
illustration; i.e., figure 3-8.

Exercises (427):
I . If a reference designator is known, the exact pictorial

location can be found in the series TO.
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TABLE OF CONTENTS

Section Page

I INTRODUCTION 1-1

II GROUP ASSEMBLY PARTS 2-1

Satellite Tracking Set AN/GKC-1(V)1, AN/GKC-1(V)2,
AN/GKC-1(V)3 and AN/GKC-1(V)4 2-1
Antenna Control Group OK-191(V)1/GKC-1(V) and

OK-191(V)2/GKC-1(V) 2-1
Test Control Group 0Q-118(V)1/GKC-1(V), 0Q-118(V)2/

GKC-1(V), 0Q418(V)3/GKC-1(V) and 0Q418(V)4/
GKC-1(V) 2-2

Receiver Group OR-101(V)1/GkC-1(V), OR-101(V)2/
GKC-1(V) and OR-101(V)3/GKC-1(V) 2-3

Transmitter Group OT-46/GKC-1(V) and OT-106/GKC-1(V) 2-4
Data Processing Group OL-85/GKC-1(V) and OL-184/

GKC-1(V)

Board (5A14A6) 2-219
work Printed Circuit Board (5A14A1

Thru 5A14A3) 2-220
Timing Distribution Assembly OK-274/GkC-1(V) 2-221
Selection Switch Assembly (39A5) 2-227
Type 3 Diode Circuit Card Assembly (39A5A1) 2-231
Data Routing Control Assembly (39A6) 2-232
Card File Assembly (39A6) 2-234
Relay Circuit Card Assembly (39A6A1, 39A6A2, 39A6A5 thru

39A6A14) 2-236
Latching Relay Circuit Card Assembly (39A6A3) 2-237
Power Supply PP-6697/GKC (39A8) 2-238
Cable Assemblies 2-241
Electrical Equipment Cabinet CY-7192/GKC 2-244
AC Power Control Assembly (39A9) 2-248
Blower Assembly (39A10) 2-250
Synchro Follow-up Servo Assembly (31A13A1, 31A13A2) 2-252
Synchro Follow-up Circuit Card Assembly (31A13A1A1,

31 A13A2A1) 2-254
Centrifugal Fan 2-255
Control-Indicator. C-10267/GKC-1 (V ) 2-256
Interconnecting Box J-3043/GKC-1(V) 2-259

III NUMBERICAL INDEX 3-1

IV REFERENCE DESIGNATION INDEX 4-1

Figure 3-7. Table of contents extract.
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T. O. 31S1-2GKC1-4

7

6

10
1

Al

1

A2

1

A5
1

A6 1

A7 1

A8
Al9 1

A10 1

All 1

Al2
1

Al3
1

Al4

Data Routing Control Assembly (39A6)

Figure 3-8. Pictorial representation.
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FIG. &
INDEX

NO.

PART
NO.

DESCRIPTION
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

T.O. 31S1-2GKC1-4

UNITS
PER

ASSY

USABLE
ON

CODE

9

10
11

229639-01
39-203859.01

39-201803.01

22-153901-31
45-204266.01

MS35669-264
MS35338-136
MS15795-805
MS51957-32

85887-3
MS25036-102
601J
37TB4

MS35669-264
MS35338-136
MS15795-805
MS51957-32

229640-01

MS35650-304
MS35338-138
MS15795-808
MS51958-64

MS25036-103
38-204267-01

CONTROL, DATA ROUTING (SEE FIG. 60 FOR NHA)
CIRCUIT CARD ASSEMBLY, RELAY

(SEE FIG. 65 FOR DETAILS)
CIRCUIT CARD ASSEMBLY, RELAY LATCHING

(SEE FIG. 66 FOR DETAILS)
. PLATE, IDENTIFICATION
. PLATE, INSULTAING

(ATTACHING PARTS)
. NUT (96906)
. WASHER i96908)
. WASHER (96906)
. SCREW (96906)

. RECEPTACLE (00779)

. TERMINAL (96906)

. LEAD, ELECTRICAL (75382)
TERMINAL BOARD (81349)

(ATTACHING PARTS)
. NUT (96906)
. WASHER (96906)
. WASHER (96906)
. SCREW (96906)

. BRACKET, TERMINAL BOARD
(ATTACHING PARTS)

. NUT (96906)

. WASHER (96906)
. WASHER (96906)
. SCREW (96906)

. TERMINAL (96806)

. CARD FILE ASSEMBLY (SEE FIG. 64 FOR DETAILS

REF,
12

1

2

6

12
6

A/R
A/R
12
6

24
24
48
24

3
3
6
3

A/R
1

Figure 3-9. Reference designation index.
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PART
NUMBER

FIG.
INDEX

NO.
PER
ART

SOURCE
CODE

c4

t 0
323933 6-12

6-24
6-28
6-51
6-58
6-59
6-61
6-65
6-68
6-77 A'13
6-80
6-86
6-90
6-93
6-97
6 .102
6-107
6-115

323934 4-149 54 P1
323934GRN 4-54 154 P1 S

4-75
4-00
4-103
4-113
4-120
4-125

323937V 10 4-121 8 X2
327138 5 A/R P1 S

5-8 A/R
5-17 A/R
5-28C
5-28
5-35
5-4C ,

5-61
5-79
6
6-8
6-17
6-31
6 -1:,6
6-55
6-72

327139 5-20 40 P1 S
6-20

36-142577-01 76-17 3
35-148247-01 76-13 3
35-148248-01 76-14 1

35-153427-01 76-25 1

35-153427-03 76-24 1

35-153428-01 76-10 126
351-25807-001 8-1A 1 P1 S
37T64 63-8 REF P1 S
38-201845-01 19-26 1 X2
38-204260-01 64 X2
38-204267-01 63-11 REF X2

64 REF
38T610 8-37 3 X?
38T66 67-12 1 P1 S
39-194072.05 33-18 4 P1 S
39-194702.05 33-1 4 P1 S
39 194703-05 33-16 1 P1 S
39 194706-05 33-6 2 P I S
39 197789.01 8-27 11 P1 F

9 REF
10 38

T.O. 31S1-2GKC1-4

PART
NUMBER

FIG. &
INDEX

NO.

QTY
PER
ART

SOURCE
CODE

r=4

4.1

P47._)

11-15
12-31
28-12
29-21
30-7
75-13

39-200059-05 33-12 2 PI S
39-200060-05 33-11 2 P1 S
39-200061-05 33-5 2 P1 S
39-200062-05 33-15 2 P i S
39-200064-05 33-27 2 P1 S
39-200065-05 33-3 1 PI S
39-200066-05 33-25 1 P1 S
39-200067-05 33-10 2 P1 S
39-200069-05 334 1 P1 S
39-200142-05 33-13 2 P1 S
39-201557-01 61-33 1 P1 F

62 REF
139-201803-01 63-2 R EF P1 F

66 R EF
39-202317.01 19-25 1 P1 F
39-202321-01 19-22 1 P1 F
39-202323-01 19-24 1 P1 F
39-202327-01 19-20 1 P1 F
39-202331-01 19-23 1 P1 F
39-202335-01 19-21 1 P1 F
39-202626-07 33-8 10 PI S
39-203859-01 63-1 12 P1 F

65 RFF
39-204262-01 64 X2
39-204406-01 64 X2
391614 37-12 1 P1 S
4-40X1-4LG 72

72-35 8
4XCL17-5CRBBLKCL 51-18 2 P1 S
80GRSP5TA42UARO 52-3
4XCL17-5CRBBLKC'L 54-7 1 X2
80GRSPSTA42UARO
40-010 49-11 6 X2

53
40-014 53 4 X2
40.018 49-8 1 X2
40-2055J 5 A/R X2
41-203574-03 68-10 1 X2
41-203574-04 68-1 5 X2

68-6
41-203788-01 5-150 4 P1

5-155
6-103
6-108

41-203788-02 68-15 3 X2
41-204283-01 2-67 3 X2
41-204283-02 2-73

2-71 2
41-204284-01 2-69 7 X2
41-204284-02 2-72 2 X2
41-204285-01 2-66 3 X2
41-204285-02 2-70 2 X2
41-204286-01 2-68 4 X2
42574-3 5-151 122 P1

5 155A
6-104
6-109

28-19
42575 3 2 75 A/R P1 S

5 A, n

Figure 3-10. Extract froni Section III.
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T.O. 31S1-2GKC1 -4

REFERENCE
DESIGNATION

FIG. &
INDEX

NO .

PART
NUMBER

'

31W76 4 CABLE ASSY
31W76J4 4-143 MS3128E10-6631W76P3 4-142 KPSE06SN10-6P013A31W77 4 CABLE ASSY
31W77P4 4-141 MS3126F10-6P
31W78 4 CABLE ASSY
31W78J5 4-145 MS3128E10-6SW31W78P4 4-144 KPSEO6SN10-6PW8A31W79 4 CABLE ASSY (W79)
31W79P5 4-146 MS3126F10-6PW39 60 229636-01

60 20-170241-59
3. 604 8190-656
39A3 60-5 8190-655
39A4 60 20-170241-5839A5 6043 229661-01
39A5AT1 THRU 61-21 TA5MN
39A5AT4 61.21 TA5MN

39A5AT6 THRU 61-21 TA5MN
39A5AT8 61-21 TA5MN

39A5A1 61-33 39-201557-01
39A5A1CR1 THRU 62-1 1N649
39A5A1CR18 62-1 1N649

39A5J1 THRU 61-24 M39012/03-000539A5J4 61-24 M3901 VO3-0005
39A5J6 61-24 M39012/03/0005
39A5J7 61-32 M53128F16-266
39A5J8 61-25 MS3128F14-5P
39A5K1 61-22 811C00100
39A5K1P7 61-18 M39012/05-0003
39A5K1P12 61-18 M39012/05-000339A5K2 61-22 811C00100
39A5K2P8 61-18 M39012/05-0003
39A5K2P13 61-18 M39012/05-000339A5K3 61-22 811C00100
39A5K3P10 61-18 M39012/05-0003
39A5K3P15 61-18 M39012/05-000339A5K4 61-22 811=100
39A5K4P9 61-18 M39012/05-0003
39A5K4P14 61-18 M39012/05-000339A5K5 61-22 811C00100
39A5K6 61-22 811C00100
39A5K6P11 61-18 M39012/05-0003
39A5K6P16 61-18 M39012/05-000339A5K7 61-39 136C00100
39A5K7P1 61-37 RTK06-8-7S
39A5K7P2 THRU 61-38 M39012/01-0008
39A5K7P6 61-38 M39012/01-000839A5P1 61-8 6A43

39A5S1 61 10H 3A1C1 F4J14LW 'MI N
3R256V17

39A5S2 61-9 2072
39A5XA1 61-35 00-6024-036-980-00139A6 60-14 229639-01
39A6A1 63-1 39-20385901
39A6A1CR1 THRU 65-1 FD111
39A6A1CR20 65-1 FD111

39A6A1K1 THRU 65-2 M5757/9-003
39A6A1 K10 65-2 M5757/9-003

39A6A2 63-1 (SAME AS
39A6A1)

39A6A 63-2 39-201803-01
39A6A3CR1 THRU 66-1 JAN1N647
39A6A3CR20 66-1 JAN1N647

39A6A3K1 THRU 66-2 LF6201KOO
I39A6A3K10 66-2 LF6201K00

REFERENCE
DESIGNATION

FIG. &
INDEX

NO.

PART
NUMBER

39A6A5 THRU 63-1 (SAME AS
39A6A1)

39A6A14 63-1 (SAME AS
39A6A1)

39A6TB1 THRU 63-8 37TB4
39A6TB6 63-8 37TB4

39A7 60 20-170241-58
39A8 60-15 82-201078-01
39A8E1 67-14 25-170206-04
39ABPS1 67-27 LMG280VY
39A8TB1 67-12 38TB6
39A9 69-29 85-202636-03
39A9CB1 70-5 AM12MG6-2039A9D51 70-8 80EA1C4F1WH1L2N"39A9M1 70-2 620H
39A9TB1 70-14 9-854
39A9TB2 70-14 9-854
39A10 69-31 KPSRR726
39A10B1 71-10 HF3G005N
39A1031 71-14 KV3
39A10S2 71-16 RP9
39A10T1 71 VT-3
39A10T1 71-15 108
39A11 60-65 22963801
39A11J10 THRU 60-61 MS90159-30E
39A11J14 60-61 MS90159-30E

39A11J42 THRU 60-64 31-220
39A11J44 60-64 31-220

39DS1 69-1 80 EA1C4F1AH1 L2N*
39FL1 69-21 027431-002
39N1001 68 CABLE ASSY (N1001
39N1001A5JA24 68-5 43-204419-11
39N1001J1 68-2 MS3128F16-26S
39N1002 68 CABLE ASSEM8LY (N10

02)
39N1002A2P4 68-14 PTO6A14-19S(SR)
39N1002J2 68-11 MS3128F14-196
39N1003 68 CABLE ASSY (N1003
39N1003J3 68-7 MS3128F16-26639N1004 68 CABLE ASSY (N1004
39N1005 68 CABLE ASSY
39N1005A5JA25 68-5 43-204419-11
39N1005J5 68-2 MS3128F16-266
39N1006 68 CABLE ASSY
39N1006J6 68-7 MS3128F16-266
39N1007 68 CABLE ASSY
39N1008 68 CABLE ASSY
39N1008A5JA26 68-5 43-204419-11
39N1008J8 68-2 MS3128F16-266
39N1009 68 CABLE ASSY
39N1009J9 68-16 MS3128F20-416
39N1010 68 CABLE ASSY (N1010 T

HRU N1014)
39N1010A5P1 68-19 UG1682/U
39N1010J13 68-19 UG1682/U
39N11311 68 CABLE ASSY
39N1011A5P2 68-1.9 UG1682/U
39N1011J11 68-19 UG1682/U
39N1012 68 CABLE ASSY
39N1012A5P3 68-19 UG1682/U
39N1012J12 68-19 UG1682/U
39N1013 68 CABLE ASSY
39N1013A5P4 68-19 UG1682/U
39N1013J13 68-19 UG1682/U
39N1014 68 CABLE ASSY
39N1014A5P6 68-19 UG1682/U

Figure 3-) I. Extract from Section IV.
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2. What are the reference designators of the terminal
boards on figure 3-8?

3. What is the part number of the card that fits into the
fifth slot from the left on figure 3-8?

3-2. Test Equipment

As an electronic computer and switching systems
specialist, you know that you have the responsiblity for
the maintenance of complex equipmenti.e., equipment
that is not complex because of the individual circuits but
which is complex because of the vast number of circuits
involved. Your ability to r .ain tain this equipment
depends largely upon your knowledge of the use and care
of test equipment. Since you have already completed an
apprentice-level training course, you have a good
knowledge of the principles of test equipment. However,
you must continue to work with and study your test
equipment to develop a thorough understanding of its
uses and capabilities.

Do not limit yourself to thinking of the standard pieces
of test equipment such as scopes, voltmeters, and
counters. Expand your knowledge of specialized test
circuits as well. Specialized test circuits are not limited to
auxiliary units. They also include test circuits and error
indicators that are built into the data processors and
which function as an integral part of the equipment.

Electronic test equipment is designed and constructed
to perform a wide variety of tests. These tests are used to
determine the proper operation or alignment of

electronic sets, circuits, or parts. The performance of data
processing equipment depends in a large m ;tire on the
ac _ uracy of the test equipment and on the integrity of the
maintenance specialist. Without test equipment, very few
electronic devices could be kept in operating condition;
thcrefore, you must use test equipment properly.
Operating instructions are sometimes found on the front
cover of the test equipment; however, explicit instructions
are contained in the -1 series of applicable technical
orders (T0s). To insure that the system is operating at its
maximum capability, it is mandatory that you be
thoroughly familiar with the operation of the test
equipment necessary to maintain the system at its peak
performance.

There is a -1 technical order for each piece of test
equipment you have in the shop. To obtain the necessary
TOs, check TO 0-1-33 (test equipment index) for listings
of publications applicable to the test equipment in your
inventory. The missing TOs should be ordered through
the channels established by your organization.

428. State operating characteristics of multimeters.

Multimeters. The typical multimeter, also known as a
volt-ohm-mililammeter (VOM), contains voltm .!ter,
ammeter, and ohmmeter circuits which use a single meter
movement. Some use a movement that requires only 50

A for a full scale deflection. This movement is used to
achieve a 20,000-ohms-per-volt sensitivity, which is
adequate for most DC. measurements. Less sensitive
meters have 1000-, 5,000-, or 10,000-ohms-per-volt
sensitivity. The AC voltmeter circuits are usually
designed for 1000 ohms per volt.

The most common multimeters are those which
measure only DC voltage, direct current, and resistance;
and those which measure AC and DC voltage, direct
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Figure 3-12. DC volt-ohm-milliammeter.
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current, and resistance. The circuits contained within
these instruments are the circuits we have discussed in the
last section. Thus, the operating principles are the
combined principles of instruments already studied. Let
us analyze two relatively simple multimeters so you will
become convinced of this fact.

The schematic of a volt-ohm-milliammeter that is
capable of measuring direct current, DC voltage, and
resistance is shown in figure 3-12. For current
requirements less than 1 mA, the test leads are plugged
into the pin jacks marked "1 mA" and "COMMON."
The current divides between the meter and the shunt (RI,
R2, R3, and R4 in series). For higher current
measurement, note that part of the resistance is in series
with the meter and the remaining part comprises the
shunt. For example, when you are measuring a current
between 10 mA and 100 mA, the resistors R1 and R2 are
in series with the meter; R3 and R4 shunt the meter. This,
you learned earlier, is a ring or universal shunt circuit.
Regardless of the current range selected, the current
through the meter is the same for full-scale deflection.

When you are measuring voltage, the meter is shunted
by resistors RI, R2, R3, and R in series (as in the case in
the 0-1 mA range). Full-scaie deflection is established by
the multipliers, R5, R6, and R7, for the 10-volt, 100-volt,
and 1000-volt ranges, respectively. If we plug the test
leads between the pin jacks marked "100V" and
"COMMON," R6 is in series with the shunted meter, and

OHMS6

VOLTS
MA

full-scale deflection occurs when 100 VDC is applied. A
lesser voltage, of course, produces proportionally less
deflection. The circuit is basically the same for the other
two voltage ranges; the only difference lies in the value of
the multiplier resistor in series with the shunted meter.

For resistance measurements, either the 1 MEG jack
or the 100,000 jack is used with the jack marked
"COMMON." Depending upon which jack is selected,
the current from the negative terminal of either the 15-
volt or the 1.5-volt battery flows through the OHMS-
ZERO-ADJ resistor (R8 or R10), the multiplier resistor
(R9 or R11), the resistor being measured, the meter and its
shunt, and into the positive terminal of the battery. Since
this is essentially a series-type ohmmeter, the resiszance
scale is calibrated from right to left; the larger the
retistance, the smaller the current and the smaller the
deflection.

Figure 3-13 shows the schematic of a bolt-ohm-
milliammeter that can be used to measure AC and DC
voltage, direct current, and resistance. The additional
capability of measuring AC voltage is acquired by
incorporating a half-wave shunt rectifier between the
multiplier resistors and to the meter movement. The
capacitor blocks any DC component that may be present
in the applied voltage, thereby preventing erroneous
readings and possible damage to the meter. Except for the
rectifier portion, the AC voltage-measuring circuit is
similar to the DC voltage-measuring circuit. In the

MILLIAMPERES
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Figure 3-13. VOM that measures AC or DC.
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milliammeter circuit, you should recognize the ring-shunt
arrangeinent used for the measurement of current. Note,
however, that when the switch S is in the OHMS position,
the milliammeter shunt circuit is disconnected. To
measure resistance, the test leads are plugged in the jack
labeled "OHMS" and the R, R x 10, R X 100, or R x
1000 jack, depending upon the range desired. When the
R x 1000 jack is used, an additional battery is necessary
to supply a current sufficient for a good scale reading. In
tracing out the ohmmeter circuits, you will find that this is
a series-type ohmmeter which uses multipliers and a ring
shunt for multirange operation.

Exerdses (428):
1. When using a ring or universal shunt to measure

higher current, how is the resistance changed?

2. When using a VOM for measuring voltage, to read
higher voltages what must be done ,0 the resistance in
series?

3. What is the purpose of the capacitor in the
multimeter diagram in figure 3-13?

4. In what circuits is the ring shunt arrangement used in
figure 3-13?

5. What type of ohmmeter is used in figure 3-13?

429. List the advantages and disadvantages of the
multimeter.

Multimeter Operational Considerations. The
greatest advantage of a multimeter is that no external
power source is required for its operation. Other
advantages are its portability, versatility, and freedom
from calibration errors due to aging electron tubes, line
voltage variations, etc.

Disadvantages of the multimeter are its circuit loading
characteristics, short scale, and danger of damage to the
meter movement due to negligence during testing
procedures.

There are several precautions you should observe
when using a multimeter:

(1) Protect the meter by using the highL t range for the
initial measurement of a current or voltage of unknown
magnitude.

(2) Observe polarity on all direct-current
measurements; however, damage will not occur to a meter
movement due to polarity reversal as long as the current

or voltage being measured is within the range of the
meter.

(3) Be covsful to avoid dropping a meter or subjecting
it to excessive mechanical shocks that may damage the
delicate mechanism or cause the permanent magnet to
lose some of its magnetism.

(4) Never attempt to measure the internal resistance of
the meter movement with an ohmmeter, as the movement
may be damaged by the relatively hieh current required
for ohmmeter operation.

(5) Do not leave the range selector switch in a
resistance measurement position when the meter is not in
use because the test leads may become shorted and
discharge the internal battery. It is also possible that the
instrument may be connected across a voltage
ac,. identally, causing damage to the meter.

(6) During a maintenance routine, check the
multimeter each time you wish to make a measurement to
determine not only the type of measurement the meter is
set up for, but the lange as well. This type of check will
prevent meter burnouts and pointer bendings.

Know the condition of the internal battery used for the
ohmmeter function of the multimeter. If the battery is not
in good condition, you not only may experience difficulty
in obtaining full-scale deflection but also you are likely to
obtain an erratic or erroneous resistance indication.
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Exercises (429):
1. Answer True or False: One of the advantages of a

multirneter is that no external power source is
egu ired for its operation.

2. What are the advantages of a rnultirneter?

3. Wh& are the disadvantages of the multimeter?

4. As a part of one disadvantage of a multimeter, why
shouldn't you measure a meter movement's internal
resistance with an ohmmeter?

439. Specify advantages of the TRVNI over the VTVM
and state the precautions you should observe when
using the VTVM.

Beginning with the vacuum-tube voltmeter, then
looking at transistorized votlmeters, we will compare the
VTVM and TRVM and also list some VTVM
precautions here.

Vacuum-Tube Voltmeter. The electronic rnultimeter,
commonly referred to as a vacuum-tube voltmeter
(VTVM), is an instrument used for measuring AC
voltages, DC voltages, and resistances. The scales of this
type of meter sometimes include a decibel scale and a
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Figure 3-14. VTVM, block diagram.

chart to permit the use of the electronic multimeter as an
audiofrequency (AF) level indicator. Refer here to figure
3-14.

When you are measuring DC voltages with a VTVM
and you observe a change in polarity, as indicated by the
meter, do not reverse the test leads as you would if you
were using a nonelectrical multimeter. Use the polarity
reverse switch; otherwise, physical contact with the
voltmeter case and ground could give you a severe
electrical shock.

Also, avoid any prolonged use of the low-resistance
range (R x 1), if possible, because the current drain on
the internal battery is heaviest on this range. When you
are making measurements below 2 ohms, short the test
probe together and reset the zero adjust control until the
meter indicates zero. This procedure eliminates the effect
of the series test lead resista.ice, which would give an
erroneous meter indication. After you have completed
the measurement, return the zero adjust control to the
norma' position.

When you are measuring high values of resistance,
keep your fingers away from the tips of the test probe and
away from the pigtails or terminal lugs of the resistor.
This will eliminate possible errors due to leakage and
stray pickup. This type of operational care is especially
important on the R x 10,000- and the R X 1-megohm
ranges.

With VTVMs using internal batteries for the
ohmmeter function, know the approximate condition of
the internal battery. When the battery is new, the
deviation of the meter pointer changes very little with
changes of the ohmmeter range switch. However, as the
battery becomes exhausted, large variations occur in the
meter indication as the range control is changed. The
deviation from the full-scale indication (00) changes by
different amounts, depending upon the range control
position. The reason for this, of course, is that a
progressively greater current drain is placed on the
battery as the ohms range is reduced.

In addition, do not leave the range selector switch in a
resistance measurement position when the meter is not in
use, because the test leads may become shorted together
and reduce the life of the internal battery. It is also
possible that the instrument may become accidentally
connected across a voltage and cause damage to the
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VTVM. This applies also to those VTVMs that do not
use internal batteries for the ohmmeter function.

Transistorized Voltmeters. A number of voltmeters
that capitalize on the advantageous features of transistois
have been developed. The transistor voltmeter (TRVM)
is superior to a VTVM in that transistors require no
heater current and draw so little collector current that
battery operation is very practical. Thus, by using
batteries, the VTVM is free of AC pickup. Also, no
warmup time is required, and the instrument can be very
compact. Since extremely high amplification is attainable
with transistors, a TRVM can be designed to have a full-
scale range as low as the 10V (1 x 10-35V). We should
point out, however, that the TRVM has one important
limitationthe comparatively low input impedance of a
transistor amplifier. As you know, this limitation is a
characteristic of transistor operation, because the
transistor is inherently a current-actuated device. Even
when you use the common-collector configuration, input
impedance greater than 1 megohm is very difficult to
obtain. In the microvolt range, the input impedance is
about I OK.

One way to acquire a high input impedance is to
precede the transistor amplifier by a vacuum tube cathode
follower. The cathode follower is designed to operate at a
relatively low plate voltage so that battery operation is
still quite practical.

Figure 3-15 shows the transistorized portion of this
hybrid-type voltmeter. Part of the resistance in series with
each emitter is unbypassed in order to provide negative
feedback action. Additional feedback is obtained from
the rectifier in order to further insure high stability. The
common-emitter amplifiers are directly coupled together.
Although NPN transistors arc used in this circuit, PNP
transistors can be used if negative biasing is preferred.
You can readily see that this voltmeter is an amplifier-
rectifier type. Thus, like the vacuum-tube version, it is
most suitable for the measurement of small AC voltages
in high-impedance circuits.

Exercises (430):
1. Why should prolonged use of the R x I range be

avoided, if possible, when you are using a VTVM?

2. How can possible errors due to leakage and stray
pickup be eliminated when you are measuring high
values of resistance with the VTVM?

3. Answer True or False: Leave the range selector
switch on the VTVM in a resistance measurement
position when the meter is not in use.

4. What is an advantage of the TRVM over the VTVM?
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Figure 3-15. Transistorized voltmeter.

431. Cite the principle upon which the DC differential
voltmeter operates, identify control and switch settings
for specific functions, and specify high resistance
measurement procedures.

Differential Voltmeter. The differential voltmeter is a
highly accurate, portable instrument capable of precise
AC and DC voltage measurements. This instrument can
be used as a VTVM, a precision potentiometer, and a
megohmmeter for measuring high resistance. It can also
be used to measure the excursions of a voltage about some
nominal value. The voltmeter is basically used for
measurements of DC and AC voltages. Some differential
voltmeters also contain a recorder output that makes the
voltmeter particularly useful for monitoring the stability
of a voltage.

When used as a DC differential voltmeter, the
voltmeter operates on the potentiometric principle. An
unknown voltage is measured by comparing it to a known
adjustable reference voltage with the aid of a null
detector. An accurate standard for measurements is
obtained by setting the reference supply with a standard
cell. One differential voltmeter uses a known adjustable
reference voltage provided by a 500-VDC power supply
and 5 decade resistor strings that are set accurately by 5
voltage readout dials. In this way, the 500 volts can be
precisely divided into iricrements as small as 10
microvolts. The unknown voltage is then simply read
from the voltage dials. When it is used as an AC
differential voltmeter, a voltmeter operates in essentially
the same way as for DC differential measurements. The
AC input voltage is converted to a DC voltage, and this
DC voltage is measured by comparing it to a known
adjustable reference voltage.

RECTIFIER
AND

METER

FEEDBACK

5^ -224

Figure 3-16 is an illustration of the layout for a
common differential voltmeter. The range control is
effective only when the null control is in the VTVM
position. At this time, the range dial indicates the voltage
needed at the input terminals to deflect the indicator full
to one side of the scale from the center. When the null
control is in any of the numbered positions, the range
control has no effect. The numbers on the null control
indicate the full range of the meter indication about the
value indicated by the voltage readout dials. Assume the
null is in the 10 position, the readout dials indicate
24,368 volts, and the needle rests halfway between the
center and the edge. The dial readings are now 5 volts
away from the actual input voltage.

Normal operation. When you get ready to use the
differential voltmeter, you should use a normal setup.
This includes turning on the power and warming up the
equipment for a period of time and setting the range and
null switches. The normal setup for the range and null
switches should be the highest range for the range switch
and VTVM for the null switch. Other preliminary
operation procedures will depend on the particular
equipment you are working with. In any case, use the
applicable TO or manufacturer's manual if available.

After you have set up the voltmeter, turn the range dial
to the lowest range that will still give an on-scale
indication of the input voltage. Note the input voltage
indication. Set the readout dials to this voltage. Then turn
the null switch to the first scale next to VTVM. After that
turn the readout dials to make the indicator needle return
to the center on the scale. Repeat the last step on the rest
of the null positions. The voltage in can now be read
directly from the dials.

VTVM operation. The differential voltmeter can be
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Figure 3-16. Differential voltmeter.

used as a normal VTVM. With the null switch in VTVM,
the range switch determines the range of voltages to be
measured. When the null is on any of the numbered
ranges and the dials are at zero, you can measure plus and
minus voltages up to the amount indicated on this null
setting you are using. In effect you have a VTVM with an
extended number of ranges.

Measurement of voltage excursions about a nominal
value. In order to read the voltage excursions, set up the
voltmeter to read the input voltage. Then set the null
switch to the most sensitive setting that will still allow the
meter indicator to stay on the scale. The voltage
deviations can then be read from the meter. Many
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differential voltmeters have a recorder output. For long-
term voltage excursion measurements, hook a. recorder to
this terminal and study the excursions later.

Measurement of high resistance. One of the important
features of the voltmeter (as shown earlier in fig. 3-16) is
its ability to be used as a megohmmeter for rapidly
measuring high resistance from 1 megohm to 250,000
megohms. The following equation may be used to
compute the resistance in megohms of an unknown
connected to the input terminals:

6 2

R = 10 1 megoluns



where:

RN = unknown resistance in megohms
E = voltage indicated by voltage readout dials

E, = voltage indicated on meter
10 = megohms of input resistance of VTVM circuit on 10,

1, and 0.1 null range

When connecting the unknown resistance to the input
terminals, use short isolated leads to prevent measuring
leakage resistance between the leads.

a. Resistances from. 1 to 500 megohms. Perform
proper preliminary procedures:

(1) Set the range switch to 500 and the null switch
to 10.

(2) Connect the unknown resistance between input
terminals.

(3) Adjust the voltage readout dials for full-scale
meter deflection.

(4) Subtract 10.00 from the amount set on the
voltage readout dials to find the resistance of the
unknown in megohms.

b. Resistances from 500 to 5000 megohms. For this
range the setup is the same except:

(1) Set the null switch to 1.
(2) Subtract 1.00 from the amount set on the

voltage readout dials and multiply the result by 10 to find
the resistance in megohms.

c. Resistances from 5000 to 50,000 megohms. For
this range the setup is the same as for 1 to 500 megohms:

(1) Set the null switch to 0.1.
(2) Multiply the amount set on the voltage readout'

dials by 100 to find the resistance in megohms.
d. Resistances from 50,000 to 250,000 megohms. The

setup is the same as for resistances between 5000 and
50,000 megohms. To read out the value of the resistance:

(1) Divide the amount set on the voltage readout
dia1z by the amount of voltage indicated on the meter.

(2) Multiply the result by 10 to find the resistance
in megohms.

Exercises (431):
1. What principle does the voltmeter in figure 3-16

operate on when used as a DC differential voltmeter?

2. For range control on the differential voltmeter to be
effective, the null control must be in what position?

3. What is the normal differential voltmeter setup for
the range and null switches prior to usage for voltage
measurements?

4. What does the range switch measure when the null
switch is in the VTVM position?
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5. In order to read the voltage excursions on the
differential voltmeter, what is the voltmeter set up to
read?

6. Identify the feature of a differential voltmeter that
allows it to measure high resistances. What values can
be measured?

7. If you are attempting to measure an unknown
resistance and you cannot obtain full-scale deflection
on the readout dials, what action should you take?

8. What is the multiplier to be used for the indication of
the voltage readout dials if the unknown resistance is
between 5 and 50 kilomegohms?

432. Briefly describe a digital voltmeter and name the
types of probe tips used with a sampling voltmeter.

Digital Voltmeter. The digital voltmeter is a compact,
accurate, multifunctional device with a rapid response.
The basic unit is a solid-state voltmeter that uses plug-in
preamplifiers. The selection of a plug-in unit deterMines
the operation of the unit.

A sampling voltmeter has the ability to accept
waveforms that have large crest factors. These large crest
factors insure accurate measuiements of nonsinusoidal
voltages. Measurements may be performed from 1 Hz up
to 1 GHz and from lmV to 1 volt full scale. The sampling
voltmeter can be used in conjunction with true root mean
square (RMS) or with peak-reading meters. A wide
application is possible because cf the availability of a
variety of versatile probe tips". Voltages in receivers,
amplifiers, and coaxial transmission lines can be
measured with this instrument. The voltmeter is capable
of retaining the indication on its meter until the
indication is no longer needed. The sampling voltmeter
uses an incoherent sampling method which has many of
the advantages of conventional sampling.

Samples picked up by the probe are applied through
attenuators and amplifiers to the zero-hold circuit, as
shown in figure 3-17. Each sample is stored in the zero-
hold circuit until the next sample is taken. The output of
this circuit can be taken from the external terminals when
measurements of 10 mV and higher are to be made. If
these are RMS measurements, the RMS voltmeter is used;
when these are peak measurements, then a peak-reading
voltmeter is used. The output of the zero-hold circuit is
also applied to a signal processor which has noise-
reducing circuits for the lower ranges. A DC output is
also available for an external recorder.

The probe tips that caa be used with a sample
voltmeter are a blocking capacitor probe tip and a tee-
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Figure 3-17. Digital voltmeter, block diagram.

connector probe tip for coaxial line measurement. A
feature of these probes makes it possible to retain a meter
indication when you find it difficult to place the probe in
the circuit under test and observe the meter at the same
time. The meter indication is retained by using a
pushbutton on the probe. By holding the pushbutton
down, you retain the meter indication. By releasing the
pushbutton, the voltmeter may be used to tab another
measurement.

Exercises (432):
1. What is a digital voltmeter? Explain briefly.

2. What probe tips can be used with a sampling
voltmeter?

433. Identify various measurements and measurement
methods that can be made by an electronic counter.

In sequence, here we discuss the basic frequency
counter and then high-frequency measuring methods.
Under the first we examine eight subareas. Under the
second we talk about four subareas.

Basic Frequency Counter. Electronic counters (often
referred to as frequency counters) are the most accurate,
convenient, and flexible of all the available instruments
for making frequency and time interval measurements.
Vacuum tube and solid-state electronic counters cover a
wide variety of features. Features allowing counters and
associated equipment to measure frequencies from 0 Hz
to 40 GHz (4 x 139 Hz) and to measure time intervals
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Figure 3-18. Electronic counter totalizing method, block diagram.

from 10 nanoseconds (10 X 10-9 second) to more than
100 days.

Uses. An electronic counter is used for comparing an
unknown frequency or unknown time interval with a
known frequency or known time interval. The counter's
logic is designed to present this information in an easy-
to-read numerical display. The accuracy of this
measurement depends, to a great extent, on the stability of
the known frequency. This known frequency is obtained
from the internal oscillator of the counter.

An electron counter best suited for a particular
application is dependent upon the range and type of
measurements to be performed. Types of counters
available range from the basic instrument through
complex units using input and output devices, such as
digital recorders, digital clocks, digital-to-analog
converters, scanners, and magnetic and optical
tachometers.

Operation. An electronic counter has several basic
functional sections. When these 3ections are
interconnected, many different types of measurements
can be made. The most important of these,sections are:

(1) The decade counting assemblies whose numerical
system totalizes and displays the count.

(2) The signal gate, which controls the count start and
stop with respect to time.

(3) The time base, which furnishes the exact amount
of time for controlling the gate for a frequency or pulse
train measurement.

(4) Signal shaping, display control, logic control, and
binary coded decimal output sections.
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TRIGGER GTE
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DECADE H
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DECADE
COUNTING
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SYART - STOP
SIGNAL

PERIOD
TRIGGER

Figure 3-19. Electronic counter frequency measurement, block
diagram.
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Figure 3-20. Electronic counter period measurement, block diagram.

Totalizing measurements. An electronic counter can
be operated in the totalizing mode with the control gate
flip-flop controlled by the manual start-stop switch
illustrated on figure 3-18. With the switch at START, the
decimal counter assemblies totalize (add) the input pulses
until the control gate is closed by changing the switch to
STOP. The display on the counter then show the pulses
received during the interval between manual START and
manual STOP.

Frequency measurements. For frequency measurements,
the input signal is first applied to a signal shaper, which
changes the input signal to uniform pulses. The output of
the shaper is next applied to the decade counting
assemblies, often passing through a gate which is
controlled by the time base of the counter, as illustrated
in figure 3-19. The number of pulses, totalized in the
decade counting assemblies for the desired period of
time, represents the frequency of the input signal. The
counted frequency is shown on a numerical readout with
a positioned decimal point. This reading is held until a
new sample is taken. The sample rate control decides the
display time of the frequency measurement being
performed. The sample rate control also starts counter
reset and the next measurement cycle. The time-base
selector switch determines the gating interval, positions
the decimal point, and selects the proper measurement
units.

Period measurements. The electron counter makes
period measurements with its functions arranged as in
figure 3-20. An unknown input signal controls the gate
time. The time base frequency is counted in the decade
counting assemblies. The input shaping circuit uses the
positive-going zero axis crossing of successive cycles as a
trigger for opening and closing the gate.

NIGHER
FREO
INPUT

START-STOP SIGNAL

Figure 3-21. Electronic counter ratio measurement, block diagram.
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A period of measurement gives a more accurate
measurement of an unknown low-frequency signal
because of increased resolution. A frequency
measurement of 100 Hz on a counter, with a 10-second
gate time, is displayed as 0000.1000 kHz. When you are
using this same counter, a single period measurement of
100 Hz, with 10 MHz as the counted frequency, would be
displayed as 0010000.0 microseconds. Therefore, it can
be seen that resolution is increased by a factor of 100.

Ratio measurements. We arrive at the ratio of two
frequencies by using the lower frequency signal for gate
control and by having the higher frequency signal
counted as in figure 3-21. By using the proper
transducers, you can apply ratio measurements to any
phenomena, providing the phenomena can be represented
by sine waves or pulses. For example, using the ratio
method, you can measure clutch slippage, gear ratios,
frequency dividers, and frequency multipliers.

Rate measurements. By using a preset counter, or a
counter with a preset plug-in unit, frequency
measurements can be changed automaticaily to rate
measurements by proper selection of the gate time. A
plug-in unit m.4) be set to a gate time of 600 milliseconds.
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Figure 3-22. Electronic counter time interval measurematt, block
diagram.
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This setting causes an input from a 100-pulse-per-
revolution tachometer to be displayed directly in
revolutions per minute.

Time interval measurements. Time interval
measurements are similar to period measurements; the
only exception is that the trigger points on the single
waveform or waveforms are adjustable. Figure 3-22
illustrates that separate signals may be used as the start
and stop signals, and when the COM-SEP switch is
placed in the COM position, measurements may be made
from one point on a waveform to another point on the
same waveform. Triggering polarity, slope, and amplitude
are selected for each channel separately. The time
interval is displayed in microseconds, milliseconds, or
seconds.

A time interval counter is available that can measure
extremely short time intervals (10 nanoseconds to 0.1
second). A 1-MHz external frequency standard is
multiplied to 100 MHz in order to obtain 10-nanosecond
time increments as the counted frequency, resulting in
good resolution.

High-Frequency Measuring Methods. Precise high-
frequency measurements are possible because of several
innovations in quartz oscillator crystal design. These
innovations have resulted in a superior electron counter
time basis. Ambient temperature affects the frequency by
less than ± 2 parts in 1010 per degree C throughout the
range from 20° to + 50°C. The accuracy of the counter
is limited by the time-base oscillator stability, because
this oscillator circuit furnishes the definite time
information for a measurement. The time base must be
calibrated periodically, since the drift rate causes a
cumulative deviation in frequency which can result in a
measurement error. The accuracy of precision quartz
oscillators is usually expressed as long-term stability and
short-term stability.

Long-term stability refers to slow changes in average
frequency with time due to physical material changes in
the resonator or other elements of the oscillator.

Short-term stability refers to changes in average
frequency over a time sufficiently short so that the change
in frequency due to long-term effects is negligible.

Four methods have been developed which extend the
digitdl frequency measuring capability of electronic
counters. These methods are the prescaling method, the
heterodyne method, the transfer oscillator method, and
the automatic method. We shall explain each of the four
methods and show the basic principles of operation in
block diagrams.

Prescaling method. Figure 3-23 illustrates the

r- - - -1
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Figure 3-23. Electronic counter prescaling method, block diagram.
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Figure 3-24. E :tronic counter heterodyne r ,ahod, block di- ;ram.

prescaling method. The input signal is amplified and
scaled by a de ade in order to divide the input freouency
by a factor oi 10. The input to the counter froin the
prescaler is now within the direct measuring range of the
counter. For example, if the prescaler is used in
conjunction with a 10-MHz electronic counter, then the
direct measuring range of the counter would be extended
to 100 MHz.

Heterodyne method. The heterodyne method,
illustrated in figure 3-24, is a high-frequency measuring
method based on subtracting known reference
frequencies until the difference frequency is within the
direct measuring range of the electronic counter. The
harmonic generator produces all of the harmonics of 10
MHz. The harmonic selector cavity is manually tuned
until the selected harmonic, mixed with the input,
produces a difference frequency that is fed through an
amplifier. Then the output of the amplifier is applied to
the counter. A level meter indicates when the harmonic
selector has reached the proper reference frequency.

To find the frequency being measured, the reference
f-equencies are added to the electronic counter display.
I his addition usually involves nothing more than placing
one or two digits before the counter reading.
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Figure 3-25. Electronic counter transfer oscillation method, block
diagram.
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Figure 3-26. Electronic counter automatic method, block diagram.

Transfer oscillator method. This method provides an
extremely wide measuring range with counter accuracy
and is illustrated by figure 3-25. The transfer oscillator is
used in conjunction with a 50-MHz electronic counter.
The transfer oscillator method compares 1mrmonics of a
fundamental frequency with an unknown frequency.

When you are performing a measurement, adjust the
fundamental frequency to the point where one of the
harmonics is at the same frequency as the input signal.
This is accomplished by beating harmonics against the
input signal in a mixer and varying the fundamental
frequency until the difference frequency is zero. The
results can be observed on an oscilloscope. The counter is
able to read out the unknown frequency when the
fundamental frequency is multiplied by the harmonic
number by use of the front panel harmonic preset
switches. The proper harmonic number automatically
expands the counting period of the counter. This
expansion results in a direct presentation of the input
frequency in the readout of the counter.

The transfer oscillator includes a phase-lock designed
to synchronize itself with the input signal. Any tendency
in frequency change in either the input signal or the
transfer oscillator can be compensated for. This
compensation is accomplished by changing the transfer
oscillator frequency with the input signal.

Automatic method. Figure 3-26 is a block diagram of
the automatic method. This method makes it possible to
obtain instantaneous direct readings of unknown
microwave inputs. An unknown signal (F) is fed into a
harmonic mixer. A sweep oscillator frequency (f) is
applied to a mixer and harmonics are generated and
mixed with the input signal. A 1-MHz signal from the
counter time base is used as a phase detector and locking
frequency for the output signal of the mixer. This
circuitry phase-locks the proper harmonic (N) of the

sweep oscillator (f) with the input signal (F) at a precise 1-
MHz offset.

The input signal (F) is also applied to a second mixer
that has the same sweep oscillator signal (f) but with the
addition of a 1-kHz signal from the counter. When the
phase detector locks the sweep oscillator, the signal in this
second mixer is N (f + 1 kHz), which is mixed with the
input frequency (F). When the offset is exactly 1 MHz,
the F = fn ± 1 MHz. The output of the second mixer is 1-
MHz plus N kHz. The MHz signal from the counter is
mixed with the output of the second mixer, and the
resultant signal is N kHz. The mixed signal (N kHz) is
then applied to a digital N computer circuit along with
the 1-kHz signal from the counter. This circuit then
divides the N kHz by 1 kHz, and the result is N pulses.
The N pulses are gated in conjunction with the counter
time-base signal. This gating extends the time base to N
times the time-base switch position. This extension
multiplies f x N ± MHz so that the counter can read out
the unknown input frequency directly with the 1-MHz
offset.
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Exercises (433):
1. What is the function of an electronic counter?

2. What section of an electronic counter controls the
count start and stop with respect to time?

3. What determines the gating interval when making a
frequency measurement?

4. When using the electronrc counter for making
total:zing measurements, what does the display
indicate?

5. Which type of measurement would be used to
measure frequency dividers or frequency multipliers?

6. What does a time interval measurement display and
how?

7. What is the purpose of using a prescaler with an
electronic counter?

8 When using an electronic counter hezerodyne
method, how do you calculate the frequency being
measured?
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9. ?The automatic method features what type of 3. What is the basis of subdividing signal generators
readings? used in the lower frequency range?

t.

434. Classify and name the types of signal generators,
and state the basis of subdividing signal generators
functioning in tbe lower frequency range.

Signal Generators. A signal generator is a test device
that generates an alternating-current signal suitable for
test purposes. It is, in effect, a small radio transmitter that
can generate a signal of a desired frequency. The
generated signal may be modulated or unmodulated, and
it is used for the following tests or checks: alignment of
tuned circuits, dynamic troubleshooting (signal tracing),
sensitivity measurements, field-intensity measurements,
and approximate frequency measurements.

The use last mentioned above Is limited because the
signal generator is not a frequency meter and cannot be
relied upon as a frequency standard. Therefore, the signal
generator is used principally in the alignment of tuned
circuits.

Signal gene:ators are classified according to
frequency. There are of two typesaudiofrequency and
radiofrequency. Audiofrequency generators are
sometimes called audio oscillators and are capable of
producing signals whose frequencies range from 20 to
20,000 hertz per second. Radiofrequency generators
provide practical outputs ranging from 10 kilohertz per
second to about 10,000 megahertz per second.

No single generator completely covers all of the
existing radiofrequency ranges. However, various
radiofrequency generators covering specified portions of
the radiofrequency spectrum are available. Many of these
also have an audio output which is available through a
separate front panel jack. (Generally, frequencies of 400
and/or 1000 Hz are provided.)

The shape of the output waveform permits a further
classification of audiofrequency and radiofrequency
generators. That is, audiofrequency generators are
subdivided into sine-wave and square-wave (pulse)
generators. Pulse generators may provide positive or
negative pulses with variable repetition rate, width, and
amplitude. They are frequently used with card test sets.
Many are capable of being triggered externally,
internally, or manually. By comparison, radiofrequency
generators provide either a pure radiofrequency or a
radiofrequency with amplitude modulation, frequency
modulation, or pulse modulation.

Exercises (434):
1. How are signal generator types classified?

2. What are the types of signal generators?

435. Explain briefly the use and advantages of digilal
logic probes, clips, and pulsers.

Logic Probes, Clips, and Pulsers. Logic probes, clips,
and pulsers provide a faster less costly approach to the
troubleshooting of logic circuits. Your understanding
and propci- use of these test instruments will simplify the
troubleshooting of equipment using integrated circuits.

Logic probes. The logic probe is a state checker
indicating the presence of a high (1) or low (0) at the
point being tested. It is safer than the multimeter is. How?
Because the logic probe lets you keep your eye on both
the IC and the point you are testing, thus avoiding
possible shorting of pins by test leads. It is simpler to use
than the oscilloscope. Why? Because you need only
connect the probe clip to the power supply of the circuit
under test. Then you place the probe tip at the point to be
tested and monitor the probe indications. Many designs
are used for logic probes, but all will indicate either a 1 or
0 condition at the point being tested. Some logic probes
have the ability to indicate an "undefined" condition at
the point being tested (neither at I nor 0; a potential
between the two levels). Some probes will indicate the
presence of pulses. Still others have a switch selectable
memory mode. In this mode the leading edge of a pulse
will set a flip-flop to keep the pulse LED on the probe
lighted. This latter type may often be used in place of a
storage scope. A logic probe may be compatible with only
one logic family ITL and DTL. Others allow the
selection of CMOS with a selector switch.

Logic clip. The logic clip is an IC operation monitor.
Clamped over an IC DIP package and two rows of LEDs,
the logic clip instantly indicates the logic states of all pins
of the package. No controls are involved, not even a
power lead to connect. The clip automatically locates the
positive and ground potentials of the package being tested
or monitored.

The logic clip can give indications faster than a logic
probe with static or slowly changing signal conditions.
However, you will experience some limitations when you
use logic clips. For example, you cannot monitor many
fast-changing LEDs at the same time. You must also
consider the voltage requirements of the IC being
checked. In addition, some clips are limited to 7 volts,
while others may be used for higher voltage levels.
Furthermore, clips also operate with positive voltage
logic families, which means they will not work with some
MOS ICs and ICs requiring more than one voltage level.
Also, the logic clip cannot indicate a bad level. It will
only indicate a high (1) or low (0).

Logic pulser. The logic pulser is a high-quality pulse
generator without controls. It is used to manually trigger
the circuit being tested. You just clip the pulser's leads to
the power supply of the circuit uneer test, touch the
pulser probe to the point to be activated, and press the
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pulse button. The pulse thus generated will momentarily
drive all circuits connected to this test point to their
opposite state. Outputs as well as inputs are driven to the
opposite state, whether the test point is high or low.
Holding the pulse button in will generate a series of
pulses or a pulse chain. The logic pulser is usually used in
conjunction with a logic probe oi clip when checking
circuit operation.

Exercises (435):
1. Briefly indicate how to use a logic probe.

2. What is the advantage of a logic clip?

3. How do you use a logic pulser for testing ICs?

436. Specify types of special-purpose test sets and the
general functions they perform.

Special-Purpose Testers. Each type of computer or
switching system may have test sets that apply to only that
system. These test sets may be portable or may be part of
the system. Each will have its own function or purpose in
the maintenance of that system.

Trouble analyzers. The trouble analyzer is used to test
suspected assemblies without their being removed from
the equipment cabinet. Data processors usually process
data in both serial and parallel form, and the circuits that
process the data must be checked. The trouble analyzer,
for example, can compare two serial words bit for bit.
One word is produced by the analyzer and is used as a
standard. This standard word is processed by the circuits
under test and then fed back to the analyzer for
comparison with the original word. The analyzer may
also be of the type that injects a signal or frequency into
the circuits under test and then compares the circuit
outputs to a given standard. The office routiners or
circuit testers of switching systems operate on this
principle. Essentially these test sets analyze system
operation by simulating connections through the system.
They may also test the signaling capability of circuits used
to connect subscribers or terminals to the system.

Drawer testers. The drawer tester is used within some
systems for the testing and troubleshooting of equipment
drawer or shelf assemblies. When a system malfunction
has been isolated to a particular drawer assembly, the
suspected drawer is removed and connected to the test
set. Depending upon the type of tester, an appropriate
program is selected. The programmer may be a pluggable
program board, a series of switch settings on the tester, or
even a tape or card program.

Each of these test sets operates in basically the same
way. The drawer is tested by the test set automatically
exercising each circuit in the drawer in a preprogrammed
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sequence. The input and output signals of the drawer are
evaluated at each programmed step by comparator
circuits. Each satisfactory response indicates a GO
(sequence advance) signal, which causes the drawer test
set to advance one step and automatically evaluates the
next programmed function. In some cases, circuit
complexity makes it impractical to perform the entire test
procedure automatically. Auxiliary test equipment is
connected to the tester in order to make the necessary
additional checks manually. During these manual
operations, the automatic sequencing of the test advance
is interrupted, but it is rmumed after the manual test has
been completed. You may also be able to select the
manual mode of operation so that you can examine
outputs at any particular test step.

The manual mode of operation will often permit the
use of visual comparison of signals instead of using the
test set comparator. The test set control circuits provide
the required control and timing signals that cause the
signal generator to activate the drawer under test. The
drawer outputs are then checked at the test points with
auxiliary test equipment and compared with prescribed
performance standards. If the indications are correct, the
STEP, START, or ADVANCE pushbutton is depressed
to advance the test set to the next test step.

When a malfunction occurs during the performance of
a test procedure, it is necessary to determine the location
of the trouble by using:

Test block diagrams.
Test set logic diagrams.
Drawer under test logic diagrams.

Some drawer testers will isolate a trouble and identify
the printed circuit card at fault. 'four placement of the
printed circuit card returns the drawer and system to
operating status However, you may be required to repair
the circuit card.

Card testers. Each different type of card requires
specific input and output conditions for accurate testing.
Since the using system often requires thousands of cards,
you could conclude that the problem of designing a card
tester would be insurmountable if each type of card had a
different requirement for testing. This is not true,
however, because designers of modern-day equipment
have developed a system for the standardization of cards.

In any system there are requirements for basic circuits,
such as AND-gates, OR-gates, and diode matrices. The
number of combinations of these basic circuits is almost
unlimited; however, the number of different types of
individual circuits is limited to a relatively small number.
Cards are assembled, using capacitors, resistors, diodes,
and other components necessary for the formation of one
or more basic circuits. AU components and circuits on
the card are connected to a connector strip at one edge of
the card. This procedure makes it possible to use
variations in external wiring to connect various
components on the card to form the required circuits.
One card, for example, may be connected to form four
flip-flops with their associated input and output
components. When four of these cards are used, a 16-
stage shift register, storage register, or counter can be
constructed simply by making variations in external
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wiring. A small number of different kinds of cards can be
used to form the many circuits required by the computer
or switching system. Some data processors use as few as
five different kinds of cards. This standardization of
cards also makes card testers practical in that they need
be programmed to check only a limited number of
standard cards. Test sets generate test signals and provide
test loads and voltages that simulate actua: input and
output operating conditions for the plug-in cards or
modules under test. Setups and programs for card testers
vary; however, all of them simulate operating conditions
when testing cards. Most testers have test jacks at which
circuit functions are available for application to external
test equipment such as the oscilloscope.

Exercises (436):
1. How does a trouble analyzer test set check equipment

operation?

2. What is the function of a drawer tester?

3. In the manual mode, how may drawer testers
operate?

4. What does the use of connector strips make possible
with card testers?

5. How is a card tester used for repair of subassemblies?

437. List safety precautions applying to test
equipment.

Test Equipment Safety Precautions. There are
numerous safety precautions that you must observe while
using portable test equipment to avoid injury to
personnel. We have divided this into two areas, as
indicated next.

Precautions applicable to all electrical measuring
instruments. Three basic precautions that apply to all
electrical measuring instruments you must work with are:

a. Avoid mechanical shock. Instruments contain
permanent magnets, meters, etc., which are sensitive to
shock. Heavy vibrations or shock can cause loss of
calibration to the instruments.

b. Avoid exposure to strong magnetic fields. Strong
magnetic fields may permanently impair the accuracy of
an instrument by leaving residual magnetic effects in the
magnet, iron parts, or in the magnetic materials used to
shield the instruments. Locations subjected to strong
magnetic fields include regions near the pole pieces of

large motors and gcnerators, degaussing coils, and radar
magnetrons.

c. Avoid excessive current. This includes various
precautions, depending upon the type of instrument.
When in doubt, use the maximum scale range of the
instrument. You should make connections while the
circuit is deenergized, if possible, and then check all
connections to insure that the instrument will not be
overloaded before energizing.

Precautions observed to avoid instrument damage.
Certain safety precautions for you to observe to avoid
instrument damage include the following:

a. Avoid contacting the coils of wattmeters, frequency
meters, and rower meters, because they may carry
excessive current even when the meter pointer is on scale.

b. Never short-circuit the secondaries of current
transformers when the primary is energized.

c. Never short-circuit the secondaries of potential
transformers when the primary is energized.

d. Insure that meters in motor circuits can handle the
motor starting current, which may be as high as six or
eight times normal running current.

e. Never leave an instrument connected with .its
pointer off scale or deflected in the wrong direction.

f Never attempt to measure the internal resistance of a
meter movement with an ohmmeter, as the movemen.
may be damaged by the current required to operate the
ohmmeter,

g. Never advance the intensity control of an
oscilloscope to a position that causes an excessively bright
spot on the screen or permits a sharply focused spot to
remain stationary for any length of time.

h. When checking electron tubes with a tube tester,
always perform the interelement short test first. If the
tube is shorted, make no further tests.

i. Before measuring resistance, always discharge
capacitors in the circuit to be tested. Note and record any
points not having bleeder resistors or discharge paths for
capacitors.

j. Always disconnect voltmeters from field circuits or
other highly inductive circuits before opening the circuit.

The unsafe use of portable test equipment there can
produce hazardous situationssituations extremely
dangerous to personnel. For example, you may have an
oscilloscope plugged into one receptacle, an electronic
voltmeter plugged into another, and a soldering iron in
still another, using an extension cord, or many other
combinations. Some of these hazards presented by such
situations are coming into contact with live terminals or
test leads, or accidentally throwing the equipment to the
deck, thereby perhaps entangling personnel in the leads
or cords and causing severe or fatal shocks. In addition, if
the situation is such that a potential difference exists
between the metal cases of two or more instruments, this
potential may be sufficient to cause harmful shocks.

Wires attached to portable test equipment should
extend from the back of the instruments away from the
observer if possible. If this is not possible, they should be
clamped to the bench or table near the instruments. When
used in places where vibration is present, the instruments
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should be placed on pads of folded cloth, felt, or similar
material.

Exercise (437):
I. List the three basic precautions that apply to all test

equipment.

2. List certain safety precautions to observe to avoid
damaging instruments.

3. Indicate some hazards presented by the unsafe use of
portable equipment.

438. Identify certain factors which contribute to
breakdown of the test equipment, and tell how to
prevent or minimize moisture and dust effects on
electronic equipment.

Care and Handling of Test Equipment. You must be
extremely careful in handling any test equipment, even
though you may not use it in your own maintenance
program. (Prevent damage to organization test equipment
of all types.) Some of the test equipment you use may
require specific handling procedures. However, there are
several things which are detrimental to all precision test
equipmentrough handling, moisture, and dust.
Bumping or dropping a test instrument (even a short
distance) destroys the calibration of the instrument and
can cause circuit damage. Careless handling of test cables
can damage connections and thereby affect cable
characteristics. Even minor cable damage can affect the
accuracy of measurements.

Moisture is another common cause of test equipment
failure. Moisture is minimized in many of the more
complex items of electronic test equipment, such as signal
generators and oscilloscopes, since they have built-in
heaters. These heaters should always be operated for
several minutes before you apply the operating voltages to
the tester. Although most items of test equipment are not
tropicalized and fungus-proofed to reduce the danger of
high-voltage breakdown, some components of the
testerssuch as relays, connectors, and tube sockets
cannot be so treated. Always store such test equipment in
a dry place if possible.

Excessive dust and grime inside an item of test
hardware may also affect its accuracy and reliability. Be
sure that all of the assembly screws which hold the case of
the tester in place are secure. As an added precaution,
always replace dust covers when the tester is not in use. If
a tester has a case, and if the environment is not
temperature and humidity controlled, replace the tester in
its case after use. Test equipment that contains meter
movements is especially delicate. Make certain that the
amplitudes of all input signals are within the range of a
meter if you want the movement to retain its accuracy.

Keep all testers with meter movements away from strong
magnets.

The instructions (included with each item) for
properly stowing test equipment cables and other
accessories should be strictly adhered to. Improper
stowage of accessories causes changes in their
characteristics, intermittent troubles, and in general,
unreliable dications.

All of the procedures we have mentioned are basic and
simple, but they are very often neglected. It takes only a
few minutes to heed these precautions and to follow these
procedures. Still, they can save you many hours of wasted
effort.

Exercises (438):
1. What are the three factors that adversely affect test

equipment?

2. How can you prevent or minimize the effects of
moisture and dust that collect in and on electronic
test equipment?

439. Give the purpose and unit or level responsibilities
of a preventive maintenance program for test
equipment.

Preventive Maintenance. Exercise preventive
maintenance with all maintenance-support equipment.
The idea of preventive maintenance is applied to all test
equipment. You should anticipate and seek out possible
troubles which can lead to test-equ.g.ment brmkdown.
The location of your particular organization and your test
equipment inventory determines exactly what preventive
measures you must observe. Basically, your preventive
maintenance program should include systematic
inspection of an test equipment in your inventory. We
will elaborate on this later when we discuss the different
categories of test equipment.

The responsibility for having operational test
equipment rests entirely upon your organization. The
responsibility for maintenance of the test equipment can
be either partly or entirely upon your organization,
depending upon what equipment you are authorized. A
preventive maintenance program for test equipment
should be set up and maintained. This program, in
addition to correcting minor troubles and caring for
specialized test equipment, must use the services of the
precision measurement equipment laboratory (PMEL). A
PMEL has the tools, standards, parts, and equipment for
precision calibration of common commercial and
military standard test equipment. They also have the
training and facilities to perform services and repairs that
require subsequent readjustment, realignment, and
recalibration of these test items. Test equipment
maintenance charts or procedures should include
periodic inspections of test equipment to determine when
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such equipment must be rotated for PMEL inspection
and calibration, or for higher level maintenance.

Unless you have fully trained test equipment
maintenance personnel in your activity and have all of the
proper equipment needed to perform the maintenance,
you should perform only the most superficial
maintenance on common commercial and military
standard test equipment. This type of maintenance is
limited to such things as resetting the pointers of meters to
zero when the mf:ters are equipped with external
adjustments, or of placing tape on a cracked glass or case
to keep out dust and moisture temporarily. Only in a dire
emergency or in a grave tactical situation should you
attempt maintenance on test equipment which does not
fall within your normal scope of maintenance. Even then,
you should get the approval of the maintenance officer.
When such repairs are made, they should be noted on a
tag, and the tag should be attached to the instrument.
Permanent repair by the PMEL should then be made at
the earliest opportunity.

Remember that normally you are limited to only that
maintenance you can perform on test equipment and still
have it function accurately and reliably. Your
maintenance is limited when you do not have the training,
the tools, the maintenance equipment, the standards,
and/or the spare parts necessaryand when directives
prchibit such maintenance. You must realize the
limitations. Do not make repairs when there is a
possibility of circuit misalignment or calibration
inaccuracies unless you are directed to perform such
maintenance by the proper authority. You should
carefully review TO 00-20-14, Ai.- Force Metrology and
Calibration Program. The list that follows is included so
that you can compare the definitions for the four
equipment categories and establish differences between
them. When these differences are established, you have
no trouble deciding the category number for a given item
of equipment.

Category I. This is operational equipment installed in
systems, subsystems, or equipment the performance
parameters of which are to be measured, verified, or
tested.

Category 11. Included here is the peculiar precision
measurement equipment used to check out, maintain, and
calibrate Category I equipment. ("Peculiar" applies to
precision measurement equipment designed for and used
only on one system, subsystem, or equipment as
contrasted with "common" items which have general-
purpose cross-system applications.)

Category III. In this category comes common
commercial and military standard precision measurement
equipment used for maintenance, troubleshooting,
testing, verification, and c. ibration of Categories I and II
equipment.

Category /V Standards and accessories used to
calibrate Categories II and III equipment belong in this
category. This equipment normally is located in and used
by the base PMEL.

Two organizations have the primary responsibilities
for maintaining all equipment in Categories I and II.
They are (1) the using organization of which you are a
part and (2) the base's PMEL. As part of the using
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organization, you are responsible for the calibration of all
Category I and Category II equipment, with the following
exceptions:

a. Bae PMEL calibrates all general-purpose and
commercial Category II test equipment that can be moved
to the PMEL. This does not include test equipment that
must be calibrated while it is in your bench equipment.

b. Maintenance of test equipment that requires special
skills or special equipment (whether it be Category I or
Category II) that is available only at the PMEL is the
responsibility of the base PMEL.

If you are in doubt as to whose area of responsibility a
specifi.; piece of test equipment falls into, go to your
techm cal order file and refer to TO 33K-1-01,
Calibiation Procedures and Responsibilities. This TO lists
all test equipment in the Air Force inventory, tells who is
responsible for its calibration, lists any applicable TO
containing the procedures for calibration, and lists the
maximum number of days between required calibrations.

Exercises (439):
1. What is the purpose of a preventive maintenance

program?

2. What is there about a PMEL makes it best qualified
to be responsible for precise calibration of common
commercial and military standard test equipment?

3. Normally, to what extent can you perform
maintenance on test equipment?

4. Who is responsible for maintenance of Category IV
test equipment?

5. Who is responsible for maintenance of Category
and Category II test equipment?

6. Where should you look when in doubt about who is
responsible for specific equipment?

440. State which TOs assign scheduling
responsibilities, list all of the types of certification
labels (AFTO forms) used on test equipment, and cite
specific characteristics of selected labels.

PMEL Equipment Scheduling Procedures. You will
recall from our discussion of maintenance
documentation reports that the maintenance supervisor
receives a report which identifies test equipment that is
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Figure 3-27. AFTO Form 108, certification label.

due an inspection. The reason for this is that the PMEL
section should automatically schedule your test
equipment and call for it when calibration is required.
Normally, the materiel control office in the maintenance
organization is responsible for the equipment being
delivered to PMEL on the date scheduled and then
returned to the maintenance work center when
calibration is completed. Materiel Control also normally
handles unscheduled maintenance requests on equipment
for which the PMEL is responsible. However, test
equipment that is an integral part of your equipment or
system and which cannot be removed, but requires special
skills and equipment for calibration, may be calibrated by

NOTICE
CERTIFICATION

VOID WHEN
SEAL IS BROKEN

AFTO FORM 255, OCT. 62
AF, ARNOLD B F 1-69 5050M

Figure 3-28. AFTO Form 255, certification void svil.
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the using organization with the assistance of PMEL
personnel.

TOs which govern test equipment scheduling and
calibration are TO 33-1-14, Calibration and Certification
of PME, and TO 33K-1-100, Calibration Technical
OrdersResponsibilities and Calibration Measurement
Areas. These TOs govern the handling and scheduling of
test equipment that you will be using.

The following sections cover the forms and labels that
you will encounter most frequently when using precision
measuring equipment.

Certifismtion Label (AFTO Form 108). This label,
shown in figure 3-27, is completed and affixed to
standards and PME certified by all Air Force calibration
laboratories. It is also employed by the using organization
to record calibration of equipment. Authorized PMEL
personnel fill out and affix this label.

As indicated in figure 3-27, when the piece of
equipment is calibrated, the technician puts a
certification stamp in the Certified By block. The next
due date is then entered in the adjacent Date Due block.
After the second inspection and when all blocks have
been filled, the label is removed and a new one is affixed
by authorized PMEL personnel at the next inspection.
The only time you, as a technician, will make entries on
this form is when you are authorized by special order to
certify calibration.

Notice Certification Void When Seal Is Broken
(AFTO Form 255). Refer for this to figure 3-28. This is a
seal that PMEL attaches to all standards and to all items
of PME which have adjustments that affect calibration.
This seal is not required on mechanical zero adjustment
screws located on electrical indicating meters. The seal is .
applied in such a manner that any attempt to repair or
adjust the equipment will result in breaking the seal.
When it is broken, certification of calibration accuracies
is no longer valid. Recertification must be accomplished
by PMEL if calibration accuracy is in question.

No Calibration Required (AFTO Form 256). Use
TO 33K-1-100 to determine which items are to be
labeled with AFTO Form 256, which is shown in figure
3-29. Obtain the forms from the local PMEL. Usually,
PMEL will furnish a stamped or initialed form to the user
for application. However, the form can be certified by the
user simply by initialing it. Other forms and labels are
used in conjunction with PME; however, these
mentioned here are the most common.

NoCALIBRATION
REQUIRED
AFTO FORM 256, OCT 62

AF, UNION-CAMP, 2-64,1250M

Figure 3-29. AFTO Form 256, No Calibration Required.



Exercises (440):
I. List the TOs which cover the scheduling a: d

handling of test equipment.

2. Name the AFTO form which is commonly affixed to
test equipment.

3. Which of the AFTO forms mentioned in BOF
segment 444 may be certified by the user without
special orders?

3-3. Air Force Computer and Switching Systems

The number of computer and switching systems used
by the USAF prohibits the covering of each in this text.
Therefore, we will only look at a few of the major systems
which you may encounter

441. Define AUTOVON and AUTOD1N, and cite
basic AUTOVON and AUTOD1N configurations and
functions.

Here we go into AUTOVON 490L first and
AUTODIN second. Six subareas are covered in these tw
topics.

AUTOVON 490L. The overseas automatic voice
network (overseas AUTOVON) is the Defense
Communications Agency's (DCAs) direct distance
dialing telepnone network. This network links overseas
defense installations and other official users and, together
with similar facilities in the continental United States
(CONUS), provides these users with rapid-access high-
quality worldwide telephone and data communications.

In broadest terms, the AUTOVON switch facility is a
circuit-switched telephone switching center that enables
subscribers to dial telephones on a worldwide basis.

All switching is performed automatically, on a four-
wire basis, in response to addressing signals received from
the caller or stored in the originating switching center.
Long-haul connections are established by forwarding the
addressing information from switching center to
switching center, as requested by each center added to the
chain. Automatic alternate routing is provided, and all
sending of addressing information is done by the
controlling switching center. A normal connection
through the AUTOVON network is completed in
approximately 4 seconds.

The switch facility includes correed (encapsulated
relay contact) matrices to perform the ., cuit switching
on a space-divided basis; a random-access, electrically
alterable memory; and electronic, space-divided and
time-divided common control and marker circuits. Dial
pulse (DP), 2/6 multifrequency (MF) nonconfirmation,
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2/6 multifrequency (MF) confirmation, and 2/8 dual-
tone multifrequency (DTMF) address signaling modes
are used as applicable for the source and destination of
each call.

The switching (correed) matrices are housed in five-
drawer cabinets, while the electronic and other
electromechanical equipment is housed in gate cabinets.
Dial service assistance (DSA) operator, supervisor, and
training consoles, battery racks, power rectifier cabinets,
distributing frames, and cable racks are used as needed to
house other equipment and intercabinet cables. Figure
3-30 shows the physical arrangement of a typical
AUTOVON switch facility.

Switch facility functions and features. Each AUTOVON
switch facility performs its switching functions in this
manner:

a. Operates as a four-wire automatic switching center.
b. Functions as a common control, space-divided

switching system, employing a solid-state memory array
for programming traffic handling in the switching
equipment.

c. Is capable of handling all voice and analog signals
that can be passed over wideband voice circuits.

d. Accepts addressing signals from four-wire
subscriber subsets arranged for DTMF signaling.

e. Accepts DP signals from private branch exchange
(PBX) trunks and sends DP signals to PBX installations
equipped for direct inward dialing.

f Performs all tandem switching functions with other
AUTOVON switching centers on a four-wire basis, using
MF confirmation address signaling.

g. Is equirped with two or more DSA operator
positions if the switch facilities have DSA. Here the
operator gives special services for completing calls,
placing delayed calls, arranging random conference calls,
etc. Calls requiring operator service from switch facilities
without DSA equipment are routed to the nearest DSA-
equipped switch facility on generai-purpose interswitch
trunks.

i'recedence levels. A UTOVON has five levels of
precedence in accordance with the joint uniform
telephone priority system. Here are these five levels:

4 - ROUTINE
3 - PRIORITY (P)
2 - IMMEDIATE (I)
I - FLASH (F)
0 - FLASH OVERRIDE (FO)
The caller selects the precedence for each cal!,

dependent upon the highest authorized level stored for
that individual's line in the serving switching center
memory. Memory of the precedence of each call is stored
at each switching center in the call path. Thus, when a
precedence call (i.e., a call with precedence higher than
routine) encounters an all-trunk-busy condition, or if the
call line is busy, the switching center at which the busy
condition is encountered preempts a trunk serving a call
of lower precedence or, in the case of a busy line,
preempts the line if the call in progress is of lower
precedence. The preempting switching center sends a
measured supervisory signal in both directions to instruct
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Figure 3-30. Typical AUTOVON switching facility.

all other switching centers in the call path to release the
connection. The originating and terminating switching
centers send a distinctive preemption tone to their
respective affected stations until the user hangs up. If the
preempting call is destined for a busy line, the station
begins to ring at the precedence rate as soon as the user
hangs up. Note that both the ringing signal and the
audible ringing tone (ringback signal) are interrupted at
an accelerated rate for precedence calls to indicate an
urgency above the routine.

AUTODIN. The automatic digital network
93
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(AUTODIN) is a highly complex computerized
communication system designed to transmit and receive
narrative messages and data traffic from originators to
addressees quickly and securely. AUTODIN is the
world's largest, most advanced, high-speed digital
communication system.

The AUTODIN consists of all AUTODIN switching
centers (ASCs) and all connected terminal stations. This
fully automatic switching network is designed,
engineered, and programmed to provide continuous
operation with a minimal loss of service and no loss of
traffic. A general purpos_ communication network, it
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Figure 3-31. Typical ASC floor plan.

provides record communication service to Department of
Defense (DOD) and other Federal Government agencies.
It is used to transmit and receive administrative,
operational, logistical, and statistical message traffic. In
its present configuration, the system consists of 17
automatic switching centers (ASCs) and approximately
1500 subscriber terminai stations. The continental
United Stated (CONUS) portion of the network is made
up of 8 ASCs and about 950 terminal stations, while the
overseas portion consists of 9 ASCs and approximately
550 terminals. The eight CONUS ASCs and one overseas
ASC (Wahiawa, Hawaii) are leased from and maintained
by Western Union Telegraph Company. The remaining
overseas switches are Government owned and are
maintained and operated by the military departments.

Various types of media can be accommodated by the
network. These medias are paper tape, electronic
accounting machine (EAM) cards, and magnetic tape.
The individual applications Pf the media are defined as
language media format (LMF). Depending upon the
needs of the facility being served and with the proper
equipment configuration, any combination of these
language media can be used at terminal locations.

The system will also accept, convert, and process
variations of digital data codes. The conventional
teletypewriter five-level code known as International
Teletypewriter Alphabet Number Two (ITA#2) can be
.,rocessed along with the more sophisticated eight-levd

)des known as Fieldata and American Standard Code
r Information Interchange (ASCII). Whereas the latter

codes have the capability of maintaining character
grity through assignment of parity and control
-acters, the former has no such capability. The system

,:cepts and converts, back and forth, between the
Hollerith and ASCII codes for EAM cards.
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The AUTODIN switching centers (ASCs) are the
facilities that integrate all diverse facets of the network
into a common system. Figure 3-31 shows a typical ASC
floor plan. Each ASC uses computers to process the
messages. It uses buffers to compensate for differences in
speed by using a combination of magnetic disks, mass
memory units, and magnetic drums to temporarily store
messages while they are in the ASC. It uses magnetic tapes
to make permanent recordings of the messages processed
and to keep a history of the processing surrounding each
message. Each ASC operates on a full-time basis.

At the ASC, messages are queued and dispatched
sequentially within each precedence level. The ASC
interprets precedence level prosigns and will interrupt a
lower precedence for the highest precedence level
(FLASH) traffic. Messages that have been interrupted for
FLASH traffic are queued and subsequently
retransmitted.

Traffic is processed in accordance with digital data
code, precedence, language media format, security
classification, and subscriber identifying routing
indicators.

As you will see in the following paragraphs, the
AUTODIN system was developed to provide the
maximum attainability in speed, security, accuracy, and
reliability.

Speed. AUTODIN circuit speeds vary with a rai.ge
from 75 baud (94-100 wpm) to 4800 baud (6000 wpm),
depending upon the type of equipment used and the
communication requirement of the using activity. Trunk
circuits used between ASCs operate from 2400 to 9600
baud. NOTE: The word per minute (wpm) rate can be
determined from the baud rate. Divide the baud rate by 4
and then add the quotient to the dividend. For example:
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4800
1200 (quotient) +1200

4./4800 baud rate (dividend) 6000 wpm

Security. The AUTODIN system uses link encryption.
Each circuit link with a requirement for passing classified
information is secured by cryptographic equipment that
insures the protection of all classified information. The
ASC also provides a means of detecting and preventing
the transmission of classified information over those
circuits which are nonsecured.

Accuracy. Accuracy is obtained through the use of
error detection codes and correction functions. These
methods insure that each character of a message is
accurately preserved from the time it is introduced into
the network until it reaches its final destination.
Automatic accuracy control features at both the ASC and
tributary stations insure that not more than one error in
10,000,000 characters processed goes undetected. ASCs
are engineered to automatically correct detected errors or
to initiate an alarm to the operator identifying the errored
condition. Processing of other traffic continues while
alarm conditions are being presented to the operator for
action.

Reliability. Each ASC has two identical computers for
processing of message traffic. Other spare peripheral
equipment is available, thereby providing a complete
backup for the on-line system. One computer remains on-
line at all times processing traffic, while the other
computer may be used by Maintenance, programmers,
and for off-line operational functions. These computers
are periodically reversed to permit testing and
maintenance which does not affect the normal processing
of daily traffic.

AUTODIN is a solid-state transistorized digital
transmission system. The built-in capabilities of the
AUTODI14 system are supplemented by special features
which make it a unique communications system.

Exercises (441):
I. What is AUTOVON?

2. How does each AUTOVON switch facility perform
its switching functions?

3. What is AUTODIN?

4. Name three codesone five-level and two eight-
levelthe AUTODIN system can process, tell which
is (are) superior, and explain briefly why.
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5. What is the range of the functioning circuit speeds at
which AUTODIN works?

6. The AUTODIN system uses encryption to
maintain security.

7. To maintain functional reliability through testing
and maintenance while, at the same time, not
affecting normal daily traffic processing, what is
done with which AUTODIN computers?

442. Specify certain configurations, elements, and
equipment related to 4071, TACS and indicate selected
functions or operations lerformed in TACS.

Tactical Air Control System (TACS/407L). The
tactical air control system includes the organization and
equipment needed to plan, direct, and control tactical air
operations and to coordinate air operations with other
services. It is composed of control agencies and
communications-electronics facilities that provide the
means for centralized control and decentralized
execution of missions.

The TACS/407L is the system designed to fully exploit
the flexibility of air power in a tactical environment. As a
mobile system, it provides a component commander with
the equipment and information necessary to plan, to
direct, and to control tactical air operations. The heart of
the system is the Hughes 4118 computer and its
associated peripheral equipment. The peripheral
equipment may contain up to 14 display consoles on
which video display devices indicate the air-ground
situation.

The 407L TACS is designed to meet the operational
needs of rapidly changing tactical situationsit is
mobile, can be expanded quickly, and permits flexible
use of operations and maintenance personnel. Refer to
figure 3-32 for a simplified view of the elements of 407L
TACS. Notice the tactical airbase (TAB) at the upper left;
here is where the aircraft are ba-..ed, maintained, and
loaded for combat support missions. The TACS
equipment here includes radios, teletype, and telephone
systems to meet the communications needs of en route
and terminal air traffic control. At the far right side of
figure 3-32, we show several blocks representing Army
unitsthese are the people who receive the air support
from the TAB; they are linked to the TACS by radio or
field phones not parts of the 407L TACS. Directly to
their left in figure 3-32, is the close-in part of the
TACSthe DASC (direct air support center), ALOs (air
liaison officers), and FACs (forward air controllers)
mounted in jeeps or possibly on foot. The ALO/FAC
(also called the TACP for tactical air control party) have
radio contact with the DASC, which in turn requires both
radio and telephone systems. The center portion of figure
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3-32 includes the AFCCP (Air Force component
command post) and TACC (tactical air control center).
These are the headquarters for planning and executing
the tactical air support missions. The communications
and electronic systems here include radar, radio, and
telephone equipment. Below them, in figure 3-32, we
show the CRC (control reporting center) and two CRPs
(control reporting posts), together with their associated
radar equipment. These are linked to the overall system
by telephone, teletype, and radio equipment.

The amount and types of 407L equipment deployed
for a given tactical situation depend upon the size' and
physical location of the components of the joint task
force. A minimum configuration would include one
TACC; one CRC, with two associated FACP forward air
control posts to furnish navigation and surveillance
information to the TACC; and one DASC, with the
required number of TACPs. If the tactical air capability
needed by the Army is larger, the minimum configuration
is expanded by adding a CRC with associated CRPs,
FACPs, and TACPs as necessarV. Only one DASC is
used, but its size and equipment content is increa-ed to
support the added TACPs.

TACS equipment that you may be called on to
maintain includes AN/ITC-30 central offices located at
the TAB, TACC, CRCs, and CRPs; the AN/ITC-32, a
40-line manual switchboard located in the DASC;
communications patch bays located at each operations
module; and various end instruments (telephone subsets)
located throughout the TACS. Now that we have had a
quick overview of the 407L system, let's now look at the
elements that utilize 305X4 maintenance personnel.

AN/FTC-30. Central to voice communications within
the TACS is the AN/ITC-30. The AN/TTC-30 provides
the high-speed, transportable switching necessary for
communications for this weapons system.

This system is designed to be highly practical for
transportable communications. It has many advantages
over older systems. For example, it is smaller in size,
lighter in weight, and consumes less power. It is computer
organized, which means that the maintenance person
does not use wired options. Instead, by simply altering the
information stored in a program memory, that individual
quickly changes the class of service a subscriber
receiveswhich may include anything from a direct line
to nonpriority dial service. An AN/ITC-30 tactical unit
has far greater communications possibilities under
combat conditions than any of its processors. This ESC
(electronic switching center), with the exception of the
lines or cables, can be moved quickly from one location
to another in two trailers either towed or airlifted with a
helicopter. Therefore, should the enemy threaten to
overrun a headquarters position, the ESC can easily and
quickly be moved with the headquarters.

The AN/FTC-30 ESC provides automatic call
processing functions requested by any one of the
subscriber or trunk lines. Essentially, the ESC consists of
a transmission network and a special purpose real-time
computer. The transmission network contains
transmission lines and associated electronic switches for
each line. These electronic switches are activated on a
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time-shared basis to establish continuity and, therefore, a
connection between lines. Activation of these switches is
controlled by the computer. The ESC performs the
:sollowing functions to provide automatic call processing:

(1) Checks the status of each line every 10
milliseconds.

(2) Detects lines requesting service during the line
status check and orders appropriate processing to satisfy
the request.

(3) Accepts keyeti office code and/or directory
number digits from the calling line and performs
appropriate processing to establish a connection to the
called line represented by the keyed digits.

(4) Generates supervision tones (dial tone,
preliminary ring tone, answer tone, warning tone, seizure
tone, and release tone) for signaling to the calling and
called lines.

(5) Controls the activation of the electronic switches
in the transmission network on a time-shared basis to
establish and maintain a connection between terminals.

(6) Updates the status of each line during the line
check to reflect the present conditions for the line.

(7) Initiates processing for disconnect when a can is
completed.

Elements of 407L TACS. As we cover the various
407L elements, continue to refer to figure 3-33 to get an
idea where these elements fit into the overall picture. As
we have stated earlier, our primary concern will be the
elements that utilize our AFSC.

Air Force component command post. The AFCCP is the
headquarters facility for the Air Force component of the
JTF. It is the operating location where general planning,
command, adrninistrative, and logistics supervision
operations are conducted. The AFCCP is collocated with
the TACC.

The tactical air control center (TACC) shelter
complex (TSQ-92) is the operations center of the AFCCP
and is the focal point for all air activities within the
TACS. The TACC plans and coordinates the
employment of tactical air effort and air control
functions in the area of operations. The flexibility of
types and amounts of communications equipment used
will provide the operational requirements for the highest
or lowest ground force field command responsible for
planning and directing daily combat operations. This
may range from a division up to a field army.

Figure 3-33 is an illustration of a one-cell minlinum
configuration assembly sequence for a TACC, CRC, or
CRP operations center. Part I depicts the furnishing
module, and part 2 is a group display module. These two
modules contain all of the equipment for the interior:
display boards, desks, chairs, and communications
equipment. Part 3 shows the shelter side panels extended
and mated to form the operations center floor. The
double-wall elastomer-coated synthetic fabric shelter
inclosure is inflated to 4 psi to complete the formation of
the shelter, as illustrated in parts 4 and 5 of figure 3-33.

Control reporting center/air traffic regulation caner. The
CRC/ATRC is subordinate to the TACC. It utilizes radar
to control inflight, aircraft and perform surveillance
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Figure 3-33. Assembly sequence for TACC, CRC/CRP operations center.

within its assigned area of a combat zone. The CRC
coordinates and controls the 407L system's AC&W
radar, which is located at the CRPs and FACPs. These
elements provide the air situation information through
the CRC to the TACC. The CRC is the focal point of the
AC&W capability to display, evaluate, and distribute
information on air activity within its sphere of influence.

The ATRC function of the CRC provides
coordination of area Air Force air traffic with the Army,
Navy, Marines, civil, and Allied Forces. Figure 3-34 is an
illustration of a typical CRC/ATRC field deployment.
The CRC shelter and equipment are designated as the
ANa'SQ-9 1.

Control and reporting post. The CRP is subordinate to
the CRC and provides radar coi.ol and surveillance
within an assigned area forward of the CRC. During an
emergency it has the capability of assuming CRC
functional responsibilities. It combines information from
its subordinate FACPs and its own radar and then
forwards the information to the CRC. The CRP also
provides navigational assistance and direction to aircraft
on offensive and defensive missions.

Direct air support center. The DASC is a highly mobile,
air transportable facility designed to operate with the
Army tactical operations center. It is a forward element,
as shown in figure 3-33, and it is subordinate to the
TACC. The DASC receives, plans, and coordinates
Arm requests for immediate close air support, tactical
air r onnaissance, and assault airlift from the TACP
(mai al air control party). When air effort is allocated
for these requests, the DASC directs its employment. It
also acts as an advisory agency to the Army comman
on the feasibility of requests for air support.

The DASC (minimum) operations center
(ANMQ-93) is comprised of two functional operating
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modulesthe communications module and the
operations module.

The communications module handles teletype and
voice communications; it also provides equipment for
technical control requirements. The functional
capabilities are telephone switching (DASC switchboard,
AN/TTC-32), secure and nonsecure teletype and
telephone, and the interfacing of equipment.

Normally, the operations module will be mated
(electrically, mechanically, and physically) to the
communications module. The operations shelter contains
radio and telephone patching equipment through which
the operational positions are provided secure and
nonsecure telephone and ground-to-air radio service.
The module is also provided with display boards for
plotting and posting tactical situations.

Tactical air base communications/terminal air traffic
control facility. The TAB Comm/TATCFs are 407L
elements collocated at the airbase. They are composed of
the TAB communications equipment and the TTACF air
traffic control equipment required to support the
deployed tactical Air Force unit. These elements are
transportable, mobile facilities consisting of a telephone
central office, 2 control centers, 2 teletypes, and
miscellaneous radio equipments.

Exercises (442):
I. What is the heart of the 407L system?

2. Identify (a) TACS equipment you may be asked to
maintain and (b) where this equipment is found.
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3. What is the central to voice communications within
the TACS?

4. List any four of the functions the AA/TTC-30 ECS
performs to provide automatic call processing.

5. What are the elements of the TACS?

6. Operationally, what does the CRC coordinate and
control, and as the local point of AC&W capability,
what functions does the CRC fulfill?

7. What equipment comprises a DASC (minimum)
operations center (ANMSQ-93) configuration?

443. State what the USAF Spacetrack system provides;
identify the MEWS Spacetrack "eyes" for the North
American continent and give the functions of BMEWS
and OTH.

Space Tracking. Early space observation efforts in
this country were directed primarily toward assuring
success of the Vanguard (first U.S. space program)
project. Procedures were based upon the expectation that
satellites would emit cooperative radio transmissions.
This would permit precise tracking by relatively simple
ground tracking systems. Founded upon this premise, a
global observation network called Minitrack was
established. Also in existence at that time was a program
called Moonwatch. In this program, amateur astronomers
and other interested persons with appropriate equipment
were urged to observe satellites and to report their
observations. However, before Vanguard could be
launched successfully, the Soviet Union launched
Sputnik I. Although Sputnik I carried a transmitter, its
operating frequencies did not correspond with those
planned for Vanguard. This Soviet launching revealed
the inadequacies of the existing methods of observation.

Today there are two major systems in use for the
purpose of detecting and tracking missiles and satellites.
They are the USAF Spacetrack System and the Missile
Early Warning System (MEWS).

USAF Spacetrack System. This system provides a means
for detecting, tracking, cataloging, and identifying man-
made objects in space. In addition, the USAF Spacetrack
System affords essential data to the USAF Space Defense
Center (SDC) inside NORAD's Cheyenne Mountain
Complex (NCMC) at Colorado Springs, Colorado.
Radar, telemetric, and optical space sensors, located
throughout the world, provide continuous observational

data to the SDC. The Space Defense Center functions as
the command control facility through which NORAD
exercises operational supervision of the USAF
Spacetrack System. Aerospace Defense Command
(ADC) is responsible for carrying out the USAF
Spacetrack mission. It does so through the 14th
Aerospace Force, which has overall command
supervision of ADC elements and managerial direction
of other participating USAF agencies.

Missile Early Warning System (MEWS). The next major
system that we shall discuss is the Missile Early Warning
System. There are three systems within MEWS. They are
the Ballistic Missile Early Warning System (BMEWS),
the Sea-Launched Ballistic Missile (SLBM) System, and
the Over-the-Horizon (OTH) System. These systems are
the "eyes" watching for ICBM or intermediate range
ballistic missile (IRBM) penetrations toward the North
American continent.

a. Ballistic Missile Early Warning System (BMEWS).
BMEWS was specifically designed for detecting and
providing early, reliable warning of a mass ballistic
missile attack against the United States, Southern Canada,
and the United Kingdom. It has a sensor network, a
communications network, a command and control center
(central computer and.display facility, CC&DF), and a
central data processing facility.

Due to the increasing satellite population, all facilities
that could contribute directly or indirectly to aerospace
defense were integrated into the USAF Spacetrack
System. This led to the second mission for BMEWS and
started the planning for the integration of BMEWS into
the Spacetrack System. Today, the Spacetrack mission of
BMEWS is clearly defined.

The Spacetrack mission of the BMEWS sensors is to
detect, track, and report positions of man-made orbiting
objects in accordance with the Space Defense Center's
tasking system. The value of BMEWS becomes apparent
when you realize that the BMEWS sites collectively have
the capability to detect 99 percent of the entire satellite
population in earth orbit within an average 24-hour
period. This support is given on a noninterference basis
with the BMEWS primary mission.

b. Sea-Launched Ballistic Missile (SLBM) Detection
and Warning System. This system supplementsthe missile
radar coverage of the BMEWS that guards the northern
approaches to North America. The SLBM system,
comprised of seven sites on the Atlantic, Pacific, and
Gulf coasts, has as its purpose the detection of any missile
launched at sea and approaching our coastline.

c. Over-the-Horizon (OTH) System. OTH consists of a
"family" of systems that bounce radar signals off the
ionosphere and back to earth, far beyond the ionosphere
and back to earth, far beyond the horizon. This system
also adds to the BMEWS capability, and it substantially
improves the warning time in the event of a ballistic
missile attack.

Other supporting agencies. There are many other
agencies that contribute to the space mission. USAF
commands, other than ADC, are supporting the space
efforts. Certain civilian agencies and universities are
contributing significantly. In general, you will find that
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any agcncy having the ,ability to do so is contributing
in some way to space surveillance. BMEWS?

3. What is thc operational Spacetrack mission of

Exercises (443):
1. What does the USAF Spacetrack System provide?

2. What MEWS systems function as the "eyes" watching
for ICBM and IRBM penetrations toward the North
American continent?

4. Discuss briefly the operational function of OTH and
what else it accomplishes.
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CHAPTER 4

Corrosion Control

NOTE: For objectives 444 through 454, study objectives
001 through 011 in Module 10001, Corrosion Control,
which accompanies this volume. When you complete
Module 10001, return to the text.

Module 10001

CDC 30554-3 Objectives Module 10001 Objectives
444 001
445 002
446 003
447 004
448 005
449 006
450 007
451 008
452 009
453 010
454 011
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Corrective Maintenance

IN THE PREVIOUS chapters of this CDC, y u gained
an insight into the knowledges needed to perform the
various duties associated with mainte.iing a computer
system. As your trainer guides and directs you through
the maintenance inspections and tasks associated with
your particular system, this important fact should become
apparent to you: Successful mission accomplishment of a
computer or switching system is dependent upon a system
of scheduled maintenance inspections performed by
competent maintenance personnel. Wouldn't it be great if
the effective performance of nil scheduled maintenance
guaranteed equipment infallibility? Of course, this is not
the case, since equipment failures can occur at any time.
However, effective accomplishment of the scheduled
maintenance inspections minimizes equipment failure.
When a failure does occur in your system, you will be
responsible for troubleshootingi.e., for isolating and
correcting the problem as fast as you can in order to
return the system to the performance of its primary
mission.

Troubleshooting is not what we once knew. It has
taken on a new dimension. With the advent of the
computer came the necessary digital techniques
information. Without this information being available to
the technician, the facility to troubleshoot a system
employing solid-state or integrated circuitry just was not
available. In order to perform the troubleshooting
function, the specialist had to learn the new techniques
that were employed in the newer equipment. Digital and
integrated circuitry has forced even the experienced
maintenance specialist to learn new methods of
troubleshooting, as well as the fundamentals which are
associated with the new system concepts. With the advent
of the computer, and all of its shortcuts and wonders,
came a new age of troubleshooting. The computer figures
our pay, works out mathematics problems, and makes our
life as a maintenance specialist much easier than
previously so. Yes, the computer can do all of these
thingsas long as it functions properly. But, efficient as
it is, the computer (just like humans) still has its
problems. This is where you come in. Picture this
situation: Everything is working smoothly. Then,
suddenly, the electronic brain (that has practically taken
our jobs away and which has made us look ridiculous
because of its superior ability and speed in working math
problems compared to ours) has failed. Now it is at your
mercy. How do you act? Answer: Responding as any
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good maintenance person dedicated to that person's
profession should react, you "cure" its ills.

But isn't this situation ironic? Granted you may not be
^s speedy or may not possess the efficiency or reliability
ol the computer, still, without you it stands revealed as
nothing more than several miles of wire and a maze of
electronic hardware--all completely within your power.
But, while you are savoring this great feeling of power
and pride, keep in mind that you will maintain your
superiority only as long as you are able to maintain
proficiency in troubleshooting your system.

Each computer or switching system has
troubleshooting aids designed to accompany itskillfully
planned to make your job of isolating failures within it
easier. Some of the more important troubleshooting aids
that you might use on the job are:

Fault indicators.
System and unit testers.
Performance test standards.
Diagnostic programs.
Flow diagrams.
Specialized test equipment.

The various troubleshooting techniques presented in
this chapter are representative of those used in
troubleshooting most of the systems maintained by
personnel in the electronic computer and switching
systems specialty. The computer system that you are
maintaining, together with your personal abilities, will
dictate the troubleshooting technique or techniques you
adopt and whether you excel in using it and them.

5-1. Isolation of Equipment Malfunctions

Isolating equipment malfunctions may involve many
unrelated tasks. In fact, sometimes it may become a
confusing experience. This section is devoted to
eliminating for you as much of the confusion involved in
isolating equipment malfunctions as is humanly possible.

455. Isolating equipment malfunctions, give the reason
for thinking before acting; list the steps of a general
troubleshooting procedure; name the indicator which
can speed up troubleshooting and how; and explain
briefly the value of periodic performance checks to
document troubleshooting.
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In this segment we will cover troubleshooting
considerations, the setting up of a general troubleshooting
procedure, analysis of malfunction symptoms, and
locating the trouble by inspection. We will begin by
discussing just what is involved in troubleshooting
considerations.

Troubleshooting Considerations. The basic
troubleshooting procedures used in computer
maintenance are generally quite logical. A good specialist
will attack a problem by asking and trying to answer some
simple questions. Your first questions normally conceal
the causes of the trouble. As each question is answered,
you eliminate some possible sources of trouble, thus
decreasing step by step the different areas you must
troubleshoot. How far you are able to proceed will
depend upon your knowledge of the equipment and your
ability to troubleshoot. Your knowledge may permit you
to locate the exact component that is causing the trouble,
or it may only permit you to isolate the trouble to a
cabinet or rack. However, with only a limited knowledge
of the equipment and by using the correct procedure, as
the troubleshooter, you will probably find the more
obvious troubles.

Know your equipment. Remember, there is no
substitute for equipment familiarization to aid you in
troubleshooting your system. Why is this such an
important consideration in troubleshooting? That's a
good question. The best way to answer it is to ask you this
question: If you are not familiar with your equipment to
the extent that you can analyze its operation, indicators,
printouts, and programs, how can you isolate a failure
within that equipment and take the proper corrective
action?

THINK before you act. The most important step in any
troubleshooting effort is to think before you act. Ask
yourself, "What are the symptoms and, knowing these,
what could most likely be causing the trouble?" By asking
yourself and trying to answer these questions, you will be
foliowing a logical sequence of stepswhich will
probably lead you to the cause of the trouble much more
quickly than you would reach it by a trial-and-error
(acting first, thinking second) approach to it.

Establish a General Troubleshooting Procedure.
The word "ger eral" as used here means all-
encompassing. Establish a troubleshooting procedure you
can follow, regardless of the particular hardware failure.
Figure 5-1 presents a general troubleshooting procedure
that can be used for just about any hardware failure
encountered within a computer or switching system. The
directions given in blocks I through 5 are steps to be used
in locating the trouble, and the directions in blocks 6 and
7 are steps to be used in repairing the unit. Steps 2, 3, 4,
and 5 may sometimes be eliminated, but steps 6 and 7
must always be followed. In the next few paragraphs, we
will expand this general troubleshooting procedure by
incorporating specific troubleshooting techniques into
steps 1 through 5. When thus incorporated into a
troubleshooting procedure, the troubleshooting
techniques presented will simplify the troubleshooting
effort.

Analysis of Malfunction Symptoms. (See step 1, fig.
5-1.) Many times when you enter this phase of

troubleshooting, you will find that your work has already
been done for you. That is, if a malfunction has occurred
which lit up a visual indicator, that lighted indicator iells
you the part of the system that has failed. In this way, you
will find step 1 in figure 5-1 already accomplished for
you. We call this to your attention because it is not
unusual for many of the system's cabinets to have visual
indicators and these are designed to aid you as parts of a
troubleshooting guide. Having this, your job is then made
simpler for you. So if you find that this condition exists
i.e., an indicator has illuminated and identified one
drawer as malfunctioningyour next step is to proceed
to step 2.

Locate the Trouble by Inspection. (See step 2, fig.
5-1.) Here we wish to point out that inspections fall into
two main categories. First, we have the regular visual
inspection of the mechanical aspects of the equipment
an inspection which is conducted for the purpose of
finding dirt, corrosion, loose connections, mechanical
defects, and other sources of trouble. Second, we have the
functional inspectionsinspections accomplished
through periodic tests and through less frequent bench
tests. Of course, bench tests are accomplished only when
someone has determined that some sort of failure, or the
possibility of failure, exists in the suspect equipment. The
periodic test sequences are more the norm than the
exception.

It is particularly important when you perform these
periodic inspections (PMIs) that you carefully document
performance data on each piece of equipment. We can
demonstrate the value of these records in a number of
ways. For example, by comparing data taken on a
particular piece of equipment at different times, you can
discover slow, progressive "drifts"drifts that may be
too small to show up significantly in any one test.
Secondly, while the week-to-week changes that show up
may be .slight, by following their progression carefully,
you can make many necessary replacements or repairs
before the margin of performance limits for that
equipment is reached. In this way, you can often avoid a
malfunction situation entirely. So investigate
immediately any marked variations.

This progressive drift could be the situation in the
example we mentioned earlier, the one which involved
the . indicator which illuminated, thereby indicating a
malfunctioning drawer. So say that the indicator
illuminated and told you to look at a malfunctioning unit.
Checking your records, you find that they show that this
particular unit has been drifting from acceptable
standards for the past few inspections. Your linkage of
these facts immediately allows you to determine that you
should proceed to step 6 in the troubleshooting sequence.
What now? Well, if it is possible to replace the entire
malfunctioning unit, you may get back to an operational
status rapidly. However, if this is not possible, you must
remove the unit and repair the defective part. Note here
that such an action might take you right back to step 1 of
the troubleshooting sequence. Why? Because your doing
this will allow you to find the individual part which has
failed within the whole complex faulty unit.

Throughout the entire maintenance action, you will
have the greatest success as a troubleshooting technician
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TRY TO LOCALIZE THE FAULT THROUGH ANALYSIS OF THE SYMPTOMS
OF MALFUNCTION

TRY TO LOCATE THE TROUBLE THROUGH INSPts.:TION

LOCALIZE THE FAULT TO THE DEFECTIVE SECTION BY
TESTING TECHNIQUES

LOCALIZE THE FAULT TO THE DEFECTIVE STAGE BY
TESTING TECHNIQUES

LOCALIZE THE FAULT TO THE DEFECTIVE CIRCUIT OR PART
BY TESTING TECHNIQUES

REPLACE OR REPAIR THE DEFECTIVE PART

TEST THE CIRCUIT'S OPERATIONREADJUST THE CIRCUIT

Figure 5-1. Troubleshooting procedure.
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if you follow a logical troubleshoothlg sequence like that
we are discussing here. If you have a spare unit on hand,
proceed to step 7 after you have removed and replaced
the defective unit. Test the unit's operation and readjust
the circuit as necessary.

Of course, our original assumption in this example
that an indicator has illuminated and told you that a fault
condition exists in one of the unitsmight not allow you
to proceed through the troubleshooting chart in figure
5-1 as quickly as we have just outlined. For instance,
assume that there is no previous history of the unit in
question having troublei.e., driftingas our example
assumes. Then, moving to step 2, the inspection phase,
could reveal a burned component or a scorched wire to
you. This discovery would then allow you to proceed to
steps 6 and 7. But if your visual inspection reveals
nothing, you have to proceed to step 3 next.

Exercise (455):
1. Discuss why, briefly, the most important step of any

troubleshooting effort is to think before you act.

2. Cite in sequence the steps which comprise a general
troubleshooting procedure.

3. What is the indicator which can often spczd up your
troubleshooting, and how crl.-1 it accomplish this for
you?

4. Why is it particularly important, when you make a
periodic performance check, that you documeat the
equipment performance data? Explain briefly.

456. Name and differentiate among the types of testing
techniques which are employed in localizing a fault to a
defective section.

Localize the Fault to the Defective Section. (See step
3, fig. 5-1.) This phase of troubleshooting is generally
limited to some form of marginal checking, system
checking, test routines and programs, or some form of
diagnostic checks. Sometimes your type of equipment
will even allow immediate waveform analysis or voltage
sampling. These later two forms of checks will be
discussed under another unit.

Marginal checking. This is a method of troubleshooting
or periodic maintenance inspection in which certain
operating conditions are varied from their normal values
in order to detect deteriorating components. The amount
of variation necessary before a component malfunctions
indicates the margin of reliability. Since component
values normally change with age, the marginal check is a
valid indication of how soon a component will need to be

replaced, and this is why it may be part of the periodic
maintenance inspection. This does not eliminate the
possibility that you may use the marginal check as a
troubleshooting aid. In fact, when it is used in
troubleshooting, the marginal check will point
immediately to a defective unit because a component will
have deteriorated past the allowable margin.

Two methods of marginal checking are used most:
variation of vacuum-tube filament voltages and variation
of circuit DC supply voltages. These types of checks are
often used in power supplies.

Of the two methods just mentioned, the more popular
one is probably the variation of the circuit DC supply
voltages. Changing DC supply voltages can be used with
nearly any type of circuit. For example, transistors and
integrated circuits are made with a specified tolerance.
The supply voltage to the unit may be lowered within the
specified tolerance, and the unit will continue to function
normally. If the voltage is lowered to the specific
tolerance and the unit fails, it is a good indication that the
unit is deteriorating and should be replaced.

System checking. As such, "system checking" is a
broader term than "marginal checking." Whereas
mF.rginal checking is normally limited to the checking of
a circuit, a stage, or a small section of an electronic
system, system checking may check large sections or units
in one operation. It is sometimes faster and more
practical for use in preventive maintenance, although it is
considered a practical aid in troubleshooting.

The first step in system checking is the operation of the
system under the specific guidance of a test program or
sequence, the results of which are known. If the results
obtained from the test sequence are as expected, the
systnn can be considered as operating correctly.
Following this operational check, a second test sequence
is applied to the unit under test. However, this time the
test sequence contains instructions to vary certain supply
voltages. This test sequence is designed to check the
marginal operation of one complete section of the system,
such as the demodulator unit, converter section, or some
output section. If the results show that all sections are
working within the specified limits, the marginal test
reveals that the sections can be considered operational. If,
however, errors appear, the operation of one or more
components or circuits in the section under test are
questionable. This procedure isolates a malfunction to a
relatively small section, and individual circuits and
components may then be tested by using test equipment to
locate the doubtful components.

Diagnostic checks. Checks of this kind are used to
localize the source of errors. However, modern day
electronic systems often incorporate the individual
diagnostic check into one big routine containing many
such checks and call it a diagnostic program. This
approach saves time, since one program exercises the
entire system and will localize a trouble to one of the
larger areas. Smaller more precise diagnostic programs or
checks may then be used in localizing the source of
malfunctions even further.

Diagnostic checks differ from other types of checks in
that they are used to help technicians locate sources of
errors. They may be combined in such detail as to cause
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the system to iif.tiate an output that will indicate a faulty
component, card, or section. The success of this
particular .feature lies in the ability of the visual
indicators on your system to indicate the specific area of
failure. You can look forward to seeing an increase in this
area of fault indicators and diagnostic routines. They go
hand in hand. This type of routine is a tremendous aid in
troubleshooting and preventive maintenance.

Exercise (456):
I. Cite the types of testing techniques that are employed

in localizing a fault t:7, a defective stage.

2. What is marginal checking?

3. Contrast system checking with marginal checking.

4. Explain briefly the nature and value of diagnostic
checking and diagnostic programs.

457. Specify the types of testing techniques and
equipment employed to localize a fault to a defective
stage.

Localize the Fault to the Defective Stage. (See step 4,
fig. 5-1.) Once the unit which contains the malfunction
has been isolated, you have to isolate the malfunction to a
particular stage of the unit. The techniques you should
employ in this phase of troubleshooting are similar to
those you employed in the previous phase in that, in many
cases, you may have some form of diagnostic check or test
sequence .available to assist you in locating the stage or
circuit that contains the malfunction. The value of these
diagnostic checks or test sequences is entirely dependent
on the availability of peculiar test equipment. By
"peculiar test equipment" wc mean that test equipment
which is especially designed for testing the unit that
contains the malfunction. Examples of this type of test
equipment are special drawe- testers, power supply test
sets, and specially design,M unit test sets. A1 . of these
special sets are usually def:.4tv.d to exercise some unit to
its fullest extent. Many .7.ave individual fault lamps that
will indicate when some portion oV the unit fails the self-
test check. This last will assist you rapidly isolating the
malfunction to an individual circuit.

The other techniques available as troubleshooting aids
in this phase of testing involve y(.4.1r using normal pieces
of troubleshooting equipmmt t solate the problem.
Such equipment includes multimeters, oscilloscopes,
VTVMs, special frequency meutrs, etc. You will use all of
these at one time or another. One of the other valuable
aids to troubleshooting which we hould point out at this

time is the specific technical order/technical manual
(roam) on the equipment under test.

If you are performing a test on an individual unit, not
only is it imperative that you avail yourself of the service
TO/TM on that unit of equipment, but also, if you are
using a specialized piece of test equipment, you should
have the specific TO/TM that has the test sequence
published in it for the unit under test. You may then
perform the test on that unit with all aNailable
information about it at your fingertips. WARNING: Any
failure to use this cross-check technique of the specific
Torrid migh4: invalidate your troubleshooting sequence.
For instance, what if one of the TOsaMs you use has a
recent change in it that eliminates even just one step in a
check? Answer: If you perform the check using the old
method, either your check will be invalid or you may
damage the test set or the equipment under test.

Exercisc. (457):
1. Cite the types of testing techniques that are employed

in localizing a fault to a defective stage.

2. Why should you use the cross-check technique of the
specific TO/TM for a specialized piece of test
equipment you are working with?

458. Given typical circuits or parts and a text list of
testing techniques, cite the technique best suited to
specific units or circuits under test.

Localize the Fault to the Defective Circuit or Part.
(See step 5, fig. 5-1.) In this phase of troubleshooting, as
well as the previous one, you will be able to make use of
some special test sets designed to test, not a unit, but
sections within a unit. For instance, you might have used
a power supply test set to locate a faulty card. In this
phase of testing (step 5), you would follow on by using a
specialized card tester to locate a faulty component on
that card.

The types of test equipment that you will use in this
phase of troubleshooting are printed circuit card test sets,
integrated circuit card test sets, signal generators,
frequency meters, VTVMs, multirneters, and
oscilloscopes. The types of tests to be performed will be
resistance measurements, voltage measurements, and
waveform comparison.

Resistance measurements. When a malfunction
develops, it could produce a change in the resistance
values within the circuit. Thus, by measuring the DC
resistance between various points in the circuit and
reference points (usually ground is one reference point)
and comparing it to the point-to-point resistance charts
provided in the applicable TO/TM, you can locate
malfunctions readily. The values given, unless otherwise
stated, are measured between the indicated points and
ground. CAUTION: Before making resistance
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measurements, make sure that the power to the equipment
under test has been turned off, and discharge all filter
capacitors.

Voltage measurements. Since most troubles
encountered in equipment and systems either result from
abnormal voltages or produce abnormal voltages, voltage
measurements are considered an indispensable aid in the
locating of a malfunction. Tesdng techniques that utilize
voltage measurements also have the advantage that circuit
operation is not interrupted. Point-to-point vohage
measurement charts that contain the normal operating
voltages encountered in the various stages of the
equipment are available to maintenance personnel in the
appropriate TO/TM. These voltages are usually measured
between the indicated points and ground, unless
otherwise stated. When voltage measurements are taken,
it is considered good practice to set the voltmeter on the
highest range initially so that any excessive voltages
existing in a circuit will not came overloading of the
meter. To obtain increased accuracy, the voltmeter may
then be set to the designated range for the proper
comparison with the representative value given in the
voltage charts. When you check voltages, it is important
for you to remember that a voltage reading can be
obtained across a resistance, even if that resistance is
open. The resistance of the meter (and the multipliers)
forms a circuit resistance when the meter test leads are
placed across the open resistance. The voltage across the
component may appear to be approximately normal, as
read on the meter, but it may be abnormal when the meter
is disconnected from the circuit. To avoid unnecessary
delay in the troubleshooting procedure, it is good practice
for you to make a resistance check on a "cold" circuit
(before applying power) to determine whether the
resistance values are normal.

If the internal resistance of the voltmeter and
multiplier is approximately comparable in value to the
resistance of the circuit under test, this comparability will
indicate a considerably lower voltage than the actual
voltage present when the meter is removed from the
circuit. The sensitivity (in ohms per volt) of the voltmeter
used to prepare the voltage charts for technical orders is
always given on those charts. Therefore, if a meter of
similar sensitivity is available, always use it so that the
effects of loading will not have to be considered. If one is
not available, then consider using another meter of the
same type that you read an erroneous voltage with and try
the same test with the new meter. If the results are the
same, then you know that you have a condition of
loading. Of course, you cannot rule out that part of the
circuit as being the cause of your malfunction, because
you are unable to perform a valid test on that portion of
the circuit.

You should keep in mind constantly that all voltages
are dangerous. Recognize that even low voltages or
currents can be hazardous, and even lethal, if unusual
conditions should exist. Thus, when it becomes necessary
to measure high voltages, observe the following
precautions:

a. Connect the ground lead of the voltmeter first.
While making measuremLits, place one hand ir a pocket
or behind your back.

b. If the voltage to be measured is less than 600 volts,
place the end of the test probe on the point to be tested.
The point may be either positive or negative with respect
to ground.

c. If the voltage to be measured is greater than 600
volts, proceed as follows: Shut off the circuit power,
discharge any filter capacitors, and temporarily ground
the point to be measured. Then connect (slip on) the
pt.(' per test lead to the high potential point and move away
from the voltmeter.

d. Do not come in contact with any part of the
equipment while the power is on. This last is particularly
important when the voltage under measurement is across
two points, both of whic:. are not ground potential.

If you intend to use an electronic voltmeter equipped
with a polarity reversing switch, refer to the TO/TM as
well as to the manufacturer's instructions for information
on proper setup of the meter.

Waveform comparison. Both the measurement and the
comparison of waveforms are most important. This
technique is the most widely used in our system today. A
whole CDC could probably be written on these
techniques alone.

You will find that waveform analysis is indispensable
in some circuits, such as those involved in pulse shaping
or in analog or digital conversion. Waveforms may be
observed at test points, shown in the waveform charts, or
studied on schematic diagrams that are a part of the
maintenance sections of the TOs/TMs for each item of
equipment. You should know, however, that the
waveforms given in instruction sections of this supplied
literature are often idealized., therefore, the forms often
do not show some of the details which are normally
present when the actual waveform is displayed on an
oscilloscope. An appreciable departure from the normal
waveform indicates a malfunction that is located between
the point where the waveform is last seen to be near
normal and the point where it is observed to be abnormal.
For example, if a v aveform is observed to be normal at
the collector circuit of the same stage, the trouble lies in
that stage or at the input of the following stage.

Referring again to figure 5-1, you will verify that we
have introduced many of the possible techniques and
troubleshooting aids designed to help you isolate a
possible malfunction right down to a failed component
(step 6). Still, the most important part we have made in
our entire discussion is for you to know your equipment.
If you do not know it, your ability to troubleshoot will
range from poor to nonexistent. Consequently, you
should seek assistance if you just cannot handle a
particular job. In the end, though embarrassing, this is the
most expedient thing for you to dothe safest and most
cost effectiverather than your attempting to
troubleshoot or repair something you do not have the
ability to handle.

The last technique of troubleshooting that we will
discuss in this section is really a combination of steps 5
and 6 of figure 5-1, because it involves not only the
troubleshooting phase but also the repair phase. Let us
take a look next at one of the quickest solutioi.,-; to keep
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our equipment or systems on the air with the highest
possible degree of integrity.

Exercises (458):
I. What are the three tests performed with test

equipment during troubleshooting?

2. You think you have an abnormal voltage in a circuit
and decide to use a point-to-point voltage chart to
check out your suspicion. What technique would you
be using, and where can you get the right voltage
chart (the one with the normal operating voltages)?

3. A voltage greater than 600 volts must be measured.
Name the technique to use and tell how to proceed.

4. If you suspect that an incoming signal is not up to its
proper level of performance or strength, which
technique and type of test equipment would you use?

459. Describe briefly the group removal and
replacement technique used and state the advantage of
using this group technique.

Group Removal and Replacement Troubleshooting
Techinque. Many of the systems within the Air Force
inventory are built or operated in a mode which does not
allow Maintenance much time for repair. In this case, an
accepted method of troubleshooting is group removal and
replacement of circuit cards. For instance, if you are
called to repair a malfunction, your first action should be
to analyze the symptoms by use of fault lamps, printouts,
displays, facility lights, etc. Let us suppose that the fault
indications showed a timing error. You now have one of
two approaches to choose. First, with a schematic or
block diagram, isolate the error to a certain area or group
of cards. Second, use the t oubleshooting charts that
might identify the trouble symptom and list the cards to
be removed or part to be replaced. Some TOs or TMs
contain these troubleshooting aids. For systems designed
to use the group removal and replacement technique, the
second method is faster.

The group removal and replacement concept dictates
that removal and replacement is restricted to one-half of
the cards, not to exceed seven. If, after removal and
replacement of the prescr;bed cards the trouble has been
cleared, the cards are then taken to the card tester for
checkout and location of the faulty component. If the
trouble still exists within the group, removal and
replacement of the second half of the cards is performed.
Of course this technique will apply only if the system is
designed for this type of troubleshooting; otherwise the

spare cards will most likely not be on hand to perform the
removal and replacement action.

Another type of removal and replacement technique is
that which is used in conjunction with a programmed
diagnostic test. In this operation, you load a diagnostic
program into the applicable control unit and start it. The
control unit will cycle through all of the diagnostic steps
until the programmed test identifies the faulty unit and
causes a printout of the suspect cards. Then you employ
the group removal and replacement technique. After
replacing the cards, start the diagnostic program again to
check out the system. If the trouble has been cleared, the
program will cycle completely through. It is possible to
have more than one problem, of course, in which case the
program will identify another individual card or group of
cards which will have to be replaced.

There are many variations of the diagnostic program.
Some programs will halt during their cycles until the
operator selects or pushes certain designated buttons to
continue the diagnostic check. After completing the
entire diagnostic check and clearing the trouble, be sure
to turn in or check the suspect cards. Do not return them
to the shelf without checking them out, or the next time
you have to troubleshoot the system you will be using
faulty cards and most likely you will never be able to clear
the problem.

We have looked at only two examples of the group
removal and replacement technique of troubleshooting.
There are other applications, but their techniques are the
same in principle. It is probable that this tt-chnique of
group removal and replacement will be the main
technique employed in the newer electronic systems,
especially where integrated circuits and modular units are
involved. This technique provides for quick repair of
systems; therefore, it is an effective technique that is often
used on some equipment. Be on guard, though, since
card removed as faulty but not repaired creates
catastrophic situation. If you or your fellow workers fail
to uphold the integrity of the quality of maintenance, the
technique fails.

Exercises (459):
1. Give briefly the group removal and replacement

technique used in conjunction with a programmed
diagnostic test.

2. List the advantage of using the group removal and
replacement technique.

460. Given a block diagram of a specific unit, cite the
order in which test points should be checked to isolate a
malfunctioning unit most efficiently.

Use of Test Points as a Troubleshooting Aid. One of
the most valuable aids to the maintenance technician is
the test point feature found in many of the systems and
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units in today's electronic equipment. The test point
feature allows rapid isolation of a malfunctioning unit
right down to a specific card in many cases. Isolation of
individual malfunctioning components may also be
possible by using the test point fealure employed in
individual units. Such is the case in many power supplies.

For an example of the test point feature and the
associatld techniques which should be employed for
troubleshooting, refer to figure 5-2 and the
troubleshooting approach. This figure is a block diagram
of a demodulator unit representative of almost any of the
equipment within our systems. Suppose that its output is
absent and that you are attempting to isolate the failing
sectioni.e., AGC, filter, etc. What approach would you
take in troubleshooting this demodulator unit? Look over
the following steps (and figure 5-2) and compare them
with the*troubleshooting approach you would use:

(1) Check for the presence of the dills input to the
AGC circuit at test point 1 (TP1).

(2) Check the data output of the equalizer circuit at
TP4. The results of this check will isolate the failure of
the first or second half of the circuits in the demodulator.

(3) The first half of the circuits (i.e., the AGC,
and equalizer functions) would be suspect if no data
appeared at the output of the equalizer at TP4. By
checking the input and output test points of these first
three blocks, you should be able to isolate the failure to
one of them.

(4) The second half of the circuits (i.e., the shaping,
phase shifter, and discriminator functions) would be
suspect if data appeared at TP4, which is the output of the
equalizer circuit. Then the trouble is known to exist in the
second half of the remaining circuits. By checking the test
points at the input and output of the remaining blocks,
you should be able to isolate the failure to one of them.

The above method of troubleshooting is sometimes
called the split-half methodi.e., once you determine the
absence of an output, you split the circuits in half and
check for an output at the halfway point. When you have
determined that the failing circuit is in either the first or
second half, you split these circuits in half for further
isolation of the failure. Continue this process until you
isolate the failure to one function. You can also continue
this split-half method once you begin troubleshooting the
circuits in the failing functional area.

Exercises (460):
1. Using figure 5-2 and the text, list the sequence of the

test points that you would check to most efficiently
isolate a malfunctioning unit.

2. What was the method of troubleshooting used in the
text to diagnose the equipment malfunction?

111

5-2. Use of Logic Diagrams To Isolate Equipment
Malfunctions

You have studied previously the operation of the
various elements of logic, the symbology, and the
necessary establishment of the truth table for analysis of
functional operation of individual logic elements as well
as integrated circuitry. Here these are related to Boolean
Algebra.

461. Identify the standard for logic diagrams and from
a list provided, construct the Boolean equation which
descrihes the operation of the logic device.

In this segment, we will tell you how to use, instead of
the individual logic elements, the entire logic diagram for
analysis of circuit malfunctions. To do this, we will take
up, first, logic symbols the DOD uses, where these are
found, and certain variations of symbology. Then,
second, we will look at troubleshooting with Boolean
algebra, including a hypothetical problem.

Logic Symbols. In today's computer and electronic
switchkng systems there is an increasing need for the
individual maintenance person to be able to troubleshoot
using logic diagrams. The circuits concerned in the
various sections of a system are really no more than a
combination of simple devices which perform a few basic
operations. Each individual part of the system
accomplishes an individual function, and each part can
be broken down into subunits or further for analysis
purposes. Consequently, one logic gate functions in the
same way in every section of equipment; and considered
along with the other logic elements within the section, it
will perform a gi .en function.

The analysis ot logic operations is further complicated
by the fact that the logic is not standardized but varies
according to the manufacturer. As a consequence, in
1960, MIL-STD-806A, Graphic Symbols for Logic
Diagrams, was developed and approved by the
Department of Defense for preparation of logic diagrams.
Unfortunately, many electronic systems were
manufactured and in use before this data; many
electronic systems and individual units which had
employed nonstandard logic symbols are still quite
commonly in use. Since 1962, variations of symbology
used by the DOD have been developed from MIL-
STD-806B, which replaced 806A in 1962. This means
that there are still further variations in logic symbology in
evidence today. For this reason, there is a move under
way at present to replace the existent MIL-STD-806B
with a more updated logic standard. In any case, the
manufaccurers who have adopted the military standard
have meiely adopted the symbology given there, but they
do not fully use the basic concepts. To help you over these
difficulties, we furnish in figure 5-3 some of the
variations of symbology which have been developed from
MIL-STD-806B.

A point for you to . member is that, although the
symbol representation varies from manufacturer to
manufacturer, the basic principle remains the same.
Stated simply, no matter how it is disguised, an AND-gate
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reniaii ail AND-gate; and the principles involved in the
functional operation of the particular logic device will
remain the same, regardless of slight changes in the
symbol used to represent the AND-gate.

It is your responsibility to know your system logic. The
technical data for your equipment will include
information concerning the logic symbols used by the
equipment manufacturer.

In order to further broaden your knowledge, a list of
manufacturers' logic symbols, as compared with the
symbols given in 806B, is included in figure 5-3. The
806B symbol is shown in column 6, what it represents is
shown in column 1, and a number of manufacturers'
symbols for the symbols taken from 80613 are provided in
columns 2-5.

Troubleshooting with Boolean Algebra. You will
recall th.. in volume 2 we reviewed the analysis of the
development of the Boolean expression. We stated (in
that volume) that it could be used to anaiyze the operation
of a given section of logic combinations or individual
logic elements. What is Boolean algebra? It is a form ot
logic that uses mathematical symbols to describe logic
processes. Several advantages are obvious in having a
mathematical technique for devribing these circuits. For
one, it is far more convenicat to calculate with equations
than it is with schematics or with logical diagrams. Just as
an ordinary algebraic equation can be simplified using
basic theories, so equations describing logical
conclusions for arithmetic operations, logical decisions,
and switching networks can also be simplified. Another
reason is that such an approach enables you, the
maintenance specialist, to understand and to troubleshoot
better with the logic, thereby achieving greater efficiency
of repair and maximum operational availability of
equipment.

Normally, troubleshooting with Boolean algebra
involves the development and use of a Boolean equation
or truth table. But befor° we discuss the use of such an
equation or table, we need to clarify what such an
equation involves.

Boolean equations are developed from certain
fundamental ideas encompassing logical conditions and
operations. By "logical conditions" we mean variables;
these are represented by letters. By "logical operations"
we mewl functions; these are represented by symbols.
When a variable is used in a normal algebraic formula,
the assumption is that the variable may take any
numerical value. For example, in the equation "3A plus
6B equals C," the A, B, and C may range through the
entire field of numbers. However, the variables used in
Boolean equations have a unique characteristic in that
they may only assume one of two possible values, high or
low, 1 or 0; and these, in turn, may be represented by a
true or a false condition. For review purposes, consider
the development of a Boolean equation for the circuits
shown in figure 5-4. Figure 5-4 illustrates two AND-
gates feeding an OR-gate, thus becoming an overall OR-
function. Note the lack of signs of grouping within the
final equation.

In developing the Boolean equation for figure 5-4, we
start at the input and wolf( toward the output. This is a

AB

AB + DE + C = F

DE

Figure 5-4. Logic OR-function.
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good rule to remember, especially when you attempt to
develop a Boolean equation during a troubleshooting
period. Based on your previous training, the Boolean
equation just developed should not have seemed all that
difficult to you. Although the example given is fairly
simple, you should be able to see the value of this
technique in the analysis of logic operation. When you
use this technique in troubleshooting, you will find the
analysis more difficult, but your understanding of the
simple rules of Boolean algebra should aid you in
developing the necessary expressions.

Another means of troubleshooting making use of the
Boolean equation is to disregard the full equation and to
develop instead what is known as a truth table. A table of
this nature is nothing more than a means of determining
an output by considering all inputs and their variables.
Refer again to figure 5-4. The output AB + DE + C = F
may be stated for all conditions. The example below will
illustrate this technique.

(A-B) + (DE) + C = F
(AB) + (DE) + C = F
(AB) + (DE) + C = F
(AB) + (DE) + C = F
(AB) + (DE) + C = F
(AB) + (DE) + C = F
(AB) + (DE) + C = F
(AB) + (DE) + C = F
(AB) + (DE) + C F
(AB) + (DE) + C = F

Although the above representation of the truth table
does not follow the rules of Boolean algebra precisely,
you can see that all possibilities are listed here that will
result in an active output at point F. Of course, you could
then proceed with the further development of the
remainder of this truth tablei.e., to show the
possibilities which would result in an inactive output at
point F (or properly stated, for the condition of F) so that
the completed table would list all possible circuit
conditious. The next question is, "How can a truth table
help you in your troubleshooting efforts?"

When troubleshooting, the true value of a truth table is
its identification of all input variables along with their
outputs. The easiest way for you to see this basic
relationship is by setting up a hypothetical
troubleshooting problem. Let us suppose, then, that a
failure occurs within a portion of your system which
might employ circuitry very similar to that shown in
figure If you have had exnerience in the development
of truth tables before, you will probably have already

1 1 3
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Figure 5-5. Logic circuit (objective 461, exercise 1).

memorized all of the possible combinations which would
allow point F to have an active output. So you perform
signal tracinP using an oscilloscope, and check the test
points whici il allow you to prove just what the inputs
to the OR-bate (whose output is point F) really arc.
Really, you are validating the input signak. ';:ou test
inputs A, B, D, E, respectively, then the output AB, then
the output DE, and then input leg C. If you find that all of
the inputs are operational at the specific time they are
supposed to function, the output point F must be present.
But if point F is never present, then you can only assume
that there is a failure within the OR-gate. At this point, it
is in order for you to remove the printed circuit card and
to check resistance measurements and front-to-back
ratios for the circuit components. You may have a card
tester or other device available to aid you in this phase of
troubleshooting. From this sample problem analysis, the
value of the establishment of and use of truth tables for
circuit analysis should be evident.

Exercises (461):
1. Identify the presently approved Department of

Defense source of logic symbols used in the
preparation of logic diagrams.

2. What is the basic principle of symbol representation,
no matter how it may be disguised?

3. The variable used in Boolean algebra can only
assume one of two possible values. What are they?

4. Put simply, a truth table is nothing more than what?

5. In the hypotiletical problem in troubleshooting given
in the text involving a truth table, if point F is never
present, what must you assume?

DATA
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6. Using the text and the logic diagram shown in
exercise figure 5-5, write here the Boolean
expression which will allow a logic "1" to appear at
point "G" of the diagram.

5-3. Soldering

A jump from Boolean algebra and its use in analyzing
circuit problems to soldering may setm abrupt to you.
Frankly, it is abrupt, but the linking key is that you will
need to know both on your job and both relate to the
corrective maintenance of circuit components.

Soldering is the prccess of joining two or more metals
together by the application of heat and a low-melting
point alloy. When heated, the alloy flows between and
around the metals being joined; upon cooling, it solidifies
and the metals are bonded together.

462. Point out particular procedures, purposes,
factors, type tools, and material characteristics related
to good, effective soldering.

Soldering. The soldering methods for coiwentionally
wired equipment are essentially the same for both
production soldering and repair work. For printed circuit
assemblies, production methods and repair methods are
different. In production, a dip-soldering method is used
whereby several connections are made at the same time.
Soldering repairs are made, however, individually by
using techniques similar to those used for soldering
conventional wiring. Special precautions are taken to
prevent thermal damage to the heat-sensitive and closely
packed circuit elements.

The preferred method of making electrical
connections is to heat the terminal and connector to the
temperature at which solder melts. Solder is then applied
and flows over the joint in the presence of a rosin flux.
The application of heat is maintained until the solder-
flow process is completed. The heat source is then
withdrawn to allow the soldered joint to cool and
complete the connection.

Proper soldering end desoldering of connections in
electronic equipment requires certain basic tools and
equipment.
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Figure 5-6. Typical thermal shunts.

Thermal shunts. When you perform a soldering
operation, thermal shunts, or heat sinks, as shown in
figure 5-6, should be used as necessary to protect heat-
sensitive components, such as semiconductors, crystal
devices, meter movements, and insulating materials. A
thermal shunt should be of such material, size, shape, and
design as to permit rapid application and removal with
minimum interference to the soldering procedure, and to
provide rapid heat removal from the area being soldered
to prevent damage to heat-sensitive components. You
should use thermal shunts that are of the clip-on type. An

WIRE BRUSH

POINTED END

POINTED END

example is the alligator clip. This is the approved method
and usually results in a minimum of damk to metal
surface, insulation on the wires, and the component being
soldered.

Cleanlines.s.Cleanliness is the key to reliable soldering.
You must remove all dirt, grease, oxide, and scale from
the surface to be soldered. Since necessary processing by
the manufacturer often leaves an oxide formation on
component leads, you must always clean the leads to
brightness, regardless of their appearance.

For cleaning soldered areas, you can use a medium-
stiff natural or synthetic bristle brush or a lint-free
industrial cleansing tissue. Dip it into cleaning solvent
approved for removing exc.= flux following solder
solidification. You can use a pencil-type, white
typewriter eraser for cleaning copper-clad unplated
boards and for removing gold plating from printed
circuits and some component leads.

Soldering and desoldering aids. Figure 5-7 illuntrates
three types of solder aids useful in the desoldering of
soldered connections. The slotted ends of the soldering
aids are used to lift the ends of wires and part leads from
the terminals, while the pointed ends are used to remove
solder from terminal holes and slots. The synthetic bristle
brush aids in the removal of molten solder. Wire brushes
are not recommended for this purpose.

You should not use soldering aids to exert force on
wires or components for security testing. The quality of a
properly bonded solder connection is determined by a
visual inspection. Figures 5-8 and 5-9 show you examples
of faulty and properly soldered connections.

Soldering irons. A typical soldering iron is shown in
figure 5-10,A. Notice that it consists of a heating element,
a tip, a handle, aud a cord. Soldering irons come in

Figure 5-7. Typical soldering aids.
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Figure 5-8. Faulty soldering connections.
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Figure-6 lross section of a properly soldered joint.
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Figure 5-10. Soldering irons and tips.

different sizes, according to wattage rating and diameter
of tip. The common tip sizes are 3/8, Vs, and 718 inch.

You should , ually use soldering irons which have a
44- to 52-watt rating, as shown in figure 5-10,A, for
soldering on main distributing frames; whereas you
should use soldering irons having a 100-watt rating or
above for working on heavy grounding wire. We should
point out here that the higher the watt rating of the iron,
the slower it is to heat initially. Also, once an iron is
heated, it has a tendency to overheat. However, you can
compensate for overheating by using a temperature-
regulating stand. Using a tempe: '.ure-regulating stand
allows you to leave the iron plugged in for considerable
lengths of time.

Soldering irons having ratings in the 20- to 40-watt
range, such as the one shown in figure 5-10,B, have
distinct advantages over irons rated at larger wattages.
For example, you can use them more effectively where
space is limited. Also, this type of iron is excellent for
repairing miniaturized parts, such as transistors oi
printed circuit cards.

Solders. Solders are usually classified into two general
categorieshard and soft. Hard solders are usually made
up of alloys of tin and lead. One of the most commonly
used solders is the 60/40 tin-lead ratio (60 percent tin/40
percent lead), which has a relatively low melting
temperature. A commonly used solder in electronics
work comes in wire form. The wire is hollow, and the
core is filled with rosin flux. Rosin-core solder is
recommended for electronics repair, since it does not
have the corrosive effects that acid-core solder has. You
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must remember to select the right type of solder for the
soldering job you are doing.

Fluxes. The primary function of a soldering flux is to
clean the metal surfaces of oxidation and other
contamination just prior to applying the solder; however,
you should not expect the fluxes to remove heavy surface
oxides from metals. You must remove . heavy surface
oxides employing a mechanical or chemical cleaning
process. Good workmanship practice dictates that the
flux be applied at a point near the highest portion of the
connection being soldered in order for the flux to precede
the solder in its flow downward and to clean the surface
properly. The flux attains its maximum activity and
deoxidizing power at the soldering temperature.
However, the formation of oxides is accelerated by heat.
At unnecessarily high temperatures, the surfaces oxidize
rapidly, and the flux, no longer a reducing agent at these
temperatures, boils away.

Fluxes are available as solids, liquids, and pastes. Wire
solder often contains an acid- or rosin-flux core for
convenience in soldering. Soldering pastes are a mixture
of flux plus wax, tallow, or grease, The flux and its
residue can be either corrosive or noncorrosive. Thus, the
flux must be selected to fit the soldering application.

Exercises (462):
1. What purpose does a thermal shunt serve?



2. What is the approved method of holding thermal
shunts in place?

3. What is the key to reliable soldering?

4. What is the usual method of removing solder from
terminal holes and slots?

5. What factors should you consider when you select a
soldering iron?

6. What are the common sizes of soldering iron tips in
use today?

7. If you were to replace a capacitor on a circuit card,
what type of soldering iron would you use?

8. Solder is usually classified in what two categories?

9. What is a commonly used combination of tin-lead
alloy solder that has a low melting termperature?

10. What purpose does flux serve in the soldering
operation?

463. Explain briefly the procedure for preparing the
soldering tips of soldering guns and soldering irons.

Preparation of Soldering Tips. Always check that a
full insertion of the soldering tip into the heatini: element
has been achieved, and that there is tight attachment to
the soldering iron or gun. Periodically check that no
oxidation scale has accumulated between the heating
element and the soldering tip. Clean and dress unplated
copper tips (while cold) with a flat, clean, single-cut,
shear-tooth type file to produce a flat, clean, unpitted
working. surface. After cleaning and dressing the
soldering tip, heat it and tin it with solder. Maintain a
bright, continuous, tinned working surface on the
soldering tip to insure maximum heat transfer and to
avoid transfer of impurities to the solder connection. To
do this, heat the iron, remove the old solder with a damp
cloth, and clean and smooth the tip with an old file.

Continue heating the tip until it turns a light mahogany
hue; then apply a small amount of rosin-core solder to the
tip. Remove the surplus solder witn a damp cloththe
solder that cannot be removed has fused with the copper.
A properly tinned iron is essential if you want neat,
professional solder joints.

For soldering tips that are plated with an oxidation-
resistive coating, clean them (while cold) with emery
cloth or aluminum oxide cloth of approximately number
320-grit size. Use only sufficient pressure for proper
cleaning and take care not to scratch or remove the
plating. Do not use files for cleaning plated tips. After
cleaning plated tips, heat and tin them to produce a
bright, smooth, tinned working surface. Wipe hot
soldering tips frequently with a wet, fine-textured sponge
or cloth to maintain a bright, clean working surface.

Exercises (463):
1. What four things should be accomplished to insure

proper preparation of soldering tips?

118

2. What type of soldering tip is cleaned with emery
cloth?

464. Indicate the steps in the preparation of wires,
cables, and terminals.

After examining the preparation of wires, we will
discuss the preparation of terminals here.

Preparation of Wires. Wires should be cut to required
lengths, stripped, cleaned, tinned, and inspected prior to
attachment. Ordinarily, use the stranded-type of hookup
wire. Wire size and insulation characteristics are
designated by design requirements. Do not use the solid
type of hookup wire unless it is required by design. When
required, unsupported solid hookup wire should not
exceed 1 inch in length between soldered connections.
Wires that exceed this length must be rigidly secured or
supported at 1-inch intervals.

Remove insulation from wires by use of an approved
stripper. The length of stripped wire is determined by the
type of terminal, whether maximum or minimum wrap is
used, and the required amount of insulation clearance.
Insulation clearance is the length of exposed bare wire
between the insulation and the terminal after the
connection is complete.

Wires having an outside diameter (including
insulation) of V32 inch or greater must have a minimum
insulation clearance of V32 inch and a maximum
insulation clearance of the outside diameter plus V32 inch.

Wires having an outside diameter (including
insulation) of less than V32 inch must have a minimum
insulation clearance equal to the outside diameter and a
maximum insulation clearance of V32 inch. The reference
point from which insulation clearance is determined for
various types of terminals is illustrated in figures 5-15
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Figure 5-11. Preparation of shielded wire or cable.

through 5-21. When insulation is removed using a
precision cutting-type stripper, check the cutter to insure
that the correct stripping hole is used for the
corresponding wire size. During the stripping operation,
twist stranded wire in the direction of the lay in order to
maintain the original form and prevent separation of the
individual strands. The desired insulation clearance is the
outside diameter of the insulation.

After stripping, examine the wire for insulation
damage. Do not use wires with cut, split, or burnt
insulation. However, slight discoloration from thermal
stripping is acceptable. Examine wires to insure that
outside strands have not been stretched, nicked, -ut,
scraped, or otherwise damaged. Damaged wires degrade
connection reliability and are not used.

Preparation of Shielded Wire or Cable. Shielded
wires or cables are used extensively in electronic
equipment to reduce the possibility of introducing
undesirable signals into low-level circuits. A typical
shielded wire consists of an insulated stranded wire
surrounded by a tinned braided shielding. Figure 5-11
illustrates the pigtail method of preparing a shielded wire
or cable for a solder connection. CAUTION: Exercise
extreme care to avoid damaging shielding or insulated
wire while forming pigtail.

A pigtail is made as follows:
(1) Determine and mark the point where the shielding

is to terminate. This point will depend upon the
individual installation.

(2) Push the shielding braid to form a bubble (as
shown in fig. 5-11,A) at the termination point.

(3) Insert the end of a soldering aid into the shielding
braid at the termination point and work an open circular
area in the shield.

(4) Bend the wire and insert the soldering aid between
the shielding and the insulated wire (as shown in fig.
5-11,B). Pull the insulated wire through th,-; c 'fiien circular
area in the shielding.

(5) Pull the empty part of the shielding taut and tin the
end to prevent fraying.

(6) Strip the insulation from the center wire as
described in earlier paragraphs.

SOLDERING IRON TIP
THERMAL SHUNT

SOLDre S_TRANDED WIRE

Figure 5-12. Correct method for tinning wire.

Tin all portions of stranded wire that come into
contact with the area to be soldered. The wire should
remain untinned for a distance equal to the insulation
clearance from the point of insulation termination to
permit inspection of the wire for nicks or cuts. The .
,correct method for tinning wire is illustrated in figure
5-12. Wicking (distribution of solder along surface of
heated wire) of the solder up to the point of insulation
termination is prevented by the thermal shunt
(antiwicking tweezers). An alternate method of tinning
wires is as follows: Dip wire to be tinned in liquid flux to
the desired depth; then dip it in a molten solder bath to
correct the tinning depth.

Lightly clean pretinned- leads with the lead cleaning
tool until the tinned surface is bright and shiny.. Clean
untinned leads in the same manner prior to tinning as
illustrated in figure 5-12. However, in this cage place the
thermal shunt between the part and the tinning operation
to protect the part from heat damage.

After cleaning the leads, bend them .to provide
appropriate mounting form and stress relief in
accordance with requirements of the terminal being used.
Stress relief bends should be gradual, with the maximum
acceptable bend having a radius no less than two times the
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Figure 5-13. Maximum lead bend.



diameter of the lead. (See fig. 5-13,A.) Start lead bends at
least two lead diameters from the part body for standard
leads or from the weld for welded leads (as shown in fig.
5-13,B) such as those used for liquid electrolytic
tantalum capacitors..

Preparation of Terminals. Clean terminals, usIng a
pencil-style typewriter eraser until the tinned surfaces are
bright and shiny. You should wash cleaned terminals with
an approved solvent immediately prior to attaching any
wire or part lead and soldering.

Exercises (464);
1. When are the different types of hookup wire

2 How is solid hookup wire supported?

3. Give the minimum and maximum insulation
clearance of wires.

4. How is stranded wire twisted? Why?

5. Briefly explain how to prepare a cable.

6. Cite an alternate method for finning wires.

7. Tell how to make stress relief bends on part leads.

8. How are terminais cleaned?

465. Supply the procedures for applying solder to
connections, and describe an acceptable soldering
connection and how to protect a soldered com-nect!nn.

Soldering Procedures. Whenever practical, make
connections mechanically secure prior to soldering. A
connection should be done in such a manner as to aid the
mechanical strength, increale the electrical conductivity,
and provide an airtight covering to prevent corrosion
from developing between the wire and the terminal.

Soldering operation. Attach wires and part leads to
terminals and support them so that there is no movement
during the soldering operation and cooling. Connect
thermal shunts between heat-sensitive parts and the
connections to be soldered. Clean the connection with an
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Figure 5-14. The correct and incorrect methods of solder application.

approved solvent. If solid wire solder is to be used, apply
rosin-core flux to the connection. Maintain a clean, well-
tinned soldering iron tip during soldering operation.

Apply the working surface of a heated soldering tip to
the connection in such a manner as to transfer optimum
heat to the surfaces being soldered. When the surfaces of
the connection reach a temperature sufficient to melt
solder, apply a .proper amount of solder directly to the
connection, as shown in figure 5-14. Do not melt the
solder on the soldering tip and then allow the solder to
flow onto the connection. Maintain contaa of soldering
tip- with connection until all flux is boiled out and the
solder has completely wetted (fused in a smooth
continuous blend) with the wire and terminal surfaces.
Do not overheat the ermnection. NOTE: Do not use any
more solder than necessary. The core size and wire size of
the solder should be the minimum required to complete a
satisfactory connection or joint.

Do not subject the connection to stress at any time
during the cooling .and solidification of the solder.
Disturbing the finished work will result in a joint that is
mechanically weak and that has high electrical resistance.
Use no liquid to cool a soldered connection. Allow
solder joints to cool naturally at room temperature.

The 'soldering operation for hollow cylindrical
terminals (solder cups) and connector pins differs from
the soldering operation described for other types of

Figure 5-15. Wire placement in solder cup terminal.
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terminals. Figure 5-15 illustrates wire placement and
insulation clearance in a solder cup terminal. The solder
cup terminal or connector pin is heated prior to insertion
of tinned wire and a small amount of solder melted inside
the terminal. Solder cup terminals should contain a
sufficient amount of solder to completely fill the cup
when the solder is melted, and a tinned w.re is fully
inserted in the cup. Maintain contact of solder ng tip with
terminal until all flux is boiled out and the Folder fuses
smoothly into the conductor and termiaa: wrfaces.

Use a medium-stiff bristle brush dipped in solvent to
remove all flux and impurities from the soldered
connection following solder solidification.

Solder cthinecrion inspection. Inspect each soldered
connection after cleaning. Acceptable solder connections
will have a shiny, bright appearance with no pits or holes,
a good concave fillet between the wire and the terminal,
and no excess solder. In all applications, except solder
cups and connector pins, the contour of the wire should
be visible and the end of the wire should not extend
beyond terminal dimensions. In solder cup applications,
the contour of the wire should be visible from the
insulation termination to the point of entry into the cup.

Protection of completed connections. Solder
connections requiring mechanical and electrical
protection must have flexible insulation tubing of
appropriate type and size installed over wires and part
leads prior to attachment to terminals. Flexible insulation
tubing is pushed back on the wire or part lead a sufficient
distance from the terminal so that is does not interfere

ith the connection or soldering operation. After
.oldering, cooling, and cleaning the connection, push the
flexible insulation tubing over the wire and terminal to
protect the connection. Flexible insulation tubing should
extend beyond the insulation termination point for a
distance equal to or greater than the diameter of the
tubing.

Exercises (465):
1. In addition to aiding the mechanical strength, how

should a solder connection be done?

2. Tell briefly the procedures you
before applying a soldering iron

3. Explain briefly the procedure for
connection.

must first perform
to a connection.

applying solder to a

4. Why must the connection not be subject to any stress
during its cooling off?

5. How do you solder a hollow clindrical terminal?

TOP
SHOULDER

UPPER
GUIDE SLOT

LOWER
GUIDE SLOT

..,
INSULATION .. _,. ilISULATION

C. ,..CLEARANCE < < < < CLEARANCE
< <

< K
C C, < <

Figure 5-16. Turrent terminal connections.

6. Describe an acceptable solder connection.

7. How will completed connections be protected?

466. State the degree of wrap and where insulation
clearance is measured for selected types of terminal
connections.

Terminal Connections. The types of terminal
connections that you will have to solder are turret,
bifurcated, hook or pierced, flat perforated, and hollow
cylindrical terminals (described in the preceding
objective).

Turret terminal connections. Wires or part leads

Figure 5-17. Bottom route connection on bifurcated terminal.
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Figure 5-18. Top route connection on bifurcated terminal.

attached to a turret terminal must wrap around the
terminal a minimum of 1800 and a maximum of 2700.
Figure 5-16 illustrates a 1800 wrap. The wire should rest
tightly against the top shoulder in the upper guide slot and
should enter the terminal in a straight line. Insulation
clearance is referenced from the base or top shoulder, as
applicable.

Bifurcated terminal connection, bottom route. Wire
routed through the bottom of a bifurcated terminal (fig.
5-17) must terminate with a 90° bend and rest tightly
against the terminal shoulder. Insulation clearance is
measured from the entry point of the wire into the
terminal. Terminal fill is limited to a maximum of two
wires when using a bottom route connection. When
connecting two wires, use 90° bends to opposite sides of
the terminal posts.

Bifurcated terminal connection, top route. A small
diameter wire routed through the top of a bifurcated
terminal (fig. 5-18,A) is inserted to fill any space
remaining between the terminal posts. An alternate
method of small wire connection, illustrated in fig.
5-18,B, is acceptable if the doubled diameter is sufficient
to fill the space between the terminal posts. A large

diameter wire, which fills space between the terminal
posts, is inserted with no bend and requires only solder
fillets for retention. The insulation clearance is measured
from the entry point of the wire into the terminal.

Bifurcated terminal connection, side route. The wire
must enter the mounting slot at a right angle and
terminate with a 90° bend. When more than one wire is
connected to the terminal, the direction of the 90° bend
on each additional wire should alternate. The first wire is
soldered to the base and the vertical post. Additional
wires are soldered as close as possible to the preceeding
wire, maintaini:ig a clearance between the stranded wires
equal to the thickness of the two insulations. The
insulation on the first wire and all additional wires must
be a uniform distance from the terminal posts. Insulation
clearance is referenced from the base (see fig. 5-19).

Hook or pierced terminal connection. Wires attached to
a hook or pierced terminal must wrap around the
terminal a Minimum of 90° and a maximum of 180°.
Figure 5-20 illustrates a 180° wrap. Insulation clearance
is measured from the top of the terminal.

Flat perforated terminal connection. Figure 5-21
illustrates typical flat perforated terminals. Wires are

A

INSULATION
CLEARANCE

SPACING EQUAL 70
THICKNESS OF BOTH

INSUI ^NO NS

I N SU lATION
CLEA RANCE

INSULATION
CLEARANCE

Figure 5-19. Sick route connection on bifurcated terminal.
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INSULATION
CLEARANCE

SINGLE WIRE DOUBLE WIRE

Figure 5-20. Houk terminal connection.

attached to perforated terminals using a 900 to 1800
wrap. Figure 5-21 illustrates a 180° wrap. Measure the
insulation clearance from the end of the terminal.

Exercises (466):
1. What degree of wrap is used for the following

terminals?
a. Turret terminal connection.

b. Bifurcated terminal connection, bottom route.

c. Bifurcated terminal connection, top route.

d. Hook or pierced terminal connection.

2. Where is the insulation clearance measur td from for
the following terminals?
a. Turret terminal connection.

Figure 5-21. Correct wrap for flat perforated terminal.

b. Bifurcated terminal connection, top route.

c. Bifurcated terminal connection, side route.

d. Flat perforated terminal connection.

467. Briefly outline and compare the basic desoldering
techniques of wicking and sniffing.

Basic Desoldering Procedures. Since most of the
soldering jobs you will encounter are the temoval,
replacement, and repair of components, you must know
desoldering techniques as well as soldering techniques.

Although there are other techniques for desoldering,
we will discuss only the wicking and sniffing -chniques.
Each of these techniques is very effective in removing the
old solder from a previously soldered joint.

Wicking. Figure 5-22 shows some typical materials
that can be used to make a wick. You can make -4-1
effective wick by stripping the braided shield from a piece
of coaxial cable or by removing the insulation from a
piece of multistrand wire.

This is the principle of wicking: If you apply heat to a
well-saturated rosin wick, the solder will flow readily into
the rosin area, leaving the terminal to. which it was
previously affixed. Almost as if by osmosis, the solder
travels into the saturated wick.

In preparing your wick, use a wire size no larger in
diameter than the pad size that you will be wicking solder
from. This is important, because if ycu let the wick touch
the board, it will "frogeye" the material on the board.

Refer to figure 5-22,A, and the list below for the
procedures used in making an effective wick.

a. Remove 6 to 8 inches of shield from coaxial cable
and flatten it with a bending tool.

b. Dip about 2 inches of the: wick into liquid solder
flux. Be sure the liquid flux rosir is the same as the rosin
you intend to use in your repair work.

c. If you use multistrand wire, strip about 4 inches of
insulaton from the wire.

d. Flatten the wire slightl) , keeping the strands in
place.

e. Dip the wire in liquid rosin and tin the end.

Now that you have an effective wick, see how to apply
it. Refer to figure. 5-23 for an illustration of wicking as
we describe it.

a. Place the wick on top of the solder joint to be
removed.

b. Place the iror ..op of the wick. When the iron
melts the solder, it . flow into the wick.

c. As the wick becomes saturated with solder, clip off
the end of the wick, and repeat the operation until you
have removed all the solder from the joint.
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Figure 5-22. Wicking tools.
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Figure 5-23. Wicking application.
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Figure 5-24. Sniffing Application.

Sniffing. In this method, you use a tool like a syringe.
(Refer to fig. 5-24.) This tool is made from material that
will not bond to solder. Although this method is not as
highly recommended as wicking, it is effective.

The sniffer, sometimes called solder sucker, uses the
force of air pressure to remove the molten solder. You use
the sniffer as follows:

a. Squeeze the air out of tile rubber hall at one end of
the sniffer.

b. Keeping the ball depressed, place the pointed end
of the sniffer next to the solder to be removed.

c. Heat the solder with a solder iron; keep the tip of
the iron in the solder and not on the sniffer.

d. Slowly release the pressure on the sniffer ball. As
the air enters the tube, it will pull the molten solder in
with it.

e. After you have drawn the solder from the joint,
remove the sniffer. Depress the tube again to remove the
solder from the sniffer.

Some solder suckers are part of the heating tool and
are referred to as desoldering tools, as shown in figure
5-25. This is often the case with soldering stations. Each

Figure 5-25. Desoldering tool.

IRON

REMOVAL OF SOLDER
FROM TERMINAL

NCS18- 2 91

of these methods removes solder from a joint. In each
method, you must exercise caution because of the heat,
component reaction to heat, and possible damage to base
materials and adjacent components.

Exercises (467):
1. Briefly explain the principle of wicking.

2. Outline the steps involved in the wicking process.

3. Briefly describe the principle of sniffing.

4. Of the two methods of solder removal, which is
preferred?

468. State why some of the safety precautions you
should observe while soldering are necessary.

Safety Precautions. Soldering is a safe process, if the
hazards associated with soldering are recognized and
normal safety precautions are observed. To help you keep
soldering safe, we include both the following list of safety
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precautions for you to observe while soldering and, after
each, the reason why it is a necessary precaution.

(1) Always handle soldering irons cautiously. There is
always present the risk of receiving painful and dangerous
burns during soldering operations. You can receive such
burns easily from touching a soldering iron or from
hanelir7 soldered connections or parts that have not
coolee sufficiently.

(71) Support large workpieces securely while you are
soldering. Otherwise, you may receive severe injuries oi
burns as you attempt to grasp a falling workpiece.

(3) Protect your eyes and skin with proper clothing
and protective devices. Soldering fluxes spatter when
heated.

(4) Do not rest 3 hot soldering iron on a wooden
bench or chair. Use an appropriate soldering ,con holder
to avoid burned furniture or equipment or, worse still, a
fire.

(5) Do not flip excess solder frcm the tip of a
soldering iron. If you do this, bits of hot solder can hit
you, causing serious skin and eye burns. Instead, use a
clean, damp sponge or cloth for cleaning hot soldering
tips.

(6) Do not wear rings or wrist watches while you are
soldering. Even a small soider splatter caught under a
ring or a watch can cause a severe burn.

(7) Disconnect electronic equipment from the supply
circuit before you begin to solder. You can be seriously
burned or be killed as a result of contacting energized
circuits.

(8) Provide adequate room ventilation. Vapors from
degreasing solvents and fluxes may contain toxic gases.

(9) Do not allow degreasing solvents or fluxes to
touch or remain on your skin unnecessarily. Many
materials used in these products can cause skin
irritations. The remedy is to wash contact areas with cool
water.

(10) Wash your hands thoroughly before you cat. or
smoke. Most fluxes contain materials that Ile hazardous
to your health if you ingest them.

Exercise (468):
1. Why should each of the following rules be observed?

a. Handle soldering irons cautiously.

b. Protect eyes and skin.

c. Clean tip with sponge or cloth.

d. No rings or wrist watches.

e. Ventilate room.

f. Wash hands before eating or smoking.

5-4. Solderiess Terminations

The wire-wrapped connection has become
increasingly more popular in the construction and
installation of electronic equipment. The wire-wrapped
connection, if put on correctly, meets all requirements for
a good electrical connection.

469. Describe certain prerequisites for a good wire-
wrap connection; name parts of the wire-wrap tool,
defining terms related it id clarify particular
procedures, requirements, and advantages involved.

Wire Wrap. A wrapped connection must be put on
with enough force so that it maintains sufficient pressure.
A good pressure connection is one that has sufficient
contact area and contact pressure, plus sufficient elastic
energy to maintain that contact area and pressure
throughout the desired life of the connection. There are
millions of connections in existing telephone systems that
have a desired life of 10 to 30 years. The wire-wrap
method of connecting has this life expectancy (so does
solder).

There are six basic requirements for an electrical
connection. They are:

Metal-to-metal contact.
High-pressure contact.
A gas-tight contact area.
A large contact area.
Mechanical stability.
No localized stress concentration.

A connection made with a wire-wrap tool will have a
large, gas-tight, metal-to-metal contact, with good
mechanical stability and no loca,L;cod gress connection.
The tool will wrap the conductor around the terminal
with an initial pressure of up to 100,000 pounds per
square inch. The pull of the tool on the wire will cause the
wire to expand. After the wire has cooled, it normally
maintains a pressure of up to 29,000 pounds per square
inch. This is well within the limits for a good, gas-tight,
high-pressure connection.

In addition to meeting all of the requirements of a
good electrical connection, the wire wrap also has the
following advantages over the solderN:1 connection.

No solder disadvantages (heat, clippings, splashes,
or operator burns).
Savings in material and labor.
Ease in disconnection from terminals.
More compact connections.
Uniformity of the connection with calibrated tools.
More resistance to handling and vibration stress.
More reliable connections.
The possibility of being automated.

With the exception of the last of the above, all of the
advantages are definitely applicable to your job within the
computer and electronic switching field.
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Figure 5-26. Types of wire-wrap tools

The tool with which the wire is wrapped around the
terminal consists of the basic tool plus the wrapping bit
and sleeve. The wire-wrap tool is made in five different
types: electric, battery, air, manual, or mechanical and
hand. Three of these types are shown in figure 5-26.

The tool you would normally use is the hand-wrap
tool. The electrical tools are used mostly for production
work in factories, while the hand-wrap tool is used for the
occasional connection.

The following general terms and their definition will
help you better understand the instructions on the use of
the wire-wrap tool given little later.

Solder less Wrap. An electrical connection produced
by wrapping a wire tightly around a pin-type terminal.

Wrapping Bit. The rotating member of the wrapping
tool that wraps the wire around the terminal.

Sleeve. The stationary member of the wrapping tool
which wraps the wire around the terminal.

Contact Area. The summation of all areas of contact
between the W e ...ad terminal edges.

Ov-rwrap ITh piling up of wraps, one on top of
anothci .

SLEEVE

WIRE

NOTCH BIT

Figure 5-27. Inserting the wire.

NOTCH

COLLET ASSEMBLY
AND NUT

B
MECHANICAL
WRAP TOOL

TO -84

Regardless of the type of power used to operate the
wire-wrap tool, the actual business end of all types of
tools will be very similar, consisting of two parts, the bit
and the sleeve.

The bit rotates within the sleeve to do the actual
wrapping. See figure 5-27 for a drawing of these parts.
Fashioned out of hardened tool steel, the bit is made to fit
a certain size of wire and terminal. The sleeve is made to
fit the particular bit. You should always use them as a set
to fit the particular wire and terminal on which the
wrapping is being done. MAKE WIRE WRAP
CONNECTIONS ONLY ON TERMINALS
DESIGNED FOR THEIR USE.

Refer to figure 5-27 for the names of the various parts
of the bit. We will use these names as we describe the
operation here.

Inserting .the wire. Insert the skinned portion of the
wire 11/4 tO 1 3/8 inches of bare wire for 22 gauge wire into
the slot. The flare will help guide the wire into the slot.
Notice that the slot is off-center. Be careful to insure that
the wire has been inserted ly into the slot and is not
pulled away when the opet_on of wrapping is started.
For this see figure 5-27.
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SLEEVE

Figure 5-29. Tool and terminal positions.

Figure 5-30. Wrapping cycle.

TERMINAL

Figure 5-31. Finished connection.
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POSSIBLE TO TERMINAL BASE OR ANOTHER
CONNECTION.

Figure 5-32. Position of wire wrap.
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Figure 5-33. Number of turns.
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Figure 5-34. Insulation position.



Anchoring process. Bend the wire back through the
notch of the sleeve. Seat the insulation against the sleeve
to complete the anchoring process. For this see figure
5-28.

Tool and terminal positions. Place the tool over the
terminal, allowing space for a minimum of five or six
complete wraps. Make the first connection on a terminal
as close to the terminal base as possible. Line the bit up
with the terminal so that it slips on without bending or
damaging the terminal in any manner. For this see figure
5-29.

Wrapping cycle. Hold the wrapping tool firmly,
twisting the handle to operate the bit and allowing the
tool to back off from the terminal as the wire is wrapped.
For this see figure 5-30.

Cycle completed Carefully remove the wire-wrap tool
from the terminal. The finished product should look like
that in figure 5-31. Keep the wire wrap close to the base,
as shown in figure 5-32. Make sure the wire wrap has
sufficient turns on the terminal, as shown in figure 5-33
and that there is no wire insulation farther than 'he inch
from the terminal, as shown in figure 5-34.

You can unwrap any solderless wrapped connection,
using any of the several methods available. For example:

a. You can unwrap the connection by hand, without
any tools.

b. You may remove the connection using an available
tool, such as longnose pliers.

c. You can unwrap the connection using the hand
unwrapping tool.

CAUTION: A wire-wrap connection that has been
removed from the terminal must not be rewrapped using
the old wire, unless all of the wrapped wire can bc cut off
and new, skinned wire is used. Normally, a new wire is
used.

If it is not possible for you to skin new wire and to
completely rewrap the connection, it will be necessary for
you to solder the connection. IF ANY CONNECTION
ON A TERMINAL IS SOLDERED, SOLDER ALL
CONNECTIONS ON THAT TERMINAL.

Here are a few practical suggestions to follow when
you are wire-wrapping.

a. Use only 24- or 22-gauge, tinned, solid-copper
wire.

b. Be sure there is a minimum of five full turns for 24-
or 22-gauge wire. (NOTE: As a guide, skin wire 1" to l' .

Solder any deviations.)
c. Use only approved terminal made for wire-wrap

terminations.
d. Do not use the skinned portion of a used wire for a

terminal connection. If you use an old wire, you must
wind it with pliers for a minimum one turn and solder it.
Or, if you wish to make a wire wrap connection, cut off
the skinned portion of the used wire and reskin it.

e. Solder the overlapping of any turns on a
connection.

f Solder the overlapping of any connection onto
another.

g. Solder open spirals. Do not attempt to close an
open spiral by reapplying the tool.

h. Solder all connections of a terminal if any
connection on that terminal has been soldered.

i. Solder a minimum of two adjacent turns for
wrapped connections requiring soldering.

j. Be sure that the axial pulling force on the wire Will
not tend to unwrap the connection. You should dress
wires at right angles to the terminal axis.

k. Limit to Vis inch the distance from the end of the
wire insulation to the terminal shiner.

I. Provide a minimum clearance of Y64 inch between
the wire end (pigtail) and adjacent components.

m. Do not nick, flatten, or bend the wire before using
it.

n. Make certain that the terminal is not bent or
scraped when you remove connections after wrapping.
You must place the wrapping tool on the terminal and
withdraw it in a direction parallel to the terminal. You
cannot straighten bent terminals satisfactorily.

o. On most standard terminals, there are three
wrapping areas or levels. If a strap is run from one
terminal to another, strap both ends of the strap on the
same level.

p. Take care of the wrap tool. Don't leave it on top of
ladders or lying in high places, because it could fall off
and be damaged. Also, it could hurt someone.

Exercises (469):
I. What are the requirements for a good pressure

connection?

-

2. State the basic requirements for an electrical
connection.

3. List five of the advantages of wire-wraps over
soldered connections.

4. Name the parts of a wire-wrap tool.

5. Define (a) solderless wrap, (b) sleeve, and (c)
overwrap.

6. In the operational description of wire wrapping,
explain briefly that involving tool and terminal
positions.

7. What is the minimum of turns of 24- or 22 gauge
wire required for a good wire wrap connection?
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8. What should be done to overlapping turns and open
spirals?

5-5. Remove and Replac Dtective Components
After you complete your troubleshooting action, you

will need to remove and replace the malfunctioning
system, subsystem, assembly, subassembly, unit, or
component. Of course, this is the most expedient manner
in which to return the equipment to operation, and the
operational status is of paramount importance. However,
there will be times when immediate removal and
replacement of the malfunctioning item will not be
poscible. Then, you must determine whether repair of the

ng item is possible.

I't O. List in proper sequence the steps to be followed in
removing or replacing equipment.

Removal and Replacement of Defective Systems,
Subsystems, Assemblies, or Subassemblies. Normally,
we think of systems, subsystems, assembiies, or
subassemblies as large items. They can be this, of course,
and sometimes the removal of these large items, as well as
the replacement of them, can be a large task. On the other
hand, the items may be rather small. If so, then the task is
easier. The first thing that you should think of, as a
maintenance technician, when you are presented the task
of removing and replacing a large item is this: "Where
can I get the help that I need to perform such a task?"
Answer: The help you need is as close as the nearest
equipment service manualthe applicable technical
order.

The applicaEe technical order for the removal and
replacement action is, as we mentioned earlier in Volume
1 of this CDC, the -2 TO; specifically, Chapter 5 of the -2
service manual, Maintenance. The subjects included in
this TO which are related to the task of removal and
replacement are these: (1) disassembly, repair, and
replacement, including general parts replacement; (2)
reassembly and testing; and (3) performance tests. Yes
you may have to use commercial publications or technical
manuals for some references on equipment which you
havc and replace. Usually, though, the
apr wi,1 have a section devoted to service or

.41 i-.11( -a- , -nt.
7:1 and replat-tment of items is

R11 eakdown (IPB) -4 TO. This
provides a pi..torial view of the item you have to remove
and replace. The IPB also identifies the item by part
number; and the category listing will tell you whether the
item may be procured through normal supply channels, is
expendable and must be thrown away, or must be
manufactured locally.

Using the help that you get from the applicable
publication, you are nearly ready to undertake the
removal and replacement task. You have the service
instructions for the task, but waithave you reviewed
mentally what steps you are going to take from start to

finish? You should, because this step of preparation can
save you time and eliminate many of the possible hazards
which could face you or your fellow workers later. What
techniques should you consider? Look over the list that
follows to see whether or not you will agree that a well-
thought-out technique will, in fact, pay dividends.

(1) Remove power (be safe).
(2) Label any and all wires to be removed.
(3) Disconnect any jacks or plugs which may be used

on the item to be repaired.
(4) Unsolder any wires as required.
(5) Remove any assembly or subassembly to

facilitate access to the defective unit as required.
(6) Follow prescribed directions as outlined in TOs

or contractor manuals for removal, repair, and
reinstallation.

(7) Remove the assembly or component and replace
it with a serviceable assembly or component.

(8) Reinstall all wires, jacks, and accessories.
(9) Make a static check.

(10) Apply power and ma4 the necessary dynamic
checks, insuring that specifications, as stated, are
measured.

Many of the steps just given will apply in one case but
not in another. By using them to plan ahead of time for
the task at hand, you will make your job much easier. If
you are not experienced in the removal and replacement
of an item, ask for help. It is better to get the help you
need than to try to explain later why you did not. Many of
the individual tasks we have listed will be pointed out
later in this segment, for they are remove and replace
tasks in themselves.

Exercise (470):
I. Arrange the following list of steps for the removal or

replacement of equipment in the proper sequence.
a. Remove any assembly or subassembly to

facilitate access to the defective unit as
required.

b. Disconnect any jacks or plugs which may be
used on the item to be repaired.

c. Make a static check.
d. Remove the assembly or component and

replace it with a serviceable assembly or
component.

e Unsolder any wires as required.
f Rernov ower.
., Apch -wer and make the necessary dyndc

che.,cc
h. Label any and all wires to be removed.

Follow prescribed directions as outlined in the
applicable manuals.
Reinstall all wires, jacks, and accessories.
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471. Identify types of lamps and fuses, briefly describe
replacement procedures, and give the title of the TO
cross referencing military and civilian fuse
designation.

Replacing Lights and Fuses. In the system on which
you are now working, lights, fuses, and switches are used
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Figure 5-35. Lamps.

in abundance. This is true for all data processors,
computers, and switching systems.

These lights and fuses are of vital importance to you,
because the' how you the operational of lc-
data prf- a the systems to
solid nd integrated circuits, quick reliable
indict catch as lights or fuses, are needed to speed the
detecuun (A failure. It then becomes necessary for you to
understand how these indicators are built and installed.
Physical features and principles of operation need to be
analyzed. We will include the impact on the system
during the repair of the unit as a part of the analysis to
show the relationship to the task. Logical approaches and
basic steps will be developed too.

The analysis of this subject includes a study of the
types of lamps, their uses, and typical replacement
procedures used to restore the circuits to normal
operation; the types of fuses normally found; and the
types of fuse holders plus typical replacement procedures.

Lamp and lamp sockets. Study figure 5-35 closely,
because it includes a description of the most common
:amps use- n etrcnth equipment. These lamps come in
va. .r4ge ranges, sizes, and shapes. Common lamp

menclatures are given in this figure as well as their
iitage ratings. These are vital for you to understand in

the event that you must replace lamps with substitute
lamps. Some lamps even contain resistive and capacitive
components internally.

By referring to figure 5-35 showing the lamps, it is vasy
to see why each lamp requires a special type of socket.
Consider the first lamp shown, the screw base; its socket is
as shown in figure 5-36. Since you use only two wires,
your removal and installation of it are relatively simple.
Observe the wire replacement to the terminals of the new
socket when you are reinstalling a new lamp socket.
Installing the wires on the wrong terminals is a
modification of equipment and is not authorized unless
di rected.
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CONTACT

Figure 5-36. Screw base socket.

CONTACT

You must remove power, of course, before removing a
defective socket and installing a new socket. You must
always take precautions when you work on these units,
because, although the lamp may be using only a low-
voltage DC or AC source, a shorting of the source voltage
to the chassis can result in complete loss of power to the
equipment and in site downtime as well as injury to the
personnel involved.

A typical removal, reinstallation procedure would be:
(1) Remove power.
(2) Label the wires to be removed.
(3) Unsolder the wires from the socket.
(4) Solder the new socket to the wires.
(5) Check continuity with a VOM.
(6) Secure the socket to the chassis with a washer and

a retaining nut.
(7) Apply power and perform an operational check.
The offiet prong plug-in lamp shown in figure 5-35

requires a socket like that shown in figure 5-37. Observe
how one side of the socket has a cut higher than the other
side to accommodate the prongs on tht side of the
Also, note that thi,, iocke, tins itig ' 5at
pughes the bac, - 1.ari1 l when the lamp is

td pr,Y spring allows for insertion of the
.mp to St," It pi

Installation of a lamp (like the offset prong plug-in
lamp) requires:

OFFSET PRONG SOCKET

LEAD CONNECTOR

Figure 5-37. Offset lamp socket.

(1) Aligning the prongs on the lamp with the slots in
the lamp socket according to the placement.

(2) Inserting lamp into socket, depressing the spring
base.

(3) Twisting the lamp and releasing it , allowing the
prongs on the lamp to seat in the slots.

Removal procedures are the reverse of the ii ion
,mes just given. Replacement of the lamp holder (socket)

he same as that for the screw type.
The neon indicator, shown in figure 5-35(3), is

commonly used to display data processors where counter
operations areshown, when error indicators are used, and
when register operation shows cycling operations. Some
of these lamps contain internal resistive and capacitive
networks plus lamp filaments. Most of the sockets
designed to accommodate this type of lamp are generally
two- to four-wire connected units. Refer to figure 5-38
and observe a type of socket which is used. Your
replacement of this socket requires your strict adherance
to identification and your rq3lacement of leads when you
reinstall it.

An installation of this lamp is shown in the schematic
in figure 5-39. The NE2 lamps (shown) are placed in
series with the output of the flip-flops. On these flip-flops,
internally the signal swing is from OV to 30V,
depending upon the state of the flip-flop. When the
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Figure 5-38. Deep socket neon.



-30V

Figure 5-39. Indicator circuit.

output of the flip-flop is a logic 1 (OV), there is an
approximate 67V difference of potential across the lamp,
and it lights. In the zero state, the difference of potential
is only approximately 37V, and ignition of the neon does
not occur. Figure 5-35 shows that neons need 65V to
start.

The neon lamp shown in figure 5-35(4) is usually
found in a power supply. Quite often its purpose is for
regulation of the power supply. It may be a plug-in lamp
with stiff leads. More commonly, however, it is a lamp
with no metal base, .and it has flexible lead wires
protruding from the glass envelope. (Refer here to fig.
5-40.) In power supplies using this lamp, two wells filled
with solder are installed to secure the leads of the lamp.
Installation and removal consists of your heating the
envelope with a soldering iron, removing the lamp lead,
and then inserting the new lamp lead in the molten
solder. Again, any work you perform in this area must be
done with all power removed.

The final lamp shown in figure 5-35 (5) is a
subminiature lamp. This lamp is pushed into a glass lens,
and the lens is then screwed into the socket, as shown in
figure 5-41. This lamp unit usually contains a two-wire
connection. It may, however, have multiple leads
soldered to one of the two connector points. Your strict
observance of wire placement is necessary when you
remove or replace the lamp base. Use procedures outlined
in the description of the basic screw lamp.

The tasks involved in the replacement of a lamp socket
are basic and simple; yet a few specific practices do
become important when analysis is applied. These are:

(1) Mark the wires to be removed and installed on the
new socket.

(2) Exercise care in removing and replacing a lamp

Figure 5-40. Neon in well socket.

Figure 5-41. Subminiature socket with neon lamp.

from the socket after first determining the type of lamp
used.

(3) Remove power from the unit before starting any
repair action.

(4) Use proper soldering techniques in all cases.
(5) Make a static check with a VOM for continuity

prior to applying power.
(6) Apply power and make a dynamic check.

Learn to recognize the various types of lamps from
their appearance, size, use, description on a schematic or
wiring diagram, and their voltage ratings. Above all,
observe and practice safety to protect yours-1r your
equipment. A mistake could burn or kill you. A mistake
could also destroy your equipment, cause unscheduled
downtime, abort a mission, or cause a loss in the net.

Fuses and fitse holders. We save already identified a
fuse as an indicator for the maintenance man which will
alert him to a defect or malfunction in the system. The
primary use of any fuse is, of course, to protect an
electronic unit from destruction by excessive current or
voltage. This fact then leads to the analysis of fuse
applications in the following terms: (1) Where are fuses
normally installed? (2) What are the principles of fuse
operation? (3) What sizes and shapes are they, and what
type holders are provided for them? (4) Finally, what
comparisons are there between the rei 1 and
replacement of the holder to that of the lamp 11(. ,er j
discussed?

Refer to figure 5-42. Typically, you will find a fuse in
an input power line whether it be an AC or DC source
vo ;e. Fuses maybe installed on a drawer, a rack, and a
chassis, or in a cabinet. They may be remotely placed and
still be wired to the circuits of a given unit. The important
thing for you to know is where the fuse circuits are for
your equipment. Air-conditioning systems, motors, and
cabinet service lights are also examples of circuits that
will be fused to prevent destruction by overload in thes:
units. On a wiring diagram you will probably see a fuse as
a symbol like the one shown in figure 5-43. The
designation will usually be an "F" followed by a number.
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Figure 5-42. Fuse and fuse holders.

On the fuse itself will be a number. It will very likely look
like this example:

Part
Number

Breakdown FO1 A 125V 2A

2-ampere rating

125V maximum voltage

aracteristic (normal-blow)

Style or dimension code (ferrule, glass, size)

The current-carrying element in a fuse melts when
heated to temperatures in excess of about 1700 and opens,
thereby removing the source voltage from a unit. Two
factors are important in this analysis: first, the type of
material used for fusing and its melting properties and,
second, the principles of Ohm's and Kirchoff's laws as
applied to circuits using fuses. In the first instance, the
current-carrying element used in fuses is engineered to
specific thicknesses, lengths, and widths to carry specific
vol ;e and current loads. This metal will heat and
'cilium intact, provided the applied heat does not exceed
the melting point of the metal. Second, basic laws of
electronics apply to selection of fuses for specific circuits.
You must consider the (1) total wattage dissipation, (2)
total amperage needed to maintain circuit operation, and

:otal voltage requirements when you determine the
size and type of fuse that you will use.

How does Ohm's law apply to fuses?

Ohm's law: I = E' or R = ' or E = IR, or R = IE
R I

Consider a unit using a 125V, 2A fuse. Consider, also,
that the fuse will blow at exactly 2A. What effect can an
increase in line voltage have on the fuse? Using the
formula I = E

R

1 = 2A E = 125V R = resistance of the filse
1251

2A = = blown fuse (arrows indicate a change)

With the resistance of the fuse wire as a constant, an
increase in line voltage causes an increase in current, and
the fuse melts. Another problem: What effect can a
decrease in resistance within the circuits cause? The
power formula P = E2 is used. A short circuit in the
operating unit will very likely lower the total resistance of
the unit to almost ground potential and increase the
power requirements by increasing the current flow. Since
power is related to heat, the fuse filament will develop
more heat and burn through.

E2TP = blown fuseRI

Another basic principle of electronics is Kirchoffs
law. Looking at the schematic found in figure 5-42,
observe how, when the fuse is intact, current will flow
into the entire circuit through the fuse and not the NE2
lamp circuit, because current will always seek the easiest
path. However, if the fuse blows, the current path is
thrcugh the NE2 lamp. This lamp circuit will draw very
little current and no damage will result to the circuit. This
circuit is used where a visible indicator is used to show a
blown fuse.

Fuse holders can become damaged and require
replacement. The most common causes of damage are
heat and mechanical abuse. If holders are corroded, dirty,
or loosely hold the fuse, they will heat. The heat, in turn,
can damage the insulating material in the holder. The
heating condition will get worse with time, and the holder
will have to be replaced.

By observing the fuse holders shown in figure 5-43, it
should be easy for you to sce that only two connectors will
usually have to be unsoldered and resoldered when you
replace a fuse holder. The tasks of replacing a fuse holder
and the replacement of the lamp socket are so nearly alike
that this restatement of the typical steps will apply to
almost all work done on fuse holder replacement:

(1) Mark the wires to be removed.
(2) Remove power before starting any repair action.
(3) Exercise care in removing the unit.
(4) Employ proper soldering techniques in all cases.
(5) Make a static check with a VOM for continuity

prior to applying power.
(6) Insert a new fuse of the proper voltage and

amperage ratings, size, and type.
(7) Apply power and make a dynamic check.
Our analysis of fuses and their holders has shown that

the task of fuse holder replacement is simple and basic
and that it parallels the techniques used in the
replacement of lamp sockets. This analysis has also
shown that various types of fuses exist for specific
purposes. Further, the fuse wire is designed to carry or
handle a specific maximum voltage and current source.
Exceeding these values causes the filament to melt,
protecting the circuit. Also, this analysis pointed out what
effect a short circuit in the equipment must have on the
circuit fuse. Correct interpretation of these facts ma':es it
paramount that exact replacement of fuses with both
proper voltage and current ratings be installed, and exact
types, such as fast blow or slow blow, be reinstalled.

If you should encounter an unfamiliar fuse designator,
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NO. TYPE PICTORIAL SIZE VOLT AMP RATING DESCRIPT1014 USES APPLICATION

1

FAST BLOW FB .....4

..

125V /250V

. 01/l0A
I-1/4" L X 1/4" Dia.

Dia.

Metal encis with a glass or
ceramic cylinder between the
ends. Blows instantly with
input surges or shorts.

2.

SLOW BLOW1SB
...

;'4
.2.

..,,.:.--- :
-,

12.5V/250V

.01/30A
1-1/4" X 1/4" Dia.

Similar to Fastblow in size.
except this fuse is designed to
withstand heavy surges for a
short time period but will blow
instantly on shorts.

3

FUSE WIRE

125/250V
Variable amps
depending upon the
ciameter of the wire,

A strand of malleable wire
designed to melt as any other
fuse. However, this fuse is
usually connected between
terminals and not put in a fuse
holder. This wire may also
be used to repair reparable
fuses.

4

REPARABLE FUSE

.

REMOVABLE ENDS

125/440V
Variable to 100 amps,
sizes vary with amp-
erage and voltage
requirements.

This fuse has screw-type end
connectors which, when
removed from the center
cylinder, allow for replacement
of the fuse wire,

SNAP-IN FUSE HOLDER/
Size and weight is
determined by the size
of fuse to be held.

Built to ;:..ccommodate short and
long FB and SB fuses as well as
reparable fuses..

um
trio% ,:zz

6

w.

FUSE HOLDER WITHOUT LAMP

1-11/32" X 5/8"
overall.

Voltage ranges to 250V
a 15 amps,
1-5/8" X 5/8"

Fuse holder with a twist top.
Top is removed by slight inward
pressure and twisting the release.
Internal contact is backed by a
spring to allow for removal and
installation of a fuse,

FUSE HOLDER
WI TH

NEON .

INDICATOR IN THE CAP

Approximately
2-3/8" L X 5/8" Dia,

Voltage ranges
2.5V to 250V @, 20 amps,

Fuse holder with a neon
'indicator in the cap. This neon
lights when the fuse blows (refer
to text for description.)

Figure 5-43. Fuses and neon circuit.
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reier to your equipment technical data or to TO
00-25-234, Genera; Shop Practice Requirements jur the
Repair, Maintenance, and Test of Electronic Equipment.
Section V of this TO provides detailed information on
the reading of fuse desigoations and a cross-reference of
military and commercial designations for fuses.

Exercises (4;1)-
1. Why is it imporiant tor you to remove cower before

you install a new StiL et''

7. State the steps in a typical removal, installation
procedure.

3. How is an offset prong plug-in lamp installed?

4. What ar the two uses of the NE68 lamp?

5. Where are fuses normally found in a circuit?

6. What is the approximate melting temperature of the
current-carrying element of a fuse?

7. What effect will a large decrease in resistance have
on a circuit fuse?

8. What are the most common causes of fuse holder
damage?

9. How is a fuse holder replaced?

10. What is the title of TO 00-25-234 that cross-
references military and civilian designations for
fuses?

472. Identify switch types by their description, or use,
indicate signs of such defects, and briefly describe
switch replacement procedures.

Identification and Replacement of Switches. We will
review here the types of switches used in electronic

equipment, since there might be some type which you are
unfan,,, ,,r with. For the power-on and power-off
functions, you will find that the types of switches used are
very similar to those that you might have used in turning
)ff your electronic equipment in your home. Of course,

,Lehes are designed for many other uses. Two broad
uses ot switches are (1) digital input and (2) command
Input devices. A switch designed to provide a digital
mput will provide the input source for either a static level
logic 1 or a dynamic level 1, or a pulse train. It may even
provide the source for an octal input. A switch designed
to provide command input will provide preset, reset,
advance, repeat cycle, and other ...hort-duration machine
command signals. Analysis will show how these switches
are used and what types of switches are usually associated
with these actions.

The identification of switches, their uses, and their
defects also includes descriptions of their reference
symbols, schematic symbols, coil operations, lamp
circuits assoc.ated with these, and external circuits
commonly employing switches. Since defects are
common to almost all types of switches, the repair or
replacement of the switches is expla:ned as a common
element instead of individually.

The most common switch known is the toggle switck
Refer to figure 5-44 for a pictorial description of this
switch type. This switch may be designed as a single-pole
single-throw (SPST) having two fixed conditionsON
and OFFor it may be spring-loaded, as in the case of a
reset switch, where it can be turned on and will spring
back to OFF when released. The spring-loaded version is
usually found in command or control circuitry. This is
where a reset pulse must be used, a clear pulse is needed,
or a preset pulse is needed. In any of the uses listed, a
relatively short-duration pulse is required, and the spring-
loaded toggle switch is effective.

Another switch used for the same purpose is the
spring-loaded pushbutton microswitch. Its description
(refer to fig. 5-44) is different, but its function is exactly
the same as that of the spring-loaded toggle switch. The
schematic symbols and reference designations for both
types of switches are shown in figure 5-45.

Still another switch commonly found in data
processors and display consoles is the pushbutton switch
with a lamp indicator under the pushing surface. For this
see figure 5-44. This switch comes in two typesthe
nonholding or spring-release return and the holding type.
The holding type employs a holding coil that latches the
switch in the ON position when depressed The second
pressing of the switch releases the voltage from the
holding coil and returns the switch to its OFF condition.
In some applications, the holding coil voltage may be
removed by anothin- switch remote from the original
switch.

In both types of switches, the holding and nonholding,
lamp circuits are employed to identify the condition of
the switch as ON or OFF. Observe the schematic shown
in figure 5-46 and analyze how two of the lights (DSI and
DS2) are lighted when the switch is off and how two
different lights (DS3 and DS4) are lighted when the
switch is on. Trace the paths for current flow to prove this
analysis. Also, observe how the holding coil shown in the
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Toggle

Microswitch, circular.. ..

Pushbutton Switch w/Lamp
Indicators

Mic roswitch, rectangular c ased
with Level Contactor

a. Two position OFF, ON, Normally
Open (NO), Normally Closed (NC).

b. Two position NO, NC and common (C).
c. SPST, S.ingle Pole Single Throw.
d. DPDT, Double Pole Double Throw.

(not shown) multiple connectors in
series.

e. Spring loaded in one direction.
f. Primary uses.

(1) Control of voltage and -urrent--
ON-OFF.

(2) Reset, Preset, Command Control
of digital circuits.

a. Two position ON-OFF, spring loaded
contactor.

b. Command uses, Reset, Preset
control of digit circuits.

a. Pushbutton switch with:
(1) Lamp indicator for either OFF,

or ON or both.
(2) Contact connectors NO, NC, C.
(3) Holding coil for locking in either

NO or NC.
b. Holding coil may not be used as lock,

requiring independent release.
c. Lamps may be OFF or ON or may

contain dual lamp circuit where one or
more lamps will always be on.

d. Primary uses:
(1) Digital input device, entering

codes, bits, presetting wired
configurations, advancing.

(2) Command uses, transfer, clear,
era Se, reset.

a. A rectangular encased switch
with .1 external connectors.

b. Connector ball is usually depressed
by a spr'.ng tension arm assembly.

c . Uses--cont rolling operations of
electromechanical devices.

NE02 0 214
Figkee 5-44. Switches.
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Figure 5-45. Switch symbols.

schematic is energized and deenergized as a result of the
switch action. Your observation of the current path will
illustrate this premise. Always remember that all circuits
function only when the path for curient flow is complete.

The type of switch shown in figure 5-47 is usually used
in digital units. It may be used, as shown in section A of
this figure, to enter a static level 1 to a register or counter
each time it is depressed; or it may be connected. as
shown in sections B and C, to relays to provide a pulse
train in either binary, binary coded decimal, grey code,
octal, or a special code prepared for specially designed
circuitry.

The microswitch used in mechanical devices is another
switch commonly found in many of our electronic
devices, as is shown in figure 5-44. This switch is often
placed in a drive unit, so that closing its contacts causes a
cycle to repeat or stop. The illustration in figure 5-48
shows that when the switch is depressed by the pivoted
arm of the cam, it breaks the cycle and causes a change in
operation. These microswitches are spring-loaded; and,
when the arm is removed, the switch is returned to its
normal state.

We have discussed the various switches used in our
equipment. Now, let us identify malfunctions which
might be attributed to them, what repair actions are
required, and what safety factors must be employed.

Defects which occur most often are these:
A defective spring.
A broken contact.
A burned contact.
Shorted contacts.
A charred switch body.

Signs of defects are these:
Sticking of the spring-loaded switch.
No continuity when checked.
A loose toggle.
Improper placement of the microswitch unit.
Improper solder connections.
A nonoperating holding coil.

Since switches may have more than two connections,
exact replacement of wires is an absolute must. Some

2IV RET

A
LEVEL
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+2IV
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432 NOVIDEO
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OF SI VIDEO
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DC
RFT

SI-ES
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Figure 5-46. Switch (with holding coil) circuit.
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Figure 5-47. Pushbutton switch circuit.
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Figure 5-48. Microswitch operation.

switches, such as the push-and-hold with lamp circuits
and holding coils, have as many as 12 or more pins. Since
these are arranged in rows, they are often designated by
A, B, C, D or 1, 2, 3, 4; and each row could 'have a
normally open (NO), common (C), and normally closed
(NC) connector. Identification of wires prior to their
removal from the defective unit is a must.

To replace switches, follow these basic procedures:

a. Remove power to the switch (safety).
b. Carefully label all wires for exact replacement.
c. Remove wires by using proper unsoldering

techniques (if soldered).
d. Position and solder the new switch to the leads.
e. Secure the switch to the cabinet.
f Perform a static check with a VOM.
g. Perform a dynamic check with power applied to

insure that:

(1) All lights, if any, work properly.
(2) Coil holds or spring releases properly.
(3) Switch is properly positioned.
(4) Mechanical operation is as specified in the

applicable technical publication.

Exercises (472):
1. Contrast the uses of (a) digital input and (b)

command input devices.

2. Identify the type of switch that best matches its
description.
a. A rectangular encased switch with two external

connectors.

b. Two-position OFF-ON.

c. Lamp indicator for either OFF or ON or both.
Contact connectors, NO. NC, C.

d. Two-position ON-OFF, spring-loaded
contactor.

3. What are the uses of the digital switch shown
figure 5-46?

4. By what signs do you know that a switch is defective?
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5. Briefly list the steps to be followed when replacing a
switch.

473. Identify the labeling methods used on mid the
basic sections of connector pins, and list the steps
i'avolved in repairing a connector.

Removal and Replacement of Electrical and
Mechanical Connectors. The repair, removal, and
replacement of electrical and mechanical connectors are
similar to the tasks we have described previously. You
were working with soldered connections in the ease of
switches. Now you will be working with solderless
connectors as well as with soldered connections.

Refer to figure 5-49 as we proceed. Pictured here are
two examples of connectors you will find in your
equipment. Either connector, although they are used in
different places in the equipment, will perform similar
functions; that is, connecting circuits through electrical
connections to transfer data, signals, or voltages. These
two types of connectors are manufactured for as few as
one wire connection to as many as 225 wire connections.
Each pin connector is labeled (see the illustration)
Lettering is usually used in preference to numbers,
starting with A through Z and continuing with AA
through ZZ, if necessary, except for the letters I, 0, and
Q, which are never used. There are some equipment areas
in which the connector pins are labeled with numerals.
Learn how the connectors are labeled in your equipment
and where they are. Numbering on the units usually
follows general reading rules. For example, the pins are
designated A and B on row I across, C and D on row 2
across, etc., through to the end, or A, B, C, etc., clockwise
in circular cable connectors.

Observe figure 5-50 next. On these multiple connector
bodies, the solderlas pinsboth male and femaleare
designed to hold a single wire and are meant to be
inserted into a connector body. Each pin has three basic
sections: Athe wiring retaining section, which is
crimped to hold the unit; Bthe spring tension section,
which is designed to lock the pin in place in the hole
provided in the connector body, and Cthe male or
female mating unit. Looking at D of this figure, the
cutaway cross-section of a typical connector body,
observe how a ridge is employed to accept the spring
tension clip, the "B" portion of the pin. When inserted in
thc connector body, the pin locks in place. Removal of
this pin requires an extraction tool that is designed to
slide over the spring tension clip, compress the spring,
and allow removal of the pin.

Many companies manufacture crimping tools.
However, each crimper is designed to perform the same
function: To secure a wire to the pin by crimping a
portion of the pin around the wire with enough pressure
to retain the wire. Crimpers are designed to allow their
function to be performed on all sizes of wire and pins.
For instance, a crimper used to fasten a pin to #22 wire
would have a very small opening, as shown in figure 5-51,
whereas a size 12 wire would require a crimper with a
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Figure 5-49. Connectors.
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Figure 5-50. Solder lea pin connector unit.

wider opening to accommodate the larger wire and pin.
When removing and replacing or repairing the jacks,

plugs, or connectors on your equipment, learn (by
studying the manufacturer's publication) which tool is
used for each size wire and pin tised in your system.

Some of the types of defects you might encounter with
jacks, plugs, or connectors are these:

Recessed pins.
Loose-fitting pins.
Cracked or broken plastic connectors.
Bare wire contact with the metal casing in metal
connectors.
Defective threads or missing guide pins on metal
connectors.

See figure 5-52 for an illustration of listed defecu
Listed below are the typical steps involved in th
replacement of multiple connectors. Bear in mind that
one very helpful feature in the manufacture of multiple
lead cables is that the cable strands are generally twist-
paired and color-coded.

(1) Carefully mark each wire position and color
code prior to starting any repair action.

Figure 5-51. Crimper.
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Figure 5-52. Defective connector.

(2) Remove power before proceeding with any work
(safety).

(3) Disconnect the connector from the panel (if
applicable).

(4) Use the pin extractor to release the pins.
(5) Insert the pins in the new connector if all pins are

in good condition.
(6) Replace any defective pin.
(7) Examine workmanship for properly seateu pins,

no cracks, and no frayed or loose wiring.
(8) Secure the connector to the frame (if applicable).
(9) Secure the mating unit to the repaired or replaced

connector and carefully match the guide pin.
(10) Apply power and make dynamic checks (where

applicable).

The removal and replacement of multiple connectors
requires you to make a careful, conscientious effort. You
must focus your attention on the elements listed in this
text and on peculiar factors of your equipment that may
be potential trouble spots. You must select a definite
method for identifying wires before removing them from
the connector to be changed, and you must insure 100-
percent accuracy and quality when reinstalling the wires
and pins. Further, you must use the correct crimping tool
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for the size wire and pin when replacement of pins is
required. Finally, you must be able to recognize
deficiencies and to relate them to possible trouble
symptoms.

Exercises (473):
1. What two methods are used to identify connector

pins?

2. Which of the methods identified in exercise- 1 is
preferred?

3. Which letters are not used to identify pin connectors?

4. What are the three basic sections of connector pins?

5. Briefly list the steps involved in repairing a
connector.

5-6. Circuit Card Repair

Increased reliability, economical operation, increased
packing density, and weight reduction have resulted from
the ever-increasing use of printed circuit cards in the
electronic switching equipment that you maintain.

474. Identify the types of printed circuits, defining one,
and give certain precautions for reparable printed
circuits.

First, the types of printed circuits; then second, general
precautions to observe when repairing such circuits
these concern us in this BOF unit.

Types of Printed Circuits. Two basic types of printed
circuit assemblies exist. The first, a true printed circuit, is
a circuit comprised of printed wiring and printed parts,
all arranged in a predetermined design on, or attached to,
a flat insulating material surface that forms a common
base. The second, those printed circuits more commonly
used, includes those made up of conductive patterns
(printed wiring) and miniaturized separable parts. Of the
two types, only the printed circuit assembly using separate
parts is readily reparable. The printed circuit assembly
wiring pattern is formed in three basic ways: by painting,
by chemical deposit, and by being stamped or etched on
metal foil.

Painted-type printed circuits. The wiring pattern on the
painted type of printed circuit board is formed by
brushing or spraying a conductive paint through a stencil
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onto the nonconducting base. Repair of these painted
printed circuit boards is not recommended, unless a
specialized techniqueone which will not degrade
overall reliabilityhas been devised.

Chemically deposited printed circuits. The chemically
deposited type is made by using a stencil and an
appropriate chemical solution. When dipped into this
solution, the wiring pattern--in the form of a metallic
filmis precipitated on the nonconducting base. Repair
of chemically deposited printed circuit boards is not
recommended.

Metal-foil printed circuits. The wiring pattern on the
metal-foil type of printed circuit board consists of thin
metal foil bonded to the nonconductive base. The wiring
pattern is produced by stamping or chemically etching to
remove unwanted portions of the metal foil. The metal
foil type is the most readily reparable. Consequently, it is
the most commonly used type of printed circuit assembly.
Therefore, repair techniques described in later objectives
will apply primarily to metal-foil printed circuits.

General Precautions. Certain precautions are
necessary in soldering printed circuit cards because of the
delicate nature of the wiring material, wiring-to-card
bonding, and the heat sensitivity of miniaturized parts.
Thus, when you solder printed circuit cards, these are the
general precautions you must observe:

(I ) Reduce the amount of heat required for the
soldering operation by using a small-diameter low-
melting-point solder.

(2) Use a small, low-power soldering iron to permit
access to cramped areas of the card.

(3) Use grounded soldering iron equipmenc or ground
the soldering iron tip, preferably by using alligator clip
leads. The leakage current of some soldering irons is
enough to damage transistors and small semiconductor
devices.

(4) Use enough thermal shunts or heat sinks to protect
heat-sensitive devices sufficiently.

(5) Insure that the total time of heat application does
not exceed the time required to melt the solder and
provide proper fusion of solder with the terminal pad and
component lead. When you make a solder connection,
apply the minimum amount of heat required to produce a
satisfactory connection.

(6) If you experience difficulty in soldering a
connection, stop and allow the connection to cool
completely before you attempt to resolder.

(7) Remove flux and flux residues from solder
connections after the connection has cooled. Remove
these by using isopropl alcohol or aliphatic naphtha.

Exercises (474):
I . State what a true printed circuit is.

2. What are the three basic printed circuit patterns?

3. How is a chemically deposited printed circuit made?

4. How is a metal-foil printed circuit made?

5. Of the two basic types of printed circuits, which one
is reparable?

6. Supply certain precautions necessary for reparable
printed circuits.

475. Give the procedures in troubleshooting a printed
circuit, determining the extent of the trouble and
repairing printed circuits.

Troubleshooting Printed Circuits. Although the
troubleshooting procedures you should follow for printed
circuits are similar to those you follow for conventional
circuits, the repair of printed circuits requires
considerably more skill and patience. The reason is that
printed circuits are small and compact. Thus, you and
your fellow personnel should become familiar with the
special servicing techniques required.

In all instances, check the defective printed circuit
before beginning work on it. Also, determine first
whether any prior servicing has been done on it. Not all
personnel having access to this type of equipment have
the skill and dexterity required for its maintenance;
hence. some preliminary service may be necessary. By
observing this precaution, you may save a great deal of
time and labor.

You should pinpoint the defective part by a study of
the symptoms and by a careful and patient analysis of the
circuit before attempting to trace trouble on a printed
circuit board. Determine whether the conducting strips
are coated with a protective lacquer, epoxy resin, or,
similar substance. If so, carefully scrape it away or, better
still, use a needle or chuck-type needle probe, as shown in
figure 5-53, that will easily penetrate the coating for a
continuity check.

Breaks in the conducting strip (foil) can cause
permanent or intermittent trouble. In many instances,
these breaks are so small that you cannot detect them with
your naked eye. You can only locate these almost
invisible cracks (breaks) with.the aid of a powerful hand-
or stand-held magnifying glass, as illustrated in figure
5-54.

The most common cause of an intermittent condition
is poorly soldered connections (cold solder joints). Other
causes are broken boards, broken conducting strips, fused
conducting strips, arc over, loose terminals, etc.

To check out and locate trouble in conducting strips of
a printed circuit board, set up a multimeter for making
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Figure 5-53. Needle probes.
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Figure 5-54. Using a magnifying glass to locate a hairline crack.
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Figure 5-55. Using VTVM to locate a break in conductive strip.
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Figure 5-56. Three methods of repairing broken conducting strips.
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point-to-point resistance tests, as shown in figure 5-55.
using needlepoint probes. Insert one point into the
conducting strip close to the end of the terminal, and
place the other probe on the terminal or opposite end of
the conducting strip. If the multimeter indicates an open
circuit, drag the probe along the strip (or if the
conducting strip is coated, puncture the coating at
intervals) until the multimeter indicates continuity. Mark
this area and then use a magnifying glass to locate the
fault in the conductor (fig. 5-54).

CAUTION: Before using an ohmmeter for testing a
circuit containing transistors or other voltage-sensitiw
semiconductors, check the current it passes under test on
all ranges. Do not use a range that passes more than 1
mA

If the break in the conducting strip is small, lightly
scrape away any coating covering the area of the
conducting strip to be repaired. Clean the area with a
firm-bristle brush and approved solvent; then repair the
cracked or broken area of the conducting strip by flowing
solder over the break (fig. 5-56,A). If there is any
indication that the strip might peel, bridge the break with
a small section of bare wire by the method shown in
figure 5-56,B. Apply solder along the entire length of the
wire to bond it solidly to the conducting strip. You must
use considerable care in applying the solder to prevent it
from flowing onto or near an adjacent strip. Keep the
solder within the limits of the strip that is being repaired.
If a strip is burned out or fused, cut and remove the
damaged strip. Connect a length of insulated wire across
the breach or from solder point to solder point (fig.
5-56).

It is best for you not to glue or bond a conducting strip
that has been lifted or peeled from the board at a terminal
or solder point. Instead, clip off the raised section and
replace it with insulated hookup wire front solder point to
solder point. Printed circuit boards are frequently subject
to leakage and shorts, especially if the spacing between
conductors is very close or because of the careless
formation of a solder bridge between the conducting
strips during soldering. (NOTE. After repairs, always
scrutinize the board for solder droppings that may cause
possible shorts.)

Frequently a low-resistance leakage path is created by
moisture and/or dirt that has carbonized onto the
phenolic board. You can detect this leakage by measuring
the suspected circuit with a multimeter. To overcome this
condition, clean the carbonized area thoroughly with
solvent and a stiff brush. If this does not remove it, use a
scraping tool (spade end of a solder aid tool or its
equivalent) to remove the carbon, or drill a hole through
the leakage path to break the continuity of the leakage.
When you use the drilling method, be careful not to drill
into a part mounted on the other side.

Occasionally a conductor will rupture or fuse, usually
because of a current overload. Generally the rupture, or
fusing, is the result of limited spacing and narrow
conductors. Do not try to repair this type of damage,
other than to bridge the rupture or fused area with a
length of insulated wire, as shown in figure 5-56,C.

Most printed circuit boards have areas of conduction,

known as grounding conductors, at each edge of the
board or on the parts-mounted side of the board. These
grounding conductors are conducting strips used for
grounding parts and as a mounting contact for the chassis
or common ground. Sometimes an intermittent
conduction will result if the grounding screws or
mounting screws become loose. If this occurs, tighten the
screws and then solder a good bond directly from the
grounding strip to the chassis or equipment ground. If
this is not practical, bond the screws (after tightening)
with epoxy resin or similar compound.

The most common cause of broken boards is
droppage. Some boards are broken because of careless
handling by service personnel while the equipment is
under repair. Be extremely careful at all times while
handling a board. Do not flex the board indiscriminately;
be especially careful when removing the board or
replacing parts; do not force anything associated with the
board.

A printed circuit can be flexed to a certain extent;
however, flexing may break the board, which must then
be replaced at a considerable loss of time. To prevent this
possibility, it is always a good policy to use a chassis-
holding jig or vise when servicing printed boards.

Before repairing a broken printed circuit board, assess
the damage. Inspect the conditn of the board and the
extent of the break. If the board is not too complicated or
the damage not too extensive, you can probably repair it.

After completing the repairs, clean the repaired area
with a stiff brush and solvent. Allow the board to dry
thoroughly, and then coat the repaired area with an epoxy
resin or similar compound. This coating not only will
protect the repaired area but will also help to strengthen
it.

NOTE: When a board is broken, it is much better for
you to replace the entire board. The repair techniques
given above are only for temporary repairs.

Exercises (475):
I. What is the first thing a maintenance man should

check before performing maintenance on a printed
circuit?

2. How should a defective part on a printed circuit be
pinpointed?

3. What is the most common cause of intermitttent
conditions in printed circuits?

4. What is the correct procedure in locating a trouble in
a conducting strip?

5. What precaution should you always observe when
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you are testing a circuit containing transistors or
other voltage-sensitive semiconductors?

6. If the break in a conducting strip is small, what are
tht correct repair procedures?

7. What is the correct procedure for repairing a
conducting strip that has lifted or peeled from the
board?

8. What is the most common cause of broken circuit
boards?

476. Specify the correct procedures for checking
printed circuit card components and indicate the
grouping of integrated circuits for testing and ways to
identify transistor loads.

Testing Printed Circuit Card Components. Reactive
components can become open or shorted. In either case,
the component is useless, because it cannot store energy.
Coils and capacitors can also become partially efficient
because of partial shorting or leaking. The following
discussion covers some of the common procedures for
checking reactive components.

Covered in this unit are, in sequence, capacitor
troubles, inductor troubles, and diode troubles.

Capacitor troubles. A leaky capacitor is equivalent to a
partial short. The dielectric gradually loses its insulating
properties under the stress of applied voltages. A good
capacitor has very high resistance (in megohms). A
shorted capacitor shows zero resistance, while a leaky
capacitor indicates less than normal resistance.

When you are checking a capacitor with an ohmmeter,
be very sure the component is disconnected from the
circuit to avoid parallel circuit paths. Discharge the
capacitor before checking with the ohmmeter. When you
connect the ohmmeter across a capacitor, the ohmmeter
pointer should move quickly toward a low resistance
reading, and then slowly recede toward infinity (always
use the ohms x 1 meg range). Paper, mica, and ceramic
capacitors should have an insulation resistance in the 500
MO to 1000 MS1 area, which is virtually infinite
resistance. Electrolytic capacitors are somewhat lower
in the 0.5 MS/ range.

When you connect the ohmmeter initially, its battery
charges the capacitor. Maximum current flows at the first
instant of charge, and the meter indicates low resistance.
As the capacitor charge slows, less current flows, and the
meter indicates more resistance. When the capacitor has
charged to the meter potential, the charging current is
zero, and the ohmmeter reads only a small leakage
current through the dielectric. This capacitor action

shows that the capacitor can store a charge and is normal.
Troubles in a capacitor are indicated as follows:
a. When the ohmmeter reading is immediately zero

and stays there, the capacitor is shorted.
b. When the capacitor shows a charging action but the

final ohmmeter reading is less than normal, the capacitor
is leaking. The electrolytic capacitor must be checked by
taking a normal reading, then reversing the ohmmeter
leads and taking another reading. The higher reading
indicates the true condition of the component.

c. If the capacitor shows no charging action and
immediately indicates a high resistance, it is open.

However, you should reverse C.f.: ohmmeter leads to
fully discharge the capacitor, and then take another
reading. Also, very small capacitors of 100 pF or less
have very little charging action, and you should use a
smaller ohmmeter range when you are checking these
smaller capacitors.

Inductor troubles. You should make inductor checks
with the component disconnected from the circuit if you
want to set a true indication. The most common trouble
in coils is an open, which is indicated by an infinite
reading on the ohmmeter.

Less common troubles are a short between turns
(which reduces the inductance), a short between primary
and secondary turns in a transfoimer, and a short to an
iron core.

A coil has a DC resistance equal to the resistance of
the wire used in the winding. For RF coils with
inductance values up to several millihenrys, the 10 to 100
turns in the coil have a DC resistance of 1 to 20 ohms.
Inductors for lower frequencies have several hundred
turns and a range in resistance from 10 to 500 ohms,
depending upon the wire size.

When checking a transformer with four or more leads,
check the resistance across the two primary leads, across
the two secondary leads, and across any other pairs of
leads for additional secondary windings.

For an autotransformer with three leads, check the one
lead to each of the other two. When an open is indicated
in a coil, you should check the connection from the
external terminals to the coil. Often these can be
resoldered to make the coil reusable.

Shorted turns cannot be checked definitely with the
ohmmeter, because a few shorted turns only slightly
reduce the DC resistance. When you suspect shorted turns
because of reduced resistance, replace the unit. Excess
heat across the short can eventually create an open in the
coil.

The resistance between separate windings in a
transformer is normally infinite. If the ohmmeter is
connected between the primary and secondary windings
and reads a low resistance, this indicates a short between
the primary and the secondary. Similarly, the resistance
between the winding and the core or frame should be
infinite. If a low reading is shown between these.points,
this indicates a short.

Diode troubles. The solid-state diode may be thought of
as a resistor that has a high resistance in one direction and
a very low resistance in the other direction. As you
remember, the end of a diode which current can most
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Figure 5-57. Forward-bias and reverse-bias diode.

easily enter is the cathode, while the end through which
current leaves is the anode. A diode may become open or
shorted. In either case, the diode is useless. The following
discussion covers some of the common procedures for
checking a diode.

There are several physical differences in diodes, but even
IA1 we know these differences, we mav still be unable to

iscern between a diode and a resistor. One sure way for
you to tell the difference is to check with an ohmmeter. A
resistor has the same resistance to current in both directions,
while a diode shows more resistance to current in one
direction than the other. As shown in figure 5-57, a diode
exhibiLs a different resistance when reversing lead
positions.

The markings on a diode case often become illegible. and
it is impossible for you to tell from visual inspection which
lead is the cathode and which is the anode. In a situation
such as this, it is possible for you to determine the cathode
and anode of a diode by using an ohmmeter. To forward
bias a diode, you must place a negative potential on the
cathode. Therefore. when you check a diode for its
resistance ratio, if you know what lead is negative and
which is positive, you can determine which lead is the
cathode and which is the anode.

CAUTION: Ohmmeter circuits, which pass a current of
more than 1 milliampere through the circuit under test,
cannot be used safely in testing diode or transistor circuits.
Many ohmmeter circuits exceed this safe value of 1

milliampere. Insure that you are using the test meter and
range settings specified by the technical data. When in
doubt about current ratings do not use a range setting below
R x 100.

Transistor Troubleshooting. A transistor may have
two, three, or four leads, depending upon its function. Each
lead connects to an element (base, emitter, or collector)

inside the transistor. A transistor used as a power amplifier
may have only two leads, but the case serves as the third
lead. A transistor used for amplifying high frequencies may
have four leads.

Identifying transistor types. Before making
measurements or replacing a transktor. you must know
where each lead is connected in the circuit. You rrost know
how to identify the leads of a replacement transistoi so that
you can connect it into the circuit properly. You must also
know how to identify the leads to a transistor already
connected into a circuit before making measurements in the
circuit.

One way for you to identify the leads of a transistor is to
compare the transistor with reference charts. such as those
shown in figure 5-58. Another way for you to identify the
leads of a transistor in a circuit is to locate and identify the
parts connected to the transistor. This process requires the
use of the circuit schematic and the parts layout diagram.
For example, to locate the collector lead of a transistor in an
oscillator circuit, you need the schematic diagram, the parts
layout diagram. and the circuit board on which the
transistor is connected (A, B. and C. respectively, fig. 5-
59).

First, --efer to the schematic and identify a few of the
parts connLeted to the transistor collector. As shown by the
schematic in A. some of these parts in the oscillator circuit
are capacitors CI401, CI405, and CI406, and coils L I 40 I
and L I 402 .

Next, locate the transistor and all other parts on the parts
layout diagram. Compare the selected parts on the diagram
with the parts on the circuit board. Turn the circuit board
over so that you are looking at the circuit pattern, and locate
the conductor that connects the parts to one of the transistor
leads. This is the collector leads C. fig. 5-59).
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Figure 5-59. Schematic, parts layout, and circuit board.

When looking at the circuit pattern, it may be difficult to
determine to which parts the conductors are connected. A
helpful technique is to place the board in front of a strong
light to get an X-ray view of the parts on the opposite side.

To find the correct troubles in transistor circuits, you
must have a definite procedure and you must follow it.
Let's look at troubleshooting transistors.

Transistor testing. Transistors may be thought of
essentially as two diodes mounted back to back. In this
procedure you win use the ohmmeter to check the condition
of transistors and deter ine their type. A transistor may
become open or shorted. In either case, it is useless. There
are many transistor testers available. However, the
multimeter may be used to check the condition of the
transistot*, and it is probably more frequently used for this
purpose. The following discussion will acquaint you with
some of the common procedures for checking a transistor.

While you are using an ohmmeter to check the c ondition
of a transistor, it is also possibie for you to determine its
type (PNP or NPN). Since a transistor is essentially two
diodes mounted back to back, to check its condition you
must measure the resistance tatio (about 10 to I) of each
junction (E-B and C-B) and then measure the resistance
between the emitter and the collector. (NOTE: Be familiar
with your multimeter. Know which lead is positive and
negative during ohmmeter operation. For example, when
using the PSM-6 as an ohmmeter, the meter leads reverse
polarity according to the way the internal power source is
connected. The red lead becomes the negative lead, and the
black lead becomes the positive lead.)
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Also. a transistor must be isolated from its related circuit
before you can check its type or condition with an
ohmmeter. In many c:es, this requires the transistor to be
desoldered from the circuit. But if the transistor is not
removed fnm the circuit. it is possible for you to obtain an
erroneous ohmmeter indication.

NOTE: There must be a ratio (at least 500 to 1) between
the two resistance measurements, if the junction under test
is to be considered good.

Connections for these tests are shown in figure 5-60.
With the positive ohmmeter lead connected to the base of a
PNP transistor (figure 5-60,A). a high-resistance reading
(50,000 ohms or higher) should be obtained between the
base and the emitter, and between the base and the
collector. With the negative ohmmeter lead connected to
the base of a PNP transistor (figure 5-60,B), tha resistance
between the base and the emitter should be 500 ohms or
less. If you make the same ohmmeter tests on an NPN
transistor, the results will be reversed; that is, the high-
resistance reading will be obtained with the negative
ohmmeter lead connected to the base, and the low-
resistance reading with the positive ohmmeter lead
connected to the base. If you obtain open or shorted
readings from the ohmmeter test, replace the integrated
circuit or use another transistor on the array if there is an
unused one.

The type of test depicted in figure 5-60 may also be used
for determining the type of transistor. PNP or NPN, when
its type is unknown. With the test connection as in figure
5-60,A, a high-resistance reading (50,000 ohms or
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Figure 5-60. Transistor resistance tmting.
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higher) shows that it is a PNP type; a low-resistance
reading (500 ohms or less) shows that it is a NPN type.
Make a check between emitter and collector in 'ooth
directions by reversing leads of the ohmmeter. These
should be high-resistance values (generally 50,000 ohms
or higher). Power transistors may have a low resistance
between emitter and collector, but not less than the lowest
previously measured value. This check will eliminate the
possibility of a short/open between emitter and collector.

Integrated Circuit Testing. Troubleshooting and
maintenance of ICs are based on a throwaway policy.
When an IC is defective, it is thrown away. The only
problem that you may face is determining which IC is
bad. In some cases, the equipment itself automatically
pinpoints the defective IC for you. But if you don't have
such sophisticated equipment, you must troubleshoot the
circuit.

Troubleshooting circuits having integrated circuits is
more involved than for those systems which do not have
ICs. Simple discrete solid-state devices, such as diodes,
transistors, and field-effect transistors permit direct
access to each terminal lead. A given circuit will then be
readily identifiable, permitting the maintenance person to
perform all troubleshooting required to isolate a defect to
an individual component.

The testing of integrated circuits is made. more
difficult because of the large number of active and passive
components that are present in these highly compact
units. You can expect that the methods used for testing
ICs will differ considerably from those used in testing
discrete components.

An IC which is not installed in a circuit may be

A LC OSCILLATOR

checked with an IC tester. The IC tester applies voltages
and signals to selected terminals to make it act as a given
circuit. The outputs of this circuit are expected to obtain
given standards. For testing in this manner, integrated
circuits are divided into three groupings. They are linear
ICs, nonlinear ICs, and uncommitted transistor (array)
ICs. Each of these groups has established procedures, as
applicable, for static and/or dynamic tests. This works
well for an IC out of circuit. However, in your equipment
using an IC tester to check the IC in circuit may not be
possible and often integrated circuit stages are not readily
identifiable. In the schematic shown in figure 5-61,A, it is
not obvious that this is an LC-type oscillator. Even when
the circuit has been identifi&I, it is still not possible for
you to perform troubleshooting analysis upon it. One
possibility in troubleshooting, however, is to test the
integrated circuit on an IC tester. If it is good, the trouble
will be indicated as being in the discrete components. But
suppose that it has tested bad? The obvious thing to do is
to replace it with a new one. So if there is no IC tester
available, a maintenance procedure would be to replace
the suspected bad IC with a new one. In either case, a new
IC would be in the circuit. If the oscillator now produces
the normal output, the defect has been eliminated. But,
suppose that the trouble is not ir. the IC but in one of the
discrete components. It is possible that the external
problem could destroy the new IC, and you, as the
maintenance person, would still not have located the
defect. Deductive reasoning in either case should lead
you to believe the trouble to be in the IC and not in the
discrete component.

The only way that you can perform detailed circuit
analysis of a circuit using integrated circuits is to know

8 CA3028A INTEGRATED CIRCUI T
DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER

Figure 5-61. LC oscillator using CA3028A
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Figure 5-62. Butler LC oscillator.
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exactly what circuitry is inside the IC package (fig.
5-61,B). You can get this information from your
technical manual or an IC data book. With this
knowledge, your troubleshooting techniques become
basically the same as those used when all discrete
components are used. However, you should observe
certain precautions when testing integrated circuits.
Basically, the IC is a small, delicate, low-power device
that can be easily destroyed if improper parameters are
applied to it. Any of the following can ruin a perfectly
good IC:

Overvoltagesfrom too large a power source.
Transientsnoise spikes.
Ohmmeterinternal power source giving over-
voltages.
Heat-soldering in or out of a circuit.

The only difference here is that in multistage ICs all
connections cannot be reached. Careful planning will
permit most necessary checks to be made. Having all
information in figure 5-61 available will produce the
circuit in figure 5-62, which is little different from an LC
oscillator built entirely from discrete components.

Exercises (476):
1. When you check a capacitor with an ohmmeter,

what procedure should you follow?

2. Match each condition of a component in column B
with the given ohmmeter indication in column A.
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NOTE: Each item in column B may be used only
once.

Cohunn A

An ohmmeter across
the windings shows a
slight decrease in DC
resistance.
The ohmmeter im-
mediately shows low
resistance, then grad-
ually recedes to in-
finity.
The ohmmeter shows
infinity across the
coils.
The ohmmeter indi-
cates infinity across
the capacitor both
ways.
The ohmmeter shows
low resistance between
primary and secondary
windings.
The ohmmeter shows
low resistance across
the capacitor.

a.
b.
c.
d.

e.
f.

Caumn B

Open coil.
Open cap Acitor.
Shorted windings.
Shorted primary and second-
ary.
Leaky capacitor.
Normal capacitor.

3. When a diode is forward-biased, what potential
placed on the cathode and on the anode?

is

4. What are so,tne of the ways you can identify the
leads of a transistor?

5. What procedure can help you determine the parts to
which the conductors are connected?

6. With the red lead on the base and the black lead on
the emitter of an NPN transistor, the PSM-6 reads
infinity. Explain briefly whether this is a good or a
bad indication and why.

7. When checking diodes with a PSM-6, the red lead
is and the black lead is

8. When using a PSM-6 to check a diode, you should
never use a range setting below ohms times 100.
True or false?

10. What three groups are integrated circuits divided
into for testing purposes?



Suppose you have identified the circuit (an LC-type
circuit) in figure 5-60,A. What troubleshooting
procedure would you use if you had no IC tester to
locate the problem?

12. Give four ways in which a perfectly good IC can be
ruined.

477 Supply details of the correct procedure for
removing and replacing components on printed circuit
boards.

Component Removal and Replacement. It is always
desirable for you to replace parts on a printed circuit
board without applying heat directly to the conducting
strip. Why? Because this procedure prevents damage to
the printed circuit conductors, feed-through devices,
eyelets, or terminals, and saves time in repair. It also
prevents damage to semiconductors and other heat-
sensvive parts that may be in proximity to the part being
repairtd.

Replacing parts requires that you consider each type of
part mounting individually to determine the best method
of removing it.

For example, a part to be removed may be too close to
a heat-sensitive semiconductor or another part to allow
you to apply the hot pencil soldering iron. A quick test to
determine this safe distance is to place your finger
between the semiconductor (or heat-sensitive part) and
the part to be removed. Then place the hot soldering iron
in the position to be used. If the heat is too great for your
finger, it is too hot for the semiconductor. After
determining that the heat-sensitive part is too close, place
a shield (asbestos or like substance) between the parts
before applying the hot soldering iron, and place heat sink
clamps on all leads from the heat-sensitive part. Solid-
state parts and their associated circuitry are extremely
sensitive to thermal changes. Therefore, you must be
particularly careful to prevent exposing them to heat.
Heat sinks and shunts nust be applied with shields
inserted to protect the associated parts any time repair or
removal of a part requires the use of a hot soldering iron.
Solid-state parts and associated assemblies require the
same care in handling and skill in repairing that are
applied to assemblies in equipment of unitized or
modular construction containing transistors, capacitors,
crystals, etc.

Axial-lead parts. You can remove an axial-lead part
that has been bonded to a printed circuit board (with an
epoxy resin or similar compound) by breaking the
defective part or by applying heat to the bonding
compound. The method to be used depends upon the part
itself and its location.

If the defective axial-lead part cannot be removed by
heat, cut or break the part away from the bonding
compound. Figure 5-63 illustrates different methods of
breaking the part away from the bonding compound
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(A)

CUT
LEAD

POINTED END OF
SOt DE RING
AID TOOL

(B)

BONDING
COMPOUND

PUSH IN TO BREAK
DEFECTIVE PART AWAY
FROM BONDING COMPOUND

SPADE EMU OF
SOLDERING AID TOOL
OR SCREW DRIVER

BONDING
COMPOUND

PUSH AND TWIST
TO BREAK DEFECTIVE
PART AWAY FROM
BONDING COMPOUND

(C)

CUT DEFECTIVE
PART IN TWO

-

DIAGONAL
PLIERS

BONDING
COMPOUND

Figure 5-63. Removing defective part from bonding compound.

where the part is too close to other parts to use cutting
pliers. In some instances, the part to be replaced is so
closely positioned between other parts that one lead must
be cut close to the body of the defective part to permit
application of the prying tool. Wherever possible, cutting
the defective part with end-cutting pliers or diagonacs, as
shown in figure 5-63,C, is the preferred method to use.

Regardless of which tool you employ (round, pointed,
or spade type), use it carefully to prevent damage or
breakage to the printed board or other parts. Apply the
point of the tool against the bonding compound between
the part and the printed circuit board. Use the tool in
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such a mannef that it works away the bonding compound
from the part :to be broken away until enough has been
removed for the tool to exert pressure against the part.
Keep the leverage surface area of the tool flat against the
surface of the printed circuit board; this helps to keep the
tool from gouging or breaking the board. (CAUTION:
Never apply much pressure against a printed circuit
board.)

After you have removed the defective part from the
bonding compound, remove the leads or tabs from their
terminals on the printed circuit board. Clean the area
thoroughly before installing the new part. Do not remove
the compound left on the board under the removed part
unless its condition requires it. Why? Because the mold
left in the compound should be of the same kind as the
part; thus, inserting the new part into the mold helps to
secure it from vibration. After you have finished the
repairs and tested the circuit, spray the newly soldered
rea with an insulating varnish or equivalent. Coat the
iew part or parts with a bonding compound.

Transistors. To replace a proven defective transistor,
first cut all of its leads and then remove it from the
assembly. Transistors are mounted on circuit boards in
many different ways; thus, it is necessary for you to study
how a particular transistor is secured before attempting to
remove it. For example, to remove a transistor with a
clamp-type mounting, you need only a pointed tool
between the clamp and the transistor. However, a
transistor mounted in a socket may have a wire or spring
clamp around it. If so, remove this clamp before pulling
the transistor out of the socket. In some instances you will

find the transistor bolted through the board. Here,
remove the nut and washer and then remove the
transistor. Where vibration is a prime factor, the
manufacturer mounts the transistor through the circuit
board and bonds it. For this type, you need a flat-ended,
round-rod type tool (drift punch) of a diameter less than
that of the transistor case. Be sure that the printed circuit
board on which the transistor is mounted is secured in a
proper device and in such a way that pressure exerted
against the board is relieved by a proper support on the
other side (fig. 5-64). Apply a hot pencil soldering iron to
the bonding compound while simultaneously applying
the drift punch against the top of the transistor. Exert
enough pressure to remove the transistor from the
softened compound, and then go on through and out the
other side of the board (fig. 5-64).

Before installing the new transistor, prepare it
carefully for installation. Also, test it in a transistor tester.
This precaution will assure you that the transistor is good
before you install it. For several reasons transistors can
and do become defective in storage. Therefore, always
check them before installation. Preshape and cut the new
transistor leads to the shape and length required for easy
replacement. Use sharp cutters and do not place undue
stress on any lead entering the transistor. The reason for
this is that the leads are fragile and can be damaged by
excessive bending or by too sharp a bend. So shape the
bend into a gradual curve, and make the bend at least I /4
inch to 3/8 inch from the base of the transistor. A safety
measure that you can take to insure that the lead will not
break off at the base is to use two pairs of needle-nose

APPLY HAND
PittSSURE

ONLY

DRIFT pIN OR
TAPERED ROD

PROTECTIVE COATING COMPOUND
(EPDXY RESIN OR

SIMILAR COMPOUND) APPLY HEAT TO
SOFTEN COMPOUND

'

PENCIL TYPE
SOLDERING

IRON

eit r, I -17:0 0 0

BE SURE COLLAR
OF TRANSISTOR IS

ON THIS SIDE
BEFORE APPLYING

PRESSURE

0 0
00

CUT
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Vig
DOWEL PINS

OR EQUIVALENT

Figure 5-64. Removing a transistor that has been through-board mouated.
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pliers. With one pair grasp the lead close to the transistor
base while shaping the rest of the lead with the other pair.

NOTE: Apply the above procedure and precaution to
any and all semiconductors, capacitors, and other
miniaturized parts in equipment of modular or unitized
construction.

After removing the remaining pieces of the defective
transistor terminal leads and cleaning and preparing the
terminals on the board, connec the new transistor to its
proper terminals.

REMEMBER: Handle any semiconductor or
miniaturized part carefully; be gentle and be precise.

When the defective transistor is to be removed from a
bonded through-board mounting, be sure that the new
transistor clears the hold before you connect it to its
terminals. If the hole is too large, shim it with a thin
plastic sleeve. If the hole is too sma!:, ream it to accept the
new transistor. Rebond the fitted transistor after testing
the repaired circuit and proving it to be operative.
(CAUTION: Do not use heat to rebond replaced
semiconductors.)

Multi lug parts. To remove and replace a multilug
partsuch as a transformer, choke, filter, or other similar
potted, canned, or molded partrelease the part from its
mounting before disconnecting or cutting its conductors.
Before applying pressure to remove such a part, inspect it
carefully to be sure that the part is completely free of all
of its connections to the printed circuit board and that all
bent or twisted mounting lugs have been straightened;
otherwise, you may break the board.

Never wrench or twist a multilug part to free it. Why?
Because this will cause the conducting strip to become
unbonded from the board. Work this type of part in and
out in line with its lugs while applying a hot pencil
soldering iron (fig. 5-65,A) and using a bar-type triplet
adapter or similar desoldering tool.

Whenever possible, cut the conducting or mounting
leads and lugs of the defective multilug part on the
mounting side of the board (fig. 5-65,B). Heat and
straighten the clipped leads with a hot pencil soldering
iron and a slotted soldering aid tool applied to the circuit
side of the board; pull the leads or tabs through with
pliers, as shown in figure 5-65,C.

To replace the new multilug part, make sure that all of
the lead holes or slots are free and clean, allowing easy
insertion of the multilug part. Do not force any part into
position on a printed circuit board, because the board
might break or the printed circuit strip and eyelet
terminal lift. If the part does not position easily, check
and rework the terminals and holes until it does seat
freely; then proceed to solder.

Be very careful when replacing defective parts that
have leads terminating on standoffs, feed-through
terminals, etc. In most instances standoffs and feed-
through terminals are very small and mounted on a thin
phenolic board; thus, they are vulnerable to damage by
heat and undue pressure.

Exercises (477):
I. Why is it desirable not to apply heat directly to a

conducting strip?

(A)
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V'ITH LUGS

(B)
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TIP

(C)

PENCIL TYPE
SOLDERING IRON

"

CUT TAB
REMOVED

NEEDLE NOSE
PLIERS

Figure 5-65. Removing a defective multilug part.



2. What method can you use to test to see if a heat-
sensitive part is too close to the connection?

3. What is the purpose of a heat sink?

4. What are the two methods of removing bonded
parts?

5. If the pan is inaccessible, what method is preferred
to remove it?

6. When breaking the bonding, how should you use
the prying tool?

7. Why should the old compound be left under the
removed part?

8. What method is used to remove a transistor that has
been mounted through the board and bonded?

9. What is the first step you should take before
installing a transistor?

10. What safety measure can you take when bending
transistor leads?

11. If the new transistor does not fit into the hole, what
should you do?

12. Before applying pressure to remove a multilug part,
what should you look for?

13. Space permitting, what is the best method for
removing multilug parts?

14. Why should you be careful when replacing
defective parts that have leads terminating on
standoffs?



Power Supplies

THE POWER SUPPLY is an electronic unit used to
convert one form of electrical power. A power supply can
be constructed to convert AC power to DC power or a
small DC to a large DC. The amount of power produced
by the power supply must meet the load requirements of
the circuit it serves.

6-1. Theory and Operation of Power Supplies

Alternating current source power supplies are by far
the largest class of power supplies used to operate
electronic equipment; and, within this class, the majority
of power supplies operate from a power line frequency of
60 Hz. Further subdivisions can be made by ctmsidering
the number of phases involved; single-phase power
supplies comprise a larger class than the three-phase
power supplies.

478. Name the parts of a power supply and state their
purposes.

Power Supply. Figure 6-1 is a block diagram of a
power supply. The blocks represent the individual
circuits within the power supply, and the arrows show the
path the current takes through the circuits. The input
voltage is applied to the transformer, which is capable of
stepping up or stepping down the voltage to the required
level for the circuit being supplied. The amount of
voltage from the transformer is determined by the voltage
input to it and the type transformer being used. Thus, the
transformer in a power supply is used to provide the
correct amplitude of voltage needed for the particular
circuit being used. The voltage output from the
transformer is then applied to a rectifier.

T NS::
FORmER

RECTIFIER

INPUT VOLTAGE

1F1LTER

CHAPTER 6

The purpose of the rectifier is to change the AC
voltage to DC voltage. The DC output fom the rectifier is
constantly changing in amplitude, being in the form of
pulses; this output voltage is referred to as a pulsating DC
voltage. The pulsating DC cannot be applied to the
amplifiers and obtain satisfactory operation. This output
voltage must be changed to a constant amplitude DC.
This is done by the next circuit in the block diagram, the
filter. However, even the output from the filter can
change, due to changes in input voltage or in the amount
of current drawn from the power supply. To compensate
for these variations, we use a voltage regulator to
maintain or regulate the output voltage to the critical
level needed. We will discuss methods of regulating this
voltage later in this chapter. The last circuit in the power
supply is the voltage divider. Its functicn is to provide the
output voltages which are required for the amplifier's bias
and collector supply voltage.

Exercises (478):
1. What are the basic parts of a power supply?

2. What is the purpose of the transformer?

3. What is the purpose of the rectifier?

4. What is used to insure that the output is a constant
amplitude DC?

HREGULATOR
VOLTAGE

)

Figure 6-1. AC to DC power supply block diagrams.
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Figure 6-2. Simple half-wave rectifier.

5. Why is a voltage rczulator used?

6. What is the purpose of a voltage divider?

479. Associate various operational characteristics
with their appropriate types of rectifiers.

Rectifier. You probably have replaced the battery in a
transistor radio at some time. The battery provides a DC
voltage to the transistors so that they will operate
properly. What about a transistor radio that gets its power
from the 120-volt AC wall socket? Where does the
required DC voltage come from?

By definition, a rectifier is a device which changes AC
to DC. It does this by permitting current to flow more
easily in one direction than it does in the other. An ideal
rectifier is one that offers 0 impedance to the flow of
current in one direction and an infinite impedance to the
flow of current in the opposite direction.

Once the alternating current has been rectified, a low-
pass filter can be used to create a relatively smooth DC
voltage. This chapter deals with rectifiers and filters that
are used to produce DC voltages. T. e rectifying device is
the PN junction diode.

Half-wave rectifier. You have studied the structure of a
PN junction diode. You have learned how the application
of reverse bias increases the depletion region and reduces

the current flow through a diode. You have also learned
that forward bias decreases the width of the depletion
region and allows a large amount of current to flow
through the diode. A diode placed in series with a source
of AC power and a load resistor has reverse bias and
forward bias applied with every cycle. Thus, since current
flows more easily in one direction than the other,
rectification is accomplished.

Figure 6-2 shows a simple rectifier circuit with a
diode, a source of AC power, and a load resistor. The
transformer provides the AC input to the circuit; the
diode provides the rectification; and the load resistor
serves two purposes: (1) It limits the amount of current
flow in the circuit to a safe level, and (2) it develops an
output signal due to the current flow through it.

In this field "load" is defined as any device that draws
current. A device that draws little current is a "light"
load, and a device that draws a large amount of current is
a "heavy" load. Remember, though, that when we speak
of "load," we are talking about the device that draws
current from the power source.

Assume the polarity shown in figure 6-3, with the top
of the transformer positive with respect to ground. With
this polarity, the diode is forward biased, the depletion
region is narrow, the resistance of the diode is low, and
current flows through the circuit in the direction of the
arrows. Current flow through the load resistor develops
the voltage drop, shown as the positive hP1f of the AC
input signal.

When the AC input goes in a negative direction, as
shown in figure 6-4, the top of the transformer becomes
negative (with respect to ground) and the diode becomes

Figure 6-3. Half-wave rectifier, pcsitive polarity, forward-biaseddiode, positive output.
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Figure 6-4. Half-wave rectifier, negative polarity, reverse-biasedi diode, zero output.

o-5. Half-wave rectifier, diode reversed, negative output.

PEAK (1.414 X EFFECTIVE)
EFFECTIVE (0.707 X PEAK)

AVERAGE (0.636 X PEAK)
OF ONE ALTERNATION

Figure 6-6. Sine wave.

AVERAGE AC =0V

Figure.6-8. Full-wave rect

141.4V

OV

ler (positive half cycle).

Figure 6-7. Half-wave rectifier.

II

Figure 6-9. Full-wave rectifier (negative half cycle).



reverse biased. With reverse bias applied to the diode, the
depletion region increases, the resistance of the diode is
high, and minimum current flows through the diode. For
all practical purposes, there is no output developed across
the load resistor during the negative alternation of the
input signal. This circuit is a half-wave rectifier because
current flows during half of the input wave. If the diode is
reversed, as shown in figure 6-5, a negative output voltage
can be obtained.

Now that you have seen how current flows and how an
output is developed in the half-wave rectifier, you can
determine the peak output voltage, inverse peak voltage,
and the average output voltage when you are given the
effective voltage developed by the secondary of the input
transformer.

For a short review, refer to figure 6-6. Each
alternation of the AC sine wave has peak, effective, and
average values. If the effective voltage of the waveshape is
100 volts, the peak value can be determined by
multiplying 100V x 1.414. The ayerage voltage of one
alternation can be determined by multiplying 141.4V x
.636. If the peak value is given, the effective voltage can
be determined by multiplying by .707:

Peak voltage = 100V (effective) x 1.414 = 141.4 volts
Average voltage = 141.4V(peak) x .636 = 90 volts
Effective voltage = I41.4V(peak) x .707 = 100 volts

Now let's analyze the voltage values of the half-wave
rectifier shown in figure 6-7. With the voltage applied,
the output developed across the load resistor is as shown.
(NOTE: Disregard the voltage drop across the diode. The
peak voltage in the output is equal to the peak voltage
applied to the diode. The peak output is 141.4 volts
(100V effective x 1.414).)

On the negative alternation, the diode is reverse-biased-
and does not conduct. During the negative alternation,
the peak inverse voltage (PIV) across.the diode is equal to
the ixak voltage across the secondary of the transformer,
or 141.4 volts. As you will recall, a diode can stand only
so much voltage in the reverse direition before it will
break down. So by knowing the value of the peak inverse
voltage, you can select a diode that has a breakdown
rating which exceeds this value.

The average output voltage during one half cycle is
.636 times the peak value. With 0 volts output during the
second half cycle, the average output voltage becomes
only one-half of the average for one alternation. The
average output voltage from this circuit is:

414.4V x .636
2

or 45 volts.
The last item of concern to you with regard to the half-

wave rectifier is the output ripple frequency. That is, how
many pulses or periodic fluctuations take place in 1

second. As you can see by the output signal provided in
figure 6-7, the output ripple frequency will be equal to
the frequency of the applied AC signal, because you get
one pulse output for each cycle of the input. Therefore, if
the input frequency is 60 hertz, the output ripple
frequency is 60 pulses per second (pps).
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Full-wave rectifier. A full-wave rectifier permits
current to flow in the same direction through the load
during both alternations of an AC input. Looking at the
schematic of a full-wave rectifier supplied in figure 6-8,
you can see that it is two half-wave rectifiers combined
into one circuit.

The identifying teatures of a full-wave rectifier are two
diodes (CR1 and CR2), a center-tapped transformer, and
a load resistor (RL). To understand how the full-wave
rectifier operates, refer to figure 6-8. The polarity shown
on the transformer applies forward bias to CR1, and
current will flow from the center tap through the load
resistor, through CR1, and back to the transformer. The
output voltage is developed across RL.

When the input voltage changes direction, the
transformer will have the polarity shown in figure 6-9.
This applies forward bias to CR2, and current will flow
in the direction shown by the arrows. The output voltage
is again developed across RL.

Note that when one diode is forward-biased, the other
is reverse-biased. Therefore, current will flow through the
load resistor in the same direction on each alternation.
The output is a series of one-polarity pulses. By reversing
both diodes, the output polarity can be changed.
Therefore, a positive or negative voltage may be obtained
from the circuit.

In the half-wave rectifier, the ripple frequency is equal
to the input frequency. In the full-wave rectifier, you get a
pulse in the output for each alternation of the input;
therefore, the ripple frequency in the full-wave rectifier is
twice the input frequency.

What is the ripple frequency of a full-wave rectifier if
the input frequency is 60 hertz?

Ripple frequency = 2 x input frequency
= 2 x 60
= 120 pulses per second

Now, find peak inverse voltage of the circuit shown in
figure 6-8. When the CR1 is forward-biased, CR2 is
reverse-biased. Consider that the conducting diode CR1
has no voltage drop across it. (Remember that some
voltage is dropped across a conducting diode; (still, this
result is so small in comparison to the voltage dropped
across the load ristor that you can ignore it.) Since CR I
drops no voltage, and since each half of the center-tapped
transformer has 141 volts, CR2 has a total of 282 volts
across it in the reverse direction. Figure 6-9 shows CR2
conducting and CR1 reverse-biased. Now, CR1 has 282
volts across it in the reverse direction. This means that in
a full-wave rectifier, each diode must withstand an
inverse voltage twice the value of the output peak voltage.

If a full-wave rectifier has an output peak voltage of 75
volts, what is the inverse peak voltage of the circuit?

Inverse peak voltage = output peak voltage x 2
= 75 x 2
= 150 volts

The diodes used in the full-wave rectifier must have a
breakdown rating twice as great as that of the half-wave
diode. For example, to get 120 volts peak output from a
half-wave rectifier, the diode must have a breakdown
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Figure 6-10. Bridge rectifier (positive half cycle).

rating of 120 volts or more. To get 120 volts peak output
from a full-wave rectifier, the diodes must have a
breakdown rating of 240 volts or more. Half-wave: Peak
inverse voltage = peak output voltage. Full-wave: Peak
inverse voltage = 2 x peak output voltage.

The last voltage solved for here is average output
voltage. For every alternation that is applied to the full-
wave rectifier, there is a pulse developed in the output. To
find the average voltage for one alternation of a sine
wave, use average voltage = peak voltage X .636. Since
the second alternation of the input sine wave is also used
to produce the output, the formula for a complete cycle is
the same:

Average voltage = (3.-k voltage x .636

What is the average voltage output from a full-wave
rectifier if the peak output is 141 volts?

Average voltage = peak voltage x .636

= 141 x .636

= 90 volts

Observe that, with the same peak output, the average
output voltage from a half-wave rectifier is only half as
much as that from the full-wave rectifier. The fact that a
full-wave rectifier has twice the average output voltage for
the same peak output voltage is an advantage that will be
retained in the bridge rectifier.

Bridge rectifier. The bridge rectifier is a modification
of the full-wave rectifier. However, the bridge rectifier
does not require a center-tapped transformer, although it
does require two additional diodes.

To understand how the bridge rectifier operates, refer
to figure 6-10. With the transformer polarity as shown,
CR I and CR2 will be forward-biased, and current will
flow from the bottom of the transformer, through CR2,

Fi ire 6-11. B. idge r- .tifier (negative half cycle).
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Figure 6-12. Bridge rectifier PIV.

RL, and CR I , and back to the top of the transformer. The
rectified output is developed across RL, and the polarity,
in this case, is negative.

When the input voltage changes direction, the
transformer will have the polarity shown in figure 6-11.
Now CR3 and CR4 are forward-biased. Therefore,
current will flow in the direction shown by the arrows,
and the output is another negative pulse, developed across
the load resistor.

The bridge rectifier is a full-wave device, because
current flows through the load resistor during both
alternations of the input signal. Therefore, the output
ripple frequency will be two times the input frequency or
120 pulses per second with a 60-hertz input.

To illustrate peak inverse voltage, refer to figure 6-12.
When CR1 and CR2 are conducting, they have a low
resistance and can be considered shorts. Therefore, CR3
and CR4 are effectivelg connected across the secondary
of the transformer, and the PIV is equal to the peak of the
secondary or equal to the peak of the output voltage.

The last voltage of concern to you here is the average
output voltage. Refer to figure 6-13. For every
alternation that is applied to the bridge rectifier, there is a
pulse developed in the output. Since both alternations of
the input sine wave are being used, the average output
voltage is equal to peak voltage X .636, or in this case,
180 volts.

For a summary of the three rectifiers, refer to figure
6-14. Notice that the peak output from each circuit is the
peak voltage applied to a single diode.

Because a center-tapped transformer is required for
the full-wave rectifier, the total number of turns in the
secondary have been doubled. Nevertheless, the voltage
applied to each diode is the same as the half-wave. This
will provide the same peak output from the full-wave
rectifier as from the half-wave rectifier. Also, the peak
output voltage from the bridge is twice that of the full-
wave, since it does not have a center-tapped transformer.

OV-

DC-

82" -
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OUTPUT FROM
GRUDGE RECTIFIER

- DC= 0.636 x 282v
DC= 180v

Figure 6-13. Bridge rectifier output.
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PEAK OUTPUT = 141v
PEAK INVERSE VOLTAGE = 141v
AVERAGE DC OUTPUT = 45v
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PEAK OuTPUT = 141v
PEAK INVERSE VOLTAGE = 282V
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200 vAC

PEAK OUTPUT = 282v
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RIPPLE FREQUENCY = 120 PPS

Figure 6-14. Summary of half-wave, full-wave, and bridge rectifiers.

Figure 6-15. Three-phase transformer windings.
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Figure 6-16. Three-phase full-wave rectifier and waveforms.
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Figure 6- 17. Three-phase rectifier analysis and waveforms.

Because the half-wave develops an output on only one-
half of the input signal, its average output is one-half that
of the full-wave. Also, because the bridge does not use the
center tap of the transformer, its output is double that of
the full-wave. The ripple frequency of the full-wave and
bridge is twice that of the half-wave, since they use both
alternations of the input signal.

The last item of concern to you here is peak voltage
applied across the entire secondary of th., input
transformer.

Three-phase rectifier. When large amounts of power are
needed, a three-phase input may be used in preference to
a single-phase input. Many Air Force systems require
three-phase power. The unfiltered output voltage of a
three-phase rectifier is smoother than that of a single-
phase rectifier.

A three-phase generator provides three equal single-
phase voltages that have a phase angle between them of
1200. Three-phase current flows from the generator to a
transformer, which will have either wye-connected or
delta-connected windings, as shown in figure 6-15.

Assuming equal turns with primary aria secondary
windings, a delta-wound primary with a wye-wound
secondary steps up the voltage. With equal windings, a
wye primary with a delta secondary steps up the current.
Three-phase voltages can be rectifir by a three-phase
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bi loge-type rectifier. Figure 6-16 shows the rectifier and
the three-phase input voltage waveforms.

Three-phase voltages and currents have a phase
displacement of 120 electrical degrees. In respect to time,
this displacement is one-third the period of a cycle. The
voltage waveforms in figure 6-16 show the thrze-phase
voltages present at A, B, and C. Note that phase A is the
reference phase, that phase B lags phase A by 120°, and
that phase C lags phase B by 120°. In the three-phase
bridge circuit shown, current flow through the load
produces the output polarity shown. A reverse polarity is
produced simply by reversing each diode.

Disregarding leg C of the transformer, let us trace an
input voltage to determine the resulting output from the
rectifier. Use transformer legs A and B of the wye-wound
secondary of figure 6-16,A.

Phase A and phase B form a series circuit in figure
6-17,A. On the positive alternation of phase A voltage,
assume that point A is positive with respect to point B
thvough CR2, RL, and CR5 to point A. On the negative
alternation of the cycle, current will flow from point A
through CR6, RL, and CR1 to point B. The polarity of
the voltage across RL is negative at the bottom and
positive at the top for both alternations of the input cycle.

Now disregard transformer leg B, and you have a series
circuit with legs A and C (as shown in figure 6-17,C).
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Assume that point C is positive with respect to point A.
Current will flow from point A through CR6, RL, and
CR3 to point C to complete the circuit. On the next
alternation, current flows from point C through CR4, RL,
and CR5 to point A to complete the circuit. Once again
you will find that RL has the sam eut polarity.

Figure 6-17,E, illustrates the resulting waveform that
appears across RL, combining all three phases of
rectification as shown in figure 6-17,D. Observe that the
ripple frequency is six times the input frequency. With a
60-hertz input, the three-phase, full-wave rectified output
ripple frequency is 360 pps. The amplitude of ripple in
the output is approximately 13 percent of the amplitude
of the output voltage. With this low-amplitude ripple
voltage, very little filtering is necessary in order to have a
smooth DC output.

Exercises (479):
1. What will the output ripple frequency of the half-

wave rectifier be, Ind why?

2. Match each characteristic in column B with
related term in column A. NOTE: Each item
column B may be used once or more than once.

Column A

_ (1) Half-wave rectifier.
_ (2) Three-phase rectifier.
_ (3) Full-wave rectifier.
_ (4) Bridge rectifier.

8.

h.

Column B

its
in

Current flows during half of
the input wave.
Ripple frequency is twice the
input frequency.
Average voltage ---- peak
voltage x .636.
Breakdown rating of its diode
must be twice as great as that
of the half-wave diode.
Requires a center-tapped
transformer.
Very little filtering is neces-
sary to have a smooth 1C out-
put.
Requires a three-phase bridge.
type rectifier.
Ripple frequency is six times
the input frequency.

480. Indicate various significant uses and operations of
voltage multiplier circuits.

Figure 6-18. Conventional voltage doubler.

Voltage Multiplier: a specialist, you know that
one way of obtaining a DC output voltage is to use a
multiple of the peak AC source voltage as a step-up
transformer. There are other ways to do this, however,
which do not require an increase in the secondary voltage
of the transformer. In fact, voltage multiplication can be
achieveu without a transformer at all. Let's corsider two
types of rectifying circuits that produce a DC output
voltage that is about twice the peak AC input voltage;
then we will explain to you how higher multiples of
voltage can he developed from a given source.

Conventional voltage doubler. Referring to figure 6-18,
you will find a voltage doubler circuit that is essentially a
full-wave rectifier; both the positive and negative
alternations feed power to the load. During the positive
alternations of the secondary voltage, CR1 conducts II
and capacitor Cl charges to the peak secondary voltage,
E. During the negative alternations of the secondary
voltage, CR2 conducts 12 and C2 also charges to the peak
secondary voltage, E. Since the polarity of the charge on
C2 is series-aiding to the charge on CI , the voltage across
the output terminals is twice the value of the peak
secondary voltage (2E). Inasmuch as both the charging
(via the rectifier) and discharging (via the load) ot. '1 and
C2 constitute the ripple, the ripple frequency of this
circuit is twice the frequency of the input AC.

Cascade voltage multipliers. A cascade voltage doubler
circuit is illustrated in part A of figure 6-19. You can
obtain any desired multiple of voltage by adding sections,
as illustrated in part B of the figure. After analyzing the
operation of the cascade doubler with us, you should be
able to explain readily how higher degrees of
multiplication are acquired.
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First, consider the negative alternation of the input.
During these alternations, you can see that CR1 keeps CI
charged to E with a polarity as indicated. On the positive
alternations, C2 is ke charged by the conduction of
CR2. When CR2 conducts in the forward direction, C2
feels the peak AC input voltage, which is series-aiding the
voltage across CI; therefore, the input peak E plus the
voltage E on CI charges C2 to 2E. Although full-wave
rectification occurs, the output capacitor C2 is charged
only during the positive half cycle. Consequently, the
ripple lLequency of this circuit is that of a half-wave
rectifier, equal to the AC input frequency. This means
that, like the half-wave rectifier, the cascade doubler is
not suited for heavy current loads. Regulation is poor,
and filtering is difficult.

For light loads that require a high DC voltage, the
cascade circuit is quite popular, since it can be built up to
provide the desired level of output. Refer to part B of
figure 6-19, and note that the heavily lined circuitry is a
replica of the cascade doubler. It is, therefore, possible to
increase the DC voltage in multiples of two by adding
uoubIer circuits.

The lightly lined circuit is identical to that in part A of
the figure. The heavily lined circuit differs only in that
the voltage across the input capacitor C3 is 2E rather than
E. Capacitor C3 is kept charged to 2E by the action of
CR1 and CR3. These two rectifiers effectively place C3
in parallel with C2. Whenever the charge on C3 is less
than that of C2, CR3 is forward-biased. So when CR1
becomes forward-biased during the negative half cycle of
the source AC input, C3 is charged by C2. You can see,
therefore, that the output capacitor C2 feeds the input
capacitor C3. Note that the DC voltage with respect to
ground (or common) at point a is E; at point b, it is 2E;
and at point d, it is 4E. Additional sections could give 5E
and 6E, etc.

The cascade voltage multiplier is particularly useful as
a transformerless high-vc.itage low-current supply. Each
rectifier must withstand twice the peak input AC in the
reverse direction; therefore, regardless of the amount of
multiplication, the maximum PIV on any single rectifier
is 2E.

You have now seen that the primary function of a
rectifier circuit within an AC to DC power supply is to
change AC voltage to DC voltage. However, as we
discussed the different types of rectifier circuits, it was
pointed out to you that the output voltage was pulsating
DC; that is, it has pulses or ripples. We have also pointed
out and briefly discussed that removing or reducing the
output ripple of the rectifier circuit is accomplished by
filters. Now, let's find out about some of the different
methods of filtering.

Exercises (480):
I. Can voltage multiplication be achieved without using

a transformer? If so, how can it be accomplished?

2. Refer to text figure 6-18. How is the ripple frequency
doubled in this circuit?
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3. Refer to text figure 6-19. How can any desired
multiple of voltage be produced?

4. What is the main use of a cascade voltage multiplier?

481. Associate selected operational characteristics
with their appropriate types of filters.

Filters. We have discussed methods of converting AC
to pulsating DC by use of various rectifier circuits. Most
electronic equipment requires smooth DC supply that
approaches the ripple-free output of a battery. Properly
designed filters are used to convert pulsating DC to
smooth DC. The filter reduces the amplitude of the ripple
in the output of a rectifier. This is also described as
decreasing the amplitude of the AC component in the
rectified output, leaving the average DC component.

The unfiltered output of a half-wave rectifier is shown
in figure 6-20,B. The polarity of the output voltage does
not reverse, but its magnkude fluctuates above and below
an average value as pulses of energy are delivered to the
load. Note that the average voltage is shown as the line
that divides the wave;orm so that area A equals area B.
The fluctuation of the voltage above and below this
average value is called ripple, or the AC component of the
rectified output.

DIS-
CHARGE

TC = RC

A. HALF-WAVE RECTIFIER
AND FILTER

13. HALF-WAVE OUTPUT
(NO FILTERING)

PEAK
7f-

EDC

C. OUTPUT FOR
HALF-WAVE INPUT

Figure 6-20. Capacitive filter and waveforms.
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(A) FULL-WAVE OUTPUT (NO FILTERING)

ti t2
(B) OUTPUT FOR FULL-WAVE INPUT

Figure 6-21. Waveforms for full-wave rectifier capacitive filter.

The output of any rectifier, therefore, is composed of a
direct voltage and an alternating or ripple voltage For
most applications, the ripple voltage amplitude must be
decreased to a very low value. The circuit that decreases
ripple voltage from the rectifier output is called a filter.

Capacitive Jilter. Ripple voltage exists because the
rectifier supplies energy to the load in pulses. The
fluctuations can be reduced considerably if some of the
enere is stored in a capacitor while the rectifier is
delivering its pulse.

Figure 6-20,B, shows the output of a half-wave
rectifier. This pulsating DC voltage is the output of figure
6-20,A, before connecting filter capacitor C. C charges
rapidly through current-limiting resistor Ili. The rate of
charge of C is limited by the reactance of the transformer
secondary, resistance of Ri, and the forward resistance of
the diode. The voltage across the capacitor rises nearly as
fast as the sine-wave voltage input to the rectifier. In other
words, the RC charge time is short. The charge on the
capacitor represents a storage of energy. When the
rectifier input decreases, the energy stored in the
capacitor discharges through load resistor RL. The
voltage across the capacitor (and the load) falls off slowly
if the capacitor and load resistance form a relatively long
time constant (RLC). Current thus continues flowing
through the resistor, and the amplitude of the ripple is
greatly decreased, as may be seen in figure 6-20,C. Figure
6-20,A, shows the unfiltered voltage of a full-wave
rectifier, while figure 6-21,B, shows the capacitive-
filtered output-voltage waveform.

After the capacitor has been charged, it acts as a DC
power source, and the rectifier does not conduct until the
input voltage to the rectifier exceeds the voltage across the
capacitor. Thus, in figures 6-20,C, and 6-21,B, current
flows through the diode when the rectifier input reaches a
voltage greater than the capacitor voltage. This occurs at
time t1 when the rectifier output Voltage has a magnitude
of El. Current continues to flow through the diode until
slightly after the peak of the sine wave at time t2. At this
time, the sine-wave voltage is falling faster than the
capacitor can discharge. A short pulse of current,
beginning at t1 and ending at t2, is therefore supplied to
the capacitor by the power source.

The average voltage of the unfiltered rectifier output is

Figure 6-22, Inductive filter and waveforms.

shown in figures 6-20,B (half-wave) and 6-21,A (full-
wave). Because thc capacitor stores energy during the
pulse and delivers this energy to the load between pulses,
the output voltage does not fall to zero. Hence, the
average voltage of the filtered output is greater than that
of the unfiltered output.

If the resistance of the load is small, the heavy current
drawn by the load discharges the capacitor before the
next pulse arrives and the average output voltage
decreases. For this reason, a simple capacitive filter is not
sufficient for rectifiers that supply a low-resistance load.

Inductive filter. Another device that is important as a
filter is the inductor. Both the inductor and capacitor are
reactive devicesthat is, they both store energy on part of
an alternation and return energy on the other part. Figure
6-22,A, shows an inductive filter. Filter indicators are
placed in series with the load.

Figure 6-22,B, shows waveshapes of the half-wave
rectifier with and without an inductive filter. The dotted
lines represent the output current without the inductor,
and the solid lines represent the output with the inductor.

The inductive filter uses inductive reactance properties
of the coil only. The magnetic field created when current
increases through a coil opposes the increase in current.
A decrease in current allows the magnetic field to
collapse, creating a force which opposes further
reduction in current. The coil thus opposes any change in
current. Study the solid line waveshape of figure 6-22,B,
with this in mind.

Thus far, you have considered the capacitor and
inductor separately as filters. You have been shown that
the effect of both series inductance and parallel
capacitance in a filter is to cause a steady flow of current
through the load by storing energy during part of the
cycle and returning energy to the circuit during the other
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Figure 6-23. L-type inductive input filter.



Figure 6-24. Rectifier and L-type inductive input filter (nocitive halt'
cycle).

part. The two types of reactance are much more effective
when used together.

Remember that all inductors are connected in series
with the load and that all capacitors are connected in
parallel with the load. Filters which use these properties
of a reactance develop a regulated output voltage.
Regulation is defined as maintaining a constant voltage,
current, or power in a circuit.

L-type filter. No% consider two different types of L-
type filters as they are connected to rectifiers. One is an
L-type inductor input filter, and the other is an L-type
capacitor input filter. Two components that comprise the
filter are the inductor (L) and the capacitor (C). Figure
6-23 shows an L-section inductor input filter.

Figure 6-24 connects this filter to the halt-wave
rectifier circuit. But what happens when you apply an AC
signal? The diode conducts when the positive half of the
incoming sine wave is applied to the transformer. The
arrows show the current flow. As current begins to flow,
capacitor C begins to charge, and a magnetic field
(resisting this increase in current flow) builds up around
L.

Since the diode is forward-biased, it will offer very
little resistance, but the charging path for capacitor C
now contains the impedance offered by the coil. For this
reason, the capacitor will not charge to as high a value as
it could if L were removed. It follows, also, that the
voltage across R is lower with the inductive input filter.

As the positive half cycle begins to decrease (going in a
negative direction), the diode approaches cutoff and
capacitor C discharges through the load resistor, as shown
in figure 6-25. The collapsing field of the inductor will
make the diode conduct longer, and the energy stored by
the coil is returned to the circuit. This provides a
relatively constant output voltage. The other L-type filter
arrangement is the capacitive input, shown in figure 6-26,
using capacitor C and inductor L.

Now apply sine-wave input to the half-wave rectifier
circuit and analyze the circuit operation, using figure
6-27. With the positive half of the sine-wave input

Figure 6-25. Rectifier and L-type inductive input filter (negative half
cycle).

"I`

Figure 0-26. Rectifier and L-type capacitive input filter (no input).

applied, the polarity across the secondary of tn nsformer
T f rward-biases the diode. As the diode conducts,
current flows through two, paths, L and R in series and
capacitor C, as shown. Notice that the charge path for
capacitor C contains only the extremely small resistance
of a forward-biased diode. This means that the capacitor
can quickly charge to a higher voltage than it could with
the inductive input filter.

When the negative halt of the input sine wave appears
across the secondary of T, the energy in the coil and
capacitor is delivered to the load as shown by the arrow in
figure 6-28. Since the capacitor charges to the peak value,
the output voltage across the load resistor is high (with
high load resistanre). As load resistrice decreases,
however, output decreases.

Summarizing, we can state that an inductive (choke)
input filter gives a lower output voltage and good voltage
regulation. On the other hand, a capacitive input LC filter
gives a higher output voltage but less voltage regulation.

Pi-type filter. Now,.consider the pi-type filter with a
half-wave rectifier. Two arrangements are shown in
figure 6-29: one type uses an inductor, while the other
type uses a resistor, but both have two capacitors to
ground.

To oegin your study of pi-type filters, consider the pi-
type filter that contains an inductor, figure 6-30. The
components which make up the filter are CI , L, and C2.
With a sine wave applied to the rectifier circuit, the
positive half-cycle on the secondary of T forward-biases
the diode, which begins to conduct. Simultaneously, CI
and C2 begin to charge. CI charges to peak voltage, but
C2 charges through L to a lower voltage. The negative
half cycle on the secondary of T reverse-biases the diode,
and capacitors CI and C2 discharge through the load
resistor (see fig. 6-31). This type of arrangement will give
a fairly high output voltage and good voltage regulation.

A somewhat less effective pi-type filter is the RC type.
Figure 6-32 shows this filter using a resistor in piace of
the inductor. When the positive half of the sine wave
appears across the secondary of T, the diode conducts
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Figurc 6-28. Rectifier and L-type capacitive ifiput filter (negative half
cycle).

and capacitors Cl and C2 charge. With the negative half
of the input sine wave applied, the reverse-biased
condition on the diode allows CI and C2 to discharge, as
shown in figure 6-33.

Since RI is replacing an inductor, the DC output
voltage is lower, and voltage reduction is not as good as
you found in the LC pi-type. Since RI is in series with
RL, the voltage dropped across RI represents loss as far
as the load is concerned.

In conclusion, we can say that a pi-type LC filter will
yield a high output voltage and better voltage regulation
than the RC pi-type filter. It is easy to explain the reasons
for the above statements. First, the inductor is a reactive
device which represents a high impedance to AC but very
little resistance to DC. Second, the inductor opposes any
change in current, and thus it reduces or smooths out any
current surges.

When you use a resistor instead of an inductor, the
voltage regulation provided by the inductor is not
present. But when current changes through the load, the
voltage drop across the filter resistor also changes.

Exercises (481):
1. We say the filter reduces the ripple amplitude in a

rectifier output. How else can this action be
described?

A. L-C PI FILTERS

B. R-C PI FILTERS

Figure 6-29. Pi filters.

Figure 6-30. LC-pi filter (positive half cycle).

2. Match each characteristic in column B with its
related appropriate filter in colume A. NOTE: Each
item in column B may be used once or more than
once.

Column A

_ (1 ) Pi-type filter.
_ (2) Inductive filter.

(3) L-type filter.
_ (4) Capacitive filter.

Column B

a. Has two capacitors connected
to ground.

b. Gives a low output voltage
and good voltage regulation.

c. Average voltage of the filtered
output is greater than that of
the unfiltered output.

d. Not sufficient for rectifiers
that supply a low-resistance
load.

e. Two components comprise the
filter circuit, an inductor and
capacitor connected in an L.

f. Uses inductive reactance
properties of the coil only.

3. After the capacitive filter produces a capacitor
charge which represents a storage of energy, what
kind of power source does the charged capacitor act
as?

4. What kind of output voltage and voltage regulation
will the negative half cycle on the secondary of T,
which reverse-biases the diode, and the discharge of
capacitors CI and C2 through the load resistor
(shown in fig. 6-31) yield?

482. Associate various operational characteristics
with their approin iate types of regulators.

Voltage Regulators. The output voltage developed by
a source of power changes (1) with a change in input and
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Figure 6-31. LC-pi filter (negative half cycle).



Figure 6-32. RC-pi filter (positive half cycle). Figure 6-33. RC-pi filter (negative half cycle).
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Figure 6-34. Zener diode characteristics curve.
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(2) vs.hen (An rent is drawn from the source. Many
electronic circuits operate satisfactorily with a moderate
amount of variation in the supply voltage without
suffering a severe operational deficiency. Some circuits
are very critical, and even a slight deviation from the
normal supply voltage will cause unsatisfactory
operation. These circuits require the use of a voltage-
regulating device. Crystal diodes manufactured for this
purpose are called zener diodes. Sometimes referred to as
avalanche diodes or breakdown diodes, these diodes use the
breakdown voltage and the avalanche current region of
the PN junction. This objective discusses zener diodes,
electronic voltage regulators, and silicon-controlled
rectifiers (SCRs).

Zener diode. "Zener" is a name given to a family of
diodes designed to operate with reverse breakdown
voltage. Zener diodes operate in the avalanche region of
their characteristic curves without damage.

The voltage-current characteristics of a typical zener
diode are shown in figure 6-34. With forward bias, the
zener diode operates the same as a regular PN junction.
With a small reverse bias across the PN junction, the
barrier potential is increased. This action increases the
depletion region at the junction. Only a small leakage
current will flow due to minority carrieis.

Increasing the reverse voltage increases the velocity of
the minority carriers. Some of these carriers collide with
covalent-bond electrons, and the collision releases them
as carriers. This action has a cumulative effect called
avalanche ionization. It comprises a rapid increase in
reverse current that, unless checked by a series-limiting
resistor, may destroy the semiconductor. The reverse
voltage at which avalanche effect occurs is called the
reverse breakdown voltage and is abbreviated BVR.

The zener diode voltage regulator is operated between
point A (fig. 6-34) and point B. At point A, the current is
about 3 mA, and the voltage across the zener is about 43
volts. At point 13, the current is about 22 mA, and the
voltage across the 7ener is about 45 volts. Between points
A and B, the current changes 19 mA as the voltage
changes 2 volts.

A zener voltage regulator circuit is shown in figure
6-35, along with the schematic symbol of zener diode
CR1. The zener diode is placed in parallel with the load
and in series with the current-limiting resistor RI. The
voltage delivered to the load is controlled by the BVR
value of CR1. If the supply voltage (input from filter)
decreases, the reverse voltage across CR I will decrease.
Therefore, the speed of the carriers in the crystal will
decrease, and reverse current will decrease. The current
through R I decreases with a proportionate decrease in
voltage drop across R I . The decreased drop across R 1
cancels some of the original drop in the supply voltage
and keeps the voltage across the load fairly constant.

Zener diodes arc designed to operate at various
voltages When a regulated voltage in excess of the rating
of one zener diode is required, two or more diodes may
be connected in series. Several regulated voltages can be
obtained from a single rectifier power supply.

To illustrate the operation of a zener diode, we must
use both figures 6-34 and 6-35. Figure 6-34 indicates
that the current midway between points A and B is about

()-

VOL TAGE
FROM

POWER
SUPPLY

0

LOAD

Figure 6-36. Equivalent EVR circuit.

12 mA and that the voltage across the zener is about 44
volts. Thus, the voltage across the load is also 44 volts.
Current through the 880-ohm load resistance (fig. 6-35)
is 50 mA. The current through RI, therefore, is the sum
of the load current and the zener current, or 62 mA. The
voltage drop across the 500-ohm R1 is 31 volts. The
input voltage from the filter network is the sum of ER I
and ECR , or 75 volts.

If the voltage from the filter were to decrease to 69
volts, the voltage across the zener and the load would
change to 43 volts. Figure 6-34 shows that with 43 volts
across CR1, current through CR1 is 3 mA. The decrease
of 9 mA through R 1 and the decrease of 1 mA through
the 880-ohm load decreases ER by 5 volts. So, for a
change in input voltage (from the filter) of 6 volts (75 to
69 volts), the load voltage changed only 1 volt (44 to 43
volts). Checking:

ER + Eload = 69V; 26V + 43V = 69V

If the voltage from the filter were to increase to 81.5
volts, the voltage across the load would go to 45 volts.
The increase of 10 milliamperes through CR1 (22 mA at
45 volts, fig. 6-34) and the 1 mA increase through the
load increases the voltage drop across RI to 36.5 volts
(36.5V + 45V = 81.5V). The results are as follows: The
voltage from the filter could have a change in amplitude
of 12.5 volts (69 to 81.5 volts), but the voltage across the
load would change only 2 volts (43 to 45 volts).

Even though a zener diode does regulate voltage, it has
certain limitations. The current operating range
(maximum to minimum) is limited; there is a voltage
change between the minimum current and maximum
current conditions., and the amplitude of the regulated
voltage is fixed by the type of zener used. Electronic
voltage regulators use amplifier circuits along with the
zener diode to overcome the limitations of the zener
diode alone.

Electronic voltage regulator (EVR). An electionic
voltage regulator is a circuit designed to maintain the
output voltage nearly constant regardless of input voltage
or load changes. An electronic voltage regulator can be
likened to the series resistive circuit shown in figure 6-36.
The load resistance is connected in series with variable
resistor R I across the output terminals of the power
supply. The voltage from the power supply has ripple and
is not regulated. Further, the resistance of the load may
change. Due to inp ,t voltage and load resistance changes,
the voltage across the load cannot remain constant.

However, if the size of R 1 is increased as the input
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Figure 6-37. Simplified EVR circuit.

voltage goes up, the voltage across the load can be made
to remain constant. An increase in E applied to a series
circuit increases I total. A corresponding increase in R
total will decrease 1 total back to its original value.
Further, if the size of RI is decreased as the input voltage
decreases, the output voltage remains constant. Likewise,
if the load resistance is decreased and if RI is decreased a
proportional amount, the load voltage remains constant.
If the load resistance increases and if R1 is increased a
proportional amount, the load voltage remains.

A simplified electronic voltage regulator circuit is
shown in figure 6-37. A transistor has been inserted in
place of the variable resistor. Recall that a transistor is a
variab'e resistance, and its resistance can be controlled by
electronic means. Zener diode regulator CR1 with
current-limiting resistor RI develops forward bias for
Q1 . The zener is rated at 10.1 volts and, during normal
operation, holds the voltage on the base of 01 constant at
this value. With 01 conducting, a voltage of
approximately 10 volts is developed across the load
resistance. Therefore, the bias on 01 during normal
operation is the difference between the base-emitter
voltages, or .1 volt. With the base voltage of 01 held
constant by CR1, the only way the bias of 01 can be
changed is for the voltage on the emitter to change. Thus,
the voltage on the emitter, which is also the load voltage,
determines the resistance of 01.

lf, for any reason, the load voltage decreases, the bias
on 01 increases. With an increase in forward bias, the
resistance of 01 decreases and more current flows,
bringing the load voltage back toward its original value.

INPUT
VOLTAGE

Figure 6-38. Electronic voltage regulator.

Or, if the load voltage increases, the bias on Q1
decreases. A decrease in forward bias of 01 causes
resistance of 01 to increase. This causes less current to
flow and the voltage across the load returns to the
regulated value. The circuit is designed so that the
resistance change in 01 is proportional to a change in
load voltage. This operation holds the voltage across the
load relatively constant in case either the input voltage of
the load resistance changes.

Although this is an improvement over the simple zener
diode regulator, the simplified electronic voltage
regulator still has limitations. Figure 6-38 shows a
schematic of a complete electronic voltage regulator
circuit. Now, two class A amplifiers, 01 in series and 02
in shunt, detect and compensate for variations in source
voltage or load. With the addition of 02 and the voltage
divider network (R3, R4, and R5), this circuit regulates
the voltage across the load to a smoother, more constant
value.

Transistor 01 is in series with the load. The action of
01 changing its resistance to hold the output voltage
constant is still present. Notice that the base current of
01 is not controlled by 02. R2 is the collector-load
resistor for 02 and the forward-bias resistor of 01 .

Resistor RI is the current-limiting resistor for CR1.
The bias for transistor 02 is determined by the.

voltages on its emitter and base. The zener diode sets the
emitter voltage, which is called the Q2 reference voltage.
The voltage on the base of 02 is developed by the voltage
divider network (R3, R4, and R5) connected across the
load. This arrangement continuously samples the output
voltage. In other words, if the output voltage were to
increase, the voltage on the movable arm of R4 would
increase. So, with the emitter voltage of 02 being held
constant at all times, the conduction of Q2 is controlled
by the voltage at the arm of R4.

To illustrate the operation of the electronic voltage
regulator, let's discuss (1) an increase of input voltage and
(2) an increase in the load on the circuit.

An increase in input voltage is felt across voltage
dividers R3. R4, and RS. The voltage at the arm of R4
will go in a positive direction. This increase in voltage at
the base of 02 increases its forward bias. Transistor 02
conducts harder and increases the voltage drop across
R2. This makes the voltage on the base of 01 less
positive. A less positive voltage on the base of 01
decreases the forward bias of 01, which increases its
resistance. When the resistance of 01 increases, more
voltage is dropped across 01 (collector to emitter). The
increase in voltage drop across 01 nearly equals the
increase in input voltage (from the filter), and the load
voltage remains relatively constant. This action is
instantaneous, and the EVR circuit maintains a regulated
output voltage any time the input voltage increases. A
decrease in input voltage results in just the opposite
action within the circuit, and the output voltage remains
at the regulated value.

An increase in load on the circuit means that the
resistance of the load has decreased. When this occUrs,
load voltage decreases. Any change in load voltage causes
the voltage at the arm of R4 to decrease. The decrease in
voltage at the base of 02 reduces its forward bias.
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Transistor 02 then conducts less, and the current through
the load resistor decreases. This causes the voltage on the
base of 01 to increase (become more positive). The
increase in voltage on the base of 01 increases forward
bias and causes the resistance of 01 to decrease. The
decrease in resistance of 01 (emitter to collector) causes
the voltage across 01 to decrease, leaving more voltage
across the load. The decrease in voltage across 01 nearly
equals the decrease in load voltage and, for all practical
purposes, the load voltage remains constant.

Transistor 01 is referred to as the series regulatcw. The
voltage on the arm of R4 is called the error signal, and 02
is the differential or error amplifier, since it amplifies the
error signal. The zener diode provides the reference
voltage for error amplifier 02. This regulator circuit
provides very close regulation of the output voltage.

Another characteristic of the electronic voltage
regulator circuit is the fact that the output voltage can be
adjusted to a specific value. Resistor R4 is the output
voltage adjuster. If the arm of R4 is moved up, the
forward bias on 02 increases and 02 conducts harder.
The voltage across R2 increases, and the voltage on the
base of 01 decreases. The forward bias of 01 is thus
decreased, so the resistance of 01 increases. This action
will reduce the output voltage.

If the arm of R4 is moved down, the forward bias of
02 decreases. 02 conduccs less, and the voltage across R2
decreases. The voltage on the base of Q1 increases, which
decreases the resistance of 01. This action will cause the
output voltage to increase to a higher value.

As with any electronic circuit, the EVR is subject to
failure. Knowing the correct operation and the symptoms
of malfunction, a technician can repair an electronic
voltage regulator circuit very rapidly.

You can make two quick checks to determine the
possible trouble. First, check the DC (load) output
voltage, and second, check to see if the circuit still
regulates the output voltage.

Assume that the output voltage is higher than normal
and that there is no regulation. This could be caused by
an open zener diode. With CR1 open, 02 cannot
conduct, and the voltage on the base of 01 may be very
high. The resistance of 01 will be very low; therefore, the
output voltage will be higher than normal. The circuit
cannot regulate, because the reference voltage for 02 is
no longer present. Another possibility is that R3 is open.
With R3 open, the voltage on the base of 02 will be near
O'volts, and 02 cannot conduct. Again, the voltage on the
base of 01 will be a high positive, and the output voltage
will rise to a value higher than normal. The circuit cannot
regulate because the sample voltage is no longer present.
If transistor 01 were to short, the same symptoms would
be present.

A symptom of no output voltage could be caused by an
open 01 or an open R2. With 01 open, the series circuit
is broken. With R2 open, there is no forward bias for 01,
so the only output voltage will be due to minority current.

Silicon-controlled rectifier (SCR). The silicon-
controlled rectifier is basically a four-layer (PNPN)
semiconductor device having three electrodes: a cathode,
an anode, and a control electrode called a gate. Like all
rectifiers, the SCR conducts current primarily in one

Figure 6-39. Silicon-controlled rectifier schematic symbols.

direction. It differs, however, from conventional
rectifiers in that it will not conduct a substantial amount
of current in the forward direction until the anode-to-
cathode voltage exceeds a certain minimum voltage
called the forward breakover potential. The value of this
potential can be v6ried or controlled by the use of an
external signal at the control electrode (gate) of the SCR.
This unique control characteristic makes the SCR
particularly useful in power-controlling devices,
especially in high-power circuits. Figure 6-39 shows the
schematic symbols of the SCR.

Figure 6-40 shows the SCR properly connected in a
circuit that can be used to determine its forward
breakover potential. Since the supply voltage causes the
anode to be positive with respect to the cathode, the
resulting electrostatic field through the device causes
electron carriers to be attracted toward the anode and
causes hole carriers to, be attracted toward the cathode.
This electrostatic field and the resultant movement of
carriers form forward bias at junctions J1 and J3
Conduction from cathode to anode would occur if J2
were not reverse biased. Examinations will show that the
electrostatic field through the SCR causes the majority
carriers to be drawn away from J2, and a reverse-bias
condition results. The movement of carriers, then, 's a
momentary condition that will cease when the reverse-
biasing potential across J2 equals the anode-to-cathode
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Figure 6-4 1. Achieving conduction by gating.

potential. The SCR is now in its nonconducting or OFF
state.

Conduction can be achieved by one of two means. The
first means is to increase the anode-to-cathode potential
until the reverse-biased junction, J2, breaks down. The
potential at which this breakdown occurs is called the
forward breakover potential. Once breakdown occurs and
conduction results, the anode-to-cathode voltage (V 1 in
fig. 6-40) decreases due to the increased voltage drop
across RL. At first glance, it would appear that there is no
longer enough potential across J2 to maintain the
breakdown condition. However, this breakdown
condition continues. Recall that a junction is said to be
reverse-biased when majority carriers are attracted away
from the junction. Recall also that reverse bias for
majority carriers is forward bias for minority carriers
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(holes in N-type material, free electrons in P-type
material). The method of maintaining conduction with a
potential across J2 that is less than the forward breakover
potential is based on the following concept: Once the
breakdown of J2 has occurred, electrons from section SI
cross J3. If S 1 is more heavily doped than S2, some of the
electrons crossing J3 will not meet holes and combine.
This condition is called saturation. Those that do not
combine act like minority carriers, since they are
electrons in P-type material. These electrons then see J2
as being forward-biased for them, and they cross on over
J2 into the N-type section S3. J I is also forward-biased
for them, and they move on to the anode and out into the
circuit. The important aspect, then, is to have SI more
heavily doped than S2 so that electrons continue in excess
in S2. When this occurs, sections SI , S2, and S3 act like a
single piece of N-type material, since electron current
moves through them. Since the anode is P-type material,
the overall effect is as if we now have a single PN junction
at .11. ThQ SCR remains in this high-conducting
condition until the current drops to a value below that
necessary to supply more than enough electrons from SI
and S2 to combine with and cancel out all the holes in S2.
This minimum current is called holding current. When the
holes in S2 outnumber the free electrons arriving from
S I , the number of these electrons reaching J2 is
insufficient to maintain conduction and conduction
stops. J2 reverts to a simple reverse-biased junction until
the forward breakover potential is again exceeded.

The second means of achieving conduction involves
the use of a gate electrode. A positive potential on the
gate is used to cause conduction. This potential is less
than the anode-to-cathode breakover potential. To
understand the operation of the gate electrode, study
figure 6-4 I . You will notice that the gate is tied to the P-
type section S2. If the gate is made positive with respect to
the cathode, an external path for current flow is provided,
and current flows across J3. If the gate potential is
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Figure 6-43. SCR power control circuit.

sufficiently positive to cause saturation of section S2, the
excess electrons in S2 will see J2 as being forward-biased
for them, and conduction will begin through the device to
the anode. The more positive the gate potential is made,
the greater will be the saturation of S2 and the lower the
anode-to-cathode voltage required to attract electrons
across J2.

Figure 6-42 shows two curves, one with zero gate
current (1Gi = 0) and one with gate current (102), which
is greater than zero ">. IGO. Observe that the
breakover voltage point with IG2 is lower than with IGI.
The voltage forward represents the anode-to-cathode
voltage measured by Vi in figure 6-41. If the gate current
is increased sufficiently to saturate section S2, current
flows through the SCR even with no anode-to-cathode
voltage applied.

After the silicon-controlled rectifier is triggered by the
gate signal, the current flow through the device is
independent of gate voltage or gate current. It remains in
the high-conduction state until the anode current is
reduced to a level below that required to sustain
conduction. The device can be turned off in minimum
time by application of a reverse bias from anode to
cathode.

If an AC signal is applied to the anode, the SCR can be
made to conduct during any portion of the positive
alternation by applying a signal to the gate. For example,
if the triggering signal is applied at the positive peak of
the anode voltage waveform, the SCR conducts only a
quarter of a cycle. This flexibility of control distinguishes
the silicon-controlled rectifier from all other types of
semiconductor devices.

Figure 6-43 illustrates a typical circuit for a practical
application of the SCR. Here, a variable potential may be
applied through DI to the gate of SCR. Gate current
controls the conduction time of the SCR, which, in turn,
controls the amount of current through the load. The
current passed by the SCR may control the speed of a
motor, the heat of a soldering iron, or operation of certain
small home appliances.

Basically, the circuit is of the phase-control type. The
gate circuit of the SCR is supplied with the positive half
of the AC input, the negative half being blocked by DI to

protect the SCR gate from reverse voltage. As this
positive voltage increases to some value determined by
the setting of SI and R2, sufficient voltage is applied to
the gate to turn on the SCR. Resistor R5 serves as part of
the voltage divider to assure proper triggering of the SCR.
It also serves to limit reverse voltage between gate and
cathode when the SCR is not conducting. R4 is a surge-
limiting resistor. It is important to protect the SCR, since
even very short transients can cause serious damage.

The SCR is turned on for some portion of the positive
half cycle, and it supplies pulsating DC to the load.
Switch SI selects either a HI or LO speed function by
determining how late in the half cycle the gate firing can
be set. With R3 out of the circuit, gate firing can be
completely prevented by setting R2 to its minimum
position.

Exercises (482):
1. Match each characteristic in column B with its

related term in column A. NOTE: Each item in
column B may be used only once.
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Column A

Silicon-controlled rec-
tifier (SCR).
Zener diode.
Electronic voltage
regulator (EVR).

Column B

a. Placed in parallel with the
load and in series with the
current-limiting resistor.

b. A four-layer, threc-junction
device that has three
electrodes.

c. Potential on the gate controls
the potential at which
breakover takes place and the
diode conducts.

d. Exhibits voltage-regulating
characteristics when operated
at specific reverse voltage.

e. A sample of the output voltage
is applied to the error
amplifier.

f. Conducts easily in the for-
ward direction when the for-
ward breakover potential is
exceeded.
A potentiometer is used to ad-
just the output voltage.

g.



Column B

h. Operates in the avalanche
region of its characteristic
curve without damage.

i. In this basically phase-con-
trol-type circuit, the gate cir-
cuit is supplied with the posi-
tive half of AC input, with the
negative half being blocked by
DI to protect the gate of this
type from reverse voltage.
With this device, though the
power supply voltage has rip-
ple and is not regulated, if the
size of R1 is increased as the
input voltage increases, the
voltage across the load can be
made to stay constant (see fig.
6-36).

k. Because these operate at
various voltages, when two or
more are connected in series,
several regulated voltages can
be gotten from a single rec-
tified power supply.

2. Cite the three limiting characteristics of the zener
diode.

3. With the EVR, it is characteristic that a symptom of
no output voltage can be a product of two conditions.
Name and briefly describe each.

4. What characteristic of the SCR makes it important
for you to protect the SCR?

483. Given a voltage divider network determine the
correct component parameters when the designated
voltage is applied.

Voltage Dividers. A resistor that is used as a load
resistor may also serve as a voltage divider and as a
bleeder. A simple voltage divider composed of three

Figure 6-44. Simple voltage divider.

similar resistors in series is shown in figure 6-44. As long
as no load current is drawn from any terminal except the
top, the voltage across the resistors will divide in
proportion to the resistance values of the various
resistors. It is common practice to ground one end of a
voltage divider. Therefore, ground potential is normally
used as a reference point. If a rectifier and its filter are
connected so that no part of the circuit is grounded, the
voltage divider can be grounded at any point without
affecting the operation of the rectifier, provided that the
insulation of all parts in the circuit can withstand the
voltage involved.

As soo,1 as a load is connected across the divider di any
of the intermediate terminals, the voltage division shown
in figure 6-44 is no longer applicable. Suppose that a
voltage divider is required across a power supply with a
maximum output of 10 milliamperes at 300 volts.
Suppose further that two voltage taps are required in
addition to the full output voltage across the divider
circuits; these taps are to provide the following:

50 volts at 1 milliampere for load 3.
150 volts at 1 milliampere for load 2.
300 volts at 7 milliamperes for load 1 (main load).

These requirements are shown in part A of figure 6-45.
Your first step in solving this problem is to calculate

the value of the bleeder current, Ib. You can calculate this
value as follows:

load 'load + 'bad 2 + 'load 3 + lb'total
7 + I + 1 + Ib = 9 + lb

However, the bleeder current is one-tenth of the full-load
current, or Ib = -total load/I 0; so algebraic substitution will
result in this:

9 + lb
lb 10

101b = 9 + lb

I Olb lb = 9

91b =
lb = I milliampere

Your next step is to calculate the value of voltage divider
resistor R3. In this connection, refer to part B of figure
6-45. You can determine this value very simply by means
of Ohm's law, since the voltage across this resistor is
known to be the voltage across load 3. Here is the
calculation:
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R3 Elo
tad

3 50 volts 50,000 ohms
0.001 ampere

The next resistor in the voltage divider is R2, the value of
which you calculate on the basis of the voltage drop
across R2 and the total current through R2. The voltage
across this resistor is the desired voltage at this tap less the
voltage dropped across resistor R3. This means that ER2
= Eload 2 Eload 3; which equals 150 50, or 100 volts.
A consideration of the current through the resistor (refer
to part C of fig. 6-45) will show you that the bleeder
current, in conjunction with the current through load 3, is
going to flow through R2. The total current through R2
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Figure 6-45. Individual steps in the calculation of a voltage divider.

will therefore be Ib ± -load 39 which is 2 milliamperes.
Thus, your calculation of the resistance value of R2 is
this

ER2 100 voltsR2 = 50,000 ohmsIR2 0.002 amperes

You can find the value of resistor R 1 by a process
similar to the one you used to find the value of R2. Part C
of figure 6-45 shows that the current through R3 will
consist of the currents through load 3 and load 2, plus the
bleeder current, Ib, or a total of 3 milliamperes. The
voltage across this resistor will be the total power supply
voltage the voltage across load 2; that is ERI = EtotalE load 29 which equals 150 volts. Calculate the resistance
value of R 1 by means of Ohm's law like this:

RI = RRI 150 volts ohms
0.003 ampere
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You can make a check confirming the total circuit
current by observing that 3 milliamperes flow through the
voltage divider to merge with 7 milliamperes flowing
throegh load 1, giving a total of 10 milliamperes, the
original specified current; refer here to part D of figure
6-45.

A voltage divider will operate satisfactorily as long as
the load currents through the individual circuit branches
are constant. If a load that is placed in a voltage divider is
keyed, such as by an oscillator, or if the load current
changes by any means whatever, all the voltages and
currents of every other load placed on the voltage divider
circuit will be changed, possibly enough to produce faulty
operation within other circuits that are connected to the
voltage divider.

Exercise (483):
1. Suppose you have a simple voltage divider with three

similar resistors in series. What will happen in the
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operation of the rectifier if a rectifier and its filter are
so connected that no part of th, circuit is grounded
and the voltage divider is gro, Ided at not more than
one point at a time? What other provision must
necessarily by present for this result to take place?

2. Refer to figure 6-45. If load 3 is 60 volts at 2
milliamperes, load 2 is 150 volts at I milliampere,

i)crtri lt1U milliamperes, what are
the values of the following circuit parameters?
a. Ib.

b. R3.

c. R2.

d. RI.

484. Give selected aspects of the operation of a typical
.. solid-state power supply.

Typical Solid-State Power Supply. One of the
advantages of solid-state power supplies is compactness,
whfch is chiefly important in computers today. As a rule,
you will find that a computer module containing a solid-
state supply is compact and readily accessible to facilitate
maintenance. You will find a schematic of a typical
power supply module illustrated in figure 6-46. This
particular module produces these three DC voltages:
12, 3, and + 3 volts. These voltages are utilized
within the solid-state logic circuits of the computer.
Section A of the schematic contains the circuitry of the
12-volt supply; section B, the +3-volt supply; and
section C, the 3-volt supply. Input power is 115 volts ±
10 percent, 60-Hz, single-phase AC.

The 12-volt portion of the power supply (shown in
section A of fig. 6-46) is a series-regulated supply. With
circuit breaker CBI turned on, AC power is applied to
transformer T1 and power-on light DS1 lights. The AC
voltage at the secondary of T1 is full-wave rectified by
diodes CR7 and CR8 and filtered by an LC filter circuit
consisting of inductor LI and capacitor C7. Resistor R25
serves mainly to discharge the filter capacitor when
power is turned off. A negative DC voltage is also
developed by an RC filter circuit consisting of resistor
RIO, diode CR3, and capacitor C2. This voltage is more
negative than that deveoped by the LC filter; it insures
proper biasing within the 12-volt supply. Transistors
010 and 04, the series regulator transistors, may be
considered as a single equivalent transistor with a current
gain equal to the product of the current gains of both

transistors. Transistors Q5 and 06 form a differential
amplifier circuit that compares a sample of the output
voltage with a reference voltage set by zener diode VR I
to provide feedback control of series transistors 010 and
04 in order to insure regulation of the 12-volt output.
In other words, if the output voltage increases or
decreases, the differential amplifier senses this change
and provides feedback to the series-regulating transistors.

To investigate how the circuit regulates the 12-volt
output, assume that the voltage changes. If the voltage of
the 12-volt line were to go more positive, the base
voltage of transistor 06 would go more positive, since it is
derived from the 12 volts through the voltage divider
consisting of resistors R23, R26, and R24. (le
potentiometer R26 is initially adjusted to set the output
voltage at the desired 12 volts.) The base voltage of
transistor 05 is fixed at 5.6 volts by zener diode VR1,
which then fixes the common-emitter voltage of 05 and
Q6 at about 5 volts. Since the base voltage of 06 went
positive for an assumed rise in voltage at the input line
and with the emitter voltage of 06 fixed, the collector
voltage of 06 will go more negative. Transistor 04 will
conduct more heavily due to the increased negative
voltage at its base, and the voltage at the emitter of 04
will go more negative, since it must follow the base
voltage. Therefore, the effect of the positive-going voltage
change is compensated for by an increase in conduction
of Q4. Since the base voltage of 04 went more negative,
the collector voltage of 04 will go more positive, causing
010 to also conduct more heavily. The voltage drop
across 010 will decrease, thereby bringing the 12-volt
line more negative to compensate for the assumed
positive increase in voltage.

The function of diode CR4 is to prevent the 12-volt
line from going positive. Capacitor C4 provides filtering
of high-frequency line noise. Resistor R20 pr,ovides a
minimum load for the choke filter when the external load
is light so that current is always flowing through the
choke.

A second series regulator circuit which provides +3
volts is shown in section B of figure 6-46. Transistor 011
is the series regulator transistor, while transistors 07 and
08 form a differential amplifier. A full-wave rectifier
consisting of diodes CR1 and CR2 feeds into a capacitor
filter, C8. Resistor RI I limits the current to protect
diodes CR1 and CR2. The base of Q7 is connected to
ground. The base voltage of 08 is set at 0 volts by the
voltage dividers R21 and R22, which are between +3
and 12 volts. To analyze the circuit operation under
changing output conditions, assume that the output
voltage goes more positive. The base voltage of 08
increases, and this increases the current through the
common-emitter resistor R18, causing Q7 to conduct
less. The voltage at the collector of Q7 increases, causing
series regulator transistor 011 to conduct less. The
voltage across 011 increases, causing the output line
voltage to go more negative in order to compensate for
the initial positive voltage rise.

The function of capacitoi C6 is to provide greater
circuit response to high-frequency line variations. Diodes
CR5 and CR6 prevent the base of transistor 08 from
going more positive than about 1 volt; this insures
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adequate circuit operation when it is initially turned on.
Diode CR1 1 prevents the + 3-volt output line from going
negative. Capacitor C5 provides filtering of high-
frequency noise on the + 3-volt line. Resistor RI 2
provides a short-circuit current limit if the output + 3-
volt line is shorted. Zener diode VR2 provides the
reference voltage for the regulator circuit.

The third power supply (shown in section C of fig.
6-46) provides 3 volts. This circuit employs a shunt
regulator circuit consisting of transistors 03 and 09. This
particular circuit arrangement does not need a filter
circuit, because it derives voltage from the 1 2-volt and
+ 3-volt supplies. The base voltage of transistor Q1 is set
at 3 volts by the voltage dividers RI and R2, which are
between 1 2 volts and ground. Transistors 01 and 02
form a differential amplifier. With the emitter voltage of
01 and 02 at the same potential, the base voltage of 02
will be 3 volts, which is the same potential as the base of
Ql. If the 3-volt line voltage were to go more positive,
transistor 02 would conduct more, and the voltage at the
common emitter of 01 and 02 would rise, causing Q1 to
conduct less and its collector voltage to increase. This
increase in 01's collector voltage would be detected at
the base of 03; therefore, Q3 would conduct less, and the
voltage drop across it would increase. The increase in
voltage across 03 would cause the output line voltage to
become more negative. The voltage at the base of Q9
would also go more positive, causing it to conduct less.
This would allow the 3-volt line to go more negative,
thereby compensating for the initial increase in voltage.

The function ot capacitor CI is to filter the high-
frequency noise on the 3-volt sine. Resistor R6
provides a light load between the 3-volt and 1 2-volt
lines. The current capacity of this 3-volt supply is
adequate, because it is the type of supply that is normally
used to supply a bias or reference voltage for clamping
logic circuit outputs (in this case, negative logic). In this
particular circuit, the clamp current actually flows from
the 3-volt line through the clamping diode and resistor
of the load to the 1 2-volt supply; therefore, the 1 2-
volt supply msut handle the current.

Exercises (484):
For exercises 1-4, refer to figure 6-46 if necessary.
1 . What is the purpose of R10, CR3, and C2?

2. If the voltage of the 1 2-volt line goes more positive,
what will happen to the voltage drop across 010?

3. What is the purpose of RI 2?

4. What type of regulating circuit is used in the 3-volt
portion of the power supply?
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485. Specify the causes of certain power supply
malfunctions, state testing procedures, and give the
intent of a cited circuit malfunction.

Power Supply Malfunctions. Regardless of whether
you are troubleshooting a solid-state or electron-tube
power supply, the troubleshooting procedures are
practically the same with regard to circuitry. We will
confine our analysis here to several common troubles and
symptoms that may be caused by defective solid-state
devices. We will also briefly discuss the checking of these
devices and consider some matters pertinent to their
replacementincluding circuit modifications and the
reason for them.

Symptoms and troubles. Often, the malfunction of a
power supply is the fault of the rectifying device. Crystal
and metallic rectifier diodes fail, as do electron-tube
diodes. Also, certain faults can be attributed directly to
the solid-state rectifier. They are (1) open-circuited
rectifier, (2) short-circuited rectifier, (3) high forward-
voltage drop, (4) high leakage current, and (5) overheated
rectifier. You can readily detect the symptoms associated
with these faults, since they cause obvious and sometimes
serious trouble.

Fault 1 , an open-circuited rectifier, cau a lower DC
output. If the rectifir nnuiinit is a full-wave or polyphase
thpn the DC output would be reduced when one rectifier
is open circuited. If it is a single-phase half-wave
rectifier, there will be no DC output.

The symptoms just mentioned for the open-circuited
rectifier (fault 1 ) are also the same for fault 2, a short-
circuited rectifier. In addition, there will be excessive
heating and AC will appear at the output. Unless short-
circuit protection is built into the power supply, other
circuit components can be permanently damaged.

Either fault 3, a high-forward-voltage drop, or fault 4,
a high-leakage current, will cause lowered DC output and
increase heating. A high forward-voltage drop is caused
by an inereased forward resistance; whereas a high
leakage current is caused by a decreased reverse
resistance. Whichever of these faults occurs, the
rectification ratio is reduced accordingly and so is the
efficiency of the rectifier.

Fault 5, an overheated rectifier may be caused by faults
2, 3, or 4, which we have mentioned previously, but it also
can be caused by excessive loading or inadequate cooling.
Regardless of the cause, however, the rectifier that is
heated beyond its sate limits will either be short-lived or
be completely destroyed. When the source of the trouble
is the rectifier itself, your replacement of the rectifier will
return the circuit to normal operation. However, when
the overheating is the result of loading or improper heat
dissipation, the trouble will persist after you have
replaced the rectifier unless you take corrective measures
to insure proper loading and cooling.

Looking at another area of possible malfunction, when
a power supply has a regulator unit, a defective solid-state
device (thermistor, zener diode, transistor, etc.) may be
the source of trouble. The symptoms here can range from
an increased or reduced DC output (regulated or not) to
no DC output. Why? Because these symptoms and



troubles are not only dependent upon the complexity of
the circuitry, they are dependent upon the type of
regulator unit employed as well. We cannot, therefore,
say much on this subject in general. Consequently, for
any particular faulty unit you must deal with, you will
have to depend upon your basic knowledges and
reasoning ability to determine whether or not a solid-state
device could be at fault. If you think that is where the
fault is, you will have to test the suspected device.

Checking and testing. You can detect symptoms in a
number of ways. For example, you will discover much
overheating readily by the smoke or odor it produces. A
faulty selenium rectifier, for instance, smells like rotten
eggs. You can find abnormal voltages and currents
quickly by taking voltmeter and ammeter readings. You
can see ripp:e in the output using an oscilloscope; perhaps
you will even hear it in an audio system. The frequency of
the ripple may reveal the trouble; for example, a 60-Hz
ripple from a single-phase full-wave unit indicates that
you are getting only half-wave rectification. If so, more
likely than not, a rectifier is defective.

You can also detect some circuit troubles by making a
visual inspection. To begin with, broken connectionsand
damaged components are usually very obvious. So is the
discoloration of circuit components often caused by
overheating. You may, for example, see dark spots on the
plates of a faulty metallic rectifier. Such a dark spot
indicates a physical rupture of the barrier layer caused by
high temperature. If you find that the spot is small,
probably no permanent damage has occurred, because the
plates of the metallic rectifier are self-healing.
Nevertheless, the effective rectifying area is reduced, and
overheating will ultimately cause failure. Therefore,
although a spot covering less than 20 percent of the plate
area is considered within allowable limits, replacement of
the rectifier is recommended whenever spotting appears.
But what if you find a faulty metallic rectifier showing
burned spots around its contact washer and the
surrounding area? Answer: This is likely a result of poor
contact with the front electrode. Suppose, too, that you
see solder-like blotches beneath a rectifier stack. These
are also caused by excessive heating. In this case, the alloy
of which the rectifier is made has melted and run off the
bottom edge of the cells. From all of these examples, it is
clear that you can frequently detect faulty metallic
rectifiers by visual means. But you cannot do this for
crystal rectifiers; you have to test to check their electrical
characteristics.

You will find checking with an ohmmeter is an easy
and practical way to test a crystal or metallic rectifier to
determine whether it is open or shorted. A high resistance
(several thousand ohms) measured in both directions
indicates that the rectifier is open; whereas a relatively
low resistance (a few hundred ohms) measured in both
directions indicates that it is shorted. A good rectifier has
a low forward resistance and a high reverse resistance.
Since, however, an ohmmeter applies voltage to the
rectifier under test, it is not a reliable instrument for
testing quality. Remember that the forward resistance of a
solid-state rectifier is not linear but varies as a function of
the applied voltage. Therefore, you must check the
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rectifier under rated conditions to obtain a conclusive
indication of its quality.

Many test sets are available to test solid-state devices.
Each set has instructions provided with it to enable you to
test properly. Solid-state devices are identified by prefix
letter(s) and a number ori the device. Common prefixes
are as follows: IN for crystal diodes, MR or SR for
metallic rectifiers, Z (also HZ or MZ) for zener diodes,
and 2N for transistors. Once you've identified the device,
you can 1, A its specifications in an applicable TO or
TM. Then, knowing the rated parameters, you can tell
from the readings of the test set whether the device is
substandard.

Be warned: It is quite possible that the solid-state
device may test good and yet still be the source of trouble.
What should you do then? Answer: The only sure way to
find out, is for you to replace it. As for electron tubes, you
can use an identical deviceone that is known to operate
properlyin place of the questionable one. Note this,
too: Normally, the time required to change a tube is small
when compared to the time required to replace a
defective solid-state device,

Replacements. You should always replace a faulty
circuit component with one exactly like it. When this is
not possible, and you have been authorized to substitute an
unlike item, it might be necessary for you to make some
circuit modifications to protect the circuit or device
itself.

Since solid-state devices can be damaged instantly and
are affected adversely by overheating, a casual approach
to the replacement of circuit components can be costly.
So give particular attention to inserting limiting resistors
when you find this necessary in order to prevent excess
current flow or surges. For example, if you use a large
input-filter capacitor in place of a defective one, turn-on
and recurrent surge currents may increase beyond rated
limits.

This is where stacking and paralleling solid-state
rectifiers is a common practiceone which makes it
pwsible to re.....;.ify high voltages and high currents,
respectively. You should understand that rectifiers can be
series-connected in al! of the rectifier circuits discussed
and illustrated in this chapter. The rated PIV of the stack
is the sum of the rated PIVs oF the individual rectifiers.
To get a desired current-handling capacity, you can use
crystal or metallic rectifiers in parallel. You can use a
combination of series or parallel rectifiers to replace a
rectifier of almost any rating.

Exercises (485):
I. Situation: The output of a DC power supply is low

and the temperature of the power supply is normal.
What is the most probable cause?

2. Two faults attributed directly to the solid-state
rectifier are (a) high forward-voltage drop and (b)
high leakage current. What is the cause of each?



3. Concernine dark spots on the plates of a faulty metallic 5. What is the rated peak-inverse voltage of a stack of
rectifier. (a) what does such a spot indicate. (b) what is rectifiers'?
the allowable limit for such a spot. and (c) what is
recommended when spotting occurs?

4. Situation: A very high resistance is measured in both
directions acIoss a metallic rectifiz.x. What is the trouble?



CHAPTER 7

Oscilloscope Measurements

HAVE YOU OBSERVED a senior technician or
maintenance specialist troubleshooting a stubborn system
problem? What is the first thine they did? They started by
checkine all the indications provided by the built-in test
equipment. They then grabbed an oscilloscope and headed
toward an equipment rack or cabinet. The oscilloscope is
probably the most used. most versatile piece of test
equipment.

7-1. Basic Voltage Measurements

You can measure almost anything with the two-
dimensional display of an oscilloscope. In most
applications, voltage is displayed on the vertical axis in
reference to time on the horizontal axis. Using special
probes or transducers, you can measure current or
nonelectrical conditions such as sound. pressure. light, or
heat.

A scope display presents more information faster than
other test equipment. For example. from the display you
can determine if the signal is AC or DC. how much noise is
on the signal 'he voltage level and frequency of the signal.
and other ch.iiacteristies in relation to voltage and time.
Making oscilloscope measurements becomes second nature
to the trained technician. and it can be for you too.

485a. (497for CE feedback reference only). State the
factors involved in measuring AC peak-to-peak voltage
with an oscilloscope and solve a given problem
concerning peak-to-peak s altage measurements.

Peak-to-Peak AC Voltage Measurements. The
following procedure is used to measure peak-to-peak
voltaee. After determining the peak-to-peak value, you can
use a mathematical process to determine the peak-to-peak
value, you can use a mathematical process to determine
peak or RMS values. (Peak-to-peak divided by 2 equals the
peak value, and peak value multiplied by 0.707 will equal
the RMS value.) To find the peak-to-peak signal with an
oscilloscope:

(1) Connect the signal to be measured to either input
connector.

(2) Set the MODE switch to display the channel selected
in step I.

(3) Set the voltsrdiv switch to display about 5 divisions of
waveform.

(4) Set the ACGN1)--DC switch to AC if the signal is
above 16 Hz or to DC if the sienal is below 16 Hz.
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(5) Set the triggering controls to obtain a stable sweep
and the time/div switch to obtain several cycles of
waveform.

(6) Turn the vertical and horizontal position controls so
that the waveform lower extremity coincides with the
lowest horizontal gratieule line and that one of the peaks is
on or near the vertical centerline, as shown in figure 7-1.

(7) Measure the divisions of vertical deflection.

NOTE: Make sure that the variable volts/div control is in
the CAL position.

From this point on the measurement becomes a
mathematical problem.

The formula to use is:
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volts

peak-to-peak

vertical

deflection

volts,'div

setting

probe
attenuation
factor

Assuming that the 10X probe is used, that the volts/div
switch is set to .5. and reading the waveform illustrated in
figure 7-1 vertical divisions, we would have the following
solution:

Volts
Peak-to-peak =-- 4.6 x 0.5 x = 23 volts

Exercises (485a):
I. What are the factors involved in measuring AC peak-

to-peak voltage?

2. If the vertical deflection is 4.8 divisions, the volts/div
switch is set in the 0.2 position, and a 10X probe is
being used. what is the peak-to-peak value of the AC
signal being measured?

485b. (498for CE feedback reference only). State the
factors involved when measuring instantaneous DC
voltage and solve a given problem using these factors.

Instantaneous DC Voltage Measurements. With an
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Figure 7-1. Peak-to-peak voltage measu:.cments.
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oscilloscope you can measure instantaneous voltages with
respect to ground or some other reference level. The
reference level chosen is determined by the setting of the
ACGNDDC switch. A second factor concerns the
polarity of the signal with regard to the reference level. A
negative-going signal is measured from the top of the
graticule. The procesdure for measuring instantaneous DC
voltage is as follows.

(1) Connect the signal to be, measured tc either input
connector.

(2) Set the MODE switch to display the channel selected
in step I.

(3) Set the volts/div switch to display about 5 divisions of
waveform.

(4) Set the ACGNDDC switch to GND.
(5) Set the A sweep mode to AUTO TRIG.
(6) Using the vertical position control, position the trace

to the bottom of the graticule for a positive-going signal or
the top of the gratizule for a negative-going signal. For
example, the reference line of the graticule illustrated in
figure 7-2 is the bottom line. Once you establish the
reference line, do not move the vertical position control.

(7) Set the ACGNDDC switch to DC.
(8) Set the A triggering controls to obtain a stable sweep.
(9) Set the time/div switch to display the desired

waveform.
(10) Measure the distance from the reference line to that

point of the display that is to be measured. On figure 7-2 the
point we have chosen to measure is called point A. The
number of divisions indicated is 4.6. Since the signal was
measured from the bottom of the graticule, the polarity is
positive. If the reference line were at the top of the
graticule, the polarity would be negative ( I).

As in the first measurement, the rest of the measurement
is a mathematical problem. This measurement deals with
vertical deflection, polarity, volts/div setting, and probe
attenuation factor. Note that in both measurements we have
mentioned probe attenuation factor. In some measurements
which have no attenuation factor, plain leads are used. In
this case the probe attenuation f: ,or is not included in the
voltage calculation formulas. 'the formula for the
computa.tion of the instantaneous voltage is:
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volts

peak-to-peak

vertical

deflection set t Mg

probe
X attenuation

factor

Assuming that we have a vertical measurement of 4.6
divisions of point A in figure 7-2. a volts/div settina of 2.
and are not using an attenuation-type probe (polarity is
positive), the formula is:

instantaneous
voltage at point A

= 4.6 x x 2 = +9.2 wits

Exercises (485b):

I. State the factors involved in measuring instantaneous
DC voltage .

2. When measuring instantaneous DC voltage, the
following values are noted:

Vertical deflection
Polarity
volts/div
Probe attenuation

4.2 divisions
negative
O. I
10X

What is the value of the instantaneous voltage
measured?

Vertical
Distance

Reference Line 324-88

Figure 7-2. Instantaneous DC voltage measurements.
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7-2. Basic Techniques of Waveform Measurement MODULE 10012
Using an Oscilloscope

NOTE: For objectives 486 through -I study objectives
001 through 011 in Module. Basic Ted- .ques of Waveform
Measurement Using an Oscilloscope vhich accompanies
this volume. When you complete M, ale 10012. return to
the text.

[4 733

CDC 30554-3 Objectives Module 10012 Objectives
486 001
487 002
488 003
489 004
490 005
491 006
492 007
493 008
494 009
495 010
496 011
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Reference:

400 - I .

400 - 2.

400 - 3.

400 - 4.

400 - 5.
400 - 6.
400 - 7.

Answers for Exercises

CHAPTER 1

They are computer programs used in both preventive and
corrective maintenance tests to detect circuit failures
rapidly and to discover failures that may occur only under
particular operating conditions.
First-order reliability programs check the operation of
assemblies or circuit groups, such as registers and counters.
Second-order programs are designed to check basic
circuits and components.
Increasing area, decreasing area, overlapping area, and
large area checks.
A check that initially tests a small number of circuits. If all
tested circuits are operating properly, successive checks are
run in which progressively greater numbers of circuits are
added.
A decreasing area check.
Overlapping Ftrea.
A printed record of the contents of various computer
registers to let you follow maintenance program
operations.

401 - 1. A specified number of bits within a computer representing
an instruction, operation, or other data.

401 - 2. It contains the data used in a computation by the
computer.

401 - 3. The address portion and the command portion.
401 - 4. The capacity of the computer memory.

402 - 1. A simplified code representing a computer instruction
used by the programmer, and one which is later changed to
the binary form to be used by the computer.

402 - 2. The mnemonic code is more convenient and efficient for
the people using computer instructions.

402 - 3. Jump, conditional jump, and unconditional jump.
402 - 4. The transfer instruction is used to duplicate a word in

another section of the compute:.
402 - 5. The shift instruction establishes the position of the binary

point.

403 - 1. The process of representing any number by selecting an
appropriate binary point.

403 - 2. The number of positions between the computer's binary
point and the assumed binary point.

403 - 3. That the assumed binary point and the computer's binary
point are in the same location.

403 - 4. A fractional number.
403 - 5. When the number of operands required is very large or the

range of the operands is not predictable.

404 - 1. An instruction in the program that causes a section of that
program to be repeated with its modifying elements.

404 - 2. By performing such tasks as sorting or tabulating, using
repeated program steps through the use of program loops.

404 - 3. The modified address of a program loop.

405 - 1. The symbol with "step address counter" prinuxi within it.
405 2. Symbols c and f.
405 - 3. The circle symbols with I and 2 within them.
405 - 4. A description or statement of the function to be performed.

406 - I . Top-level and detailed.
406 - 2. High-level; low-level.
406 - 3. Symbols and instructions.
406 - 4. Low-level.
406 - 5. They should be available at levels low enough to

implement all the levels used.

407 - L A program designed to be operated in conjunction with (or
by) some type of control program.

407 - 2. A package of control and helper routines that facilitates
the loading and operation of the maintenance program
routines.

407 - 3. Interrupts, manual intervention, and printouts.
407 - 4. Program heading, results of program run, error

information, and indicated repair statement.
407 - 5. Because the uniformity of the data format found in each of

the four essential items required on the error printout
varies from system to system.

CHAPTER 2
408 - I . The accomplishment or preliminary procedures which are

not normally repeated once the system is operating.
408 - 2. In the appropriate service manual or -2 technical order.
408 - 3. Insure proper grounding of the equipment.
408 - 4. In the appropriate service manual or -2 technical order.

409 - 1. a. To identify a failing function or subfunction.
b. To identify correct or incorrect data flow.

409 - 2. Operation or failure of the circuits must be related directly
to the remote indicator.

409 - 3. By grouping its lamps to provide a display which, when
read, reveals that data is stored.

409 - 4. They portray operations of counters, information in
memory, fault indications, status of each part of a system,
and status of an entire system.

409 - 5. Service manuals (-2 series) and circuits and diagrams
manuals (-3 series).

409 - 6. By the use of tnetering circuits and alarm lamps.
409 - 7. Batteries and battery charging systems.
409 - 8. Any three of these: (1) sudden, total failure; (2) shortened

life-, (3) temporary change in value; and (4) permanent
physical or chemical change leading to total failure
prematurely.

409 - 9. As a good conductor, it can act as a low resistance path,
can cause insulator breakdown or circuit shorts, and can
lead to the growth of fungus and corrosion.

409 - 10. A device used to measure humidity.
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410 - 1. It provides a permanent termination of wires for a



communications system and temporary cross-connections
for equipment inputs and outputs.

410 - 2. Also a frame positioned between the MDF and the
technical control patching facilities, it is described as a
distributing frame on which subscriber line multiples
appear on one side and the subscriber line circuit on the
other for interconnection.

410 - 3. Wire connections for the unencrypted side of
cryptographic devices, battery isolation relays, red circuit
control, switching, and monitoring devices are made on
this same portion.

410 - 4. (a) "tie points," (b) toward the rear, and (c) to make wiring
and soldering easier.

410 - 5. Permanent wiring that connects such equipment as outside
cables; multiplexing, teletyping, and COMSEC equipment;
and patch panels, battery, and ground taps, which do not
change, to the frame or the bottom of the horizontal
boards.

410 - 6. Temporary wiring cross-connects between outside cables
and equipment that is subject to reconfiguration or change.

411 - 1. (1) 45A2A1XA22-7
(2) 45A2AIXA13-16/4
(3) 45A2A1XA12-17/6
(4) 45A2AIXA14-19/6
(5) 45A2J2/A1P202-1
(6) 45A1117-6
(7) W6060
(8) 46A1A1412-6
(9) 46A2A1P3/A2J2-G
(10) 46A2A2XA2-16/6
(11) 46A2A2XA1-8/6
(12) 46A1A1OTB2-6
(13) 46A1A10
(14) 46AIAIOTBI-1
(15) V1-3

411 - 2. Chassis
(1) 45A2J2/A1P202-1
(2) 46A2A2J2-G
(3) 46A1A1OTB2-3
(4) 46A1A10TBI-1
Cabinets
(1) 45A1A1117-6
(2) 46A 1 A1412-6

412 - 1. RM3 to RM6:
J611015 - J629018/015

412 - 2. RM3 to TPI:
J611015 - J613014/018 - J623017

412 - 3. RM3 to SIF:
in out

J611015 - 1613005/004 - J614002/010 - J622014/013 -
J/P602101 - J/P800119 - cable 5622 - J/P403703007 -
J/P503405001 - J50332053/050 - 1503103004 (HFF-1).

412 - 4. RM3 to SM-137:
J611015 - 1616005/004 - J/P602119 - J/P980112 -
Cable 5623 - J/P4960 - J/P4682117 - 14693018.

412 - 5. RM3 to assemblies in bay 600:
1611015 - 1611002/003 - J/P602113 - CP642; branch A:
J/P701109 A701; branch B: CP682; branch A:
J/P641109 - A641; branch B: J/P681109 - A681.

412 - 6. RM3 to bay 800/900:
1611015 - 1611002/003 J/P602114 - CP841; branch A:
J1P842104 - 1844018 and J846016; branch B: 1/P902105
- 1884002 and 018, and J886016, and 1904002 and 018,
and J096016.

413 - 1. a. 16, jack 6 at console.
b. Pin FF in.16.
c. Cable W59.
d. A2-A3-I3-9 (MDF).
e. A2-A2-16-19 (MDF).
f. Cable W11.
g. Pin Wolin.
h. Jack .11 at memory unit.

413 - 2. a. 15 at memory unit.
b. Pin HH on.15.
c. Cable W13.
d. A2-A2-..15-20 (MDF).
e. A3-A3-13-11 (MDF).
f. Cable W64.
g. Pin A on 16.
h. J6 at the console.

414 - 1. To clean and service equipment to insure that optimum
operation is obtained at all times.

414 - 2. A 28-day routine cycle.
414 - 3. The tasks related to equipment moving or repositioning,

Torrosion control, painting, lettering, and equipment or
facility cleaning.

414 - 4. a. The test equipment required.
b. The materials required.
c. The procedure to follow.

414 - 5. The PMI schedule from Maintenance Control identifies
the equipment and from this information the workcard set
and cards.

414 - 6. The inspection cycle, the power requirements, the
equipment sc.-vices-thy during PMI, the number of
people required to perform the routine, the average time
required, and the specialist requirements.

415 - I. Discolored, burned, or cracked resistors and capacitors;
loose connections; loose mounting; faulty tubes; sluggish or
dirty relays; overheated tra, dormers and motor housings;
and defective insulators.

415 - 2. By the temperature of the element after it has been
operating for a whi1e.

415 - 3. First, remove dust, dirt, and foreign particles with a
vacuum cleaner or compressed air. Next, use a lintless
cloth and an approved cleaning solvent to remove any
remaining dirt and grease spots.

415 - 4. Only use trichloroethylene in a well-ventilated area. Do
not use it on thermoplastics, "doped" coils, or natural
rubber.

415 - 5. In the applicable equipment technical orders.

416 - 1. Meters; the oscilloscope; CTR display equipment,
printouts, lamps, audio alarms, and internal tests; and
visual examinations of mechanical assemblies.

416 - 2. Line data, power supplies, and reference voltages.
416 - 3. An oscilloscope.
416 - 4. Pulse width, signal amplitude, linearity of ramp signals

and sine waves, proper operating voltage levels, PRT,
phase, polarity, proper waveforms (such as ramps, timing,
deflection intensity, and generator outputs), ringing
(noise), and data content.

416 - 5. To do this: Identify the points to measure and the controls
to adjust, measure the input level of the radar returns at
various ranges, and measure and adjust the circuit output
for a desired level and phase of polarity.

416 - 6. To verify signal amplitude.
416 - 7. With an oscilloscope.
416 - 8. Inciude here: The use of CRT voltage controls for

intensity, focus, positioning, and astigmatism; the
symmetry and linearity of range marks; the callup
operations of the console; and the printing capability of the
digital display by the use of the test pattern. If complete,
this test also exercises all character generators.

416 - 9. Meters or lamps.
416 - 10. Busy bit, sync group, or no message characters.
416 - 11. Proper (or improper) orientation of tapes, operation of

servos, takeup reel tension, and photolamp illumination or
vacuum pump operation.

417 - 1.

417 - 2.

417 - 3.
417 - 4.
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By inclusion of high-gain amplifiers inserted at repeater
stations every 6 or*7 miles.
The degree of interference or absence of interference in a
transmision line.
A unit of power ratio.
At +6 to - 25 dB.
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4 18 - I . Your answer should include any three of these purposes:
a. To alter the bias voltage to a circuit.
b. To alter the frequency of a circuit.
c. To shift a frequency.
d. To attenuate or amplify a signal.
e. To limit or eliminate distortion

418 - 2. The tabular-type, with an adjustable core, and the button-
type, with a variable rotor.

418 - 3. Ceramic, mica, glass, piston, polystyrene, teflon, and air.
4 I 8 - 4. Linear.
418 - 5. The mechanical nature of each component limits its lice

cycle.
418 - 6. Rheostats and potentiometers.
418 - 7. Rheostat.

18 - 8. The contact attached to the pickoff terminal usually
on a carbon resistance element. Each end of the element iF
in series with the source voltage or current. The position of
the contact on the carbon resistance dictates the pickoff
voltage or current.

418 - 9. An audible click and a pin to stop rotation.
418 - 10. Linear deposits and nonlinear (logarithmic) deposits.

419 - I . Balancing.
419 - 2. By disassemblying the meter and repositioning weights.

This is accomplished by the PME laboratory.
419 - 3. Zeroing or centering.
419 - 4. By adjusting a potentiometer in the meter circuit.
419 - 5. Equal to the balancing or applied voltage.

420 - I. To (1) alter the gain ratio of the circuit, (2) control the
pulse duration, or (3) act as a phase-shifting device.

420 - 2. By incorporating a high-gain amplifier.
420 - 3. By removing the feedback resistor and installing a variable

capacitor or a resistor.
420 - 4. That waveform will become a sawtooth.
420 - 5. By control of the RC time constant with a variable

capacitor or resistor.
420 - 6. It (a) controls the conduction time of this circuit and (b)

delays the completion of the rectangular output waveform.

421 - 1. By using an adjustment potentiometer on the power supply.
421 - 2. Silicon-controlled rectifiers, zener diodes thermistors, and

thyratron semiconductor devices.
421 - 3. By installing it remote for the power supply, with one leg of

the resistance (carbon or wire) tied to ground and the other
leg left untied (infinity). The wiper is tied to the power
supply.

422 - 1. The CMC.
422 - 2. Free-running oscillators, one-shot MVs, blocking

oscillators, time-sharing generators, and AGL generators.
422 - 3. Frequency adjustment and duty cycle adjustment.

423 - I . Drums, tapes, disks, and delay line (magnetrorestrictive).
423 - 2. The heads are placed a specified distance above the

recording surface on drums and disks. The tape heads are
installed as per TO instructions and the tape tension and
position are controlled by variable components.

423 - 3. A typical adjustment requires that an output voltage be
measured at 125 to 150 millivolts peak to peak. The steps
to arrive at this voltage output are such that the head is
lowered to the stopped drum surface and then raised until
75 percent of the voltage waveform is displayed on the
scope.

423 - 4. The driven capstan, vacuum pump motors, and rewind
motors.

423 - 5. First, an oscilloscope using two traces may be used. On one
trace the input pulse is shown; on the other trace the output
pulse is shown. Since these are the same pulse, the
measurement of time between input and output reveals the
delay storage time.

423 - 6. Read/write amplifiers.
423 - 7. On the read/write amplifier units.
423 - 8. Horizontal and vertical width of each character,

horizontal and vertical position of all the characters, and
horizontal and vertical height of each character.
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423 - 9. (a) The character height pot. (b) By the allowable
parameter of the coder.

424 - 1. Gate amplitudes, gate shaping (no overshoot or
undershoot), and video levels.

424 - 2. Voltage output and ripple filtering.

425 - I . Electronic and mechanical actions working together to
produce a product.

25 - 2. To have all circuitry so function that a change voltage
input causes a rotation to a new null. Further, once at the
null, thc unit rests and does not hunt.

425 - 3. In the input circuitry (transformer).
425 . 4. Yes. A change voltage is derived from some source and,

after adjustment, must be fed to the servo for repositioning.
425 . 5. These are: the input transformer, the amplifier chain, the

drive motor, the three pots, reference voltaga, and the
GAMI and LDRI boards.

425 . 6. An ohmmeter, a DC meter, an AC (RMS) meter. and an
oscilloscope.

425 - 7. Digital-to-analog convusion.
425 - 8. (a) The alignment is rerformed in the off-line test mode.

(b) Selected switch settings are used to provide X and Y
range data to the D/A converters.

(c) Gain ratios of related functional amplifier chains are
to be found in unity.

(d) Resolver B2 (part of the azimuth servo) must be
properly oriented.

425 - 9. Step I: Verification of digital data.
Step 2: Verification of unity gain from the amplifier chain
for both X and Y measured at AZA4XA7-6 and XA8-6 of
the drive boards, respectively.
Step 3: Verification that the output from R3 measured
A2A2XA8.4 is equal to the output from the amplifier
chain.

425 - 10 First, to adjust the clearance between the space pawl and
the carriage rack teeth when the armature is energized.
Second, to position the space magnet and armature when
the armature is energized. Third, to adjust the clearance
between the stop plate and the space pawl when the
armature is energized.

425 - II. All three require an energized coil.
425 - 12. a. Depressing space on the keyboard.

b. Automatic sensing of the end-of-print cycle.
425 - 13. Alignment of interrelated assemblies is as follows:

a. Space armature and shaft end play (parallel).
b. Space bail (serial).
c. Space pawl rack clearance (serial).
d. Space pawl stop plate (serial).
e. Space magnet (serial).
f. Space pawl clearance (serial).

425 - 14. This is: (a) verification of input data, completion of
prerequisite spacing alignments, and power; and (b)
alignment instructions which identify each screw to be
turned, loosened, and tightened, and the final securing of
screws.
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CHAPTER 3
426 . 1. Because the unit numbering method uses only one basic

reference symbol for each single element in an entize
systan.

426 . 2. The 102d resistor in the assembly.
426 . 3. Unit 2, assembly A I , tube V2.
426 - 4. (a) In PMIs (TO series -6WC), and (b) when specifying a

task to be performed on a piece of equipment.
426 - 5. Areas that are not assanblies.
426 -45. Left to right, top to bottom, front to back.
426 - 7. 12A9.
426 - 8. Your answer should include any two of these (1) It will

help you in signal tracing and in locating the defective part
in troubleshooting. (2) It will tell you exactly which
control to turn or to adjust when you perform preventive
maintenance routines. (3) It will further help you analyze a
problem in logic, because the referent designation is



included on the logic sheet and clearly identifies the area
you are examining.

427 - I . -4.
427 - 2. 39A6TB I through 39A6TB6.
427 - 3. 39-203859-01.

428 - I . Resistance in series is increased and res, stance in the shunt
(parallel) is decreased.

428 - 2. Series must be increased.
428 - 3. It blocks any DC that may be present when reading AC

voltage through preventing erroneous readings and
possible damage to the meter.
In the ohmmeter and milliameter circuits.
Series-type ohmmeter.

428 - 4.
428 - 5.

429 - I.
429 - 2.

429 - 3.

429 - 4.

True.
It is portable, versatile, free from calibration errors, and
does not need external power.
Its loading characteristics, short scale, and danger of
damege to meter movement as a result of negligence.
The movement might be damaged by the relatively high
current of ohm meter operation.

430 - I. The current drain on the internal battery is heaviest on this
range.

430 - 2. By keeping your fingers away from the tips of the test probe
and away from the pigtails or terminal lugs of the
resistance being measured.

430 - 3. False.
430 - 4. Your answer should be one of these advantages of the

TRVM over the VTVM: Because transistors require no
heater current and draw so little collector current that
battery operation is very practical, the TRVM is free of AC
pickup, requires no warmup time. and is very compact.

431 - L. On the potentiometric principle.
431 - 2. In the VTVM position.
43 I - 3. The highest range for the range switch and VTVM for the

null switch.
431 - 4. The range of voltages to be measured.
431 - 5. The input voltage.
431 - 6. Its ability to be used as a megohmmeter for rapidly

measuring high resistance. They range from 1 to 250,000
megohms.
Increase the setting on the null switch.
100.

431 - 7.
431 - 8.

432 - 1.

432 - 2.

A compact, accurate, multifunctional device with a rapid
response.
A blocking capacitor probe tip and a tee-connector probe
tip for coaxial line measurement.

433 - 1. To compare an unknown frequency or unknown time
interval with a known frequency or known time interval.

433 - 2. The signal gate.
433 - 3. The time-base selector.
433 - 4. The pulses received during the interval between manual

START and manual STOP.
433 - 5. A ratio measurement.
433 - 6. The amount of time between one point on a waveform to

another point on the same waveform. The output is
displayed in time (seconds, milliseconds, ac.).

433 - 7. To extend the range of the counter by a factor of 10.
433 - 8. By adding the reference frequency (from the harmonic

selector) to the counter display.
433 - 9. Instantaneous direct readings of unknown microwave

inputs.

434 - 1. According to frequency.
434 - 2. Audiofrequency and radiofrequency.
434 - 3. The shape of the output wave: i.e., sine-wave or square-

wave generators.

435 - I. Connect the probe clip to the power supply of the circuit
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under test. Then place the probe tip at the point to be
tested.

435 - 2. The ability to monitor all pins of an IC clip and to provide
indications faster than a logic probe when checking static
or slowly changing signals.

435 - 3. Connect the pulser leads to the power supply of the circuit
under test. Then touch the pser probe to the point of the
circuit to be activated and depren the pulse button.

436 - l. The analyzer generates a sisaal or binary word, which is
then procmed by thl, equipment and returned to the
analyzer. There it is t:ompared to the original signal or
binary word bit for bit .

436 - 2. To perform a bench mt of a suspected malfunctioning
equipment drawer or shelf ainanbly.

436 - 3. The test set control circuits provide the required control
and timing signals that cause the signal generator to
activate the drawer under test. The drawer outputs are then
checked at the test points with atudliary test equipment and
compared with prescribed performance standards.

436 - 4. The use of variations in external wiring to connect various
components on the card to form the required circuits.

436 - 5. By simulating operating conditions for the card under test
and comparing circuit operation to a good card or
standards specified by the test procedure.

437 - I . a. Avoid mechanical shock.
b. Avoid exposure to strong magnetic fields.
c. Avoid excessive current.

437 - 2. a, Avoid contacting the coils of wattmeters, frequency
meters, and power meters, because they . may carry
excessive current even when the meter point is on scale.

b. Never short-circuit the secondaries of current
transformers when the primary is energized.

c. Never short-circuit the secondaries of potential
transformers when the primary is energized.

d. Insure that meters in motor circuits can handle the
motor starting current, which may be as high as six or
eight times normal running currents.

e. Never leave an instrument connected with its pointer
off scale or deflected in the wrong direction.

f. Never attempt to measure the internal resistance of a
meter movement with an ohmmeter, as the movement
may be damaged by the current required to operate the
ohmmeter.
Never advance the intensity control of an oscilloscope
to a position which causes an excessively bright spot on
the screen or permits a sharply focused spot to remain
stationary for any length of time.

h. When checking electron tubes with a tube tester, always
perform the interelement short test first. If the tube is
shorted, make no further tests.

i. Before measuring resistance, always discharge
capacitors in the circuit to be tested. Note and record
any points not having bleeder resistors or discharge
paths for capacitors.

j. Always disconnect voltmeters from field circuits or
other highly inductive circuits before opening the
circuit.

437 - 3. Coming into contact with live terminals or test leads or
accidentally throwing the equipment to the deck, thereby
perhaps entangling personnel in leads or cords and causing
severe or fatal shocks. Also, if the situation is such that a
potential difference exists between the metal cases of two
or more instruments, this potential may be enough to
produce harmful shocks.

g.

438 - 1.
438 - 2.

Rough handling, moisture, and dust.
By using the build-in heaters.

439 - 1. To anticipate and to seek out possible troubles which can
lead to test equipment breakdown.

439 - 2. It has the tools, standards, parts, and equipment to do this
work.

439 - 3. Only to the extent that the maintenance you perform will
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:till permit that equipment to function accurately and
reliably.

439 - 4. Normally, it is a PMEL responsibility.
439 - 5. The using organization and the base PMEL.
439 - 6. In TO 33K-1-01.

440 1. These are: TO 33-1-14, Calibration and Certification of
PME, and TO 33K-1-100, Calibration Technical Orders
Responsibilities and Calibration Measurement Areas.

440 - 2. AFTO Form 108.
440 3. AFTO Form 256, No Calibration Required.

441 I A circuit-switched telephone switching center which
enables subscribers to dial telephones on a worldwide
basis.

441 2. a. Operates as a four-wire automatic switching center.
b. Functions as a common control, space-divided

switching system, employing a solid-state memory
array for programming traffic handling in the
switching equipment.

c. Is capable of handling all voice and analog signals that
can be passed over wideband voice circuits.

d. Accepts addressing signals from four-wire subscriber
subsets arranged for DTMF signaling.

e. Accepts DP signals from private branch exchange
(PBX) trunks and sends DP signals to PBX
installations equipped for direct inward dialing.

f. Performs all tandem switching functions with other
AUTOVON switching centers on a four-wire basis,
using MF confirmation address signaling.
Is equipped with two or more DSA operator positions if
the switch facilities have DSA. Here the operator gives
special services for completing calls, placing delayed
calls, arranging random conference calls, etc. Calls
requiring operator service from switch facilities
without DSA equipment are routed to the nearest DSA-
equipped switch facility on general-purpose interswitch
trunks.

441 3. A highly complex computerized communications system
which is designed to Lransmit and receive narrative
messages and data traffic from originators to addressees
quickly and securely.

441 - 4. Five-level code, International Teletypewriter Alphabet
Number 2 (ITA#2); and eight-level codes, Fieldata and
American Standard Code for Infermation Interchange
(ASCII). The latter two codes are superior because they
have the capability of maintaining character integrity
through assignment of parity and control characters, while
the former has no such capability.

441 - 5. From 75 baud (94-100 wpm) to 4800 baud (6000 wpm).
441 - 6. Link.
441 - 7. The two identical computers are periodically reversed.

442 - 1. The Hughes 4118 computer.
442 - 2. a. ANn-rc-30 ea '-al offices; the AN/FTC-32, a 40-line

manual switchboard; communications patch bays; and
various end instruments.

b. In the same order as for a, this equipment is located,
respectively, at the TAB, TACC, CRCs, and CRPs; in
the DASC; at each operations module; and throughout
the TACS.

442 - 3. The AN/FTC-30 electronic switching system.
442 - 4. Your answer should include any four of these seven

functions:
a. Checks the status of each line every 10 milliseconds.
b. Detects lines requesting service during the line status

check and orders appropriate processing to satisfy the
request.

c. Accepts keyed office code and/or directory number
digits from the calling line and performs appropriate
processing to establish a connection to the called line
represented by the keyed digits.

d. Generated supervision tones (dial tone, preliminary
ring tone, answer tone, warning tone, seizure tone, and
release tone) for signaling to the calling and called
lines.

g.
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e. Controls the activation of the electronic switches in the
transmis.sion network on a time-shared basis to
establish and maintain a connection between
terminals.

f. Updates the status of each line during the line check to
reflect the present conditions for the line.
Initiates processing for disconnect when a call is
completed.

442 - 5. Air Force component command post, control reporting/air
traffic regulation ceater, control and reporting post, direct
air support center, and the tactical air base
communications/terminal air traffic control facility.

442 - 6. It coordinates and controls the 407L system's AC&W
radar, and it functions as the focal point of the AGM
capability to display, evaluate, and distribute information
on air activity within its sphere of influence.

442 - 7. Two functioning operating modulesthe communications
module and the operations module.

g.

443 - I. A means for detecting, tracking, cataloging, and
identifying manmade objects in space.

443 - 2. The Ballistic Missile Early Warning System (BMEWS), the
Sea-Launched 1,allistic Missile (SLBM), and the Over-the-
Horizon (OTH) System.

443 - 3. To detect, track, and report positions of manmade orbiting
objects in accordance with the Space Defense Center's
tasking system.

443 - 4. Operating as a "family" of systems, to bounce radar signals
off the ionosphere and back to earth, far beyond the
ionosphere and back to earth, far beyond the h -on. It
also adds to the BMEWS capability and su -ially
improves the warning time in the event of a ball iiiissi le
attack.

CHAPTER 4

See Module 1001 for answers to objectives 444-454.

CHAPTER 5

455 - 1. Because, by asking yourself before you act (start trying to
find the trouble) the questions, "What are the trouble
symptoms, and knowing this, what could most likely be
causing the trouble," you will be following a logical
sequence of steps that will probably lead you to the
problem's cause much more quickly than you would reach
it by a trial-and-error (acting first, thinking second)
approach to it.

455 - 2. Step 1: Localize the faulty by analysis of symptoms of
malfunction.
Locate the trouble through inspection.
Localize fault to defective section by testing
techniques.

Step 4: Localize fault to defective stage by testing
techniques.

Step 5: Localize fault to defective circuit or part by
testing techniques.

Step 6: Replace or repair the defective part.
Step 7: Test circuit operation: readjust circuit.

455 - 3. A visual indicator that many of the system's cabinets often
have (in fact, several). If a trouble occur: and then an
indicator light comes on, ,that light tells you vihat part of
the system has failed. If you find this true of the problem
you are trying to solve, then you can move to step 2 of the
general troubleshooting procedure (referred to in exercise
2).

455 - 4. Because, having such performance check data
documentation, you can spot slow, progressive drifts
tomtit' trouble and make necessary replacanents or
repairs before the margin of performance limits for a
particular piece of equipment is reached. In this way, you
can often avoid a malfunction situation entirely.

Step 2:
Ste? 3:



456 - 1. Marginal checking, system checking, test routines and
programs, or diagnostic checks.

456 - 2. A method of troubleshooting or periodic maintcoance
inspection in which certain operating conditions are
varied from their normal values in order to detect
deteriorating components.

456 - 3. "System checking" is the broader term. Whereas "marginal
checking" is normally limited to the checking of a circuit,
a stage, or a small section of an electronic system, system
checking may check large sections or units in one
operation. While marginal checking is used in
troubleshooting or periodic maintenance inspection,
system checking, though considered a practical aid in
troubleshooting, is sometimes faster and more practical for
use in preventive maintenance.

456 - 4. Unlike other types of checks, diagnostic checks are used to
nelp technicians locate sourcft of errors. They may be
combined in such detail as to cause the system to initiate
an output that will indicate a faulty component, card, or
section. So used, their success lies in the ability of your
system's visual indicators indicating the specific area of
failure. A tremendous aid in troubleshooting and
preventive maintenance, the individual diagnostic check
may be incorporated into one big routine containing many
such checks and called a diagnostic program.

457 - I. Programs, diagnostic checks, or test sequences used in
conjunction with test equipment peculiar to the system or
unit under test, such as special drawer testers, power supply
test sets, and specially designed unit test sets. Also, normal
test equipment, such as multimeters, oscilloscopes,
VTVMs, special frequency meters, etc.

457 - 2. Because you may then perform the test on the unit with all
available information about it at your fingertips. Then, if
there has been a recent change in the specific Torm
which, for example, eliminates a step in a check, you will
not perform that check using the old method, and your
check will be both valid and not liable to damage the test
set or equipment under test.

458 I. Resistance measurement, voltage measurement, and
waveform comparison.

458 - 2. Voltage measuremenz, In the appropriate Toirm.
458 - 3. Voltage measurement. If the voltage to be measured is

greater than 600 volts, proceed as follows: Shut off the
circuit power, discharge any filter capacitors, and
temporarily ground the point to be -.1easured. Then
connect (slip on) the proper test lead to Lae high potential
point and move away from the voltmeter.

458 - 4. Compare waveforms to the specifications listed in the
applicable TO, using an oscilloscope.

459 - I. First, load a diagnostic program inte the applicable
control unit and start it. The control unit will cycle
through all of the diagnostic steps until the programmed
test identifies the faulty unit and causes a printout of the
suspect cards. Then, second, you employ the ground
removal and replacement technique. After replacing the
cards, start the diagnostic program again to check out the
system. If the trouble has been cleared, the program will
cycle completely through. Yes, you could possibly have
more than one problem. In that case, the program will
identify another individual card or group of cards which
must be replaced.

459 - 2. Provides for quick restoration of equipment.

460 - 1. Check at TP1, TF4 arid then between TP1 and TP4 if d
did not show up a'. TP4. If it did, then go to TP7 and chwk
between TP4 and T. P7, etc.

460 - 2. The split half method.

461 - 1. MIL-STD-806B, Graphic Spnbols for Logic Diagrams.
461 - 2. An AND-gate remains an AND-gate, and the principles

involved in the functional operation of that particular
logic device will remain the same, regardless of slight
changes in the symbol used to represent the AND-gate.

461 - 3. 1 or O.
461 - 4. A means of determining an output by considering all

inputs and their variables.
461 - 5. That there is a failure within the OR-gate.
461 - 6. 15a .= G.

462 - I. To absorb heat to prevent damage to heat-sensitive
components.

462 - 2. Thermal shunts should be the clip-on type, held in place by
spring tension.

462 - 3. Cleanliness of the surface to be soldered.
462 - 4. Use of the pointed end of a soldering aid.
462 - 5. a. Size.

b. Shape.
c. Wattage.
d. Tip.

462 - 6. 3/8,5/8, and 7/8 inch.
462 - 7. A small soldering iron in the 20- to 40-watt range.
462 - 8. Hard and soft.
462 - 9. 60/40 (60 percent tin/40 percent lead).
462 - 10. To clean the surface to be soldered.

463 - 1. Check that a full insertion of the heating element has been
achieved, oxidation scale has accumulated, that proper
thinning has taken place, and that there is no excess solder.

463 - 2. Tips plated with an oxidation-resistive coating.

464 - I. Use the stranded type of hookup wire unless a solid type of
hookup wire is required by design.

464 - 2. It is rigidly secured and supported at 1-inch intervals.
464 - 3. For wires having an outside diameter of 1/32 inch or

greater, the minimum is 1/32 inch and the maximum is
1/32 inch plus the outside diameter of the wire. For wires
having an outside diameter of less than 1/32 inch, the
minimum equals the outside diameter of the wire and the
maximum is 1/32 inch.

464 - 4. In the direction of the lay in order to maintain the original
form and to prevent separatior 3f the individual strands.

464 - 5. After determining and marking the termination point,
push back the shielding braid to form a bubble at that
point. Insert a soldering aid end into the braid and open a
circular hole in the shield. Pull the insulatvi wire through
the hole, strip it, and tin it to prevent fraying. Also, tin the
shielding.

464 - 6. Dip the wire in liquid flux to the desired depth; then dip it
in molten solder to correct the tinning depth.

464 - 7. Make a gradual bend with a radius of no less than two
times the diameter of the lead, Start bends at least two lead
diameters from the part body or weld, az applicable.

464 - 8. Use a typewriter eraser to clean the part until the tinned
surfaces are bright and shiny. Wash the cleaned terminal
with an appl oved solvent just before making a wire or part
lead attachment and soldering.

465 - I. To increase the electrical conductivity and to provide an
airtight covering to prevent corrosion from developing
between the wire and the terminal.

465 - 2. Attach the wire so that there is no movement. Use a
thermal shunt if needed. Clean the connection and apply
flux if needed. Clean and tin the soldering tip.

465 - 3. Apply the heated soldering tip for maximum heat transfer.
When it is hot, apply solder directly to the connection.
Heat until flux is boiled out and connection is wetted.

465 - 4. Because the connection would be mechanically weak and
have high resistance.

465 - 5. After the terminal is heated, apply a small amount of
solder inside it. Insert the wire and maintain heat until the
flux is boiled out and the solder fuses into the conductor
and terminal surfaces.

465 - 6. It will have a shiny, bright appearance with no pits or
holes, a good concave fillet between the wire and terminal,
and have no excess solder.

465 - 7. When required for mechanical and electrical protection,
flexible insulating tubing is installed over the connection.

466 - 1. a. 180° to 270°.
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b. 90° bend.
c. No bend.
d. 90° to 180°.

466 - 2. a. From the base or top shoulder, as applicable.
b. From the entry point of the wire into thc terminal.
c. From the base.
d. From the end of the terminal.

467 - 1. If you apply heat to a rosin wick, the solder will flow
readily into the rosin area, leaving the terminal to which it
was previously affixed.

467 - 2. Place the wick on top of the solder joint to be removed;
place the iron tip on top of the wick and when the iron
melts the solder, it will flow into Ow wick; as the wick
becomes saturated, clip off the end of the wick. Repeat
these steps until you remove all the solder from the joint.

467 - 3. Sniffing removes the molten solder by suction.
467 - 4. The wicking method.

468 - I. a. Burns can be received from soldering irons or from
handling soldered connections that have not
sufficiently cooled.

b. Soldering fluxes spatter when heated.
c. Flipping excess solder from tip can cause serious skin

or eye burns.
d. A solder splatter caught under a ring can cause a severe

burn.
e. Vapors from degreasing solvents and fluxes may

contain toxic gases.
f. Most fluxes contain materials that are a health hazard

when ingested.

469 - I. Sufficient contact area and contact pressure, and sufficient
elastic energy to maintain correct pressure.

469 - 2. Metal-to-metal contact, high-pressure contact, a gas-tight
contact area, a large contact area, mechanical stability,
and no localized stress concentration.

469 - 3. Your answer should contain any five of these advantages:
no solder disadvantages, savings in material and labor,
ease in disconnection from terminals, more compact
connections, a uniformity of the connection with
calibrated tools, more resistance to handling and vibration
stress, more reliable connections, and the possibility of
being automated.

469 - 4. Basic tool plus the wrapping bit and sleeve.
469 - 6 a. An electrical connection produced by wrapping a wire

tightly around a pin-type tei%-ninal.
b. The stationary member of the wrapping tool which

wraps the wire around the terminal.
c. The piling up of wraps, one on top of another.

469 - 6. Place the tool over the terminal, allowing space for a
minimum of five or six complete wraps. Make the first
connection on a terminal as close to the terminal base as
possible. Line the bit up with the terminal so that it slips on
without bending or damaging the terminal in any way.

469 - 7. Five full turns.
469 - 8. Solder them.

470 - 1. a. 5.
b. 3.
c. 9.
d. 7.
e. 4.
f. 1.

g. 10.
h. 2.
I. 6.
J. 8.

471 - I. To prevent loss of power to the equipment or injury to the
personnel involved.

471 - 2. Remove power, label the wires tc ..)e removed, unsolder the
wires from the socket, solder a new socket to the wires,
check continuity with a VOM, secure the socket to the
chassis with a washer and a retaining nut, and apply power
and perform an operational check.
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471 - 3. You must align the prongs on the lamp with the slots in the
lamp socket; insert the lamp into the socket and depress the
spring base; twist and release the lamp, allowing the prongs
of the lamp to seat in the slots.

471 - 4. (1) Display and (2)a% a voltage regulator.
471 - 5. Usually in an input power line.
471 - 6. About 1700.
471 - 7. The fuse for the circuit will blow.
471 - 8. (1) Heat and (2) mechanical abuse.
471 - 9. Mark the wires to be removxl, remove power before

starting repair, remove the unit carefully, use proper
soldering techniques, make a static check before applying
power, insert the proper fuse and apply power, and make a
dynamic check.

471 - 10. General Shop Practice Requirements for the Repair,
Maintenance, and Test of Electronic Equipment.

472 - I. Whereas (a) the digital input switch will provide the input
source for either a static level logic 1 or a dynamic level
or a pulse train, and may even provide the source for an
octal input, (b) a command input switch will provide
preset, reset, advance, repeat cycle, and other short-
duration machine command signals.

472 - 2. a. Microswitch, rectangular.
b. Toggle, microswitch circular.
c. Pushbutton switch with lamp indicators.
d. Microswitch, circular.

472 - 3. As shown in A, figure 5-46, it may be used to enter a static
level 1 to a register or counter each time it is depressed; or
as shown in B and C of figure 5-46, it may be connected to
relays to provide a pulse train in either binary, binary
coded decimal, grey code, octal, or a special code prepared
for specially design'xl circuitry.

472 - 4. There is sticking of the spring-loaded switch, no continuity
when checked, a loose toggle, improper placement of the
mieroswitch unit, improper solder connections, or a
nonoperating holding coil.

472 - 5. (1) Remove power to the switch.
(2) Label all wires carefully for exact replacement.
(3) Remove wires properly.
(4) Position and solder the new switch to the leads.
(5) Secure the switch to the cabinet.
(6) Perform a static check with a VOM.
(7) Perform a dynamic check with power applied.

473 - 1. Lettering and numbering.
473 - 2. Lettering.
473 - 3. I, 0, and Q.
473 - 4. A-the wiring retaining section, which is crimped to hold

the unit; B-the spring tension section, which is designed
to lock the pin in place in the hole provided in the
connector body; and C-the male or female mating unit.

473 - 5. (I) Mark each wire position and color-code.
(2) Remove power.
(3) If necessary disconnect the connector from the panel.
(4) Use the pin extractor to release the pins.
(5) Inse... the good pins into the new connector.
(6) Replace any defective pins.
(7) Insure that pins are seated and there are no cracks,

frays, or loose wiring.
(8) Se:ure the connector to the frame (if applicable).
(9) Secure the mating unit to the repaired or replaced

connector and carefully match the guide pin.
(10) Apply powel and perform dynamic checks (where

applicable).

474 - 1.

474 - 2.

474 - 3.

474 - 4.
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A pattern comprised of printed wiring and printed parts,
all formed in a predetermined design on, or attached to,
the surface of a common base.
(I ) Painted, (2) chemically deposited, and (3) stamped or
etched metal foil.
By dipping a stencil-covered nonconducting base into an
appropriate chemical solution. The resulting metallic film
forms the wiring pattern.
A nonconductive base is covered with metal foil. The



wiring pattern is formed by stamping or etching to remove
unwanted portions of the foil.

474 - 5. The type made up of conductive patterns and miniaturized
separable parts.

474 - 6. (1) Reduce the amount of heat required for soldering by
using a small-diameter low-melting-point solder.

(2) Use a small, low-power soldering iron to permit access
to crampod areas of the card.

(3) Use grounded soldering iron equipment or ground the
soldering iron tip, preferably by using alligator clip
leads.

(4) Use enougb thermal shunts or heat sinks to protect heat-
sensitive devices sufficiently.

(5) Insure that the total time of heat application does not
exceed the time required to melt the solder and provide
proper fusion of solder with the terminal pad and
component lead.

(6) If you experience difficulty sodering a connection, stop
and allow the connection to cool completely before you
attempt to resolder.

(7) Remove flux and flux residues from solder connections
after the connection has cooled.

475 - 1. Whether or not any prior servicing has been performed on
the printed circuit.

475 - 2. By studying the symptoms and by carefully and patiently
analyzing the printed circuit.

475 - 3. Poorly soldered connections.
475 - 4. Set up a multimeter for making point-to-point resistance

tests, using needlepoint probes.
475 - 5. Never use a range that passes more than I mA.
475 - 6. Lightly scrape away any coating covering the area of the

conducting strip to be repaired, clean the area with a firm-
bristle brush and approved solvent, and then repair the
cracked or broken area by flowing solder over the break.

475 - 7. Clip off the raised section and replace it with insulated
hookup wire from solder point to solder point.

475 - 8. Droppage.

476 - I . Be sure the component is disconnected from the circuit to
avoid parallel circuit paths. Discharge the capacitor before
checking the ohmmeter. When you connect the ohmmeter
across a capacitor, the ohmmeter pointer should move
quickly toward a low _resistance reading, then slowly
recede toward infinity (always use the ohms X 1 meg
range).

476 - 2. (1)c.
(2) f.
(3) a.
(4) b.
(5) d.
(6) e.

476 - 3. The cathode has a negative potential, and the anode has a
positive potential.

476 - 4. a. Compare the transistor to a reference chart.
476 - 5. Place the circuit board in front of a strong light to get an

X-ray view of the parts on the opposite side.
476 - 6. Bad; the E-B is open.
476 - 7. Negative; positive.
476 - 8. True.
476 - 9. Connect the ohmmeter positive lead to the base of a PNP

transistor (as shown in fig. 5-59,A).
476 - 10. Linear integrated circuits, nonlinear integrated cirtuits,

and uncommitted transistor (array) integrated circuits.
476 - 11. Replace the suspected bad IC with a new one.
476 - 12. (I ) Overvoltages-from too large a power source.

(2) Transients-noise spikes.
(3) Ohmmeter-internal power source giving overvoltages.
(4) Heat-soldering in or out of a circuit.

477 - I. To prevent damage to the printed circuit, feed-through
devices, eyelets, or terminals, and to save time in repair.

477 - 2. Place your finger between the heat-sensitive part and the
connection. If it is too hot for your finger, it is too hot for
the heat-scuitive part.

477 - 3. To protect the associated parts any time repair or removal
of a part requires the use of a hot soldering iron.

477 - 4. Heating the bonding or breaking the part.
477 . 5. Cutting the part with diagonal pliers.
477 - 6. Use it so that the leverage surface of the tool is flat against

the surface of the printed circuit board.
477 - 7. Because it will help secure the new part from vibration.
477 - 8. First, cut the leads. Then secure the board in a proper

device and support the board on the other side to prevent
its breaking. Simultaneously heat the bonding and drive
the transistor through the board with a drift punch.

477 - 9. Test the transistor first, because it could be defective.
477 - 10. Use two pair of needle-nose pliers. With one pair grasp the

lead close to the transistor base while shaping the rest of the
lead with the other pair.

477 - 11. If the hole is too large, shim the transistor with a plastic
sleeve. If the hole is too small, ream it out.

477 - 12. To see that the part is fret of all of its connections and that
all mounting lugs arc straightened.

477 - 13. Cut the multilug pan from the circuit on the mounting side
of the board; then remove the lugs one at a time with
soldering pencil and slotted soldering aid tool.

477 - 14. Because they are small and mounted on a thin phenolic
board and could be damaged easily by heat or undue
pressure.

CHAPTER 6
478 - I. Transformer, rectifier, filter, voltage regulator, and voltage

divider.
478 - 2. To step up or step down the voltage.
478 - 3.
478 - 4.

To change AC voltage to DC voltage.
Filter.

478 - 5. To maintain or regulate the output voltage to the critical
level needed.

478 - 6. To provide the output voltages that are required for the
amplifier's bias and collector supply voltages.

479 - I . Equal to the frequency of the applied AC signal because
you get one pulse output per input cycle.

479 - 2. (1 ) a.
(2) f, g, h.
(3) b, c, d, e.
(4) b, c, d.

480 - I. Yes. By using a rectifying circuit.
480 - 2. The charge on C2 is series-aiding to the charge on CI .

480 - 3. By adding sections in cascade.
480 - 4. As a transformerless high-voltage low-current supply.

481 - I. As decreasing the amplitude of the AC component in the
rectified output leaving thc average DC component.

481 - 2. (1) a.
(2) f.
(3) b; e.
(4) c; d.

481 - 3. A DC power source.
481 - 4. A fairly high output voltage and good voltage regulation.

482 - 1. (I) b; c;
(2) a; d; h; k.
(3) e; g;j.

482 - 2. The current operating range (maximum to minimum) is
limited; there is a voltage change between the minimum
current and maximum current conditions; and the
amplitude of the regulated voltage is fixed by the type of
zener used.

482 . 3. An open 01 or an open R2. With 01 open, the series
circuit is broken. With R2 open, there is no forward bia.
for QI, so the only output voltage will be due to minority
current.

482 - 4. Even very short transients can cause serious damage.

483 - I. The operation of the rectifier will not be affected in these

19474 2
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circumstances. provided th the insulation of all parts in the
circuit can withstand the voltage involved.

483 2. a. l, = 1 milliampere.
b. R, = 60.000 ohms.
c. R. = 30.000 ohms.
d. 12-1 = 37..500 ohms.

484 - I . To form a filter network which develops a negative DC
voltage.

484 - 2. It will decrease.
484 - 3. To provide current limiting for the +3-volt output line.
484 - 4. A shunt regulator circuit.

485 - I. An open-circuited rectifier.
485 - 2, (a) An increased forward resistance: 03) a decreased reverse

resistance.
485 - 3. (a) m physical rupture of the barrier layer caused by high

16 192
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temperature. b) 20 percent of the plate area, and tc
replacement of the rectifier.

485 - 4. The rectifier is open.
485 - 5. lt is the sum of the rated PlVs of the individual rectifiers.

CHAPTER 7

485a - I. Vertical deflection. volts/div setting, and probe attenuation
factor.

485a - 2. Volts peak-to-peak 4.8 x 0.2 x 10 = 9.6 volts.
485b - I. Vertical deflection. polarity. volts'div setting, and probe

attenuation factor.
485b - 2. Instantaneous voltage 4.2 x h x 0.1 x 10 = 4.2 volts.

See Module 10012 for answers to objectives 486-496.
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Preface
THIS MODULE applies to any career field that may have problems with corrosion.
This includes AF specialties performing maintenance on metal equipment, including
aircraft, missiles, support and electronic equipment, and civil engineering facilities and
installed equipment.

The information in the module includes theory and causes of corrosion, types and
appearances of corrosion, and preventive and treatment methods.

Ple :se note that in this module, we are using the sirigular pronoun he, his, or him in
its generic sense, not its masculine sense. The word referred to is person.

If you have questions on the accuracy or currency of the subject matter of this text,
or recommendations for its improvement, send them to the 3770th Technical Training
Group, Sheppard AFB TX 76311.

If you have questions on course enrollment or administration, or on any of ECI's
instructional aids (Your Key to Career Development, Study Reference Guides,
Behavioral Objective Exercises, Volume Review Exercise, and Course Examination),
consult your education officer, training officer, or NCO, as appropriate. If he can't
answer your quest:ons, send them to ED, Gunter AFS AL 36118, preferably on ECI
Form 17, Student Request for Assistance.

This module is valued at 6 hours (2 points).

Material in this module is technically accurate, adequate, and current as of April
1978.
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NOTE: In this module, the subject matter is developed by a series of Learning Objectives. Each of thesecarries a 3-digit number and is in boldface type. Each sets a learning goal for you. The text that follows theobjective gives you the information you need to reach that goal. The exercises following the information giveyou a check on your achievement. When you complete them, see if your answers match those in the back ofthis module. If your response to an exercise is incorrect, review the objective and its text.

Corrosion Control

CORROSION CONTROL is of major importance inall aircraft and missile maintenance. Our national
security depends on the reliability of our weapon
systems. Corrosion can weaken structural members
enough to destroy system reliability. This weakening
can result in a major repair or replacement of the entire
system. Such repairs and replacements are costly and
time consuming. It is impossible to compute the exact
cost of corrosion to United States industry, but experts
have estimated the cost at 6 to 10 billion dollars
annually. Much of this waste is a result of a lack of
knowledge on the subject of corrosion control. To
control corrosion effectively, you, the specialist, must
understand thoroughly the nature of corrosion
reaction and the type of corrosion that these reactions
produce.

1-1. Nature of Corrosion
Corrosion is the deterioration ofa metal as it reacts

to its environment in an attempt to return to its natural
state. Why does this reaction take place? Engineers
have established that the corrosion of metals is
accompanied by both a chemical change and the
production of electrIcal energy. The electrochemical
theory of corrosion is generally accepted.

001. List the parts of a corrosion cell, and cite
established facts about corrosion reactions.

Electrochemical Corrosion. When you study the
electrochemical process of corrosion, you find that
corrosion is a flow of electricity between certain areas
on a single metal surface or between two different
kinds of metals. In either case, there must be a potential
difference between these two areas or metals so that
electricity (electrons) will flow betwek.tri them.

Four conditions are required for electrochemical
activity; the elimination of any one will stop the
corrosion process. The four requirements are: (1)
something that corrodes, the metal anode; (2) an area
more noble (less potential), the metal cathode; (3) acontinuous liquid path (electrolyte), usually
condensate, salt or soil; and (4) a conductor to carry
the flow of electrons from anode to cathode, usually in

the form of metal-to-metal contact such as rivets, bolts,
or welds.

These reactions take place until the anodic metal is
destroyed or until a surface film has formed, isolating
the anode from its corrosive environment, as shown in
figure 1-1.

Recent experiments have shown that these
electrochemical reactions are the same for all metals,
differing only in the severity of the attack. Therefore,
we will use iron as a basis for our discussion of the
mechanics of corrosion. First, let us review some of the
established facts about corrosion reactions.

a. Iron corrodes very slowly at normal temperature
in the absence of water.

b. Oxygen is generally needed for any corrosion
process to continue.

c. Corrosion products are mainly ferrous hydroxide
on the surface of the iron. Ferric hydroxide forms the
outer layer of the corrosion products with various
mixtures of the two compounds.

d. Iron suspended in an acid solution corrodes more
rapidly than in neutral solutions. Corrosion in neutral
solutions is more rapid than in alkaline solutions.

e. In natural water, the corrosion products usually
combine with the other substances to form a rust coat
on the metal. These other substances influence the
structure and density of the coating. Coarse coatings
may accelerate the rate of corrosion, while dense
coatings may form an effective barrier to reduce the
corrosion rate.

f. Surface films play an important part in the rate
and distribution of corrosion by raising the potential of
the metal.

g. In most cases, the initial rate of corrosion is
greater than the rate after a short period of time.

h. Dissimilar metals making contact in a solution
capable of conducting electricity accelerate local
corrosion. This takes place because metals are
touching, thus completing a path for electrons to flow
from the anode to the cathode.

i. The coIposition Or concentration of the solution
can cause current to flow from the anode to the
cathode.

1
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HYDROGEN ION
PICKS UP AN
ELECTRON AND
BUBBLES OFF

ELECTRON FLOW

CONDUCTOR

CATHODE

COPPER

ANODE
ELECTROLYTE

Fe (OH),

Figure I--I Corrosion cell.

IRON ATOM LOSES TWO
ELECTRONS AND COMBiiiES
WITH HYDROXYL IONS TO
FORM FERROUS HYDROXIDE
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j. The condition of the metal surface may not affect 5. Coarse rust coatings on iron may the rate of
the total corrosion, though it may have a tendency to corrosion.
localize the attack.

k. The smaller the anodic area in relation to the
cathodic area, the greater the rate of the corrosion at
the anode.

Exercises (001):

I. List the parts of a corrosion cell.

2. Which electrode corrodes in a corrosion cell?

3. In which direction does the electron flow in a
con osion cell?

4. is generally needed for any corrosion
process to continue.

6. The smaller the area in relation to the
area, the greater the rate of the corrosion w t

the anode.

002. Identify the effects of reactions that occur at the
electrodes in an electrochemical cell.

Steps in the Corrosion Process. A simple corrosion
reaction may be explained as follows: Iron in contact
with water has an inherent tendency to go intosolution
as electrically charged iron ions. Since the water must
remain electrically neutral, these ions can enter the
electrolyte only if an equal number of negatively
charged ions are present to unite with the positively
charged iron ions. This action displaces hydrogen from
the electrolyte. The displaced hydrogen gathers on the
surface of the cathode to form a thin, invisible film.

The presence of this film affects the corrosion
reaction in two ways: first, by insulating the electrode
from the solution; and secondly, by increasing the
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tendency of the hydrogen to reenter tie solu on and
oppose the corrosion process. This the first step in
the co-rosi-m process, and it may be so effective as to
completely stop any further corrosion reaction.

For corrosion to continue, the hydrogen film must
be removed. The hydrogen can recom!-: ine with oxygen
co form water or it can escape from the solution as
hydi ogcn gas. In either event, the hydrogen removal
Permits the original corrosion reaction to continue at
the rale at which the hydrogen film is removed.

This second step in the corrosion process is usually
governed by the amount of dissolved oxygen in thc
water next to the metal. The supply of oxygen is
usually governed by many factors, such as the aeration
of the water, the temperature, and the concentration of
other gases in the solution.

In general, the iron ions that enter into the
electrolyte are soon turned to rust. Thin affects the
corr.,sion reaction by permitting the release cf more
iron ons. The rust and other substances from the water
may form a protective coating on the surface of the
metal, or in solutions where the oxygen supply is
limited, the oxygen is gradually removed by combining
with the iron ions and hydrogen to decrease the rate of
corrosion.

Since corrosion involves a two-step process, the rateat which any reaction takes place general:y is
determined hv the rate of the slowest reaction. If the
two effective steps are nearly equal, either the slowest
or the fastest reaction affects the net corrosion rate.

Exercises (002):
1 . I-on in contact with ___ has an inherent

t-mdency to go into as electrically zhargeu
iron

2. Displace, hydrogen will gather on the
:he to form a thin, invisible

3. The presence of the hydrogen film will the
electrode from the

4. If corrosion is to continue, tht hydrogen film must
be

5. Hydrogen either as a gas or with
oxygen.

3

6. The hydrogen remova! pe-mits the original
corros: on reaction to continue at the rate at which
the film is

7. The corrosion process is generally governed by the
amount of dissolved _ in the water.

8. Iron ions that enter into the electrolyte r.re soon
changed to

9. Rust may form a protective_ on tne metal's

10. Oxygen combines wqh ions and
decrease the rate of corrosion.

to

003. Mittel" basic chemical terms with the correct
description or definAion.

Basic Chemical Terms. This brief discussion of
corrosion reactions has given you an insight into the
nature of corrosion. To understand the mechanics
the corrosion process thoroughe.y, we must defi re some
of the basic chemical terms that will be used
throughout our study of corrosion and its control.

Physical properues. The poysinal properties are
those that describe what a specimen is like. Color.
odor, taste, density, and freezing point are physica:
properties that identify various types of matter.

Chemical properties. The chemical properties are
those that describe the way matter behaves when it is
placed in 'contact' with other kinds of matter. For
example, hydrogen combirvm with oxygen to produce
wa-.er.

Elements. An element is a substance that cannot be
b:oken down by chemical means to form any other
substance or element. Pure water can be broken down
into its two elementshydrogen and oxygen.

Substance. A 1.4b'.:!...nce is the physical matter of
which a thing ci*sisi it may contain one element or
more f.han one (.;e:aent. FPr example. the element
oxygen is a substince ar .1 the element hydrogen is a
substance. When you combine hydrogen and oxygen
in proper quantities, they form water, which is also a
substance.

Atoms. An atom is the smallest unit of an element
that can exist alone or in combination with other
atoms. The atom is composed of three principal parts:
protons, which have a positive charge; electrons, which
haNe a negative charge; ailtl neutrons, which have no
charge but contribe to me weight of the atoms r
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atom has an equal number of protons and electrons
and is electrically neutral (stable).

Ion. An ion is an atom that has gained or lost
electrons and has acquired an electrical charge. If one
electron is lost (oxidation), the ion exhibits a positive
charge. If one electron is gained (reduction), the ion
exhibits a negative charge. A positively charged ion
attracts a negatively charged ion, and they bond
together to form an electrically stable substance.

Oxidation and reduction. Oxidation and reduction
are reactions that must take place simultaneously.
While one substance is being oxidized, another
substance must be reduced, each reaction forming
another substance. An example of an oxidation-
reduction reaction is when iron changes to iron oxide.
The two reactants are iron and oxygen. The iron is
oxidized (gave up electrons) and the oxygen was
reduced (gained electrons). Oxygen is a very powerful
oxidizing agent. Most metals have a tendency to be
oxidized; therefore, they are susceptible to con osion.

Solubility of a substance. Solubility is defined as the
amount of a substance that will dissolve into another
substance. When a solid is dissolved in a liquid, the
solid is termed the solute, the liquid is the solvent.

Exercise (003):

I. Match column A with column B.
Column A Column B

_ I. Physical properties.
2. Chemical properties.

_ 3. Elements.
_ 4. Substance.
_ 5. Atoms.
_ 6. Ion.
_ 7. Oxidation-reduction.

8. Solubility.

a. An atom that has gained or
lost electrons.

b. Amount of substance that
dissolves into another sub-
stance.

c. Color, odor, taste, and densi-
ty.

d. Reactions that take place
simultaneously.

e. Smallest unit of an element.
f. Cannot be broken down by

chemical means to form any
other substance.

g. Describe how matter reacts
with other matter.

h. The physical matter of which
a thing consists.

1-2. Factors Influencing Corrosion
In any electrochemical corrosion process one or

more of many factors may exert influence on the rate of
the corrosion. During our study of the corrosion
processes, we will not try to list the factors in any order
of importance. This is impossible because in a specific
environment a different factor may control or
dominate the rate of corr osion. We will discuss these
factors under the following headings: influence of
metals, influence of ekctrolytes, influence of other
elements, and influencl: of microorganisms.

004. List the factors that influence the rate of
corrosion because of the property or condition of the
metal' and the causes of nonuniformity in metals, and
explain selected factors and causes.

4

Influence of Metals. Thc factors associated with a
metal determine its tendency to corrode. These factors
include the electrode potential of a metal, texture of its
surface, and its ability to passivate itself or become
polarized.

Electrode potential of a metal. The electrode
potential of a metal gives an indication of a me al's
tendency to return to its natural state. Metals corrode
at different rates because of the refinement of their
natural compounds. Electrode potential is simply a
function of electromotive force. The metals are aligned
in chart form (fig. 1-2) according to their single
electrode potential. This chart is usually called the
activity series of metals, but it is also known as the
electrochemical and electromotive series. With data in
figure 1-2, you can compare the potentials of the
various metals. The element hydrogen is the Aeference
point. As you move up the chart from hydrogen, the
metals become increasingly reactive. Accordingly, as
you move down from hydrogen, metals become
increasingly inert.

In the study of galvanic action, we use a somewhat
similar series based upon practical experience. This
series, the Galvanic Series of Metals and Alloys, is
shown in table 1-1 and consists of combinations of
metals in a great variety of environments.

Texture of the metal's surface. If the texture of the
surface of a metal is not uniform, there will be localized
difference of electrical potential. The nonuniformity of
a metal may be caused by differences in the surface
composition, d ifferent metals in contact, or
discontinuous coatings. It may also be caused by
unequal stresses or differences in finish. A highly
polished finish resists corrosion much better than a
rough surface. These nonuniformities always increase
the localized rate of corrosion. Observations have
shown that these surfaces corrode at the more anodic
area rather than uniformly over the entire surface.

Passivation. Some metals and alloys have the
inherent ability to become electrochemically
inactive or passive under certain conditions because of
the formation of oxide films that render a metal more
noble. For instance, stainless steel is not far below
ordinary steel in its active state (refer to table 1-1); but
in its passive state, it is one of the more noble metals.
Commonly used metals that do not form natural
highly resistant okide films can be protected by
chromate coatings; or if the metal is to be submerged,
by the addition of an inhibitor to its liquid
environment. Passivity reduces the corrosion rate by
(1) reducing the potential difference between the anode
and the cathode, (2) polarizing the anode, or (3)
polarizing the cathode. Passivity can result from any of
the above actions, either acting separately or together.

Polarization. Polarization can be called nature's
method of combating corrosion by reducing the
electrode potential of a corrosion cell. Polarization is
caused by the products that are formed or changed
because electrical curr:nt has passed through the
corrosion cell. It may result from an accumulation of
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Lithium
Potassium
Calcium Never found
Sodium free in nature
Magnesium
Beryllium
Aluminum
Manganese
Zinc
Chromium
Iron
Cadmium Rarely found
Nickel free in natur

]
Tin
Lead

Copper
Mercury
Silver

I Often found
free in nature

Platinum
Gold

IFrees hydrogen
from an acid

Does not free
hydrogen from
an acid

+3. 05
+2. 93
+2. 87
+2. 71
+2. 37
+1. 85
+1. 66
+1. 18
+O. 76
+0. 74
+0. 44
+0. 40
+0. 25
+0. 14
+0. 13

- 0. 34
-0. 79
-0. 80
- 1. 20
- 1. 68

Figure 1-2. Activity series of metal.
metallic ions )n the anode, reducing the metal's
tendency to go into solution. This process is known as
anodic polarization. Cathodic polarization occurs
because of the collection of hydrogen bubbles on the
cathode surface. When this surface is completely
covered with hydrogen, the flow of current is
substantially reduced.

Exercises (004):

I. List the factors that influence .ne rate of corrosion
because of the property or condition of the metal.

2. Compare the electrode potential of metals above
hydrogen in figure 1-2 to the metals below
hydrogen.

3. List the causes of nonuniformity of a metal.

4. How does passivation reduce the corrosion rate?

5

CCA-020

5. What causes cathodic polarization?

005. Decide whether given statements about the
influence of the electrolyte on the rate of corrosion are
true or false, and correct any false statements.

Influence of the Electrolyte. The electrolytic factors
are those that determine the rate of any subsequent
react ions.

Ions and ionization. The conductivity of an
electrolyte depends on the presence of small electrically
charged particles called ions. Because of these ions, a
metal changes to a metallic compound (corroded form
of metal). Under the present concept, it is believed that,
as metals are being dissolved, some of the atoms break
away from the parent metal and enter into the
electrolyte as positively charged metallic ions. They
leave one or more negatively charged electrons on the
parent metal. This process produces ions of one type
only.

In addition to this method, ions are also present in
the electrolyte because the solution is breaking up
(disassociating) into its component parts. To be more
specific, in a water electrolyte there are always
positively charged hydrogen ions (F1*) and negatively
charged hydroxyl ions (01 -) as a result of the
disassociation of the water.
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TA BLE 1 -

GALVANIC SERIFS OF N.ETA:.S. .N3

fiagne s i im (Anodic, or least notie)

Magnesium Alloys

Zinc.

Cadmium

Alum...num Alloys

Steel

Cast Iron

Stainless Steel (actiNe)

Lead

Tin

Nickel (active)

Enconel (active)

Brass

Copper

Bronze

Copper-Nickel Alloys

Titaniun-i

Monel

Nickel (passive)

Inconel (passive)

Stainless Steel (passive)

Silve r

Platinum

(cathodic, or most noble) Gold
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RUST

Fe(OH)2

Fe(014'.,

Fa203

0111,70 SURFACE MOISTURE

Fe 4+
0H- 02+ 2H204-4e--0-40H-

ANODIC CORROSION AREA

rLECTRONS

IRON BAR

CATHODIC AREA

Figure 1-3. Electrochemical cell.
If metz.1 ions from a corroding metal (the anode),

such as iron ( F5'), to into solution, they are attracted
to the hydroxyl ions and join together to form ferrous
hydroxide, as shown in figure 1-3. The negatively
charged electrons travel through the electrical
conductor to the cathode. If there is a sufficient supply
of hydrogen ions present, the ions and electrons unite
and leave the solution as hydrogen gas.

Generally, the electrolyte is not acidic enough to
cause this reaction. More common is the combining of
the electrons with oxygen and water to form hydroxyl
ions. Oxygen is essential, escept in acidic electrolytes,
for the cathodic reaction to take place. Water i5
essential for both the cathodic reaction and the
migration of the ions prodnced at both electrodes.

The p H of a solution. We pointed out that, in a water
electrolyte, hydrogen and hydroxyl ions are present
because of the disassociation of water. The amounts of
these two ions determine whether a solution has a sour
taste and other characteristics of an acid; whether it has
a bitter taste, feels soapy, and has other characteristics
of an alakli; or whether it is chemically neutral, neither
alkaline nor acid.

If the hydrogen ions are in excess, the solution reacts
as an acid. If the hydroxyl ions are in excess, the

z 0.004

07:4 <
0 003

Zu

0.002

eve

< 0.001

CC-043

solution reacts as an alkali. If both are present in equal
amounts, the solution is neutral. Acids dissolved in
water increase the hydrogen ion concentration, while
alkalies increase the hydroxyl ions.

The term "pH" plus a numerical figure, e.g., pH 7,
designates the hydrogen ion concentration of asolution. The numbers range from pH zero to pH 14,
with pH 7 a neutral solution. The pH numbers from 0
to 7 indicate an acidic solution, and the numbers from
7 to 14 indicate an alkaline solution. The farther awayfrom 7 in either direction, the stronger the solution.

The effect of the pH of an electrolyte is illustrated in
figure 1-4. Mild steel is the specimen, water is the
electrolyte, and sodium hydroxide or hydrochloric
acid is added to arrive at the various pH levels. Note
that, at about pH 4 to pH 9, the corrosion process takes
place at a steady rate because a soluble film of iron
oxide has formed, offering some protection.

Corrosion continues as rapidly as the oxygen in the
solution can spread through the protective layer. Since
the film is unchanged within the above range of pH, the
corrosion rate is not altered except by a change in the
supply of oxygen. At pH 9.5, an increase of alkalinity
extends its effect to the steel surface. As the alkalinity
of the solution is further increased, the corrosion rate is

142 EVOLUTION BEGINS

72 °F

0
14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6

Figure 1-4. Effects of pH of a solution.

7
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expected to decrease as shown. Within the acid region, a Metals, when dissolving, form negatively
pH less than 4, the alkaline film is destroyed. The acid charged metallic ions.
reacts directly with the steel surface and rapidly
increases the rate of corrosion.

Oxygen in the solution. The influence of dissolved
oxygen is by far the most important of the external b The conductivity of an electrolyte depends on
factors affecting the rate of corrosion. The corrosion charged particles called ions.
rate is usually proportional to the amount of dissolved
oxygen in the electrolyte. Gaseous oxygen, as it exists
in the atmosphere, must reach the surface of the metal
before it can enter into the main corrosion reaction. c Water dissociates into negatively charged
When the oxygen reaches the surface of the cathode, it hydrogen ions and positively charged hydroxyl
combines with the hydrogen ions to destroy the ions.
protective film that has formed.

The rate at which oxygen dissolves into the solution
is influenced by the solubility of the oxygen, the
percent of oxygen saturation of the solution, and the d If the hydrogen ions are in excess, the solution
amount of agitation at the solution's surface. The reacts as an acid.
concentration of oxygen in a solution is proportional
to the pressure of the oxygen above the solution.
Oxygen is more soluble than other gases in the air, and
the total volume of oxygen in any solution equals e A pH number of 0 indicates a neutral solution.
about 35 percent of the total of all the dissolved gases.

The rate of solubility is governed by the
concentration of oxygen already in the solution. Thus,
it is highest when there is no oxygen in the solution and f. The corrosion of iron decreases with an
zero when the solution is completely saturated. In increase in pH.
atmospheric corrosion, a film of moisture is always
saturated with oxygen so that this important factor
always exerts a constant corrosion effect.

While oxygen in the solution is usually a dominating
g The corrosion of iron increases with a decrease

factor in the corrosion process, there have been cases
in pH.

where metals deteriorate rapidly in the absence of
oxygen. This may be due to direct chemical attacks
under conditions that permit hydrogen gas to escape h The corrosion rate is usually proportional tofrom the surface. Iron in ordinary tap water allows the amount of dissolved oxygen in the
enough of this reaction to take place to account for
about 3 percent of the total corrosion.

electrolyte.

Temperature. The temperature at which corrosion
takes place has a marked effect on the rate of
corrosion. Its main influence is on the supply of
dissolved oxygen that is available at the surface of the i The rate of solubility is governed by the

metal. As the temperature increases, the supply of concentration of oxygen already in the
solution.oxygen decreases. As the supply of oxygen is

decreasing in water at pH 7 to 8, the rate of corrosion
increases until the maximum rate is reached at about
175° F. As the temperature is further increased, the j A direct chemical attack on metals does not
rate of corrosion decreases until, at about 212° 'F., it is depend upon the oxygen concentration.
practically zero.

Also, as the temperature rises, the rate of chemical
reaction increases. The chem:cal reaction r; te is
usually more rapid than the oxygen depolarization of k As the temperature increases, the supply of
the cathode. For this reason, the concentration of oxygen increases.
dissolved oxygen in the solution controls the overall
effect of any increase in temperature.

Exercise (005):

1. Identify each statement as true or false by placing a
T or F before it, and corr ect the false statements by
changing one or two words.

8

_ 1. As the temperature rises, the rate of chemical
reaction increases.
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006. Complete given statements about how other
elements influence the rate of corrosion.

Influence of Other Elements. So far, we have been
discussing the corrosion of metals in pure water
containing oxygen, but pure natural water is rare.
Substances other than oxygen are nearly always
present and exert their influence on the rate of
corrosion. The effects of these impurities are important
in any study of corrosion problems. These impurities
may be suspended or dissolved in water as solids or
gases and may be organic or inorganic. Some of them
are in the rain drops when they are formed, while the
water picks up others as it flows over the soil and into
the earth's structure.

Atmospheric substances are the first to be absorbed
in the natural formation of water. Rain is usually
saturated with oxygen and nitrogen and absorbs other
substances as it falls through the atmosphere.
Atmospheric corrosion depends on the nature of the
water film that is in contact with the surface of the
metal.

In industrial atmospheres, this film is usually acidic
because of the presence of the sulfur dioxide and
carbon dioxide fumes emitted from factories and
automobiles. These fumes combine with elements in
the atmosphere to form sulfuric and carbonic acids.
Some industrial atmospheres contain as much as 10
parts per million of surfur oxides and 800 to 1,000 parts
pe- r -.illion of carbon dioxide, while in rural areas,
th concentration is relatively low. The high rate of
corrosion in industrial areas is usually due to the sulfur
dioxide cOntent of the atmosphere.

Solid matter in the air tends to increase the rate of
corrosion (by sulfur dioxide fumes that have changed
to acids) by holding the acid in contact with the metal
surface for a longer period of time. Other substances
that also e:-..ert influence on the rate of corrosion are
hydrogen sulfide, chlorine, inert gases, acids, alkalies,
and salts.

Carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide is al ways present in
the atmosphere and is usually present in water. Carbon
dioxide in the amount usually found in fresh water has
little influence on the rate of corrosion. But carbon
dioxide acts like an acid, and by decreasing the pH of a
solution, it accelerates the rate of corrosion. The main
effect of carbon dioxide is its influence on the solubility
of the carbonates that commonly form the protective
coatings on metals. Normally, these carbonates are
only slightly soluble in pure water. However, in the
presence of carbon dioxide, more soluble bicarbonates
form and the remaining carbonates enter into the
solution, leaving a poorly protected metal surface.

Hydrogen sulfide. When hydrogen sulfide is present
in water, the water becomes acidic, and rapid corrosion
occurs even in the absence of oxygen. As hydrogen
sulfide comes into contact with oxygen, it enters into
the corrosion reaction as sulfuric acid. When limited
oxygen is available, the corrosion products of iron
consist mainly of sulfur or iron sulfide. These products
are generally cathodic to the surrounding metal and

cause localized corrosion while increasing the size of
the cathode.

Chlorine. Chlorine does not often occur in solutions
except where it is used for water treatment, but the
addition of chlorine increases the acidity of the water.
The type of corrosion that takes place because of this
increased acidity is very similar to the reactions
produced by hydrogen sulfide. Small amounts of
chlorine have a slightly accelerating effect on the
corrosion of steel, because the chlorine ions interfere
with the formation of protective films. These ions also
tend to destroy any films that have already formed by
penetrating the film and breaking its contact with the
metal.

Inert gases. As gases enter into a solution, they tend
to decrease the rate of corrosion. Previously, we
pointed out that oxygen equals approximately 35
percent of the total volume of dissolved gases in a
solution. If a large quantity of inert gases is in contact
with the same solution, then the percentage of oxygen
in contact with the same solution must be less.
Consequently, the amount of oxygen dissolving into
the solution must also be proportionately lower.

In addition to the gases that it absorbs in the
atmosphere, rain, after it reaches the ground, also
picks up other substances as it flows along its way.
Organic matter is derived from the surface soils and
inorganic salts come from deeper sources. As these
substances are picked up by the once neutral rainwater,
they exert influence on the net corrosion rate.

Again using iron as the basis of our discussion, we
will describe the effects of these substances in three
general groups: (1) acids, (2) alkalies, and (3) salts.

Acids. Neutral solutions that have become acidic
tend to increase the rate of corrosion as the strength of
the solution increases. In nonoxidizing acids,
corrosion takes place both by the escaping of hydrogen
gas and the depolark:ation of the cathode. In the
presence of oxygen, the rate of corrosion by these
solutions may be greater than 10 times the rate in the
absence of the oxygen.

It has been found that a nonoxidizing acid, such as
sulfuric acid, will corrode pure iron more slowly than
gray cast iron, which consists of dissimilar ingredients.
In oxidizing acids, such as nitric acid, the opposite is
true. The reactions of the two acids may differ because
the cast iron, because of its dissimilar constituents,
becomes passive more quickly than pure iron.

Where both acids and ferrous salts exist in a
solution, corrosion is less active than in solutions
containing the acid only. However, the addition of
ferric salts greatly increases the rate because of their
depolarizing power.

Alkalies. Neutral solutions that have become
alkaline tend to decrease the rate of corrosion of iron as
the pH of the solution is increased. This seems to be
more true in hydroxide alkaline solutions than in
carbonate alkaline solutions, because the hydroxide
increases the hydroxyl ions in the solution.

9
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Diluted hydroxide alkaline solutions may become
more corrosive when exposed to air because they
absorb carbon dioxide and change to carbonate
solutions. As we previously noted (refer to fig. 1-4), a
hydroxide solution forms a good corrosion-resistant
film on the surface of iron, whereas carbonate solution
forms a poorly resistant film.

Salts. Salts that enter into a solution can either
retard or increase the rate of corrosion, depending on
their nature, their concentration, and other factors.
Because different salt solutions or different
concentrations of the salt in a solution can cause a
difference in potential, we will not attempt to describe
all of the effects that result from the existence of salts in
a solution. A general observation of the actions of salts
on iron or steel is summarized as follows:

a. Potassium chloride, sulphate, or nitrate yields a
soluble product and increases the rate of corrosion.

b. Zinc sulfate yields a soluble anodic product and
an insoluble cathodic product, slightly increasing the
rate of corrosion.

c. Sodium carbonate or phosphate and potassium
ferricyanide yields a soluble cathodic product and an
insoluble anodic product which form a highly
protective film. In such cases the corrosion rate is
almost zero.

d. Potassium chromate completely passivates theiron.

One other salt that warrants particular notice is the
addition of common salt (sodium chloride) to a
solution. It has an important role in any corrosion
process because it changes the electrical conductivity
of an electrolyte. In solution, salt dissociates into its
separate elements, sodium and chloride, and causes the
solution to be less resistant to the flow of current
between the anode and the cathode.

Exercises (006):

I. Atmospheric corrosion depends on the nature of
the water that is in contact with the surface
of the metal.

2. Carbon dioxide, in water, acts as an and
will the rate of corrosion.

3. When hydrogen sulfide is present in water, the
water becomes , and corrosion is

4. The addition of chlorine to water increases the

5. Inert gases in water tend to the rate of
corrosion.

6. Neutral solutions that have become tend to
increase the rate of the corrosion of iron.

7. Neutral solutions that have become tend to
decrease the rate of corrosion of iron.

8. A hydroxide solution forms a good film onthe surface of iron.
9. Potassium chromate completely iron.

10. Sodium chloride in water changes the conductivity
of the _

10

007. List the microorganisms that influence corrosion
and describe how each causes corrosion to occur.

Influence of Microorganisms. Certain living
organisms in contact with metal surfaces tend to
destroy the metal. In some cases microbacteria reduce
the rate of corrosion, but in most cases they assist in the
formation of electrochemical corrosion cells. In our
discussion of these organisms, we will not attempt to
describe every type, but we will consider them in three
general groups: (1) anaerobic bacteria, (2) aerobic
bacteria, and (3) fungi.

Bacterial corrosion occurs either as a direct or an
indirect result of the activity of certain bacteria. Their
activity influences the rate of reaction at the electrodes,
permits a corrosive environment to develop, or
produces thick deposits that allow concentration cells
to form.

Microorganisms are classified according to their
ability or inability to develop in an oxygen
environment. Aerobic bacteria develop where there is
a high concentration of dissolved oxygen. Anaerobic
bacteria develop where there is little or no dissolved
oxygen.

Anaerobic bacteria. Anaerobic bacteria are often
referred to as the sulfate-reducing bacteria. This group
contains several different species. Each species is
eat:whle of using cathodic hydrogen or hydrogen from
various organic compounds to produce hydrogen
sulfide.

Aerobic bacteria. This group also contains several
different species, all of which thrive in water that is
slightly acidic. One species, thiobacillus thiooxidians,
is capable of oxidizing or reducing sulfur to produce
sulfuric acid. The species crenothrix does not seem to
attack iron directly, but ingests ferrous ions from the
solution to produce ferrous hydroxide. The ferrous
hydroxide is then oxidized to ferric hydroxide (red
dust) by the dissolved oxygen in the solution.
Corrosion cells can develop under these red dust
deposits because of the absence of oxygen. The
corrosie action of the cell may then be accelerated by
the formation of anaerobic bacteria under the
deposit.

Fungi and slime. The slime-forming organisms are
generally members of the lower plant group of the
plant ki7gdom. This group is distinguished from the
other plant groups b,' the absence of leaves, roots, and
stems. It is found in nearly all fresh water but is more
predominant in tropical atmospheres. The plants can
be transported by air currents or by mites carrying
various bacteria.

As these carriers die, fungus growths are formed.
These growths accumulate moisture that becomes
acidic. approximately pH 4. and severely attack metals
and other materials. The slimes. algae that thrive in
sunlight and attack metals, give off oxygen that
combines with cathodic hydrogen to depolarize
corrosion cells.

Any one of several factors can exert influence on the
rate of a corrosion reaction. A metal exerts influence
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by its electrode potential, texture, and ability to
passivate or polarize during the reaction. The influencz
exerted by the electrolyte is governed by the solution's
constituents, its pH, and ability to absorb oxygen.
Microorganisms influence the reaction rate by altering
the pH of the electrolyte. L'il;.h of these groups of
factors, separately or in combination, can speed up or
slow down a corrosion reaction to produce one of.
several forms of corrosion.

Exercises (007):

1. List the microorganisms that influence corrosk,-i.

2. Which type of bacteria develops in the absence of
oxygen?

3. Which type of bacteria uses cathodic hydrogen to
produce hydrogen sulfide?

4. Which type of bacteria produces sulfuric acid and
ferrous hydroxide?

5. What is the effect of fungus growth on metals?

6. How does slime-forming algae attack metals?

1-3. Types of Corrosion
Corrosion is visible in many forms and is typed in

different ways. For descriptive purposes, we will
discuss the types under their commonly accepted titles:
uniform etch, pitting, intergranular, exfoliation,
galvanic, concentration cell, stress, fatigue, and
filiform.

008. Given a list of descriptive statements about
corrosion, match each statement with the applicable
type of corrosion.

Uniform Etch. Uniform etch corrosion results from
a direct chemical attack on a metal surface. These
chemicals may be salt deposited from coastal
operations, urine spray, battery acid spillage, or gases
absorbed from the, environment. There are three
factors that can produce a cyclical action of this type of
corrosion. These a..c. (1) chemicals, (2) water, and (3)
oxygen.

11

We will use carbon dioxide and iron in an example
of a possible uniform etch reaction. The carbon
dioxide reacts with water to form carbonic acid. The
carbonic acid reacts with the iron to form ferrous ions
'Me ferrous ions are then oxidized by the oxygen in the
t,olution to ferric ions, and thus set free carbon dioxide.
The hydrogen has aLso been oxidized to form water.
Now the carbon dioxide and water can recombine and
repeat the corrosive cycle.

On a polished surface, uniform etch is first seen as a
general dulling of the surface. If this corrosion is
allowed to continue, the surface becomes rough and
sometimes frosted.

Pitting. Though some factors influence the uniform
destruction of metal surfaces, other factors influence a
localized attach commonly called pitting corrosion.
This localized attack can be attributed to any of the
factors previously discussed that alter the size of the
anodic or cathodic areas on a metal surface. Small,
evenly distributed anodic and cathodic areas result in
uniform corrosion. Large areas of either type produ
pitting corrosion, as shown in figure 1-5.

A pitting corrosion of aluminum or magnesium is
first noticed as white or gray powdery deposits that
blotch the metal surface. The pitti..", of iron produces
red and brown deposits. When you clean away these
deposits, you find pits or holes.

Intergranular. Intergranular corrosion is a selectivc
attack along the grain boundaries of a metal. A highly
magnified cross section of an alloyed metal shows the
gtanular structure of that metal. This structure consists
of Quantities of individual grains, each grain with a
ciefinite grain boundary.

LOCATION OF CORROSION PITS

VIEW LOOKING DOWN

ff
VIEW IN TRUE PERSPECTIVE

CROSS-SECTIONAL VIEW

Figurc I 5. Pitting concision.
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Figure 1-6. lntergranular corrosion.

Intergranular corrosion, shown in figure 1-6, is
caused by the precipitation of the alloying elements out
of the grain and into or near the grain boundary. The
grain, losing its alloying elements, becomes anodic to
the surrounding grains. In the presence of an
electrolyte, current flows and rapid intergranular
corrosion occurs.

Exfoliation. Exfoliation corrosion, shown in figure
1-7, is a visible form of intergranular .corrosion. The
expanding corrosion products just below the metal
surface cause a blister to form. Exfoliation corrosion is
usually found on extruded metals. The blisters usually
appear where the extruding dies have forced the crystal
structure of the metal to change direction.

Galvanic. The theory of galvanic corrosion is fully
explained by the electrochemical theory of corrosion.
When two dissimilar metals are coupled together in the
presence of an electrolyte, galvanic corrosion occurs. It
is usually recognized by the presence of the corrosion
deposits at the place where the metals are joined
together. A prime example is a brass bolt attached to
an aluminum panel, shown in figure 1-8.

All commonly used metals cause magnesium to
corrode. Therefore, the metals or fasteners that must
be in contact with magnesium should be close to
magnesium in electrical potential.

Each group of metals and alloys shown in table 1-2
are considered to be similar in potential. Combiningmetals within a group usually reduces the rate of
galvanic corrosion, and combining metals from
different groups increases the rate of corrosion.

When practical, use rivets, bolts, and nuts that are of
the same material as the main structure. If it is notpossible to use the same material, use sacrificial

CATHODE BRASS BOLT ALUMINUM

Figure 1-8. Galvanic corrosion.

washers, insulating tape, or sealant to isolate the
galvanic couple.

Galvanic corrosion is not limited to easily
recognizable dissimilarities. It can also occur in the
following examples:

New metal is anodic to old metal.
Cut surfaces are anodic to normal surfaces.
Stressed surfaces are anodic to nonstressed
surfaces.
Surface imperfections and impurities are anodic
to normal surfaces.

Concentration Cell. Just as two dissimilar metals
joined together cause corrosion, so do dissimilar
conditions within the electrolyte. This may be due to
different substances in the solution or to varying
concentrations of these substances. Generally, metals
in more concentrated solutions are anodic to metals in
contact with the diluted part of the solution.
Concentration cells are formed whenever the dissolved
oxygen is not uniform throughout the entire solution.
We will examine concentration cells under their three
main types: metal-ion cell, oxygen concentration cell,
and active-passive cell.

Metal-ion cell. As you noted in the discussion of ions
and ionization, ions of a metal are given up to enter
into the solution. Whenever there is a higher metal-ion
concentration in one area than another, an electrical
potential is created between these areas. The area with
the higher metal-ion concentration will be cathodic to
the other area. Current will flow, through the metal,
from the lowest to the highest concentration area.

A typical metal-ion cell may he found around a
riveted lap joint, as shown in figure 1-9. This reaction is
caused by the relatively high ion concentration in the
stagnant area just under the edge of a lap joint. These
stagnant areas usually result from an electrolyte flow
that is not sufficient to carry away all of the metal ions
that enter into the solution.

The lower ion concentrations are found at the outer
surface of the lap joint. Corrosion is found here
because the electrochemical action tries to make the
ion concentrations uniform in potent ial. Therefore, the

I 7. Fraoliation corrosion.
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TABLE 1-2

(i ROI' PI NG M Ui Al A I LON'S

GROUP I Magnesium and its alloys. Aluminum alloys 5052, 5056,
5356, 6061, 6063 and tin.

GROUP II Aluminum (All), Zinc, Cadmium, Tin, Tin-Lead Solder)

GROUP III Zinc, Cadmium, Steel, Lead, Tin, Nickel and Nickel alloys,
Tin-Lead (Solder) and Titanium.

GROUP IV Copper and Copper alloys, Nickel and Nickel alloys, Chromium,
Stainless Steel, Gold, Silver, and Titanium.

* Metals listed in the same group are considered similar to one another.

* Metals listed in different groups are considered dissimilar to one another.

metal at the lower ion concentration is forced to give
up more metal ions. The desired ion balance may never
be reached because the ions that are forced into
solution tend to be carried away by the electrolyte.

Oxygen concentration cell. As we noted in our
discussion of oxygen in the solution, the influence of
dissolved oxygen is one of the most important external
factors affecting the rate of corrosion. Oxygen
concentration cells occur when a solution cor,,.ins
varying amounts of dissolved oxygen. A crevice, sharp
corner, or lap joint may prevent the oxygen from
dissolving uniformly throughout the electrolyte. This
nonuniform electrolyte will create an electrochemical
con osion cell, forcing the metal to give up its ions at

LOW METAL ION CONCENTRATION

HIGH METAL ION CONCENTRATION

METAL ION CONCENTRATION CELL
RIVETED LAP JOINT

PASSIVE FILM
PROTECTS EXPOSED
SURFACE

ACTIVE
METAL

the area of lowest oxygen concentration, as shown in
figure 1-9.

Active-passive cell. Metals that rely on a tightly
adherent oxide film forcorrosion prevention are prone
to active-passive cos sentration cell corrosion.

These metals --e.g.. pure aluminum, titanium, and
corrosion-resistant steelsform their own corrosion-
resistant films when they are in contact with oxygen
from the atmosphere. If the film is broken, it
immediately repairs itself as long as the metal remains
in contact with the oxygen.

If the surface becomes contaminatede.g., with
carbon, salt, or dirt depositsand the oxygen cannot
reach the surface, the oxide film beneath the deposit

FlIGFI OXYGEN CONCENTRATION

;

\::
IMPF

LOW OXYGEN CONCENTRATION

OXYGEN CONCENTRATION CELL

FOREIGN MATERIAL CREATES
LOW OXYGEN REGION WHICH
PRE VENTS THE RE-FORMATION

OF PASSIVE FILM

NNIF

ACTIVE PASSIVE CELL
Figure 1-9. Concentration cell corrosion.
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will he broken. The passive film around the break will
be cathodic to the acti%e metal, producing an actwe-
passive concentration cell. as shown in figure 1-9.

The rate of the corrosive attach depends on the
supply of ox gen to the entire surface. Since it cannot
diffuse into the pit that has formed, the rate at which
bores into the metal will be very great. As the corrosion
products gather over the mouth of the pit, the metal at
the bottom of the pit becomes more anodic, and the
rate of penetration increases as the pit grows deeper.

Stress Corrosion. Stress corrosion is produced by
the simultaneous effects of tensile stress and a
corrosive environment. If a part in a stressed condition
is in contact with an electrolyte, sc -re corrosion can
occur because the stressed area of a part has been
found to be anodic to an unstressed area.

Internal stresses are often produced by nonuniform
Jeformation during cold wori.ing. such as bending a
piece of metal, driving rivets, bolting, and press fitting.
Any metal that has been cold-worked should be stress-
relieved (annealed) before it is subjected to a corrosive
environment.

Generally, stresses in the neighborhood of the yield
strength of the metal are needed to cause stress
corrosion cracking. When a crack appears, it usually
runs parallel to the granular structure of the metal.

Fatigue Corrosion. Fatigue corrosion is a special
I orm of stress corrosion, produced by the effects of an
alternating cyclic stress and a corrosive environment.
Fatigue corrosion failure generally occurs in two
stages. During the first stage, the combined action of
corrosion and the cyclic action concentrates the
stresses in the vicinity of any pits.

In the second stage, the concentration of stresses
causes cracks to develop in the base of the pits. The
cracks develop rapidly and gradually penetrate the
section until a fracture occurs, as silown iigure 1-10.
Fatigue corrosion cracks are dinerent from stress

Figure 1-10. Fatigue corrosion.
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corrosion cracks because they usually run across the
granular structure of the metal.

Generally, fatigue corrosion cracking occurs at a
point far below the normal design fatigue limits of the
metal. This happens even though there is little evidence
of actual corrosion. For this reason, metals subjected
to alternating cyclic stresses must be protected, even in
mildly corrosive environments.

Filiform Corrosion. Occasionally metals with
organic coatings undergo a type of corrosion that
results in numerous threadlike filaments of corrosion
products under the coating. This type of corrosion is
caused by the diffusion of oxygen and water through
the coating, and is considert-d a typical type of oxygen
concentration cell. Y ou co: rol or curtail filiform
corrosion by storing 'In-craft or equipment in a low
humidity environment and by using coatings with a
high resistance to diffusion by water.

Exercises (908):

I. Match column A with column B. Items in column B
may be used more than once.

Column .4 Co/umn II
_ 1. E xpanding corrcsion

products causing a
blister to form.

2. Selective attack along
grain boundaries.

3. Threadlike filaments of
corrosion prodocts.

4. Metal ct acks parallel to
grain structur: of the
metal

5. Recognized by the
presence of corrosion
products where dis-
similar metals are join-
ed together.

6. Occurring at riveted lap
joints.

7. Direct chemical attack.
_ 8. Precipitation of alloy

elements out of grain
ir7o grain boundary.

9. Metal-ion cell, oxygen
concentration cell, and
aoive-passive cell.
Metal cracks across the
g7anular structure of
the metal.

;1. Visible form of in-
rgra nular corrosion.

12. D ulling of polished sur-
faces.

_ 11. Occurring under
olganie coatings.

_ 14. Localized attack.
_ 15. Caused by the contact

of two dissimilar metals
in an electrolyte.

_ 16. W lite or gray powdery
deposits on aluminum
or magnesium.

_ 17. Altern2Cngcyclic stress
and corrosion en-
vironment.
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Unifoim etch.
Pitting.
Intergranular.
Exfoliation.
Galvanic.
Concentration cell.
Stress corrosion.
Fatigue corrosion.
Filiform.



_ 18 Attributed to lactors
that alter the shie ;Le
anode or cathode on
metal.

_ 19. Caused by dissimilar
conditions %whin the
elect rolyt e.

20. Produced by the
simultaneous effects ol
tensile stress and a

corrosive environment.

1-4. Appearances of Corrosion
Each metal has its own reculia7 Indications of

corrosion. The effects are the same but corrosion takes
different forms.

009. GI% descripti%e st?tements about
appearanc, rosion on metal surfaces, match e%ich
statement .Nith the applicable tpe of mnal surface.

Magnesium. Since magnesium will always
primed and topcoated, corrosion will appear oniy
where breakdown or removal of the finish occurs.
Damaged areas of paint may show a gray powdery
corrosion product. If the area has been moist, the
corrosion product may be green or black.

Aluminum. This metal appc ars high in the
electrochemical series of elements, ar.d its position
indicates that it should corrode very easily. However,
the formation of a tightly adhering oxide film offers
increased resistance under mild corrosive conditions.
Al uminum may be used bare, primed, or painted . Each
condition has its own evidence of corrosion.

Bare. Normally bright aluminum will become dull
and coated with a whitish powdery residue. Blackened
areas and pitting may appear where the residue is
removed. Large volumes of white-gray corrosion
products may appear on cut edges or corners.

Primed. Corrosion will show up where there is a
scratch or gouge.or -lister in the primer. In the early
stages a white-gry rosion product will grow in the
damag-;: area. -Xs tic ;orrosion attack advances, the
aluminum will appear etched or mottled around the
damaged area.

Primed and painted. Corrosion will appear as a
white-gray corrosion product where there is break in
the finished coat. Paint will flake off the damaged area.
If the area is damp, the paint will lose adhesion and
come off in large flakes, leaving the aluminum with a
spotted, mottled or etched appearance.

Carbon and Alloyed Steel. If unprotected, ferrous
metal surfaces are easily corroded in the presence of
moisture. Each type of metal surface treatment has a
different appearance of corrosion.

Bare steel surfaces. Bare steel will rust over its entire
surface. A severe form of rusting is indicated by a red-
to-black scale which may flake off.

Primed steel surfaces. Rust will appear in areas
where the primer becomes damaged either
mechanically or by exposure to moisture. Since
primers used for steel are nearly the same color as
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rusted steel, light rust will be difficult to identify. Any
areas of suspected rust should be wiped lightly with a
clean cloth. Rust will wipe off. If it is not removed,
further corrosive attack will result in the formation of
scale.

Primed and painted .steel surfaces. Rust will appear
where the paint system has been damaged
mechanically or by exposure to moisture, chemicals, or
solvents. The underlying steel may be blackened as well
as rusted. Again if the corrosion attack is allowed to
continue, scale will form.

Cadmium-plated steel. Corroded cadmium wil'
form a dull gray product which can be wiped off.
Corrosion will attack steel only if the cadmium is
destroyed.

Zinc-plated steel surfaces. Corroding zinc or
galvanized coating .2 corrosion product
more voluminous th. alium. Corrosion will
attack the steel only Ii u .4 here the coating has been
destroyed.

Nickel- or chrome-plated steel surface.s. Rust will
appear as small spots on the plated surface ;f there ae
small pores in the plating. If corrosion is allowed to
continue, pitting will result.

Phosphate-coated and grease steel surfaces.
Phosphate coatings are applied to steel to hold oil or
grease on the surface. Coirosion will start uniformly
over the part. It will appear as a red-black darker than
common rust.

Corrosion-R esistant Steel. Stainless steels are basic
alloys of chromium in iron and are resistant to
common rusting, chemical action, and high
temperature oxidation. This metal will become black
in appearance as it corrodes. The black corrosion
product is Very tightly bound to the surface and will not
come off when rubbed. Corrosion on the surface may
appear as pits. If this steel has been plated or painted.
the surface will exhibit the same type of corrosion
product as described for painted or plated carbon and
alloy steels.

Copper and Copper Alloys. Tt-c.2.,!. metals are quite
iesistant to atmospheric corrosi Protective paint
coatings are seldom required tiL', of the inherent
resistance of the metal.

Bare copper surfaces. Unfinished copper and its
alloys normally take on a darkened copper color.
Corroded copper will be greenish-white in color. If the
corrosion is caused by an acid environment such as
unremoved solder flux, the corrosion products will
tend to be more grayish-white and quite voluminous.
Corrosion products of copper alloys form a bluish-
green coating on the surface,

Primed and top-coated copper. When the coating
system is damaged, the exposed copper -will darken.
After a time, the exposed copper may turn black and be
partly covered by a green corrosion product.

Tin-plated copper. As the tin corrodes, a white-
yellow corrosion product will appear on the exposed
copper. This corrosion is accelerated because tin is
sacrificial to copper.
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Cadmium-plated copper. If the cadmium plating is
removed or damaged. the normal white corrosion
products will grow at a rapid rate on the exposed
copper. The green-colored corrosion of copper will
show up only when the cadmium plating is completely
destroyed.
Exercise (009):

I. Match the items in column B with the most
atipropriate description in column A. Use each item
only once.

Cohann

I. Appearance of corro-
sion product v. ill form a
white voluminous cor-
rosion product.- I A sesere form of Corro-
sion is indicated by a
red-to-black scale
which may flake off.

3. A white-yellow corro-
sion will appear tin the
exposed metal.

4. A gray powdery corro-
sion may appear; if wet
may be grecn or black.

5. Black corrosion
products which will not
come off when rubbed.

6. Surface may become
dull and coated with
whitish powdery
residue. Large volumes
of white-gray products
may appear on cut
edges.

7. Rust will appear as
small spots: if corrosion
is allowed to continue,
pitting will result.

8. In advanced stages of
corrosion, surface will
appear mottled or etch-
ed.

9. Corrosion products arc
greenish-white.

_ 10. Uniform corrosion on
the surface will appear
as a red-black deposit.

_ 1 1. Each type of metal
surface treatment has a
different appearance of
corrosion.

_ 12. After a time the ex-
posed metal may turn
black and be partly
covered by a green
corrosion product,

_ 13. A dull gray corrosion
product may appear.
which can be wiped off.

1-5. Corrosion Control Methods
By definition, corrosion control is the effort to

minimize the development of and damage from
corrosion by properly conducting identification,
isolation, and other corrective actions on a timely
basis. This means you are to inspect, detect, and
promptly perform required maintenance procedures to

a.
b.
c,

d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

1.

j.
k.

tn.

Colwon B
Metal surface magnesium.
Aluminum bare.
Aluminum primed and
painted.
Bare steel surface.
Carbon and alloyed steel.
Cadmium-plated steel.
Zinc-plated steel.
Nickel- and chrome-plated
steel.
Phosphate-coated steel.
Corrosion-resistant steel.
Copper bare.
Copper primed and top-
coated.
Copper tin-plated.
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eliminate the cause of corrosion, and treat the metal
surface to prevent further corrosion.

010. Cite three methods of controlling corrosion and
list the causes of corrosion.

Methods of Controlling Corrosion. Some of the
methods used in decreasing the problem of corrosion
damage include frequent inspections, determining *he
causes of corrosion, and protecting the metal from
further attack. The following methods are used:

a. Perform frequent inspections to insure
cleanliness and to check for entrapped moisture, the
condition of protective coating, and evidence of
corrosion. Early detection and prompt action are
essential to controlling corrosion.

b. Identify the cause of corrosion. To what
environmental condition is the metal exposed? Is there
evidence of entrapped moisture in the area? Is there
environemnt conducive to fungus and bacteria attack?
Have any corrosive chemicalsliquid or vapors
been in contact with the metal? Are two dissimilar
metals connected together? Is there any accumulation
of dust or other foreign material in the area? If any of
the above conditions exist they should be eliminated or
corrected.

c. Use protective packing and packaging for
shipment and storage of equipment and components.

Exercises (010):

I. Name three methods of controlling corrosion.

2. List the causes of corrosion.

011. List the sequence of treatingmetal surfaces, name
the methods of removing corrosion and protective
coatings, and state the processes used for one of the
methods.

Metal Surface Treatment After corrosion has been
discovered, the next step is to repair the damage by
removing the corrosi i and treating the surface to
prevent further corrosion attack. The sequence and
method of doing this are as follows:

a. Prior to performing corrosion removal
procedures, the metal surface must be _cleaned to
remove foreign matter that mght interfere with the
subsequent treatment. Consult the technical order for
the correct procedure and type of cleaning mate' ,a1
and equipment for the particular task. Soil on the
metal surface can be removed by either solvent or
displacement action. Besides cleaning the area, the
paint coating may have to be removed so that the
corrosion can be removed. Paint stripping can be done
either mechanically or chemically. The method used
depends upon the area in which the corrosion is
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located. Chemical paint remover can be used if there is
no danger of this liquid becoming entrapped in
crevices, seams, or interior areas. Mechanical methods
of removing paint include grinding, chipping, sanding,
and wire brushing.

b. After the metal has been cleaned, corrosion can
be removed by mechanical or chemical methods. The
removal method will be dictated by the accessibility of
the area and the degree and type of corrosion.
However, the chemical method should not be used if
the chemicals may become entrapped. Consult the
appropriate technical order or maintenance manuals
in selecting the chemical corrosion removers.
Mechanical methods include abrasive blasting, filing,
wire brushing, grinding, and polishing.

c. Apply a protective coating system after corrosion
removal or if corrective maintenance has damaged the
protective coating. A protective coating system
includes pretreatment, primers, and top coat. The
selection of the proper coating system depends on the
metal to be coated, the environment to which the item
will be subject, and the service life requirement for the
coating.

Exercises (011):

1. What are the steps used in treating a metal surface
for corrosion?

2. List the two methods of removing paints and
corrosion.

3. When can you use the chemical method?

4. How is corrosion removed mechanically?



ANSWERS FOR EXERCISES

Reference:

001 - I. Anode, cathode, electrolyte, and conductor.
001 - 2. Anode.
001 - 3. Anode to catho,le.
001 - 4. Oxygen.
001 - 5. Accelerate.
001 -15 Anodic; cathodic.

002 - I. Water; solution; ions.
002 - 2. Surface; cathode; film.
002 - 3. Insulate; solution.
002 4. Removed.
002 - 5. Escapes; combines.
002 - 6. Removed.
002 - 7. Oxygen.
002 - 8. Rust.

'1' 9 Coating; surface.
iu Iron; hydrogen.

003 - I. I. c.
2. g.
3. f.
4. h.
5. e.
6. a.
7. d.
8. b.

004 - I. Electrode potential of a metal; texture of the metal's
surface; passivation; polariration.

004 - 2. The metals above hydrogen are more reactive; below,
more inert.

004 - 3 Difference in surface composition; different metals in
contact; discontinuous coatings; unequal stresses; and
differences in finish.

004 - 4. By reducing the potential difference betlx een anode and
cathode, polarizing the anode, and polarizing the cathode.

004 - 5. The collection of hydrogen bubbles on the cathode
surface.

005 - I. a. F. Change negatively to positively.
b. T.
c. F. Change negatively to positively and positively to

negatively.
d. T.
e. F. Change 0 to 7.
f. T.
g. T.
h. T.
i. T.
j. T.
k. F. Change oxygen increases to oxygen decrease
I. T.

1m.
t. -eler

-apid.

006 - 7.
006 - 8.
006 - 9.
006 - 10.

Alkaline.
Corrosion-resistant.
Passivates.
Erectrolyte

007 - I. Anaerobic bacteria; aerobic bacteria, and fungi.
007 - 2. Anaerobic bacteria.
007 3. Anaerobic bacteria.
007 - 4. Aerobic.
007 - 5. It accumulates moisture which becomes acidic and

severely attacks metals.
007 - 6. By giving off oxygen that combines with cathodic

hydrogen to depolarize corrosion cells.

008 I. I. d.
2. c.
3. I.
4. g.
5. e.
6. f.
7. a.
8. c.
9. f.

10. h.
I I. d.
12. a.
13. i.

14. b.
15. e.

16. b.
17. h.

211098... gfb...

009 - I. I. g.
2. d.

341 am..

5. j.
6. b.
7. h.
8. c.
9. k.

10. I.

I I. e
12. I.
13. f.

010 - 1. Frequent inspection, determining cause of corrosion, and
protecting metal.

010 - 2. Entrapped moist ure, fungus and bacteria attack, corrosive
chemicals, and dissimilar metals. ,

011 - I. Clean surface, remove paint i necessary, remove
corrorinn and apply protective coating.

011 - 2. Che.
011 - 3. Ch

and mechanical.
,. als can be used when there is no danger of the
:- hecorr ,ntrapped.

olasting, tiling, wire brushing, grinding, and
polishing.
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Preface

A BASIC requirement exists that all electronic maintenance personnel know how to operate and use
the oscilloscope. Yet, the o'scope remains as one of the most misused and least understood pieces of
test equipment.

This module explains the operation of the oscilloscope and the function of its many controls. It is
written from a general viewpoint and should apply to the majority of dual trace, triggered sweep
oscilloscopes in use within the military. A conscientious study and use of the material contained in
this module should enhance your ability to properly operate and use this versatile test instrument.

Code numbers appearing on figures are for pr2paring agency identification only and should be of
no concern to the student.

The inclusion of names of any specific commercial product, commodity, or service in this
publication is for information purposes only and does not imply indorsement by the Air Force.

Direct your questions or comments relating to the accuracy or currency of this module to the
course author: 3390 TCHTG/TTMKM, ATTN: SMSgt Tipton, Kees ler AFB MS 39534. If you need
an immediate response, call the author, AUTOVON 868-3057, between 0800 and 1600 (CST),
Monday through Friday. (NOTE: Do not use the suggestion program to submit changes or
corrections for this module.)

If you have questions on course enrollment or administration, or on any of ECI's instructional
aids (Your Key to a Successful Course, Behavioral Objective Exercises, Module Review Exercise, and
Course Examination), consult your education officer, training officer, or NCO, as appropriate. If
this person can't answer your questions, send them to ECI, Gunter AFS AL 36118, przferably on
ECI Form 17, Student Request for Assistance.

This module is valued at 9 hours (3 points).
Material in this module is technically accurate, adequate, and current- as of May 1981.

III
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CHAPTER 1

NOTE: In th; ,,!aw, the subject matter is developed by a series of student-centered objectives. Each of
these i..4rries 9 three-digit number and is in boldface type. Each sets a learning goal for you. The text that
fo:iows obiccilve gives you the information you need to reach that goal. Th,.. exercises following the
informatiou gives you a check on your achievement. When you complete them, see whether your answers
match those in the back of this module. If your response to an exercise is incorrect, review the objective and
its text.

Waveform Measurement

GENERALLY SPEAKING, a technician becoming
familiar with a piece of test equipment is co .cerned
about three things:

1. Knowing where and how to connect the test
instrument,

2. Knowing how to adjust the controls, and
3. Knowing how to interpret the data.

This module addresses these three basic concerns as they
apply to the oscilloscope. Why the oscilloscope?
Because it is probably one of the most versatile
troubleshooting instruments you have on the bench.
You can use it to measure voltage levels (from DC to
microwave), phase differences, signal presence (or
absence), logic highs or lows, frequency response,
distortion, and complex waveform analysis (wave
shape, overshoot, etc.), to name a few. We obviously
can't show you how to use the scope in all these
endeavors. We can, however, give you the basics to
cover the three original concerns how to connect it,
adjust it, and read it.

Once these concepts are mastered, the only remaining
hurdle for you is to locate the controls on the scope's
front panel. Most manufacturers try to help you by
grouping similar controls together and separating the
different groups by color or lines on the front panel.

001. State the basic operation of an oscilloscope and the
purpose of the various vertical and horizontal input
controls.

Getting Back to the Basics. The oscilloscope presents
voltage versus time display of the waveform on a

'cathode ray tube (CRT). Inside the CRT, an electron
beam draws the waveform on a phosphor-coated screen.

1

This screen presents three types of information: (1)
voltage information on vertical or Y axis, (2) time
information on the horizontal or X axis, and (3,
intensity information on the Z axis. All oscilloscopes
have controls to adjust the voltage, time, and intensity
information in order to present a meaningful picture on
the CRT. Figure 1-1 shows a block diagram of the basic
circuits that these controls operate.

The vertical input. As shown in figure 1-1, the input
signal is connected to the vertical input amplifier. The
vertical amplifier either attenuates or amplifies the
signal for convenient viewing.

The next block the incoming signal encounters is the
delay line. The delay line allows the sweep generator
circuitry time to start a sweep before the signal reaches
the CRT vertical deflection plates. This coordination of
vertical and horizontal timing by the delay line enables
viewing of the leading edge of the signal. This will be
explained in greater detail later on. The vertical output
amplifier provides additional amplification that is
required by the CRT vertical deflection plates.

The time axis. Although precise horizontal deflection
rates are not required in many general-purpose
applications, the more sophisticated scope applications
require precise control of the sweep timing with respect
to the signal under test. This precise control increases
time interval measurement accuracy and insures
horizontal stability of the trace. Lack of this stability is
seen as "jitter."

Intensity. Intensity information is provided in the
form of bias control on the CRT grid which controls the
density of the electron beam. If the negative bias is
sufficient, the CRT is cut off, eliminating the trace.

Vertical Input Controls. The vertical input controls
generally consist of an input coupling switch, calibrated
attenuator, and position control. A dual-trace scope will
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Figure 1-1.

also have switches to select single channel, dual channel,
or various combinations.

The input coupling switch. The input coupling switch
usually has four positions AC, GND, DC, and 500.
The AC and DC positions are designated high
impedance, which is typically 1 megohm shunted by
about 20 pF. This high input impedance, together with a
standard 10-to-1 divider probe, increases the input
impedance to 10 megohms, allowing you to measure
waveforms with minimum circuit loading. Some scopes
also allow you to select 50 input impedance, which is
ideal for monitoring pulse and signal generators or
other low impedance sources.

AC position. The AC position couples the input
signal through a DC blocking capacitor, allowing only
the AC component to be viewed. AC coupling can be
very useful when you want to measure a small AC signal
superimposed on a large DC voltage. For example, to
measure the small AC ripple voltage from a power
supply, AC couple the signal to block the large DC
component. Do not use the AC position to measure low-
frequency digital-type signals. The internal DC blocking
capacitor will distort the waveform as shown in figure
1-2.

GND position. The ground (gnd) position is useful
when you want to set a ground or o-volts reference level
on the CRT screen without disturbing the input signal
connection. The input signal is internally disconencted

2

oh.

and the vertical amplifier's input is grounded. This
means that you can leave the input signal connected to
your scope. You won't short it out when you switch to
the ground position.

DC position. The DC position allows you to view
both DC and AC components of the input signal. For
example, if you have set the 0-volts reference level at
the center of the screen (using the gnd position) and then
switch to DC, the waveform will appear showing the AC
component, if any, and the signal will be offset either up
or down depending on whether the DC component is
positive or negative. DC coupling is also used when you
are measuring digital-type signals or square waves.

The 50-ohm position. The 50-ohm position is a DC
input (no blocking capacitor) with the capacitive
reactance (Xc) of the input amplifier very large
compared to 50 ohms. The 50-ohms input is used to
measure high-speed pulses and square waves from
50-ohm sources with minimum distortion and VSWR
reflections. Most oscilloscopes with a built-in 50-ohm
input have internal compensation that makes it a better
match than an external load.

The input attenuator control. Most modern scopes
use a combination of variable attenuation and
adjustable vertical amplifier gain to control input signal
levels. High-level signals will require more
attenuation/less gain so that the trace is not deflected
off the screen, and low-level signals wil! need less
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attenuation/more gain. The vernier portion of the input
attenuator provides continuous sensitivity control
between the calibrated volts-per-division ranges.
Whenever you move the vernier out of its detent
position, the UNCAL light will be on, letting you know
that the steps marked on the VOLTS/DIV dial are not
calibrated.

Some scopes also have a vertical magnification
control. MAG x 5 will allow you to increase the vertical
sensitivity 5 times, from 5 m" to 1 mV per division, but
with a reduction in bandwidth from 100 to 40 MHz. The
vertical magnifier is useful when you're trying to
measure low-level signals such as power supply ripple.

........
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imumuniimmumm
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........

Distorted display as a result of
trying to measure a low-frequency digital

signal thru the input dc blocking
capacitor (Input switch in

the AC position).

Figure 1-2.

Horizontal Input Controls. The sweep generator,
sometimes called the time-base generator, produces the
sawtooth waveform which controls the rate the beam is
drawn horizontally across the face of the CRT. The
generator's most important function is to insure linear
beam movement, meaning the beam moves at the same
rate from start to finish. Without this precise rate,
accurate time measurements are not possible. Another
factor of accuracy depends on the delay time. Its
function is to delay the vertical input signal just enough
so that the trace being displayed is the signal that started
the sweep (see fig. 1-3).

Another function of the sweep generator is CRT
unblanking. An unblanking pulse is a positive square
wave that turns the trace on in relation to the rising
portion of the sawtooth. What this means is that the
trace is turned on during its left-to-right movement
across the screen and then turned off during retrace
(sometimes called flyback), which is when the beam

3

resets from right to left. If the beam Were not turned off
in this mar, you would see the retrace lines with
every sweep.

V
One dimension
ac voltage
apptiod to
vertical input

OVof scope

Nonlinear
portion of
sawtooth

TIMErDIV control
sets this part
of the sawtooth

CAT

time

Flyback Unblanking
pulse

Note that there is a non-linear part to the saw-
tooth sweep. Also. at the end of deflectio n. the
sweep tends to drive the horizontal power
amplifier into saturation. The unblanking pulse
is timed to eliminate both of these non-linear
portions of the sawtooth to provide the best time
interval measurement accuracy.

NDA6-194

Figure 1-3. reve1opmetztJaLasine wave pattern on the CRT.

Sweep speed control. The sweep generator's
sawtooth waveform is controlled by a front panel
control called TIME/DIV or SEC/DIV. This calibrated
control lets the operator select many different sweep
speeds in order to view waveforms that vary from a few
Hertz up to the bandwidth limit of the scope. The
control is usually divided into steps in a 1-2-5 sequence
covering the ranges of seconds, milliseconds,
microseconds, and nanoseconds. These ranges correlate
to how fast the beam is drawn across the CRT. The
faster the beam is drawn across the CRT, the faster the
time reference (i.e., the shorter the scale). For example,
if the TIME/DIV control is set for 0.5 seconds per
division, the time reference over the full 10 major
divisions (vertical graticule on the CRT face) is 5
seconds. If it's set at 5 milliseconds per division, the full-
scale time reference is 50 milliseconds. Figure 1-3 shows
how the sawtooth waveform produced by the sweep
circuit develops a sine aye pattern on the CRT.
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Part of the TIME/D11.1 control is a sw eep vernier
control that pros ides continuous adjustment of the
sweep speed between the fixed TIME/D1V steps.
Whenever you move the vernier out ot' its detent CAL
position, the UNCAL light will be on letting you know
that the steps marked on the TIME/D1V dial are not
calibrated.

The horizontal magnifier. Another control that
interacts with the sweep speed control is the horizontal
inzinifier. This control exnands the sweep time by
whatever factor the magnifier is labeled. For example, if
your scope has a 10-division time axis (10 squares on the
horizontal axis and the magnifier has a factor of x 10),
you would have an effective 100-division-wide signal
and a 10-division window. This also means the signal
has 10 times the horizontal resolution as before.

Exercises (001):

I. On which axis of an oscilloscope is time
information presented?

2. What control is used to provide continuous
adjustment or the time-base generator?

3. What is the purpose of the delay line at the input of
the vertical amplifier?

4. What position of the input coupling switch is used
to view digital-type or square wave signals?

5. What vertical input control is used to increase the
vertical sensitivity 5 times?

6. What circuit in an ascilloscope has control of CRT
unblanking?

7. Would horizontal resulution increase or decrease if
the horizontal magnifier is used?

002. State how rise time, pulse width, and frequziscy are
measured using an oscilloscope.

Meuring Rise Time. High-speed, precisely timed
sweeps provide data of fundamental importance iri

aveform analysis. For example, one of the bask
characteristics of a square wave or pulse is its rise time
as shown in figure 1-4. Rise and fall times are usually
measured between thc 10 and 90-Nrcent aniplitude
points on the leading or tiailing edge of We pulse,
respectively. These two points are generally accepted as
industry standards for waveform measurement.

TIME/DIV DIAL - 0 05As
1 0 05pis SOns nse time

Rise time measurement.

NDA6-200

Figure 1-4.

The first step in measuring rise time is to adjust the
vertical controls so that pulse height is 6 divisions. Then
use the TIME/DIV and horizontal-position controls to
expand the sweep speed and position the leading edge of
the pulse to intersect the bottom 10-percent amplitude
point with a convenient vertical graticule line (see fig.
1-4). Read the rise time by measuring the time between
the 10- and 90-percent points. The example shown in
figure 1-4 is 1 divsion times 0.05 microseconds, which
equals a rise time of 50 nanoseconds.

How accurate is this measurement? Always
remember when measuring rise time that the vertical
amplifier of your scope has its limits. Many times a new
technician will make the mistake of trying to measure
the rise time of a 10-kHz pulse train with a 500-kHz
scope (sounds reasonable), without realizing that the
actual rise time of the pulse is faster than the vertical
amplifier can respond to. Refer to your operating
manual for rise time specifications. If you don't have a
manual, use the following rule of thumb:

Bandwidth x Rise Time = .35

Therefore, if you have a 500-kHz scope, don't try to
measure rise time faster than .7 microseconds. In fact,
the vertical system of your scope should be 2 to 5 times
faster than the rise time of the applied signal. In such a
case, the rise time of the signal indicated on the scope
will be in error by less than 2 percent. Refer to Appendix
A for further information on rise time and bandwidth.
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Measuring Pulse Width. Measuring the pulse width
of a digital signal is accomplished by using the
TIME/DIV control and other sweep circuit controls as
necessary to make the pulse as high and wide as possible
to take advantage of the full-scale accuracy of the
instrument.

The first step in measuring pulse width is to adjust
the vertical controls so that pulse height is 6 divisions
(i.e., enough height to easily see the 50-percent point).
Then use the TIME/DIV control to expand the sweep
speed so that one pulse is in the center of the screen. Do
not move the vernier control out of its CAL position.
Pulse width is measured at the 50-percent amplitude
points. Use the vertical and horizontal position controls
to center the pulse around the center horizontal
graticule line with the pulse's leading edge over a
convenient N, ertical graticule. Count the number of
divisions between the 50-percent points and multiply
that times the main sweep speed; read Rom the
TIME/DIV dial. The example shown in figure 1-5 is 8
divisions times 0.5 microseconds, which equals a pulse
width of 4 microseconds (8 div. x 0.5 microseconds =
4.0 microseconds). To determine tne accuracy of this
measurement, look up the main time base accuracy
specification of your scope and multiply it by the final
full-scale setting. For example, an accuracy figure from
the manual of 3-percent full scale would be 0.03 times
full scale on the scope. Full scale is determined by
multiplying the TIME/DIV dial setting times full scale
on the CRT (0.5 microseconds per div. X 10 div. = 5.0
microseconds). So 5.0 microseconds times 0.03 accuracy
equals 150 nanoseconds (0.03 X 5 microseconds = 150
microseconds). The pulse shown in figure 1-5 then, is
4.0 microseconds ± 150 nanoseconds.

TIME/DIV dial = 0.5us
Full scale accurar. - 3%

0.5s = 4.0ms pulse width
0.03 x 5.0jA$ = 1$0ns accuracy

Pulse width measurement at
square wave.

NDA6-199

Figure 1-5.
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Figure 1-6. Frequency (time period) measurement of a sine wave.

Frequency Measurements. Frequency (f) is the
reciprocal of the time period for one cycle. For example,
the time period (t) of the signal shown in figure 1-6 is
obtained by counting the number of horizontal divisions
covered by one cycle (5) and multiplying that times the
setting of the TIME/DIV control (0.2 milliseconds).
Then take the reciprocal.

f = I = 1 1 1 0 kHz.

t 5 x0.2 ms 10-3

Exercises (002):

1. How is rise time measured on a pulse waveform?

2. Where is pulse width tneasured on a pulse
waveform?

3. If the TIME/DIV dial is set a .2 microseconds, and
the width of the pulse is measured as 8 divisions on
the scope graticule, what is the pulse width?
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4. Refer to question 3. What is the accuracy of the
measurement if the scope manual lists accuracy at 5
percent of full scale?

5. Calculate the frequency of a signal in which one
cycle covers 4 horizontal divisions. The TIME/DIV
dial is set at I micros( cond.

003. Specify the purposes and use of the X-Y operation.

X-Y Operation. The X-Y mode of operation is a
tw o-dimensional representation of two AC voltages.
The vertical or Y imput signal deflects the beam up and
down while the horizontal or X input signal replaces the
scope's sweep generator and deflects the beam
horizontally. A third dimension can be added by
modulating the beam's intensity through the Z axis.

One of the more common uses of the X-Y mode is to
generate Lissajous patterns to check phase. Another
more sophisticated use is in the area of circuit frequency
response where you turn your scope into a simple
network analyzer.

Sweeper Scope

I Y X

X-Y mode of operation
showing a simple network

analyzer-type pattern of a frequency
response curve

NDA6-192

Figure 1-8.

Figure 1-7 shows some of the various Lissajous patterns
you can expect using the X-Y mode. Note that figure
1-7 shows what is commonly called a "bow-tie" pattern

7

and is the result of the deflection voltages having a 1:2
frequency ratio To obtain the ratio of vertical and
horizontal deflection frequencies from any Lissajous
pattern, count the number of horizontal tangent points
and divide this number by the number of vertical
tangent points. If you use this method, always make
certain that the trace contains visible crossovers and that
they are not masked by trace coincidence; that is, the
horizontal tangent points don't fall together.

Figure 1-8 represents a frequency response curve that
is obtained by connecting a sweep generator to both the
input of the circuit under test and the X axis. The output
of the circuit is connected to the Y axis. The oscilloscope
becomes a simple network analyzer that is a swept
receiver that provides a visual display of amplitude
versus frequency. It shows how energy is distributed as a
function of frequency.

NOTE: X-Y operation is limited by horizontal
amplifier frequency re.ponse and phase difference
between the horizontal and vertical amplifiers. Refer to
your operating manual for specifications.

Exercises (003):

1. How can X-Y operation be made to operate in a
third dimension?

2. What limits the X-Y operation in a particular
oscilloscope?

3. How can an oscilloscope be set up to act as a simple
network analyzer?

4. In the X-Y operation, if the vertical input
frequency is lkHz, what is the horizontal frequency
with a frequency ratio of 2:1?

004. State the purpose and use of oscilloscope trigger
controls.

Trigger Controls. The purpose of the trigger circuit is
to produce a stable display. This is done by
synchronizing the sweep signal discussed earlier so that
each trace is written right on top of the previous one.
You see one single trace, but it is actually being
refreshed on each sweep.
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Several controls allow you to select the source,
positive or negative mode, and level of the
synchronizing trigger signal as shown in the simplified
diagram (fig. 1-1). The following table is an abbreviated
description of the basic controls and their functions.

Typical Name Positions Functions

Mode

AUTO

NORMAL

SINGLE

INT

Connects sweep to
multivibrator so sweep
free-runs in absence of
adequate trigger
signal.
Connects trigger
circuit to one of three
sources: input signal,
external signal, or line.
Sweep will start only
upon the occurrence of
the trigger signal that
meets the conditions of
level and slope after
the button is pushed.
Uses sample of input
signal to start sweep.

EXT

Source EXT/10

LINE

Uses sample of zome
external signal to start
sweep. External signal
is usually related to
input signal.
Same as EXT except
attenuates external
signal by a factor of
10.
Uses sample of power
source. Useful for
viewing events related
t o power line
frequency.

Trigger
Level

VARIABLE
1.5v to +1.5v (EXT)
15v to +15v (EXT/10)

Permits selection of
triggering at any point
(level) on the postiive-
or negative-going edge
of the displayed
waveform.

Slope POS (+)
NEG ()

Sets up the triggering
circuit so that the
displayed signal is
triggered on the
positive- or negative-
going edge.

Auto/normal. This switch is probably the greatest
source of "pilot error" in oscilloscope operation. In
simple terms, NORMAL mode requires a trigger signal
to generate a sweep AUTO does not.

AUTO mode. The AUTO mode selects an internal
oscillator or multivibrator that is used to trigger the
sweep generator in order to produce a reference baseline

if there is no other trigger source. As soon as you
select one of the three trigger sources (internal, external,
or line) that trigger source is used to start the sweep

generator. If the trigger source frequency is below
approximately 40 Hertz, you must switch to the
NORMAL mode to obtain stable triggering. Stated
another way, the AUTO mode is used to obtain a
reference baseline when you are adjusting the controls
for focus, intensity, position, and DC reference. It also
keeps the baseline on the CRT if you remove the input
signal.

NORMAL mode. The NORMAL mode requires a
trigger sgnal from one of the three sources (internal
external, or line) in order to generate a reference
baseline or sweep. The "pilot error" mentioned earlier
usually occurs when you have set the scope up for
internal triggering and the mode switch is in the normal
position. If you don't have a signal connected to the
vertical input of the scope, you won't have a trigger
signal hence no trace. This loss of trace with loss of
input can be a valuable troubleshooting aid. Say, for
example, you are probing a circuit looking only for the
presence or absence of a signal. If you adjust the trigger
level control for an optimum level, and then probe a
point in the circuit that has no signal present, there will
be nothing to trigger the display and the screen will be
blank. Figure 1-1 shows a simplified representation of
how the trigger controls are interlocked.

Tngger
signal (+
slope in this
example)

Trigger
level

Trigger level control varies
the voltage level to the trigger circuit.
This figure shows that positive slope

has been selected.

NDA6-197
Figure 1-9.

Trigger level and slope. Trigger level and slope con-
trols allow you to select any point on the positive or
negative edge of the displayed waveform to trigger the
sweep circuit (see fig. 1-9). Usually, when the scope is in
the Internal Trigger mode, the level control will select
any point on the vertical waveform displayed. With ex-
ternal trigger signals, the control has a ± voltage limit
(refer to the operating manual).

Internal trigger. When the switch is set for internal
triggering, it means that a portion of the input signal is
tapped off, as shown in figure 1-1, and sent to the
trigger circuit. The CRT will display a portion of the
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input signal related to the first occurrence of a positive
or negative slope of the input signal (depending on how
you have set the Slope and Level controls). This allows
you to view a time event related to the input signal. If
you are using a dual-channel scope, you must know

hich input channel will trigger the sweep circuit and
use that channel for your input.

If you are using the INTERNAL TRIGGER mode
for troubleshooting, you may have to readjust the
trigger level control to maintain a trace as you probe
different points in the circuit under test. The reason this
occurs is that the trigger circuit has been initially
adjusted (by you) to trigger the sweep at some positive
or negative voltage level. Therefore, as you move the
probe from point-to-point monitoring different levels,
the voltage level to the trigger circuit is also constantly
changing. To eliminate this inconvenience, use the
EXTERNAL TRIGGER mode and connect the external
trigger to a low-repetition-rate timing signal from the
circuit under test. In a digital circuit, use a submultiple
of the clock pulse rate.

Extcrnal trigger. When the switch is set for external
triggering, you must provide a signal to a connector on
the scope marked EXT TRIGGER. If the signal voltage
exceeds the input voltage limit (refer to your manual),
then use the EXT ÷ 10 trigger input. A good rule of
thumb is, use a 10:1 probe on EXT and no probe on
EXT 10. This will help prevent saturation of the
trigger comparator. The external trigger signal is usually
derived from a low-rep-rate timing signal related to the
input signal. The CRT will display the input signal on
each occurrence of the trigger signal. This allows you to
view an event thne-related to the trigger source. The
trigger level and slope controls work the same for an
external triggered signal as an internal triggered signal.

One method of viewing the time relationship between
the input signal and external trigger signal is with a dual-
channel scope. Use one input to look at the signal and
one input to look at the trigger. You must know which
input channel will trigger the sweep circuit and use that
channel for the trigger input. Then set the source switch
for INT.

If you are going to use an external trigger signal, it is
advised that you first look at that signal on the input of
your scope. You must determine if it has a DC
component or noise greater than the trigger level you are
trying to set up (or possibly exceeding the limit of the
input). For example, the trigger level range of your
scope may be ± 1.5 volts (± 15 through EXT ÷ 10). If
you try to use an external trigger signal with pc
component greater than 1.5 volt,:, you won't be able to
trigger the sweep unless you block that DC. Some
scopes have AC coupling (selectable) built in others
do not. kt any rate, you must use DC coupling for
trigger signals below about 20 Hz.

Your external trigger signal may also have pcswer-line
pickup or possibly RF noise. In either case, you need to
filter out the unwanted portion in order to obtain a
stable display. Some scopes have built-in filters while
others do not. The point is, if you use external
triggering, make certain the signal is clean.

Line trigger. In the LINE mode, the display is

triggered by a sample ot' the power line which is usually
50 to 60 Hertz. Line triL,gering is often used when you
want to determine if there is any relationship between
the displayed signal and the line frequency (often called
power-line hum).

Trigger ho/doff. Some oscilloscopes may have this
specialized variable control that is used in conjunction
with the trigger level control. Trigger holdoff increases
the time between sweeps and helps stabilize the display
when internally triggering off a complex digital or RF
signal.

Exercises (004):

1. What is the purpose of the trigger circuit?

2. In the Normal mode, a trigger signal is/is not
required.

3. At a trigger source frequency of 20 Hertz, what
mode must be used for stable triggering?

4. What is the purpose of the trigger level and slope
control?

5. How can you h.)1( at several different voltage level
imput signals without constantly changing the
trigger circuit to stabilize each display?

6. What control is used to increase the time between
sweeps and help stabilize the display when
internally triggering off a complex digital signal?

005. Detail the steps necessary to set up an oscilloscope
for use.

Putting it all Together. Now that you have an idea of
what all the basic controls are for, let's put them all
together in step-by-step order to actually set up your
s oe.

I. Turn On and Preset (before the signal is
connected).
a. Turn on the power and allow approximately 30

seconds for warm up.
b. Preset the trigger mode switch to AUTO and

turn the intensity control up.
c. If there is still no display, use the beam finder

with the horizontal and vertical position
controls to bring the trace to center screen
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d. Adjust the intensity control to a comfortable
viewing level. Adjust the focus control for
sharpest trace.

e. Adjust the input attenuator control to its
highest setting. This will prevent the trace from
being deflected off screen if the signal has a
large DC component or is a very large AC
signal.

f. Set the input coupling switch according to the
following criteria:

50 ohms if the source is a pulse or signal
generator.
DC if the source is a low-frequency digital
signal (square wave).
AC if the source has a large DC component
that needs blocking or for general-purpose
probing.

g- Connect the input signal and adjust the input
attenuator control to obtain a reasonable
display.

h. .Adjust the sweep speed control until you get a
display you can recognize.

2. Fine tuning. The following steps are contingent on
the type of oscilloscope that you have. Many brands
won't have all of the controls that we have been
discussing, and some brands may have more. The point
is, the theory is the same regardless of what the control
is called or even if you have one.

NOTE: The following axioms apply when you are
using an external trigger signal.

Axiom #1: The trigger signal must be clean and free
of noise. If your scope ha; built-in
filters, use them.

Axiom-÷ 2: If the trigger signal has a large DC
component, it must be blocked by a
capacitor (e.g., 0.1 SF). If your scope
has AC/DC selection built into the
trigger input controls, use the AC
position to block the unwanted DC
component.

a. Select the trigger source. You can trigger the
sweep from an external, internal, or line
frequency signal.

b. If the frequency of the trigger signal is less than
approximatly 40 Hertz, change the mode switch
to normal.

c. If you have selected external trigger, select
either AC or DC trigger coupling. Use AC if the
trigger signal contains a large DC component.
Use DC if the trigger signal frequency is less
than 20 Hertz.

d. Always use the EXT/10 input if you are not
using a divider probe to connect the external
trigger signal to the scope.

Exercises (005):

1. What are the two major steps in setting up the
oscilloscope for operation?

10

2. What is the next step after centering the trace?

3. The attenuator control should be adjusted for its
lowest/highest setting.

4. What setting of the input coupling switch should be
used to view a low-frequency digital signal?

5. When should your scope's input filters be used?

6. How would you set up your triggering controls if
the input trigger sig, al has a !arge DC component?

006. Specify the effects that can be caused from signal
source loading by an oscilloscope.

Signal Source Loading. Oscilloscopes are versatile
instruments that can measure voltage levels, phase
differences, signal presence (or absence), logic highs or
lows, frequency response, distortion, and complex
waveforms. However, the oscilloscope is a useful
measurement tool only if the signal to be measured can
be accurately coupled to the scope's input amplifiers.
This means measuring a circuit point with a minimum
of loading.

Oscilloscope input impedance. Typical oscilloscope
inputs are 1 megohms shunted by 20 picofarads. Any
type of cable you hang on the input increases its
capacitance. This capacitance causes measurement
errors that are frequently variable. The input
capacitance of an oscilloscope requires careful attention
to probe selection and point of measurement (source
impedance) if these errors are to be minimized. Some
problems that become increasingly evident as the input
shunt capacitance increases are:

CW amplitude attenuation.
CW phase shift.
Induced pulse perturbations.
Inaccurate pulse rise time measurements.
Inaccurate propagation delay measurements.
Excessive sour&lbading.
Abnormal circuit operation.

At high frequencies, the oscilloscpoe input behaves
like a low-pass filter which shunts the high-frequency
information to ground and significantly reduces the
oscilloscope input impedance. For example, at 30 MHz
the capacitive reactance for 20 pF is 265 ohms, while at
100 MHz it drops to 80 ohms. As will be explained later,
many measurements, especially phase shift and pulse
rise time, are more adversely affected by input
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capacitance than by resistive loading. Always remember
that the Xc of an oscilloscope input varies as a functioa
of frequency.

Circuit test point impedance. Knowing the source
impedance at the point of measurement is critical. If the
source impedance is low, rise time and amplitude
measurements are generally no problem. For example,
batteries and power supplies have source impedances of
milliohms. Signal generators are 25, 50 or 600 ohms.
The problem occurs when the source impedance is high.
TTL has a source impedance of approximately 2.5k
ohms, so even at very low fequencies (single-shot),
measuring fast transition times is difficult at best.

Exercises (006):

1. What is the typical input impedance of most
oscilloscopes?

2. As the frequency of the input signal to an
oscilloscope increases, what happens to the input
impedance? Why?

3. When making a rise time measurement with an
oscilloscope, the measurement will be most accurate
when source impedance is high/low.

4. What is the approximate source impedance of a
transistor-transistor logic (TTL) digital circuit? Is
the source impedance high or low?

007. Identify types of probes and specify the proper use
of probes with an oscilloscope.

Basic Probe Considerations. If the scope is being
used as a monitoring device, the connection between the
signal source and scope is usually a direct 50-ohm cable.
However, if the scope is being used for signal tracing or
circuit analysis, then some type of an isolating device
must be used to prevent the scope from loading the
circuit and attenuating the signal. Today's modern
oscilloscopes use a probe for this isolation.

The frequency of the signal you are measuring and
source impedance at the point of measurement influence
which probe to use. What you want to measure rise
time or amplitude is also a weighing factor. In
general, there are four types of probes available for
common circuit analysis.

(1) High-resistance probes.
(2) Miniature passive divider.
(3) Active (FET).
(4) Current probes.

Any voltage probe will load the circuit you are
attempting to measure. If amplitude measurements at
low frequencies are ali you are interested in, then a
passive, 1 to 1, 1-megohm non-attenuating probe may
be all you need A go'Nd rule of thumb to remember is to
keep resistive loading errors below 1 percent, select a
probe/scope combination that has an input resistance
(Rin) that is at least 100 times greater than the source
impedance.

But as frequencies rise, or pulse rise time becomes
very fast, scope input capacitance becomes more and
more important, forcing use of a miniature passive
divider probe to reduce that input capacitance. At the
highest frequencies, if both amplitude and rise time are
important in high source impedance circuits, an active
FET input probe should be used.

If the ultimate in rise time is needed, a 50-ohm
divider may be used. However, you must be careful of
DC loading. A 50-ohm divider probe with an input Xc
of 500 ohms will attenuate the amplitude of a signal, or
upset the bias of the circuit if you probe the wrong point
(e.g., collector of a transistor), or burn up the probe if
you draw too much current.

A current probe is useful in those certain situations
where touching the circuit with any voltage probe at all,
even one with the smallest capacitance, changes the
circuit's operation. It may be the collector of a
transistor where an inductor and capacitance form a
tuned circuit.

Probe rules for making amplitude measurements.
For making these measurements, the following rules
apply:

1. If you have a choice, select a minimum impedance
source. For example: emitter-to-base impedance of a
transistor is generally lower than the collector-to-base
impedance (this implies a balanced input measurement).

2. Select a probe with the highest possible input
impedance (Zin) at the frequency of interest. When
measuring pulse amplitude, capacitance is not as
important as input resistance (Rin) being high relative to
the source impedance. While probe capacitance distorts
pulse shape, the flat portion of the pulse top (maximum
amplitude) can be used to make an accurate amplitude
measurement since it contains low-frequency
inforamtion. Conversely, if the pulse width is small
compared to the measurement system rise time, input
capacitance can introduce errors, since the source
cannot fully charge the input capacitance during its on
time. This problem becomes worse with increasing
source impedance.

3. When source impedance is unknown, the probe
with the highest Zin usually yields the greatest accuracy.
However, for frequencies above 10 MHz, high probe
capacitance can reduce accuracy, more than high probe
resistance can improve accuracy.

4. If the source voltage is tota:ly unknown, it is wise
to start with a 100:1 divider probe to reduce the
possibility of dim:ng the probe. This will also
indicate whethc, or not there is enough signal available
to capitalize on the relatively low capacitance of 100:1
divider probe. However, in real-life situations, you
probably don't have a 100:1 divider probe. If this is the
case, use your standard 10:1 divider probe.
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Probe rules for snaking rise time measurements.
Apply the following rulse fot making these
measurements:

I. Always tey to probe the lowest impedance point
that contains the waveform of interest. For example:
emitter-to-base impedance of a transistor is generally
lower than the collector-to-base impedance (this implies
a balanced input measurement).

2. The fastest input system will generally have the
lowest Rin and input capacitance (Cin). (This rule is
limited only by the maximum resistie loading that the
source can tolerate.)

3. At high frequencies, the 50-ohms divider probe
(500 ohms at 1 pF) is the best bet for accurate rise time
mea;urements. However, you must be careful of DC
loading. The 500-ohms input Xc will attenuate the
amplit ude of a signal, or upset the bias of the circuit if
you probe the wrong point (e.g., collector of a
transistor), or bum up the probe if you draw too much
current.

Probe compensation and calibrating your scope.
After you have gone through the rigors of selecting the
right probe, you're ready to make some measurements.

Let's begin by making sure your scope is operating
prope.ly. You should check its trace alignment;
astigmatism and focus adjustments; and finally, if
required, probe compensation.

Trace alignment may be needed if your scope is
operated near a strong magnetic field. To make this
adjustment, ground the input and adjust the TRACE
ALIGNMENT control for the best trace alignment with
a horizontal graticule line.

The best way to adjust astigmatism and focus is with
a dot displayed on the screen. Of course this assumes
that your scope has XY display capabilities. If it
doesn't, select the slowest sweep speed possible. This
will prevent a very slow-moving dot which you can use
for adjustments. To adjust astigmatism and focus, set
the beam intensity to a low level. Position the spot to
center screen and then adjust the focus and as,igmatism
controls for the smallest round dot.

Are you guilty of picking up a divider probe,
connecting it to your scope, and taking measurements

ithout first checking the probe's compensation? One
of the most common "pilot errors" is using an
uncompensated probe to make measurements. An
uncompensated probe will cause errors in the display
which will be undetected unless some kind of a standard
waveform is checked. To be safe, you should always
check probe compensation:

At the beginning of each work day.
Whenever you reconnect a probe to a different

input connector.
Whenever you change probes.

To compensate the probe, connect it to the calibrator
square wave signal, select DC coupling, and adjust the
scope's controls for a stable display. Select the lowest
VOLTS/DIV setting possible and center the top portion
of the square wave on the screen. This provides a more
precise adjustment method (if your scope is adjusted
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properly). Adjust the probe until you get a flat-topped
square wave with no rounding or overshoot of the
signal's corners. Refer to figure 1-10.
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Figure 1-10.

After probe compensation, check the scope's vertical
accuracy against the internal calibrator square wave.
With the vernier in the CAL position, set the
VOLTS/DIV control to obtain a display that is nearly
full scale. The displayed square wave should match the
p-p value of the calibrator output. If not, the scope
should be recalibrated using the main vertical amplifier
gain adjustment (check your scope's service manual for
the proper procedure).

With the scope checked and the probe compensated,
you are now ready to make some adjustments. Refer to
Appe ,dix B for further information en probe
consioer ations.

Exercises (007):

1. What is the basic purpose of the oscilloscope
probe?
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2. List the four :ypes of probes.

3. How can you reduce the input capacitance of an
o'scope through the use of a probe?

4. When makine an amplitude measurement and the
source impedance is unknown, greatest accuracy is
achieved when the probe Z i n i s
maximum/minimum.

5. What type of probe is best for accurate rise time
measurements?

6. What is the first thing to check before using a probe
for accurate measurements?

008. Specify techniques used to display more than one
signal at a time on an oscilloscope.

Observing Two Signals at the Same Time. There are
t, techniques oscilloscope manufacturers use to
display more than one signal at a time dual-beam and
dual-trace. The dual-beam scope has two independent
deflection systems within its CRT; hence two beams are
displayed simultaneously. The dual-trace scope
incorporates electronic switching to alternately connect
two input signals to a single deflection system; hence
two traces are displayed alternately by a single beam.
The switching rate is usually in the 250- to 500-kHz
range.

Most dual-beam scopes are used in applications
where two events that occur simultaneously would not
be displayed corectly on a dual-trace scope while it is
switching between signals.

Since most oscilloscope users have the dual-trace
models, we will confine this text to those types. Most of
the following discussion is confined to the input
switching controls on the front panel and how they
interact to provide the dual trace capability.

Dual-Trace Input Controls. There are many various
ways to manipulate two signals through two separate
vertical input amplifiers and apply them to a single
deflection system CRT. Front panel controls allow you
to view the two inputs at what appears to be the same
time in either the ALTERNATE or CHOP modes. And
you can add or subtract the channels so that you can
view the algebraic sum or difference between the two
signals. Some oscilloscopes allow you to switch a
channel to the horizontal axis so that you can view
Channel A on the Y axis plotted against Channel B on
the X axis.
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Alternate mode. In the ALTERNATE mode, ihe A
and B Channels are alternately displayed, one channel
per sweep. At fast sweep speeds, the alternate traces will
appear to be displayed at the same time. However, as
the ,weep speed is slowed, the traces will begin to
flicker, showing the alternating pattern.

Chop Mode. In the CHOP mode, both A and B
Channels are alternately displayed by switching betw een
channels at a fixed high-speed rate (250 to 500 kHz).
Even at slow sweep speeds, both channels seem to be
displayed at the same time. Sonic oscilloscopes have the
CHOP mode connected to the sweep control so the
score automatically switches in the CHOP mode at thc
lower sweep rates. If your oscilloscope does not hay,
this automatic feature, the general rule is to use the
ALTERNATE mode for east sweep speeds and the
CHOP mode for slow sweep speeds. On sonic occa-
sions, fast sweeps might require the CHOP mode if the
signal repetition is low or even single-shot.

Algebraic sum. When both Channels A and B are
selected (or added), you're in the A-PLUS-B mode. The
CRT screen will display the algebraic sum of the two
input signals. One use cf the A-PLUS-B mode is the
dual-channel display of single-si,ut events. Another use
is checking balanced or nush-pull type amplifiers.
Balanced signals should have equal amplitude and be
180° out of phase. Since the sum of these signals is 0
volt, you would expect to see a straight line. If the
signals do not have equal amplitude or are not 180° out
of phase, then the signal you see will be a small sine
wave.

Algebraic difference. When both Channels A and B
are selected and one channel is inverted, you're in the
A-MINUS-B mode. The CRT screen will display the
algebraic difference between the two input signals. One
use of the A-MINUS-B mode is to measure the voltage
across an ungrounded component without upsetting (or
loading the circuit). This is called a balanced or
ungrounded input. For example, to measure the voltage
across the base-emitter junction of a transistor, set both
channels to the same volts per division; then connect
Channel A to the base and Channel B to the emitter of
the transiAor. Connect the ground clips to circuit
ground. This allows you to view the small base-emitter
voltage on the CRT without upsetting or grounding the
circuit.

Exercises (008):

I. What are the basic oscilloscope techniques used for
displaying more than one signal at a time?

2. How does the CHOP mode provide two displays?
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3. How does the ALTERNATE mode provide tw o
displays?

4. Wha, is one use of the algebraic sum display
!no hod?

990. Specify operating characteristics of trigger controls
used with dual-trace oscilloscopes.

Trigger Controls for Dual-Trace Oscilloscopes. The
purpose of the trigger circuit is to produce a stable
display on the CRT. This is done by synchronizing the
scope's sweep signal with the signal to be viewed.
Several controls allow you to select the source, positive
or negative mode, and level of the synchoronizing
trigger signal.

When you're looking at just one signal on a single
channel scope, triggering is normally simple and
straightforward. However, when dealing with complex
digital signals, or RF, or two asynchronous signals, you
need all the help you can get in the form of additional
trigger controls. You need to be able to tell the scope
exactly which signal, and even which portion of the
signal, to trigger the sweep on.

As an example, when you're looking at dual trace
presentations, you may want to see the correct time
relationship between two pulses (i.e., how much a pulse
on Channel A leads or trails a pulse on Channel B). Or,
maybe you only want to compare the shape of two
signals, but their time separation makes comparison
difficult. The ability to select various trigger functions
from the front panel enhances the scope's useability.
Most modern dual-trace oscilloscopes feature controls
that allow:

Trigger select ,n from either input channel
(shows time relationship).
Trigger selection from both channels (used for
pulse shape comparison).
Delayed triggering (called delayed sweep).
Trigger holdoff.
Trigger view (allows you to display the trigger
signal).
Bandwidth iimit control.

Selectable triggering. Selectable triggering is a
convenience feature. It allows you to look at the display
and then select the proper trigger source at the push of a
button. Selectable triggering allows you to trigger the
display from either one of the input channels.

A typical set-up might be a signal pulse into Channel
A and its trigger pulse into Channel B. The correct time
relationship between the pulses is obtained when the
sweep is triggered by Channel B's signal in the
ALTERNATE mode with Internal trigger selected.
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Figure 1-11 shows how the time relationship between the
two signals changes when the triggering is changed from
Channel B to Channel A.

Composite triggering. Composite triggering is the
only way to show two asynchronous signals. It works
like this: In the ALTF.RNATE mode, Channel A sweeps
once, then Channel B, etc. The trigger selection controls
cause the sweep to be triggered by the displayed signal;
therefore, when Channel A is being displayed, it is the
trigger source and when Channel B is being displayed, it
is the trigger source.

A typical set-up might be two asynchronous pulses
with nanosecond rise times but separated in time by
microseconds. You don't care about the time
relationship between the two signals but want to
compare the lulse shapes. If a fast sweep is used, only
one of the pMses can be displayed at a time.

In this situation, the pulses can bc compared by
selecting composite triggering in the ALTERNATE
mode. Figure 1-12 shows how thc time relationship
between the two pulses is lost whcn composite triggering
is used.

Delcyed triggering. Delayed triggering is directly tied
to delaycd sweep. Delayed sweep allows easy location
and expansion of a small portion of the display,
permitting detailed analysis of that portion of the
waveform. Delayed sweep can be triggered after a
programmed delay, eliminating any waveform jitter
from the expanded display.

How the sweep is triggered in the delayed sweep
mode is described in the next cegment. Trying to explain
it now may cause some confusion.

Trigger holdoff. Trigger holdoff is a variable control
used in conjunction with the trigger level control.
Trigger holioff increases the time between sweeps and
helps stabilize the display when triggering off complex
digital signals. On scopes without this control, you
would use the sweep vernier control as a holdoff, but
then your sweep is no longer calibrated.

Trigger view. Some oscilloscopes have a feature
called trigger view. Basically it allows you to
simultaneously display the external trigger signal on the
CRT in addition to the ini,ut signals. This can be quite
valuable in verifying the time relationship of the trigger
signal to the displayed waveforms. In trigger view, the
point where the center horizontal graticule line and the
trigger waveform intersect is the trigger point. By
varying the trigger level and slope controls, you can
select any point on the positive or negative edge of the
displayed trigger waveform to trigger the sweep circuit,
and measure how it affects the input signals.

Bandwidth limit control. The bandwidth of some
scopes can be reduced to minimize interference in high
noise areas such as airports and broadcast stations. The
limiter can effectively reduce the scope's bandwidth
from 100 MHz to 20 MHz. For example, suppose you
are picking up interference from 27-MHz citizens band
equipment. If the test signal is less than 20 MHz, use the
bandwidth limit control to reduce the high-frequency
interference.
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Figure 1-11.

Exercises (009):

NDA6-19b

1. How does the trigger circuit produce stable displays
on the CRT?

2. What is the purpose of "trigger view"?

.. ..

1 I
CHAN A signIal

CHAN B trigger

.. ..

CHAN A signal

CHAN B tngger...

Composite trigger example
showing how to compare two asyn-

chronous signals connected to CHAN
A and CHAN B.

"A" = Internal trigger (correct
Alternate display time
Trigger on A or B rela-

tionship)

"B" = internal trigger (incorrect
Alternate display time rela-
Composite Trigger tionship)

In Alternate mode and Composite
Trigger, each signal is its own trigger
source. Effective for signal shape
comparison.

NDA6-204
Figure 1-12.

3. What are two types of triggering besides delayed?

4. What is the purpose of delayed triggering?

5. One method of increasing the time between sweeps
and helping to stabilize a display when triggering
off complex digital signals is to use the sweep
vernier control. What is another, on some o'scopes?
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010. Define the purpose and identify uses for lie
delayed sweep function of an oscilloscope.

Delayed Sweep. The delayed sweep function found
on most high-frequency scopes is probably one of the
least understood capabilities of modern oscilloscope. In
basic terms, the scope with delayed sweep simply has
tA o time bases main and delayed.

The controls for the two time bases may be labeled
and arranged in various ways and have various
capabilities, depending on the manufacturer, but their
purpose is basically the same to expand a selection
portion of the displayed signal. To accomplish this,
each time base has its own complete set of sweep and
trigger controls.

In simple terms, delayed sweep functions are as
follows: The signal is first triggered by the main sweep
at the speed set by the TIME/DIV dial. The delayed
sweep speed control is then set to a faster sweep speed
than the main sweep (the delayed sweep is triggered
after thv main). This causes a small part of the main
sweep trace to become intensified or brightened,
depending on the setting of the delayed sweep speed
control. The slower the setting, the larger the intensified
portion becomes. This intensified marker can be moved
along the signal by rotating the delay control. Then, if
we switch the mode to delayed sweep, AUTO mode,
only the intensified portion will be displayed over the
full screen. In other words, we have magnified a portion
of the trace.

We can see what really has happened if we consider
the signal being displayed by two time bases; first the
main sweep followed by the delayed, faster sweep (the
intensified portion). What we have done is to set up a
delay time from the start of the trace to the beginning of
the intensified portion of the trace. When the delayed
sweep is automatically triggered, this time is equal to the
distance in centimeters from the start of the trace to the
intensified trace, multiplied by the sweep time per
centimeter (i.e., it is calibrated). The product is the
delay time. When we switch to delayed sweep, we start
the main time base with an input trigger, but we do not
use it to display the signal. Instead, we use it as a clock
that simply marks time until the delay period is over.
Then the delayed time base sweeps, displaying the
signal. Figure 1-13 shows how the delay system works in
the AUTO mode.

There are two ways to cause the delayed sweep to be
initiated after the delay time. The first way (discussed
above), is called the AUTO mode. The delayed sweep
automatically starts at the end of the delay period with
no trigger signal or other external command needed. In
the other mode, the delayed sweep is armed at the end of
the delay period and requires a trigger signal (either
internal or external) to start the delayed sweep. Since
there is no way to know when the triggeT signal will
occur, the delay time is uncalibrated.

Each of these methods has its own advantages. In the
AUTO mode, all of the accumulative rate jitter that has

occurred since the start of the delay time is displayed on
the delayed sweep. lf, on the other hand, rate jitter is
not desired in thc display and a clear picture is needed,
then the armed mode should be used. In this mode, the
delayed sweep is retriggered after the delay time. A new
timc reference is established, eliminating all of the jitter
that has occurred previously, providing a clear picture
for accurate measurements on the expanded pulse.
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How to use delayed sweep. The delay controls on
y our oscilloscope usually will be highlighted by color or
surrounded by lines o.i the front panel. But no matI
which scope you ha% e, look for the word DELAY in the
control nomenclature.

Suppose you want to measure the width and rim_ time
of the 5th pulse in a pulse train. If you try to expand the
signal with th,-. main sweep control, the pulse moves off
screen. You could use the horizontal magnifier to
expand the sweep time and perform the measurements
as described earlier. However, you want more accuracy
than that method allows. The point about accuracy to
rememner is that time interval measurements are
LEAST accurate using the x 10 magnifier, BETTER
using direct delayed sweep, and BEST using differential
delayed sweep.

NOTE: If you don't have some type of pulse
generator fo- the following experiments, try using the
amplitude calibrator output on your scope.



The first step in measuring pulse width and rise time
is to adjust Lhe vertical controls so that pulse height is 6
divisions (i.e., enough height to easily see the 50-percent
point). Then move the DLY'D TIME/D1V control out
of its OFF position. When this is done, a portion of the
waveform should become itensifiecl. This intensified
marker is used to locate the portion of the waveform to
be expanded. Adjust the delayed sweep speed control so
that the marker is a little wider than the pulse to be
measured. Set the SWEEP AFTER DELAY control to
the AUTO position.

Next, move the intensified marker along the
waveform with the DELAY control until it is over the
pulse to be measured. Use the horizontal position
control to center the intensified pulse. Expand the
intensified portion to the full width of the screen by
selecting delayed sweep. Slightly readjust the DELAY
control to make the leading edge 50-percent point
intersect a convenient vertical graticule line. Count the
number of divisions between the 50-percent points and
multiply that times the delayed sweep speed control
setting.

Differential delayed sweep. A more accurate time
interval measurement can usually be made using the
differential delayed sweep method. To make a
differential measurement, select main sweep and adjust
the TIME/DIV control to expand the sweep speed to
make the pulse you want to measure as wide as possible.
If the time interval of the pulse is greater than one-half
division on the screen, the differential method will be
more accurate than the delayed sweep method.

Switch the delayed TIME/DIV control out of its OFF
position. When this is done you should see the
intensified marker as in the previous measurement.
Adjust the delayed TIME/DIV control so that the
marker is a little wider than the pulse to be measured.

Next, move the intensified marker along the
waveform with the DELAY control until it is over the
pulse to be measured. Expand the intensified portion to
the full width of the screen by selecting delayed sweep.

Adjust the DELAY control to position the 50-percent
amplitude point of the leading edge over the center
vertical graticule line. Read and record the DELAY dial
setting. Note that some oscilloscopes use an LED
readout for this purpose.

Readjust the DELAY control to position the trailing
edge 50-percent amplitude point over the center vertical
graticule line. Read and record the DELAY dial setting.
The pulse width is the difference between the two
readings times the main sweep TIME/DIV setting.
Figure 1-14 shows an example pulse width measurement
using the differential method.

Time interval measurement accuracy. The absolute
accuracy of the differential delayed sweep method relies
on the principle that the time interval of the pulse to be
measured is greater than 1 cm of the main sweep. In this
case, the accuracy is X percent of the reading plus Y
percent of full scale. The Y percent of full scale will
totally mask out the accuracy of the measurement. For
example, with the Hewlett-Packard 1740A, the accuracy
is -1.- 0.5 percent of the reading 0.1 percent of full
scale. Therefore, the accuracy of a 10-cm (full scale)

measurement is ± 0.6 percent. However, as the reading
is reduced to smaller and smaller parts of the main
display, the accuracy decreases ( + error increases). At
one division of main sweep the error is ± 1.5 percent at
1/2 division of main sweep the error is now about equal
to that of the direct-from-CRT measurement.
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How to use the delayed trigger Inethod to eliminate
waveform jitter. Often, when you expand a signal,
waveform jitter becomes more pronounced. This jitter
makes it difficult to accurately measure the pulse's rise
time or even its width. The scopes we have been
discussing usually provide a feature to eliminate this
unwanted jitter; it is called delayed trigger.

Delayed trigger controls are much the same as those
that control the main sweep. There is a pushbutton that
selects either AUTO or TRIG mode (which is similar to
the AUTO-NORM mode). When in the T RIG mode,
other controls are enabled that allow you r.o select the
delayed sweep to be triggered internally or externally,
divide the external trigger amplitude by 10, AC or DC
couple the trigger signal, and adjust the slope and
trigger level to start the delayed sweep at any point on
the waveform. Let's use the input signal as the trigger
source to see how the delayed sweep is triggered. Rae:-
to figure 1-15.

Inpul
Sig,1

Inggers

Ma,n
%weer,

ed dw.ng
lane

to II I;

Delayed sweep delayed
trigger example. The main sweep le
shined by the first trigger pulse at to.
The second trigger pulse "arme the
delayed sweep at t1. The next trigger
pulse to arrive after the delay time

ends starts the delayed sweep
sawtooth at t2. The time between t1
end t2 Is unknown which makes the

delayed avseen uncalibrated.

NDA6 -195

Figure 1-15.

Each input pulse produces a trigger pulse. The main
sweep is started by the first trigger pulse. The secod
trigger pulse does not do anything because it is blanked
by the delay time set by the DELAY control. The
delayed sweep is "armed" at t, when the delay time
ends. The next trigger pulse to arrive after the delay time
ends starts the delayed sweep sawtooth which deflects
the electron beam across the CRT. Since there is no way
to know when the trigger signal will occur. the delay
time is uncalibrated. In effect, you have eliminated all
interference by triggering the sweep on only that portion
of the waveform you have selected to examine.

Mixed sweep mode. There is another mode of
delayed sweep operation found on some oscilloscopes,
called mixed sweep. In this mode, the main sweep is
displayed on the screen for the amount of delayed time
desired. Then the sweep increases in speed part way
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across the screen and finishes up the trace at the faster
delayed-sweep rate. The transition point between
sweeps is positioned with the DELAY control after the
MIXED button is pressed. Mixed sweep is convenient
for "peeling off" pulses one by one from a long train
and examining them individually.

Exercises (010):

1. How many time bases does the delayed sweep
function use? What are they?

2. What is the purpose of the time bases?

3. How is delay time measured?

4. What are the two ways of causing the delayed sweep
to be initiated after the delay time?

5. What is the most accurate method of making time
interval measurements?

6. What is the purpose of delayed trigger?

011. Detail the steps necessary in using a dual-trace
oscilloscope for measurement of propagation delay.

lasing the Dual-Trace Scope to Read Propagation
Delay. Propagation delay, with reference to digital
circui s, is the amount of time it takes for a change at
the circuit's input to be noticed at its output. For
example, when the input voltage to an AND-gate
changes from a low to a high, the output will respond at
some later, finite time. You can use your scope to
quickly and easily measure this time and check it against
the device's specifications.

It would be difficult to specify a test drcuit and all
the clips and probes required to complete such a test. By
now you should already have your scope set-up, probes
compensated, and enough background information to
complete your own experiment. The necessary scope
cortrol settings are as follows:

i. Always use identical probes (a 50-ohm passive
probe is useful in high-impedance circuits where
maximum rise time accuracy is necessary).
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2. Set the input coupling switch to AC.
3. Connect circuit's input signal to CHAN A.
4. Connect circuit's output signal to CHAN B.
5. Alternate display.
6. Set internal trigger on CHAN A in AUTO mode.
7. Adjust vertical controls so that signals are

centered and approximately 6 divisions high.
8. Adjust the sweep control so the pulses look like

those used for making rise time measurements.

You should see the leading edges of two pulses
separated by a measurable distance. Measure the
propagation delay at the 50-percent points (center
horizontal graticule line) by counting the number of
divisions between the two pulses and multiplying that
times the setting of the sweep speed control. If you
measure 6 divisions and the TIME/DIV dial is set at 5
nanoseconds, the propagation delay is 10 nanoseconds.
For greater resolution, use the X10 magnifier or delayed
sweep.

Exercises (011):

1. What is propagation delay?

2. What is the first important step in setting up to
measurt.. propagation delay?

3. Where on the display should the propagation delay
he measured?

4. What i the propagation delay if the number of
divisions between pulses is 3 and the TIME/DIV
dial is set at 2 nanoseconds?

5. What control or function will provide greater
resolution for the delay measurement.

798
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APPENDIX A

OSCILLOSCOPE AMPLIFIER CONSIDERATIONS

Oscilloscope users generally consider a scope's bandwidth and rise time as its
primary parameters. Rise time is usually considered the more important parameter
when w orking with faster waveforms. This is mainly because thc axis of thc scopc's
display is the horizontal or time axis, and it offers the greatest resolution less than
2 percent for timing measurements.

Why is the horizontal or time axis considered the major axis? Consider that the
vertical axis has an 8-cm window, whereas the horizontal axis has a 10-cm window.
10 cm provides more resolution than 8 cm. Also, the range of the vertical axis (the
HP 1,740 for example) is 2,000 to 1 or from 1 mV/cm to 20V/cm. The time axis has
a range of 40,00,000 to 1 from 2 sec/cm to 50 ns/cm. This is 20,000 times greater
than the vertical axis offers.

Signal bandwidth is, of course, defined as the frequency range in which signals
are handled with less than a 3 dB loss compared to midband performance. However,
the vertical system of an oscilloscope is not flat like that of a voltmeter it is
Gaussian.

What does Gaussian response mean? It means that the vertical system of the
scope alters the input signal and delays it in such a way that it produces a linear
phase response. The linear phase response has a constant group delay, so all the
frequency components will reach the deflection plates at the same time. This results
in minimum distortion of complex waveforms. Note that this Gaussian response is
always falling in gain; therefore, accurate voltage measurements can only be made at
DC. The frequency response will be down 1.5 dB at 20 percent of the 3 dB
bandwidth, so 3-percent accurate amplitude measurements of sine waves can't be
made at frequencies greater than 20 MHz on a 100-MHz oscilloscope. However, the
amplitude of a pulse is DC, so accurate pulse amplitude measurements can be made
up to the full bandwidth of the scope.

Constraints make bandwidth and rise time numerically related in well-designed
general-purpose oscilloscopes. Bandwidth in megahertz multiplied by rise time in
nanoseconds is approximately 0.35. Therefore, if your oscilloscope needs are
defined in terms of one factor, for example rise time, dividing it into 0.35 will
produce bandwidth.

In terms of rise time, scopes ideally should have a vertical system capable of
responding at least three to five times as fast as the fastest applied step signal. In
such a case, the rise time of the signal indicatcd on the scope will be in error by less
than 2 percent. For example, if you are going to accurately measure X microsecond
pulses, the minimal requirements for scope bandwidth using the 5 times faster and
0.35 factors together can be estimated using the following rule of thumb:

Bandwidth (minimal) 1.70
Fastest Rise Time

But remember, very accurate, absolute rise time measurements are not always
important. When simply comparing the rise times of two signals, scopes with a rise
time equal to the rise time of the signals applied are usually considered adequate.

In conclusion, it can be said that the modern oscilloscope with its Gaussian
response is designed for pulse parameter analysis but not sine wave analysis. The
characteristics of a sine wave can be better measured with instruments other than the
oscilloscope. For true RMS, a voltmeter can give better amplitude measurements; a
counter, better frequency measurements; and a spectrum analyzer, better distortion
measurements. However, for a complex waveform such as a pulse, the oscilloscope
is clearly the best choice. The voltmeter can't respond fast enough to make this
measurement. The trigger uncertainties of a counter mask its accuracy for pulse
measurements, and nothing but a scopc can measure parameters such as overshoot,
droop, and ringing.
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APPENDIX B

THE 50-OHM INPUT VERSUS THE HIGH-IMPEDANCE INPUT

In recent years, there has been a lot of discussion over the merits and demerits of
these two types of oscilloscope inputs. The key issue in making a comparison is input
impedance versus frequency. The high-impedance input is only high impedance for
frequencies below approximately 1 MHz. Above 1 MHz, the shunt capacitance takes
over, and there is a fair amount of uncertainty as to what the input impedance
actually is. The 50-ohm input starts out with low impedance and has essentially a
constant input impedance over the oscilloscope vertical amplifier bandwidth, and
virtually eliminates the effects of capacitive loading. These input characteristics
dictate the applications for which each input is best suited and the choice of probe to
do the job.

Benefits of High-Impedance Scope Inputs.
Passive probes can be used where high-input resistance is required. No
need for an active probe unless signal levels are small relative to vertical
sensitivity.
Can tolerate much greater input voltages than a 50-ohm input.
Can be used with high-voltage probes.

Problems of High-Impedance Scope Inputs.
Capacitive loading is much higher than with 50-ohm inputs.
Input impedance is highly variable with frequency.
There is a tendency to have confidence that there is no loading because R is
high, when in fact, capacitive loading is extremely high.
Does not offer a good termination for fast 50-ohm signal sources. Even
when a 50-ohm termination is used to shunt the high input resistance, the
VSWR caused by the remaining capacitance is very high.

Benefits of 50-ohm Oscilloscope Input.
Minimizes input capacitance and the problems that it causes.
Presents a better termination for high-speed 50-ohm sources. Minimizes
pulse shape distortion, VSWR, reflections.
Whe an appropriate probe is added to the 50-ohm input, the input
impedance can be considerably higher than that of a high-impedance in.
scope. The source frequency for which this is true depends on the
particular probe selected.

Problems with 50-ohm Input.
Limited maximum input voltage. Typically, the maximum voltage which
can be applied directly is less than ± 10V.
Requires a probe to increase the input resistance:

Passive probes can be used to increase the input resistance to 5k ohms
if 100 x division ratios can be used.
Active probes are generally required to increase the input resistance to
the 100k ohms to 100M-ohms area. Active probes are expensive 'out
generally offer a more flexible general probing solution.
50-ohm inputs are not compatible with high-voltage probes.
Does not have AC coupling for signal input.

Summary. To summarize, the 50-ohm input offers superior measurement
capability in many situations. However, it cannot be considered to be a general
purpose solution because a probe is required to increase the input resistance, and AC
coupling is not available without an active probe.

B1
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The high-impedance oscilloscope input is more general purpose than the
50-ohm input. However, it is generally not as capable for making accurate high-
speed pulse measurements, phase-shift measurements, and high-frequency
amplitude measurements, even when a probe has been carefully selected.

Most oscilloscope manufacturers offer selectable high impedance and 50-ohm
inputs in the same mainframe or plug-in vertical amplifier. The choice of both
inputs plus the various probes offered allow the versatility required to make most
waveform measurements.
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Answers for Exercises
CHAPTER 1

Reference:
001 - I. The horizontal or x axis.
001 - 2. The sweep vernier control (part of the TIME/DIV control).
001 - 3. It allows the sweep generator circuitry time to start a sweep

before the signal reaches the CRT vertical deflection plates.
This enables you to view the leading edge of the signal
w aveform.

001 - 4. DC coupling position.
001 5. The vertical magnification control.
001 - 6. The sweep generator circuit.
001 - 7. Increase.

002 - I. Measured between the 10 and 90-percent amplitude points
on the leading edge of a pulse.

002 - 2. At the 50-percent amplitude points.
022 - 3. 1.6 microseconds.
022 4. Plus or minus 100 nanoseconds.
022 - 5. 250 Hz.

003 - 1. By modulating the beam's intensity through the Z axis.
003 - 2. It is limited by horizontal amplifier frequency response and

the phase difference between the horizontal and vertical
amplifiers.

003 - 3. Connect a sweep generator to the input of the circuit under
test, and the X axis input of the o'scope. Then the output of
the circuit under test is connected to the o'scope's Y axis
(vertical input).

003 - 4. 2 kHz.

004 - 1. To produce a stable display.
004 - 2. Is required.
004 - 3. The NORMAL mode.
004 - 4. It permits you to select any point on the positive or negative

edge of the displayed waveform to trigger the sweep circuit.
004 - 5. This can be done by selecting the external trigger mode and

connecting a low-repetition-rate timing signal from the
circuit under test to the external trigger input. In digital
circuits, use a submultiple of the clock pulse rate.

004 - 6. The trigger holdoff control.

005 - I. Turn on and preset, followed by fine tuning.
005 - 2. Adjust the intensity control for comfortable viewing; then

adjust the focus for the sharpest trace.
005 - 3. Highest - to prevent the trace from being deflected off the

screen if the signal has a large DC component or is a very
large AC signal.

005 - 4. DC.
005 - 5. To keep the trigger signal clean and noise free.
005 - 6. Use the AC position of your trigger input controls.

006 - I. One megohm shunted by 20 picofarad of capacitance.
006 - 2. Decreases. Because as the frequency of the input increases,

the capacitive reactance (Xc) of the shunt capacitance
decreases and shorts the high-frequency signal to ground.

006 - 3. Low.
006 - 4. 2,500 ohms. High.

007 - I. To provide isolation for scope inptns.
007 - 2. The high-resistance, miniature passive divider, active

(FET), and current probes.
007 - 3. By using a miniature passive divider probe to reduce thc

input capacitance. Also the active or 50-ohms dMder probe
can be used.

007 - 4. Maximum.
007 - 5. The 50-ohms divider probe.
007 - 6. Probe compensation.

008 - I. The dual-beam or dual-trace oscilloscopes.
008 - 2. It displays the A and B Channels alternately by switching

between the two input channels at a fixed high-speed rate
(250 to 500 kHz).

008 - 3. Displaying and B Channels alternately, one channel per
sweep.

008 - 4. A dual channel display of single-shot events, or checking
balanced or push-pull type amplifiers.

009 - I . By synchronizing thc scope's sweep signal with the signal to
be viewed.

009 - 2. It allows you to display the trigger signal.
009 - 3. Selectable and compositc.
009 - 4. To permit detailed analysis of a portion of a waveform.
009 - 5. The trigger holdoff control.

010 - I. Two. Main and delayed.
010 - 2. The main time base is used to trigger on the signal first

(normal operation). The delay time base triggers on the
signal later than the main time base. This causes a small
part of the main sweep trace to become intensified or
brightened. The por:ion of the waveform we want to
analyze has become magnified.

010 - 3. The delay time is equal to the distance in centimeters from
the start of the trace to the intensified trace, multiplied by
the sweep time per centimeter.

010 - 4. The AUTO mode and the ARMED mode.
010 - 5. Using differential delayed sweep.
010 - 6. To eliminate unwanted jitter.

011 - I. The amount of time it takes for a change at the circuit's
input to be noticed at its output.

011 - 2. Always use identical probes.
011 - 3. Measure at the 50-percent amplitude points.
011 - 4. 6 nanoseconds.
011 - 5. The x 10 magnifier control or the delayed sweep function.
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MULTIPLE CHOICE

Note to Student: Consider all choices carefully and select the best
answer to each question.

1. (400) What are the three main classes of maintenance programs?

a. Diagnostic, performance, and self-checking.
b. Utility, reliability, and diagnostic.
c. Utility, self-checking, and performance.
d. Reliability, report generator, and operating.

2. (400) The maintenance program which is cycled in conjunction
with the operational program is the

a. confidence-diagnostic program.
b. increasing area program.
c. decreasing area program.
d. overlapping area program.

3. (401) The number of digits to be contained in the address portion
of an instruction word is determined by the

a. desired speed of operation.
b. capacity of the computer memory.
c. number of different operations to be performed.
d. number of different types of operations the computer can perform.

4. (402) Which of the following instructions is used by the computer
to duplicate a word in another section of the computer?

a. Shift. c. Transfer.
b. Arithmetic. d. Conditional jump.

5. (403) Which type of operation automatically repositions the
binary points throughout a computation process?

a. Fixed point. c. Floating point.
b. Fixed scaling. d. Variable scaling.

6. (404) Which component function of a loop changes the address
portion of a computer instruction?

a. Initializing. c. Modifying.
b. Computing. d. Testing.

2
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7. (405) Which of the following statements is true of flow chart
symbols?

a. They do not use functional notations.
b. They may change from system to system.
C. They do not contain descriptions of computational functions.
d. They require direction of flow indicators if the direction

of flow is from top to bottom.

8. (406) Which type of flow chart normally defines the major functions
or the overall aspects of a problem?

a. Top-level. c. Low-level.
b. Intermediate level. d. Detailed flow.

9. (407) Which one of the following is not a form of the more standardized
types of operator communcation as pertains to programs?

a. Interrupts. u. Printouts.
b. Branches. d. Manual interventions.

10. (408) What is normally required to initialize a system once
it has been placed into operation?

a. Clearing alarms.
b. Applying power.
c. Making cross connects.
d. Arranging instructicns and data in the computer.

11. (409) Indicator panels provide all of the following except

a. memory contents.
b. register operation.

c.

d.

system operation.
uomponent operation.

12. (409) How is the output voltage of each phase of the power-generating
equipment operation usually monitored?

a. By metering circuits and alarm lamps.
b. By indicator switches.
c. By circuit readers.
d. By generation switches.

13. (410) Which distribution frame is generally encountered when
the subscriber line multiple appears on one side and subscriber
line circuit on the other for interconnection?

a. Red.
b. Main.

3

c. Combined.
d. Intermediate.
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14. (411) The connector alphanumeric A1P3/A2Jc indicates

a. plug A1P3 is a cabinet plug and Jack A2J2 is a chassis or
drawer jack.

b. plug A1P3 is a cabinet plug and jack J2 is a cabinet plug.
c. jack J2 mates with interconnecting wire A1P2.
d. plug P3 mates with jack J2.

15. (412) Refer to text figure 2-7. What cables route the module
611 output to the SIF and SM-137?

a. 5622 and 5623. c. 119 and 12.
b. 800 and 980. d. 101 and 119.

16. (413) Which of the following would be true of assigning numbers
or letters to a jack or to plug pins?

a. All numbers and letters may be used.
b. Any number and all letters except i, o, and q may be used.
c. Only lower-case letters and any numbers may be used.
d. Only letters may be used.

17. (414) The primary purpose in performing a maintenance routine
is to insure

a. optimum equipment operation.
b. that the technician is kept busy.
C. that the proper TOs are being used.
d. that the equipment is operating.

18. (415) Which abrasive should you use to clean relay prongs?

a. Coarse sandpaper. c. Crocus cloth.
b. Emery cloth. d. Steel wool.

19. (416) Which of the following checks made on printers would provide
the most reliable results?

a. A visual examination of all moving parts, examining for wear
and tear.

b. The printout itself.
c. The measurement of power to determine accuracy of circuit

operation.
d. The measurement of tolerances of mechanical assembly parts,

i.e., cams, gears, spaces, against a specification.

LI
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20. ()411) If a high-speed data rate of transmission is required,
which of 'he following requirements would be most essential?

a. Low-gain high-quality amplifiers in repeater station circuitry.
b. Low signal loss, linear amplifiers to provide the best gain

and minimize data loss.
c. Noise-free lines for the audio transmission portion of the

data transfer.
d. A dipole data transfer to provide frequency-shift keying.

21. ()417) At what range does the decibel level of a signal usually
enter the phone line from a modUlator or transmitter?

a. 0 to +6 dB. c. +6 to -25 dB.
b. 0 to -6 dB. d. -6 to +25 dB.

22. (418) The trimmer capacitors used in computer systems most frequently
are

a.

b.

c.

d.

linear.
nonlinear.
varied by altering the dielectric material.
manufactured with the rotor contained between two sets of
stator plates.

23. (418) What is the difference, if any, between a tubular capacitor
and a button type?

a.
b.

c.

d.

There is no difference.
The tubular capacitors have
turns.
More critical adjustments
The life turns cycle of a
type by four times.

a life cycle expectancy of 250

can be made
button type

wich a tubular capacitor.
exceeds the tubular

24. (419) Which meter adjustment requires the disassembly of the
meter?

a. Centering.
b. Nulling. d. Zeroing.

c. Balancing.

25. (420) Variable components are installed in amplifier or pulse
generator circuits bo serve each of the following primary purposes
except

a.

b.
c.

d.

to alter the gain ratio of the circuit.
to act as a phase-shifting device.
to control the pulse duration.
to attenuate the input line signals.

5
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26. (420) A pulse generator may be called by each of the following
names except

a. a one-shot MV.
b. a single-shot MV

c. a monostable MV.
d. a bistable MV.

27. (421) What type of meter should be used if the instruction requirement
is to "adjust power supply control R10 for 24V + .001V output"?

a. A frequency meter.
b. A DC voltmeter, model PSM6 or 7.
c. A differential voltmeter.
d. An AC voltmeter,

28. (422) What component is common to most computer system timing
generators?

a. Adjustable capacitors. c. Wire-wound resistors.
b. Crystals. d. 5-watt resistors.

29. (422) In addition to the master timing unit, all of the following
units are frequently used for timing control except

a. free-running oscillators.
b. blocking oscillators.
c. automatic gate length generators.
d. amplitude control circuits.

30. (423) From the following systems, select the type that does
not have mechanical adjustment associated with it.

a. Core.
b. Drum.

c. Disk.
d. Tape.

31. (423) Mechanical adjustments in a tape storage system vary according
to the design features of the unit. They have all of the following
common elements except for

a. stop.
b. start.

c. tension.
d. tape replacement.

32. (423) The potentiometers used in storage tube adjustments control
all of the following except for

a. scanning. c. unblanking.
b. flood gun intensity. d. frequency compensation.

6
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33. (424) Which of the following is not a main requirement for thL
alignment of intensity and unblanking circuits?

a. Gate amplitudes.
b. Gate shaping.
c. Amplitude control of video pulses.
d. Frequency.

34 (425) Servoloops operate on a principle of

a. rate feedback.
b. a summing a feedback voltage with an input signal.
c. amplifying a difference signal to drive the motor to a position

which produces a null to the input unit.
d. a 180-degree signal feedback summed with a 0-degree input

of tho same frequency and the motor drive until both signals
are of the same magnitude.

35. (425) The direction of rotation in a servo unit is a function
of the

a.- motor.
b. phase relationship between the signal and reference voltage.
c. phase relationship between the signal and reference windings.
d. relationship of the phase of the input signal and the feedback

signal.

36. (425) What portion of the spacing theory is essential to the
accomplishment of the alignment iy3rformed on the keyboard printer
punch carriage unit?

a. The two hammers must trip.
b. The clearances must be preset.
c. The coil must be energized to perform the alignment.
d. The rack is spring-loaded to the left.

37. (426) In coordinate numbering, numbers are assigned from

a.
b.

c.
d.

right to left,
left to right,
right to left,
left to right,

bottom to top, and back to front.
bottom to top, and front to back.
top to bottom, and back to front.
top to bottom, and front to back.

38. (427) Using figures 3-8 and 3-9 from the text, what is the part
number of the PCB that fits into slot All?

a. 38-204267-01.
b. 39-201803-01.

7

c. 39-203859-01.
d. 229639-01.
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39. .(428) What is the usual ohms-per-volt sensitivity of the AC voltmeter
circuits in a VOM?

a. 500.
b. 1000.

C. 5000.
d. 10,000.

40. (428) Using the multimeter shown in fiz,.,re 3-12, you want
to measure a current of 14 mA, what resistcrs shunt the meter
and what resistors are in series with the meter?

a. R1, R2, R3, and R4 are all shunting, no series resistance.
b. R2, R3, and 114 are shunting; R1 is in series.
0. R3 and R4 are shunting; Ri and R2 are in series.
d. R1 is shunting; R2, R3, and R4 are in series.

41. (429) Which of the following is a disadvantage of a multimeter?

a. Short scale. c. Versatility.
b. Portability. d. The internal power source.

42. (430) All of the following are advantageous features of the
transistor voltmeter (TRVM) except that

a. no warmup is required.
b. it has a high input impedance.
c. it can operate on batteries,
d. it is free from AC pickup.

43. (431) If the range control on a differential voltmeter you wish
to use has no apparent effect, you should first

a. supply a separate ground for the meter.
b. return the meter to PME for repair.
c. check the input power source.
d. check the position of the null control.

44. (431) The differential voltmeter can be used as a normal VTVM
with the

a. null switch in VTVM.
b. range switch in DC.

c. range switch in CAL.
d. null switch in AV.

45. (431) The range switch of the differential voltmeter determines

a. the null position.
b. the range of voltages bo be measured.
c. the current to be measured.
d. the mode of operation.
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46. (432) The operation of a digital voltmeter is determined by

a. the probes.
b. the plug-in unit.

c. the timed readings.
d. the digital output jacks.

47. (433) When counting the number of input pulses between a manual
START and manual STOP, what type of measurement is being accomplished?

a. Period. c. Rate.
b. Frequency. d. Totalizing.

48. (433) When making a measurement from one point on a waveform
to another point on the same waveform, the type of measurement
being used is the

a. rate.

b. time interval.
c. ratio.
d. period.

49. (434) If only approximate frequency measurements are needed,
which of the following devices should you use?

a. A Wheatstone bridge. c. A slotted-line section.
b. A signal generator. d. An electrodynamic wattmeter.

50. (435) Which of the following may be used in place of a storage
scope?

a. A logic probe. c. A 1r7ic pulser.
b. A logic clip. d. A logic switch.

51. (436) What tester is used to test suspected assemblieE without
removing the assemblies from the equipment rack?

a. A trouble analyzer. c. A card tester.
b. A drawer tester. d. An IC tester.

52. (437) Meters in motor circuits should be able to handle the
motor starting current which may

a. double the normal running current.
b. be 3 to 4 times the normal running current.
c. be 6 to 8 times the normal running current.
d. be 10 times the normal running current.

53. (438) If dust gets inside an ite a. of measuring equipment, what
meter characteristics can be affected?

a. Range. c. Temperature.
b. Accuracy. d. Adjustment.
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54. (439) For maintenance purposes, test equipment is divided into

a. two categories. c. four categories.
b. three categories. d. five categories.

55. (440) Which AFTO Form is affixed to equipment requiring no calibration?

a. AFTO Form 108. c. AFTO Form 257.
b. AFTO Form 256. d. AFTO Form 273.

56. (441) Which of the following systems provides users with rapid-
access, high-quality, worldwide telephone and data communications?

a. AUTOVON.
b. AUTODIN.

c. ASC.
d. DSA.

57. (441) Which of the following is a highly complex computerized
communications system designed to transmit and receive narrative
messages and data traffic?

a. AUTOVON.
b. AUTODIN.

c. PBX.
d. DSA.

58. (442) Which of the following is a tactical air cortrol system?

a. 407L.
b. 416M.

c. 474N.
d. 490L.

59. (442) Which unit is the headquarters facility for the Air Force
component of the JTF?

a. CRC.
b. CRP.

c. TACC.
d. AFCCP.

60. (443) Which system consists of equipment that bounces radar
signals off the ionosphere and back to earth?

a. OTH.
b. SLBM.

c. MEWS.
d. BMEWS.

61. (444) In an electrochemical corrosion cell, the flow of electrons
is from

a. anode to cathode. c. cathode to conductor.
b. cathode to anode. d. anode to the electrolyte.

62. (445) In the second step of the corrosion process, the rate of
corrosion is dependent upon the presence of

a. hydrogen. c. hydrogen and hydroxly ions.
b. dissolved oxygen. d. unionized ferrous metal.

30554 03 21
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63. (446) A substance which cannot be broken down by chemical means
is

a. a molecule.
b. a compound.

c. an element.
d. an ion.

64. (447) Nature's method of combating corrosion by reducing the
electrode potential of a corrosion cell is known as

a. oxidation. c. passivation.
b. ionization. d. polarization.

65. (448) When the pH concentration of a solution is less than 4,
the alkaline film will be

a. passivated. c. destroyed.
b. polarized. d. increased.

66. (449) As they enter into a eolution, which of the following
tend to decrease the rate of corrosion?

a. Carbon dioxide. c. Chlorine gas.
b. Hydrogen sulfide. d. Inert gases.

67, (450) Bacterial Gorrosion that produces thick deposits forms
what type of corrosion?

a. Pitting. c. Exfoliation.
b. Galvanic. d. Concentration cell.

68. (451) On a polished surface, uniform etch corrosion is first
seen as

a. a discoloration of the paint.
b. white powdery deposits.
c. a general dulling of the surface.
d. small pits or holes.

69. (452) Which of the following descriptions indicate that bare
steel is severely corroded?

a. A red-to-black scale.
b. A whitish powdery residue.
c. A tightly bound black residue.
d. A greenish-white color.
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70. (453) Which of the following is not a recommended method to
be used to decrease corrosion problems?

a. Perform frequent inspections.
b. Determine any cause of corrosion.
e. Remove all evidence of c rrosion.
d. Protect the metal from further attack.

71. (45)4) Which of the following best identifies the correct
proccdural sequence to be followed when treating metal for corrosion?

a. Clean, strip paint, apply protective coating.
b. Strip paint, clean, apply protective coating.
e. Remove corrosion, clean, apply protective coating.
d. Clean, remove corrosion, apply protective coating.

72. (455) Some of the most important troubleshooting aids which
you might use on the job are

a. fault indicators, soldering irons, and system ard unit testers.
b. performance test standards, diagnostic programs, and test

probes.
e. fault indicators, system and unit testers, performance test

standards, and diagnostic programs.
d. flow diagrams, specialized test equipment and unit testers,

performance standards, and equipment PMIs.

73. (455) The first step in the general troubleshooting procedure
is

a. try to localize the fault through analysis of the symptoms
of malfunction.

b. localize the fault to the defective stage by testing
techniques.

e. replace or repair the defective part.
d. try to locate the trouble through inspection.

74. (456) The forms of troubleshooting employed in localizing a
fault to a defective section are

a. marginal checking, waveform analysis, test routines, and
systematic electron flow observations.

b. marginal checking, test routines and programs, and soldering
techniques.

e. waveform analysis, voltage sampling, test routines, and
schematic electron flow observations.

d. marginal checking, system checking, test routines and programs,
and diagnostic cheeks.

30554 03 21
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75. (457) The types of test equipment employed in localizing a fault
to a defective stage are

a. systems peculiar test
equipment.

b. systems peculiar test
c. normal test equipment
d. contractor designated

test equipment.

equipment and specialized unit test

equipment and normal test equipment.
and contractor designated test equipment.
test equipment and specialized system

76. (458) When making resistance measurements in a circuit installed
in equipment, you should be sure that the

a.
b.

c.

d.

power is turned off and all filter capacitors are discharged.
capacitors are discharged and proper test equipment loading
characteristics have been considered.
power is turned off and all loading characteristics are
considered.
all loading characteristics have been considered and that
you have selected the proper meter.

77. (459) The group removal and replacement concept dictates that
removal and replacement is restricted to

a.

b.
c.
d.

one-third of the cards, not to exceed seven.
one-half of the cards, not to exceed seven.
one-half of the cards, not to exceed six.
one-third of the cards, not to exceed six.

78. (460) When using test points as a troubleshooting aid,
efficient method is called the

the most

a. split-half method. c. quarter-split method.
b. one-third-split method. d. split-quarter method.

79. (461) Boolean equations are
with a

most useful when troubleshooting

a. schematic diagram. c. block diagram.
b. logic diagram. d. functional diagram.

80. (462) The pointed end of a soldering aid is used

a. to remove solder from terminal holes ard slots.
b. to remove molten solder.
c. to lift the ends of part leads from the terminal.
d. to exert force on wires and leads for security testing.

81. (462) The appropriate wattage rating of a soldering iron
for soldering a heavy-gauge wire is

a. 20 to 40 watts.
b. 50 to 60 watts.

used

c. 44 to 52 watts.
d. 100 watts or above.

30554 03 21
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82. (463) What are unplated soldering tips cleaned with?

a. Files. c. Emery cloths.
b. Sponges. d. Sandpaper.

83. (464) What is used to prevent wicking during.the tinning procedure?

a. A heat sink. c. A thermal shunt.
b. Flux. d. Beeswax.

84. (464) Which of the following is an acceptable tool for cleaning
terminals?

a. A file. c. An emery cloth.
b. Sandpaper. d. A typewriter eraser.

85. (465) Which of the following is characteristic of an
acceptable solder connection?

a. A good convex fillet.
b. A flat, dull surface.
c. No pits or holes.
d. The contour of the wire being completely covered with solder.

86. (466) Wire or part leads attached to a turret must be wrapped
around the terminal a minimum of

a. 90 degrees. c. 270 degrees.
b. 180 degrees. d. 360 degrees.

87. (467) Which statement concerning the preparation of a wick is
true?

a. Make the wick diameter larger than the pad being desoldered.
b. Tin the einture wick with a suitable solder.
c. Place the wick on top of the soldering iron.
d. Flatten the wick slightly.

88. (468) The flipping of excess solder can result in

a. an electric short.
b. a serious skin or eye burn.
c. a broken solder tip.
d. the catching of hot solder under a finger ring.

89. (469) The length of bare wire required for a good wire wrap connection
is

a. 3/4 to 1 inch. c. 2 inches.
b. 1-1/4 to 1-3/8 inches. d. 2 to 3 inches.
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90. (470) The two major publications which will aid in the removal
and replacement of items are the

a. -1 and -2 TO series.
b. -2 and -3 TO series.

c. -2 and -4 TO series.
d. -2 and -4 TO series.

91. (471) At approximately what temperature will the current-carrying
element in a fuse wire melt?

a. 50 degrees C. c. 100 degrees F.
b. 100 degrees C. d. 170 degrees F.

92. (472) Which of the following switches would most likely be used
to control voltage or current?

a. A toggle. c. A circular microswitch.
b. A pushbutton. d. A level contactor microswitch.

93. (473) Multiple connector bodies that eimply solderless pins are
designed to hold

a. a single wire. c. two wires if 22 gauge or smaller.
b. no more than three wires. d. Four wires if 22 gauge or larger.

94. (474) Which of the following printed circuit wiring patterns
is the more commonly used?

a, Metal foil circuit cards.
b. Chemically deposited circuit cards.
c. A printed circuit card with wiring and printed parts.
d. A printed circuit wiring pattern.

95. (475) Carbonized areas that could form leaking paths on a printed
circuit board should be cleaned with a pre^^-ibed solvent and

a. an emery cloth.
b. a steel wool pad.

c. a stiff brush.
d. a soft brush.

96. (476) Which of the following statements on trouble in a capacitor
is false?

a. When the ohmmeter reading goes immediately to zero, the capacitor
is shorted.

b. A normal capacitor shows a charging action and the final reading
is less than normal, the capacitor is leaking.

c. The electrolytic capacitor must be checked by taking a normal
reading, and then reversing the ohmmeter leads and taking
another reading.

d. If the capacitor shows no charging action and immediately
indicates a high resistance, it is normal.

30554 03 21
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97. (476) When checking diodes with an ohmmeter, never use a range
setting below ohms times

a. 1.

b. 10.

C. 100.

d. 1000.

98. (476) Integrated circuits are divided into each of the following
for testing purposes except

a. linear.
b. nonlinear.

c. a committed transistor.
d. an uncommit4-9d transistor (array).

99. (477) A drift punch is helpful in removing a printed circuit
board transistor that has been mounted

a. by bolting. c. by clamping.
b. in a socket. d. through the board with bt-Ading.

100. (478) What is used in a power supply to maintain the output
voltage to the critical level needed?

a. Voltage regulators. c. Transformers.
b. Voltage dividers. d. Rectifiers.

101. (479) What offers zero impedance to the folow of current in
one direction and an infinite impedance to the flow of current
in the opposite direction?

a. An amplifier. c. A transformer.
b. A rectifier. d. A power supply.

102. (479) What would be the inverse peak voltage of a full-wave
rectifier that has an output peak voltage of 100 volts?

a. 50 volts. c. 200 volts.
b. 100 volts. d. 600 volts.

103. (480) Refer to text figure 6-18. With an input frequency of
60 Hz and 60 volts, what is the output ripple frequency and output
voltage?

a. 30 Hz, 60 volts. c. 60 Hz, 120 volts.
b. 60 Hz, 60 volts. d. 120 Hz, 120 volts.

104. (480) What is the main use of a cascade voltage multiplier?

a. A transformerless high-voltage, low-current supply.
b. A transformerless high-voltage, high-current supply.
c. A transformerless low-voltage, high-current supply.
d. A transformerless low-voltage, low-current supply.

30554 03 21
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105. (481) What property a capacitor allows it to be used in a
filter network?

a. Stores electrical energy.
b. Discharges rapidly across a load.
c. Increases the flow of alternating current.
d. Permits the flow of electrons more easily in one direction

thnn in thn nthnr_

106. (482) What name is given to a family of diodes designed to operate
with reverse breakdown voltage?

a. ASR.
b. SCR.

c. Zener diode.
d. Electronic voltage regulators.

107. (482) Which of the following is basically a four-layer, semiconductor
device having three electrodes?

a. ASR. c. SCR.
b. EVR. d. Zener diode.

108. (483) Refer to text figure 6-45. If load 3 is 60 volts at 2
milliamperes, load 2 is 150 volts at 1 milliampere, and load
1 is 330 volts at 6 milliamperes, what is the value of R3?

a. 30,000 ohms. c. 45,000 ohms.
b. 37,500 ohms. d. 60,000 ohms.

109. (484) Refer to text figure 6-46. Transistors Q7 and Q8 form
a part of

a. a series regulator. c. a voltage divider network.
b. a differential amplifier. d. a filter network for the +3V power supply.

110. (485) An open-circuited rectifier in a single-phase half-wave
rectifier circuit will

a. cause no DC output.
b. cause an increased AC ripple voltage.
c. cause an increased DC output voltage.
d. have no effect on the output voltage,

111. (485) A 60-Hz ripple frequency from a singe-phase full-wave
rectifier unit indicates

a. no trouble with the unit.
b. that a zener diode is week.
c. that a rectifier diode is probably defective.
d. a voltage increase.
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112. (486) What part of the vertical input section of an oscilloscope
enables you to review the leading edge of a signal?

a. The delay line.
b. The input attenuator.
e. The vertical Input amplifier.
d. The input coupling switch in the 50-ohm position.

113. (487) What measurement is made between the 10-percent and 90-
percent amplitude points on the trailing edge of a pulse waveform?

a. Rise time. e. Pulse width.
b. Pali time. d. Pulse bandwidth.

114. (488) Concerning the use of the X-Y operation to check phase,
what Lissajous pattern is generated when the phase shift is 90
degrees?

a. A straight line from lower left to upper right.
b. A straight line from upper left to lower right.
e. A bow tie.
d. A circle.

115. (489) What mode of trigger control operation requires a trigger
signal to generate a reference baseline?

a. Internal.
b. Single.

e. Normal.
d. Auto.

116. (490) During the Turn-On and Preset operation before using a
scope, what position of the input coupling switch is used when
the signal source is pulse or signal generator?

a. 50 ohms.
b. GND.

e. DC.
d. AC.

117. (491) Which of the following can happen as input shunt capacitances
increase?

a. Reduced source loading.
b. Abnormal circuit operation.
e. Increased CW phase stability.
d. Rise time measurements become more accurate.

118. (492) What type of probe should be used for the most accurate
rise time measurements?

a. A miniature passive adder. e. A 50-ohm divider.
b. A high resistance probe. d. An active probe.
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119. (493) Which dual-trace display mode causes both channels bo
be displayed by switching between channels at a high-speed rate?

a. Chop. c. Algebraic sum.
b. Alternate. d. Algebraic difference.

120. (494) What type of triggering is used on a dual-trace scope
to show two asynchronous signals?

a. Composite. c. Delayed.
b. Selectable. d. Double.

121. (495) Time interval measurements are least accurate using

a. the X 5 magnifier. c. direct delayed sweep.
b. the X 10 magnifier. d. differential delayed sweep.

122. (496) At what points on the pulse waveform is the propagation
delay measured?

a. Betweem 10-percent and 90-percent points.
b. Between leading and trailing edges.
c. Between the 90-percent amplitude points on the waveform.
d. Between the maximum and minimum amplitude points.

END OF EXERCISE

ATC/ECI SURVEY

The remaining questions (125-135) are not part of the Volume Review
Exercise (VRE). These questions are a voluntary ATC/ECI survey. Using
a number 2 pencil, indicate what you consider to be the appropriate
response to each survey question on your answer sheet (ECI Form 35),
beginning with answer number 125. Do not respond to questions that
do not apply to you. Your cooperation in completing this survey is
greatly appreciated by ATC and ECI. (AUSCN 100)

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT

A. Authority: 5 U.S.C. 301, Departmental Regulations

B. Principal Purpose: To gather preliminary data evaluating the
ATC/ECI Career Development Course (CDC) Program.
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C. Routine Uses: Determine the requirement for comprehensive
evaluations in support of CDC program Lmprovement.

D. Whether Disclosure is Mandatory or Voluntary: Participation
in this survey is entirely voluntary.

E. Effect on the Individual of not Providing Information: No adverse
action will be taken against any individual who elects not to participate
in any or all parts of this survey.

QUESTIONS:

125. If you have contacted ECI for any reason during your enrollment,
how would you describe the service provided to you?

a. Excellent. c. Unsatisfactory.
b. Satisfactory. d. Did not contact ECI.

126. My ECI course materials were received within a reasonable
period of time.

a. Strongly agree. c. Disagree.
b. Agree. d. Strongly disagree.

127. The condition of the course materials I received from ECI
was:

a. A complete set of well-packaged materials.
b. An incomplete set of well-packaged materials.
c. A complete set of poorly packaged materials.
d. An incamplete set of poorly packaged materials.

128. The reading level of the material in the course was too difficult
for me.

a. Strongly agree. c. Disagree.
b. Agree. d. Strongly disagree.

129. The technical material in the course was too difficult for
me at my present level of training.

a. Strongly agree. c. Disagree.
b. Agree. d. Strongly disagree.

130. The illustrations in the course helped clarify the information
for me.

a. Strongly agree. c. Disagree.
b. Agree. d. Strongly disagree.
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131. Approximately how much information in the course provides
general information about your AFSC?

a. Between 80 ard 99%. c. Between 40 and 59%.
b. Between 60 and 79%. d. Between 20 and 39%.

132. Approximately how much information in this course was current?

a. Between 80 and 99%. c. Bet:en 40 and 59%.
b. Between 60 ard 79%. d. Between 20 and 39%.

133. The format of the text (objective followed by narrative and
exercises) helped me study.

a. Strongly agree. c. Disagree.
b. Agree. d. Strongly disagree.

134. The volume review exercise(s) helped me review information
in the course.

a. Strongly agree. c. Disagree.
b. Agree. d. Strongly disagree.

135. Check the rating which most nearly describes the usefulness
of the information in this CDC in your upgrade training program.

a. Excellent. c. Marginal.
b. Satisfactory. d. Unsatisfactory.

NOTE: If you know this CDC contains outdated information or does
not provide the knowledge that the current specialty training standard
requires you to have for upgrade training, contact your OJT advisor
and fill out an AF Form 1284, Training Quality Report.
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STUDENT REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE
PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT

AUTHORITY: 44 USC 3101. PRINCIPAL PURPOSE(): To provide student assistance as requested by individual students.
ROUTINE USES: This form is shipped wiV. every ECI course package. It is utilized by the student, as needed, to
place an inquiry with ECI. DISCLOSURE: Voluntary. The information requested on this form is needed for
expeditious handling of the student's need. Failure to provide all information would result in slower action or
inability to provide assistance.

SECTION I: CORRECTED C)R LATEST ENROLLMENT DATA: MAIL TO ECI. GUNTER MS. ALA 36118

1. THIS REQUEST CONCERNS COURSE 2. TODAY'S DATE 3. ENROLLMENT DATE 4. PREVIOUS SERIAL NUMBER

r I i i
S. SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 6. GRADE/RANK 7. INITIALS LAST NAME

I 1 1 I MINIMIM MLLE
8. OTHER ECI COURSES 9. ADDRESS: (OJT ENROLLEES - ADDRESS OF UNIT TRAINING

NOW ENROLLED IN OFFICE/ALL OTHERS - CURRENT MAILING ADDRESS) 11. AUTOVON NUMBER

LIP COPE 12. TEST CONTROL OFFICE
ZIP CODE/SHREDi 1 1 I_ 1

10. NAME OF BASE OR INSTALLATION IF NOT SHOWN ABOVE:

SECTION II: Old or INCORRECT ENROLLMENT DATA
1 . NAME: 2. GRADE/RANK: 3. SSAN:

4. ADDRESS: 5. TEST OFFICE ZIP/SHRED:

ADDITIONAL FORMS 17 available from trainers,
SECTION ID: REQUEST FOR MATERIALS, RECORDS, C)R SERVICE OJT and Education Offices, and ECI. The

latest course workbooks have a Form 17
....1place an "X" through number in box to left of service requeste0 printed on the last page.

I EXTEND COURSE COMPLETION DATE. (Justify in Remarks)

2 SEND VRE ANSWER SHEETS FOR VOL(s): 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 - ORIGINALS WERE: NOT RECEIVED, LOST, MISUSED

3 fFND COURE. MATERIALS (Specify in remarks) - ORIGINALS WERE: NOT RECEIVED, LOST, DAMAGED.

4 COURSE EXAM NOT YET RECEIVED. FINAL VRE SUBMITTED FOR GRADING ON (Date):

5 RESULTS FOR VRE VOL(s): 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 NOT YET RECEIVED. ANSWER SHEET(s) SUBM7TTED ON (Date ):

6 RESULTS FOR CE NOT YET RECEIVED. ANSWER SHEET SUBMITTED TO ECI ON (Date):

7 PREVIOUS INQULRY (ECI FORM 17, LTR, MSG) SENT TO ECI ON:

8 GIVE INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANCE AS REQUESTED ON REVERSE:

9 OTHER (Explain fully in remarks)

REMARKS: (Cdntinue on Feverse)

OJT STUDENTS must have their OJT
Administrator certiest.

I certify that the information on this form is accurate and that this
request cannot be answered at this station. (Signature)

ALL OTHER STUDENTS may certify their
own reauests.

ECI FORM 17
JUN 77 PREVIOUS EDITIONS MAY BE USED
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SECTION REQUEST FC)R INSTRUCTOR ASSISTANCE
NOTE: Questions or comments relating to the accuracy or currency of textual material should be forwarded
directly to preparing agency. Name of agency can be found at the bottom of the inside cover of each text.
All other inquiries concerning the crurse should be forwarded to ECI.

VRE ITEM QUESTIONED:

Course No.

Volume No.

VRE Form No.

VRE Item No.

Answer You Chose
(Letter)

Has VRE Answer Sheet
been submitted for grading?

YES [:_j NO

REFERENCE
(Textual support for the
answer I chose can be
found as shown below)

In Volume No:

On Page No:

In (Left) (Right)

Column

Lines Through

MY QUESTION IS:

Remarks:
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